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Office Action Summary
09/524,095

Applicant(s)

HALVERSON ET AL.

Exami ner

Firmin Backer

Art Unit

2155

etwith the conespondence address --

Period for RePIY

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 9 MONTH(S) FROM

THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Exlensionsoftimemaybeavailableundertheprovlslonsof3TCFRl.l36(a). Inno6vEnt,holrrever,mayareplybetimelyfiled

"ir-iriSri 
te MoNTHSfrom the mailing date of lhis communicalion'

- lf the period for repty speo1ied above is less than thirty ii6j aavs, a r"plvutthin the statutory minimum of thlrly (30) days will be consldered timely'

- lf No period for r"prv iJ"p".in"d above, the maxiru.i ii"tut"w period witt apply.and will eipke slX (6) MoNTHS from ihe mailing date of this communication'

- Faiture ro repty wimin tiJ'J'oi 
"rr"nu"a 

p"rioo ror r"pii *iri, riv."talyje, gy$111 
"pplication 

to become ABANDoNED (35 u's'c' S 133)'

- Anvreolvreoeivedbytheoffioelaterihanthreemontrl'Lneiin;maitingdateofthiscommunlcation,eveniftimelyfiled'mayreduceany
eaineri patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1'704(b)'

Status

1)X Responsive to communication(s) filed on 13 March 2000 '

2a)fl This action is FINAL. 2b)EX This action is non-final.

3)n Since this application is.in condition for allowance exceptfor.fory{_qalers, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance w1h the practice under Ex patte Quayte, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G' 213'

Disposition of Claims
I

| +lX Claim(s) 56'126 is/are pending in the application'
I

| +a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration'

I qn claim(s) is/are allowed'

I olX claim(s) 56'126 is/are rejected.

I an claim(s) is/are objected to.

I tU Claims are subject to restriction and/or eleclion requirement.

I Application PaPers
I

I gln The specification is objected to by the Examiner'

I r oll The drawing(s) fited on 

- 

is/are objected to by the Examiner.
I

I f f lfl The proposed drar,riing correction filed on is: a)[ approved b)n disapproved'

I f Zll The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

I

I Priority under 35 U.S.C. S 119'

I ,ttln Acknowtedgment is made of a claim forforeign priority under 35 U.s.c' s 11g(a)'(d) or (0'

I aln nrr b)fl some . c)fl None of:

I t n Certified copies of the priority documents have been received'

I ,.n Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No'

I

I s.n copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National stage
- -'aoolication 

from the lnternational Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

| . see the .ttrr:n[o o"i.ileJ'omce aaion for a list of the certified copies not received'

I t+ln Acknowtedgement is made of a claim fordomestic priority under 35 U.q.c' $ 119(e)'

Attachment(s)

ts) X ttott"" of References Cited (PTo'892)

f oi fl Hoti.. of Dratsperson's Patent Drawing Revlew (PTo'948)

tO X tnformation Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO'1449) Paper No(s)

te) I tnterview Summary (PTO-413) Paper No(s)' 

-ts) I t{otlce of lnformal Patent Applicatlon (PTo-l52)

zo) fl ottrer:

Part of Paper No. 1 0
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DETAILED ACTION

This is in response to a letter for patent filed on June 30\ 2000 in which claims 56'126 are

presented for examination. Claims 56-126 are pending in the letter.

Aaim Rejections - 35 USC S 102

1. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C . l02that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in a patent granted o-n an application for patent by ryom9l filed in the United

States before the invention thereof by the applioant for pat"nt, or on an intemational application by another who

has firlfrlled the requirements ofparagraphs lt), (z), and (a) ofseotion 371(o) ofthis title before the invention

thereofby the applicant for patent.

Z. Claims 56-126 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Levin et al.

(U. S. Patent No. 6,173,27 9).

3. As per claim 56, Levin et al teach a method for speech-based navigation (information

server, l l0) of an eleit oni. data source located at.one or more network servers located remotely

from a user, (see abstract, fig 1, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising receiving a spoken request

(receive a natural language query) for desired information from the user (user); rendering an

interpretati on(creating a semantic representation) of the spoken request, constructing a

navigation (generating search) query based upon the interpretation; soliciting additional input

from the user (one or more questions are generated...), including user interaction in a modality

different that the original request and, refining the navigation query, based upon the additional
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input (see column 6 lines 20-59), using the navigation query to select a portion of the electronic

data source; and transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the network

server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally with the user. (see abstract, fig. 1-

3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22)

4. As per claim 57,Levin et al teach a method of rendering the interpretation includes

deriving linguistic information by using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstrac!

fig l, column 3 lines 37-5 lines 40).

5. As per claim 58-62, Levin et al teach a method of constructing a navigation query in the

form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including extracting an

input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the construction

of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see abstract, fig.

l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5)

6. As per claim 63-68, Levin et al teach a method of soliciting additional input is performed

in response deficiency including unresolved word encountered after the first navigation of the

data source, required element of the navigational QuerY, data recorded within the data source,

failure to identify data record responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20'59)'

7. As per claim 69, Levin et al teach a method wherein the additional input is solicited upon

receiving a user-input statement... (see column 6 lines 20'59)'
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8. As per claim 70-73, Levin et al teach a method of soliciting additional input from the

user, including presenting: a menu, a textual or an audible request, a list of portions of data

source (see abstract , ftg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

9. As per claim 74-75, Levin et al teach a method wherein additional input received from

the user is speech based, of no spoken input source (see abstrac! frg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line

s).

10. As per claim 76,Levin et al teach a method wherein steps (d)-(e) are repeated until the

navigational query if deemed adequate source (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

1l. As per claim 77,78, Levin et al teach a method wherein the input modality includes

selecting (by speaking) from a displayed option menu (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9

line 5).

12. As per claim 79,Levin et al teach a method performed with respect to a plurality of user

and,coresponding client devices (see abstrac! fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

13. As per claim 80-81, Levin et al teach a method of selecting data source from plurality of

electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content (see

abstract, frg. I-3, column 3 line 36-9line 5)
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14. As per claim 82, Levin et al teach a system for speech-based navigation (information

server, I I0) of anelectronic data source located at one or more network servers located remotely

from a user, (see abstract, fig l, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising a portable microphone

(microphone, l2l)receiving a spoken request (receive a natural language query) for desired

information from the user (user) a language processing logic (natural language server, I I4)

rendering an interpretation(creating a semantic representation) of lhe spoken request (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22) a query construction logic

(service host, I 12) constructing a navigation(generating search) query based upon the

interpretation; a query interaction logic (servlce host, I 12) sohciting additional input from the

user (one or more questions are geinerated...),including user interaction in a modality different

that the original request and, (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l,

10,22), a query refining logic (service host, 112) refining the navigation query, based upon the

additional input (see column 6 lines 20-59), a navigation logic (service host, I 12) using the

navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data source; electronic infrastructure

(network, /08) transnftting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the network

server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally with the user. (see abstract, fig. 1-

3,'oolumn 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22)'

15. As per claim 83, Levin et al teach a system of rendering the interpretation includes

deriving linguistic information by using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract,

fig l, column 3 lines 37-5 lines 40).
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16. As per claim 84-86, Levin et al teach a system of constructing a navigation query in the

form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including extracting an

input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the construction

of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see abstract, fig.

1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

17. As per claim 87, 88, 100, Levin et al teach a system wherein at least a portion of the

language processing if hosted on a computing device coupled with a microphone located locally

with a user and a network computing device located remotely and data in a two-way

communication infrastructure (courial, DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular, fiber-optic) (see abstract,

frg, l-3, column 3 line 36-9line 5).

18. As per claim 89-94, Levin et al teach a system of soliciting additional input is performed

in response deficieniy including unresolved word encountered after the first navigation of the

data source, required element of the navigational query data recorded within the data source,

failure to identify data record responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20-59).

19. As per claim 95,96, Levin et al teach a system wherein the input modality includes

selecting (by speaking) from a displayed option menu (see abstract,frg.l-3, column 3 line 36-9

line 5).
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20. As per claim 97-98, Levin et al teach a system of selecting data source from plurality of

electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

2I. As per claim 99, Levin et al teach a system wherein the display device receives data from

the electronic device on the network via a communication box (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3

line 36-9line 5).

22. As per claim 101, Levin et al teach a computer program for speech-based navigation

(information server, 110) of an electronic data source located at one or more network servers

located remotely from a user, (see abstract, fig 1, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising code segment

receiving a spoken request (receive a natural language query) for desired information from the

user (user); code segment rendering an interpretation(creating a semantic representation) of the

spoken request, code segment constructing a navigation (generating search) query based upon

the interpretation; ,otiriting additional input from the user (one or more Etestions are

generated...), includiqg user interaction in a modality different that the original request and, code

segment refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input (see column 6 lines 20-

Se;, code segment using the navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data source;

and code segment transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the

network server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally with the user (see

abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22);
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23. As per claim 102, Levin et al teach a code segment deriving linguistic information by

using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract, fig 1, column 3 lines 37-5 lines

40).

24. As per claim 103-105, Levin et al teach a code segment of constructing a navigation

query in the form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including

extracting an input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the

construction of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

25. As per claim 106-107, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein rendering of the

interpretation and the construction of the navigation query are performed on a computing device

located locally with or remotely from the user (see abstracf fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

26. As per claim 108'114, Levin et al teach a code segment that solicits additional input

display on option mequ is performed by speaking in response deficiency including unresolved

word encountered after the first navigation of the data source, required element of the

navigational Query, data recorded within the data source, failure to identify data record

responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20'59).

27. As per claim 115, Levin et al teach a computer program the act of selecting from the

display is performed by speaking (see column 6 lines 20'59)
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28' As per claim 116, Levin et al teach a code segment of the computer program operate with

respect to a plurality of simultaneous user and corresponding client devices (see abstract, fig. l-

3, column 3 line 36-9line 5).

29' As per claim I17, Levin et al teach a code segment that select data source form a plurality

of electronic data source .... content (see abstract, frg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

30. As per claim I18, Levin et al teach a computer program of selecting data source from

plurality of electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content

(see abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

31. As per claim I 19, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein the additional input is

solicited upon receiving a user-input statement..,(see column 6 lines 2o-sg).

32. As per claim l?0-123, Levin et al teach a code segment of soliciting additional input

from the user, including presenting: a menu, a textual or an audible request, a list of portions of

data source (see abstra ct, fig.l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

33. As per claim 124-125, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein additional input

received from the user is speech based, ofno spoken input source (see abstract, fig. l-3, column

3 line 36-9line 5).
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As per claim 126,Levinet al teach a code segment wherein steps (d)-(e) are repeated until the

navigational query if deemed adequate source (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

Conclusion

34. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure. (6,192,338).

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Firmin Backer whose telephone number is 703-305-0624. The

examiner can normally be reached.on Mon-Thu 8:30-6:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examinet's

supervisor, Sheikh Ayaz can be reached on 703-305 -9648. The fax phone numbers for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are 703-305-3718 for regular

communications and 703-305-53 52for After Final communications.

Any inquiry o:u general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is 703-305-3900.

/)
"J* /tut*
Fiimin Bac(er

/Aprilg,2ool
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TO PAPER NO.TONIVI PTO.ES2 U.S. DE.PARTMENT OF COMMERCE

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

NOTICE OF REFENENCES CffED
HALVERSON ET AL.

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

oTHER REFERENCES (lncluding Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

@is not being furnished with this office action.

(see 
-fi/anual 
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97 SOUTH SECOND STREfT

sutTt t00

sAN tosE, CALIFORNIA 95113

CnnITON FTELDS LLP

April 11,2001

Commissioner for Patents

Washington,Dc 20231

Re: Patent Application Serial No.:
Inventor:
Title:

Filed:
Our File No.:

Dear Sir:

Please enter the enclosed Revocation and Power

referenced application.

Attorney into the file of the

41,429

KTZ:ELM
Enclosure t

cc: Edward E. Davis, Asst. Secretary (w/ encl.)

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I do hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal

Service as first class mail, postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to Assistant Commissioner for

Patents, Washington,DC 20231, on the date set forth below.

Erica L. Mann

RECEIVED

APR 1 I 2001

Technology Center 2100

091524,095
Christine Halverson, et al.

Navigating Network-Based Electronic
Information Using Spoken Natural Language
Input with Multimodal Error Feedback
March 13,2000
444s 41 027 42/SRI I P03 7 I (V541 | 6 -2)

MAILING ADDRESS: ,-
p.o. Box 721030, sAN ,osE. cA esr72-1030 Yn;l
rEL (408)271-2300 FAx (408) 27s-es7e t{+ '

Writer's Phone Nurnber: (408) 271-2300

zr s-fl

*\\

of

NR 1$ flfil

a /1, f zuor
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

sRr l P044l44 45 41 027 40 (US40 I 5-2)

APPLICATION SERIAL NO.:
INVENTOR:
ASSIGNEE:
TITLE:
FILING DATE:

RECEIVED

APR 1 I 2001

Technology Center 2100091398,233
Douglas E. Appelt, et al.

SRI International
lnformation Retrieval by Natural Language Querying
September 17,1999

Attorney Docket No.: SN1P038144454/02'143 (US4l 16'4)

APPLICATION SERIAL NO.:
INVENTOR:
ASSIGNEE:
TITLE:

FILING DATE:

091524,056
Luc Julia et al.

SRI International
System Method and Article of Manufacture for Navigating
Network-Based Electronic Multimedia Content Using Spoken

Natural Language Input
March 13,2000

ttorney Docket No.: SRIlP037/44454102'742 (US4l l6-3)

APPLICATIONSERIALNO.: 091524,095

INVENTOR: Christine Halverson

ASSIGNEE: SRI International

TITLE: Navigating Network-Based Electronic Information Using
Spoken Natural Language Input With Multimodal Error
Feedback

FILING DATE: , March 13,2000

Attorney Docket No.: SN1P039144454/02744 (US4l 16-5)

APPLICATION SERIAL NO.:
INVENTOR:
ASSIGNEE:
TITLE:

FILING DATE:

091524,868
Luc Julia, et al.
SRI Intemational
Accessing Network-Based Electronic Information Through

Scripted Online Interfaces Using Spoken Natural Language

input
March 14,2000
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Attorney Docket No. : SRII P040 / 444541 02745 (US40 I 5-3)

APPLICATION SERIAL NO. :

INVENTOR:
ASSIGNEE:
TITLE:

FILING DATE:

091613,237

James Arnold, et al.
SRI International
System and Method for Incorporating Concept-Based Retrieval
Within Boolean Search Engines
July 10,2000

Attorney Docket No. : SRI I P0 4l I 44454102'746 (US40 I 5-4)

APPLICATION SENAL NO.:
INVENTOR:
ASSIGNEE:
TITLE:

FILING DATE:

091613,236

James Arnold
SRI International
System, Method and Article of Manufacture for Interactive

Question-Answering and Automated Information Routing
July 10,2000

Attorney Docket No. : SRI1PO 42/ 44454/42'748 (US40 I 5-5)

APPLICATION SERIALNO.: 091613,235
INVENTOR: James Arnold, et al.
ASSIGNEE: SRI International
TITLE: System, Method and Article of Manufacture for Concept Based

Information Searching
July 10,2000FILING DATE:

Attorney Docket No.: SRIlP043+ (US4l48-2P)

APPLICATIONSERIALNO.: 601228,804
INVENTOR: ' Stephen Pullman, et al.
ASSIGNEE: SRI International
TITLE: Arbitrary Querying for Information Extraction
FI.LING DATE: May 5,2000
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REVOCATION AND POWER OF ATTORMY

Assi ioner for Patents
Washington, DC 20231

The undersigned assignee ofthe above-referenced patent applications hereby revokes all

prior powers of attomey and appoints as his attomey, with full powers of substitution and

revocation, to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected with these

applications and any patents resulting therefrom, the following:

Kevin J.Zilka, Reg. No. 41,429
Dominic M. Kotab, Reg. No. 42,762

' C. Douglas McDonald, Reg.No. 26,659
John C. Clark, Reg. No. 43,552

Please direct all future communications and telephone calls to:

Kevin J.ZiIka
Cnru,roNFrelns, P.A.
P.O. Box 721030
San Jose, CA95I72-1030
(408)-27r-2300

SRI INTERNATIONAL

RECEIVED

APR 1 9 ZOO1

Technology Center 2100

^Oloate: 0"( A D w\ ,L00 
|

i
By:

E. Davis, Assistant Secretary
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CONFIRMATION NO.6294
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I. KEITH STEPHENS
CARLTON, FIELDS, WARD, EMMANUEL, SMITH & CUTLER
P.O. BOX 3239
TAMPA, FL 33601-3239

.oc00000000601 7790'

Date Mailed : 04127 12001

NOTICE REGARDING POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 04116120Q1.

o The Power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as
provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record(37 CFR 1.33).

OFFICE COPY
Initial Patent Examinatio4 vision (703) 308-1202
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'oc000000006017814'KEVIN J. ZILKA

CARLTON FIELDS. P.A.
P.O. BOX 721030
sAN JOSE, CA 95172-1030

. Date Mailed: 0412712001

NOTICE REGARDING POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 0411612001.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

Initial Patent Examination (703) 308-1202
OFFICE COPY
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IN THE LINITED STATES PATENT A}IID TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re the application of:

Halverson et al.

Application No. 09/524,

Filed: 0311312000

NAVIGATING NETWORK.BASED
ELECTRONIC INFORMAITON USING
SPOKEN NATURAL LANGUAGE IMUT )
WITH MULTMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK )

)

Date: Air'.\ Z-1, d+g$F/MF'
frLAY 4 _ 

200;

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that this corresponde,nce is being deposited with the
United States Postal Service as First Class Mail in an anvelope addressed

'ble
2/s;{'t

zlEV
PATENT

Group Art Unit: 2758

Atty. Docket No. SRI1P037
44454/02742

Erica L. Mann

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

, 
IINDER 37 CFR Q$ 1.56 AND 1.97(c)

Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, DC 20211

Dear Sir:

The references listed in the attached PTO Form 1449, copies of which are attached, may

be material to examination of the above-identified patent application. Applicants submit these

references in compliance with their duty of disclosure pursuant to 37 CFR $$ 1.56 and 1.97. The

Examiner is requested to make these references of offrcial record in this application.

fechnsW,
eentar 

UAL

to: Assistant Commissioner for Patorts, Washington, DC 20231 on
Aoti\ Z?, Z-ost

6('E
^ s$$

$'

Attny Dkt No. SRIIP037 I 444541027 42
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This krformation Disclosure Statement is not to be construed as a representation that a

search has been made, that additional information material to the examination of this application

does not exist, or that these references indeed constitute prior art.

This Information Disclosure Statement is believed to be filed before the mailing date of a

first Office Action on the merits. Accordingly, it is believed that no fees are due in connection

with the filing of this Information Disclosure Statement. However, if it is determined that any

fees are due, the Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge such fees to Deposit Account 03-

0683 (Order No. 44454/027 421 SRILP037\.

Respectfu lly submitted,

CARLTON FIELDS

Dominic M. Kotab
Reg. No. 42,762

DF '{H fiiT*u*o
Technara*u"o' ?ool

", venlcrtl00

P.O. Box 721030
San Jose, CA 95172-1030
Telephone: (408) 27 1 -2300

Attny Dkt No. SRIIP037 I 444541027 42
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1449 (Modified)

\ Ioro.rnation Disc
Statement Bv

se Several Sheets if

r rss ^Ltw. DocketNo.
pprurrorz

/tpplicant:
Halverson et al.
Filing Date:

03n3t2000

Application No.:
091524,095

Group Art Unit:
2758

\s0ri U.S. Patent Documents
Examiner
Initial No. Patent No. Date Patentee Class

Sub-
class

Filing
Date

A
B
c
D
E RFn^.
F "Cj rF'r|
G Y|AY d
H L^, uUl

I -'v&! 
ehnt

J
' <tul

K
Patent or Published F

Examiner
Initial No. Author. Title" Date. Place (e.e. Journal) of Publication

r,^h

R Stent, Amanda et al., "The CommandTalk Spoken Dialogue System", SRI
lnternational

S Moore, Robert et al., "CommandTalk A Spoken-Language Interface for
Battlefield Simulations", October 23, 1997, SRI Intemational

(h T Dowding, John et al., "Interpreting Language in Context in CommandTalk",
February 5, l999,SR[ Intemational

/)

Examiner fu {*r_ Date Considered ,gqrv vvrrersvrvv 
,/erf ,t u

Examiner:Aitial citatiqn considered. Draw lin
considerey'. Include copy of this form with next

r through citation if not in conformance and not
communication to applicant.

Other Documents

Pg. 1 of3
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Form 1449 (Modified) rtty. Docket No. Application No.:
SRI1P037 091524,095

Halverson et al.
FilingDate: Group Art Unit:
031t312000 2758

U.S. Patent Documents
Examiner
Initial No. Patent No. Date Patentee Class

Sub-
class

Filing
Date

A
B
C br-
D

.\L
:-flrn -

E lWav
_ \d./

F 2nn,
G

-,utO:AgV 
t

H
,.dr 2lan

I
J

K

Other Documents
Examiner
kritial No. Author. Title. Date. Place (e.e. Journal) of Publication

Tb
R http ://www.ai.sri.com/-oaalinfowiz.htrnl, "InfoWiz: An Animated Voice

Interactive Information System, May 8, 2000

S Dowding, John, "Interleaving Syntax and Semantics in an Efficient Bottom-
up Parset'', SRI International

'/o
T Moore, Robert et al., "Combining Linguistic and Statistical Knowledge

Sources in Natural-Language Processing for ATIS"' SRI International

Examiner 
% {*

Date Considered 
t / a,fV u

Examiner: /nitial citation y'onsidered. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not
considere{ Include copy bf this form with next communication to applicant.

Pg.2 of 3
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. Docket No. Application No.:
P037 091524,095

Ealverson et al.
Filing Date: Group Art Unit:
031t312000 2758

Form 1449 (Modified)

Information Disc

se Several Sheets ifN
U.S. Patent Documents

Examiner
kritial No. Patent No. Date Patentee Class

Sub-
class

Filing
Date

A
B
c
D
E

F rf, '1nr,.
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*.r tr&f
H

,1t4
4-o

I lEchnnt^ <uUI
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K
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Patent or Published

Examiner
kritial No. Author. Title. Date, Place (e.g. Joumal) of Publication

Fh
R Dowding, John et al., "Gemini: ANatural Language Slctem For Spoken-

Language Understanding", SRI Intemational

S

T
n n

'*^t""' //r*-.*,-. $ rrl'-
Date Considered r,fitf O >

ed. Draw line through citation if not {n conformance and not

considerg/. lnclude copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

Other Documents

Pg. 3 of3
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IN THE LTNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICATION NO.:
INVENTOR:.
TITLE:

FILING DATE:
ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

091524,095
Halversen, Christine
NA\YICATING NETWORK-BASED ELECTRONIC
INFORMATIONUSING SPOKEN INPUT WITH
MULTIMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK

3lt3l00
SRI1PO37

NOTICE OF CHANIGE OF
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRES S

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC 2023I

Sir:

RECEIVED

JUN 1 I ?r||l1

Technotogy Centsr 21oo

please change the correspondence address relating to the above-identified application as

follows:

C. Douglas McDonald, Esq.

Carlton Fields, et al.

P.O. Box 3239

Tarrya, FL 33601-3239

Respectfu lly submitted,

May i0,2001

CeplroNFreros, P.A.
P.O. Box 3239
T*pu, W 33601-3239
(8r3)223-7000
Attorney of Record

Date:
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ln re Application of HALVERSON, et al

ssr4 For Navigating Network-Based Electronic lnformation Using

Spoken Input With Multimodal Error Feedback

(Optional) *ts
PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR {.136(a) sRt 1P037

ffii6iEElSquest under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a

response in the above identified application.

The requested extension and appropriate non-small-entity fee are as follows

(check time Period desired):

tr One month (37 CFR 1.17(aX1)) $

A Two months (37 CFR 1-17(a)(2)) $390'00

tr Three months (37 CFR 1.17(aX3)) $

n Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(+)) $

tr Five months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(5)) $

A Applicant ctaims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. Therefore, the fee amount shown

above is reduced by one-half, and the resulting fee is: $ 195'00 '

A A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

tr Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

tr The Commissioner has already been authorized to charge fees in this

application to a DePosit Aqcount.

X The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required'

or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account Number 29:10292' '

I have enclosed a duplicate copy of this sheet'

I am the El applicanUinventor,

E assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3'71

Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. (Form PTO/SB/96)'

fi attopey or agent of record.

E attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34(a).

Registration number if acting under 37 CFR 1'34(a)'

i

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Gredit card Information should not

be included on thls form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

September 19,2001

Signature

KIN-WAH . No.39.400

Typed or printed name

NorE: signatures of ail the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. submit multiple

forms if more than one signature i3 required, see below*.

LDf,
l-zb-f,l

'c>
{D
(\.1

C)

ct
C-)

Ct)ooc
(.t
.(l'

()
UJ

Lu
()uc

09/e5/e001

01 FC:816

Date

t 000000e6 0954$95

195.00 0p

Patents, Washington, DC 20231.
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q,:641IN THE UNITED STATES
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

PATENT APPLICATION

Applicant(s):

Serial No.:

Filed:

Title:

HALVERSON, et al

09t524,095

March 13.2000

Atty. DocketNo. SRI 1P037

Group Art Unit: 2155

Examiner: F. BACKER

NAVIGATING NETWORK-BASED ELECTRONIC
INFORMATION USING SPOKEN INPUT WITH
MULTIMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

RBVOCATION OF PREVIOUS POWER
OF ATTORNEY AND NEW APPOINTMENT

The undersigned assignee of the above-identified application hereby revokes all previous

Powers of Attorney and appoints the following attorneys with full power to prosecute the

application, to make?lterations and amendments therein, and to transact all business in the

United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith and with full power of

substitution and revocation :

Raymond R. Moser, Jr.; Reg. No. 34,682; Kin-Wah Tong, Reg. No. 39,400;

. Robert Brush, Reg. No. 45,710; Steven Weiner, Reg. No. 38,360; and Edward E.
.. Davis, Reg. No. 35,IL2.

CHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

Please change the correspondence address for the above-identified application to:

Thomason, Moser & Patterson, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue - Suite 100

Shrewsbury, New Jersey 07702

Please direct all telephone calls to: Kin-Wah Tong, telephone # (732) 530-9404

c)

fiFs
fr:,9L)^s
HBF

()g
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CERTIFICATE UNDER 37 C.F'.R. 8 3.73G)

SRI International, a corporation of the State of California, certifies that it is the urrfi.. -

of the entire right, title and interest in the patent application identified above by virtue of:

An Assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application identified above. The

Assignment was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office, for which a copy

thereof is attached.

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is empowered to act on behalf of the

assignee.

Respectfully submitted,

sRI/41l6-3

(f=
UJE
FR
tJATUil

N /-))/H
---
6T€-VEN l-fr-l r,-t4r y' r e-E - feasrbZUf

(D
c)
C\I

(l)

E
ctg
o
(J
.ct

ou", 4/r t/n r

SRI International
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Telephone No.: 650-859-31 15
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ASSIGN^dENT OF PATENT APPLICA^ION
(Not AccomPanYing APPlication)

Whereas Vwe the undersigned inventor(s) hqve invented certain new and useful

improvemeuts as set forth in the patent application entitled:

NAVIGATING NETWORK-BASED ELECTRONIC INFOR]VIATION USING SPOKEN
XNTUru.L LANGUAGE INPUT WTTH MULTIMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK

for which Vwe have executed an application for a United States Letters Patent which was filed in
iil U:S. F"1ent and Trademark OfnG on March 13, 2000, and which bears the Application No.

CI91524,095.

For good and valuable consideratiolll -the pcetp
acknowledgJd, Vwe the undersigned inventor(s) hereby:

1) Sett(s), {lien(s) and transfe(s) to s\IJnterna$9g?!r,*_9-ury9#:jlTll""{t 1"3::1t1":
iL,i"g iiil# ; dffiryli ir I, n""!i6pq@mla.

m any ffi!-rwements andrefened to as "ASSIGNEE"
inventions disclosed in, 

"ppti6i,tion(s) 
basedupgr\ and Paten(s) (including foreign patents) granted

upoo tttr i"formation wnib?r is discliied in the above referenced application.

and sufficiency of which is herebY

any and all Letters Patents
substinrtes(s) or reissue(s)

2\ Authorize and request the commissioner of Patents to issue

i6sdting from said application or any division(s), continuation(s),

thereof to the ASSIGNEE.

3) Agree to execute all papers and docnments and, entirely at.tfe ASSIGNEE'S exp€nse,

nerform any acts ;hi;h rt. 
""Lo*uty 

necessary in cbnnection- with 4" l.tos"gutio1 of said

Ioiitiiiti"ru'as well as any derivative and applicati-ors thereof, foreign applications based thereon'

"iilo. 
the enforcement ofpatents resulting from zuch applications.

4) Apree that the terms, covenants and conditions of this assignment shall inure to the benefit

Ji,ft" dfi'ddft;;;;rs,-assigls *a-otUgt legal representatii.e, and shall be binding upon the

iri*irtiifri}" *.tt * the inventor'f heirs, legal repieseniatives and assigns.

51 Warrant and represent tbat Vwe have not entered, and will not enter into any assignment'

c6ntract, * *a"trt*ding that conflicts with this assignnent. '

Signed on the date(s) indicated beside my (oru) signature(s)'

Date: b-lb- 00 '1)

2)

3)

4)

Signature:
TypedName:

Signanue:
TypedName:

Signature:
Typed Name:

Signature:
Typed Name:

Date:

Date: A/te 
'

Luc Julia

Date: e lzz/
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ASSIGI IENT OF PATENT APPLICA ,.ON
(Not AccomPanYing APPlication)

Whereas Vwe the undersigned invento(s) have invented certain new and useful

improvements as set forth in the patent application entitled:

NAVIGATING NETWORK.BASED ELECTROMC INFORIT{ATION USING SPOKEN. -- 
NATURAL LANGUAGE INPTIT WTTH MT'LTMODAL ERROR T'EEDBACK

for which Vwe have executed an application for a United States Letters Patent which was filed in

;i; U.S. F;.nt *aloa.*rtk Offi; on March 13, 2000, and which bears the Application No.

09t524,095.

For good and valuable consideratiog, the -receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby

acknowledgJd, Vwe the undersigned inventor(s) hereby' 'l'

1) Sell(s), assign(s) and trans-fer(s) to SRllqtemltigml g 9At{o1n1a non-profit corporation

havine a place of business at 333 @Parb!4rfornia ?4025, (heieinafter

;:,f;3J,f;';AisIeNEE; vep.ents 11{
inventions disclosed in, 

"ppti6"m"frl 
U*ra"upoo, and Paten(s) (ing$Ap foreign patents) granted

upon the inforrra3ion which is disclosed in the above refbrencecl appllcauor

D Authorize and request the Commissioner of Patents to. issue any agd all Letters Patents

iJrrrrtirg n"*-s-ai[ appliiation or any division(s), continuation(s), stibstinrtes(s) or reissue(s)

thereof io the ASSIGNEE-

3) Agree to execute all papers and documents and, entirely at.the ASSIGNEE's expense,

perform any acts *ni.n are 
^reasonably necessary in connection with the prosecution .of said

Iopti""ti"r," as well as any derivative and applications thereof, foreign applications based tlereon"

"ifior 
the enforcement ofpatents resulting from zuch applications.

4) Agree that the tertrts, covenants and conditions of this assignment shall inue to the benefit

Ji,rr.4r!ij1ig;ll--*.Jirsotr, assigns *a otng legal representatiie, agd shall be binding uponthe

inu*toi1rf ^ 
*.tt as the inventor'i heirs, legal repiesentatives and assigns.

5) Warrant and represent that Vwe have not entered, and will not enter into any assignment,

contract, or understanding that conflicts with this assign6enl

Signed on the date(s) indicated beside my (or:r) signature(s).

l) Signature:
Typed Name:

Signatue:
Typed Name:

Signature:
Typed Name:

Signature:
Typed Name:

Date:

?A
Date: 6'-Lo-oo2)

3)

4)
Adam Chcyer

Date:
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ASSIGNIVIENT OF PATENT APPLICAT TON
(Not AccomPanying APPlication)

Whereas Vwe the undersigned inventor(s)..Qve invented certain new and useful

improvements as set forth in the patent application entitled:

NAVIGATING ITETWORK.BASED ELECTROI\rIC INFORI}'IATION USING SPOKEN

NATI]RAL LA}IGUACE I}TPIJ"T WITE MTNTNVTODAL ERROR T:EEDBACK

for which Vwe have executed anSpplication for a united States Letters Patent which was filed in

the u.s. patent r"di;;;;k ordcf *---rra*rnl:, iooo, and which bears the Application No'

091524,095

For good and valuable colfiderutiog. the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby

".tcno*iJgJa, 
V*. the undersigned inventor(s) hereby:

1) Sell(s), assign(s) and trans-fer(s) to SRI Internationalr3 qalif-o$la non-orofit corporation

havine a place 
"rutilt3ti":t i 

qheieinafter

-^r^-Lr +l- oo (. aqsTGNtrF.") the enn Ywrvsw s$
iefen6d tb as "ASSIGNEE'f' the entire

i""t"tio* disclosed in" application(s)

m any ano au lmpl()v('rrrttrlt.|' 
'Lur'r

incluf,ing foreign latents) granted
inventions disctosei-iil"ppU6"ti"tts) basedlrpon, and fatent(s) (including I

frtiil"l"f"l-"ti""iinitit is discliied in the above referenced application.

2\ Authorize and request the Commissioner of Patents to issue any and all Letters Patents

r6sdtine from saiJ$pfi;;ti* or -il,ft"irion(sl 
-continuation(s), 

sribstitutes(s) or reissue(s)

thereof io the AS SIGNEE.

3) Agree to execut-e all papers and documents an4 entirelv at the ASSIGNEE'S expense,

perform any acts ;hi"h *'riLoour-t! ;;;r*rry in.cbnnection with the prosecution of said

loolication as well as any derivative iJa "ppl*tt* 
o**r, foreign applicaltions based thereon'

;il5i;;-t";#"t""-.* "f dt""tr resulting fi 6m zuch applications

4) Agree that the terms, covenants and conditions of tlis assignment shall inure to the benefit

of the Assignee, rts successors, .rrign, uifr-oi[o r.ia rJft9r*t tiir, and shall be binding upon the

t;;i,t6fi; ;;ii ; th. i"".otoi;ilntits, Iegal repiesentatives and assigns'

$ S/arrant and represent that Vwe have qot entered" and will not enter into. any assignment

I6ntract, or *a.rtt*ai"g that conflicts with this assignme'nt.

signed on the a4"trl indicated beside my (our) signature(s).

Date: b-tb'lo'
1)

2)

3)

4)

Signattue:
TypedName:

Signahre:
TlpedName:

Signature:
TypedName:

Signature:
TypedName:

Luc Julia

Date:

Adam Cheyer

Date:
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Ururrn Strrns Pernlrr eNo ThepevlARt{ OFFrcn

UNITED STATES PATEi'{T ANDTRAoEMARK oFFlcE

CONFIRMATION NO.6294

r[|l||lilillllffi llilllilllilllllllilllilllilllilllilllilllillllllil|nffi ill
'oc000000006797094',C. Douglas McDonald, ESQ.

CARLTON FIELDS, Ct AI.

P.O. Box 3239
Tampa, FL 33601-3239

Date Mailed : 09 12612001

NOTICE REGARDING POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 09121/2001'

. The power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as

irouio"o by 37 CFR 3.2i. ruture correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record(37 cFR 1.33).

OFFICE COPY

WAsHrNGloN, D.C. 20231

D JOHNSON
21007033085229
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coMMtsstoNER FoR PATENTS

UNTTED STATES PATENT AND ThADEMARK oFFrcE
WASFTING'roN. D.C. 20231

wwwuspto.gov

THOMASON, MOSER & PATTERSON, LLP
595 SHREWSBURY AVENUE
SUITE 1OO

SHREWSBURY. NJ 07702

CONFIRMATION NO.6294

" oc000000006797 149*
-oc000000006797149'

Date Mailed: 0912612001

NOTICE REGARDING POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 0912112001.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

D JOHNSON
2100 703308s229

OFFICE COPY
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IN THE IINITED STATES
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

PATEI{T APPLICATION

Applicant: Halverson et al.

Case: SRI1P037

Serial No.: 09/524,095

Group Art Unit: 2L55

Examiner: Firrnin Backer

Filed: March 13' 2000

TitIE: NAVIGATING NETVI/ORK'BA,SED ELECTB,ONIC INFORI\IAIION
USING SPOKEN NATTJRAL I,AI\GUAGE INPT.]T WITII MT]LTIMODAL
MRORTM)BACK

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
Box Non-Fee Amendment
Washington, D. C.2023I

SIR:

RBSPONSE I.INDER 37 C.F.R. S 1.111

This response addresses the Office Action dated April 24,200t (Paper No.

10).

REMARKS

In view of the following discussion, the Applicants submit that none of the

claims now pendin$ in the application are anticipated under the provisions of 35

U.S.C. g 102. Thus, the Applicants believe that all of these claims are now in

allowable form.

I. IIEJECTTON OF CLUMS 56-126 UNDER 35 U.S.C. $ 102

The Examiner has rejected claims 56-t26 in Paragraphs 2-33 of the Offrce

Action as being anticipated by the Levin et al. patent (US Pateni 6,173,279 issued

January 9, 2001, hereinafter referred to as Levin). The rejection is respectfully

traversed.

g
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09/524,095

Levin teaches "a method of using at least one natural language query to

retrieve information from one or more data resources and further performing a

requested action using the retrieved information is disclosed". (See Levin,

Column 2, lines 15-18) Namely, Levin teaches a method for using natural

language query to obtain information, where upon receipt of the requested

information, a desired action is executed based upon the requested information.

To illustrate, Levin provides the example, where a user employs natural

language to request the telephone number of a restaurant. Upon receipt of the

telephone number, the telephone number is actually dialed for the user. (See

Levin, Column 3 line 62 to Column 4, line 1)

In contrast, Levin fails to teach or suggest the novel concept of speech-based

navigation where the method solicits additional input from the user, including

user interaction in a modality different thaq the original request. Specifrcally,

Applicants'independent claims 56, 82 and 101 positively recite:

56. A method for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source,
the electronic data source being located at one or more network servers
located remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken request for desired information from the

(b) HriJirt"* an interpretation of the spoken request;
(c) " constructing at least part of a navigation query based upon the

interpretation;
(d) soliciting additional input from the user, including user

interaction in a modality different than the original request;
(e) 'refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;
(0 using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the

electronic data source; and
(g) transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source

" from the network server to a client device of the user. (emphasis
added)

82. A system for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source,
the electronic data source being located at one or more network servers
located remotely from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken request for
desired information from the user;

(b) language processing logic, operable to render an interpretation of
the spoken request;- (c) query construction logic, operable to construct a navigation query
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in response to the interpretation ofthe spoken request;
(d) user interaction logic, operable to solicit additional input from the

user, including user interaction in a modality different than the origlnal
request;

(e) query refining logic, operable to refine the navigation query, based
upon the additional input;

(fl navigation logic, operable to select a portion of the electronic data
source using the navigation query; and

(g) electronic communications infrastructure for transmitting the
selected portion of the electronic data source from the network server to a
primarily stationary, display device located locally with the user. (emphasis
added)

101. A computer program embodied on a computer readable medium for
speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the electronic data
source being located at one or more network sen/ers located remotely from a
user, comprising:

(a) a code segment that receives a spoken request for desired
information from the user;

(b) a code segment that renders an interpretation of the spoken
request;

(c) a code segment that constructs at least part of a navigation query
based upon the interpretation;

(d)a code segment that solicits additional input from the user.
including user interaction in a modality different than the original request;

(e) a code segment that refines the navigation query, based upon the
additional input;

(f) a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a
portion ofthe electronic data source; and

(g) a_ code segment that transmits the selected portions of the
electronic data source from the network server to a primarily stationary,
display device located locally with the user. (emphasis added)

Applicants'lnvention teaches a novel method and apparatus for speech-

based navigation where the method solicits additional input from the user,

including user interaction in a modality different than the original request.

Specifically, Applicants address the criticality of errors and deficiencies via user

interface modalities in addition to spoken natural language. It has been observed

that users are often frustrated by ineffective or non optimal speech-based

navigation that simply engages the user repeatedly in a long series of questions

and answers, i.e., "single modal interaction", to perfect the navigation query.

This single modal approach is often tedious and uninspiring for a user who must

refi.ne the navigation query repeatedly to achieve the desired result, thereby
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increasing the time the user must interact with a system. In fact, one goal of the

speech-based navigation is to relieve this very tedium where the user must engage

a system repeatedly, €.g., via a long sequence of menus to achieve the desired

result.

To address this criticality, Applicants' navigation query can be refined via

input from the user. where the user interaction is in a modality different than the

original request. To illustrate, if a portion of the navigation query can be

achieved, then the result can be presented to the user in a way that the user can

provide additional input via interaction that is in a modality that is different than

the original request. For example, if the "partial" navigation query produces

three possible results, then the results can be presented to the user via a menu

with the most likely result being highlighted. The user can then press a button on

a remote unit to accept the highlighted result or simply scroll to one of the other

three choices. Thus, the pressing of the button by the user is a user interaetion

that is in a different modalitlr than the original request, e.9.. a natural language

request that originally started the navigation request. This is an important aspect

of the invention because of the psychological and real effect where the user

perceives that the navigation query is actually progressing closer to the achieved

result.

In contrast Levin teaches that "the serwice host L12 determines if there are

any ambiguities with respect to the response (step 222) an;d, if so, forwards

additional qtreries to the user to help to resolve the ambiguities (step 224)".

(emphasis added) (See Levin, Column 6, lines 40-43). Additionally, Levin states

that "[t]he service host 112 includes a dialog control program that manages

interactions with users over several turnrs (e.9., it decides when to ask a question

whentogiveanansrrer, provides means for clarifying ambiguities, and provides

error control and recovery during an interaction)". (emphasis added) (See Levin,

Column 5, lines L5-20). Levin's single modal approach is contrary to Applicants'

invention and is one of the criticalities that Applicants' invention is designed to

address. To further support Applicants'position, Levin states that "[t]he

invention is independent of the actual modality of call placemenl". (See Levin,
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Column 4, lines 29-gL) This statement is another clear indication that Levin is

totally unconcerned with the modality of the user interaction and is simply

teaching a single modal approach via queries and answers.

Therefore, the Applicants respectfully submit that independent claims 56,

82 and L01 are not anticipated by the Levin reference. As such, claims 56, 82 and

101 fully satisfy the requirements of 35 U.S.C. $102 and are patentable thereunder.

Claims 57-81, 83-100 and 102-1"26 depend, either directly or indirectly, from

claims 56,82 and 10L and recite additional features therefor. Since Levin fails to

anticipate Applicants'invention as recited in Applicants'independent claims 56,

82 and 101, dependent claims 57-81, 83-100 and 102-126 are also not anticipated

under 35 U.S.C. $ 102 and are allowable for the same reason noted above.

Conclusion

Thus, the Applicants submit that all of these claims now fully satisfy the

requirements of 35 U.S.C. $102. Consequently, the Applicants believe that all

these claims are presently in condition for allowance. Accordingly, both

reconsideration of this application and its swift passage to issue are earnestly

solicited.

If, however, the Examiner believes that there are any unresolved issues

requiring the issuance of a final action in any of the claims now pending in the

application, it is requested that the Examiner telephone Mr. Kin-Wah Tong, Esq.

at (732) 530-9404 so that appropriate arrangements can be made for resolving such

issues as expeditiously as possible.

r/oh
Reg. No. 39,400
(732) 530-9404

Moser, Patterson & Sheridan, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue
First Floor,
Shrewsbury, New Jersey 07702

b
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Response to Request for Reconsideration

This is in response to a request for reconsideration file on September 26ft,2001. Claims

56-126 are being reconsidered in this action.

Aaim Rejections - SS ASC 5 IOZ

l. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paraggaphs of 35 U.S.C. l02that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Offrce action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was desoribed in a patent granted on an applioation for. patent by TothT filed in the United

States before the invention thereof by the applicant for patenl, or on an intemational application by alother who

has firlfilled the requirements ofparagraphs (t), (Z), and (a) ofsection 371(c) ofthis title before the invention

thereofby the applicant for patent.

Z. Claims 56-126 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Levin et al.

(U.S. Patent No. 6,173,279)'

3. As per claim 56, Levin et al teach a method for speech-based navigation (information

server, l l0) of an electronic data source located at one or more network servers located remotely

from a user, (see abstract, fig l, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising receiving a spoken request

(receive a natural language query) for desired information from the user (user); rendering an

interpretati on (creating a semantic representation) of the spoken request, constructing a

navigation (generating search) query based upon the interpretation; soliciting additional input

from the vser (one or more questions are generated...), including user interaction in a modality

different that the original request and, refining the navigation query based upon the additional

input (see column 6 lines Z}-sg),using the navigation query to select a portion of the electronic
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data source; and transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the network

seryer to a primarily stationary, display device located locally with the user. (see abstrac! fig. l-

3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22)

4. As per claim 57, Levin et al teach a method of rendering the interpretation includes

deriving linguistic information by using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract,

fig 1, column 3 lines 37-5 lines 40).

5. As per claim 58-62, Levin et al teach a method of constructing a navigation query in the

form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including extracting an

input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the construction

of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see abstra ct, frg.

1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5)

6. As per claim Ol-Og, Levin et al teach a method of soliciting additional input is performed

in response deficiency including unresolved word encountered after the first navigation of the

data source, required element of the navigational {uerI, data recorded within the data source,

failure to identify data record responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20-59).

7. As per claim 69, Levin et al teach a method wherein the additional input is solicited upon

receiving a user-input statement...(see column 6 lines 20-59).
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8. As per claim 70-73, Levin et al teach a method of soliciting additional input from the

user, including presenting: a menu, a textual or an audible request, a list of portions of data

source (see abstract, frg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

9. As per claim 74-75, Levin et al teach a method wherein additional input received from

the user is speech based, of no spoken input source (see abstract , fi5. l-3, column 3 line 3 6-9 line

5).

10. As per claim 76,Levin et al teach a method wherein steps (d)-(e) are repeated until the

navigational query if deemed adequate source (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

I 1. As per claim 77,78, Levin et al teach a method wherein the input modality includes

selecting (by speaking) from a displayed option menu (see abstract fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9

line 5).

12, As per claim 7Q, Levin et al teach a method performed with respect to a plurality of user

and coresponding client devices (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

13. As per claim 80-81, Levin et al teach a method of selecting data source from plurality of

electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5)
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14. As per claim 82, Levin et al teach a system for speech-based navigation (information

server, I I0) of an electronic data source located at one or more network seryers located remotely

from a user, (see abstract, fig l, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising a portable microphone

(microphone, 105) receiving a spoken request (receive a natural language query) for desired

information from the user (user) a language processing logic (natural langaage server, I 14)

rendering an interpretation (creating a semantic representation) of the spoken request, (see

abstract, frg. I-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22) a query construction logic

(service host, I I2) constructing a navigation(generating search) query based upon the

interpretation; a query interaction logic (service host, 112) soliciting additional input from the

vser (one or more questions are generated...), including user interaction in a modality different

that the original request and, (see abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim 1,

10,22), a query refining logic (service host, I I2) refining the navigation query, based upon the

additional input (see column 6 lines 20-59), a navigation logic (semice host, I 12) using the

navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data source; electronic infrastructure

(network, ,108) transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the network

server to a primarily s{ationary, display device located locally with the user. (see abstract, fig. l-

3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim l, 10,22).

15. As per claim 83, Levin et al teach a system of rendering the interpretation includes

deriving linguistic information by using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract,

fig l, column 3 lines 37-5 lines 40).
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16. As per claim 84-86, Levin et al teach a system of constructing a navigation query in the

form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including extracting an

input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the construction

of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see abstract, fig.

1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

I7 . As per claim 87, 88, 100, Levin et al teach a system wherein at least a portion of the

language processing if hosted on a computing device coupled with a microphone located locally

with a user and a network computing device located remotely and data in a two-way

communication infrastructure (coa:<ial, DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular, fiber-optic) (see abstract,

fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

lg. As per claim 8g-g4,Levin et al teach a system of soliciting additional input is performed

in response deficiency including unresolved word encountered after the first navigation of the

data source, required element of the navigational guery, data recorded within the data source,

failure to identify data record responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20-59).

ig,. As per claim gS, g6,Levin et al teach a system wherein the input modality includes

selecting (by speaking) from a displayed option menu (see abstrac! fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9

line 5).
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20. As per claim 97-98, Levin et al teach a system of selecting data source from plurality of

electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

2L As per claim 99, Levin et al teach a system wherein the display device receives data from

the electronic device on the network via a communication box (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3

line 36-9line 5).

22. As per claim l0l, Levin et al teach a computer program for speech-based navigation

(information server, I l0) of an electronic data source located at one or more network servers

located remotely from a user, (see abstract, fig 1, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising code segment

receiving a spoken request (receive a natural language query) for desired information from the

user (user); code segment rendering an interpretaion(creating a semantic representation) of the

spoken request, code segment constructing a navigation(generating search) query based upon

the interpretation; soliciting additional input from the user (one or more questions are

generated... ), including user interaction in a modality different that the original request and, code

segment refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input (see column 6 lines 20-

59); code segment using the navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data source;

and code segment transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the

network server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally with the user (see

abstract, fig, l-3, column 3 line 36-9line 5, see also claim 1,I0,22)'
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23. As per claim 102, Levin et al teach a code segment deriving linguistic information by

using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract, fig l, column 3 lines 37-5 lines

40).

24. As per claim 103-105, Levin et al teach a code segment of constructing a navigation

query in the form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including

extracting an input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the

construction of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see

abstract, frg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9line 5).

25. As per claim 106-107, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein rendering of the

interpretation and the construction of the navigation query are performed on a computing device

located locally with or remotely from the user (see abstract, ftg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

26. As per claim 108-114, Levin et al teach a code segment that solicits additional input

display on option menu is performed by speaking in response deficiency including unresolved

word encountered after the first navigation of the data source, required element of the

navigational query, data recorded within the data source, failure to identify data record

responsive to navigational query (see column 6lines 20-59).

27. As per claim 115, Levin et al teach a computer program the act of selecting from the

display is performed by speaking (see column 6lines 20'59)
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28. As per claim 116, Levin et al teach a code segment of the computer program operate with

respect to a plurality of simultaneous user and corresponding client devices (see abstract, fig. l-

3, column 3 line 36-9line 5).

29. As per claim 117, Levin et al teach a code segment that select data source form a plurality

of electronic data source . . . . content (see abstract, ftg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

30, As per claim I18, Levin et al teach a computer program of selecting data source from

plurality of electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content

(see abstract,fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

31. As per claim I 19, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein the additional input is

solicited upon receiving a user-input statement...(see column 6 lines 20-59).

32, As per claim l?0-123, Levin et al teach a code segment of soliciting additional input

from the user, including presenting: a menu, a textual or an audible request, a list of portions of

datb source (see abstract,ftg.l-3, column 3 line 36-9line 5).

33. As per claim 124-125, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein additional input

received from the user is speech based, of no spoken input source (see abstract, fig. l-3, column

3 line 36-9 line 5).
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34. As per claim l26,Levin et al teach a code segment wherein steps (d)-(e) are repeated

until the navigational query if deemed adequate source (see abstrac! fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9

line 5).

Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments filed on September 261e,2001have been fully considered but they

are not persuasive.

Applicant argues that the prior art (Levin et al) fail to teach or suggest an inventive

concept wherein "soliciting additiorial input from the user including user interaction in a

modality different than the original request." p;aminer respectfully disagrees with the

applicant's perspective and characterization of Levin's inventive concept. Levin et al teach a

system and method of using natural language to retrieve information. In that particular if the

service host I12, based on the rules, decides that there is enough information for performing a

database access, the dqtabase query is generated. The database query is generally in one ofthe

standard query languages (e.g. SQL). The service host 112 also determines if there are any

ambiguities with respect to the response (step 222)and, if so, forwards additional queries to the

user to help to resolve the ambiguities (step 224). The service host I 12 then sends the responses

to the information server I l0 (step 226).If Ihere are too many potential answers (for instance if

there are two pizzaplaces on Main Street in Westfield), one or more questions to the user are

generated in order to disambiguate the query (e.g. Do you mean "Venezia" or "Bella Roma?").
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The answers to the additional questions are used to formulate a new logical search query. For

this there might be additional rules like: i(Action_Object=Pizza_Restaurant and Too-

Many_Answers) then User must provide further clari$ing information suoh as, for example, the

name of restaurant OR exact address. If the user does not provide enough information to achieve

a single answer, the service host 112 might then list the possibilities and ask the user to chose

one of them (see column 6 lines 28-59). This is a way to require additional information from the

user in order to generate user's request.

Conclusion

THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR L l36(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. Inthe event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE.MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR. 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing

date of this final action.
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Firmin Backer whose telephone number is 703-305-0624. The

examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Thu 8:30-6:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Sheikh Ayaz can be reached on 703-305-9648. The fax phone numbers for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned ne703-305-3718 for regular

communications and 7 03 -3 0 5 -53 52 for After Final communications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is 703-305-3900.

tu, -AYAZ 
S}IEIKH

SUPERVISORV PATEi{T EX/\h4I!T"

TECHNOLOGY CENTER 21OO
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(1) Firmin Backer Gxamined. (g)Kn-Wah fonq (Attomeil.

(2) Ario Etienne brimary examiner). (4)_.

Date of lnterview: 08 Januarv 2002 .

Type: a)[ Telephonic b)! Video Conference
c)f] Personal [copy given to: 1)n applicant 2)n applicant's representative]
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ldentification of prior art discussed: 6.173.279 .

Agreement with respect to the claims f)! was reached. g)n was not reached. h)n N/A.
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should be withdrawn. Applicant arques that the prior aft fails to teach all the limitations of the inventive concept
especiallv the concept of transmittins the selected pottion of the electronic data source from the network seryer to a
client device of the user .

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)
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MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section 713.04). lf a reply to the last Office
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PATENT APPLICATION

Applicant Halverson et al.

Case: SRl1P037

$erial No.:09/524,095

Group Art Uni* 2155

Examiner: Firmin Backer

Filed: March 13,2000

TitIE: NAVIGATING NETWORK-BASED ELECTRONIG INFORMATION USING

SPOKEN NATURAL LANGUAGE INPUT WITH MULTIMODAL ERROR

FEEDBACK

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

Box AF
Washington, D. G.20231

SIR:

RESPONSE UNDER 37 C.F.R. S 1.116

This response addresses the Flnal Office Action dated October 10, 2001. The

Final Office Action appears to be labeled as Paper No' 20'

Appilcants' representuou. *or,ffink Examiner Backer and Primary

Fxaminer Etienne for kindly taking a substantial amount of time on January 8,2002 to

discuss the merits of the subject inventlon. Applicants' representative is aware of the

lme constraint that is placed on the Examiners and ls appreciative of the Examiners'

willingness to devote such targe quantity of time to discuss the case on the merit'

ln view of the following disoussion, the Applicants submit that none of the claims

now pending in the application are anticipated underthe provisione of 35 u.s.c. $ 102'

Thus, the Applicants believe that all of these claims are now in allowable form.

@'ooi

#z*' bTt,ilou
rrJI$t*J

IN THE UNITED STATES

Received from < 732 530 0808 > at 1,10/02 4:00:32 P|t| [Eastem $andard Tlmel
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The Examiner has rejected claims 56-126 In Paragraphs 2-34 of the Final Office

Action as being anticipated by the Levin et al. patent (US Patent 6J73279 issued

January g, 2001, hereinafter refened to as Levin). The rejection is respecthtlly

traversed.

Levin teaches "a method of using at least one natural language query to retrieve

information from one or more data resources and further performing a requested action

using the retrieved information is disclosed", ($ee Levin, Cdumn 2, lines 1S18)

Namely, Levln teaches a method for using natural language query tro obtaln information'

where upon,receipt of the requested informatiorr, a desired action is execuled based

upon the requested information. To illustrate, Levin provideo the example, where a

user employs natural language to request the telephone number of a restaurant. Upon

receipt of the telephone number, the telephone number is actually dialed for the user.

($ee Levin, Column 3 line 62 to Golumn 4, line 1)

In contrast, Levin fails tro teach or suggest the novel concept of speech-based

UOSER

i,lteraction in a modalitv different than the orlglnal requeet. Specifically, Applicants'

independent claims 56, 82 and 101 positively recite:

56. A method for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the

electronic data source being located at one or more network seryers located

remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

til receiving a spoken reguest for desired informatlon from the user;

(b) rerrderlng an interpretation of the spoken request;
. (ci constructing at least part of a navigation query based upon the

(d)
interpretation;
Folicitino additional input from the user. includinq user interagtion in

a modality different than the orioinal request;

ffin query, based upon the additional input:

uslng tne refined navigation queryto select a portion of the
(e)
(f)

electronic data source; and
(g) transmitting the selected portlon of the electronic data source from

i6l network server to a client device of the user. (emphasis added)

2
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gZ. A system for speech-based navigation of an electronic data $ource, the

electronic Oata sourcl Ueing located atbne or more network servers located

remotely from a user, the system oompilsing
(e) a ;odaUte microihone operable to receive a spoken request for

desired informatlon from the user;

tnl fangu;ge proceising logic, operable to render an interpretation of the

spoken request;
(c) query construction loglq operable to construct a navigation query In

responle tb tfrir interpretation of the spoken request;

fine the navigation que{, based

upon the additional inPut;-F-' 
(O nivigation logic, operable to select a portion of the electronic data

source using the navigation query; and

G) efuctronic cimmunications infl'astructure for transmitting the selected

portion'5i the electronic data source fr-om th.e netrlmrk seruerto a primarily

.t"tionury, display devlce located Iocally with the user. (emphasis added)

101. A computer program embodied on a computer re-adable medium for

speech-baseO navigati-on of an electronic data sorlrce, the electronic data source

being located at one or more network servers located remotely from a User,

comprising:' 
(a)-a code segment that receives a spoken request for desired information

from the user;
(b) a code segment that renders an interpretation gf the spoken request;
(ci a coOe sefiment that constructs at least part of a navigation query

based upon the interPretation;

user interaction in a modality differcnt than the original requqst;

@ that refines the navigation query, based upon the

additional input;
(0 a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a

portion of the electronic data source; and' (g) a code segment that transmits the selected portions.of the electronic

. data souice from thJ netrivork seryerto a primarily stationary, display device

located locallywith the user. (emphasis added)

pursuant to the Examiner Interview, Appllcants dirested the Examinefs attention

to the fact that Applicants' invention teaches a novel method and apparatus tor speech'

based navigation

user interaction in a modaliN different than the orlqlnal request. Specificalty,

Appllcants address the criticality of errors and deficiencies vla user interface modalities
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in addition to spoken natural language. lt has been observed that users are often

frustrated by ineffective or non optimal speech-based navigation that simply engages

the user repeatedly In a long sefies of qUestionS and answer$, i'9" "single modal

interaction", tO perfectthe navigatlon query. This single modal approach is often

tedious and uninspiring for a user who must refine the rravigation query repeatedly to

achieve the desired result, thereby increasing the tlme the user must interact with a

system. In fact, one goal of the speech-based navigation is to relleve this very tedium

where the User mu$t engage a system repeatedly, e.9., via a long sequence of menus

to achleve the desired result.

To address this criticality, Applicants' navigation query can be reflned via input

reouesl To illustrate, if a portron of the navigatlon query can be achieved, then the

result can be presented to the user in a way that the user can provide additional input

via interaction that is in a modality that is different than the original request. For

example, if the "partial" navigation query produces three possible results, then the

results can be presented to the uservia a menu with the most likely result being

highfighted. The user can then press a button on a remote unit to accept the

highlighted result or simply scroll to one of the other three cholces. Thus, the pressing

of the button by tfre user is a user intqraction that is in a different modalitv than the

theorioinal rgqugst. g.q.' a .nalural lanquaqe requtlul .utnr rrl ltltttotlv otot *** '

naviqation resuest. This is an important aspect of the invention because of the

psychological and ieal effect where the user perceives that the navigation query ls

actually progressing closer to the achieved resuh'

.. In contrast, Levin teaches that "the service host I 12 determlnes if there are any

ambiguities with respect to the resPonse (step 222) and, if so, forwalds additional

qugries to the user to help to resolve the ambiguities (step 24)" .(emphasis added)

($ee Levin, column 6, lines 40-43). Additionatly, Levin states that'[tJhe servlce host

112 includes a dialog control Program that rnanages interactions with user$ gver

4

provides means for clarifying ambiguities, and provides eror control and recovery
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during an interaction)'. (emphasis added) (see Levin, column 5,lines 15-20)' Levin's

single modal approach is contrary to Applicants' invention and is one of the criticalities

that Applicants' tnvention is designed to address. To further support Applicants'

position, Levin states that "[t]he invention is independent of the actual modality of call

placemenf. (See Levin, Column 4, llnes 29-31) This statement is another clear

indication that Levin is totally unconcerned with the modality of the user interaction and

is simplyteaching a FingtemqdaLappfqeeh.via queries and answers.

As discussed during the Examiner Interview, the support cited by the Examiner in

the Flnal Office Action only discloses the teaching that the user is requested to provide

additional information, but it does not require the user to provide the additional inputs in

a diffeient modaliw than the oriolnal requeet as claimed bythe Applicants. The

Examlners indicated that they would recpnsider the present rejections. :.

fierefore, the Applicants respectfully submitthat independent claims 56, 82 arrd

101 are not anticipated by the Levin reference. As such, claims 56, 82 and 101 fully

satisff the nequirements of 35 U.$.G. $102 and are patentable thereunder.

Gfaims 57-81, 83-1OO and 1Q2-126 depend, either directly or Indirectly, from

claims 56, 82 and 101 and recite addltlonalfeatures therefor. Since Levin fails to

anticipate Applicants' invention as recited in ApplicanB' lndependent claims 56, 82 and

101, dependent claims 57-81, 83-100 and 1O2-126 are also not anticipated under 35

U.S.C. S 102 and are allowable forthe same reason noted above.

Thus, the Applicants submit *"ffffi daims now fully satisfy the

requirements of 35,U.S.C. $102. Gonsequently, the Applicants believe that allthese

claims are presently in condition for allowance. Accordingly, both reconsideration of

this application and its swift passage to issue are earnestly solicited-

lf, however, the Examiner believes that there are any unresolved issues requiring

the maintenance of the present firralofiice action in any of the claims now pending in

theapp||cation,itisrequestedthattheExaminerte|ephone@at

5
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(7g2')530-9404 so that appropriate affangemenb can be made for resolvlng such

issues as expeditiously as possible'

Respectfu llY submitt'ed,

@ oos

4n/i{
Kin-Wah Tong, AttomeY
Reg. No.39,400
(732) 530-e404

Moser, Patterson & Sheridan, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue
First Floor,
Shrewsbury, New JerseY O77O2

6
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TRANSMITTAL
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Applicatlon Number 08/E?4,095

FIllng Dete March 13.2000

First Named Inventor HALVERSON

GroupAil Unit 2195

E.l(aftiner Namo F. BAGKER

.Total Nrrmber of Pages In ThF $ubmbslon I I Attomey Docket Numbar SRI{P037 J
:

ENCL0SURES-@!qqI arry,eigpptfi!-

El F"eTnnstittal Form

E Pc.emactrcO

El Amenoment / ResPonse

E Aftermnal
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E Exrsnsion sf Tlme Requ$t

I erpre+r nnandonm€nt Request

F Infor.mation Dbclosune glahmcnt

fl Asrignment Papers
(tuan APqf/pefiot )

E orawtng(sl

E LbensingFrelated Pepors

E peution

fl eetitionto crcnveil to e
Prwhional Appllcalion

fl Pw€rof nilomey, Ravocatlon

thangs of cortEsPondenc€ Address

fl termlnal Dlsolalrner

fl Requeet for Refund

E CD. NumnerofCD(s)

E at"r ntto,trEnce Comrnunlcation to
GnouP

I eppeal Communication to Board of
Appeab and Interlerensea

E eppeal Communication to GrouP
(APPsalNoli',', Brl4!'' flePlY Btiell

I Propdebry Inficrmation

ElEtatue Letter

E OherEnctosure(s)
$brsraicff,niltY6B'hut)i: '

E Certmeo CoPY of Priority
Document(s)

E R"*pon"" b Missing Parts/
lncompleteApplicatr"on

f] Response to MisclnE
Park under 37 QFR
1.52 or 1.5t

Rematl€

h ls belic,t ed no fee ls du€. HovYEt eG In the cvent a fe€ ls duel
kindly charle thatfEe to dePottt eccount numler 2o{78e To
fscilitEte fiat charg€, a duplictln copy of thiB lettBr 'ttE

encloged

$IGNATURE oF APPUCA$|r, ATTORNBTT 98 49ENr
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lndfuidual name

PATRICIA A VERLANGIERI, Reg- No.42,201
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-

,Afiuti .U. r J,u-lt-tart-"--,
Dete January 10,2002

(/
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PATRICIA A VERllNGlERl, Reg. No. 42'201
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Urrltod Stnter Pot6nt orrd Troderrmtk Office
Addc6e6r COMI{ISSIONER OF PATENIIS ANr, TRADEMARI{S

Washingbn, D.C. 20231
ww.urFb.gd

APPLTC A I TON NO. I Fil.lNC DA',rE FiRS'r NAMED TNVENTOR I ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. I CONFTRMATTON NO

09/524,09s

25696

03il3/2000

7590 02,,t 9i 2002

Chlistine Halverson sRl r P037

EXAMINER

BACKER, FIRMIN

ARTLINIT I PAPER NUMBER

OPPENHEIMER WOLFF & DONNELLY
P. O. BOX 10356
PALO ALTO, CA. 94303

2155 z3
DATE MAILED: 021 | 9 /2002

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev.07-01)
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Advisory Action

Application No.

og/524,0g5

Applicant(s)

HALVERSON ET AL.

Examiner

Firmin Backer

Art Unit

2155

efion appears on the cover sheet with the corr*pondence address --

THE REPLY FILED 07 January 2002 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION lN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE.
Therefore, further action by the applicant is required to avoid abandJrnment of this application. A proper rgply.to a
final rejection under 37 CFR 1.113- may gdy b,i, either: (1) a timely filed amendment which places the app-lication in

condititrn for altowance; (2) a timely fiteO-Mtice of Appeal (with appeal fee); or (3) a timely filed Request for Continued
Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114.

PERIOD FOR REPLY [check either a) or b)]

a) X fne period for reply expires fmonths from the maiting date of the final rejection.

U) n fne period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action, or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whichever is later In no

event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.

ONLY CHECK THIS BOX WH'EII TNE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHS OF THE FINAL REJECTION. SEC MPEP

706.07(0.
Extensionsofiimemaybeobtainedunder3TCFRl.l36(a). Thedateonwhichthepetitionunder3TCFRl.l36(a)andtheappropriateextensionfee

have been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The appropriate extension fee under

37 CFR 1 .17(a) is calculated fiom: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Office action; or (2) as set forth in

(b) above, if chicked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the final rejection, even if timely filed, may reduce any

earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

1.n A Notice of Appeal was filed on _. Appellant's Brief must be filed within the period set forth in

37 CFR 1 .192(a), or any eldension thereof (37 CFR 1.191(d)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal.

2.fl The proposed amendment(s) will not be entered because:

(a) n they raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below);

(b) n they raise the issue of new matter (see Note below);

(c) f] they are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the

issues for appeal; and/or

(d) n they present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.

NOTE:

3.n Applicant's reply has overcome the following rejection(s): 

-.4.n Newly proposed or amended claim(s) 

- 

would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment

canceling the non-allowable claim(s).

S.Xl The a)n affidavit, b)fl exhibit, or c)X request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the

appfication in condition for allowance because: See Continuation Sheet

6.n fne affidavit or exhibit will NOT be considered because it is not directed SOLELY to issues which were newly

raised by the Examiner in the final rejection.

7.[t For purposes of Appeal, the proposed amendment(s) a)n will not be entered or b)fl will be entered and an

explanation of how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.

The Status of the claim(s) is (or will be) as follows: 
j

Claim(s) allowed:

Claim(s) objected to: 

-.Cf aim(s) rejected : *12.6
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration: 

-.The proposed drawing correction filed on is a)n approved or b)['disapproved by the Examiner.

Note the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s)( PTO-1449) Paper No(s)'

Other:

8.I
e.[]
10.n

U.S. Patent and Tademark
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Continuation Sheet, (PTO€03)
09/524,095

Application No.

Continuation of 5. does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because: Applicant request for reconsideration has been

considered but does not place the application in condition for allowance. Applicant argues that Levin fail to teach the limitation of
soliciting additional input from the user, including user interaction in a modality different than the original request. Examiner respectfully
disagree with applicant characterization of Levin et al' inventive concept. As examiner has indicated before, Levin et al teach a system
and method of using natural language to retrieve information. In that particular if the seryice host 112, based on the rules, decides that
there is enough information for performing a database access, the database query is generated. The database query is generally in one
of the standard query languages (e.9. SaL). The service host 112 also determines if there are any ambiguities with respect to the
response (step 222\ and, if so, forwards additional queries to the user to help to resolve the ambiguities (step 224). The seryice host 1 12

then sends the responses to the information seryer 1 1 0 (step 226). ll there are too many potential answers (for instance if there are two
pizza places on Main Street in Westfield), one or more questions to the user are generated in order to disambiguate the query (e.9. Do
you mean "Venezia" or "Bella Roma?"). The answers to the additional questions are used to formulate a new logical search query. For
this there might be additional rules like: if(Action_Object=Pizza_Restaurant and Too-Many_AnEwers)then User must provide further
clarifying information such as, for example, the name of restaurant OR exact address. lf the user does not provide enough information to
achieve a single answer, the service host 112 might then list the possibilities and ask the user to choose one of them (see column 6 lines
28-59). Levin cleary indicate that in the user does not provide enough information to achieve a sinlge answer then the service host might
the list the possibilites and ask the user to chose on of them. To the examiner that is a different modality then the original mode. lt can be

seen that in the original mode, the user was requesting the service. In this mode, the host provides a list of service for the user to choose
from. In the original mode, the user did not have any choices, however, in this mode the user has a list to choose from. Therefore, the
final action is sustained.

ftV"fft ,.,,UI nYlz sHElKll

SUPERVIIi{}P.V PATENT EXAIJ|INER

TECHNOLOGY CENTER 21()O
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Ulitod St.ae. Pat€Dt aEd Tr.d@rk Offie

WrrtrtnBbo, D.C, 2o28r
ww.uqrb.Sd

APPLICATIONNO. I FILINGDATE I FIRSTNAMEDINVENTOR IATToRNEYDoCKETNo. I coNRnuelloNwo.

03t13t2000

04t03.n002

Christine Halverson sRI1P037 6294

EXAMINER

BACKER"FIRMIN

ARTUNTT I PAPERNUMBER

216l

DATE MAILEDT 04103 12002

4t'v
Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

THOMASON, MOSER & PATTERSON, LLP
595 SHREWSBURYAVENUE
SUITE IOO

SHREWSBI.JRY, NJ 07702

PTO.90C (Rev.07-01)
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t<tt/LrasntT*t,
Advisory Action

Application No.

09/524,095

Applicant(s)

HALVERSON ET AL.

-The MAILING DA communication appeans on the cover co rrespo n d ence address -
THE REPLY FILED 07 January 2002 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION lN COND|TION FOR ALLOWANCE.
Therefore, further ac!9lqy_tle.applicant is required to avoid abandonment of this application. A proper reply to a
final.rejection under 37 CFR 1.1 13 may onlv be either: (1) a timely filed amendment'which places'the applibdtion in
condition for allowance; (2) 

?. timely !!e!_Nq!iqe of Appeal (with airpeal fee); or (3) a timely fited Requeit'for Continued
Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114.

PERIOD FOR REPLY [check either a) or b)]

a) X fne period for reply expires fmonths from the mailing date of the final reJection.

U) D fne period for reply expires on: ('1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action, or (2) the date set forth in the finat rejection, whichever is later. ln no
event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.
ONLY CHECK THIS BOX WHEN THE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHS oF THE FINAL REJECTION. See MPEP
706.07(0.

Extensionsoftimemaybeobtainedunder3TCFRl.l36(a). Thedateonwhichthepetitionunder3TCFRl.l36(a) andtheappropriateextensionfee
have been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The appropriat'e extension fee under
37 CFR 1 .17(a) is calculated from: (1 ) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Oftiie action; or (2) as set forth in
(b) above, if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the final rejection, even if timely fiieU, iniy reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

1 I n Notice of Appeal was filed on 

-. 

Appellant's Brief must be filed within the period set forth in
37 CFR 1 .192(a), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 1.191(d)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal.

2.fl me proposed amendment(s) will not be entered because:

(a) n they raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below);
(b) [ they raise the issue of new matter (see Note below);

(c) fJ they are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the
issues for appeal; and/or

(0 n they present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.

NOTE:

3.n Applicant's reply has overcome the following rejection(s):

4.fl Newly proposed or amended claim(s) 

- 

would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment
canceling the non-allowable claim(s).

5.X The a)|-l affidavit, b)i exhibit, or c)X request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the
application in condition for allowance because: See Continu,ation Sheet.

6.n me affidavit or exhibit will NOT be considered because it is not directed SOLELY to issues which were newly
raised by the Examiner ifi tne final rejection.

7.X For purposes of Appeal, the proposed amendment(s) a)n will not be entered or b)n will be entered and an
explanation of how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.

The.status of the claim(s) is (or will be) as follows:

Claim(s) allowed:

Claim(s) objected to:

Claim(s) rejected: 56-1 26.

Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

8.n The proposed drawing correction filed on is a)! approved or b)[ .disapproved by the Examiner.

9.n ruote the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s)(

10,n other:
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Contihuation Sheet (PTOA03)
09/524,095

Application No.

Continuation of 5. does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because: Applicant request for reconsideration has been

considered but does not place the application in condition for allowance. Applicant argues that Levin fail to teach the limitation of

soliciting additional input from the user, including user interaction in a modality different than the original request. Examiner respectfully

disagreJ with applicant characterization of Levin et al' inventive concept. As examiner has indicated before, Levin et al teach a system

and'method of using natural language to retrieve information. In that particular if the service host 112, based on the rules, decides that

there is enough infoimation tor pirfdrmlng a database access, the database query is generated. The database query is generally in one

of the standaiO query languages (e.g. SaL). The service host 112 also determines if there are any ambiguities with respect to the

response (slep 222)-and,lf s;, forwirds additional queries to the user to help to resolve the ambiguities (step 224\. The service host 112

then sends the responses to the information server 1 10 (step 226). lf there are too many potential answers (for instance if there are two

pizza places on Main Street in Westfield), one or more questions to the user are generated in order to disambiguate the query (e'9. Do

you mean ',Venezia,, or "Bella Roma?"). fhe answers to the additional questions are used to formulate a new logical search query. For

ihi. th"r" might be additional rutes like: if(Action_Object=Pizza-Restaurant and Too-Many-Answers)then User must provide further

clarifying infdrmation such as, for example, the nam6 of restauEnt OR exact address. lf the user does not provide enough information to

achievei single answer, the service host 1 12 might then list the possibilities and ask the user to choose one of them (see column 6 lines

2g-5g). Levinlleary indicate that in the user doeJ not provide enough information to achieve a sinlge answer then the service host might

the lisi the possibilites and ask the user to chose on of them. To the examiner that is a different modality then the original mode' lt can be

seen that in the original mode, the user was requesting the service. In this mode, the host provides a list of service for the user to choose

from. In the original mode, the user did not have any choices, however, in this modethe user has a listto choose from. Therefore, the

final action is sustained.
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Approved tor'l
U.S. Patent and Tradrmark Ofiic$

toa

PTO/SB/22 (1G00)
,Dugh 10/31/2002. OMB 0651-0031

V-.S. OEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
It

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a
response in the above identified application.

The requested extension and appropriate non-small-entity fee are as follows
(check time period desired):

tr One month (37 CFR 1.17(a)(1)) $

A Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $400.00

tr Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)) $

tr Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(4)) $

tr Five months (37 CFR 1.17(aXS)) $

Applicant claims small entity status. see 37 cFR 1.27. Therefore, the fee amount shown
above is reduced by one-half, and the resulting fee is: $ 2O0.OO .

A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.
Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is aftached.
The Commissioner has already been authorized to charge fees in this
application to a Deposit Account.

The commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required,

a

n
tr
tr

a

+"s
L+f
lrc'n

2100

ii1 ;i"'4rl

or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account Number 20-07g2 .

I have enclosed a duplicate copy of this sheet.
I am the E] applicanUinventor.

E assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71

Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enctosed. (Form pTO/SB/96).

[l att6rney or agent of record.

D attorney or agent under 37 CFR 1.34(a).

Registration number if acting under gZ CFR 1.34(a). _ .

ttt$ffii{fllg::'hfofl+at6?fion this form may become pubtic. credit card information should not
ff,,t. hF lqctuAed on this form. Provide credit card information and authorizafion on PTO-203g.

t2

April 10,2002

Date

1 0ri't{}014i ti0?$l 0?-it40!5

l'3i. "f iil

Signature

KIN.WAH TONG

Typed or printed name

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignee3 of record of the entir€ interest or their representative(s) are requhed. Submit multiple
forms if more than one signature is required, see below*.

Burden Hour Statement: This form i3 ostimated io takc 0.1 hourc toromplete. Timo will vary depending upon ths needs of the Individuat case. Any
commenls on lhe amount of time you. ilo Iqqu.I{ t9 complete this form should bc sent to t-he ihief Inforiration Ofiicer, U.S. patent and Trademark
Offic€' W€shington,OC 20231. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO TH|S ADDRESS. SEND TO: Asabtant Commisston€r for
Patents, Washhgton, DC 2023i.

PETITION EOR EXTENSTON OF TIME UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a)

s..od

In re Application of HALVERSON

Filed March 13,2000

For Navigating Network-Based Electronic tnformation Usin g
Spoken Natural Language Input With Multimodal Error Feedback

RECEI D

2002APR12

Technology
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,! t, Ooq_ll_ o L RcE

APRl0AU
U,S. Patent and Trademark Ofice: U,S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

are reouired to to a collectlon of informatlon unless it a valid OMB control number.

This is a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) under 37 C.F.R. S 1.114 of the above-identified application.
NOIe 37 C.F,R. $ 1,114 ls effectiw on May 29, 2000, lt the above-identlfred appicatlon wes tlled pdor to May 29, 2000, appicant mdy wbh to @nslder fllng a contlnuad prsecution
dpplication(cPA)und$37c.F'R'$1.53rd)eTo/sBnqinstaado|anRcEtobea|igibletotthepatenttemadlustmentp|ov|stonsoftheAlPA.seecnangestoAppltbnExanhaIon
dndProvlslonalApplicatlonPractice,FinalRule'65Fed,Reg,50092(Aug,16'2000):|ntedmRu|e,65Fed,Reg.14865(Mdt.20,2000),1233ot,Gaz'Pat'offce47(Apt.11'2)'
which estdblished RCE Pructico.

+
+26

lal"'{GoNTTNUED EXAMTNATTON (RCE)
TR^ANSMITTAL

Sub3octlon (b) of 35 U.S.C. S 1 32, etfectlvo on MEy 29, 2000,
provldos for contlnued oxamlnatlon ot a utlllty or plalt 8ppllcatlon

fll.d on or after June 8, 1995,
See the Amsrlcan lnventors Protocllon Act of 1S99 (AlPAl.

Submission required under 37 C.F.R. S 1.114.

a. fl Previously submitted
i. tr Consider the amendment(s)/reply under 37 C.F.R. S 1.116 previously filed

ii. tr Consider the arguments in the Appeal Brief or Reply Brief previously filed on
iii. fJ Other

b.E Enclosed
i. tr AmendmenVReply
ii. ! Affidavit(s)/Declaration(s)

lv. X Other Preliminarv Amendment
z lrrrt-srrr-ffineousl

RECEIVED

APR 1 Z T|,OZ

Technology Center

a. I Suspension of action on the above-identified application is requested under 37 C.F,R. $ 1.103(c) for
a period of 

- 

months (Period of suspension shall not exceed 3 months; Fee under 37 C.F.R.S 'l .1 7(i) required)

b. fl Other
3. FGI TheRGEfeeunder3Tc.F,R.S 1.17(e)isrequiredby3TC.F.R. S 1.114whentheRCEisfiled.

a. E The Director is hereby authorized to charge the following fees, or credit any overpayments, to

i. E RCE fee required under 37 C.F,R. g 1.17(e)
ii. E Extension of time fee 1sz c.F.R. SS 1.136 and 1.17)

b. ! Check in the amount of $
c. E Payment by credit card (Form PTo-2038 enclosed)

S'GNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT REQUIRED

Registration No. (Attomey I Agenl

Burden Hour Statement: This form is estimated to trake 0.2 hours to complete. Time will vary dependl4g_upon !1o leeds ot tho Indlvldual case. Any comments on
tnJ aniouni oi 1me vou are reouired to complete ttris tdrm snould-_Ue iSniio ttre CNet ini6rmdtton Offlcer, U.S. Patent and Trad€mark Office, Washington, DC

iblgil--Do Nof SEND pees on coMpLETED FoRMS To THts ADDRESS. SEND Fees and completed Forms to the followlng addre$: Assistant
Commissioner for Patents, Box RCE, Washington, DC 20231.
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rson et al.

Case: SRl1P037

Serial No.:09/524,095

Group Art Unit 2155

Examiner: Firmin Backer

IN THE UNITED STATES
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

PATENT APPLICATION
RECEIVED

APR 1 2 2002

Technoloov Center21fr)
Filed: March 13,2000

Title: NAVIGATING NETWORK-BASED ELECTRONIC INFORMATION USING
SPOKEN NATURAL LANGUAGE INPUT WITH MULTIMODAL ERROR
FEEDBACK

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
Box RGE
Washington, D. C. 20231

SIR:

Please be advised that the enclosed RCE and Preliminary Amendment are filed

with a two-month extension request instead of a three-month extension request. The

reason is that the Advisory Action dated February 19,2002 was erroneously forwarded

to a different law firm by the USPTO. This error was communicated to Examiner

Backer and the Exarniner subsequently issued a supplemental Advisory Action to the

Applicants' representative on April 3,2002. As such, Applicants have informed the

Examiner that the enclosed RCE and Preliminary Amendment will be filed with a two-

month extension request instead of a three-month extension request.

However, in the event that a three-month extension request is required,

Applicants' representative hereby requests for a three-month extension request and

authorizes the payment of the necessary extension fee via Deposit Account: 20-0782.
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Moser, Patterson & Sheridan, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue
First Floor,
Shrewsbury, New Jersey 07702

Respectfully submitted,

Kin-Wah Tong,
Reg. No.39,400
(732) 530-9404

!8q10*$
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Mail" mailing label number EL 849341069 US

Date of deposit APRIL 10,2002

I hereby certify that this paper and/or fee is being deposited with the

United States Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee" sewice

under 37 CFR 1.10 on the date indicated above and is addressed to Assistant

Commissioner of Patents, BOX RCE, Washington, D.C. 2023L.

T,inda DeNardi RECEIVEDName of person mailing paper or fee

APR 1 2 2002

TechnologY Center 2100

of person mailing paper or fee
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tnt0ry- IN THE UNITED STATES
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

PATENT APPLICATION

Applicant: Halverson et al.

Case: SRl1P037

Serial No.: 09/524,095

Group Art Unit: 2155

Examiner: Firmin Backer

01 as

I

+^1ltL
L6

t-lb a2-
RECE;V ED 'o^+-")
APR 1 2 200?

Technology Center 2100

Filed: March 13,2000

Title: NAVIGATING NETWORK-BASED ELEGTRONIC INFORMATION USING
SPOKEN NATURAL LANGUAGE INPUT WITH MULTIMODAL ERROR
FEEDBAGK

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
Box RGE
Washington, D. C. 20231

SIR:

Preliminarv Amendment

This Preliminary Amendment is filed in conjunction with an RCE and addresses

the Advisory Action dated April 3, 2002.

IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend claims 56,82, and 1 shown below. The claims are

"ciban version" of the amended claims, i.e., with changes incorporated into the

claims, whereas the Appendix to this Amendment illustrates the amended claims

using underlines and brackets to indicate addition and deletion, respectively.

56. (Amended)A methdd for sed navigation of an electronic data source, the

electronic data source located at one or more network servers located remotely4t from a user, compy*{tng thergteps of:
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,h

(a) receiving a spoken request for desired from the user;

(b) rendering an interpretation of the request;

(c) constructing at least part of a query based upon the interpretation;

(d) soliciting acj(itional input user, including user interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than inal request;

(e) refining the query, based upon the additional input;

(f) using the ion query to select a portion of the electronic data

ng the selec\ed portion of the electronic data source from the

network to a client device of the user.

w

r

82. (Amended) A system for speech-based navigation of an

electronic data source being located at one or more network

data source, the

located remotely

from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a request for desired

information from the user;

(b) language processing logic, operable render an interpretation of the spoken

request;

(c) query construction logic,

to the interpretation of the spoken

to construct a navigation query in response

I

(d) user interaction logic, to solicit additional input from the user,

including user interaction in a modality different than the original request;

(e) query refining operable to refine the navigation query, based upon the

additional lnput;

operable to select a portion of the electronic data source

using the

(g)

query; and

ic communications infrastructure for transmitting the selected portion

of the el

(f)

ic data source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display

locally with the user.device
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101. A computer program embodied on a computer readable medium for

based navigation of an electronlc data source, the electronic data being located

at one or more network servers lbcated remotely from a user,

(a) a code segment that redeives a spoken

the user;

(b) a code segrnent that renders an i of the spoken request;

(c) a code segment that constrt[ least part of a navigation query based

upon the interpretation;

(d) a code segment that additional input from the user, including user

interaction in a non-spoken diffetient than the original request;

(e) a code

(f) a code

at refines the navigation query, based upon the additional

that uses the refindd navigation query to select a portion of

the electronic source; and

(g)/code segment that transmits the selbcted portions of the electronic data

the network server to a primarily statfnary, display device located locally

REMARKS

ln view of the above Amendment and the following discussion, the Applicants

submit that none of the claims now pending in the application are anticipated under the

provisions of 35 U.S.C. S 102. Thus, the Applicants believe that all of these claims are

now in allowable form.

I. REJECTION OF GLAIMS 56-126 UNDER 35 U.S.C. S 102

The Examiner has rejected claims 56-126 in Paragraphs 2-34 of the Finat Office

Action and in the Advisory Action as being anticipated by the Levin et al. patent (US

Patent 6,173,279 issued January 9, 2001, hereinafter referred to as Levin). The

rejection is respecffully traversed.

desired information from

4

r
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Levin teaches "a method of using at least one natural language query to retrieve

information from one or more data resources and further performing a requested action

using the retrieved information is disclosed". (See Levin, Column 2, lines 15-18)

Namely, Levin teaches a method for using natural language query to obtain information,

where upon receipt of the requested information, a desired action is executed based

upon the requested information. To illustrate, Levin provides the example, where a

user employs natural language to request the telephone number of a restaurant. Upon

receipt of the telephone number, the telephone number is actually dialed for the user.

(See Levin, Column 3line 62 to Column 4, line 1)

In contrast, Levin fails to teach or suggest the novel concept of speech-based

navigation where the method solicits additional inLut from the user. includino user

interaction in a non-spoken modalitv different than the orioinal request. Specifically,

Applicants' amended independent claims 56, 82 and 101 positively recite:

56. A method for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the
electronic data source being located at one or more network servers located
remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken request for desired information from the user;
(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken request;
(c) constructing at least part of a navigation query based upon the

interpretation;
(d) solicitino additional input from the user. includinq user interaction in

a non-spoken modality different than the oriqinal request;
(e) refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;
(f) 'using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the

electronic data source; and
(g) transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from
the network server to a client device of the user. (emphasis added)

82. A system for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the
electronic data source being located at one or more network servers located
remotely from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken request for
desired information from the user;

(b) language processing logic, operable to render an interpretation of the
spoken request;

(c) query construction logic, operable to construct a navigation query in
response to the interpretation of the spoken request;
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(d) user interaction loqic. ooerable to solicit additignal input from the user.

includinq user interaction in a non-spoken modaliV different than the oriqinal
request;

(e) query refining logic, operable to refine the navigation query, based
upon the additional input;

(f) navigation logic, operable to select a portion of the electronic data
source using the navigation query; and

(g) electronic communications infrastructure for transmitting the selected
portion of the electronic data source from the network server to a primarily

stationary, display device located locally with the user. (emphasis added)

101. A computer program embodied on a computer readable medium for
speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the electronic data source
being located at one or more network servers located remotely from a user,
comprising:

(a) a code segment that receives a spoken request for desired information
from the user;

(b) a code segment that renders an interpretation of the spoken request;
(c) a code segment that constructs at least part of a navigation query

based upon the interpretation;
(d)a code seqment that solicits additional input from the user. includinq

user interaction in a non-spoken modality different than the orioinal request;
(e) a code segment that refines the navigation query, based upon the

additional input;
(f) a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a

portion of the electronic data source; and
(g) a code segment that transmits the selected portions of the electronic

data source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display device
located locally with the user. (emphasis added)

Applicants direct the Examiner's attention to the fact that Applicants' invention

teaches a novel method and apparatus for speech-based navigation where the method

qolicits additional input from the user. includinq user interaction in a non-spoken

mddalitv different than the oriqinal request. Specifically, Applicants address the

criticality of errors and deficiencies via user interface modalities in addition to spoken

natural language. lt has been observed that users are often frustrated by ineffective or

non optimal speech-based navigation that simply engages the user repeatedly in a long

series of questions and answers, i.e., "single modal interaction", to perfect the

navigation query. This single modal approach is often tedious and uninspiring for a

user who must refine the navigation query repeatedly to achieve the desired result,
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thereby increasing the time the user must interact with a system. In fact, one goal of

the speech-based navigation is to relieve this very tedium where the user must engage

a system repeatedly, e.g.,via a long sequence of menus to achieve the desired result.

To address this criticality, Applicants' navigation query can be refined via input

from the user. where the user interaction is in a non-sooken modality different than the

oriqinal request. To illustrate, if a portion of the navigation query can be achieved, then

the result can be presented to the user in a way that the user can provide additional

input via interaction that is in a non-spoken modality that is different than the original

request. For example, if the "partial" navigation query produces three possible results,

then the results can be presented to the user via a menu with the most likely result

being highlighted. The user can then press a button on a remote unit to accept the

highlighted result or simply scroll to one of the other three choices. Thus, the pressing

of the button by the user is a user interaction that is in a non-spoken modalitv

different than the oriqinal reqpest. e.q.. a natural lanquaoe request that oriqinallv

started the naviqation request. This is an important aspect of the invention because

of the psychological and real effect where the user perceives that the navigation query

is actually progressing closer to the achieved result.

In contrast, Levin teaches that "the service host 112 determines if there are any

ambiguities with respect to the response (step 222) and, if so, forwards additional

queries to the user to help to resolve the ambiguities (step 224)". (emphasis added)

(See Levin, Column,6, lines 40-43). Additionally, Levin states that "[t]he service host

112 includes a dialog control program that manages interactions with users over

qeveral turns (e.q.. it decides when to ask a question. when to qive an answer,

prdvides means for clarifying ambiguities, and provides error control and recovery

during an interaction)". (emphasis added) (See Levin, Column 5, lines 15-20). Levin's

single modal approach is contrary to Applicants' invention and is one of the criticalities

that Applicants' invention is designed to address. To further support Applicants'

position, Levin states that "[t]he invention is independent of the actual modality of call

placement". (See Levin, Column 4, lines 29-31) This statement is another clear

indication that Levin is totally unconcerned with the modality of the user interaction and
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is simply teaching a single modal approach via queries and answers.

However, the Examiner in the Advisory Action indicated that Levin's teaching of

forwarding additional queries to the user constitutes a different modality. Applicants do

not believe that the scope of Applicants' originally filed claims would read on this broad

interpretation of different modality. Nevertheless, Applicants have agreed to clarify the

independent claims to recite the term "a non-spoken modality different than the original

request". The Examiner in several telephone conversations with Applicants'

representative have indicated that this clarification will likely overcome the present

rejection.

Additionally, it should be noted that this amendment is 4g! made to overcome

the cited prior art because it is Applicants' belief that the originally filed claims would not

read on the invention disclosed by Levin. Thus, this clarifying amendment should not

be interpreted in a manner that would limit the future application of Doctrine of

Equivalents to Applicants' claims.

Therefore, the Applicants respectfully submit that independent claims 56, 82 and

101 are not anticipated by the Levin reference. As such, claims 56, 82 and 101 fully

satisfy the requirements of 35 U.S.C. 5102 and are patentable thereunder.

Claims 57-81, 83-100 and 102-126 depend, either directly or indirectly, from

claims 56, 82 and.101 and recite additionalfeatures therefor. Since Levin fails to

anticipate Applicants' invention as recited in Applicants'amended independent claims

56, 82 and 101, dependent claims 57-81, 83-100 and 102-126 are also not anticipated

under 35 U.S.C. S 102 and are allowable for the same reason noted above.

ll. Claims added in Preliminarv Amendment dated September 12. 2000

Applicants have previously directed the Examine/s attention to the fact that it

appears that the additional claims added in the Preliminary Amendment dated

September 12,2000 have not be addressed. Applicants respecffully request that the

Examiner should verify the status of these added claims.
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Conclusion

Thus, the Applicants submit that all of these claims now fully satisfy the

requirements of 35 U.S.C. 5102. Consequently, the Applicants believe that all these

claims are presently in condition for allowance. Accordingly, both reconsideration of

this application and its swift passage to issue are earnestly solicited.

lf, however, the Examiner believes that there are any unresolved issues requiring

the maintenance of the present final office action in any of the claims now pending in

the application, it is requested that the Examiner telephone Mr. Kin-Wah Tonq. Esq. at

(732) 530-9404 so that appropriate arrangements can be made for resolving such

issues as expeditiously as possible.

Respectfully su bmitted,

Reg. No.39,400
(732) 530-9404

Moser, Patterson & Sheridan, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue
First Floor,
Shrewsbury, New Jersey 07702

{

Kin-Wah Tong, Att
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Appendix

(Marked-up version of amended claims)

56. (Amended) A method for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the

electronic data source being located at one or more network servers located remotely

from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken request for desired information from the user;

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) constructing at least part of a navigation query based upon the interpretation;

(d) soliciting additional input from the user, including user interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request;

(e) refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;

(f) using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data

source; and

(g) transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the

network server to a client device of the user.

82. (Amended)A system for speech-based navigation of an electronic data source, the

electronic data sogrce being located at one or more network servers located remotely

from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken request for desired

information from the user;

(b) language processing logic, operable to render an interpretation of the spoken

reQuest;

(c) query construction logic, operable to construct a navigation query in response

to the interpretation of the spoken request;

(d) user interaction logic, operable to solicit additional input from the user,

including user interaction in a non-spoken modality different than the original request;

(e) query refining logic, operable to refine the navigation query, based upon the

additional input;
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(f) navigation logic, operable to select a portion of the electronic data source

using the navigation query; and

(g) electronic communications infrastructure for transmitting the selected portion

of the electronic data source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display

device located locally with the user.

101. A computer program embodied on a computer readable medium for speech-

based navigation of an electronic data source, the electronic data source being located

at one or more network servers located remotely from a user, comprising:

(a) a code segment that receives a spoken request for desired information from

the user;

(b) a code segment that renders an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) a code segment that constructs at least part of a navigation query based

upon the interpretation;

(d) a code segment that solicits additional input from the user, including user

interaction in a non-spoken modality different than the original request;

(e) a code segment that refines the navigation query, based upon the additional

input;

(f) a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a portion of

the electronic data source; and

(g) a code segment that transmits the selected portions of the electronic data

source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally

with the user.
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Continued Examinution Under 37 CFR 1.114

A request for continued examination under 37 CFR l.Il4, including the fee set forth in

37 CFR 1.17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this application is

eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1rll4, and the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e)

has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Offrce action has been withdrawn pursuant to

37 CFR 1.114. Applicant's submissionfiled onApril 1Oft, 2002hasbeenentered.

Response to Arguments

l. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 56-126 have been considered but are moot

in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC S 103

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Offrce action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the inwention is not identically disolosed or desoribed as set forth in
section 102 ofthis title, ifthe differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matier as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a Person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

-anner in which th'e invention was made.

3. Claims 56-126 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Levin et

al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,173,279) in view of French-St. George et al (U.S. Patent 6,012,030

(applicant submitted ID S) )

4. As per claim 56, Levin et al teach a method for speech-based navigation (information

selyer, I I0) of anelectronic data source located at one or more network servers located remotely
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from a user, (see abstract, fig l, column 3 lines 5-i5), comprising receiving a spoken request

(receive a natural language query) for desired information from the user (aser); rendering an

interpretation(creating a semantic representation) of the spoken request, constructing a

navigation (generating search) query based upon the interpretation, refining the navigation

guery, based upon the additional input (see column 6 lines 20-59), using the navigation query to

select a portion of the electronic data source and transmitting the selected portion of the

electronic data source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display device located

locally with the user (see abstract, fig. I-3, column i line 36-9 line 5, see also claims l, i,0, 22).

Levin et al fail to teach an inventive concept of soliciting additional input from the user including

user interaction in a non-spoken modality different that the original request. However, French-St.

George et al. teach inventive concept of soliciting additional input from the user including user

interaction in a non-spoken modality different that the original request (see column 9 lines 36-

65). Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Levin et al's inventive concept to include French-St. George et

al's inventive concept of soliciting additional input from the user including user interaction in a

non-spoken modality different that the original request because this would have avoided or

reduces error as the system search for user request thereby enhance the flexibility and the

effi'ciency of the system.

5. As per claim 5T,Levinet al teach a method of rendering the interpretation includes

deriving linguistic information by using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract,

fig l, column 3 lines 37-5 lines 40).
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6. As per claim 58-62, Levin et al teach a method of constructing a navigation query in the

form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including extracting an

input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the construction

of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see abstract, fig.

1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5)

7. As per claim 63-68, Levin et al teach a method of soliciting additional input is performed

in response deficiency including unresolved word encountered after the first navigation of the

data source, required element of the navigational query, data recorded within the data source,

failure to identify data record responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20-59).

8. As per claim 69, Levin et al teach a method wherein the additional input is solicited upon

receiving a user-input statement. . . (see column 6 lines 20-59).

9. As per claim 7A-73, Levin et al teach a method of soliciting additional input from the

user, including presenting: a menu, a textual or an audible request, a list of portions of data

soritce (see abstract,ftg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

10. As per claim 74-75, Levin et al teach a method wherein additional input received from

the user is speech based, of no spoken input source (see abstract, fig. '1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line

s).
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I 1. As per claim 76, Levin et al teach a method wherein steps (d)-(e) are repeated until the

navigational query if deemed adequate source (see abstract, frg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

12. As per claim 77,78, Levin et al teach a method wherein the input modality includes

selecting (by speaking) from a displayed option menu (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9

line 5).

13. As per claim 79,Levrn et al teach a method perfonned with respect to a plurality ofuser

and coresponding client devices (see abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

14. As per claim 80-81, Levin et al teach a method of selecting data source from plurality of

electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5)

15. As per claim 82, Levin et al teach a system for speech-based navigation (information

server, I I0) of an electronic data source located at one or more network servers located remotely

froih a user, (see abstract, fig I, column 3 lines 5-35), comprising a portable microphone

(microphone, 105) receiving a spoken request (receive a natural language query) for desired

information from the user (user) a language processing logic (natural language server, I 14)

rendering an interpretation (creating a semantic representation) of the spoken request, (see

abstract, fig. I-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim I, 10, 22) a query construction logic
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(service host, I I2) constructing a navigation(generating search) query based upon the

interpretation; a query interaction Iogic(service host, I12) a queryrefining logic(service host,

I I2)) refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input (see column 6 lines 20-59), a

navigation logtc (service host, I 12) using the navigation query to select a portion of the

electronic data source; electronic infrastructure (network, ,108) transmitting the selected portion

of the electronic data source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display device

located locally with the user. (see abstract, fig. I-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5, see also claim I,

10, 22).However, French-St. George et al. teach inventive concept of soliciting additional input

from the user including user interaction in a non-spoken modality different that the original

request (see column 9 lines 36-65). Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill

in the art at the time the invention was made to modi$ Levin et al's inventive concept to include

French-St. George et al's inventive concept of soliciting additional input from the user including

user interaction in a non-spoken modality different that the original request because this would

have avoided or reduces error as the system search for user request thereby enhance the

flexibility and the efficiency of the system.

16. As per claim 83, Levin et al teach a system of rendering the interpretation includes

deriving linguistic information by using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract,

fig 1, column 3 lines 37-5 lines 40).

17. As per claim 84-86, Levin et al teach a system of constructing a navigation query in the

form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including extracting an
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input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the construction

of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see abstract, frg.

1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

18. As per claim 87, 88, 100, Levin et al teach a system wherein at least a portion of the

language processing if hosted on a computing device coupled with a microphone located locally

with a user and a network computing device located remotely and data in a two-way

communication infrastructure (coaxial, DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular, fiber-optic) (see abstract,

frg. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

19. As per claim 8g-g4,Levin et al teach a system of soliciting additional input is performed

in response deficiency including unresolved word encountered after the first navigation of the

data source, required element of the navigational query, data recorded within the data source,

failure to identify data record responsive to navigational query (see column 6 lines 20-59).

20. As per claim 95,96, Levin et al teach a system wherein the input modality includes

selecting (by speaking) from a displayed option menu (see abstract" fig. I-3 , column 3 line 3 6-9

line 5).

21. As per claim 97-98, Levin et al teach a system of selecting data source from plurality of

electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).
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22. As per claim 99, Levin et al teach a system wherein the display device receives data from

the electronic device on the network via a communication box (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3

iine 36-9line 5).

23. As per claim 101, Levin et al teach a computer program for speech-based navigation

(information server, I I0) of an electronic data source located at one or more network servers

located remotely from a user, (see abstract, fig l, column 3 lines 5-3r, comprising code segment

receiving a spoken request (receive a natural language query) for desired information from the

user (user); code segment rendering an interpretation (creating a semantic representation) of the

spoken request, code segment constructing a navig ation(generating search) query based upon

the interpretation code segment, refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input

(see column 6 lines 20-59), code segment using the navigation query to select a portion of the

electronic data source; and code segment transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data

source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally with the

user (see abstract, rtg. l-3, column 3 line i6-9 line 5, see also claim I, 10, 22). However, French-

St. George et al. teach inventive concept of soliciting additional input from the user including

useiinteraction in a non-spoken modality different that the original request (see column 9 lines

36-65). Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Levin et al's inventive concept to include French-St. George et

al's inventive concept of soliciting additional input from the user including user interaction in a

non-spoken modality different that the original request because this would have avoided or
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reduces error as the system search for user request thereby enhance the flexibility and the

efficiency of the system.

24. As per claim 102, Levin et al teach a code segment deriving linguistic information by

using a speech recognition and a linguistic parser (see abstract, fig 1, column 3 lines 37-5 lines

40).

25, As per claim 103-105, Levin et al teach a code segment of constructing a navigation

query in the form of a database query on a computing device located on a network including

extracting an input template for an online scripted interface to the data source to be used for the

construction of the navigation query and dynamically scraping the online scripted interface (see

abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

26. As per claim.106-107, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein rendering of the

interpretation and the construction of the navigation query are performed on a computing device

located locally with onremotely from the user (see abstract, fig. l-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

27."' As per claim 108-114, Levin et al teach a code segment that solicits additional input

display on option menu is performed by speaking in response deficiency including unresolved

word encountered after the first navigation of the data source, required element of the

navigational guery, data recorded within the data source, failure to identify data record

responsive to navigational query (see column 6lines 20-59).
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28. As per claim 115, Levin et al teach a computer program the act of selecting from the

display is performed by speaking (see column 6lines 20-59)

29. As per claim 116, Levin et al teach a code segment of the computer progra^m operate with

respect to a plurality of simultaneous user and conesponding client devices (see abstract, fig. l-

3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

30. As per claim 117, Levin et al teach a code segment that select data source form a plurality

of electronic data source . . . . content (see abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

3 I . As per claim 1 18, Levin et al teach a computer program of selecting data source from

plurality of electronic data source storing multimedia content including audio and video content

(see abstract, ftg. I-3, column 3 line 36-9 line 5).

32. As per claim 119, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein the additional input is

solicited upon receiving a user-input statement...(see column 6 lines 20-59).

33. As per claim l2}-l23,Levin et al teach a code segment of soliciting additional input

from the user, including presenting: a menu, a textual or an audible request, a list of portions of

data source (see abstract, fig. 1-3, column 3 line 36-9line 5).
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34. As per claim 124-125, Levin et al teach a computer program wherein additional input

received from the user is speech based, of no spoken input source (see abstract, fig. 1-3, column

3 line 36-9 line 5).

35. As per claim |26,Levrn et al teach a code segment wherein steps (d)-(e) are repeated

until the navigational query if deemed adequate source (see abstract , frg. l-3 , column 3 line 3 6-9

line 5).

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Firmin Backer whose telephone nrmber is (703) 305-0624. The

examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Thu 8:30-6:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, James Trammel can be reached on (703) 305-9768. The fax phone numbers for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are (703) 746-7239 for regular

communications and (703 ) 7 46-7 23 8 for Aft er Final communications.

' Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 306-5484.

{-"#
May 3,2002
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ot'u'oAEcElyED

AU6 - 5 2rJ/j2 IN THE UNITED $TATES. '^

TitIE: NAVIGATING NETWORK'BASED ELECTRONIG INFORMATION USING

SPOKEN NATURAL LANGUAGE INPUT WITH MULTIMODAL ERROR

FEEDBAGK

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

This respo"nse addresses the Ofhce Action dated May 7, 20A2' The Office

Action appears to be labeled as Paper No. 10.

IN THE GLAIMS

please amend claims 56-181 as shown below" The ctaims are "clean

version" of the amended claims, i.e,, with changes incorporated into the claims,

whereas the Appendlx to this Amendment illustrates the amended claims using

undertines and brackets to indicate addition and deletion, respectively-

@oot

84.00

s tRoo 
cH

, \ry'U. fiwice Amended) A method for speech-based navigation of an electronic data

source, the electronic data source being located at one or more network Servers

t_

I11
"1-/" I

1:
,',/Received from < 732 530 0808 > at 8,t/02 433:12 P[,| [Eastem Da$ight Timel
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(e)

(f)

(g)

.. UOS-ER PATTERSON SEER' \ @ oos

located remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken request for desired information from the user;

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken requesl;

(c) construc-ting at least part of a navigation query based upon the

interPretation;

(d) soliciting additional input from the user, including usel interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request without requiring the

user to request said non-spoken rnodality;

p'
refining the navigation query, based upon the addltional input:

using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data

source; and

transmifting the selected portiorr of the electronic data source from the

ne.twork server to a client device oJ the user.

ury, (Amended) The method of claimf,6, wherein the step of rendering an

'interpretation fulth.sr includes deriving lingulstic information by using a speech

recognition enO!.fi,e and a linguistic parser. '

t
/b.
#. (Amended) The method of claim dwherein the step of constructing a

navigation query further includes the steps of extracting an input template for an online

scripted interface to the data source, and using the Input template to construst the

navigation query.

,b 1-
# (Amended) The method of claim {{,wherein the step of extracting the input

template includes dynamically scraping the online scripted Interface'

e" )r . - -. ^-.:-
w (Amended) The method of claim Sfiwherein the navlgation query is constructed

in the format of a database query language.

,"-\-\
' 1,,,

't/
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,% (Amended) The method of claim Hwnerein the step of rendering an

Al
is performed in response to one or more deficiencles encountered during the step of

constructing a navigation query.

a9*. (Amended) The method of claim p6, wherein the deficiencies include unresolved

wods of the spoken request.

UP ,orn"nded) The method of ctaimfu{,whereln the deficiencies include one or more

required elements of the navigational query not determinable from the interpretation of

the spoken request.

$ J,.
ff. (Amended) The method of claimf6, wherein the step of solioiting additional input is

performed in response to one or more deficiencies enoountered after a first navigation

of the data source ising the navigation query constructed in step (c).

t1/ \\
' bt. hn nded) The method of claim #, wherein the defioiencies include existence of

more than one datia record within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

,4t $
lr,

lA.@^rnded) The method ot claffifl{, whereln the deficiencies include failure to

identiff a sirrgle data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query,

interpretation and the step of constructing a navigation query are perfonned, at least in

part, on a computing device located locally with the user.

4 t,
,;{. (Amended) The method of c}aim gd wnerein the step of rendering an

interpretation and the step of constructing a navigatlon query are performed, at least in

part, on a network computing device located remotely from the user.

I

(Amended) The method of claim fl( wherein the step of solicitlng additional input

@ ooo./_q.!,iqa 15:21 FAx 732

09/524i095

UOSER PATIERSON SHER' \

'ni it/
.:1
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,,1"

e

t.t \

K rO^rnded) The method of claim){,wherein the additional input is solicited upon

receiving a user-input statement that additional information is required.

/l}l
i0. (nmended) The method of claim 5$' wnerein the step of soliciting the additional

input includes presenting a menu oGuser on the client device of the user.

H,. (Or"nded) The method of claim |d, *n"r"in the step of soliciting the additional

input includes presenting a textual request for the additional input.

o\
{2. (Amrnded) The method of claim /d, wherein the step of soliciting the additional

input includes an audible request for the additional input.

rgl
X. lRmended) The method of claim p6, wherein the step of soliciting the additional

input includes presenting a list of portions of the electronic data souroe that match the

navigational query.

\q. \,
l/+. lnmended) The method of claim id, wherein additlonal input received from the user

is at least partially speech based.

(to t,'Yg.6*.nded) 
The method of claim f wnereln additional input received from the user

includes no spoken input.

%. W^"nded) The method of claim *, *n"r*in steps (dF(e) are repeated untilthe

navigational query is deemed adequate.

A,/ \
% A^"nded) The method of claim # wnerein the input modality of step (d) includes

selecting from a displayed option *"nr,. 
)&oY

7.(Amended) The method of clain/,wherein the ast of selecting from the displayed

.nl

,'".) //.f/ l-/,/' \-*"
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option menu is performed by speaking.

L,|fl. I

Vt{.6^.nded) The method of claim Qfl, wherein the method is performed with respect

to a plurali$ of simultaneous users and conesponding client devices.

MI
6-0. lnmended) The method of ctaim $8, further including the step of selecting the datra

muttimedia co&n!jnc].u_{g[at l_east one of video content and audio content

,),1

"dZ. $wice amended) A system for speech-based navigation of an electronic data

sounce, the electronio data sourco being located at one or more network seryen$

located remotely from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken request for desired

information from the usefi

(b) language processing logic, operable to render an interpretation of the spoken

request;

(c) query construction logic, operable to construct a navigation query in response

to the interpretation of the spoken request;

(d) user interbction logic, operable tro solicit additional input fnrm the user,

including user interastion in a non-spoken modality diffurent than the original request
'w.ithout requiring the userto request said non-spoken modality;

(e) query refining logic, operable to refine the navigation query, based upon the

additional input;

(0 navigation logic, operable to select a portion of the electronic datia source

using the navigation query; and

(g) electronic communications infastrusture fortransmitting the selected portion

,/"7

source from among a plurality of candidate electronic data sources, in response to the

interpretation of the spoken request,

1kl
li't. lRmended) The method of claim flb, whereln the elec-tronic data source stores

$

-/{'"\t,'
j .,'
:./'
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of the electronic data source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display

device located locally with the user.

alr fl
fi (e*"nded) fne syste. ir 

"ni^'fi,whereln 
the language processing logic includes

speech recognition logic and an llnguistic parsing logic for deriving linguistic

information.

frf
f+. lRmended) The system of ctaimFT,wherein the language processing logic extracts

an input template for an online scripted interface to the data source, and uses the input

template to construct the navigation query.

ffi. $^rnded) The system of ctaim #,*n rrin the language prccessing logic

dynamically scrapes the online scripted interface.

'tt A
T1 t 'S. (nr*nded) The system of claim fd,,wherein the query construction logic construsts

lV the query in the format of a database query language.
I

H (o^.nded) The system of claim l1, *nu*in at least a portion of the language

processing logic is hosted on a computing device located locally with the user, and

wherein the portable microphone is electronically coupled tro the local computing device.

#. ,o^.nded) The bystem of claim ?1,*n r.in at least a portion of the language

processing logic is hosted on a network computing devioe located remotely from the

uger, and wherein the poftable microphone sends data to the remote network

computing device via the communications infrastructure.

'r*+, ,4,-t5. (emended) The system of claimfi.,wherein the user interaction logic solicih

additional input in rcsponse to one or more deficiencies encountered during

construction of the navigation query.
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35 ,a[
grtmended) The system of claim #!wnereln the deficlencies include unresolved

/wordsof the spoken request.

4to. N/
ff. 6mended) The system of claimp0, wherein the deficiencies include one or mor€|

required elements of the navigational query not determinable from the interpretation of

the spoken request.

{r. *O^.nded) The system ot claim*,whereln the user Interaction logic solicits

additional input in response to one or more deficiencie$ encountered after a first

navigation of the data source performed by the navigation logic.

4{t 1l
d5. lRmended) The system of claim SZ, wherein the deficiencies irrclude existence of

more than one data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query'

n4 3l'91.6^.nded) The system of claim'96.,wherein the deficiencies include failure to

identiff a single data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

H. (O^rnded) The $ystem of claim il,*n ,r"ln the user tnteraction logic dlsplays an

option menu.

#f (o*"nded) The bystem of clair#5, wherein the act of selecting from the displayed

option menu is performed by speaking.

*v 4A
;li4 lnr"nded) The system of claim $2, whereln the navigation logic selects the data

source from among a plurality of candidate electronic data sources, in response to the

interpretation of the spoken request.

A .4.
twtt 7 >
fi{A^"rded) The system of claim f ,wherein the dlectronic data souroe stores

-t''^'",,
I
J/
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rnultimedia conterrt including at least one of video content and audio content.qil
9F(nmanded) The system of claim M,,'wherein the di$play devlce recelves data from

/tha 
"lra*ronlc 

data source on the network seryers via a communications box.

Ll|, t1t
$4 (Amended) The system of claimfi, wherein the electronic communication

infrastructure is a two-way infrastructure and is selected ftom among one or more of the

fo l l owi nq q ro u p l {co axi a l qa hl e- Pi L, salqll ite-W.U€ l..e gs/qellglA r- f i b e r-onticf

w
1.d1. flwice amended) A computer program embodied on a computer readable medium

for speech-based navigation of an electronic data souroe, the electronic data source

being located at one or more network $ervers located remotely from a user, comprising:

(a) a code segment that receives a spoken request for desired information from

the user;

(b) a code segment that renders an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) a code segment that constructs at least part of a navigation query based

upon the interpretation:

(d) a code segment that solicits additional input from the user, including user

interac{ion in a non-spoken modality different than the original requestwithout requiring

the user to request said non-spoken modality;

(e) a code segment that refines the navigation query, based upon the additional

input;

(f) a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a portion of

the electronic data source; and

(g) a code segment that transmits the selected portions of the electronic data

source from the network server to a primarily stationary, display device located locally

with the tt.ser.

- ,A ,Nt
y (Amended) The computer program of claim llj(nnner comprising a code

4'\" !t,
. ,t'

ib
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segment that derives linguistic information by using a speech recognition engine and a

linguistic parser.

. tl I It4+Z Tv,
t6. (nmended) The computer program of claim lBl,Iurther comprislng a code

/
segment that extract an input template for an online scripted interface to the data

soulce, and a code segrnent that uses the input template to construct the navigation

query.

*q qv
tD4. (Amended) The c-omputer program of claim 183, further comprising a code

interpretation and the construction of the navigation query are performed, at least in

paft, on a computing device located locally with the user.

4,1/ q,to

fu . 6mended) The compute program of claim { 04, wherein the rendering of the

interpretation and the construction of a navigation query are performed, at teast irr part,

on a network computing device located remotely frcm the user.
t

J{o
(Amended) The computer program of claim pt', wherein code segment that

solicits additional input sollcits the additional input In response to one or more

deficiencies encountered during the constructing of the navigation query.

4L\ AJ h.J'
tO9. (Amended) The computer prograrn of ctaim J,66,wherein the deficiencies include

unresolved words of the spoken request.

segment that dynamically scrapes the online scripted interface.

lD q,v
t&. lAmended) The computer program of clairn 1O1, wherein the navigation query is

constructed in the fonnat of a databa$e query language,

6t qv
!06. (nmended) The computer program of claim ld1, wherein rendering of the

41

ffi

1:l
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/-q{a
y'(o. lemended) The computer program of claim )if\,wherein the deficiencies include

one or more required elements of the navigational query not determinable from the

interpretation of the spoken request.

{(t *v
if1. 6^rnded) The computer program of claim *61,*herein the code segment that{
solicits the additional input solicits the additional input in response to one or mor€

deficiencies encountered after a first navigation of the data $ource-

61 4,
+f2. lfumended) The computer program of claim fl,wherein the deficiencies include

^(\-l
\/V

existence of more than one data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation query.

(4 ql
&Z'.1e."nded) The computer program of claim ffi.,wherein the deficiencies include

failure to identify a single data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation query.

Aw
t4+l lnmended) The computer program of claim "1,(l,wherein code segment that

solicits additional input displays an option menu.

4,
*g?nr"nded) The computer program of claim iil,*hrr.in the act of selecting from

the displayed option menu is performed by speaking-

tttP
f9b. (Or"nded) The computer program of claim 7t1, wherein the code segments of
'the computer program operate with respect to a plurality of simultaneous users and

conesponding client devices.

Awlo0 ')
+l?. (Amended) The computer program of claim lQl.further cornprising a code

segment that selects the data source from among a plurality of candidate electronic

data sources, in response to the interpretation of the spoken request.

r'-**;./)' it'
.,d
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,9\r,2 4V
ff.(lnended) The computer program of claim {t[1, wherein the elec'tronic data

source stores multimedia content including at least one of video content and audio

content.

.H w
(Amended) The computer prograrn of claim )El,wherein the additional input is

solicited upon receiving a user-input statement that additional information is rcquired.

./ Jh
tft. 6^"nded) The computer program of claim 171, wherain the code segment that

solicits the additional input includes a code segment that presents a menu to the user

on the client device of the user.

t,q djb
eY. iemended) The computer program of claim +{1,wlrcrein the code segment that

solicits the additional input includes a code segment that presents a textual request for

the addttional input.

[ ,o
qt *El, fo^.nded) The computer program of claim rp, *nroin the code segment that

[/\, solicits the additional input includes a cude segmentthat produces an audible request

for the additional input.

J n.pn qilo
t*. (Amended) The computer program of claim 1d1, wherein the code segment that

solicits the additionrit input includes a code segrnent that presents a list of portions of

the electronic data source that match the navigational query.

4^o
The computer program of claim L6l,wnerein additionalinput received

from the user is at least partially speech based.

10w
135. (A.mended) The computer program of claim 1O1, wherein additional input received

frorn the user includes no spoken input.

IA
124. (Amended)

11

c{)
//a !r'1

t-r/ I

'\",0'

,,,
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(a) receiving a spoken natural language ("NL') request for desired information

from the user;

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken request

(c) constructing at least part of a navigation query based upon the

interyretation;

(d) soliciting additional input from the user, including user interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request without requiring the

user to request said non-spoken rnodality;

(e) refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;

(f) using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data

source; and

(g) transmitting the selec'ted portion of the electronic data source from the

netlvbrf server to a client deviclof the user.

,'tt 2ft2 'l/
"128- (Amended) Th'e method of claim )Zl,wherein the step of rendering an

interpretation further includes deriving linguistic information by using a speech

recognition engine and an NL parser.

navigation query further includes the steps of extrasting an input template for an orrline

scripted interface to the data source, and using the input template to construct the

navigation query.

08/05102 15:23 FAX 732 @ ora

41, ,lv
W. $n rnded) The compute program of claim ffiwherein code segments (d!(e) arc

/reoeateduntilthe 
navigational query is deemed adequate.

41'/
/27. (Amended) A method for utilizing spoken natural language for navigating an

eleotronic data source, the electronic data source being located at one or more network

servers located remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

,9'

r\t
': 
,'/'L2

' it)
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,W (Amended) The method of claim C6[wnerein the step of extractlng an input

r' template includes dynamically scraping the online scripted interface.

4y 17
t^tr1. (Amended) The method of claim 1Zl, wherein the navigation query is constructed

in the format of a database query language.

'fl 4Y
dZ. 6^"nded) The method of claim 1il, wherein the step of rcndering an

interpretation and the step of constructing a navigation query are performed, at least in

part, on a computing device located locally with the user.

#.,o^"nded) The method of claim #,*n"run the step of rendering an

interpretation and the step of constructing a navigation query are performed, at least in

part, on a network mmputing deyice located, remotely from the user.

4cr 4'l/
r}4. (ntended) The method of claim $f , wherein the step of soliciting additional

input is performed in response to one or more deficiencies encountered during the step

of constructing a navigation query.

401q
tfS. (Rmended) The method of claim $4,whereirr the deficiencies inctude

unresolved words of the spoken NL request.

r/t 44 -

ffi.6^rnded) The method of claim M.*n rein the deficiencies include one or

qgre required elements of the navigational query not determinable from the

interpretation of the spoken NL requesl
/nJLAV A{,

J{7. (Amended) The method of claim 1/T,wherein the step of soliciting additionaf

input is perfonned in response to one or more defloiencies encountered after a first

navigation of the data source using the navigation query constructed in step (c).

@ ors

ti

i/
-.,/;
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{tz {
'tf{6nended) The method of claim ifif ,whereln the deficiencies include existence

/of 
morethan one data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query-

ri
1{;e.

,/
(Amended) The method of claim th?,wherein the deficiencies include failure to

identify a single data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

c$ 4f
14O. (Amended) The method of claim Til,wnerein the input modality of step (d)

includes selecting from a displayed oFtiorynenu.

ctu $)
fl.W^rnded) 

The method of claim 1-40, wherein the act of selecting from the

displayed option menu is perfonned by speaking.

,41 1?
142- (Amended) The method of clairn 177,wherein the method is perbrmed with

A respect to a plurali$ of simultaneous users and conesponding ctient devices.

,J 44 \{,l- 1fr. 6mended) The method of clalm l4f , furmer including the step of setecting the

data source from among a plurality of candidate electronic data sourues, in response to

the interpretation of the spoken NL request.

4$
{44. (Amended) The rnethod of claim 1ff7,wherein the electronic data source stores

multimedia content ihduding at least one of video content and audio content.

qb
{45. (Arnended) A system for utilizing spoken natural language to navigate an

electronic data source, the etectronic data source being located at one or more network

servers located remotely from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken natural language

fNL") request for desired information from the userl

L/

"7".;i ,,!

".i'

''ili\tL4
i
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

UOSER PATTERSON SEERIDi

spoken language processing logic, operable to render an intorpretation of

the spoken natural language request;

query construction loglc, operable to construct a navigation query in

response to the interpretation of the spoken natural language request

user interaction logic, operable to solicit additional input from the user,

including user interaction in a non-spoken modallty different than the

original request without requiring the user to request said non-spoken

modality;

query refining logic, operable to refine the navigation query, based upon

the addilional input;

navigation logic, operable to select a portion of the electronic data source

using the navigation query; and

electron ic comrnu n ications infrastructure for tra nsmitting the selected

@ ore

\ eortion of the elestronic data source from the network server to a primarily

n ' stationary, display device located locally with the user.\-/l
r / rt,/Y 0ll ,/ 00' W. (Aniended) The system of claim tfS,wnerein the spoken language processing

fteicincludes speech recognition togic and an NL parsing logic for deriving linguistic

irrformation.

M. ro^rnded) The sptem of claim #,'*n nin the spoken language prucesslng

logic extracts an inpit template for arr online scripted interface to the data source, and

uses the input template to construct the navigation query.

q9 qD
J48. (Amended) The system of clalm 1./5, wherein the spoken language processing

logic dynarnically scrapes the online scripted interface.

.t.an qD
tf9\ (Amended) The system of claim f, wherein the query construction logic

constructs the query in the format ol {database query language.

. , s.l',..- 
.l

i.,
,|,

i i i,^,
iA
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'/ ./4(,/ ap
JBO. (Amended) The system of claim 145, wherein at least a portion of the spoken

/lunguuge processing logic is hosted on a computing device located locally with the

user, and wherein the portable microphone is electronically coupled to the local

computing device.

4u aU
)61. (Amended) The system of c,laim 1P, wherein at least a portion of the spoken

language processing logic is hosted on a network computing device located remotely

from the user, and wherein the portable microphone sends data to the remote network

computing device via the communications irrfrastructure.

oil 4D,
+&,. l\mended) The system of clairn fi,wherein the user interaction logic solicits

additional input in response to one or more deficiencies encountered during

construction of the navigation query.

qg q1
p.6-.nded) The system of claim |VL)wherein the deficiencles include unresolved

worde of the spoken NL request-

ffi4
)64. (Amended) The system of claim 152, wherein the defioiencies include one or

more required elements of the navigational query not determinable from the

interpretation of the spoken NL request.

-J
/

rP 4D
t/5. (A'mended) The system of claim lfr,wherein the user interaotion logic soliclts

additional input in response to one or more de{iciencies encountered after a first

navigation of the data source perfiormed bythe navigation logic.

;

!..r

rDI \6\)
J-59. (Amended) The system of claim ifS,wherein the deficiencies include existence

of more than one data record within the data source responsive to the navigation query.

l_6

',',iilr Itit4
'-rl, I
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fiPju2
lpT(Amended) The system of claim

/identfia 
single data record within the

p1
fi.(Anended) The system of claim

an option menu.

't pbIal ,t
189. (Amended) The system of claim)ffi, wherein the act of selec{ing from the

displayed option menu is performed by speaking.

f05qc
W.6mended) The system of claim lff,wherein the navigation logio selects the

data source from among a plurality of candidate elestronic data sources, in response to

the interpretation of the spoken NL request.

\d,
)fr,wherein the deficierrcies include failure to

data source responsive to the navigation query.
z\

D'
,65, wherein the user interaction logic displays

(pv49
l fl, t\-rnded) The system of .claim 4s,wherein the electlrrnic data source stores

L ) multimedla content including at lea# one of video content and audio content.

tv /l' 
l8j!1n^"no"o1 The system of ctaim il,*n*rrin the disptaydevice receives data

f,om tne ebctronic data source on the network serueni via a communications box.
rlr0) , /tD,

rti,1.1x^rnded) ihe system oI clalm'lf,wherein the electronic mmmunication

infrastructure is a two-way infrastructu 6 anAis setected fiom among one or more of the

following group: {cobxial cable, DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular, fiber-optic}.

ffl
J.84: (Amended) A computer program embodied on a computer readable medium for

utiiiring spoken natural language fur rravigating an etectronic data sourae, the electronic

data source being located at one or more network serverc located remotely from a user,

comprising;

(a) a code segmentthat receives a spoken nafural language ("NL") request

for desired information from the user;

0 oeo

gtf
Itt-*\

tiii
L,f

I
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a code segment that renders an interpretation of the spoken nafural

language request;

a code segment that constructs at least part of a navigation query based

upon the interpretation;

a code segment that solicits additional input from the user, including user

interaction in a non-spoken modality different than the original request

without requiring the userto request said non+poken modality;

a code segment that refines the navigation query, based upon the

additional inputs;

a code segment that uses the refined navigation query to select a portion

of the electronic data source; and

a code segment that transmits the selected portion of the electronic data

source from the network serverto a primarily stationary, display device

located locally with the user.

08/06/02 15:26 FAX 792 53r

09/524,095

(e)

(D

(g)

(b)

(c)

(d)

@ozt

1-,,t;
il

"it,

ttLz tD{

-W 
(Amended) The computer program of claim irt,turtn r comprising a code

segment that derives linguistic information by using a speech recognition engine and an

NL parser.

,ll 'oq
J,*b. lnr"nded) The computer program of ctaim ld,**urcomprrsrng a code

segment that extract an input template for an onlirfe scripted interf;aoe to the data

source, and a code segment that uses the input template to construct the navigation

query.

# ro^"nded) The computer program ot ,t^i^fr,turther comprising a code

segment that dynamically scnapes the online scripted interface.

.lh ,"4rl''J Iu)pt 6mnded) The computer program of claim 164, wherein the navigation query is

constructed in the format of a database query language.

,if ,; iiIir | | f,
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L4 ttvt t' \ 
nended) The com aim fi,wherein the deficiencies includet) ff. $mended) The computer program of clt

p unresolved words of the spoken NL request.

, \$ ttu,
l!A. @mended) The mmputer program of clairn 1/,wherein the deficiencies include

one or rnore required elements of the navigational query not determinable fiom the

interpretation of the spoken NL request.

'Q .^q
\\-\ \v)

ft.{Amended) The computer program of claim fi,wherein the code segment that

solicits the additional input solicits the additional input in response to one or mort)

deficiencies encountered after a first navigation of the.data source.

tt\
(Amended) The computer program of claim 'l/(wherein the deflclencles include

19

t . .,"'"1
tll,LJ iti

tl. p1
Ae. (Amended) The computer program of claim lW,wnerein rendering of the

interpretation and the construcrtion of the navigation query are performed, at least in

part, on a computing device located locally with the user.
/i, p1

Yo.lemended) The computer program of claim b4i*nerein the rendering of the

interpretation and the construction of a navigation query are performed, at least in part,

on a network computing device located remotely from the user.

| \\t LD1
&1. lXmended) The computer program of claim fr,whercin code segment that

solicib additional input solicits the additional input in response to one or more

deficiencies encountered during the constructing of the navigation query.

existence of more than one data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation query.

@ozz

"./t i
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"f0. (nmended) The computer program of claim fi4,wherein the deficlencies include

failure to identifo a single data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation query. ,*.-'?; lll\'-/ l" \', ,' -/"
fr1. (Amended) The computer program of claim@4, wherein code segmentthat

solicits additional input displays an option menu.

t'\,:"' ,?)U
i.,:,' . 1 "-"

"126. (Rmended) The computer program of claim)rt, wherein the ac't of selectirrg from

the displayed option menu is performed by speaking.

i

p(

, l\.{
i 2".
,fr.t6*.nded) The computerprogram oI elaim,.d4, wherein the cnde segments of

the computer program operate with respect to a plurality of simultaneous users and

corresponding client devices.

I i,.''
tre6. 6mended) The computer program of daimj64, further comprising a codo

segrnent that selects the data source from among a plurality of candldate electronic

datq sources, in response to the interpretation of the spoken NL request.

\/ rc\)
1il. 6mended) The computer program of claim-1.6'4, wherein the electronic data

source stores multimedia content including at least one of video content and audio

mntent.

(New) A method for utilizing spoken natural language for navigatlng an etectronic

datia source, the electronic data source being located at one or more network servers

located remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken natural language ('NL') request for desired information

from the user;

,/--,/;
i .!'

j.,,/
,,r

,rtit ll!
L J"T\{

\a
!( Rlease add the following new claims: )
; \--- ,/i . '"'l*tl"-. t
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(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) constructing'at least part of a navigation query based upon the interpretation;

(d) soliciting additional input from tho user, including user interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request, in accordanee with results

generated from said at least part of a navigation query;

(e) refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;

(f) using the refined navigation query to selecf a portion of the electrpnic data

source; and

(g) tr:ansmitting the selected pottlon of the electronic data source from the

network server to a client device of the user.
)\fr t71

y (New) The method of claim 1{12, wherein the input modality of step (d) includes

selecting from a displayed option menu.

,\A ,*$ll',1 t,./
18/. (New) The method of claim pG, wherein the act of selecting from the displayed
//

option menu is performed by speaking.

'gD-f86. (New) A method for utilizing spoken natural language for navigating an electronic

data source, the electronic data souroe being located at one or more network $ervers

located remotely fiom a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken natural language ("NL,) request for desired information

from the user; '

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spolten request;

(c) constructing at least paft of a navigation query based upon the interpretation;

(d) soliciting additional input frcm the user, including user interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request, in nesponse to one or more

deficiencies encountered during the step of constructing said at least part of a

navigation query;

(e) refining the navigation query, based upon the additional lnput;

--(^,\i
;/

T.r
tltJ\"4
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the input modality of step (d) includes

@ ozs

qI
J

network serverto a client device
I

ftv
.*{f6. (New) The method of claim

\Y $l
N.Nro The method of claim ffi,'wherein the act of selecting from the displayed

option menu is performed by speaking.

(f) using the refined navigation query to select a portlon of the elec{ronlc data

source; and

(g) transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the

of the user.

w
195, wherein

selecting from a displayed option menu.

l
tl

ii
I
I
x

REMARKS

Applicants' representative would like to thank Primary Examiner David Wiley for
kindly taking a substantial amount of time on May 23,2OA2 to discuss the merits of the

subject invention in a face-to-face Examiner Interview. Applicants' representative is

aware of the time mnstnaint that is placed on the Examiner and is appreciatrVe of the

Examineds willingness to devote such large quantity of time to discuss the caEe on the

merit.

In view of the following discussion, the Applicarrts submltthat none of the claims

now pending in thb application are anticipated under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. g 103.

Thus, the Applicants believe that all of these claims are nCIw in allowable form.

I. MISNUMBERING OF GLAIMS

.. The Examiner has conectly detected that the claims (1-71) added in the

Preliminary Amendment dated June 30, 2000 to replace the originally filed claims 1-SS

were lnconectly numbered. The Examiner, in tum, renumbered these claims as 56-

126 in the Office Action dated April 24, 2001.

However, Applicants also filed a second preliminary Amendment,B" on

september 12,2000 that re-inserted the original claims 1-ss. Again, Applicants

Received from < 732 530 $808 > 4t8,5102133:12 P[| pastem Daylight Timel
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misnumbered these claims as72-126. Applicants now believe that these claims should

be renumbered as claims 127-181. In fact, Applicants previously requested Examiner

Backerto acknowledge these claims in Applicants' Prcliminary Amendment dated April

10,2AA2 that was filed In conjunction with a RCE. However, the Examiner is

completely silent as to the status of these claims in the present Office Ac'tion.

This issue was brought to the attention of Pdmary Examiner David Wley during

the Examiner Interuiew. The Examiner acknowtedged the existence of these claims

and indicated that the agreement reached during the Examiner Interview is equally

applicable to these claims.

To assist the Examiner and as agreed during the Examiner Interview, Applicants

have affirmatively amended claims 56-181 as shown above to reflect the proper

numbering. Thus, renumbering these claims are purely cosmetic and do not nanow the

scope of the claims. Applicants betieve that ctaims 127-181are also cunently pending

in the present application

Appllcants sincerely apologize forthe confuslon created by the misnumbering,

but Applicants respectfully request that the Examiner venff the status of claims 127-181

in the next Office Action or Notice of Allowance. Namely, these claims have not been

rejected or allowed

It. REJECTIoN o; GLATM$ 56-126 UNDER 35 U.S.G. S 103

The Exarnlner has rejected clalms 56-126 in Paragraphs 2-35 of the Office

Action as being unpitentable overthe Levin et al. patent (US Patent 6,179,279 issued

January 9, 2001, herelnafter refened to as Levin) in view of French-St. George et al.

(US Patent 6,012,030, issued January 4, 2000, herelnafter refened to as French). The

rejection is respectfully traversed.

Levin teaches "a method of using at least one natural language query to rctrieve

infurmation from one or rnore data resources and further performing a requested action

using the retrieved information is disclosed". (See Lavin, Golumn 2, lines 15-18)

Namely, Levin teaches a rnethod for using natural language queryto obtain Information,

08/05/02 L6:27 FAX 732 59r

09i524,095
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where upon receipt of the requested information, a desired action is executed based

upon the requested information. To illustrate, Levin prcvides the example, where a

user emptoys natuml language to request the telephone number of a restaurant. Upon

receipt of the telephone number, the telephone number is actually dialed forthe user.

(See Levin, Column 3 line 62 to Column 4, line 1)

French teaches a management of speech and audio prompts and interface, in

multimodal user interfaces. Specifically, the system is designed to detect and

dynamically switches the speech interface into background mode or foregrcund mode

in response to the user's cunent interaction modality. In the background mode, the

speech interface can only respond to a very limited set of voice commands. (See

French, Column 3, lines 20'57)

During the Examiner Interview, Applicants directed the Examine/s attention to

the fact that French is a layer by layer system, i.e., a system that repeatedly asks

questlons and waits for a response before issuing the next response, whereas Levin is

a natural language query system. Thus, the combination of the alleged references was

challenged by the Applicants.

Second, assuming, arguendo, that the alleged combination was proper, the

cpmbination stillfalls short of making Applicants' lnvention obvious. Namely,

Applicants' invention solicits additional input from the user, including user interaotion in

a non-spoken moOality different than the original request without requiring the user to

request the ndn-spoken modalitv. ln contrast, Levin is completely devoid of any

disclosure pertaining'to a different modality of interaetlon and French's invention is tied

to the constant need to detect what the user is doing and shifting the speech interface

back and forth between background and ficreground modes. The Examiner agreed

during the Examiner Interview that the alleged combination would not make Applicants'

invention obvious.

However, the Examiner suggested that a clarification of step d) in the

independent claims would be appropriate. Although Applicants believe that the cunent

language would ovencome the present obviousness reJec'tion, Applicants nevertheless

08/06/02 L5:27 FAX 732 53C
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agreed to clarifo step d) in the independent clalms. $pecifically, Applicants amended all

the independent claims to recite the term

non-spoken modalitf.

However, fur the record, Applicants position is that this term is pnovided purely to

clarifu the claim. The Examiner indicated that such clarification would be acceptable.

Therefore, the Applicants respectfully submit that independent claims 58, 82,

101, 127, 145, and 164 are not made obvious by the Levin and French references. As

such, claims 56, 82, 1A1, 127,145, and 164 fully satisff the requirements of 35 U.S.G-

$103 and are patentable thereunder.

Glaims 57-81, 83-100, 1A2426, 128-144,146-163 and 16b-181 depend, either

directly or indirectly, frorn ctaims 56, 82, 101,127,145, and 164 and recite additional

features therefor. Since Levin and French failto make obvious Applicants' invention as

reoited in Applicants' independent claims 56, 82, 1 01, 127, 145, and 1M, dependent

cfaims 57-81,83-100, 102-126, 128-144, 146-163 and 165-1 81 are also not made

obvious under 35 U.S.C. S 103 and are allowable forthe same reason noted above,

ilt. NEW CLATMS 182-187

In addressing the Examine/s concem perlaining to the clarification of step d) in

Applicants'independent claims, Applicants have added new independent claims 182

and 185 to addresE this issue in a different manner. Specifically, Applicants'new

independent claims recite the term "in accordance with results genenated from said at

least part of a navigation que4/ and 'in response to one or more deficiencies

encountered during the step of constructing said at least part of a navigation query",

respectively. Support for these claims can be found in Applicants' specification, page

17, line 7 to page 19, line g. However, support for these claims may also exist in other

sections of Applicants' application.

In brief, Applicants' invention allows the system to present a hon-spoken

modality of interaction to the user based upon the resulte generated by performing the

partial navigation query. For example, the system evaluates the results (e.g., a short

08/05/,02 L6:27 FAX 732 53C
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list of choices) generated by the partial navigation QUeu, and may reallze that

additional user input is necessary. At this point, the system elects to Interact with the
user in a non-spoken modality, G.g., presenting the short list of choices on a disptay

according to results generated.

Alternatively, the system may evaluate the navigation query itself, (i.e., without
performing the navigation query) and may realize that additionat user input is necessary

to fully construct the navigation query. Based on the deficiencies encountered, the

system will elect to interact with the user in a non-spoken modality. These approaches

will allow the user to quickly refine the navigation query, thereby providing a sense of
progress to the user.

Forthe reasons presented above, Appticants submit that independent claims

182 and 165 and dependent claims 183-184 and 186-187 are also patentable over the

cited references. Since claims 182-187 are supported by Applicants' specificailon; no

new matter is introduced.

Concluslon

Thus, the Applicants submit that all of these claims now fully satisff the

requirements of 35 U.S.C. 5103. Consequentlp the Applicants believe that a[ these

claims are presently in condition for allowance. Accordingly, both reconsideration of
this application and its swifi passage to issue are eamesily solicited.

lf, however,ine Examiner believes that there are any unresolved issues requiring

the lssuance of a flnal office action in any of the claims now pending in the applicatiorr,

it is requested that th'e E:<aminer telephone Mr. Kin-Wah Tons. Esq. at (TgZ)530-9404

so that appropriate arangements can be made for resolving such issues as

expeditiously as possible.

Respec{fu lly su bm ift ed,

Kin-Wah Tong,
Reg. No,39,400
(t32) 530-9404
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Moser, Patterson & Sheridan, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue
First Floor,
Shrewsbury, New Jersey 07702
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Appendix

(Marked-up version of amended claims)

t1] tr. ffwice Amended) A method for speech-based navigation of an electronic data

source, the electronic data source being located at one or more network servers

located remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken request for desired information from the user;

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) constructing at least part of a navigation query based upon the interpretation;

(d) soliciting additional input from the user, including user interastion in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request without requiring the user to

request said non-spoken modality;

refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;

using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the elestrpnic data

source; and

transmifting the setected portion of the electronic data source from the network

server to a client device of the user.

[2] 57. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the step of rendering an

interpretation further includes deriving linguistic information by using a speech

remgnition engine and a linguistic parser,

[3] 58. (Amended) The method of claim [1] gg, wherein the step of constructing a

navigation query further includes the steps of extr:acting an input template for an online

scripted interf;ace to the data source, and using the input template to construct the

navigation query.

[4] 59. (Amended) The method of claim [3] 58, wherein the step of extrac'ting the input

template includes dynamically scraping the online scripted interface.
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t51@.(Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the navigation query is

constructed in the format of a database query language.

[6] 61. (Amended) The method of claim [1J 56, wherein the step of rendering an

interpretation and the step of constructing a navigatlon query are perftrmed, at least in

part, on a computing device located locally with the user.

V|62. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, whereln the step of rendering an

interpretation and the step of constructing a navigation query ar,e performed, at least in

part, on a network computing device located rernotely from the user.

t8l 63. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the step of soliciting additional

input is performed in response to one or more deficiencies encountered during the'step

of construc'ting a navigation query.

t9l M.(Amended) The method of claim [B] 63, wherein the deficiencies include

unresolved words of the spoken request

[10] 65. (Amended) The method of claim [8] 63, wherein the deficiencies include one or

more required elements of the navigatlonal query not detenninable from the

interpretation of the spoken request.

11U gg. (Amended) The method of claim [1J 56, wherein the step of soliciting additional

input is performed in response to one or morc deficiencies encountered after a first

navigation of the data source using the navigation query constructed in step (c).

l12l67. (Amended) The method of claim [11] 66, wherein the deficiencies include

existence of more than one data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation guery.

29 ,'1-1
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[13] 6E. (Amended) The method of claim [11] 66, wherein the deficiencies include

failure to identify a single data record withln the data source responsive to the

navigation query.

[14] 69. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the additional input is soticited

upon receiving a user-input statement that additional information is requlred.

[15] 70. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the step of sollciting the

additional input includes presenting a menu to the user on the client device of the user.

tl6121. (Amended) The method of claim [U 50, wherein the step of solicitlng the

additional input includes presenting a textual request forthe additional input.

F4e- (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the step of soliciting the

additional input includes an audible request forthe additional input.

[18J 73. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, whereirr the step of soliclting'the

additional input includes presenting a list of portions of the electronic data source that

match the navigational query.

[19] 74. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, whereln additional input received from

the user is at least partially speech based.

[20] 75. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein additional input received from

the user includes no spoken input.

121176. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein steps (dF(e) are repeated until

the navigational query is deemed adequate.

08/06/02 15:29 FAX 732 53f
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122177. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the input modality of step (d)

includes selecting ftom a displayed option menu.

123178. (Amended) The method of claim 12477. whereln the act of selecting from the

displayed option menu is performed by speaking-

t24)L9-. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 5-6, wherein the method is performed with

respect to a plurality of simultaneous users and conesponding client devices.

[25] 80. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, turther including the step of selecting

the data source from among a plur:ality of candidate electronic data sources, in

response to the interpretation of the spoken request.

1261 81. (Amended) The method of claim [1] 56, wherein the electronic data source

stores multimedia content including at lea$t one of video content and audio content.

12482. ffwice amended) A system for speech-based navigation of an electronic data

soltrce, the electronic data source being located at one or mone network server5

located remotely from a user, the $y$tem comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken request for desired

information from the,user;

(b) language processlng logic, operable to render an interpretation of the spoken

request;

(c) query construction logic, operable to construct a navigation query in response

to the interpretation of the spoken reguest;

(d) user interaction logic, operable to solicit additional input from the user,

including user interac'tion in a non-spoken modality different than the original request

without requiring the use.r to request said non-sooken rnodalitv;

@ocq
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(e) query refining loglc, operable to refine the navigation query, based upon the

additional input;

(f) navigation logic, operable to select a portion of the elestronic data source

using the.navigation query; and

(g) electronic communications infrastructure fortransmitting the selected portion

of the electronic data source frorn the network serverto a primarily stationary, display

device located locally with the user.

[28] 83. (Amended) The system of claim 12|,82, wherein the language processlng logic

includes speech recognition logic and an linguistic parsing logic forderiving linguistic

information.

[29] M. (Amended) The system of claim [27] $!, wherein the language processing logic

extracts an input template for an. online scripted interface to the data source, and uses

the input template to construct the navigation query.

[30] g5-. (Amended) The system of claim [29] 84, whercin the language processing logic

dynamically scrapes the online scripted interface.

131] 86. (Amended) The system of ctaim lzn Ez,wherein the query construction logic

constructs the query in the format of a database query language.

l32l fl. (Amended) The system of claim l27l$z,wherein at least a portion of the

{anguage processirrg logic is hosted on a computing device located locally with the

user, and wherein the portable microphone ls elestronlcatly coupled to the local

computing device.

[33] 88. (Amended) The system of claim 127182, wherein at least a portion of the

language processirtg logic is hosted on a network computing deviee located remotely
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from the user, and wherein the portable microphone sends data to the rcmote network

computing device via the communications infrastructure.

t34l €- (Amended) The system of claim l2n92, wherein the user interaction logic

solicits additional input in response to one or more deficiencles encountered during

construction of the navigation query.

[35] 90. (Amended) The system of claim [34] 89, whereln the deficiencles include

unresolved words of the spoken request.

[36] 91. (Amended) The system of claim [34] 89, wherein the deficienoies include one

or rnore required elements of the navigational query not determinable ftom the

interpretation of the spoken request.

t34 92. (Amended) The system of claim l27182,wherein the user interaction logic

solicits additional input in response to one or more deflclencies encountered after a first

navigation of the data source performed bythe navigation logic.

[38] 93. (Amended) The system of claim 137192, wherein the deficiencies include

existence of morclhan one data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation query.

t39l 94. (Amended) The system of claim [34 9e, wherein the deficiencies include failure

to identiff a single data record within the data source responsive to the navigation

query.

I40l 95. (Amended) The system of claim VnEz,wherein the user interaction logic

displays an option menu.

ilii
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[41] 96. (Amended) The system of claim [40] 95, wherein the act of selecting from the

displayed option menu is performed by speaking.

142197. (Amended) The system of claim 1277&, wherein the navigation logic selects

the data source from among a plurality of candidate elec,tronic data sourceg, in

response to the interpretation of the spoken request.

[43] 98. (Amended) The system of claim 12|_82, whereln the electronic data source

stores multlmedia content including at least one of video content and audio content.

[44] 99. (Amended) The system of claim 121182, wherein the display device receives

data from the electronic data source on the network servers via a communications box.

l45l lgg. (Amended) The system of claim Izn 82, wherein the electronic

communication infrastructure is a two-way infrastructure and is selected from among

one or more of the following group: {coaxial cable, DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular, fiber-

optic).

[46] 101. (Twice amended) A computer program embodied on a computer readable

medium for speech-based navigation of an electronlc data source, the electronic data

source being located at one or more network servers located remotely from a user,

comprising: '

(a) a code segment that receives a spoken request for desired information from

.the usen

(b) a code segment that renders an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) a code segment that constructs at least part of a navlgation query based

upon the interpretation;

(d) a code segment that solicits additional input fiom the user, including user

interaction in a non-spoken modality different than the orfginal request without requiring

@osz

.!r'" I l
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the user to request said non-spoken modality;

(e) a code segment thai refines the navigation query, based upon the additional

input;

(f) a code segment that uses the refined navlgation query to select a portion of

the electronic data source; and

(g) a code segment that transmils the selected portions of the electronic data

source fmm the network serverto a primarily stationary, display device located locally

with the user.

l{n 1O2. (Amended) The computer program of clalm [46] 101, further comprising a

code segment that derives linguistic information by using a speech recognition engine

and a linguistic parser.

[48] 109. (Amended) The computer program of claim [4q 101 , turther comprising a

code segment that extract an input template for an online scripted Intefface to the data

source, and a code segment that uses the input template to consfuuct the navigation

query.

[49] 104. (Amended) The computer prognam of claim [48] 103, further comprising a

code segment that dynamicatly scrapes the online scripted interface.

FOl 105. (Amended) The computer program of claim [46] 101 , wherein the navigation

query is constructed in the format of a database query language.

[51] 106. (Amended) The computer progmrh of clairn [46] 101, wherein rendering of the

interpretation and the construction of the navigation query are perficrmed, at least in

part, on a computing device located locally with the user.

[52] 107. (Amended) The compute program of claim [46] 101, wherein the rendering of

08/05102 15:30 FAX 732 530
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the interpretation and the construction of a navigation query are performed, at least in

part, on a network computing device located remotely from the user.

[53] 1 08. (Amended) The computer prc,gram of claim [46] { 01, wherein code segment

that solicits additional input soliciF the additiondl input in response to one or more

deficiencies encountered during the constructing of the navigation query.

[54] 109. (Amended) The computer program of daim [53J 108, wherein the deficlencies

include unresolved words of the spoken request.

t55M-Q. (Amended) The computer prcgmm of claim [53] 10E, wherein the deficiencies

include one or more required elements of the navigational query not determinable from

the interpretation of the spoken request.

t56l 1 1 1. (Amended) The computer prograrn of claim [46] 101, wherein the code

segment that solicits the additional input solicits the additional input in response to one

or more deficiencies encountered after a first navigation of the data source.

l57l 112. (Amended) The computer program of clalm [56] 111, wherein the deflclencies

include existence df more than one data record within the data source responsive to the

navigation query.

[58] 1 13. (Amended) The computer prcgram of claim 1571112, wherein the deficiencies

include failure to identifu a single data record within the data source responsive to the

rravigation query.

[59] 114. (Arnended) The computer prograrn of claim [46] 101, wherein code segment

that solicits additional input displays an option menu.

..--"/"). !r,

v
,".l
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160l llE. (Amended) The computer program of claim [59] 114, wherein the act of

selecting from the displayed option menu is performed by speaking.

[61] 116. (Amended) The computer program of claim [46] l_0'!_, wherein the code

segments of the computer program operate with respect to a plurality of simultaneous

users and conesponding client devices,

[62] 117. (Amended) The computer progmm of claim [46] 10:'t, further comprising a

code segment that selests the data source frorn among a plurality of candidate

electronic data sources, in response to the interpretation of the spoken request.

[63] 1 18. (Amended) The computer program of claim [46] 101 , whercin the electronic

data source stores multimedia content including at least one of video content and audio

content.

[64] 119. (Amended) The computer program of claim [46] '101, whereln the additional

input is solicited upon receiving a user-input statement that additional lnformation is

required-

t55l 120. lAmenddd) The computer program of olaim [46] 101 , wherein the code

segment that solicits the additional input includes a code segment that presents a menu

to the user on the cllent device of the user.

t691 gt. (Amended) The computer progmm of claim [46] 101, whereln the code

segment that solicits the additional input includes a code segmerrt that presents a

textual request for the additional input.

I6n 122. (Amended) The computer prc,gram of claim [46] 101, wherein the code

segment that solicits the additlonal Input includes a code segment that produces an
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audible request for the additional input.

[68] 123. (Amended) The computer program of claim [46] 101, wherein the code

segment that solicits the additional input includes a code segmerrt that presents a list of

portions of the electronic data source that match the navigatlonal query.

1691 124. (Amended) The computer program of claim [46] 101 , wherein additional input

received from the user is at least partially speech based.

f/0] 125. (Amended) The computer progrErm of claim [46] l-E[, whereln addltlonal input

received from the user includes no spoken input.

It11126. (Amended) The compute program of claim [46] 1O1, whercin code segments

(d)-(e) are repeated untilthe navigational query is deemed adequate.

V21127. (Amended) A method for utilizing spoken nafural language for navigating an

electronic data source, the electronic data source being located at one or rnore network

servers located remotely from a user, comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a spoken natural language ('Nn request for desired information

from the use[

renderlng an lnterpretation of the spoken request;

constr0cting at least part of a navigation query based upon the

interpretation;

soliciting additional input from the user, including user interac'tion in a non-

spoken modali$ different than the original request without requiring the

userto request said non-spoken mod+litv;

refining the navigation query, based upon the additional input;

using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data

source; and
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(g) transmitting the selected portion of the electronic data source from the

network server to a client device of the user.

V3l W.(Amended) The rnethod of clairn Vzl127, wherein the step of rendering an

interpretation further includes deriving linguistic information by using a speech

recognition engine and an NL parser.

V4l 12g.(Amencted) The method of claim VTl1il7,whercin the step of constructing a

navigation query further includes the steps of extracting an input template for an online

scripted interface to the data source, and using the input template to construct the

navigation query.

t75] 130. (Amended) The rnethod of claim f/4] 129, wherein the step of extracting an

input template includes dynamically scraping the online scripted interface.

f/61 131. (Amended) The method of claim VZJ 127 , wherein the navigatlon query is

constructed in the format of a database query language.

Vn &. (Amended) The method of claim ff27 W-, wherein the step of rendering an

interpretation and'the step of constructing a navigation query are performed, at least in

part, on a cornputing device located locally with the user.

tfEl 133. (Amended) The method of claim VLlEwherein the step of rendering an

tnterpretation and the step of constructing a navigation query are performed, at least in

part, on a network computing deviee located remotely from the user.

t79l 134. (Amended) The method of claim V\1Zl,wherein the step of soliciting

additional input is performed in response to one or more deficiencies encountered

during the step of constructing a navigation query
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t80l -1&' (Amended) The method of claim [7g! lg4,wherein the deficiencies include
unresolved words of the spoken NL request.

l81l l-3Q' (Amended) The method of claim Vgl lg4,,wherein the deficiencies incrude
one or more required elements of the navigational guery not determinable from the
interpretation of the spoken NL request..

[82] 132' (Arnended) The method of claim V21 lzr,wherein the step of soliciting
additional input is performed in response to one or more defictencies encountered after
a first navigation of the data source using the navigation query oonstructed ln step (c).

t83l l-Eg' (Amended) The nethod of claim [82! lar,wherein the deficiencies include
existence of rnore than one data record within the data source responsive to the
navigation query.

t84ll-39' (Amended) The method of claim [821137,wherein the deffciencies inctude
failure to identify a single data record within the data source responsive tothe
navigation query.

t85l l@. (Amended) The method of claim lrzllz7.,wherein the input modality of step
(d) includes sefecting fqm a displayed option menu.

t86ll-1'1 (Amended) The method of clalm [85] 14q, wherein the act of seteting from
the displayed option menu is performed by speaking.

Fn 1E (Amended) The method of claim V2) Jn,wherein the method is rcrformed
with respect to a plurality of simultaneous users and coresponding client derioes.

@ ols
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[88] 143. (Amended) The method of clalm V211n, turtherincluding the step of

selecting the data source from among a plurality of candidate electronic data $ourc€s,

in response to the interpretation of the spoken NL request,

[89] 144. (Amended) The method of claim VZl127, wherein the electncnic data source

stores multimedia content including at least one of video corrtent and audio content.

[90] 145. (Amended) A system for utilizing spoken natural language to navigate an

electronic data source, the electronic data source being located at one or more network

servers located remotely from a user, the system comprising:

(a) a portable microphone operable to receive a spoken nafural language

("NL") request for desired irtformation from the user;

spoken language processing logic, operable to render an interpretation of

the spoken natural language request;

query construction logic, operable to csnstruct a navigation query in

response to the interpretation of the spoken natural language request;

user interaction logtc, operable to soticit additfonal input from the user,

including user interaction in a non-spoken modalip dlfferent than the

original request without reouiring the userto request said non-spoken

modalit.v;

query refining logic, operable to nefine the navigation query, based upon

the adbitional input;

navigation loglc, operable to select a portion of the etectronic data source

using the navigation query; and

electro n ic co m mu n icatio ns infrastructu re for tra nsmittin g th e selected

portion of the electronic data source from the network seruer to a primarily

stationary, display device located locally with the user.

T'
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[91J 146. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 145, wherein the spoken language

processing logic includes speech recognition logic and arr NL parsing logic for deriving

Iinguistic information.

1921147. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 1J5, wherein the spoken language

processing logic extracts an input template for an ontine scripted interface to the data

sorlrce, and uses the input template to construct the navigation query.

l93l L1g. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 145, wherein the spoken language

processing logic dynamically scrapes the online scripted interface.

I94l l-€. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 145, wherein the query construction

logic mnstructs the query in the format of a database query language.

[95] 150. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 14q, wherein at least a portion of the

spoken language processing logic is hosted on a computing device located locally with

the user, and wherein the portable microphone is electronically coupled to the local

computing device.

[g6J 151. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 145, wherein at least a portion of the

spoken language processing logic is hosted on a netwo* computing device located

remotely from the Lser, and wherein the portable microphone sends data to the remote

network computing device via the oommunications inhastrueture.

[g7l 15-e. (Amended) The system of claim [g0l 145, wherein the user interaction logic

solicits additional input in response to one or more deficiencies encountered during

construction of the navigation query.

08/05i02 15:33 FAX 732 530
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[98] 153. (Amended) The system of claim 19| 152, wherein the deficiencies include

unresolved words of the spoken NL request.

[99] 154. (Amended) The system of claim 197115?, wherein the deficiencies include

one or more required etements of the navigational iuery not determinable from the

interpretation of the spoken NL request,

110011-8. (Amended) The system of claim [90] 1i5, wherein the user interaction logic

solicits additional input in rcsponse to one or more defibiencies encountered after a first
:

navigation of the data source performed by the navigation logic.

i

[101] 156. (Amended) The system of claim [100] i55, wherein the deficiencies include

existence of more than one data record within ttre data source responsive to the

navigation query.

11021157. (Amended) The system of claim [100] 155, wherein the deficiencies include

failure to identifiT a single data record within the daia source responsive to the

navigation query.

t1031 l5g. (Amended) The system of clairn [100] 155, whereln the user Interac'tion

logic displays an option menu.

[1 04] 159. (Amended) The system of claim [103] '!58, wherein the act of selecting from

the displayed option menu is performed by speaking,

i

[105] 160. (Amended) The system of claim [90] l_45, wherein the navlgation logic

selects the data source from among a plurallty of cAndidate electronic data sources, in

response to the interpretation of the spoken NL request.

43
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language request;

a code segment that constructs at te{st pa* of a navigation query based

upon the interPretation;

a code segment that solicits additional input trom the user, including user

interaction in a non-$paken modality pifferent than the orlginal request

a code segment that refines the naviiation query, based upon the

additional inputs;

08/OEt'02 15:39 FAI 732 690 @oqt
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[106] 161. (Amended) The system of claim t90l 14+, wherein the etec{ronic data

source stores multimedia content includlng at least one of vldeo contertt and audio

content.

t10n jg. (Amended) The system of claim I90l 14F,whereln the display device

receives data from the electronic data source on thd network serverc via a

communications box.

[10e] 104. (Amended)
i

A computer program embodied on a computer readable

[108] 163. (Amended) The system of claim [90] L45, wherein the eleetronic

communication infrastructure is a two-way infrastructure and is selected from arnong

one or more of the following group: {coaxial cabte,;DSL, satellite, wireless/cellular,

fiber-optic) i

medium for utilizing spoken natural language for nd,vigating an elestronic data source,

the electronic data source being located at one or r,nore network seryers located

remotely from a user, comPrising: 
I

(a) a code segment that receives a spokin natural language ('NL") reque$t

for desired information from the user;t

a code segment that renders an interirretatlon of the spoken natural(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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a code segmentthat uses the refined havigation query tO select a portion

of the electronlc data source; and i

a code segment that transmits the selfcted porUon of the electronic data

source from the network Eerverto a pdimarily stationary, display device

located locally with the user.

[1 101 165. (Amended) The computer program of claim [109] 1S4, turther comprising a

code segment that derives linguistic information by lrsing a speech recognition engine

and an NL parser.

[1 1 1] 166. (Amended) The computer program of claim [109] 164, turther comprising a

code segment that extract an input template for an pnline scripted Interface to the data

source, and a code segment that uses the input terirplate to cpnstruet the navigation

query.

0

(g)

11121167.(Amended) The computer program of c'laim [111] 166, turther comprising a

code segment that dynamically scrapes the online pcripted interface.

11131 lljg. (Amended) The computer program ot itaim [109] 1&1, wherein the
t

navigation query is constructed in the format of a dbtabase query language'

[114J 169. (Amend.ed) The computer program of blaim [109] 164, wherein rendering of

the interpretation arrd the construction of the navightion query are performed, at least in

pail, on a computing device located locally with thd user.

i

11151 170. (Amended) The computer program of &aim [109] 164, wherein the

rendering of the interpretation and the constructiort of a navigation query are performed,

at least in part, on a network computing device located remotely from the user.
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[1 16] 171. (Amended) The computer program of clhim [109] J&t, wherein code

segment that solicits additional input solicits the adciitional input in response to one or

more deficiencies encountered during the constructlng of the navigation query-
,

.l

111f;172. (Amended) The computer program of ilaim [116] J71, whereirr the
I

deficiencies include unresolved words of the spokeh NL request-

tl 1Bl lzt. (Amended) The computer Program of ciaim [1 1 6] 171 , wherein the

deficiencies include one or more required elementsof the navigatlonalquery not

determinable from the interpretation of the spoken NL request.

I

l11gt1T4. (Amended) The computer program of claim [109] 164, wherein the code

segment that solicits the additionat input solicits thei additional input in response to one

or more deficiencies encountered afier a first navigbtion of the data source-

11201 175. (Amended) The computer program of ilaim [119] IZL wherein the

deficiencies include existence of more than one data record within the data source

responsive to the navigation query.

[121] 176. (Amended) The computer program of claim 11191174, wherein the

deficiencies include failure to identify a singte data:record within the data source

respon$ive to the nivigation query. :

l122l1lz.(Amended) The computer Program of ctaim [109] 164, wherein code

segment that solicits additional Input displays an option menu.

i

[123] 17g. (Arnended) The computer program of ilaim 11221177,wherein the act of

selecting from the displayed option menu is performed by speaking.

I

@ons
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11241179. (Amended) The computer program of claim [109] 164, wherein the code

segmerrts of the computer program operate with respect to a plurality of simultaneous

users and corresponding client devlces.

i

t1251 180. (Amended) The computer prograrn of ciaim [109] 164, further comprising a

code segment that setests the data source from aniong a plunality of candidate

electronic data sources, in response to the interpretation of the spoken NL request.

,
i

t1261 1 81 . (Amended) The computer program of claim [109J l-64,, wherein the

electronic data source stores multimedia content iqcluding at least one of video content

and audio content.

182. (New) A method for utilizing spoken natural language for navigatlng an elestronic

data source, the electronic data source being locatbd at one or more network servers

located remotely from a u$er, comprising the steps, of:

(a) receiving a spoken natural language ('NL") requestfor desired information

from the user;

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken request;

(c) constructing at least part of a rravigation jquery based upon the interpretation;

(d) soliciting additional input from the user, {nduding user interac-tion in a non-

spoken modality different than the original requesti in accordance with results

gerrerated from saib at least part of a navigation Qlery;

(e) refining the navigation query, based upon the additionat input;

. 0 using the refined navigation query to select a portion of the electronic data

source; and 
I

(g) transmitting the selected portion of the etectronic data source fiom the

network server to a client device of the user. i

183. (New) The method of claim 182, wherein the input modallty of step (d) includes
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selecting from a displayed option menu.

184. (New) The method of claim 183, wherein the qct of selecting from the displayed

option menu is performed by speaking.

185. (New) A method for utilizing spoken natural tafgu"ge for navigating an electronic

data source, the etectronic data source being locatAd at one or morc network servers

located remotely from a user, comprising the stepsiof:

(a) receiving a spokerr natural language fN+') request for desired information

from the user; 
i

(b) rendering an interpretation of the spoken;request;

(c) constructing at least part of a navigation cuery based upon the interpretation;

(d) sollciting additional input from the user, including user interaction in a non-

spoken modality different than the original request,;in response to one or more

deficiencies encountered during the step of construc{ing said at least part of a

navigation query;

(e) refining the navigation query, based upop the additional input;

(f) using the refined navigation query to selept a portion of the electronic data
i

source; and 
i

(g) transmitting the selected portion of the eJectronic data source ftom the

network server to a client device of the user.

186. (New) The method of claim 185, wherein the ipput modality of step (d) includes

selecting from a displayed optlon menu.

187. (New) The rnethod of claim 186, whereln the 
1ct 

of selecting ftom the displayed

optlon menu is performed by speaking.

@ osr
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Notice of Allowability

Application No.

09/524,095

Appllcant(s) 
{__

HALVERSON ET AL.
EXamrner

Firmin Backer

AN UNN

3621

- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheetwlth the corrcspondence address-
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS lS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. lf not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY lS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. fi fnis communication is responsiveto Ausust f , 2002.

2. I The allowed claim(s)islare 56-187.

3. I Tne drawings filed on _ are accepted by the Examiner.

4. ! Rct<nowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. S 119(a)-(d) or (f),

a)[ All b) [ Some. c) ! None of the:

1. I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. _ .

3. I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
. Certified copies not received:

5. I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. $ 119(e) (to a provisional application).

(a) ! Tne translation of the foreign language provisional application has been received.

6. ! Acknowfedgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. SS 120 andlor 121.

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements noted
below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD lS NOT EXTENDABLE.

7. I A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLAMTION must be submifted. Note the aftached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

8. x CORRECTED DRAWINGS must be submitted.
(a) fl including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review ( PTO-948) attached

1) [ hereto or 2) E to Paper No. _.
(b) ! including changes required by the proposed drawing correction filed 

-, 

which has been approved by the Examiner.

(c) [ including changes required by the attached Examine/s Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of Paper No. _.
ldentifying indicia such as tne applicltion number (see 37 GFR 1.S4(c) should be written on the drawings in the top margin (not the back)
of each sheet. The drawings should be filed as a separate paper with a transmittal letter addressed to the Official Draftsperson.

9. n DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)

1[ Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 2[ Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)
3! Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 4fl Interview Summary (PTO*413), Paper No._ .

sK Information Disclosure Statements (PTO-1449), Paper No. /3 6! Examineds AmendmenUComment
7! Examine/s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8fi Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance

of Biological Material 9E Other
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1.

2.

Application/Control Number: 09 I 524,09 5

ArtUnit:3621
Page2

Response to Amendment

This is in response to an amendment file on August 7h,2002. Claims 56,82 and 101

have been amended and claims 127-187 have been added. Claims 56-187 are pending in the

letter.

Allowahle Subj ect Matter

Claims 56-187 are allowed.

The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance:

a. Applicants teach an inventive concept for navigating network-based electronic

data sources in response to spoken natural language input request. Applicants' inventive

concept if novel and innovative in the sense that upon emerging of error or ambiguities in

the interpretation of the spoken natural language, the system solicits additional input for

the user in non-spoken modality that is different from the original request without

requiring the user to request the non-spoken modality.

Any commerits considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later than the

paynent of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany the issue

fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled "Comments on Statement of Reasons for

Allowance."
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Application/Control Number: 09 I 524,09 5

Art Unit: 3621

Page 3

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Firmin Backer whose telephone number is (703) 305-0624. The

examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Thu 8:30-6:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, James Trammell can be reached on (703) 305-9768. The fax phone numbers for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are (703) 305-7687 for regular

communications and (703) 305-7687 for After Final communications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 308-1113.
A
t//t tifu{r"a*

1frir i"B{cker
/ November 21,2002 .

SUPERI/ISOHY PATEI{T E(A,iII}.IER

TECHNOLOGY CEiITER 3600
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Urlied Stat€r Patont
Add&.s: CO 

'I4ISSIONERWashingtd, D.C.
www.usP6.gw

tal612002

NOTTCE"pF ALIOWANCE AI\D FEE(S) DUE +11
EXAMINER

BACKER, FIRMIN
PERKINS COIE LLP
IOI JEFFERSONDRIVE
MENLO PARK. CA 94025.1114 ARTUNIT I CLASS.SUBCLASS

709-2180003621

DATE MAILED I 12/ 1 6 /2002

I eppucaloNNo. I RlrNcunrr ] TIRSTNAMEDINVENToR I ATToRNEYDoCKETNo. I coNrlRMATIoNNo' I
| .ur--vr---Y..-,Y, t r I r I

Christine Halvenon SRIIP037 6294

TITLE OF INVENTION: NAVIGATING NETWORK.BASED
MULTIMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK

ELECTRONIC INFORMATION USING SPOKEN NATTJRAL LANGUAGE INPUT WITH

Arplll:ypE T suell eNrlry I ssw rer I runucerlou rre I rorru, ru1s; lur I DATE DUE

nonprovisional YES 03t17t2003

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
pRosBcuTroN QN THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THrS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
rlils.q,PPLICATION IS SUNTNCT TO WITH-RAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATWE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON

PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN TIIREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS STATUTORY
pERroD CANNOT BE EXTENpEp. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE REFLECTS A CREDIT
rON.q,NV PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE APPLIED IN THIS APPLICATION. TIIE PTOL.8sB (OR AN EQUIVALENT)
MUST BE RETURNED WITHIN THIS PERIOD EVEN IF NO FEE IS DUE OR THE APPLICATION WILL BE REGARDED AS

ABANDONED.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, veriff your current
SMALL ENTITY status: r

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown
above.

B. If the status is changed, pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required)
and twice thb amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above and notiff the
United States Patent and Trademark Offrce of the change in status, or

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:

A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or

B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now
claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check the box below and enclose
the PUd'LICATION FEE andll2'the ISSUE FEE shown above.

tr Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status.
See 37 CFR 1.27.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL should be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Offtce (USPTO) with
your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Even if the fee(s) have already been paid, Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be

iompleted and retumed. If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be

completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted.

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to

Box ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 1.2, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibitity to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

PTOL-85 (REV. 04-02) Approved for use through 0l/3 l/2004'

Page I of4
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Box ISSIiE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
Washington, D,C.20231
(703)7464000

iop.bi,'iate"-Airn,'tli;;cd*;d;;d;"i-inc-tuaii,iriiJ-Fiteiiil-?ana"i-_oroerianEnotificationofmaintc'nancdfeeswillbemailedtothtdunt
ii{i.i.'t3ii"i'r]..Jiii,.i-".t'ii6jtdiT?f;i;d;fa*G'i'i6i,o;[i;b'(;i;1diryfg;niwiorresponaenceaddress;and/or(b)indicating
maintenance fee notifications,

Note: A ceruilcat€ ol maill
Fee(s) Transmitul. ThisFee(s) Transmittal. This -certificatb cannot be used for any other
accririrpanying papers. Each additional paper,- such as an assignment or
formafdrawii'g, niust have its own certifidafe of mailing or hansmission.

7590 wrcn002

PERKINS COIE LLP
IOl JEFFERSONDRIVE
MENLO PARK, CA 94025-III4

Certllicate of Maillng or Transmlsslon
I herebv certifu 0rat this Fee(s) Transmittsl is beine deDosited with the
Uniled States Pbstal Service with zufficient postage foi firs-t class mail in an
envelope addresscd to the Box Issue Fee address above, or being facsimile
transmitted to the USPTO. on the date indicated below.

09t524,095

TITLE OF INVENTION: NAVIGATINC NETWORK-BASED
MULTIMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK

Christine Halverson

ELECTRONIC INFORMATION USING

sRIlP037

SPOKEN NATTJRAL LANGUAGE

6294

INPUT WITH

BACKER. FIRMIN 3621 7O9.2I8OOO

fr"f?T;ril*"tspondence 
address or indication of "Fee Address" (37

O Chanse ofcorrespondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address-form PTO/SB/l 22) attached.

E "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47: Rev 03-02 or niore recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is iequired,

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (printortype)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assisnee is identified below, no assigree data will appear on the palent. Inclusion ofassignee data iq on]y appropri4te when an assignment has

been previously submitted to the-IJSPTO or is being subriritted un?er separate cove:r. Completion ofthis form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment'

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category op categories ('ivill not be printed on the patent) O .aitiaU O totporatiot o

tr The Commissioner is hereby authorized by chargc the requircd fee(s),_or credit any ovelpayment, to
Deposit Account Number (cnclose an extra copy ot this torm).

Commissioner for Patents is requested to apply the Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if any) or to re-apply any previously paid issue fie o the application identified above.

(Audrorized Signature) (Datc)

obtain or retain a benefit bv ttre public which is to file (and bv the USPTO to process) an
aonlication. Confidentialiw is sov-emed by 35 U,S.C. 122 ffid37 CFR 1.14. This cbllection is
eit'imatcd to take 12 minu-tes t6 complete. includine gathering, prcparing, and submitting the
completed aoolication form to the USPTO. Time-w-ill varv-dipeirding upon the individual
casel Anv idmments on the amount of time vou require to completa this form and/or
sussestio'ns for reducinc this burden. should be sent to the Chief Infomration Oflicer. U.S.sussestiohs for reducins this burden. should beient to the Chieflnfomration Oflicer, U.S.
Pa-tint and Trademark Office. U.S. DeDarfinent of Commerce. Washington, D.C. 20231. DO
NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO;
Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC 20231.

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a
collection of ififormation unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

TRANSMIT THIS FORM WITH FEE(S)

2. For printing on the patent front page, list (l)
the names of up to 3 registered palent attomeys
or agents OR, altenratively, (2) the name of a

single firm (raving as a mernber a regist€red
attomey or agent) and the names of up' to 2
registered patent attomeys or agents. If no name
is listed, no name will be printed.

4a. The following fee(s) are enclosed:

0 Issue Fee

O Publication Fee

O Advance Ordeq - # of Copies

4b. Payment ofFee(s):

tr A check in ttre amount ofthe fee(s) is enclosed.

E Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

PTOL-85 (REV. 04-02) Approved foi use tlrough 0l/3 l/2004. OMB 065 1-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U,S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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!\ Ulurep Srrrres Prrnvr attrp Thapsr.aARx OFFrce .
d, I'NTTED STATESI DEPABTMET.IT OF COMMERCE

Unlted Sht6. Pateni and Trad@rh Offioe
AddFrr: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTB AND TRA.DEMART<S

Warhingh, D.C. 20291
ww.usp@.8w

APPLICATIONNO. I FILINGDATE FIRSTNAMEDINVENTOR IATTORNEYDOCKETNO. I CONFIRMATIONNO.

09ts24,09s Christine Halverson03/13t2000

tat6n002

sRI1P037 6294

EXAMINER

BACKER,FIRMIN

ARTIJMT I PAPERNUMBER

PERKINS COIE LLP
IOI JEFFERSONDRIVE
MENLO PARK, CA 94025-1 I I 4
UNITED STATES 3621

DATE MAILED : l2l 1612002

Determination of Patent Term Extension under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(application filed after June 7, 1995 but prior to May 29, 2000)

The patent term extension is 0 days. Any patent to issue from the above identified application will include an
indication of the 0 day extension on the front page.

If a continued prosecution application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines patent term extension is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information
Retrieval (PAIR) system. (http ://pair.uspto. gov)

Any questions regarding the patent term extension or adjustment determination should be directed to the Office
of Patent Legal Administration at (703)305-1383.

PTOL-85 (REV. 04-02) Approved for use ttuough 0l/3 1/2004.
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t\ Umrtp Sreres PantNr AhrD ThADEI'IARK Orrrce
HI I'NTTED STATES' DEPANTME!'T OF COMMERCEy ljnit€d gtrta. Pat@t ud Tradmrh Ofre

Warblngh, D.C. 20231

APPLICATIONNO. I FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKETNO. I CONFIRMATIONNO

09t524,09s Christine Halverson sRIlP037

PERKINS COIE LLP
IOI JEFFERSON DRIVE
MENLO PARK, CA 94025.1114
UNITED STATES

EXAMINER

BACKER.FIRMIN

DATE MAILED: 121 1 6/2002

Notice ofFee Increase on January 11 2003

If a reply to a "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" is filed in the Office on or after January 1,2003, then the
amount due will be higher than that set forth in the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" since there will be an increase
in fees effective on January 1,2003. Sgg Revision q[Patent and Trademark Eees fg Fiscal Year 2003: Final Rule, 67 Fed.
Reg. 70847, 70849 (November 27,2002).

The current fee schedule is accessible from: http://www.uspto.gov/main/howtofees.htm.

If the issue fee paid is the amount shown on the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due," but not the correct amount
in view of the fee increase, a "Notice to Pay Balance of Issue Fee" will be mailed to applicant. In order to avoid
processing delays associated with mailing of a "Notice to Pay Balance of Isiue Fee," if the response to the Notice of
Allowance and Fee(s) due form is to be filed on or after January 1, 2003 (or mailed with a certificate of mailing on or
after January 1, 2003), the issue fee paid should be the fee that is reqirired at the time the fee is paid. If the issue fee was
previously paid, and the response to the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" includes a request to apply a
previously-paid issue fee to the issue fee now due, then the difference between the issue fee amount at the time the
response is filed and the previously paid issue fee should be paid. See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, Section
1308.01 (Eighth Edition, August 2001).

Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be directed to the Customer Service Center
of the Office of Patent Publication at (703) 305-8283.

03t13t2000

t2/t6n002

ART UMT I pepen Mjlasen

3621

PTOL-85 (REV. 04-02) Approved for use through 0l/3 l/2004.
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09524,095

lN THE UNITED SI IES--.^-
pnreilii AtrD tnnoFunnr or nce

PATENT APPLIGATION tl4se
#sa,

c tl'

Applicant Hrlverron et al.

Case: SRltPO3?

Serial No.:001524'095

Group Art Uni[ 3321

Examinen Flrmin Backer

Filed: tUlarch 13' 2000

ri$e:NAvrGArils*rutmaifgfibffi'ft ilii?#BlPg#8["
SFOI(EN N
FEEDBACK

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

lor lruc Fce
Warhington, D.C. 20231

SIR:

@mments on Statement'gf Reasons brAllowanqe

This responr. "oorlfiini-nofice 
of Altoranoedated December 16' 2002'

REMARKS 
for kindlY

Applicantb'reprcsentiatfue woutd like to thank Examiner Firmin Bac*er

alowing claims so-ilz of the present application' 
.However' 

Applicants have reviewd

the Examine/s Reasons for AllOwance and have tre follo'ving comments:

1. The Examiner stated that

?pplicants teach an inventfue concept for lligating 
neturork-based electronic

datra sourcas in response to spoken natr.lral language Input rcquest- Applicants'

;;;fi;;;;oarn rs novet and innovarive In the sense that upon emersins of

error or amuiguiies in tt 
" 

interpratation of 
fre 

spoken natural language, the

system sotici; additional input br the user in non-spoken modallty that is

differentfromtheorigina|requestwithout.requiringtheueertorequestthenon.
spoken modality.' (Emphasis and conection added)
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It appearc that there is a typographical enof in the second sentenca where the

Examiner used the term "if instead oJ'is'. lt is Appricants interpretration that the

Examiner intended to use the term.is'. rf the Examinerdisagrees, it is reepectfully

requested that the Examiner resolve the ambiguity of the sentence.

Thus, the Applicants submit th"ffimments sorery to crariff various

issues raisEd by tne Notice of Allowanc,e. Once aeail A.nplicants'representative would

rike to thank Firmin Backerfor kindry attowing daims 5&187of the present application'

lf, horever, the Examiner bellanes that there are any unresolved issues, it is

requested that the Examiner telephone Mr. ,Kin-Wah Tpn9. Esq, at (732) 530-9404 so

that appropriate anangoments can be rnde br rssolving such issues as expeditiously

as possible.

Moser, Pafterson & Sheridan, LLP
Sg5 Shrerrtbury Avenue
First Floor, Suife lff)
bhrcffih.iy, Nsw JerseY 07702

2
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h" r-1e4"uy certify that this correspondence is bping deposited with the U.S. Postal Service with sufficient po.t"gu 

^"'17'/ 
,g)

&*^ou.noSi-t,* ctass Mail in an envelope addressed to: $ssistant Commissioner for Patents, Washlngton, O.C., Z6ZSI,;^.il : ./ YDate.Auqust6.2oo2 ,r.W 6''rli
., 'i .,-,,,i1 ; i. t'' ",ti.l:-t.. '''.. ,,,q,,r- 1,, ';

IN THE IJNITED STATES PATENT AI.ID

PATENT

rru Re Applrcnrroru or:

Halverson

AppurcRloru No.', 091524,095

03/13/2000

FoR: NRvIoATING N erwoRr-BRseo
ElectRotrttc lru roRurRnoru Uslrue
Spoxeru NRruRRr- LRrueuRee lrupur
wnn MurnMoDAL ERRoR FeeoeRcx

lCIS.00 cil

Exnurnen: -Bncren

AnrUrur: 2155

OFFICE

/ RECEIVED

AU(i r $ Z00Z

I

Technotogy Center2100

Information Disclosure Statement After First Office Action but
Before Final Actiqn or Notice of Allowance - 37 CFR 1.97(c)

Assistant Commissioner for Patents
Washington, D.C. 20231

Timino of Submission

The information transmitted herewith is being tiled afterthree months of the filing
date of this application or after the mailing date of the first Office action on the
merits, whichever occurred last, but before the mailing date of either a final
action under 37 CFR 1.113 or a Notice of Allowance under 37 CFR 1.3:11,
whichever occurs first. The references listed on the enclosed Form PTO/SB/O8A
may be material to the examination of this application; the Examiner is requested
to make them of record in the application.

0Ei14/80$t stili.tsssi 00000009 50ee07 055t40?5

\

[5950 1 -8037/BYO221 7 Ol

ffi,S, n*ayr,x *,,_flp.t. 
ffi,g #rtg,wgff
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Attorney Docke. ;J. 59501-8037.US01

z. Cited Information

Copies of the following references are enclosed:

X All cited references

Effect of Information Disclosure Statement (37 CFR 1.97(h))

This Information Disclosure Statement is not to be construed as a representation
that: (i) a search has been made; (ii) additional information material to the
examination of this application does not exist; (iii) the information, protocols,
results and the like reported by third parties are accurate or enabling; or (iv) the
cited information is, or is considered to be, material to patentability. In addition,
applicant does not admit that any enclosed item of information constitutes prior
art to the subject invention and specifically reserves the right to demonstrate that
any such reference is not prior art,

Fee Pavment (37 CFR 1.97(c)) or Certification (37 CFR 1.97(e))

X Applicant elects to pay the fee under 37 CFR 1.17(p) $180.00.

Check enclosed for $
Please charge the above fee(s) to Deposit Account No. 50-2207
this paper is provided in triplicate.

Respectfu I ly submitted,
Perkins Coie LLP

x

a
J.

4.

il
X

Brian R. Coleman
Registration No. 39,145

0",", 6Auh 7ftil-

Correspondence Address:
Customer No, 22918
Perkins Coie LLP
P.O. Box 2168
Menlo Park, California 94026
(650) 838-4300

2[59501 -8037/BY0221 70]
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5,386,556

5,434,777 LUCIW
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Johnson-

Houser et al.

Dahlgren ffi|.
FOREIGN PATENT

Name of Patentee or Apprcant
of Cited Document

Ellis et al.

Lindblad et al. 1ut29197
g

OTHER PRIOR ART-NON PATENT LITERATU}\3
lnclude name of the author title of the tftle of the item

(book, mag3zine, journal, serial, symposium, catalos,$i;*"r,lil#i3ijil,""Y publisher, ci$

Dowding, John et al., "Gemini: A Natural Language Sy\t?T Fo2Sooken-Language
Understanding", SRI International 'tJf futif orclt f\lf f ly | \)t\t 

'^et 
I tct*.,t,tc. 

<- _ :__ _ _

http://www.ai.sri.com/-oaa/infowiz.html, "lnfoWiz: An Animatep Vorcd Interactive
fnformation System, May 8, 2OO0 \

Dowding, John, "lnterleaving Syntax and Semantics in an EfficiJt Bottom-up
Parser", SRI lnternational

5,519,608

5,608,624

5,721,938

5,729,659

5,748,974

5,774,859

Moore, Robert et al., "Combining Linguistic and Statistical Knowledge Sources in a
Natural-Language Processing for ATIS", SRI International
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U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 9
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Examiner
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Cite
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of Cited Document
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Document
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fi 17 5.802.526 Fawcett et al. 9t1t98
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February 5, 1999, SRI International
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32
Moran, Douglas B.
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33

Martin, David L. et al., "Building Distributed Software Sygtems with the Open Agent
Architecture"
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6,338,081 Furusawa et al.

6,144,989

6,226,666
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(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc.), date, page(s), volume issue number(s), publisher, city

Julia, Luc, et al., "Cooperative Agents and Recognition System (CARS) for Drivers
and Passengers", SRI International

Moran, Douglas et al., "Multimodal User Interfaces in the Open Agent Architecture"

Cheyer, Adam et al., "Multimodal Maps: An Agent-based Approach", SRI
lnternational

Cutkosky, Mark R. et al., "An Experiment in Integrating Concurrent Engineering
Systems"

Martin, David et al., "Development Tools for the Open Agent Architecture", The
Practical Application of Intelleigent Agents and Multi-Agent Technology (PMM96),
London, April 1996

t

Cheyer, Adam et al.,"The Open Agent Architectuletm", SRI International, Al center

Dejima, Inc., http://www.dejima.com/

Cohen, Philip et al., "An Open Agent Architecture", 4,q,q; Spring Symposium, pp1-8,
March 1994
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ln re application of:

Serial No.:

Filing Date:

FOr:

TURAL LANGUAGEiITTPIWWITH MULTI MODAL ERROR

Docket No.

Assistant Commissiqnbr for Patents
Washington, D.C.20231
SIR:

SUBMISSION OF FORMAL DRAWINGS

The Applicants submit herewith 7 sheets of formal drawings (FIGS. 1 through 6),

properly labeled, in connection with the above-captioned application. The Examiner is

requested to substitute these formal drawings for the informal drawings previously

submitted.

Respectfu lly su bm itted,

Dated: March 17.2003
KIN.WAH TONG
Reg. No.39,400
(732) 530-9404

Moser, Patterson & Sheridan, LLP
595 Shrewsbury Avenue
Suite 100
Shlewsbury, NJ 07702

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING under 37 C.F.R. 1.8(a)
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited on Mar:ch 17. 2003 , with the United

States Postal Service as first class mail, with sufficient postage, in an envelope addressed to the
issioner for Patents, Box lssue Fee, Washington, D.C. 20291.

re

March 17.2OO3

#firu"
Art Unit: 3621
' -r; .

Exeiffner: Backer, Firmin
...t;i i

NG NETWORK.BASED EEEETRONIC INFOMMTION USING

Date of signature

)s /,*. ^"1
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Halverson,,et al. "i

"NAVIGATING rwoRK-BAsEDELEcrRoMcrNronnaetr. iJSINGspoKEN
NATUML LaNGUAGE INPIJT WITH MULTIMODAL ERROR T'EEDBACK',. SerialNo.09/524,095 -SRI4l16-3/KWT

4t7

REQUEST PROCESSING LOGIC 3OO

SPEECH RECOGNITION
ENGINE 310

NATURAL LANGUAGE
PARSER' 320

QUERY CONSTRUCTION
LOGIC 330

:

QUERY REFINEMENT LOGIC 340

Fig. 3
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Halverson, et al.
.NAVIGATING. .WORK-tsASEDELECTRONICINFORMATI. JSINGSPOKEN

NATURAL LANGUAGE INPUT WITH MUL'TIMODAL ERROR FEEDBACK''
Serial No. 09/524.095 - SRI4116-3/ KWT

trt7. JII

404

405

RECEIVE SPOKEN Nt REQUEST

INTERPRET REQUEST

IDENTIFY/SELECT DATA SOURCE

CONSTRUCT NAVIGATION QUERY

DEFICIENCIES?

SOLICIT
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(MULTTMODAL)
USER INPUT

NAVIGATE DATA SOURCE

REFINE
QUERY?

TRANSMIT AND DISPLAY TO
CLIENT

412

Fig. 4
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Halverson, et al.
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?.?i'i,ffr 

oRFEEDBA.K"

617

(from step 406, Fig. a)

(to step 407, Fig. a)
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w

SCRAPE THE ONLIN
EXTRACT AN INPUT TEMPLATE

INSTANTIATE THE INPUT TEMPLATE USING
INTERPRETATION OF STEP 404

Fig. 5
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'0: M*il $t*p *
Direrf*r nf the U,$. Pa*ent and Trsdemsrk Olficc

f.$. Sox 1458

Alexsndria. VA 1?313-145{}

ngpsR? 0l\.l THa
F-tLtNG OK$STAnMl:!{AffiSH O$ Al!{
ACTIOX KNCA:IJ}ING A ?AT6NT ON.

TKAT}XIKANK

Case L:1s-cv"o0945-RcA Docurnent 5 Filed 10128116 Page 1of 1 PagelD #: 64

ejh A{) 120 {R.e!. 3i{l;f }

k Compli*rree r+ittr 35 U.S.C. $ 2ll0 anrtbr l5 U"S.{:. $ I I 16 you a|? hereby advi*el th:* a eoutt action has trc*n

filed in rlr* U.S. Di*tricr fourr Oel*ware r:r &e Ibllowirg X patent$ $r Trademarks:

In the alxrve---*nlitled cs$e. the full*wing deeici.$fi hr$i hees renderpd or judgerre*t issred:

NSCHIONJJIJJ}CSMgNT

See fiuilehcd N{rriee of Dismixal

{By) n[ruTY C]-ERK DATE

t$118,?016,*Id:{ A. C€RIXO. CTERK{}TCOLST

eopy t*Upnn ln!$a*on af setklq mall r3lr copy to Sircc*or Copy 3-Upn termiasdon *f scd*& wil thfu e*py t* tllrector
C*py l-tlp*a fillng docanrent *dillng p*tent{r} m*ll tkls copy to Directsr Copy 4*{*ro fil* ccpy

X)CKIiTNO.
16ru{i,1{-r}l'iA

n,{Ttisnxn
r n1I l'i?nr 6

U.S, I}lS?RI{: T {:OL} RT

pL-AJNTrff

IPA Te*hnolcgic*. lnc.

DETIiNAANT

Aser America f.rrp"

PATIII'IT $R
TX"Ar!.tdARK la{)"

DATS$T PATNNI
OR TRANTiMARK

HOLI}SF. OF PATSIiIT OR T&ADTMARK

l 6,?4!,0: I
5i25:2004 IPA Technalogies. lnc.

3 6"5?3,0dI ?.1i tiiltxr3
IFA Technologie$. hc.

3

rl

:

in the almv*---eatitled c*se. tlre firllowing !ate{}tic}t rademark{*J have heEn il:cluried:

DATIi INCLUDED I'{CLUr}E$ BY

fl Anrsnrtnxr:rr I Ansrqer n Cr*$s8ill I OtherP]cading

PA:ITFITCIR
T&ANSMARKNT},

I}ATIiO'J PATBT}
ORTR"qI}EMAAK

}{OLDER OT PATIihT? OR TRA TMARK

I

I

.l

j

5
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TO:
M*il St*p8

Dire*tcr: of tkc Ull. Pateat a$d Trad*m*rk OSre
P.0. Box 145{}

Akxandrla, VA 22313-145$

RXpO&T Str{ T}In
FILT}{G $* |}NTTRMINATION OPAN
AC?TON NACA-X :}XC A FATEilT OR

"NADNT}.IARK

120 {Rev.08li0t

ln ConrpLiane* lvith 35 U.S.C. $ ?90 nndlar 15 U.S.C. $ I 116 you are hereby advixed lhat a criltrt &ction h{$ besr

lilcd in rhc U.5. Distrie r ( oun District of Delaware on the following

ln t}e ab*ve--entiiled cnxs" *w fcttowi*g deei*inn krs been rendered orjulgen*ent ix**xl:

brcls t$NlJ tjncE!,{Ehrr

'I.IIRK fBY} I]SPI]TY CLI;RK nhTn

C*py l*IJpn isitiati{* of aefi*n, mlrl} thi* fir;ry tr l}irr*t*r C*py 3*Lpon trnrdnafi** of aelion. mai} this {spy to l}ircftsr
Copy t*Upln filing dwumenl adding pa3€nt{*i, mgil fhi* copy t } l}ifeci*r C*py tl*Casr frle eopy

I Trademarkr or SP*tentx. 1 [ rhe pat*nt aclion invalves ]5 II.S.C. $ ?92.t:

IX)CKf;?NO,
16cv00947

AAT€TILTb
1011312016

U"S, DISTRICT COURT
Districi cf oelaware

T,LATNTTTT

IFA Tech.

DEPF}'IDAN?

Dsll

?A?NHTQX
?NAI)HMA}LKffO,

VATT.$Y?NTKN'T
ONTKAP€MARK

I'IOLDCR OF TATE}{T SR TRAI)E:IfARX

t 6742021

: s593061

3

ln the abovc-"--entit[*d e*:e, the following patenlttit/ tradcnr&rk(s) have hecn inelutJeet:

I]A?g IXCLL'bEN IIqCLUT}EN 8Y

I Amendment t Ansg,er I Crass lliil n Other Fl*adit8

l,ATEi'lTt)R
IX"ADF-}'IARK NO,

NATEOF PATEhIT
ORT&.AtrXMARK

lmLPgR OF PATE?'IT ORTRA$EMARK

I

t

3

4
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"l.o: Mail $tnp I
Ilirect$r of thc [J"$. Patsnt rnd Tradentxrk t]lfice

P.t). Box 1450

Alex*nalrte, VA 223 13- 145$

RXPORT ST'{ TTIN
MLTXG SR DETENMINATI$N OF AN
ACTION REGARDINC A PATENT OR

TXASA&{AXK

A* l?fi tKi:v. UVI*)

In Compliarue widr 35 I"l.$.C. g 39{l an#or 15 U.S.C. S l 116 yr:u are hexlry *dvi"ral ihat { c{rurt *{tion hes besa

frled in rhe tI.s. Distri{:t f*wt Distriel Oourt sf Delaware on th* following

f, T&delrla*r or ffiParent* iffi;3"i tJsc, $ :9?.t

In &* ah*ve. -entitl*d sa$e. &e firll*wing deei$i$n hls b*en rendered cr judgement issued:

NECiSIONIJUNCEMf;}'IT

CI,ERK $Y} PCPU'Y CLSRK }ATg

C*py l*Lpln lnitkti** sf arfton, mail thlr **py lt) tlireettlr *opy 3*tJps* lern:inalfurr cf a*f,i$n, mall thir c*py t* rlireclor
Copy 2*Upn filirg docc**xt *rldtng pimt{*l m*ll lhi* erpy ltl Dlrect*r e*py 4*Ca$e fil* ct}py

NOCKTTNO.
1 I 6ev00948

DA?fiflri*
10/13/2016

1J.$. blSTKlfTC(}ULT
Distriet court of Sslaware

,{"AINTffT

IPA Tech

IIEPPI\'nAli{T

HF lnc

PATgN"I OR
TRADSMAIIK NO"

DATEOTPATTNT
OR TRAA#MARK '{OLDTR 

OF PATE}{T OR TK,{I}I'M,qftK

| &742421

2 65?3CI61

l

5

ln th* ab,ov*---cntitk:d $asc, thc fullnwhg patent{sf kail*marHs} have besn i&clud${i;

bA"I"C TL:LUPED 0'{CLUPX} SY

ll"'l Arnefflm*nt fl Answer n en):ix BilI I Othcr Fleading

?ATCXT$R
TR.AI)rJVI-{RKNO,

DATBfiF PATF}IT
ORTR,AIT*{ARK HflI-DgR OT TAT?NT OR TRA$TMA-RX

l

)

3

I

"5
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0: Slail $top I
llirerf*r nf thr U,S. Pat$nt 6nd 'l'r$domsrk Offise

P.O. Box l*150

Alexsndrlu, \'A ?13 l3-I 45S

Il.x,F0n? 0l!{ T}rx
VIL'.NG ORATTX,TIMIXATIOIT $T AN
ACI'ION KAGANI}ING A PA-I'SNT OR

TRAI}AMARK

ease 1-:1S*cv-0ffi4S-RGA Document I Filed 1Sl?&118 Page 3. of 1 PagelD #: 67

*,..{() l-10 iR*. l ll4l

ln Complianc* with 15 U.S.C. $ ?90and,rirr l5lj.$.C. $ 1l l6yoil areherehyadviried that*co*nasti$nlr.r$ be€tl

llietj is the L:.$. Di*trie t Cr:rur Oelsf{&re 
- 

on d:e fol.towing

ln Sc &bave--srtitled c.&,ia the full**ing cl*cisi{x h&$ hecn rerdered *r judge*x*t i*sued:

OECISI0N:J {-rl){i AM E}.rT

$ee ltt*clred }'{*tice of l)isrn.irisal

LfRK

.'OIIN A. CERINO" {LSRK *f C{}[;RT

iBN NS.PUT\'{]LERK NATE

10.':812i116

eopy l-{Jp*n initiati*n of actloq arail thls copy to l}ire{ter C*py }-upon terrninadon *f &ctiott, $!all thir e$py ts lrircct{r
Copy l-Upnn filing da*unr*nf .nddfng p*fent{*l m*tl ttri* copy tn l}irectnr Copy {-{are llle t*py

trxlcKtT l{t}.
I6ru84t)-&f iA

PATXT&gI)
I nr I 1ialtl I {

U.S. PISTRICTC()I"'RT
NISTR tT'T ()T' DFLAWART

PL{.WTfi:T

IFA Te{::ht{,k}gks, lnc.

N$THN$ANT

Toshibl Amcrica" lnc.. et al.

T'ATTI{T OR
TRAT'llM,{RK ]gN

NATHOT PATE}{T
NP TPNNFfufAPI' HT}LDI'R OS PAT'NT OR" TRAI}gMARK

| $,742,*21
5l?513$04 IFA Twh**lcgiex, lne.

3 6"5?3.$61 :,rt sr:$*3
Il! A feehnologies, Irc.

l

4

5

!n the ahove---entirled fiL{e. thc fu1l*wing p*tertt$f radenrarkfs1 have been trrcluded

DA]T INCLIiDIiI] r|\ICLUI)NDAY

PATSNA$R
TRA}EMARKNS.

NATAOF PATE}]"7
OR IK-4I}AMARK

HOLNSROF PAT6|\IT OE TRANSMARX

I

l

l

.t
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Mnil $top I
llircclnr nf thr U,S. Paient and Trsdemsrk Offrce

P.O. trtox l*$f
Al*xxndrl*o YA 2:313-t45ll

RSPSRT O'{ THX
$lltfits t}R ngTnRMlNATt0t{ Otr AF{

ACTICIF{ NAGANNTXG A T}ATXNT ON
TXAI}NMARK

nr Complixn*e witlr 35 1-1.5"C. g 290 and;'or | 5 U"S.C. $ 1l i6 y$u are h*relry advired fl*t a cfitfft astiix he* be€Il

Case L:16-cv-ffi946-R$A Dscument 6 Filed 10/28116 Page L of 1 PagelD #: 69

{i. Afi l:0 (R*v. :i,'0;l}

*lerl in rlre U.$. tlirdsl {:{}$* nel*rs&,t€ 

-$a 

thc following X paBnts or Trarjenr*r*s:

In the al:ovr'-e::title<! rree. the fltlowing decision hs"* been re*dered nr judpm*nr issucrl:

i{:ISION:JUD$IMfiNT

Iiee *ttached lllntice of Oismissal

LEiTK

.I(}I{X A. CgRINCI, CtIiNK OT COUR?

{BY} nnPUTY CLH&.K DATS

l0&&r2016

Ctpy t*t3pnn h:itlaticu af acfirn, mail thi* c*py to Dlr*dor Lbpy }*Up*n tcnnlnallon *f sctiotL mit tlrl* c.)py ts :lirs*tsr
Copy tr-tipon llllag docament adiling patenr{s}o mril ttlr e$py tr, }irector Copy 4--Casn flt *ttpy

$${:KfiT 1v{-}.

l6{rv!1.16-RfiA
BATH }I.LHA

l$ir3l?sr6
U.S. NISTRICTCOl;RT

PLA1NTITF

IPA Technologies. lnc.

ns}nNn,{NT

ASIiS Corr:puter ltrlefiratisnit, €:{ al.

.PAThI\iT OR
TR AI'}F|!'fAAK l\'rJ

DATTOT PATIi,NT
n|l 't'l? anFA,{aaK HOLDAR OT PATE?'IT OR TRAI}SMA.RX

| 6,?42,0? l 5i25n$$4 IFA Teehnal*gies. l*e.

? 6.5?3.{X } :,i18,?003
lP A Teclrnokrgics. Ittc.

3

A

ln lhe abovn*-eirtitled c$se, ttr* {b}I*lving prtartis}i tradsnark(s} have be*n included

OAT|; INCT,L:DEI) r|t{:LUl}g$ 8Y
f] A,rnendnsrt il Ansx'er il {]rcsg llill fi OtherPleading

PATHNTT}R
TRANTh/,-{RKT'*"

DAT&OIi PATSN?
O}ITRAI}Eh{AAK

HOLD*R CIF PATfiNT SII, TRADSMARK

I

?

'}

4

5
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Mx*l $tnp f
Ilire*tar *f th* lJli. Patsnt and ?rad*m*rk Of[iee

P,0" Box 145$

Al{:xandrie, VA ?23$-l{5*

ANPONT SN T}IA
$,{t'?*G OX DSTSNNilNATISN SF AN
ACTtO?i{ NESAru}'}I{G A TATNT*T OR

:TRAPNMAR,K

Case l-:16-cv*01169-UNA Document 3 Filed L#O9lL6 pese 1 cf 1 PagelD #: 58

A(} l20 altrv.0lVl0i

In Compliance wirh 15 tl.S.U. g ?90 anrllor 15 U.S.C. $ I I ld ycxr are hc*lry atlvised that a collrt atlia'n has be*n

iilert in rhe U.S. Dktricr court for the District of Delaware on thc following

[Trrrc|crna*.:;nrfPatcn|r.tfthcpu.,o,.,,lonlnu

ln &* ahnve--"enlitl*d case. the f*lk:rwing dsci*icx h*x been rcndered or judgement issued:

NEC15{OF{IJUNSEME}IT

:I-ERK (BY} DSPTJTY CI"ERK OATF

Cop3 l-Upn i$iliatkln of aelion, m&il tht$ copy ttl llireetor Cnpy ,}*Upuu terminsti{rn of ard.ro, mail this *s!ry ttt l}ireelor
Copl 2*Upon filirrg document srtrdiqg pst€ntt*}, mail lhls eopy to llirerlor Copy 4*gut* flle c*py

,X)CK}:T Nt}. D,{Tg Ftl.Et]
12lg/2016

T'.$" DI$TRICTCOURT
for th6 Di$tr,cl sf Dalaware

i}LAINTTTP

iPATECHNOLOGIES INC.

NEIiF}iINANT

ALOO €tECTRONICS LTO., TT AL.

PATfi?"{T(}R
TRANHMANKNO,

NATS OF PATNNT
ON TRA'EMARK

ilO;-DSR OF PATENT CIR TN"ADEhfARX

1 6,742,021 5fa5&044 IPA TEOHNOIOGIFS INC,

? 6,523,S61 tr1S12009 rpA TrcHNoLsGlrs lNe,

3

4

ln the alxn *---e ntitled cinc, the folk:wing piilenlisy trademark{s] have been includcd:

bATg lNL'l-ul}nl) I].ICLUDTD BY

I Amendm*nt il Answer I fro:* Bill I Other Pleadilg

PATf,NTOR
TRA'}TMARK NO,

DATX $TPATfiNT
ORTRABSMARK

}IOI,DC.N OF TATENT OR TR,ABEMARK

I

:

3

.t

:)
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u():
Mr*il St*p I

Director of tkc U.S. P*rtent anel Tradrnrark O{tice
P.O.Iiox 1450

Alex**drix, YA 223X3-!45t1

RSPOXT O?* THN
T LIXG OR DETERMINATION OT AN
ACTTON REGARDING A PATENT OR

TNASAMARK

Case 1:17-cv-00025-UNA Document 3 Filed 0ULOl17 Page 1 of l PagelD #: 59

A(} li$i (Rev.0ltrl{h

I* Compliarae wilh 35 U.$.C. $ 39{ *nd/or 15 U.S.C. g 1116 ycru *re hereby advi*xl that ir r::surt action hcs be.en

fried jn the U.S" Dixtriet Cnurr far the District of Psleware ori the foll*wing

In tbe abnve,-^tntitled ei*re, the ftrlkrwing deci*imr hls been rcrder€d nr judg**xnt issrrai:

nEf tS l$;\f$1ry){}EMnNT

:t.gltK {BY} nepuTY ct"ERX SATS

C*py l*Upon initisti*n *f acfi*n. mail thl$ fi,py ls l,irfft{rr Crpy }-Up*n lermlnati*n of e*ti*}n, meil thl* ropy l* l}ircct{rr
Copy l*I']p* filing doeument *ddllrg pai*nt{*}" mxil tki* eopy t* l}lreeior e*py 4**43* frl* capy

I TrarJenxrh; nr $Pnt*nts. ( [ rhe piitsnt aslion involves ]5 U.S.(l. g 291.t:

DOCKETNO. r)Aryt Yrr_rfi
1110/2917

U,S, NISTRICTCOTIRT
for tha Distriei of Solawarc

N?LA]NTTtr

,PAT€CHNOLOGIES WC.
}&FHNNANT

ZTE 0SRPORATIOT'i, rT AL.

PATf;]\ITfi&
TRAI}CMAftKNO"

NATT $TPATTNT
T}R TRA:}T'}'A&.K

}I{)LDSR OT PATXNT 611 TAAPNMAR,I(

t 6,742,421 5le5le604 IPA TECHF,IOLOGIES INC,

r 6,523,061 2y1 812003 IPA TECHNOTOGIES INC.

l

/l

fn the abrxe---*nrftled s;lr*, tlo f*ll*wing pater*t{xp *rdamn*{*i have bcr*n i*elurled;

NATS ff{CLUDE{} ${CLU:}T,N gY

il Amerxlme$r n Ans*sr il Cross Fill I Other Fle.&{iing

TATNNTOR
TK,4'}NMARK NO,

PAT€STTATSNT
OR Tfr.AT}SMARK

}'IOI"D*R OF PATNN.T ORTRAI}NMARX

I

?

3

J
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case L:17-cv-00055-uNA Document 3 Filed 0u19/17 Pag* 1 of X PagelD #: 85

Mail fit*p * I RffORT 0l{ THE
' Dirs*:ar altlre U*S. P*test and Trsdsn::rrk O{lice I FILIXG OK DE?HXMINATISN OF AN

P.r). Bax r;*5$ I eCrrnx &EGAX*'!XS A PATEil{T OR
Alexundrin, VA 223I3-1d50 | TRADEMARK

I* Cornplia*e* with 35 t,.$.e. $ 31lO a*rtlr}r l5 U.$.C" $ I i16 yrxr are hereby advi*ed *rat a court acriort h;ts lxen

lil*d in rhe U.$" lli*trict C*urt for the Dtstrict of Delaware t:* the f*liowing

ln ihc irbove---e[titleal ca:ie- the f*llowing dceisicxr hnri been rendered cr j:rdgernent i:irued:

ngcls roN/J ilni:;xME3{r

R,K {BY} O&FI,'IY {:I"ERK DATE

C*py l*tipnn ini{ialirxl oif acti$n, msil tld* {:op} 1,., Oirect*r f*py }*Lpm terffi$sti{rn of acii*n, nrall thls es1ry ,$ !}ircet*r
Copy 2*Lpn frill*g dr*ument *ddirg pste$t{$}. mnil thkeopy tr} l}ire{t$r eopy il*{x*e file copy

f, Traclrmurts ar ryPekn1$. t n *w par*nt *r..iio* invr:tlver 35 tl,S.C. $ ?92.t;

'}TX:KET 
NO, DATTFILH]

1t19t2017
r,"s. l)rsTK(:r t]ouRT

for the Distriot of Delaware
PLAINTTTry

rpA TrcHN0roctes No.
$gFn\{}.A,NT

$ONY OORPORATI*}{, gT AL.

PATXNTOR
TNAT}EMANKNO,

NATN $TPATENT
OR TIIA:}XA,{ARK

}IOLDSR OT PATBNT {}R T&.ASNM,4]TX

| 8,742,21 5le5lg0s4 IPA TECHNOLO*IFS INC,

3 6,5*3,*61 2/18t2009 IPA TECHNOLOGIES INC.

3 6,757,718 Elzglzgo4 IPA TECHNSLOSIE$ II{C.

5

ln rhe alxne----entitled ext*, the lblloxiag patent{*y lrud*nrar$;} have b{tsn inslu{,r.d:

t)AT€ IN(LLIOEO [qct.ut]rs gY

I Arnenlrr*enr il Answsr il Cmsn Bill I t]th*r Pleallilg

PATNNTOR
TR"ADE}l-{RK.NO,

DATE OF FATF}IT
{}R TRADNMAR,K

I-I{X-DER O': PATSNT OR TRTDIII\.IARK

1

)

l

5
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Case 1,:L7"cv-00119-UNA Document 3 Filed 0UO3l17 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #: 60

A{} 131) iRsv. l.)l{110}

'ro: Mnil Strp *
Illrs*tsr af thc U.$. Pstest and Trad*nrark O{Ike

P.O. Bllx lnt5{N

Alexsndris, YA ?2313-t45tl

Rnpox,T $lil TXn
r,?t'NC OR DSTTXMINATION OP AN
ACTIOX NEGAR.SI}CS A PATNI{T SR

TRADgMANK

r)OcKcTll0. DATT,T'|LfrS
2{&t2*17

u.$. DI$TR]CTCotr]rr
for the Distriet sf D*law*re

ruA,t|'t?rfr
tpA TrcHN0LoGtr$ l|dc,

SEFSNNAXT

ACSR INE", TT AL.

PATT}'IT OR
TRAIIIMARK ?',1O.

NATT OP PATENT
ON fiIA"}F,MARK HOLDER OF PATTNT OR TRAOEMARK

| 6,742,4?1 5/?]5QAg4 rPA TTCHNOLOGTnS rF{C.

? s,523,*61 ?1812003 IPA TECHNOLOGIES INC.

.15 U.$.(;. $ I 116 yrx are herelry arlvi*exl that n eourt action has besfi

for the Oistrirt of 0glgwara on dre foll*wing

{ f ths patecf aclion inva}vc* 35 U,S.C. * 29?J.;

ln thc above**s*titl.ed c:a!ie, thr f*l.lowing deei*irx h** tre*n rendered rrj**g*aent issuerl:

NTCISIONIJLMOHM€NT

C*py l-tipox isitiati$n lrf aetisn, maii thls e*py {* I}ir**i*r C*rpy 3*t:p*lr tenxinnti{rn of a*ti*nu mail thl$ (op ls lJrirealor
Cop3' }*{.lpe* fill*g tlo*me*t eddi&g pt*dt{s}, rrmil ttrl* copy t$ t}iftet$r e*py 4**ies$s lib copy

trr Compliam* rvith 35

filerJ in the U.li" Dir*ri{rt C*rrrl

I Trail*rxa** nr ffiPatent*.

tt.S.C. $ W$at&*r

Itr ihr: abclvc--entitled efis€, thr frrllcxing. patent{$y trademrirk{s} have been ixr;'iuded

T}ATf; IXC:LUCIgD r*CLUOXO *Y
f} Amerviment il AnswEr il Crcss f]ill I Other Ple*ding

PATAh{TOR
TRADNMARK}'Ic,

DATEOF PATE}{T
$Il TR"AI}SI{AR.K

HOLI}&R OF FATSN? OR T*{DSMA}IK

I

ll

3

,t

-x

{BY] NCPUTY CI-ERK
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SOFTWARE-BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR 
COMMUNICATION AND COOPERATION 

AMONG DISTRIBUTED ELECTRONIC 
AGENTS 

2 
documents, and audio and video streams. With the popular
ization of programming languages such as JAVA, data 
transported between local and remote machines may also 
include programs that can be downloaded and executed on 

5 the local machine. There is an ever increasing reliance on 
networked computing, necessitating software design 
approaches that allow for flexible composition of distributed 
processing elements in a dynamically changing and rela-

A compact disk containing a computer program listing 
has been provided in duplicate (copy 1 and copy 2 of the 
compact disk are identical). The computer program listing in 
the compact disk is incorporated by reference herein. The 
compact disk contains files with their names, size and date 10 

of creation as follow: 

tively unstable environment. 
In an increasing variety of domains, application designers 

and users are coming to expect the deployment of smarter, 
longer-lived, more autonomous, software applications. Push 
technology, persistent monitoring of information sources, 
and the maintenance of user models, allowing for person-

File Name Size Creation Date Last Date 

oaa.pl 159,613 bytes 1996/10/08 1998/12/23 
fac.pl 52,733 bytes 1997/04/24 1998/05/06 
compound.pl 42,937 bytes 1996/12/11 1998/04/10 
com_tcp.pl 18,010 bytes 1998/02/10 1998/05/06 
translations. pl 19,583 bytes 1998/01/29 1998/12/23 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention is related to distributed computing 

environments and the completion of tasks within such 
environments. In particular, the present invention teaches a 
variety of software-based architectures for communication 
and cooperation among distributed electronic agents. Cer
tain embodiments teach interagent communication lan
guages enabling client agents to make requests in the form 
of arbitrarily complex goal expressions that are solved 
through facilitation by a facilitator agent. 
Context and Motivation for Distributed Software Systems 

The evolution of models for the design and construction 
of distributed software systems is being driven forward by 
several closely interrelated trends: the adoption of a net
worked computing model, rapidly rising expectations for 
smarter, longer-lived, more autonomous software applica
tions and an ever increasing demand for more accessible and 
intuitive user interfaces. 

15 alized responses and sharing of preferences, are examples of 
the simplest manifestations of this trend. Commercial enter
prises are introducing significantly more advanced 
approaches, in many cases employing recent research results 
from artificial intelligence, data mining, machine learning, 

20 and other fields. 
More than ever before, the increasing complexity of 

systems, the development of new technologies, and the 
availability of multimedia material and environments are 
creating a demand for more accessible and intuitive user 

25 interfaces. Autonomous, distributed, multi-component sys
tems providing sophisticated services will no longer lend 
themselves to the familiar "direct manipulation" model of 
interaction, in which an individual user masters a fixed 
selection of commands provided by a single application. 

30 Ubiquitous computing, in networked environments, has 
brought about a situation in which the typical user of many 
software services is likely to be a non-expert, who may 
access a given service infrequently or only a few times. 
Accommodating such usage patterns calls for new 

35 approaches, fortunately, input modalities now becoming 
widely available, such as speech recognition and pen-based 
handwriting/gesture recognition, and the ability to manage 
the presentation of systems' responses by using multiple 
media provide an opportunity to fashion a style of human-

40 computer interaction that draws much more heavily on our 
experience with human-human interactions. 

Prior Art FIG. 1 illustrates a networked computing model 
100 having a plurality of client and server computer systems 
120 and 122 coupled together over a physical transport 
mechanism 140. The adoption of the networked computing 45 

model 100 has lead to a greatly increased reliance on 
distributed sites for both data and processing resources. 
Systems such as the networked computing model 100 are 
based upon at least one physical transport mechanism 140 
coupling the multiple computer systems 120 and 122 to 50 

support the transfer of information between these comput-

2. Prior Related Art 
Existing approaches and technologies for distributed 

computing include to distributed objects, mobile objects, 
blackboard-style architectures, and agent-based software 
engineering. 
The Distributed Object Approach 

Object-oriented languages, such as C++ or JAVA, provide 
significant advances over standard procedural languages 
with respect to the reusability and modularity of code: 
encapsulation, inheritance and polymorhpism. Encapsula-

ers. 
Some of these computers basically support using the 

network and are known as client computers (clients). Some 
of these computers provide resource to other computers and 
are known as server computers (servers). The servers 122 
can vary greatly in the resources they possess, access they 
provide and services made available to other computers 
across a network. Servers may service other servers as well 
as clients. 

The Internet is a computing system based upon this 
network computing model. The Internet is continually 
growing, stimulating a paradigm shift for computing away 
from requiring all relevant data and programs to reside on 
the user's desktop machine. The data now routinely accessed 
from computers spread around the world has become 
increasingly rich in format, comprising multimedia 

tion encourages the creation of library interfaces that mini
mize dependencies on underlying algorithms or data struc
tures. Changes to programming internals can be made at a 

55 later date with requiring modifications to the code that uses 
the library. Inheritance permits the extension and modifica
tion of a library of routines and data without requiring source 
code to the original library. Polymorphism allows one body 
of code to work on an arbitrary number of data types. For the 

60 sake of simplicity traditional objects may be seen to contain 
both methods and data. Methods provide the mechanisms by 
which the internal state of an object may be modified or by 
which communication may occur with another object or by 
which the instantiation or removal of objects may be 

65 directed. 
With reference to FIG. 2, a distributed object technology 

based around an Object Request Broker will now be 
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described. Whereas "standard" object-oriented program
ming (OOP) languages can be used to build monolithic 
programs out of many object building blocks, distributed 
object technologies (DOOP) allow the creation of programs 
whose components may be spread across multiple machines. 5 

As shown in FIG. 2, an object system 200 includes client 
objects 210 and server objects 220. To implement a client
server relationship between objects, the distributed object 
system 200 uses a registry mechanism (COREA's registry is 
called an object Request Broker, or ORB) 230 to store the 10 

interface descriptions of available objects. Through the 
services of the ORB 230, a client can transparently invoke 

4 
Blackboard Architectures 

Blackboard architectures typically allow multiple pro-
cesses to communicate by reading and writing tuples from a 
global data store. Each process can watch for items of 
interest, perform computations based on the state of the 
blackboard, and then add partial results or queries that other 
processes can consider. Blackboard architectures provide a 
flexible framework for problem solving by a dynamic com
munity of distributed processes. A blackboard architecture 
provides one solution to eliminating the tightly bound inter
action links that some of the other distributed technologies 
require during interprocess communication. This advantage 
can also be a disadvantage: although a programmer does not 
need to refer to a specific process during computation, the 
framework does not provide programmatic control for doing 
so in cases where this would be practical. 
Agent-based Software Engineering 

Several research communities have approached distrib
uted computing by casting it as a problem of modeling 

a method on a remote server object. The ORB 230 is then 
responsible for finding the object 220 that can implement the 
request, passing it the parameters, invoking its method, and 15 

returning the results. In the most sophisticated systems, the 
client 210 does not have to be aware of where the object is 
located, its programming language, its operating system, or 
any other system aspects that are not part of the server 
object's interface. 20 communication and cooperation among autonomous 

entities, or agents. Effective communication among inde
pendent agents requires four components: (1) a transport 
mechanism carrying messages in an asynchronous fashion, 

Although distributed objects offer a powerful paradigm 
for creating networked applications, certain aspects of the 
approach are not perfectly tailored to the constantly chang
ing environment of the Internet. A major restriction of the 
DOOP approach is that the interactions among objects are 25 

fixed through explicitly coded instructions by the applica
tion developer. It is often difficult to reuse an object in a new 
application without bringing along all its inherent depen
dencies on other objects (embedded interface definitions and 
explicit method calls). Another restriction of the DOOP 30 

approach is the result of its reliance on a remote procedure 
call (RPC) style of communication. Although easy to debug, 
this single thread of execution model does not facilitate 
programming to exploit the potential for parallel computa
tion that one would expect in a distributed environment. In 35 

addition, RPC uses a blocking (synchronous) scheme that 
does not scale well for high-volume transactions. 
Mobile Objects 

Mobile objects, sometimes called mobile agents, are bits 
of code that can move to another execution site (presumably 40 

on a different machine) under their own programmatic 
control, where they can then interact with the local en vi
ronment. For certain types of problems, the mobile object 
paradigm offers advantages over more traditional distributed 
object approaches. These advantages include network band- 45 

width and parallelism. Network bandwidth advantages exist 
for some database queries or electronic commerce 
applications, where it is more efficient to perform tests on 
data by bringing the tests to the data than by bringing large 
amounts of data to the testing program. Parallelism advan- 50 

tages include situations in which mobile agents can be 
spawned in parallel to accomplish many tasks at once. 

Some of the disadvantages and inconveniences of the 
mobile agent approach include the programmatic specificity 
of the agent interactions, lack of coordination support 55 

between participant agents and execution environment 
irregularities regarding specific programming languages 
supported by host processors upon which agents reside. In a 
fashion similar to that of DOOP programming, an agent 
developer must programmatically specify where to go and 60 

how to interact with the target environment. There is gen
erally little coordination support to encourage interactions 
among multiple (mobile) participants. Agents must be writ
ten in the programming language supported by the execution 
environment, whereas many other distributed technologies 65 

support heterogeneous communities of components, written 
in diverse programming languages. 

(2) an interaction protocol defining various types of com
munication interchange and their social implications (for 
instance, a response is expected of a question), (3) a content 
language permitting the expression and interpretation of 
utterances, and ( 4) an agreed-upon set of shared vocabulary 
and meaning for concepts often called an ontology). Such 
mechanisms permit a much richer style of interaction among 
participants than can be expressed using a distributed 
object's RPC model or a blackboard architecture's central
ized exchange approach. 

Agent-based systems have shown much promise for 
flexible, fault-tolerant, distributed problem solving. Several 
agent-based projects have helped to evolve the notion of 
facilitation. However, existing agent-based technologies and 
architectures are typically very limited in the extent to which 
agents can specify complex goals or influence the strategies 
used by the facilitator. Further, such prior systems are not 
sufficiently attuned to the importance of integrating human 
agents (i.e., users) through natural language and other 
human-oriented user interface technologies. 

The initial version of SRI International's Open Agent 
Architecture TM ("OAA®") technology provided only a very 
limited mechanism for dealing with compound goals. Fixed 
formats were available for specifying a fiat list of either 
conjoined (AND) sub-goals or disjoined (OR) sub-goals; in 
both cases, parallel goal solving was hard-wired in, and only 
a single set of parameters for the entire list could be 
specified. More complex goal expressions involving (for 
example) combinations of different boolean connectors, 
nested expressions, or conditionally interdependent ("IF ... 
THEN") goals were not supported. Further, system scalabil
ity was not adequately addressed in this prior work. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

A first embodiment of the present invention discloses a 
highly flexible, software-based architecture for constructing 
distributed systems. The architecture supports cooperative 
task completion by flexible, dynamic configurations of 
autonomous electronic agents. Communication and coop
eration between agents are brokered by one or more 
facilitators, which are responsible for matching requests, 
from users and agents, with descriptions of the capabilities 
of other agents. It is not generally required that a user or 
agent know the identities, locations, or number of other 
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agents involved in satisfying a request, and relatively mini
mal effort is involved in incorporating new agents and 
"wrapping" legacy applications. Extreme flexibility is 
achieved through an architecture organized around the dec
laration of capabilities by service-providing agents, the 5 
construction of arbitrarily complex goals by users and 
service-requesting agents, and the role of facilitators in 
delegating and coordinating the satisfaction of these goals, 
subject to advice and constraints that may accompany them. 
Additional mechanisms and features include facilities for 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. 3 illustrates a distributed agent system 300 in accor
dance with one embodiment of the present invention. The 
agent system 300 includes a facilitator agent 310 and a 
plurality of agents 320. The illustration of FIG. 3 provides 
a high level view of one simple system structure contem
plated by the present invention. The facilitator agent 310 is 
in essence the "parent" facilitator for its "children" agents 
320. The agents 320 forward service requests to the facili
tator agent 310. The facilitator agent 310 interprets these 
requests, organizing a set of goals which are then delegated 
to appropriate agents for task completion. 

creating and maintaining shared repositories of data; the use 
of triggers to instantiate commitments within and between 
agents; agent-based provision of multi-modal user 
interfaces, including natural language; and built-in support 
for including the user as a privileged member of the agent 
community. Specific embodiments providing enhanced scal
ability are also described. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
Prior Art 

Prior Art FIG. 1 depicts a networked computing model; 
Prior Art FIG. 2 depicts a distributed object technology 

based around an Object Resource Broker; 
Examples of the Invention 
FIG. 3 depicts a distributed agent system based around a 

facilitator agent; 
FIG. 4 presents a structure typical of one small system of 

the present invention; 
FIG. 5 depicts an Automated Office system implemented 

in accordance with an example embodiment of the present 
invention supporting a mobile user with a laptop computer 
and a telephone; 

FIG. 6 schematically depicts an Automated Office system 
implemented as a network of agents in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 7 schematically shows data structures internal to a 
facilitator in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 8 depicts operations involved in instantiating a client 
agent with its parent facilitator in accordance with a pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 9 depicts operations involved in a client agent 
initiating a service request and receiving the response to that 
service request in accordance with a certain preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 10 depicts operations involved in a client agent 
responding to a service request in accordance with another 
preferable embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 11 depicts operations involved in a facilitator agent 
response to a service request in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 12 depicts an Open Agent Architecture™ based 
system of agents implementing a unified messaging appli
cation in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; 

10 

The system 300 of FIG. 3 can be expanded upon and 

15 modified in a variety of ways consistent with the present 
invention. For example, the agent system 300 can be dis
tributed across a computer network such as that illustrated in 
FIG. 1. The facilitator agent 310 may itself have its func
tionality distributed across several different computing plat-

20 forms. The agents 320 may engage in interagent communi
cation (also called peer to peer communications). Several 
different systems 300 may be coupled together for enhanced 
performance. These and a variety of other structural con
figurations are described below in greater detail. 

25 FIG. 4 presents the structure typical of a small system 400 
in one embodiment of the present invention, showing user 
interface agents 408, several application agents 404 and 
meta-agents 406, the system 400 organized as a community 
of peers by their common relationship to a facilitator agent 

30 402. As will be appreciated, FIG. 4 places more structure 
upon the system 400 than shown in FIG. 3, but both are valid 
representations of structures of the present invention. The 
facilitator 402 is a specialized server agent that is respon
sible for coordinating agent communications and coopera-

35 tive problem-solving. The facilitator 402 may also provide a 
global data store for its client agents, allowing them to adopt 
a blackboard style of interaction. Note that certain advan
tages are found in utilizing two or more facilitator agents 
within the system 400. For example, larger systems can be 

40 assembled from multiple facilitator/client groups, each hav
ing the sort of structure shown in FIG. 4. All agents that are 
not facilitators are referred to herein generically as client 
agents-so called because each acts (in some respects) as a 
client of some facilitator, which provides communication 

45 and other essential services for the client. 
The variety of possible client agents is essentially unlim

ited. Some typical categories of client agents would include 
application agents 404, meta-agents 406, and user interface 
agents 408, as depicted in FIG. 4. Application agents 404 

50 denote specialists that provide a collection of services of a 
particular sort. These services could be domain-independent 
technologies (such as speech recognition, natural language 
processing 410, email, and some forms of data retrieval and 

FIG. 13 depicts a map oriented graphical user interface 55 

display as might be displayed by a multi-modal map appli
cation in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; 

data mining) or user-specific or domain-specific (such as a 
travel planning and reservations agent). Application agents 
may be based on legacy applications or libraries, in which 
case the agent may be little more than a wrapper that calls 
a pre-existing API 412, for example. Meta-agents 406 are 
agents whose role is to assist the facilitator agent 402 in 
coordinating the activities of other agents. While the facili
tator 402 possesses domain-independent coordination 

FIG. 14 depicts a peer to peer multiple facilitator based 
agent system supporting distributed agents in accordance 60 

with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 15 depicts a multiple facilitator agent system sup

porting at least a limited form of a hierarchy of facilitators 
strategies, meta-agents 406 can augment these by using 
domain- and application-specific knowledge or reasoning 
(including but not limited to rules, learning algorithms and in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 

invention; and 65 planning). 
FIG. 16 depicts a replicated facilitator architecture in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
With further reference to FIG. 4, user interface agents 408 

can play an extremely important and interesting role in 
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using typed, handwritten, or spoken (over the telephone) 
English sentences, without explicitly specifying which agent 
or agents should perform the task. 

For instance, if the question "What is my schedule?" is 

certain embodiments of the present invention. By way of 
explanation, in some systems, a user interface agent can be 
implemented as a collection of "micro-agents", each moni
toring a different input modality (point-and-click, 
handwriting, pen gestures, speech), and collaborating to 
produce the best interpretation of the current inputs. These 
micro-agents are depicted in FIG. 4, for example, as Modal-
ity Agents 414. While describing such subcategories of 
client agents is useful for purposes of illustration and 
understanding, they need not be formally distinguished 
within the system in preferred implementations of the 
present invention. 

5 written 420 in the user interface 408, this request will be sent 
422 by the UI 408 to the facilitator 402, which in turn will 
ask 424 a natural language (NL) agent 426 to translate the 
query into JCL 18. To accomplish this task, the NL agent 426 
may itself need to make requests of the agent community to 

The operation of one preferred embodiment of the present 
invention will be discussed in greater detail below, but may 

10 resolve unknown words such as "me" 428 (the UI agent 408 
can respond 430 with the name of the current user) or 
"schedule" 432 (the calendar agent 434 defines this word 
436). The resulting ICL expression is then routed by the 
facilitator 402 to appropriate agents (in this case, the calen-

15 dar agent 434) to execute the request. Results are sent back 
438 to the UI agent 408 for display. 

be briefly outlined as follows. When invoked, a client agent 
makes a connection to a facilitator, which is known as its 
parent facilitator. These connections are depicted as a double 
headed arrow between the client agent and the facilitator 
agent in FIGS. 3 and 4, for example. Upon connection, an 
agent registers with its parent facilitator a specification of 20 
the capabilities and services it can provide. For example, a 
natural language agent may register the characteristics of its 
available natural language vocabulary. (For more details 
regarding client agent connections, see the discussion of 
FIG. 8 below.) Later during task completion, when a facili- 25 
tator determines that the registered services 416 of one of its 
client agents will help satisfy a goal, the facilitator sends that 
client a request expressed in the Interagent Communication 
Language (ICL) 418. (See FIG. 11 below for a more detailed 
discussion of the facilitator operations involved.) The agent 30 
parses this request, processes it, and returns answers or 
status reports to the facilitator. In processing a request, the 
client agent can make use of a variety of infrastructure 
capabilities provided in the preferred embodiment. For 
example, the client agent can use ICL418 to request services 35 
of other agents, set triggers, and read or write shared data on 
the facilitator or other client agents that maintain shared 
data. (See the discussion of FIGS. 9-11 below for a more 
detailed discussion of request processing.) 

The functionality of each client agent are made available 40 

to the agent community through registration of the client 
agent's capabilities with a facilitator 402. A software "wrap
per" essentially surrounds the underlying application pro
gram performing the services offered by each client. The 
common infrastructure for constructing agents is preferably 45 

supplied by an agent library. The agent library is preferably 
accessible in the runtime environment of several different 
programming languages. The agent library preferably mini
mizes the effort required to construct a new system and 
maximizes the ease with which legacy systems can be 50 

"wrapped" and made compatible with the agent-based archi
tecture of the present invention. 

By way of further illustration, a representative application 
is now briefly presented with reference to FIGS. 5 and 6. In 
the Automated Office system depicted in FIG. 5, a mobile 55 

user with a telephone and a laptop computer can access and 
task commercial applications such as calendars, databases, 
and email systems running back at the office. A user interface 
(UI) agent 408, shown in FIG. 6, runs on the user's local 
laptop and is responsible for accepting user input, sending 60 

requests to the facilitator 402 for delegation to appropriate 
agents, and displaying the results of the distributed compu
tation. The user may interact directly with a specific remote 
application by clicking on active areas in the interface, 
calling up a form or window for that application, and making 65 

queries with standard interface dialog mechanisms. 
Conversely, a user may express a task to be executed by 

The spoken request "When mail arrives for me about 
security, notify me immediately." produces a slightly more 
complex example involving communication among all 
agents in the system. After translation into ICL as described 
above, the facilitator installs a trigger 440 on the mail agent 
442 to look for new messages about security. When one such 
message does arrive in its mail spool, the trigger fires, and 
the facilitator matches the action part of the trigger to 
capabilities published by the notification agent 446. The 
notification agent 446 is a meta-agent, as it makes use of 
rules concerning the optimal use of different output modali
ties (email, fax, speech generation over the telephone) plus 
information about an individual user's preferences 448 to 
determine the best way of relaying a message through 
available media transfer application agents. After some 
competitive parallelism to locate the user (the calendar agent 
434 and database agent 450 may have different guesses as to 
where to find the user) and some cooperative parallelism to 
produce required information (telephone number of 
location, user password, and an audio file containing a 
text-to-speech representation of the email message), a tele
phone agent 452 calls the user, verifying its identity through 
touchtones, and then play the message. 

The above example illustrates a number of inventive 
features. As new agents connect to the facilitator, registering 
capability specifications and natural language vocabulary, 
what the user can say and do dynamically changes; in other 
words, the ICL is dynamically expandable. For example, 
adding a calendar agent to the system in the previous 
example and registering its capabilities enables users to ask 
natural language questions about their "schedule" without 
any need to revise code for the facilitator, the natural 
language agents, or any other client agents. In addition, the 
interpretation and execution of a task is a distributed 
process, with no single agent defining the set of possible 
inputs to the system. Further, a single request can produce 
cooperation and flexible communication among many 
agents, written in different programming languages and 
spread across multiple machines. 
Design Philosophy and Considerations 

One preferred embodiment provides an integration 
mechanism for heterogeneous applications in a distributed 
infrastructure, incorporating some of the dynamism and 
extensibility of blackboard approaches, the efficiency asso
ciated with mobile objects, plus the rich and complex 
interactions of communicating agents. Design goals for 
preferred embodiments of the present invention may be 
categorized under the general headings of interoperation and 
cooperation, user interfaces, and software engineering. 
These design goals are not absolute requirements, nor will 
they necessarily be satisfied by all embodiments of the 
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present invention, but rather simply reflect the inventor's 
currently preferred design philosophy. 
Versatile Mechanisms of Interoperation and Cooperation 

10 
Provide conceptually natural interaction mechanisms with 

multiple distributed components. When there are numerous 
disparate agents, and/or complex tasks implemented by the 
system, the user should be able to express requests without 

5 having detailed knowledge of the individual agents. With 
speech recognition, handwriting recognition, and natural 
language technologies becoming more mature, agent archi
tectures should preferably support these forms of input 

Interoperation refers to the ability of distributed software 
components-agents-to communicate meaningfully. 
While every system-building framework must provide 
mechanisms of interoperation at some level of granularity, 
agent-based frameworks face important new challenges in 
this area. This is true primarily because autonomy, the 
hallmark of individual agents, necessitates greater flexibility 

10 
in interactions within communities of agents. Coordination 
refers to the mechanisms by which a community of agents 
is able to work together productively on some task. In these 
areas, the goals for our framework are to provide flexibility 
in assembling communities of autonomous service 
providers, provide flexibility in structuring cooperative 15 

interactions, impose the right amount of structure, as well as 
include legacy and "owned-elsewhere" applications. 

Provide flexibility in assembling communities of autono
mous service providers-both at development time and at 
runtime. Agents that conform to the linguistic and ontologi- 20 

cal requirements for effective communication should be able 
to participate in an agent community, in various 
combinations, with minimal or near minimal prerequisite 
knowledge of the characteristics of the other players. Agents 
with duplicate and overlapping capabilities should be able to 25 
coexist within the same community, with the system making 
optimal or near optimal use of the redundancy. 

Provide flexibility in structuring cooperative interactions 
among the members of a community of agents. A framework 
preferably provides an economical mechanism for setting up 

30 a variety of interaction patterns among agents, without 
requiring an inordinate amount of complexity or infrastruc
ture within the individual agents. The provision of a service 
should be independent or minimally dependent upon a 
particular configuration of agents. 

Impose the right amount of structure on individual agents. 35 

Different approaches to the construction of multi -agent 
systems impose different requirements on the individual 
agents. For example, because KQML is neutral as to the 
content of messages, it imposes minimal structural require
ments on individual agents. On the other hand, the BDI 40 

paradigm tends to impose much more demanding 
requirements, by making assumptions about the nature of 
the programming elements that are meaningful to individual 
agents. Preferred embodiments of the present invention 
should fall somewhere between the two, providing a rich set 45 

of interoperation and coordination capabilities, without pre
cluding any of the software engineering goals defined below. 

Include legacy and "owned-elsewhere" applications. 

playing increased roles in the tasking of agent communities. 
Preferably treat users as privileged members of the agent 

community by providing an appropriate level of task speci
fication within software agents, and reusable translation 
mechanisms between this level and the level of human 
requests, supporting constructs that seamlessly incorporate 
interactions between both human-interface and software 
types of agents. 

Preferably support collaboration (simultaneous work over 
shared data and processing resources) between users and 
agents. 
Realistic Software Engineering Requirements 

System-building frameworks should preferably address 
the practical concerns of real-world applications by the 
specification of requirements which preferably include: 
Minimize the effort required to create new agents, and to 
wrap existing applications. Encourage reuse, both of 
domain-independent and domain-specific components. The 
concept of agent orientation, like that of object orientation, 
provides a natural conceptual framework for reuse, so long 
as mechanisms for encapsulation and interaction are struc
tured appropriately. Support lightweight mobile platforms. 
Such platforms should be able to serve as hosts for agents, 
without requiring the installation of a massive environment. 
It should also be possible to construct individual agents that 
are relatively small and modest in their processing require
ments. Minimize platform and language barriers. Creation of 
new agents, as well as wrapping of existing applications, 
should not require the adoption of a new language or 
environment. 
Mechanisms of Cooperation 

Cooperation among agents in accordance with the present 
invention is preferably achieved via messages expressed in 
a common language, ICL. Cooperation among agent is 
further preferably structured around a three-part approach: 
providers of services register capabilities specifications with 
a facilitator, requesters of services construct goals and relay 
them to a facilitator, and facilitators coordinate the efforts of 
the appropriate service providers in satisfying these goals. 
The Interagent Communication Language (ICL) 

Interagent Communication Language ("ICL") 418 refers 
to an interface, communication, and task coordination lan
guage preferably shared by all agents, regardless of what 
platform they run on or what computer language they are 
programmed in. ICL may be used by an agent to task itself 
or some subset of the agent community. Preferably, ICL 
allows agents to specify explicit control parameters while 
simultaneously supporting expression of goals in an 
underspecified, loosely constrained manner. In a further 
preferred embodiment, agents employ ICL to perform 
queries, execute actions, exchange information, set triggers, 

Whereas legacy usually implies reuse of an established 
system fully controlled by the agent-based system 50 

developer, owned-elsewhere refers to applications to which 
the developer has partial access, but no control. Examples of 
owned-elsewhere applications include data sources and ser
vices available on the World Wide Web, via simple form
based interfaces, and applications used cooperatively within 55 

a virtual enterprise, which remain the properties of separate 
corporate entities. Both classes of application must prefer
ably be able to intemperate, more or less as full-fledged 
members of the agent community, without requiring an 
overwhelming integration effort. 60 and manipulate data in the agent community. 
Human-Oriented User Interfaces 

Systems composed of multiple distributed components, 
and possibly dynamic configurations of components, require 
the crafting of intuitive user interfaces to provide concep
tually natural interaction mechanisms, treat users as privi
leged members of the agent community and support col
laboration. 

In a further preferred embodiment, a program element 
expressed in ICL is the event. The activities of every agent, 
as well as communications between agents, are preferably 
structured around the transmission and handling of events. 

65 In communications, events preferably serve as messages 
between agents; in regulating the activities of individual 
agents, they may preferably be thought of as goals to be 
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Providing Services: Specifying "Solvables" 
In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, every 

participating agent defines and publishes a set of capability 
declarations, expressed in ICL, describing the services that 

satisfied. Each event preferably has a type, a set of 
parameters, and content. For example, the agent library 
procedure oaa_Solve can be used by an agent to request 
services of other agents. A call to oaa_Solve, within the 
code of agent A, results in an event having the form 

ev _post_solve( Goal, Params) 
going from A to the facilitator, where ev _post_solve is the 
type, Goal is the content, and Params is a list of parameters. 
The allowable content and parameters preferably vary 

5 it provides. These declarations establish a high-level inter
face to the agent. This interface is used by a facilitator in 
communicating with the agent, and, most important, in 
delegating service requests (or parts of requests) to the 

according to the type of the event. 
10 

The ICL preferably includes a layer of conversational 
protocol and a content layer. The conversational layer ofiCL 
is defined by the event types, together with the parameter 
lists associated with certain of these event types. The content 
layer consists of the specific goals, triggers, and data ele-
ments that may be embedded within various events. 15 

The ICL conversational protocol is preferably specified 
using an orthogonal, parameterized approach, where the 
conversational aspects of each element of an interagent 
conversation are represented by a selection of an event type 
and a selection of values from at least one orthogonal set of 20 

parameters. This approach offers greater expressiveness than 
an approach based solely on a fixed selection of speech acts, 
such as embodied in KQML. For example, in KQML, a 
request to satisfy a query can employ either of the perfor
matives ask_all or ask_one. In ICL, on the other hand, this 25 

type of request preferably is expressed by the event type 
evost solve, together with the solution_limit(N) 
parameter-where N can be any positive integer. (A request 
for all solutions is indicated by the omission of the solution_ 
limit parameter.) The request can also be accompanied by 30 

other parameters, which combine to further refine its seman
tics. In KQML, then, this example forces one to choose 
between two possible conversational options, neither of 
which may be precisely what is desired. In either case, the 
performative chosen is a single value that must capture the 35 

entire conversational characterization of the communica
tion. This requirement raises a difficult challenge for the 
language designer, to select a set of performatives that 
provides the desired functionality without becoming unman
ageably large. Consequently, the debate over the right set of 40 

performatives has consumed much discussion within the 
KQML community. 

The content layer of the ICL preferably supports unifica
tion and other features found in logic programming language 
environments such as PROLOG. In some embodiments, the 45 

content layer of the ICLis simply an extension of at least one 
programming language. For example, the Applicants have 
found that PROLOG is suitable for implementing and 
extending into the content layer of the ICL. The agent 
libraries preferably provide support for constructing, 50 

parsing, and manipulating ICL expressions. It is possible to 
embed content expressed in other languages within an ICL 
event. However, expressing content in ICL simplifies the 
facilitator's access to the content, as well as the conversa
tional layer, in delegating requests. This gives the facilitator 55 

more information about the nature of a request and helps the 
facilitator decompose compound requests and delegate the 
sub-requests. 

Further, I CL expressions preferably include, in addition to 
events, at least one of the following: capabilities 60 

declarations, requests for services, responses to requests, 
trigger specifications, and shared data elements. A further 
preferred embodiment of the present invention incorporates 
I CL expressions including at least all of the following: 
events, capabilities declarations, requests for services, 65 

responses to requests, trigger specifications, and shared data 
elements. 

agent. Partly due to the use of PROLOG as a preferred basis 
for ICL, these capability declarations are referred as solv
ables. The agent library preferably provides a set of proce-
dures allowing an agent to add, remove, and modify its 
solvables, which it may preferably do at any time after 
connecting to its facilitator. 

There are preferably at least two major types of solvables: 
procedure solvables and data solvables. Intuitively, a pro
cedure solvable performs a test or action, whereas a data 
solvable provides access to a collection of data. For 
example, in creating an agent for a mail system, procedure 
solvables might be defined for sending a message to a 
person, testing whether a message about a particular subject 
has arrived in the mail queue, or displaying a particular 
message onscreen. For a database wrapper agent, one might 
define a distinct data solvable corresponding to each of the 
relations present in the database. Often, a data solvable is 
used to provide a shared data store, which may be not only 
queried, but also updated, by various agents having the 
required permissions. 

There are several primary technical differences between 
these two types of solvables. First, each procedure solvable 
must have a handler declared and defined for it, whereas this 
is preferably not necessary for a data solvable. The handling 
of requests for a data solvable is preferably provided trans
parently by the agent library. Second, data solvables are 
preferably associated with a dynamic collection of facts (or 
clauses), which may be further preferably modified at 
runtime, both by the agent providing the solvable, and by 
other agents (provided they have the required permissions). 
Third, special features, available for use with data solvables, 
preferably facilitate maintaining the associated facts. In spite 
of these differences, it should be noted that the mechanism 
of use by which an agent requests a service is the same for 
the two types of solvables. 

In one embodiment, a request for one of an agent's 
services normally arrives in the form of an event from the 
agent's facilitator. The appropriate handler then deals with 
this event. The handler may be coded in whatever fashion is 
most appropriate, depending on the nature of the task, and 
the availability of task-specific libraries or legacy code, if 
any. The only hard requirement is that the handler return an 
appropriate response to the request, expressed in ICL. 
Depending on the nature of the request, this response could 
be an indication of success or failure, or a list of solutions 
(when the request is a data query). 

A solvable preferably has three parts: a goal, a list of 
parameters, and a list of permissions, which are declared 
using the format: 

solvable( Goal, Parameters, Permissions) 
The goal of a solvable, which syntactically takes the 

preferable form of an ICL structure, is a logical representa
tion of the service provided by the solvable. (An ICL 
structure consists of a functor with 0 or more arguments. For 
example, in the structure a(b,c), 'a' is the functor, and 'b' and 
'c' the arguments.) As with a PROLOG structure, the goal's 
arguments themselves may preferably be structures. 

Various options can be included in the parameter list, to 
refine the semantics associated with the solvable. The type 
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parameter is preferably used to say whether the solvable is 
data or procedure. When the type is procedure, another 
parameter may be used to indicate the handler to be asso
ciated with the solvable. Some of the parameters appropriate 
for a data solvable are mentioned elsewhere in this appli- 5 
cation. In either case (procedure or data solvable), the 
private parameter may be preferably used to restrict the use 

ized for email, not by modifying the names of the services, 
but rather by the use of the 'email' parameter, which serves 
during the execution of an ICL request to select (or not) a 
specific type of message. 

Actions are generally written using an imperative verb as 
the functor of the solvable in a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, the direct object (or item class) as the first 
argument of the predicate, required arguments following, 
and then an extensible parameter list as the last argument. 

of a solvable to the declaring agent when the agent intends 
the solvable to be solely for its internal use but wishes to take 
advantage of the mechanisms in accordance with the present 
invention to access it, or when the agent wants the solvable 
to be available to outside agents only at selected times. In 
support of the latter case, it is preferable for the agent to 
change the status of a solvable from private to non-private 
at any time. 

The permissions of a solvable provide mechanisms by 
which an agent may preferably control access to its services 
allowing the agent to restrict calling and writing of a 
solvable to itself and/or other selected agents. (Calling 
means requesting the service encapsulated by a solvable, 
whereas Writing means modifying the collection of facts 
associated with a data solvable.) The default permission for 
every solvable in a further preferred embodiment of the 
present invention is to be callable by anyone, and for data 
solvables to be writable by anyone. A solvable's permissions 
can preferably be changed at any time, by the agent provid
ing the solvable. 

For example, the solvables of a simple email agent might 
include: 

solvable(send_message( email, +To Person, +Params), 
[ type(procedure ), callback(send_mail) ], 

[ ] 
solvable(last_message( email, -Messageid), 

[type( data), single_ value( true)], 
[write( true)]), 

solvable (get_message (email, +Messageid, -Msg), 
[ type(procedure ), callback(get_mail) ], [ ]) 

The symbols '+' and '-', indicating input and output 
arguments, are at present used only for purposes of docu
mentation. Most parameters and permissions have default 
values, and specifications of default values may be omitted 
from the parameters and permissions lists. 

10 The parameter list can hold optional information usable by 
the function. The ICL expression generated by a natural 
language parser often makes use of this parameter list to 
store prepositional phrases and adjectives. 

As an illustration of the above two points, "Send mail to 
15 Bob about lunch" will be translated into an ICL request send 

message( email, 'Bob Jones', [ subject(lunch)]), whereas 
"Remind Bob about lunch" would leave the transport 
unspecified (send_message(KIND, 'Bob Jones', [subject 
(lunch)])), enabling an available message transfer agents 

20 (e.g., fax, phone, mail, pager) to compete for the opportunity 
to carry out the request. 
Requesting Services 

An agent preferably requests services of the community 
of agent by delegating tasks or goals to its facilitator. Each 

25 request preferably contains calls to one or more agent 
solvables, and optionally specifies parameters containing 
advice to help the facilitator determine how to execute the 
task. Calling a solvable preferably does not require that the 
agent specify (or even know of) a particular agent or agents 

30 to handle the call. While it is possible to specify one or more 
agents using an address parameter (and there are situations 
in which this is desirable), in general it is advantageous to 
leave this delegation to the facilitator. This greatly reduces 
the hard-coded component dependencies often found in 

35 other distributed frameworks. The agent libraries of a pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention provide an agent 
with a single, unified point of entry for requesting services 
of other agents: the library procedure oaa_Solve. In the 
style of logic programming, oaa_Solve may preferably be 

40 used both to retrieve data and to initiate actions, so that 
calling a data solvable looks the same as calling a procedure 
solvable. 

Defining an agent's capabilities in terms of solvable 
declarations effectively creates a vocabulary with which 
other agents can communicate with the new agent. Ensuring 45 

that agents will speak the same language and share a 
common, unambiguous semantics of the vocabulary 
involves ontology. Agent development tools and services 
(automatic translations of solvables by the facilitator) help 
address this issue; additionally, a preferred embodiment of 50 

the present invention will typically rely on vocabulary from 
either formally engineered ontologies for specific domains 

Complex Goal Expressions 
A powerful feature provided by preferred embodiments of 

the present invention is the ability of a client agent (or a user) 
to submit compound goals of an arbitrarily complex nature 
to a facilitator. A compound goal is a single goal expression 
that specifies multiple sub-goals to be performed. In speak
ing of a "complex goal expression" we mean that a single 
goal expression that expresses multiple sub-goals can poten
tially include more than one type of logical connector (e.g., 
AND, OR, NOT), and/or more than one level of logical 
nesting (e.g., use of parentheses), or the substantive equiva
lent. By way of further clarification, we note that when 
speaking of an "arbitrarily complex goal expression" we 
mean that goals are expressed in a language or syntax that 

or from ontologies constructed during the incremental devel
opment of a body of agents for several applications or from 
both specific domain ontologies and incrementally devel- 55 

oped ontologies. Several example tools and services are 
described in Cheyer et al.'s paper entitled "Development 
Tools for the Open Agent Architecture," as presented at the 
Practical Application of Intelligent Agents and Multi-Agent 
Technology (PAAM 96), London, April 1996. 60 

Although the present invention imposes no hard restric
tions on the form of solvable declarations, two common 
usage conventions illustrate some of the utility associated 
with solvables. 

allows expression of such complex goals when appropriate 
or when desired, not that every goal is itself necessarily 
complex. 

It is contemplated that this ability is provided through an 
interagent communication language having the necessary 
syntax and semantics. In one example, the goals may take 
the form of compound goal expressions composed using 
operators similar to those employed by PROLOG, that is, 

Classes of services are often preferably tagged by a 
particular type. For instance, in the example above, the 
"last_message" and "get_message" solvables are special-

65 the comma for conjunction, the semicolon for disjunction, 
the arrow for conditional execution, etc. The present inven
tion also contemplates significant extensions to PROLOG 
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syntax and semantics. For example, one embodiment incor
porates a "parallel disjunction" operator indicating that the 
disjuncts are to be executed by different agents concurrently. 
A further embodiment supports the specification of whether 
a given sub-goal is to be executed breadth-first or depth-first. 

A further embodiment supports each sub-goal of a com
pound goal optionally having an address and/or a set of 
parameters attached to it. Thus, each sub-goal takes the form 

Address: Goal: :Parameters 
where both Address and Parameters are optional. 

An address, if present, preferably specifies one or more 
agents to handle the given goal, and may employ several 
different types of referring expression: unique names, sym
bolic names, and shorthand names. Every agent has prefer
ably a unique name, assigned by its facilitator, which relies 
upon network addressing schemes to ensure its global 
uniqueness. Preferably, agents also have self-selected sym
bolic names (for example, "mail"), which are not guaranteed 
to be unique. When an address includes a symbolic name, 
the facilitator preferably takes this to mean that all agents 
having that name should be called upon. Shorthand names 
include 'self' and 'parent' (which refers to the agent's 
facilitator). The address associated with a goal or sub-goal is 
preferably always optional. When an address is not present, 
it is the facilitator's job to supply an appropriate address. 

The distributed execution of compound goals becomes 
particularly powerful when used in conjunction with natural 
language or speech-enabled interfaces, as the query itself 
may specify how functionality from distinct agents will be 
combined. As a simple example, the spoken utterance "Fax 
it to Bill Smith's manager." can be translated into the 
following compound I CL request: 

oaa_Solve((manager('Bill Smith', M), fax(it,M,[ ])), 
[strategy( action)]) 

16 
goal. For example, a solution_limit parameter preferably 
allows the requester to say how many solutions it is inter
ested in; the facilitator and/or service providers are free to 
use this information in optimizing their efforts. Similarly, a 

5 time_limit is preferably used to say how long the requester 
is willing to wait for solutions to its request, and, in a 
multiple facilitator system, a level_limit may preferably be 
used to say how remote the facilitators may be that are 
consulted in the search for solutions. A priority parameter is 

10 preferably used to indicate that a request is more urgent than 
previous requests that have not yet been satisfied. Other 
preferred advice parameters include but are not limited to 
parameters used to tell the facilitator whether parallel sat
isfaction of the parts of a goal is appropriate, how to 

15 combine and filter results arriving from multiple solver 
agents, and whether the requester itself may be considered 
a candidate solver of the sub-goals of a request. 

Advice parameters preferably provide an extensible set of 
low-level, orthogonal parameters capable of combining with 

20 the ICL goal language to fully express how information 
should flow among participants. In certain preferred 
embodiments of the present invention, multiple parameters 
can be grouped together and given a group name. The 
resulting high-level advice parameters can preferably be 

25 used to express concepts analogous to KQML's 
performatives, as well as define classifications of problem 
types. For instance, KQML's "ask_all" and "ask_one" 
performatives would be represented as combinations of 
values given to the parameters reply, parallel ok, and 

30 solution_limit. As an example of a higher-level problem 
type, the strategy "math_problem" might preferably send 
the query to all appropriate math solvers in parallel, collect 
their responses, and signal a conflict if different answers are 
returned. The strategy "essay_question" might preferably Note that in this ICL request there are two sub-goals, 

"manager(' Bill Smith' ,M)" and "fax(it,M,[ ])," and a single 
global parameter "strategy(action)." According to the 
present invention, the facilitator is capable of mapping 
global parameters in order to apply the constraints or advice 
across the separate sub-goals in a meaningful way. In this 
instance, the global parameter strategy( action) implies a 40 

parallel constraint upon the first sub-goal; i.e., when there 

35 send the request to all appropriate participants, and signal a 
problem (i.e., cheating) if any of the returned answers are 
identical. 
Facilitation 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, when 
a facilitator receives a compound goal, its job is to construct 
a goal satisfaction plan and oversee its satisfaction in an 
optimal or near optimal manner that is consistent with the 
specified advice. The facilitator of the present invention 
maintains a knowledge base that records the capabilities of 
a collection of agents, and uses that knowledge to assist 
requesters and providers of services in making contact. 

are multiple agents that can respond to the manager sub
goal, each agent should receive a request for service. In 
contrast, for the second sub-goal, parallelism should not be 
inferred from the global parameter strategy( action) because 45 

such an inference would possibly result in the transmission 
of duplicate facsimiles. 
Refining Service Requests 

FIG. 7 schematically shows data structures 700 internal to 
a facilitator in accordance with one embodiment of the 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
parameters associated with a goal (or sub-goal) can draw on 
useful features to refine the request's meaning. For example, 

present invention. Consider the function of a Agent Registry 
50 702 in the present invention. Each registered agent may be 

seen as associated with a collection of fields found within its 
it is frequently preferred to be able to specify whether or not 
solutions are to be returned synchronously; this is done 
using the reply parameter, which can take any of the values 
synchronous, asynchronous, or none. As another example, 55 

when the goal is a non-compound query of a data solvable, 
the cache parameter may preferably be used to request local 
caching of the facts associated with that solvable. 

parent facilitator such as shown in the figure. Each registered 
agent may optionally possess a Symbolic Name which 
would be entered into field 704. As mentioned elsewhere, 
Symbolic Names need not be unique to each instance of an 
agent. Note that an agent may in certain preferred embodi-
ments of the present invention possess more than one 
Symbolic Name. Such Symbolic Names would each be 
found through their associations in the Agent Registry 
entries. Each agent, when registered, must possess a Unique 
Address, which is entered into the Unique Address field 706. 

Many of the remaining parameters fall into two catego
ries: feedback and advice. Feedback parameters allow a 60 

service requester to receive information from the facilitator 
about how a goal was handled. This feedback can include 
such things as the identities of the agents involved in 
satisfying the goal, and the amount of time expended in the 
satisfaction of the goal. 

With further reference to FIG. 7, each registered agent 
may be optionally associated with one or more capabilities, 
which have associated Capability Declaration fields 708 in 

65 the parent facilitator Agent Registry 702. These capabilities 
may define not just functionality, but may further provide a 
utility parameter indicating, in some manner (e.g., speed, 

Advice parameters preferably give constraints or guid
ance to the facilitator in completing and interpreting the 
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accuracy, etc), how effective the agent is at providing the 
declared capability. Each registered agent may be optionally 
associated with one or more data components, which have 
associated Data Declaration fields 710 in the parent facili
tator Agent Registry 702. Each registered agent may be 5 

optionally associated with one or more triggers, which 
preferably could be referenced through their associated 
Trigger Declaration fields 712 in the parent facilitator Agent 
Registry 702. Each registered agent may be optionally 
associated with one or more tasks, which preferably could be 10 

referenced through their associated Task Declaration fields 
714 in the parent facilitator Agent Registry 702. Each 
registered agent may be optionally associated with one or 
more Process Characteristics, which preferably could be 
referenced through their associated Process Characteristics 15 

Declaration fields 716 in the parent facilitator Agent Reg
istry 702. Note that these characteristics in certain preferred 
embodiments of the present invention may include one or 
more of the following: Machine Type (specifying what type 

of the present invention. The method of FIG. 9 begins in a 
step 900, wherein any initialization or other such procedures 
may be performed. Then, in a step 902, the client agent 
determines a goal to be achieved (or solved). This goal is 
then translated in a step 904 into I CL, if it is not already 
formulated in it. The goal, now stated in ICL, is then 
transmitted to the client agent's parent facilitator in a step 
906. The parent facilitator responds to this service request 
and at a later time, the client agent receives the results of the 
request in a step 908, operations of FIG. 9 being complete 
in a done step 910. 

FIG. 10 depicts operations involved in a client agent 
responding to a service request in accordance with a pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention. Once started in 
a step 1000, the client agent receives the service request in 
a step 1002. In a next step 1004, the client agent parses the 
received request from ICL. The client agent then determines 
if the service is available in a step 1006. If it is not, the client 
agent returns a status report to that effect in a step 1008. If 
the service is available, control is passed to a step 1010 
where the client performs the requested service. Note that in 
completing step 1010 the client may form complex goal 

of computer may run the agent), Language (both computer 20 

and human interface). 
expressions, requesting results for these solvables from the 
facilitator agent. For example, a fax agent might fax a 
document to a certain person only after requesting and 
receiving a fax number for that person. Subsequently, the 
client agent either returns the results of the service and/or a 
status report in a step 1012. The operations of FIG. 10 are 
complete in a done step 1014. 

FIG. 11 depicts operations involved in a facilitator agent 

A facilitator agent in certain preferred embodiments of the 
present invention further includes a Global Persistent Data
base 720. The database 720 is composed of data elements 
which do not rely upon the invocation or instantiation of 25 

client agents for those data elements to persist. Examples of 
data elements which might be present in such a database 
include but are not limited to the network address of the 
facilitator agent's server, facilitator agent's server accessible 
network port list, firewalls, user lists, and security options 
regarding the access of server resources accessible to the 
facilitator agent. 

30 response to a service request in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. The start of such 
operations in step 1100 leads to the reception of a goal 
request in a step 1102 by the facilitator. This request is then 
parsed and interpreted by the facilitator in a step 1104. The 

A simplified walk through of operations involved in 
creating a client agent, a client agent initiating a service 
request, a client agent responding to a service request and a 
facilitator agent responding to a service request are includ
ing hereafter by way of illustrating the use of such a system. 
These figures and their accompanying discussion are pro
vided by way of illustration of one preferred embodiment of 
the present invention and are not intended to limit the scope 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 8 depicts operations involved in instantiating a client 
agent with its parent facilitator in accordance with a pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention. The operations 
begin with starting the Agent Registration in a step 800. In 
a next step 802, the Installer, such as a client or facilitator 
agent, invokes a new client agent. It will be appreciated that 
any computer entity is capable of invoking a new agent. The 
system then instantiates the new client agent in a step 804. 
This operation may involve resource allocations somewhere 
in the network on a local computer system for the client 
agent, which will often include memory as well as place
ment of references to the newly instantiated client agent in 
internal system lists of agents within that local computing 
system. Once instantiated, the new client and its parent 
facilitator establish a communications link in a step 806. In 
certain preferred embodiments, this communications link 
involves selection of one or more physical transport mecha
nisms for this communication. Once established, the client 
agent transmits it profile to the parent facilitator in a step 
808. When received, the parent facilitator registers the client 
agent in a step 810. Then, at a step 812, a client agent has 
been instantiated in accordance with one preferred embodi
ment of the present invention. 

FIG. 9 depicts operations involved in a client agent 
initiating a service request and receiving the response to that 
service request in accordance with a preferred embodiment 

35 facilitator then proceeds to construct a goal satisfaction plan 
in a next step 1106. In steps 1108 and 1110, respectively, the 
facilitator determines the required sub-goals and then selects 
agents suitable for performing the required sub-goals. The 
facilitator then transmits the sub-goal requests to the 

40 selected agents in a step 1112 and receives the results of 
these transmitted requests in a step 1114. It should be noted 
that the actual implementation of steps 1112 and 1114 are 
dependent upon the specific goal satisfaction plan. For 
instance, certain sub-goals may be sent to separate agents in 

45 parallel, while transmission of other sub-goals may be 
postponed until receipt of particular answers. Further, cer
tain requests may generate multiple responses that generate 
additional sub-goals. Once the responses have been 
received, the facilitator determines whether the original 

50 requested goal has been completed in a step 1118. If the 
original requested goal has not been completed, the facili
tator recursively repeats the operations 1106 through 1116. 
Once the original requested goal is completed, the facilitator 
returns the results to the requesting agent 1118 and the 

55 operations are done at 1120. 
A further preferred embodiment of the present invention 

incorporates transparent delegation, which means that a 
requesting agent can generate a request, and a facilitator can 
manage the satisfaction of that request, without the requester 

60 needing to have any knowledge of the identities or locations 
of the satisfying agents. In some cases, such as when the 
request is a data query, the requesting agent may also be 
oblivious to the number of agents involved in satisfying a 
request. Transparent delegation is possible because agents' 

65 capabilities (solvables) are treated as an abstract description 
of a service, rather than as an entry point into a library or 
body of code. 
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a data solvable requires only that it be declared. Querying a 
data solvable, as with access to any solvable, is done using 
oaa_Solve. 

A further preferred embodiment of the present invention 
incorporates facilitator handling of compound goals, pref
erably involving three types of processing: delegation, opti
mization and interpretation. 

Delegation processing preferably supports facilitator 
determination of which specific agents will execute a com
pound goal and how such a compound goal's sub-goals will 

A data solvable is conceptually similar to a relation in a 
5 relational database. The facts associated with each solvable 

be combined and the sub-goal results routed. Delegation 
involves selective application of global and local constraint 
and advice parameters onto the specific sub-goals. Delega- 10 

tion results in a goal that is unambiguous as to its meaning 
and as to the agents that will participate in satisfying it. 

Optimization processing of the completed goal preferably 
includes the facilitator using sub-goal parallelization where 
appropriate. Optimization results in a goal whose interpre- 15 

tation will require as few exchanges as possible, between the 
facilitator and the satisfying agents, and can exploit parallel 
efforts of the satisfying agents, wherever this does not affect 
the goal's meaning. 

Interpretation processing of the optimized goal. Complet- 20 

ing the addressing of a goal involves the selection of one or 
more agents to handle each of its sub-goals (that is, each 
sub-goal for which this selection has not been specified by 
the requester). In doing this, the facilitator uses its knowl
edge of the capabilities of its client agents (and possibly of 25 

other facilitators, in a multi-facilitator system). It may also 
use strategies or advice specified by the requester, as 
explained below. The interpretation of a goal involves the 
coordination of requests to the satisfying agents, and assem
bling their responses into a coherent whole, for return to the 30 

requester. 

are maintained by the agent library, which also handles 
incoming messages containing queries of data solvables. 
The default behavior of an agent library in managing these 
facts may preferably be refined, using parameters specified 
with the solvable's declaration. For example, the parameter 
single_value preferably indicates that the solvable should 
only contain a single fact at any given point in time. The 
parameter unique_ values preferably indicates that no dupli
cate values should be stored. 

Other parameters preferably allow data solvables use of 
the concepts of ownership and persistence. For implement
ing shared repositories, it is often preferable to maintain a 
record of which agent created each fact of a data solvable 
with the creating agent being preferably considered the 
fact's owner. In many applications, it is preferable to remove 
an agent's facts when that agent goes offline (for instance, 
when the agent is no longer participating in the agent 
community, whether by deliberate termination or by 
malfunction). When a data solvable is declared to be non
persistent, its facts are automatically maintained in this way, 
whereas a persistent data solvable preferably retains its facts 
until they are explicitly removed. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention 
supports an agent library through procedures by which 
agents can update (add, remove, and replace) facts belong
ing to data solvables, either locally or on other agents, given 
that they have preferably the required permissions. These 
procedures may preferably be refined using many of the 
same parameters that apply to service requests. For example, 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention 
extends facilitation so the facilitator can employ strategies 
and advice given by the requesting agent, resulting in a 
variety of interaction patterns that may be instantiated in the 
satisfaction of a request. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention 
handles the distribution of both data update requests and 
requests for installation of triggers, preferably using some of 
the same strategies that are employed in the delegation of 
service requests. 

35 the address parameter preferably specifies one or more 
particular agents to which the update request applies. In its 
absence, just as with service requests, the update request 
preferably goes to all agents providing the relevant data 
solvable. This default behavior can be used to maintain 

40 coordinated "mirror" copies of a data set within multiple 
agents, and can be useful in support of distributed, collabo-

Note that the reliance on facilitation is not absolute; that 
is, there is no hard requirement that requests and services be 
matched up by the facilitator, or that interagent communi
cations go through the facilitator. There is preferably support 45 

in the agent library for explicit addressing of requests. 
However, a preferred embodiment of the present invention 
encourages employment the paradigm of agent 
communities, minimizing their development effort, by tak
ing advantage of the facilitator's provision of transparent 50 

delegation and handling of compound goals. 

rative activities. 
Similarly, the feedback parameters, described in connec

tion with oaa_Solve, are preferably available for use with 
data maintenance requests. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention 
supports ability to provide data solvables not just to client 
agents, but also to facilitator agents. Data solvables can 
preferably created, maintained and used by a facilitator. The 
facilitator preferably can, at the request of a client of the 
facilitator, create, maintain and share the use of data solv-
ables with all the facilitator's clients. This can be useful with 
relatively stable collections of agents, where the facilitator's 
workload is predictable. 
Using a Blackboard Style of Communication 

In a further preferred embodiment of present invention, 
when a data solvable is publicly readable and writable, it 
acts essentially as a global data repository and can be used 
cooperatively by a group of agents. In combination with the 
use of triggers, this allows the agents to organize their efforts 
around a "blackboard" style of communication. 

A facilitator is preferably viewed as a coordinator, not a 
controller, of cooperative task completion. A facilitator 
preferably never initiates an activity. A facilitator preferably 
responds to requests to manage the satisfaction of some goal, 55 

the update of some data repository, or the installation of a 
trigger by the appropriate agent or agents. All agents can 
preferably take advantage of the facilitator's expertise in 
delegation, and its up-to-date knowledge about the current 
membership of a dynamic community. The facilitator's 60 

coordination services often allows the developer to lessen 
the complexity of individual agents, resulting in a more 
manageable software development process, and enabling the 
creation of lightweight agents. 

As an example, the "DCG-NL" agent (one of several 
existing natural language processing agents), provides natu
ral language processing services for a variety of its peer 

65 agents, expects those other agents to record, on the 
facilitator, the vocabulary to which they are prepared to 
respond, with an indication of each word's part of speech, 

Maintaining Data Repositories 
The agent library supports the creation, maintenance, and 

use of databases, in the form of data solvables. Creation of 
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and of the logical form (ICL sub-goal) that should result 
from the use of that word. In a further preferred embodiment 
of present invention, the NL agent, preferably when it comes 
online, preferably installs a data solvable for each basic part 
of speech on its facilitator. For instance, one such solvable 5 
would be: 

solvable(noun(Meaning, Syntax), [ ], [ ]) 

22 
which flights will arrive later than scheduled. An example 
task trigger is: "When mail arrives for me about security, 
notify me immediately." 

Time triggers preferably monitor time conditions. For 
instance, an alarm trigger can be set to fire at a single fixed 
point in time (e.g., "On December 23rd at 3 pm"), or on a 
recurring basis (e.g., "Every three minutes from now until 
noon"). 

Triggers are preferably implemented as data solvables, 
Note that the empty lists for the solvable's permissions and 
parameters are acceptable here, since the default permis
sions and parameters provide appropriate functionality. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention 
incorporating an Office Assistant system as discussed herein 

10 declared implicitly for every agent. When requesting that a 
trigger be installed, an agent may use many of the same 
parameters that apply to service and data maintenance 
requests. or similar to the discussion here supports several agents 

making use of these or similar services. For instance, the 
database agent uses the following call, to library procedure 15 

oaa_AddData, to post the noun 'boss', and to indicate that 
the "meaning" of boss is the concept 'manager': 

oaa_AddData(noun(manager, atom(boss )), [address 
(parent)]) 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention 
incorporates semantic support, in contrast with most pro
gramming methodologies, of the agent on which the trigger 
is installed only having to know how to evaluate the con
ditional part of the trigger, not the consequence. When the 
trigger fires, the action is delegated to the facilitator for 

Autonomous Monitoring with Triggers 20 execution. Whereas many commercial mail programs allow 
rules of the form "When mail arrives about XXX, [forward 
it, delete it, archive it]", the possible actions are hard-coded 
and the user must select from a fixed set. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention 
includes support for triggers, providing a general mecha
nism for requesting some action be taken when a set of 
conditions is met. Each agent can preferably install triggers 
either locally, for itself, or remotely, on its facilitator or peer 25 

agents. There are preferably at least four types of triggers: 
communication, data, task, and time. In addition to a type, 
each trigger preferably specifies at least a condition and an 
action, both preferably expressed in ICL. The condition 
indicates under what circumstances the trigger should fire, 30 

and the action indicates what should happen when it fires. In 
addition, each trigger can be set to fire either an unlimited 
number of times, or a specified number of times, which can 
be any positive integer. 

Triggers can be used in a variety of ways within preferred 35 

embodiments of the present invention. For example, triggers 
can be used for monitoring external sensors in the execution 
environment, tracking the progress of complex tasks, or 
coordinating communications between agents that are essen
tial for the synchronization of related tasks. The installation 40 

of a trigger within an agent can be thought of as a repre
sentation of that agent's commitment to carry out the 
specified action, whenever the specified condition holds 
true. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention, the 
consequence of a trigger may be any compound goal execut
able by the dynamic community of agents. Since new agents 
preferably define both functionality and vocabulary, when 
an unanticipated agent (for example, a fax agent) joins the 
community, no modifications to existing code is required for 
a user to make use of it-"When mail arrives, fax it to Bill 
Smith." 
The Agent Library 

In a preferred embodiment of present invention, the agent 
library provides the infrastructure for constructing an agent
based system. The essential elements of protocol (involving 
the details of the messages that encapsulate a service request 
and its response) are preferably made transparent to simplify 
the programming applications. This enables the developer to 
focus functionality, rather than message construction details 
and communication details. For example, to request a ser
vice of another agent, an agent preferably calls the library 
procedure oaa_Solve. This call results in a message to a 
facilitator, which will exchange messages with one or more 
service providers, and then send a message containing the 

Communication triggers preferably allow any incoming 
or outgoing event (message) to be monitored. For instance, 
a simple communication trigger may say something like: 
"Whenever a solution to a goal is returned from the 
facilitator, send the result to the presentation manager to be 
displayed to the user." 

45 desired results to the requesting agent. These results are 
returned via one of the arguments of oaa_Solve. None of the 
messages involved in this scenario is explicitly constructed 
by the agent developer. Note that this describes the synchro
nous use of oaa_Solve. 

Data triggers preferably monitor the state of a data 
repository (which can be maintained on a facilitator or a 
client agent). Data triggers' conditions may be tested upon 
the addition, removal, or replacement of a fact belonging to 

50 

a data solvable. An example data trigger is: "When 15 users 55 

are simultaneously logged on to a machine, send an alert 
message to the system administrator." 

Task triggers preferably contain conditions that are tested 
after the processing of each incoming event and whenever a 
timeout occurs in the event polling. These conditions may 60 

specify any goal executable by the local I CL interpreter, and 
most often are used to test when some solvable becomes 
satisfiable. Task triggers are useful in checking for task
specific internal conditions. Although many cases such 
conditions are captured by solvables, in other cases they may 65 

not be. For example, a mail agent might watch for new 
incoming mail, or an airline database agent may monitor 

In another preferred embodiment of present invention, an 
agent library provides both intraagent and interagent infra
structure; that is, mechanisms supporting the internal struc
ture of individual agents, on the one hand, and mechanisms 
of cooperative interoperation between agents, on the other. 
Note that most of the infrastructure cuts across this boundary 
with many of the same mechanisms supporting both agent 
internals and agent interactions in an integrated fashion. For 
example, services provided by an agent preferably can be 
accessed by that agent through the same procedure ( oaa_ 
Solve) that it would employ to request a service of another 
agent (the only difference being in the address parameter 
accompanying the request). This helps the developer to 
reuse code and avoid redundant entry points into the same 
functionality. 

Both of the preferred characteristics described above 
(transparent construction of messages and integration of 
intraagent with interagent mechanisms) apply to most other 
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library functionality as well, including but not limited to data 
management and temporal control mechanisms. 
Source Code Appendix 

Source code for version 2.0 of the OAA software product 

24 
producing responses to queries using either simple or list
based multimedia utterances. 
1.3 FIND FRIDAY'S WEATHER IN BOSTON. 

The weather in Boston for Friday is as follows: 
Sunny in the morning. Partly cloudy in the afternoon 

with a 20 
percent chance of thunderstorms late. Highs in the mid 

70s. 
In addition to data accessible from legacy applications, 

content may be retrieved by web-reading agents which 
provide wrappers around useful websites. 
1.4 FIND ALL NEW MAIL MESSAGES. 

There are 2 messages available. 

is included as an appendix hereto, and is incorporated herein 5 
by reference. The code includes an agent library, which 
provides infrastructure for constructing an agent-based sys
tem. The library's several families of procedures provide the 
functionalities discussed above, as well as others that have 
not been discussed here but that will be sufficiently clear to 
the interested practitioner. For example, declarations of an 10 

agent's solvables, and their registration with a facilitator, are 
managed using procedures such as oaa_Declare, oaa_ 
Undeclare, and oaa_Redeclare. Updates to data solvables 
can be accomplished with a family of procedures including 
oaa_AddData, oaa_RemoveData, and oaa_ReplaceData. 
Similarly, triggers are maintained using procedures such as 
oaa_AddTrigger, oaa_RemoveTrigger, and oaa_ 
ReplaceTrigger. The provided source code also includes 
source code for an OAA Facilitator Agent. 

Message 1, from Mark Tierny, entitled "OAA meeting." 
15 1.5 NEXT MESSAGE 

Message 2, from Jennifer Schwefier, entitled "Presenta
tion Summary." 

1.6 PLAY IT. 
The source code appendix is offered solely as a means of 

further helping practitioners to construct a preferred embodi
ment of the invention. By no means is the source code 
intended to limit the scope of the present invention. 
Illustrative Applications 

20 
This message is a multipart MIME-encoded message. 

There are two parts. 
Part 1. (Voicemail message, not text-to speech): 

Thanks for taking part as a speaker in our conference. 

To further illustrate the technology of the preferred 
embodiment, we will next present and discuss two sample 
applications of the present inventions. 

The schedule will be posted soon on our homepage. 
25 1.7 NEXT PART 

Unified Messaging 
A further preferred embodiment of present invention 

incorporates a Unified Messaging application extending the 
Automated Office application presented previously herein 30 

with an emphasis on ubiquitous access and dynamic pre
sentation of the information and services supported by the 
agent community. The agents used in this application are 
depicted in FIG. 12. 

A hypothetical example of realistic dialog using a pre- 35 

ferred embodiment of the present invention can provide 
insight into how systems may preferably be built using the 
present invention. In this scenario, the user, with only a 
telephone as an interface, is planning a trip to Boston where 
he will soon give a presentation. Capitalized sentences are 40 
phrases spoken by the user into the telephone and processed 
by a phone agent 452. 

Responses, unless otherwise indicated, are spoken by the 
system using text-to-speech generation agent 454. 
1.1 Welcome to SRI International. Please enter your user ID 

and password. 45 

<User enters touchtone ID and password> 
Good to see you again Adam Cheyer. I am listening to 

you. 
Every user interface agent 408, including the telephone 

50 
agent 452, should know the identify of its user. This infor
mation is used in resolving anaphoric references such as 
"Me" and "I", and allows multiple user interfaces operated 
by the same user to work together. 
1.2 WHAT IS TODAY'S SCHEDULE? 

Here is today's schedule for Adam Cheyer: 55 

At 10 am for 1 hour, meeting with Dave. 
At 3 pm for 1 hour, presentation about software agents. 

End of schedule. 
If the user is operating both a graphical user interface and 

a telephone, as described in conjunction with the Automated 60 

Office application, the result of this spoken request is to 
display a calendar window containing the current schedule. 

Part 2. (read using text-to-speech): 

The presentation home page is http://www ... 
1.8 PRINT MESSAGE 

Command executed. 
Mail messages are no longer just simple text documents, 

but often consist of multiple subparts containing audio files, 
pictures, webpages, attachments and so forth. When a user 
asks to play a complex email message over the telephone, 
many different agents may be implicated in the translation 
process, which would be quite different given the request 
"print it." The challenge is to develop a system which will 
enable agents to cooperate in an extensible, flexible manner 
that alleviates explicit coding of agent interactions for every 
possible input/output combination. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, each 
agent concentrates only on what it can do and on what it 
knows, and leaves other work to be delegated to the agent 
community. For instance, a printer agent 1204, defining the 
solvable print(Object,Parameters), can be defined by the 
following pseudo-code, which basically says, "If someone 
can get me a document, in either POSTSCRIPT or text form, 
I can print it.". 
print(Object, Parameters) { 

' If Object is reference to "it", find an appropriate docu
ment 

if (Object ="ref(it)") 
oaa_Solve(resolve_reference(the, document, Params, 

Object),[ ]); 
' Given a reference to some document, ask for the 

document in POSTSCRIPT 

if (Object ="id(Pointer)") 
oaa_Solve(resolve_id_as(id(Pointer), postscript, [ ], 

Object), [ ]); 
' If Object is of type text or POSTSCRIPT, we can print 

it. 

if ((Object is of type 
Postscript)) 
do print (Object); 

Text) or (Object is of type 

In this case, with no graphical display available, the GEN_ 
NL agent 1202 is tasked to produce a spoken response that 
can be played over the phone. GEN_NL shares the same 65 } 

dynamic vocabulary and phrasal rules as the natural lan
guage parser DCG_NL 426, and contains strategies for 

In the above example, since an email message is the 
salient document, the mail agent 442 will receive a request 
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to produce the message as POSTSCRIPT. Whereas the mail 
agent 442 may know how to save a text message as 
POSTSCRIPT, it will not know what to do with a webpage 
or voicemail message. For these parts of the message, it will 
simply send oaa_Solve requests to see if another agent 5 

knows how to accomplish the task. 
Until now, the user has been using only a telephone as 

user interface. Now, he moves to his desktop, starts a web 
browser 436, and accesses the URL referenced by the mail 
message. 
1.9 RECORD MESSAGE 

Recording voice message. Start speaking now. 
1.10 THIS IS THE UPDATED WEB PAGE CONTAINING 

THE PRESENTATION SCHEDULE. 

10 

26 
Hotel disappears 

2.6 [Speaking and circling] Show me a photo of this hotel. 

Photo appears. 
2.7 (Points to another hotel] 

Photo appears. 
2.8 [Speaking] Price of the other hotel? 

Price appears for previous hotel. 
2.9 [Speaking and drawing an arrow] Scroll down. 

Display adjusted. 
2.10 [Speaking and drawing an arrow toward a hotel] 

What is the distance from this hotel to Fisherman's 
Wharf? 

Distance displayed. 

Message one recorded. 
1.11 IF THIS WEB PAGE CHANGES, GET IT TO ME 

WITH NOTE ONE. 

15 2.11 [Pointing to another place and speaking] And the 
distance to here? 

Trigger added as requested. 

Distance displayed. 
Sara decides she could use some human advice. She picks 

up the phone, calls Bob, her travel agent, and writes Start In this example, a local agent 436 which interfaces with 
the web browser can return the current page as a solution to 
the request "oaa_Solve(resolve_reference(this, web_page, 
[ ], Ref),[ ])",sent by the NL agent 426. A trigger is installed 

20 collaboration to synchronize his display with hers. At this 
point, both are presented with identical maps, and the input 
and actions of one will be remotely seen by the other. 

on a web agent 436 to monitor changes to the page, and 
when the page is updated, the notify agent 446 can find the 

25 
user and transmit the webpage and voicemail message using 
the most appropriate media transfer mechanism. 

This example based on the Unified Messaging application 
is intended to show how concepts in accordance with the 
present invention can be used to produce a simple yet 

30 
extensible solution to a multi-agent problem that would be 
difficult to implement using a more rigid framework. The 
application supports adaptable presentation for queries 
across dynamically changing, complex information; shared 
context and reference resolution among applications; and 

35 
flexible translation of multimedia data. In the next section, 
we will present an application which highlights the use of 
parallel competition and cooperation among agents during 
multi-modal fusion. 
Multimodal Map 

40 
A further preferred embodiment of present invention 

incorporates the Multimodal Map application. This applica
tion demonstrates natural ways of communicating with a 
community of agents, providing an interactive interface on 
which the user may draw, write or speak. In a travel-

45 
planning domain illustrated by FIG. 13, available informa
tion includes hotel, restaurant, and tourist-site data retrieved 
by distributed software agents from commercial Internet 
sites. Some preferred types of user interactions and multi
modal issues handled by the application are illustrated by a 

50 
brief scenario featuring working examples taken from the 
current system. 

3.1 [Sara speaks and circles two hotels] 
Bob, I'm trying to choose between these two hotels. 
Any opinions? 

3.2 [Bob draws an arrow, speaks, and points] 
Well, this area is really nice to visit. You can walk there 

from 
this hotel. 
Map scrolls to indicated area. Hotel selected. 

3.3 [Sara speaks] Do you think I should visit Alcatraz? 
3.4 [Bob speaks] Map, show video of Alcatraz. 

Video appears. 
3.5 [Bob speaks] Yes, Alcatraz is a lot of fun. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention 
generates the most appropriate interpretation for the incom
ing streams of multimodal input. Besides providing a user 
interface to a dynamic set of distributed agents, the appli
cation is preferably built using an agent framework. The 
present invention also contemplates aiding the coordinate 
competition and cooperation among information sources, 
which in turn works in parallel to resolve the ambiguities 
arising at every level of the interpretation process: low-level 
processing of the data stream, anaphora resolution, cross
modality influences and addressee. 

Low-level processing of the data stream: Pen input may 
be preferably interpreted as a gesture (e.g., 2.5: cross-out) by 
one algorithm, or as handwriting by a separate recognition 
process (e.g., 2.3: "info?"). Multiple hypotheses may pref
erably be returned by a modality recognition component. 

Anaphora resolution: When resolving anaphoric 
references, separate information sources may contribute to 
resolving the reference: context by object type, deictic, 

Sara is planning a business trip to San Francisco, but 
would like to schedule some activities for the weekend while 
she is there. She turns on her laptop PC, executes a map 
application, and selects San Francisco. 
2.1 [Speaking] Where is downtown? 

Map scrolls to appropriate area. 
2.2 [Speaking and drawing region] Show me all hotels near 
here. 

55 visual context, database queries, discourse analysis. An 
example of information provided through context by object 
type is found in interpreting an utterance such as "show 
photo of the hotel", where the natural language component 
can return a list of the last hotels talked about. Deictic 

Icons representing hotels appear. 
2.3 [Writes on a hotel] Info? 

A textual description (price, attributes, etc.) appears. 
2.4 [Speaking] I only want hotels with a pool. Some hotels 

disappear. 
2.5 [Draws a crosscut on a hotel that is too close to a 

highway) 

60 information in combination with a spoken utterance like 
"show photo of this hotel" may preferably include pointing, 
circling, or arrow gestures which might indicate the desired 
object (e.g., 2.7). Deictic references may preferably occur 
before, during, or after an accompanying verbal command. 

65 Information provided in a visual context, given for the 
request "display photo of the hotel" may preferably include 
the user interface agent might determine that only one hotel 
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communications bottleneck and may also represent a single, 
critical point for system failure. 

Multiple facilitator systems as disclosed in the preferred 
embodiments to this point can be used to construct peer-to-

is currently visible on the map, and therefore this might be 
the desired reference object. Database queries preferably 
involving information from a database agent combined with 
results from other resolution strategies. Examples are "show 
me a photo of the hotel in Menlo Park" and 2.2. Discourse 
analysis preferably provides a source of information for 
phrases such as "No, the other one" (or 2.8). 

The above list of preferred anaphora resolution mecha
nisms is not exhaustive. Examples of other preferred reso
lution methods include but are not limited to spatial reason
ing ("the hotel between Fisherman's Wharf and Lombard 
Street") and user preferences ("near my favorite 
restaurant"). 

5 peer agent networks as illustrated in FIG. 14. While such 
embodiments are scalable, they do possess the potential for 
communication bottlenecks as discussed in the previous 
paragraph and they further possess the potential for reliabil
ity problems as central, critical points of vulnerability to 

10 systems failure. 
A further embodiment of present invention supports a 

facilitator implemented as an agent like any other, whereby 
multiple facilitator network topologies can be readily con
structed. One example configuration (but not the only 

15 possibility) is a hierarchical topology as depicted in FIG. 15, 
where a top level Facilitator manages collections of both 
client agents 1508 and other Facilitators, 1504 and 1506. 
Facilitator agents could be installed for individual users, for 

Cross-modality influences: When multiple modalities are 
used together, one modality may preferably reinforce or 
remove or diminish ambiguity from the interpretation of 
another. For instance, the interpretation of an arrow gesture 
may vary when accompanied by different verbal commands 
(e.g., "scroll left" vs. "show info about this hotel"). In the 
latter example, the system must take into account how 20 

accurately and unambiguously an arrow selects a single 
hotel. 

a group of users, or as appropriate for the task. 
Note further, that network work topologies of facilitators 

can be seen as graphs where each node corresponds to an 
instance of a facilitator and each edge connecting two or 
more nodes corresponds to a transmission path across one or 
more physical transport mechanisms. Some nodes may 

Addressee: With the addition of collaboration technology, 
humans and automated agents all share the same workspace. 
A pen doodle or a spoken utterance may be meant for either 
another human, the system (3.1), or both (3.2). 

25 represent facilitators and some nodes may represent clients. 

The implementation of the Multimodal Map application 
illustrates and exploits several preferred features of the 
present invention: reference resolution and task delegation 
by parallel parameters of oaa_Solve, basic multi-user col- 30 

laboration handled through built-in data management 
services, additional functionality readily achieved by adding 
new agents to the community, domain-specific code cleanly 
separated from other agents. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention 35 

provides reference resolution and task delegation handled in 

Each node can be further annotated with attributes corre-
sponding to include triggers, data, capabilities but not lim
ited to these attributes. 

A further embodiment of present invention provides 
enhanced scalability and robustness by separating the plan
ning and execution components of the facilitator. In contrast 
with the centralized facilitation schemes described above, 
the facilitator system 1600 of FIG. 16 separates the registry/ 
planning component from the execution component. As a 
result, no single facilitator agent must carry all communi
cations nor does the failure of a single facilitator agent shut 
down the entire system. 

Turning directly to FIG. 16, the facilitator system 1600 
includes a registry/planner 1602 and a plurality of client 

a distributed fashion by the parallel parameters of oaa_ 
Solve, with meta-agents encoding rules to help the facilitator 
make context- or user-specific decisions about priorities 
among knowledge sources. 40 agents 1612-1616. The registry/planner 1604 is typically 

replicated in one or more locations accessible by the client 
agents. Thus if the registry/planner 1604 becomes 
unavailable, the client agents can access the replicated 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention 
provides basic multi-user collaboration handled through at 
least one built-in data management service. The map user 
interface preferably publishes data solvables for elements 
such as icons, screen position, and viewers, and preferably 45 

defines these elements to have the attribute "shareable". For 
every update to this public data, the changes are preferably 
automatically replicated to all members of the collaborative 
session, with associated callbacks producing the visible 
effect of the data change (e.g., adding or removing an icon). 50 

registry/planner(s ). 
This system operates, for example, as follows. An agent 

transmits a goal 1610 to the registry planner 1602. The 
registry/planner 1604 translates the goal into an unambigu
ous execution plan detailing how to accomplish any sub
goals developed from the compound goal, as well as speci
fying the agents selected for performing the sub-goals. This 
execution plan is provided to the requesting agent which in 
turn initiates peer-to-peer interactions 1618 in order to 
implement the detailed execution plan, routing and combin
ing information as specified within the execution plan. 

Functionality for recording and playback of a session is 
preferably implemented by adding agents as members of the 
collaborative community. These agents either record the data 
changes to disk, or read a log file and replicate the changes 
in the shared environment. 55 Communication is distributed thus decreasing sensitivity of 

the system to bandwidth limitations of a single facilitator 
agent. Execution state is likewise distributed thus enabling 
system operation even when a facilitator agent fails. 

The domain-specific code for interpreting travel planning 
dialog is preferably separated from the speech, natural 
language, pen recognition, database and map user interface 
agents. These components were preferably reused without 
modification to add multimodal map capabilities to other 60 

applications for activities such as crisis management, multi
robot control, and the MVIEWS tools for the video analyst. 
Improved Scalability and Fault Tolerance 

Implementations of a preferred embodiment of present 
invention which rely upon simple, single facilitator arc hi- 65 

tectures may face certain limitations with respect to 
scalability, because the single facilitator may become a 

Further embodiments of present invention incorporate 
into the facilitator functionality such as load-balancing, 
resource management, and dynamic configuration of agent 
locations and numbers, using (for example) any of the 
topologies discussed. Other embodiments incorporate into a 
facilitator the ability to aid agents in establishing peer-to-
peer communications. That is, for tasks requiring a sequence 
of exchanges between two agents, the facilitator assists the 
agents in finding one another and establishing 
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communication, stepping out of the way while the agents 
communicate peer-to-peer over a direct, perhaps dedicated 
channel. 

Further preferred embodiments of the present invention 
incorporate mechanisms for basic transaction management, 5 
such as periodically saving the state of agents (both facili
tator and client) and rolling back to the latest saved state in 
the event of the failure of an agent. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method for communication 

and cooperative task completion among a plurality of dis
tributed electronic agents, comprising the acts of: 

10 

30 
5. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 

further comprising the act of providing an agent registry data 
structure. 

6. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 
wherein the agent registry data structure includes at least one 
symbolic name for each active agent. 

7. A computer-implemented method of recited in claim 5 
wherein the agent registry data structure includes at least one 
data declaration for each active agent. 

8. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 
wherein the agent registry data structure includes at least one 
trigger declaration for one active agent. registering a description of each active client agent's 

functional capabilities as corresponding registered 
functional capabilities, using an expandable, platform
independent, inter-agent language, wherein the inter
agent language includes: 

9. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 

15 
wherein the agent registry data structure includes at least one 
task declaration, and process characteristics for each active 
agent. 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event 
types and parameter lists associated with one or more 
of the events, wherein the parameter lists further 
refine the one or more events; 

10. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
5 wherein the agent registry data structure includes at least 

20 
one process characteristic for each active agent. 

11. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 
further comprising the act of establishing communication 
between the plurality of distributed agents. 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals, 
triggers and data elements associated with the 
events; 

receiving a request for service as a 
inter-agent language, in the form 
complex goal expression; and 

base goal in the 25 

of an arbitrarily 

dynamically interpreting the arbitrarily complex goal 
expression, said act of interpreting further comprising: 

generating one or more sub-goals expressed in the inter- 30 

agent language; 
constructing a goal satisfaction plan wherein the goal 

satisfaction plan includes: 
a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests to best complete 

the requested service request-by using reasoning that 35 

includes one or more of domain-independent coordi
nation strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and 
application-specific reasoning comprising rules and 
learning algorithms; and 

dispatching each of the sub-goals to a selected client agent 
40 

for performance, based on a match between the sub
goal being dispatched and the registered functional 
capabilities of the selected client agent. 

2. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1, 
further including the following acts of: 

45 

receiving a new request for service as a base goal using 
the inter-agent language, in the form of another arbi
trarily complex goal expression, from at least one of the 
selected client agents in response to the sub-goal dis- 50 
patched to said agent; and 

recursively applying the step of dynamically interpreting 
the arbitrarily complex goal expression in order to 
perform the new request for service. 

12. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
1 further comprising the acts of: 

receiving a request for service in a second language 
differing from the inter-agent language; 

selecting a registered agent capable of converting the 
second language into the inter-agent language; and 

forwarding the request for service in a second language to 
the registered agent capable of converting the second 
language into the inter-agent language, implicitly 
requesting that such a conversion be performed and the 
results returned. 

13. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
12 wherein the request include a natural language query, and 
the second registered agent capable of converting the second 
language into the inter-agent language service is a natural 
language agent. 

14. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
13 wherein the natural language query was generated by a 
user interface agent. 

15. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
1, wherein the base goal requires setting a trigger having 
conditional functionality and consequential functionality. 

16. A compute-implemented method as recited in claim 
15 wherein the trigger is an outgoing communications 
trigger, the computer implemented method further including 
the acts of: 

monitoring all outgoing communication events in order to 
determine whether a specific outgoing communication 
event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of the specific outgoing 
communication event, performing the particular action 
defined by the trigger. 

3. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 2 55 
wherein the act of registering a specific agent further 
includes: 17. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 

15 wherein the trigger is an incoming communications 
trigger, the computer implemented method further including 

60 
the acts of: 

invoking the specific agent in order to activate the specific 
agent; 

instantiating an instance of the specific agent; and 
transmitting the new agent profile from the specific agent 

to a facilitator agent in response to the instantiation of 
the specific agent. 

4. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 
further including the act of deactivating a specific client 65 

agent no longer available to provide services by deleting the 
registration of the specific client agent. 

monitoring all incoming communication events in order 
to determine whether a specific incoming communica
tion event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of a specific incoming 
communication event satisfying the trigger conditional 
functionality, performing the particular consequential 
functionality defined by the trigger. 
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18. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
15 wherein the trigger is a data trigger, the computer 
implemented method further including the acts of: 

monitoring a state of a data repository; and 
in response to a particular state event satisfying the trigger 5 

conditional functionality, performing the particular 
consequential functionality defined by the trigger. 

19. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
15 wherein the trigger is a time trigger, the computer 
implemented method further including the acts of: 

monitoring for the occurrence of a particular time condi
tion; and 

10 

in response to the occurrence of a particular time condi
tion satisfying the trigger conditional functionality per
forming the particular consequential functionality 15 
defined by the trigger. 

20. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
15 wherein the trigger is installed and executed within the 
facilitator agent. 

21. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 20 
15 wherein the trigger is installed and executed, within a first 
service-providing agent. 

22. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 

32 
a content layer compnsmg one or more of goals, 

triggers and data elements associated with the 
events; 

the act of interpreting including the sub-acts of: 
determining any task completion advice provided by 

the base goal, and 
determining any task completion constraints provided 

by the base goal; 

constructing a base goal satisfaction plan including the 
sub-acts of: 
determining whether the request service is available, 
determining sub-goals required in completing the base 

goal by using reasoning that includes one or more of 
domain-independent coordination strategies, 
domain-specific reasoning, and application-specific 
reasoning comprising rules and learning algorithms, 

selecting service-providing electronic agents from the 
agent registry suitable for performing the determined 
sub-goals, and 

ordering a delegation of sub-goal requests complete the 
requested service; and 

implementing the base goal satisfaction plan. 
30. A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein 15 wherein the conditional functionality of the trigger is 

installed on a facilitator agent. 
23. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 

22 wherein the consequential functionality is installed on a 
specific service-providing agent other than a facilitator 
agent. 

25 
the computer executable instruction for providing an agent 
registry includes the following computer executable instruc
tions for registering a specific service-providing electronic 
agent into the agents registry 

24. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 30 
15 wherein the conditional functionality of the trigger is 
installed on specific service-providing agent other than a 
facilitator agent. 

25. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
15 wherein the consequential functionality of the trigger is 35 
installed on a facilitator agent. 

26. A computer-method as recited in claim 1 wherein the 
base goal is a compound goal having sub-goals separated by 
operators. 

27. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 40 
26 wherein the type of available operators includes a con
junction operator, a disjunction operator, and a conditional 
execution operator. 

28. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 
27 wherein the type of available operators further includes 45 
a parallel disjunction operator that indicates that disjunct 
goals are to be performed by different agents. 

29. A computer program stored on a computer readable 
medium, the computer program executable to facilitate 
cooperative task completion within a distributed computing 50 
environment, the distributed computing environment includ
ing a plurality of autonomous electronic agents, the distrib
uted computing environment supporting an Interagent Com
munication Language, the computer program comprising 
computer executable instructions for: 55 

providing an agent registry that declares capabilities of 
service-providing electronic agents currently active 
within the distributed computing environment; 

interpreting a service request in order to determine a base 
goal that may be a compound, arbitrarily complex base 60 

goal, the service request adhering to an Interagent 
Communication Language (ICL), where in the ICL 
includes: 

establishing a bi-directional communication link between 
the specific agent and a facilitator agent controlling the 
agent registry; 

providing a new agent profile to the facilitator agent, the 
new agent profile defining publicly available capabili
ties of the specific agent; and 

registering the specific agent together with the new agent 
profile within the agent registry, thereby making avail
able to the facilitator agent the capabilities of the 
specific agent. 

31. A computer program as recited in claim 30 wherein 
the computer executable instruction for registering a specific 
agent further includes: 

invoking the specific agent in order to activate the specific 
agent; 

instating an instance of the specific agent; and 

transmitting the new agent profile from the specific agent 
to the facilitator agent in response to the instantiation of 
the specific agent. 

32. A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein 
the computer executable instruction for providing an agent 
registry includes a computer executable instruction for 
removing a specific service-providing electronic agent from 
the registry upon determining that the specific agent is no 
longer available to provide services. 

33. A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein 
the provided agent registry includes a symbolic name, a 
unique address, data declarations, trigger declarations, task 
declarations, and process characteristics for each active 
agent. 

34. Computer program as recited in claim 29 further 
including computer executable instructions for receiving the 
service request via a communications link established with 
a client. 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event 
types and parameter lists associated with one or more 
of the events, wherein the parameter lists further 
refine the one or more events; and 

35. A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein 

65 the computer executable instruction for providing a service 
request includes instructions for: 

receiving a non-ICL format service request; 
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selecting an active agent capable of converting the non
ICL format service request into an ICL format service 
request; 

forwarding the non-ICL format service request to the 
active agent capable of converting the non-ICL format 5 

service request, together with at request that such 
conversion be performed; and 

34 
46. A computer program as recited in claim 45 wherein 

the type of available operators includes a conjunction 
operator, a disjunction operator, and a conditional execution 
operator. 

47. A computer program as recited in claim 46 wherein 
the type of available operators further includes parallel 
disjunction operator that indicates that distinct goals are to 
be performed by different agents. 

48. An Interagent Communication Language (ICL) pro-receiving an ICL format service request corresponding to 
the non-ICL format service request. 

36. A computer program as recited in claim 35 wherein 
the non-ICL format service request includes a natural lan
guage query, and the active agent capable of converting the 
non-ICL format service request into an ICL format service 
request is a natural language agent. 

10 viding a basis for facilitated cooperative task completion 
within a distributed computing environment having a facili
tator agent and a plurality of autonomous service-providing 
electronic agents, wherein: 

37. A computer program as recited in claim 36 wherein 15 

the natural language query is generated by a user in the 
agent. 

38. A computer program as recited in claim 29, the 
computer program further including computer executable 
instructions for implementing a base goal that requires 20 

setting a trigger having conditional and consequential func
tionality. 

39. A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein 
the trigger is an outgoing communications trigger, the com
puter program further including computer executable 25 

instructions for: 

monitoring all outgoing communication events in order to 
determine whether a specific outgoing communication 
event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of the specific outgoing 
communication event, performing the particular action 
defined by the trigger. 

30 

the ICL having: 
a layer of conversational protocol defined by event 

types and parameter lists associated with one or more 
of the events, wherein the parameter lists further 
refine the one or more events; and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals, 
triggers and data elements associated with the 
events; 

the ICL having one or more features from a set of features 
comprising: 
enabling agents perform queries of other agents; 
enabling agents to exchange information with other 

gents; and 
enabling agents to set triggers within other agents; and 

the ICL having a syntax supporting compound goal 
expressions wherein said compound goal expressions 
are such that goals within a single request provided 
according to the ICL syntax may be coupled by one or 
more operators from a set of operators comprising: 
a conditional execution operator; and 

a parallel disjunctive operation that indicates that disjunct 
goals are to be performed by different agents. 40. A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein 

the trigger is an incoming communications trigger, the 
computer program further including computer executable 
instructions for; 

35 49. An ICL as recited in claim 48, wherein the ICL is 
computer platform independent. 

monitoring all incoming communication events in order 
to determine whether a specific incoming communica
tion event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of the specific incoming 
communication event, performing the particular action 
defined by the trigger. 

50. An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL is 
independent of computer programming languages which the 
plurality of agents are programmed in. 

51. An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL syntax 
40 supports explicit task completion constraints include use of 

specific agent constraints and response time constraints. 
52. An ICL as recited in claim 51, wherein possible types 

of task completion constraints include use of specific agent 
constraints and response time constraints. 41. A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein 

the trigger is a data trigger, the computer program further 45 

including computer executable instructions for: 
53. An ICL as recited in claim 51 wherein the ICL syntax 

supports explicit task completion advisory suggestions 
within goal expressions. monitoring a state of a data repository; and 

in response to a particular state event, performing the 
particular action defined by the trigger. 

42. A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein 
the trigger is a time trigger, the computer program further 
including computer executable instructions for: 

54. An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL syntax 
supports explicit task completion advisory suggestions 

50 within goal expressions. 
55. An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein each autono-

mous service-providing electronic agent defines and pub
lishes a set of capability declarations or solvables, expressed 
in ICL, that describes services provided by such electronic monitoring for the occurrence of a particular time condi

tion; and 55 agent. 
in response to the occurrence of the particular time 

condition, performing the particular action defined by 
the trigger. 

43. A computer program as recited in claim 38 further 
including computer executable instructions for instating and 60 

executing the trigger within the facilitator agent. 
44. A computer program as recited in claim 38 further 

including computer executable instructions for instating and 
executing the trigger within a first service-providing agent. 

45. A computer program as recited in claim 29 further 65 

including computer executable instructions for interpreting 
compound goals having sub-goals separated by operators. 

56. An ICL as recited in claim 55 wherein an electronic 
agent's solvables define an interface for the electronic agent. 

57. An ICL as recited in claim 56 wherein the facilitator 
agent maintains an agent registry making available plurality 
of electronic agent interfaces. 

58. An ICL as recited in claim 57 wherein the possible 
types of solvables includes procedure solvables, a procedure 
solvable operable to implement a procedure such as a test or 
an action. 

59. An ICL as recited in claim 58 wherein the possible 
types of solvables further includes data solvables, a data 
solvable operable to provide access to a collection of data. 
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60. An ICL as recited in claim 58 wherein the possible 
types of solvables includes data solvables, a data solvable 
operable to provide access to a collection of data. 

61. A facilitator agent arranged to coordinate cooperative 
task completion within a distributed computing environment 5 
having a plurality of autonomous service-providing elec
tronic agents, the facilitator agent comprising: 

an agent registry that declares capabilities of service
providing electronic agents currently active within the 
distributed computing environment; and 10 

a facilitating engine operable to parse a service requesting 
order to interpret a compound goal set forth therein, the 
compound goal including both local and global con
straints and control parameters, the service request 
formed according to an Interagent Communication 

15 Language (ICL), wherein the ICL includes: 
a layer of conversational protocol defined by event 

types and parameter lists associated with one or more 
of the events, wherein the parameter lists further 
refine the one or more events; and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals, 20 

triggers and data elements associated with the 
events; and 

the facilitating engine further operable to construct a goal 
satisfaction plan by using reasoning that includes one 
or more of domain-independent coordination 25 

strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and application
specific reasoning comprising rules and learning algo
rithms. 

36 
a layer of conversational protocol defined by event 

types and parameter lists associated with one or more 
of the events, wherein the parameter lists further 
refine the one or more events; and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals, 
triggers and data elements associated with the 
events; and 

a facilitator agent in bi-directional communications with 
the plurality of service-providing electronic agents, the 
facilitator agent including: 
an agent registry that declares capabilities of service

providing electronic agents currently active within 
the distributed computing environment; 

a facilitating engine operable to parse a service request 
in order to interpret an arbitrarily complex goal set 
forth therein, the facilitating engine further operable 
to construct a goal satisfaction plan including the 
coordination of a suitable delegation of sub-goal 
requests to best complete the requested service by 
using reasoning that includes one or more of domain
independent coordination strategies, domain-specific 
reasoning, and application-specific reasoning com-
prising rules and learning algorithms. 

72. A computer architecture as recited in claim 71, 
wherein the Interagent Communication Language (ICL) is 
for enabling agents to perform queries of other agents, 
exchange Information with other agents, and set triggers 
within other agents, the I CL further defined by an I CL syntax 
supporting compound goal expressions such that goals 
within single request provided according to the ICL syntax 62. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61, wherein the 

facilitating engine is capable of modifying the goal satis
faction plan during execution, the modifying initiated by 
events such as new agent declarations within the agent 
registry, decisions made by remote agents, and information, 
provided to the facilitating engine by remote agents. 

30 may be coupled by a conjunctive operator, a disjunctive 
operator, a conditional execution operator, and a parallel 
disjunctive operator parallel disjunctive operator that indi
cates that disjunct goals are to be performed by different 

63. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61 wherein the 35 
agent registry includes a symbolic name, a unique address, 
data declarations, trigger declarations, task declarations, and 
process characteristics for each active agent. 

agents. 
73. A computer architecture as recited in claim 72, 

wherein the ICL is computer platform independent. 
74. A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein 

the I CL is independent of computer programming languages 
in which the plurality of agents are programmed. 64. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61 wherein the 

facilitating engine is operable to install a trigger mechanism 40 
requesting that a certain action be taken when a certain set 

75. A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein 
the I CL syntax supports explicit task completion constraints 
within goal expressions. of conditions are met. 

65. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 wherein the 
trigger mechanism is a communication trigger that monitors 
communication events and performs the certain action when 
a certain communication event occurs. 

66. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 wherein the 
trigger mechanism is a data trigger that monitors a state of 
a data repository and performs the certain action when a 
certain data state is obtained. 

67. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 66 wherein the 
data repository is local to the facilitator agent. 

68. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 66 wherein the 
data repository is remote from the facilitator agent. 

69. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 wherein the 
trigger mechanism is a task trigger having a set of condi
tions. 

70. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61, the facilitator 
agent further including a global database accessible to at 
least one of the service-providing electronic agents. 

71. A software-based, flexible computer architecture for 
communication and cooperation among distributed elec
tronic agents, the architecture contemplating a distributed 
computing system comprising: 

a plurality of service-providing electronic agents; 
an Interagent Communication Language (ICL), wherein 

the inter-agent language includes: 

76. A computer architecture as recited in claim 75 wherein 
possible types of task completion constraints include use of 

45 specific agent constraints and response time constraints. 
77. A computer architecture as recited in claim 75 wherein 

the ICL syntax supports explicit task completion advisory 
suggestions within goal expressions. 

78. A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein 
50 the ICL syntax supports explicit task completion advisory 

suggestions within goal expressions. 
79. A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein 

each autonomous service-providing electronic agent defines 
and publishes a set of capability declarations or solvables, 

55 expressed in ICL, that describes services provided by such 
electronic agent. 

60 

80. A computer architecture as recited in claim 79 wherein 
an electronic agent's solvables define an interface for the 
electronic agent. 

81. A computer architecture as recited in claim 80 wherein 
the possible types of solvables includes procedure solvables, 
a procedure solvable operable to implement a procedure 
such as a test or an action. 

82. A computer architecture as recited in claim 81 wherein 
65 the possible types of solvables further includes data 

solvables, a data solvable operable to provide access to a 
collection of data. 
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83. A computer architecture as recited in claim 82 wherein 
the possible types of solvables includes a data solvable 
operable to provide access to modify a collection of data. 

84. A computer architecture as recited in claim 71 wherein 
a planning component of the facilitating engine are distrib
uted across at least two computer processes. 

85. A computer architecture as recited in claim 71 wherein 
an execution component of the facilitating engine is distrib
uted across at least two computer process. 

86. A data wave carrier providing a transport mechanism 
for information communication in a distributed computing 
environment having at least one facilitator agent and at least 
one active client agent, and an Interagent Communication 
Language (ICL), wherein the ICL includes: 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types 
and parameter lists associated with one or more of the 
events, wherein the parameter lists further refine the 
one or more events; and 

38 
includes one or more of domain-independent coordination 
strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and application
specific reasoning comprising rules and learning algorithms 
for satisfying one or more requests for service from said at 

5 least one active client agent, the data wave carrier compris
ing a signal representation of an inter-agent language 
description of an active client agent's functional capabilities. 

87. A data wave carrier as recited in claim 86, the data 
wave carrier further comprising a corresponding signal 

10 representation of said one or more requests for service in the 
inter-agent language from a first agent to a second agent. 

88. A data wave carrier as recited in claim 86, the data 
wave carrier further comprising a signal representation of a 
goal dispatched to an agent for performance from a facili-

15 tator agent. 
89. A data wave carrier as recited in claim 88 wherein a 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals, triggers 
and data elements associated with the events; 20 

later state of the data wave carrier comprises a signal 
representation of a response to the dispatched goal including 
results and/or a status report from the agent for performance 
to the facilitator agent. 

wherein said at least one facilitator agent is operable to 
construct a goal satisfaction plan by using reasoning that * * * * * 
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define user preferences comprises means for providing a 

user with an opportunity to designate a preference 

level for a plurality of preference attributes. 

23. The system defined in claim 20 further 

comprising means for providing software from the 

program guide server to the program guide client 

according to the user preferences. 

24. The system defined in claim 20 further 

comprising means for providing Internet links from the 

program guide server to the program guide client 

.according to the user preferences. 

25. A client-server interactive television 
program guide system for.scheduling reminders according 

to user defined expressions, comprising: 

means for providing a user. with an 

opportunity to define an expression with an interactive 

television program guide client implemented on user 

television equipment, without requiring the user to 

navigate the Internet; 

means for processing the expression with 

a program guide server to find programs that satisfy 

the expression; and 
means for scheduling with the program 

guide server reminders for programs that satisfy the 

expression. 

26. The system defined in claim 25 wherein 

the means for scheduling with the program guide server 

reminders for programs that satisfy the expression 

comprises means for providing at least one message from 

the program guide server to the program guide client 
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before each of the programs that satisfy the expression 

begin. 

27. The system defined in claim 25 wherein 

the means for scheduling with the program guide server 

reminders for programs that satisfy the expression 

.comprises means for providing program identifiers for 

each of the programs that satisfy the expression from 

the program guide server to the program guide client. 

28. A client-server interactive television 
program guide system for scheduling programs for 

recording according to user defined expressions, 

comprising: 

means for providing a user with an 

opportunity to define an expression with an interactive 

television program guide client implemented on user 

television equipment, without requiring the user to 

navigate the Internet; 

means for processing the expression with 

a program guide server to find programs that satisfy 

the expression; and 

means for scheduling with the program 

guide server the programs that satisfy the expression 

for recording. 

29. The system defined in claim 28 wherein 

the means for scheduling with the program guide server 

the programs that satisfy the expression for recording 
comprises means for scheduling with the program guide 

server the programs that satisfy the expression for 

recording by the user television equipment. 

30. The system defined in claim 28 wherein 

the means for scheduling with the program guide server 
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the programs that satisfy the expression for recording 

comprises means for scheduling with the program guide 

server the programs that satisfy the expression for 

recording by the program guide server. 

31. A client-server interactive television 

program .guide system for parentally controlling 
programs according to user defined expressions, 

comprising: 

means for providing a user with an 

opportunity to define an expression with an interactive 

television program guide client implemented on user 

television equipment, without requiring the user to 
navigate the Internet; 

means for processing the expression with 

a program guide server to find programs that satisfy 

the expression; and 

means for locking with the program guide 

server programs that satisfy the expression. 

32. The system defined in claim 31 wherein 

the means for locking with the program guide server 

programs that satisfy the expression comprises means 

for indicating to the program guide client that the 

programs that satisfy the expression are locked. 

33. A client-server interactive television 

program guide system for tracking a user's viewing 

history, comprising: 
means for tracking a user's viewing 

history with a program guide server; 

means for indicating ori user television 

equipment programs that are consistent with the user's 

viewing.history and that the user has not watched, with 
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an interactive television program guide client 

implemented on the user television equipment. 

PCT/US99/19~1 

34. The system defined in claim 33 wherein 

the means for tracking the user's viewing history 

comprises means for storing a user defined expression 

with the program guide server. 

35. The system defined in claim 33 wherein 

the means for tracking the user's viewing history 

comprises means for calculating user demographic values 
with the program guide server. 

36. The system defined in claim 33 further 

comprising: 

·means for providing a user with an 

opportunity to define a user preference profile with 

the interactive televis1on program guide client 

implemented on user television equipment; and 

means for finding programs with the 

program guide server that are consistent with the user 

prefere~ce profile, wherein: 

the means for indicating on user 

television equipment the programs found by the program 

guide server that are consistent with the user's 

viewing history and that the user has not watched 

comprises means for indicating on user television 

equipment the programs found by the program guide 

server that are consistent with the user's viewing 

history and the user preference profile and that the 

user has not watched. 

37. The system defined in claim 36 further 

comprising: 
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means for targeting advertising with the 

program guide server based on the user's viewing 

history; and 

means for displaying the advertising 

with the interactive television program guide client on 

the user television equipment. 

38. The system defined in claim 36 further 

comprising means for collecting program ratings 

information with the program guide server based on the 

user's viewing history. 

39. A client-server .interactive television 

program guide system comprising: 

a program guide server; 

user television equipment on which an 

interactive television program guide client is 

implemented, wherein the interactive television program 

guide client is programmed to provide a user with an 

opportunity to define user preferences without 

requiring the user to navigate the Internet; and 

a communications path over which the 

user preferences are provided by the interactive 

television program guide client to the program guide 

server. 

40. The system defined in claim 39 wherein: 

the program guide server is programmed 

to generate a viewing recommendation based on the user 

preferences; and 

the interactive television program guide 

client is further programmed to display the viewing · 

recommendation on the user television equipment. 
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41. The system defined in claim 39 wherein 

the interactive television program guide client is 

further programmed to provide a user with an 

opportunity to designate a preference level for a 

plurality of preference attributes. 

42. The system defined in claim 39 wherein 

the program guide server is programmed to provide 

software to the interactive television program guide 

client according to the user preferences. 

43. The system defined in claim 39 wherein 

the program guide server is programmed to provide 

Internet links to the interactive television program 

guide client according to the user preferences. 

44. A client-server interactive television 

program guide system for scheduling reminders according 

to user defined expressions, comprising: 

user television equipment on which an 

interactive television program guide client is 

implemented, wherein the program guide client is 

programmed to provide a user with an opportunity to 

define an expression without requiring the user to 

navigate the Internet; 
a communications path over which the 

expression is provided by the interactive television 

program guide client to a program guide server, wherein 

the program guide server is programmed to find programs 

that satisfy the expression and schedule reminders for 

programs that satisfy the expression. 

45. The system defined in claim 44 wherein 

scheduling with the program guide server reminders for 

programs that satisfy the expression comprises 
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providing at least one message from the program guide 

server to the program guide client before each of the 

programs that satisfy the expression begin. 

46. The system defined in claim 44 wherein 

the program guide server is further programmed to 

provide program identifiers for each of the programs 

that satisfy the expression to the interactive 

television program guide client over the communications 
path. 

47. A client-server interactive television 

program guide system for scheduling programs for 

recording. according to user defined expressions, 

comprising: 

user television equipment on which an 

interactive television program guide client is 

implemented, wherein the interactive television program 

guide client is programmed to provide a user with an 
opportunity to define an expression without requiring 

the user to navigate the Internet; 

a communications path over which the 

expression is provided by the interactive television 

program guide client to a program guide server, wherein 

the program guide server.is programmed to find programs 

that satisfy the expression and schedule the programs 

that satisfy the expression for recording. 

48. The system defined in claim 47 wherein: 

the user television equipment comprise·s 

a storage device; and 

the program guide server is further 

programmed to schedule the programs that satisfy the 

expression for recording by the storage device. 
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49. The system defined in claim 47 wherein 

the program guide server comprises a storage device on 

which the programs that satisfy the expression are 

stored. 

50. A client-server interactive television 

program guide system for parentally controlling 

programs according to user defined expressions, 

comprising: 

user television equi~ment on which an 

interactive television program guide client is 

implemented, wherein the interactive television program 

guide client is programmed to provide a user with an 

opportunity to define an expression without requiring 

the user to navigate the Internet; 

a communications path over which the 

interactive television program guide client provides 
the expression to a program guide server, wherein the 

program guide server is programmed to find programs 

that satisfy the expression and lock programs that 

satisfy the expression. 

51. The system defined in claim 50 wherein 

the program guide server is programmed to indicate to 

the interactive televis~on program guide client the 

locked programs over the communications path; and 

the interactive television program guide 

client is further programmed to indicate to the user 

the locked programs with the user television equipment. 

52. A client-server interactive television 

program guide system for tracking a user's viewing 

history, comprising: 

user television equipment on which an 

interactive television program guide client is 
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implemented, wherein the interactive television program 

guide client is programmed to provide viewing history 

information to a program guide server over a 

communications path, wherein: 

the program guide server is programmed 

to find programs based on the viewing history 

information and to indicate the programs to the 

interactive television program guide client over the 

communications path; and 

the interactive television program guide 

client is further programmed to indicate on the user 

television equipment a subset of the programs wherein 

the subset of the programs are programs that the user 

has not watched. 

53. The system defined in claim 52 wherein 

the program guide server is further programmed to 

calculate user demographic values based on the viewing 

history information. 

54. The system defined in claim 52 wherein: 

the interactive television program guide 

client is further programmed to provide user preference 

information to the program guide server over the 

communications path; and 

the program guide server is further 

programmed to obtain programs based on the us~r 

preference information and to indicate the programs to 

the interactive television program guide client. 

55. The system defined in claim 54 wherein: 

the program guide server is programmed 

to target advertisements based on the user preference 

information and to provide the advertisements to·the 
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interactive television program guide client over the 

communications path; and 

the interactive television program guide 

client is further programmed to display the 
advertisements on the user television equipment. 

56. The system defined in claim 54 wherein 
the program guide server is further programmed to 

collect program ratings information based on the 
viewing history information. 
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Description 

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document contains material which is subject to copyright protection. Th 
copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent disclo-

5 sure, as it app ars in the Patent and Trademark Office patent file or records, but otherwise reserves all copyright rights 
whatsoever. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

to The present invention relates to computer graphical display of motion video and, in particular; to a method and 
apparatus for facilitating inclusion of motion video in multimedia computer displays. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

t5 Video servers, including networked video servers, transmit "bit streams• to a video client. Such bit streams, which 
are sometimes referred to as •streams, • generally represent video and/or audio signals which represent titles in a 
library of multimedia sources. Examples of titles of such a library typically include recordings of motion pictures. In 
general, a video server receives from a video client a request for a particular title and transmits a stream of the particular 
title to the video client. An example of a video client is a set top box which is generally known and which decodes the 

20 stream received from the video server and transmits the decoded signal to a connected television. The requesting of 
a particular title, receiving the stream of the particular title, and decoding the stream for display on a television are 
collectively and generally referred to as video on demand. 

Examples of such video on demand servers are described in U.S. Patent Application Serial Number 08/572,639, 
filed December 14, 1995 by Kallol Mandai and Steven Kleiman and entitled "Method and Apparatus for Delivering 

25 Simultaneous Constant Bit Rate Compressed Video Streams at Arbitrary Bit Rates with Constrained Drift and Jitter• 
(hereinafter the '639 Application) and in U.S. Patent Application Serial Number 08/572,648, filed December 14, 1995 
by Kallal Mandai and Steven Kleiman and entitled "Method and Apparatus for Distributing Network Bandwidth on a 
Video Server for Transmission of Bit Streams Across Multiple Network Interfaces Connected to a Single Internet Pro
tocol (IP) Network" (hereinafter the '648 Application). Both the '639 Application and the '648 Application are incorporated 

30 herein in their entirety by reference. 
The popularity of the Internet global network is growing extremely rapidly, and perhaps the most popular protocol 

of the Internet is the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) of the World Wide Web. According to the HTTP protocol of 
the World Wide Web, documents, which are generally referred to as •pages. • incorporate text, graphical images, sound, 
and motion video which, when viewed, form a multimedia presentation to user. Such pages are typically viewed using 

35 a World Wide Web browser, which is a computer process capable of retrieving HTTP pages and presenting the contents 
of such pages to a user of a computer system through output devices such as a computer video display device and a 
computer audio circuit coupled to one or more audio speakers. An example of a World Wide Web browser is the 
Netscape browser available from Netscape Communications Corporation of Mountain View, California. 

To display.motion video, conventional browsers typically (i) transfer to the computer system in which the browser 
40 executes an entire data file which includes data representing a title and (ii) subsequently initiate execution of a player 

computer process which displays the title to the user on a computer display device. The player computer process is 
separate from the browser and therefore displays the motion video of the title outside of the page displayed by the 
browser. In addition, transferring the entire data file prior to displaying the motion video of the title delays substantially 
the display of the motion video since such data files are typically quite large, e.g., typically 1.8 gigabytes of data to 

45 represent a two-hour, VHS-quality motion picture. 
Currently, no browser is capable of seamlessly integrating motion video streams into a page of the World Wide Web. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

50 In accordance with the present invention, a computer process which requests streams of motion video titles and 
decodes and displays the motion video signals of the stream for display in a computer display device is constructed 
in the form of an apple! of a multimedia document viewer such as a World Wide Web browser. Accordingly, a designer 
of muHimedia documents such as HTML pages can easily incorporate motion video titles into such HTML pages by 
specifying a few parameters of a desired title or a desired portion of a title to be requested from a video server. The 

55 specification of the parameters is in the general form of a well-known parameter specification format dictated by the 
particular interface of the computer instruction language in which the apple! is written. 

The apple! builds bit stream control signals from the specification of the title or the portion of the title. The bit stream 
control signals request transmission of the title or the portion of the title from a bit stream server such as a video server 
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and ar in a fonn appropriate for processing by th bit stream server. The apple! tmnsmits the bit stream control signals 
to the bit stream server to thereby request that th bit stream server initiate transmission of a bit stream r presenting 
the requested title or the requested portion of th title. 

The applet also builds decoder control signals from the specification of the title or the portion of the title. The 
s decoder control signals direct a bit stream decoder to receive the requested bit stream from the bit stream server and 

to decode a motion video signal from the bit stream. Th apple! transmits the decoder control signals to the decoder 
to cause the decoder to receive the bit stream and to decode the motion video signal from the bit stream. 

By using an apple! of a multimedia document viewer to request and control receipt by a decoder of a motion video 
bit stream and to control decoding of the motion video bit stream by the decoder, a designer of a multimedia document 

10 can easily and conveniently include motion video images in multimedia documents. In addition, since the applet trans
mits bit stream control signals to a video server, the motion video signals which can be incorporated into a multimedia 
document are any such motion video signals stored in such a video server. Such video servers will likely include a 
large number and wide variety of motion video signals, thereby providing a wealth of motion video content for inclusion 
in multimedia documents. 

15 The present invention will now be further described, by way of example, with reference to the accompanying 
drawings, in which:-

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a computer system which is connected to a video server through a network and 
which includes a multimedia document viewer which in tum processes an apple! to include motion video images in a 
representation of a multimedia document in accordance with the presenting invention. 

20 Figure 2 is a block diagram showing the multimedia document viewer, apple!, and video server of Figure 1 in 
greater detail: 

Figure 3 is a block diagmm of an applet tag of Figure 2 in greater detail. 
Figure 4 is a block diagmm of the applet of Figure 2 in greater detail. 

25 DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In accordance with the present invention, a multimedia document 206 (Figure 2) includes an apple! 214 which 
causes a multimedia document viewer 202 to execute an applet 212. Execution of applet 212 requests transmission 
of a bit stream of a particular title from a video server 250 and controls receipt and decoding of the bit stream by a 

30 decoder 204. Decoder 204, in response to control signals received from apple! 212, decodes the received bit stream 
to produce a motion video image and displays the motion video image as an integral part of the representation of 
multimedia document 206. To include a motion video image as an integral part of a multimedia document, a designer 
of the multimedia document simply includes in the multimedia document an applet tag, e.g., applet tag 214, which 
specifies (i) apple! 212, (ii) video servoer 250 as the source of a bit stream, and (iii) the particular bit stream to request 

35 from video server 250. A brief description of the operating environment of multimedia document viewer 202 and applet 
212 facilitates appreciation ofthe present invention. 

Figure 1 is a block diagmm of a computer system 100 which is generally of the architecture of most computer 
systems available today. Computer system 100 includes a processor 102 which fetches computer instructions from a 
memory 104 through a bus 106 and executes those computer instructions. In executing computer instructions fetched 

40 from memory 104, processor 102 can retrieve data from or write data to memory 104, display infonnation on one or 
more computer display devices 130, or receive command signals from one or more user-input devices 120. Processor 
102 can be, for example, any of the SPARC processors available from Sun Microsystems, Inc. of Mountain View, 
California. Memory 104 can include any type of computer memory including, without limitation, randomly accessible 
memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), and storage devices which include magnetic and optical storage media 

45 such as magnetic or optical disks. Computer 100 can be, for example, any of the SPARCstation workstation computer 
systems available from Sun Microsystems, Inc. of Mountain View, California. 

Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun Logo, Java and Hot Java are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Mi
crosystems, Inc. in the United States and other countries. All SPARC trademarks are used under license and are 
trademarks of SPARC International, Inc. in the United States and other countries. Products bearing SPARC trademarks 

50 are based upon an architecture developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
Computer display devices 130 can include generally any computer display device such as a printer, a cathode my 

tube (CRT), light-emitting diode (LED) display, or a liquid crystal display (LCD). User input devices 120 can include 
generally any user input device such as a keyboard, a keypad, an electronic mouse, a trackball, a digitizing tablet, 
thumbwheels, a light-sensitive pen, a touch-sensitive pad, or voice-recognition circuitry. 

55 Computer system 100 also includes network access circuitry 140 which is coupled to processor 102 and memory 
104 through bus 106 and which is coupled to a network 150. In accordance with control signals received from processor 
102 through bus 106, network access circuitry 140 coordinates transfer of data through network 150 between network 
access circuitry 140 and similar network access circuitry (not shown) in computer 1008 or other computer systems 
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coupled to com put r syst m 100 through network 150. Th transfer of data through network 150 is conventional. Since 
a video stream r pres nting a VHS-quality motion picture encoded in MPEG-1 format has a bit rat of approximately 
1.5 Mbit/second to 2 Mbit/second, a useful minimum threshold is that network access circuitry 140 is capable of r -
ceiving data at a rate of at least 2 Mbit/second. Higher quality motion video images hav bit rates as high as 8 MbiV 

5 second or high r. Ther fore, in one mbodiment, network ace ss circuitry 140 is capable of receiving data at a rate of 
at least 8 MbiVsecond. Network access circuitry 140 can be generally any circuitry Which is used to transfer data 
between a computer system and network such as computer system 100 and network .150 and can be, for example, 
an Ethernet controller chip. 

A number of computer processes execute in processor 102 from memory 104, including a multimedia document 
10 viewer 202 and a decoder 204. Multimedia document viewer 202 is a computer process which reads a multimedia 

document 206 and displays the multimedia information specified in multimedia document 206 in one or more of com
puter display devices 130. In one embodiment, multimedia document 206 is a document in HTML format and multimedia 
document viewer 202 is an HTML viewer such as the Netscape World Wide Web browser available from Netscape 
Communications Corporation of Mountain View, California. Multimedia document viewer 202 and multimedia document 

15 206 are shown in greater detail in Figure 2. 
Multimedia document viewer 202 retrieves data and tags from a multimedia document such as multimedia docu

ment 206. A tag is data which is not itself substantive content of a multimedia document but instead provides format 
information and can include specification of substantive content which is to be included in the multimedia document 
and which is located in memory 104 outside of multimedia document 206. For example, a tag can specify a file stored 

20 in memory 104 as containing a graphical image Which is to be included as substantive content of multimedia document 
206. The data and tags of multimedia document 206 collectively define the composition, including substantive content 
and formatting, of multimedia document 206; and multimedia document viewer 202 displays such substantive content 
in one or more of computer display devices 130 (Figure 1) in accordance with the data and tags of multimedia document 
206. In one embodiment, multimedia document 206 is an HTML document, and the data and tags of multimedia doc-

25 ument 206 comport with the HTML language. Multimedia document 206 includes an apple! tag 214 (Figure 2) which 
specifies an apple! 212 and a number of operational characteristics of applet212 as described more completely below. 

Multimedia document viewer 202 includes an applet interpreter 210 which retrieves from applet 212 computer 
instructions and translates such computer instructions into computer instructions of a form appropriate for execution 
by processor 102 (Figure 1) and submits the translated computer instructions to processor 102 for execution. In one 

30 embodiment, applet interpreter 210 (Figure 2) translates and submits for execution a single computer instruction of 
apple! 212 prior to translation and submission for execution of a subsequent computer instruction of applet 212. Apple! 
interpreter 210 can be, for example, the Java applet interpreter or the Hot Java World Wide Web browser available 
from Sun Microsystems, Inc. and, in such an embodiment, apple! 212 comports with the Java computer instruction 
language interpreted by the Java apple! interpreter. As described more completely below, applet 212 is a novel applet 

35 which, when executed by processor 102 (Figure 1) through applet interpreter 210 (Figure 2), requests a title from a 
video server 250 and causes the received bit stream representing the requested title to be decoded in a decoder 204 
and displayed in a computer display device ~san integral part of a multimedia display of multimedia document 206. 

In executing the computer instructions of apple! 212, applet interpreter 210 transmits, through network 150 (Figure 
1 ), control signals to an applications programming interface (API) 252 (Figure 2) of a video server 250 which executes 

40 within a computer system 160 (Figure 1). Illustrative examples of video server 250 of computer system 160 are de
scribed in the '639 and '648 Applications. API252 (Figure 2) of video server 250 implements a remote procedure calling 
(RPC) protocol in which API 252 controls video server 250 in response to control signals received by API 252. For 
example, in response to control signals Which request a title and Which are transmitted to API 252 by apple! interpreter 
210, API 252 causes a bit pump 254 of video server 250 to initiate transmission through network 150 (Figure 1) to 

45 decoder 204 (Figure 2) of a bit stream representing the requested title. In addition, API 252 can transmit to applet 
interpreter 210 status information regarding a title stored within video server 250 or regarding a bit stream transmitted 
by bit pump 254 in response to control signals requesting such status information. 

Decoder 204 is a computer process executing within processor 102 (Figure 1) from memory 104. Decoder 204 
receives data representing a motion video display encoded in a particular format. In one embodiment, decoder 204 is 

so the MPEG Expert (MPX) decoder available from Applied Vision and decodes motion video signals according to the 
MPEG~1 encoding format. Applet interpreter 210 transmits to decoder 204 control signals Which control the decoding 
by decoder 204 of the bit stream received from bit pump 254 of video server 250. Specifically, applet interpreter 210 
transmits to decoder 204 control signals directing decoder 204 to start or stop decoding the bn stream received from 
bit pump 254 or specifying characteristics of the bit stream received from bit pump 254 such as the bit rate, encoding 

55 format, and the coordinates of a particular location within one or more of computer display devices 130 (Figure 1) in 
which to display the decoded motion video images. In addition, applet 212 determines which communications port 
through network access circuitry 140 (Figure 1) the bit stream is to be received and transmits to decoder 204 (Figure 
2) control signals identifying the selected communications port. Applet 212 can therefore determine which communi-

4 
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cations ports are used by other applications and can avoid conflicts resulting from access of decoder 204 of a com
munications port by selecting a communications port which is not used by another computer process of comput r 
system 1 00 (Figure 1 ). 

Apple! tag 214 is shown in greater detail in Figure 3. Apple! tag 214 includes a number of fields which collectively 
5 define a bit stream to be received and decoded for display by decoder 204 (Figure 2). A field is a collection of data 

which collectively define a item of information. Applet tag 214 includes (i) an applet identifier field 302. (ii) a width field 
304, (iii) a height field 306, (iv) a server identifier field 308, and (v) an encoding format field 310. Apple! tag 214 can 
also include any of the following optional fields: (vi) a title field 312, (vii) an image field 314, (viii) a play/pause field 
316, (ix) a start field 318, and (x) a duration field 320. 

10 Applet identifier field 302 specifies apple! 212 as the apple! to be retrieved and executed by apple! interpreter 210. 
Width field 304 and height field 306 specify the width and height, respectively, in display coordinate space of a computer 
display device, i.e., specify the size of the viewport in which the decoded motion video image is displayed. Server 
identifier field 308 specifies video server 250 (Figure 2) as the source of the desired bit stream. Encoding format field 
310 (Figure 3) specifies the particular encoding format, e.g., MPEG1SYS encoding format, altha bit stream received 

15 by decoder 204 (Figure 2). Title field 312 (Figure 3) specifies the particular title to be retrieved from server 250 (Figura 
2). Alternatively, title field 312 can specify the address of a multicast bit stream. 

Image field 314 (Figure 3), if included, specifies a still video image to be displayed in the space specified by width 
field 304 and height field 306 if the title specified by title field 312 is unavailable. Play/pause field 316, if included, 
specifies whether the motion video image received from video server 250 (Figure 2) is initially in a play state or in a 

20 paused state. Start field 318 (Figure 3), if included, specifies an offset into the title of a portion of the title, i.e., the point 
within the title at which the bit stream should begin. For example, start field 318 can specify that the requested bit 
stream begin at 3 minutes and 10 seconds into the title. Duration field 320, if included specifies the duration of a desired 
portion of the title. For example, duration field 320 can specify that a 30-minute portion of the title is requested. In one 
embodiment, start field 31 8 and duration field 320 are specified in terms of an integer number of nanoseconds. 

25 Thus, by specifying the few fields described above and shown in Figure 3, a designer of multimedia document 206 
can include as an integral part of multimedia document 206 a motion video image retrieved from video server 250. The 
following is an illustrative example of applet tag 214 in HTML format. 

<apple! code="SunMediaCenterPiayer.class• width=704 height=520> 
30 <param name=port value="1973"> 

35 

<par am name=format value="MPEG 1 SYS"> 
<param name=host value="sqas-6"> 
<param name=img value="limages/bkgx.gif"> 
<lapplet> 

Apple! 212 (Figure 2) includes computer instructions which, when executed, request a title from video server 250 
and control decoding and display of the decoded motion video signals by decoder 204 and is shown in greater detail 
in Figure 4. The computer instructions of apple! 212 are organized into various levels, each of which defines a respective 
component of the behavior of applet 212. Applet 212 includes a player level 402, an AP11evel404, a decoder level 

40 406, and a detailed decoder level 408. 
Player level 402 includes computer instructions which, when executed, implement a graphical user interface in 

which a user can control the bit stream received by video server 250 (Figure 2) and the display of the decoded motion 
video signals of the bit stream by physical manipulation of one or more of user input devices 120 (Figure 1). In one 
embodiment, the computer instructions of player level 402 (Figure 4), when executed, cause graphical and/or textual 

45 representation of control mechanisms to be displayed in one or more of computer display devices 130 (Figure 1 ). Such 
control mechanisms are known and conventional and include, without limitation, virtual buttons, pull<lown menus, 
virtual radio buttons, virtual check boxes, and sliding scroll bars. In a conventional manner, a user activates one or 
more of such control mechanisms by physical manipulation of one or more of user input devices 120 (Figure 1) and 
such physical manipulation results in receipt by player level402 (Figure 4) of applet 212 of signals and/or data repre-

50 senting such activation. 
API1evel404 includes computer instructions which, when executed, implement the RPC protocol of API252 (Figure 

2) of video server 250 and invoke RPC calls to API 252 to control the bit stream transmitted by bit pump 254 in ac
cordance with interaction of a user with the graphical user interface implemented by player level402 (Figure 4). 

Decoder level406 and detailed decoder level408 collectively control operation of decoder 204 (Figure 2), generally 
55 controlling the decoding of the bit stream received from video server 250 by decoder 204 and the display in a computer 

display device of the decoded {TlOtion video image. Decoder level 406 includes computer instructions and data struc
tures which. are not specific to any particular decoder, while detailed decoder level408 includes computer instructions 
and data structures which are specific to decoder 204. It is generally preferred that detailed decoder level 408 is as 

5 
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small and simple as possible such that the majority of computer instructions of decoder levels 406 and 408 ar included 
in decoder level 406. Accordingly, adapting applet 212 (Figure 2) to operat in conjunction with a decoder oth r than 
decoder 204 requir s modification of only detailed decoder level 408 and, therefor , as littl modification as possible. 

App ndix A is a computer sourc code listing of a preferred embodiment of applet 212. Th modules of Appendix 
s A ar written in the Java apple! computer instruction language developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. of Mountain View, 

California. The computer instructions of the Java applet computer instruction language are object-oriented, and each 
of the modules of Appendix A represents a respective class of objects. Player level402 (Figure 4), in this embodiment, 
includes classes SunMediaCenterPiayer, Player, and PositionSiider as defined in the computer source code listing of 
Appendix A. API level 404, in this embodiment, includes classes MsmPiayer, MsmSession, MsmAccessRight, Msm-

10 Persistence, MsmPiaylist, MsmToString, Msmltem, MsmTrtleltem, MsmDeadAirltem, MsmException, XdrBiock, and 
PortMapper as defined in the computer source code listing of Appendix A. Decoder level 406, in this embodiment, 
includes classes Decoder and Decoderlmpl as defined in the computer source code listing of Appendix A. Detailed 
decoder level408, in this embodiment, includes class MpxDecoderlmpl as defined in the computer source code listing 
of Appendix A. 

15 In the preferred embodiment of the present invention defined by Appendix A, a module "loop• includes computer 
instructions of the C computer instruction language and defines a loop computer process which executes independently 
of multimedia document viewer 202 (Figure 2). The loop computer process cooperates with multimedia document 
viewer 202 and decoder 204 to request and receive from video server 250 bit streams representing multicast motion 
video signals. 

20 The above description is illustrative only and is not limiting. The present invention is therefore defined solely and 
completely by the appended claims together with their full scope of equivalents. 
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APPENDlXA 

5 

SunMediaCenterPiayer 

/* 
10 * @ ( #) SunMediaCenterPlayer. java 

* 
* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 

15 * author Christopher Lindblad 

20 
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* 
*I 

import java.applet.*; 
import java.awt.*; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.io.*; 
import COM.Sun.isg.smcjc.*; 

public class SunMediaCenterPlayer extends Applet { 
private Player player; 
private TextArea reporter; 
private Thread thread; 

public SunMediaCenterPlayer(J { 
setLayout(new BorderLayout()); 
player= new Player(); 
add("Center", .player); 

t 

public synchronized void init() { 
if (reporter !=null && reporter.getParent() 

remove(reporter); 

try 

reporter.setText(""); 
validate(); 

int port=getParameterint("port",-1); 
int vc=getParameterint("vc",-1); 

if (vc!=-1) { 
player.init( 
getParameterRequired ("host") , 
getParameterRequired("title"), 

7 

this) { 
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getParameterLong("start", OL), 
getParameterLong("duration", OL), 
getParameterString("loop", 

"false") .equalsignoreCase("true"), 
getParameterString("cmd", "play"), 
getParameterimage("img", null), 

VC, !I II I 

getParameterURL("CC"), 
getParameterRequired("interface")); 

}else{ 
if (port==-1) { 

player.init( 
getParameterRequired("host"), 
getParameterRequired("title"), 
get~arj.meterLong ("start", OL), 
getParameterLong ("duration", OL), 
getParameterString("loop", 

"false") . equalsignoreCase ("true"), 
getParameterString("cmd", "play"), 
getParameterimage("img", null), 

port,"", 
getParameterURL("CC"},null); 

} 
} 

} 

}else{ 
player.init( 
getParameterRequired("host"}, 
"none",OL,OL,false,"play", 
getParameterlmage("img", null), 

port, 
getParameterRequired("format"), 

getParameterURL("CC"),null); 

catch (IOException e) { 
report(e, "parsing Sun MediaCenter player parameters"); 

public synchronized void start() { 
try player.start(); catch (IOException e) 

report(e, "starting a Sun MediaCenter player"); 

public synchronized void stop() { 
try player.stop(); catch (IOException e) 

report(e, "stopping a Sun MediaCenter player"); 

a 
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private String getParameterRequired(String key) throws 
IOException { 

String val= getParameter(key); 
5 if (val ~= null) return val; 

to 
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throw new IOException("missing required parameter"+ key); 
} 

private int getParameterlntRequired{String key) throws 
IOException { 

String val= getParameter(key); 
if (val != null) 

try return Integer.parselnt(val); catch 
{NumberFormatException e) 

throw new IOException( 
_ ·~arameter " + key + " is not a valid int: " + 

val); 
; 

throw new IOException("missing required parameter .. + key); 
} 

private URL getParameterURL(String key) { 
URL res=null; 

String val= getParameter(key); 
if (val == null) return null; 

try res=new URL(val); 
catch (MalformedURLException e) try res=new 

URL(getDocumentBase(),val); 
catch (MalformedURLException f) 

System.out.println("MalformedURLException"); 
return res; 

private String getParameterString(String key, String dfltl { 
String val= getParameter(key); 
if (val == null) return dflt; 
return val; 

} 

private int getParameterint(String key, int dflt) throws 
IOException ( 

String val= getParameter(key); 
if (val == null) return dflt; 
try return Integer.parseint{val); catch 

(NumberFormatException e) 
throw new IOException( 

.. parameter .. + key+ .. is not a valid int: .. +val); 

9 
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private long getParameterLong(String key, long dflt) throws 
IOException ( 

String val= getParameter(key); 
s if (val == null) return dflt; 

e) 
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try return Long.parseLong(val); catch (NumberFormatException 

throw new IOException( 
"parameter"+ key+" is not a valid long: "+val); 

private Image getPararneter!mage(String key, Image dflt) ( 
String val= getParametet(key); 
if (val == null) return dflt; 
return getlma~~(getDocumentBase(), val); 

} 

private synchronized void report(Exception e, String doing) 
ByteArrayOutputStream os =new ByteArrayOutputStream(); 
PrintStream ps =new PrintStream(os); 
ps.print("An error occurred while"); 
ps.print(doing); 
ps.println(":"); 
e.printStackTrace(ps); 
if (reporter == null) ( 

reporter= new TextArea(""); 
reporter.setEditable(false); 

} 
reporter.appendText(os.toString()); 
if (reporter.getParent() !=this) ( 

} 
} 

·add("North", reporter); 
validate() ; 

10 
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I* 
* @(#)Player.java 
+ 

* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
+ 

* version l.lsc 
* author Christopher Lindblad 
* author Stephane CACHAT 
+ 

*/ 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

import java.applet.*; 
import java.awt.*; 

( Msm API & Mpx API ) 
(Closed Caption & Multicasting) 

20 import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 

25 

30 
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public class Player extends Panel implements Runnable { 
private long playDuration; 
private long startOffset; 
private long seekPosition; 
private long tellPosition; 
private double tellPositiond; 
private MsmPlayer player; 
private String host; 
private String titleName; 
private String msg; 
private String format; 
private Image img; 
private Thread thread; 
private Panel controlLine; 
private Panel controlButtons; 
private TextArea reporter; 
private Decoder decoder; 
private PositionSlider positionSlider; 
private Button[] buttons; 
private int cmd = 999; 
private int initialCmd; 
private int port; 
private boolean loop; 
private boolean Msm; 
private URL CC; 
private List CCt; 

11 
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private int ccz~o; 
private String[] CCb=new String[1024); 
private Double[) CCi~new Double[1024); 
private int ccl~o; 
private int CCo=O; 
private int CCm=O; 
private boolean playing = false; 
private TextField CCs; 
private String ATM; 

public Player() { 
setLayout(new BorderLayout()); 
decoder= new Decoder(); 
add("Center", decoder); 

} - " 
public synchronized void init( 
String host, String titleName, 
long startOffset, long playDuration, boolean loop, 
String cmd, Image img,int port,String format,URL CC,String 

throws IOException { 
URLConnection uc; 
Double d; 
String str; 
int i=O; 
int j=O; 

this.port=port; 
if ((port!=-l)&&(ATM==null)) { 

Msm=false; 
}else{ 

Msm=true; 
this.initialCmd parseCmd(crnd); 

} 
this.CC=CC; 
this.ATM;:::;ATM; 

this.host = host; 
this.titleName = titleName; 
this.startOffset = startOffset; 
this.playDuration = playDuration; 
this.loop = loop; 
this.img = img; 
this.format = format; 

if (CC!=null) ( 
CCt= new List(); 
CCt.minimumSize{6); 

12 
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cct.preferred5ize(6); 
uc= CC.openConnection(); 
DatainputStrearn in=new 

DatainputStrearn(uc.getinputStrearn()); 
str="-"; 

CCb[i]=new String("*"); 
CCi[i)=new Double(O.O); 
i++; 
while (in.available()>O) ( 

str=in.readLine(); 
while 

((str.trim() .length()==O)&&(in.available()>O)) str=in.readLine(); 
if (str! =null) { 

j=str. trim () . indexOf ( 1 1
); 

• i,.f (j>O) { 
CCb[i)=newString(str.substring(j+l)) .trim(); 

CCt.additem(CCb[i]); 

} 
} 

} 

if (CCb[i]==null) CCb[i]="*"; 
CCi[i)=new Double(str.substring(O,j) .trim()); 
i++: 

CCm=i-1; 
in. close() ; 

public synchronized void start() throws IOException { 
if (reporter !=null && reporter.getParent() == this) 

rernove(reporter); 
reporter.setText(""); 
validate () ; 

} 
if (thread == null) { 

cmd = initialCrnd; 

} 
} 

thread= new Thread(this); 
thread. start () ; 

public synchronized void stop() throws IOException { 
if (thread != null) 

} 
} 

thread = null; 
notify(); 

13 
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public synchronized boolean action(Event evt, Object arg) 
if (buttons != null && evt.target instanceof Button) { 

Button b = (Button)evt.target; 

} ; 

for (int i = 0; i < buttons.length; i++) 
if (b == buttons [i]) cmd = i; 

} 
notify(); 

if (CC != null && evt.target ==CCt) { 
seekPosition = (long) (new 

Double(CCi[CCt.getSelectedindex()J .doubleValue()*lO) .intValue())* 
100000000; 

cmd == SEEK; 
notify(); 

} ; - f< 

if (CC != null && evt.target==CCs) 
if (CCl<CCm) { 

CCz=CCl+l; 
}else( 

CCz=O; 
} ; 

while((CCz!=CCl)&&(CCb[CCz) .indexOf(CCs.getText())<O)) 
CCz++; 
if (CCz>CCm) CCz=O; 

} 
if (CCb[CCz].indexOf(CCs.getText())>=O) { 

cct.select(CCz); 
cct.makeVisible(CCz+l); 

seekPosition = (long) (new 
Double(CCi[CCt.getSelectedindex()] .doubleValue()*lO) .intValue())* 
100000000; 

cmd = SEEK; 
notify(); 

} 

return true; 
} 

private void setConnect(MsmConnect connect) throws 
IOException { 

try { 
player.setConnect(connect); 

} catch (MsmException e) { 
/* Try it with destTiAddr in beta 0.5 syntax. */ 

System.out.println("DesTiAddr="+connect.destTiAddr); 
InputStream is = new 

14 
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StringBufferinputStream(connect.destTiAddr); 
StreamTokenizer st =new StreamTokenizer(is); 
String host; 

} 
} 

int udpport; 
if(ATM==nulll { 

if (st.nextToken() == StreamTokenizer.TT WORD && 
st.sval.equals("host"l && 
st.nextToken() == '=' && 
st.nextToken() == StreamTokenizer.TT WORD && 
(host • st.sval) != null && -
st.nextToken() == ',' && 
st.nextToken() == StreamTokenizer.TT WORD && 
st.sval.equals("udpport") && -
st.nextToken() == '=' && 
st.nextTaken() == StreamTokenizer.TT NUMBER && 
(udpport = (int)st.nvall != 0) { -
connect.destTiAddr = "beO,"+host+","+udpport; 
player.setConnect(connect); 

} else { 
throw e; · 

} 
}else{ 
throw e; 
} 

public synchronized void run() { 
Thread currentThread = Thread.currentThread(); 
MsmSession session = null; 
MsmTitle title = null; 

Msm!tem[) items = null; 
int speed=O; 

if (Msm) { 
controlButtons =new Panel(); 

controlButtons.setLayout(new FlowLayout{)); 
controlButtons.add(cmds[PAUSE], new 

Button(labels[PAUSE])); 
controlLine =new Panel(); 
controlLine.setLayout(new BorderLayout()); 
controlLine.add("East", controlButtons); 
positionSlider =new PqsitionSlider(this); 
controlLine.add("Center", positionSlider); 
add{"South", controlLine); 

if {CC!=null) ( 

15 
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Panel CCp=new Panel(); 
CCp.setLayout(new BorderLayout()); 
Panel CCq;new Panel(); 
CCq.setLayout(new BorderLayout()); 

CCs= new TextField(15); 
CCs.isEditable(); 

CCq.add("South", CCs); 
Label l=new Label("Search"); 

CCq.add("Center", ll; 
CCp.add("East",CCq); 
ccp.add("Center",CCt); 

controlLine.add("North",CCp); 
} 

- .. 
if (Msm) { 

items= new Msmitern[l); 
session= new MsmSession(host); 
title= session.getTitleStatus(titleName); 
if (playDuration == OL) playDuration = 

title.totalPlayDuration; 
format=title.format; 

} 
decoder.init(format, img,host,port,ATM); 
if (Msm) { 

titleinit(title); 
player= new MsmPlayer(session, info(), 

MsrnPlayer.TIME MAXTIME); 
player.setPersistence(new MsrnPersistence( 

MsmPersistence.TYPE NONE, 
MsrnPlayer.TIME MAXTIME)); 

iterns[O] = new MsmTitleitem( 
titleName, playDuration, startOffset, playDuration, 
playDuration, false, true, title.maxBitRate); 

player.setPlaylist(new MsmPlaylist( 
MsrnPlayer.TIME CURRENT, loop, 0, 

MsmPlayer.TIME MAXTIME, -
It ems , 0 , 0 ) l ; 

setConnect(new MsmConnect( 
decoder.destTiAddr(), decoder.encap(), 

title.maxBitRate)); 
playing = false; 
speed = MsmPlayer.SPEED FORWARD; 

}else{ -
invalidate ( l; 
validate(); 

16 
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} 
while (currentThread == thread) { 

switch {crnd) 
s case NOP: ( 

if {Msrn) ( 
MsrnPlayStatus status = 

player.getPlayStatus(); 
if (tellPosition != status.currentPosition) 

10 tellPosi tion = status. currentPosi tion; 
positionSlider.repaint(); 
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} 

tellPositiond=(tellPosition/1000000000)+3.0; 
if (CC!=null) { 

- ... CCo=CCl; 
while 

((CCi[CCl+l).doubleValue()<tellPositiond)&&(CCl+l<CCmJ J 
while 

((CCi[CCl).doubleValue()>tellPositiond)&&(CCl>O)) CCl--; 
if (CCo!=CCl) { 

CCt.select(CCl-1); 
CCt.makeVisible(CCl); 

} 

CCl++; 

player.setPersistence(new MsmPersistence( 
MsrnPersistence.TYPE NONE, 
status.currentDate+60*1000000000L)); 

break; 

case PAUSE: ( 
decoder.pause(); 
if (Msrn) player.pause(MsrnPlayer.TIME CURRENT); 
decoder.flush(); -
playing == false; 
decoder .play(); 
break; 

} 
case GOTO START: { 

tellPosition = OL; 
if (Msrn) positionSlider.repaint(); 
decoder.stop(); · 
if (Msm) player.play(MsmPlayer.SPEED FORWARD, 

OL, -
OL, 
MsmPlayer.TIME CURRENT); 

decoder.flush(); -

17 
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break; 
} 
case GOTO END: ( 

tellPosition = playDuration; 
if (Msm) positionSlider.repaint(); 
decoder. stop() ; 
if (Msm) player.play(MsmPlayer.SPEED REVERSE, 

playDuration, -
OL, 
MsmPlayer.TIME CURRENT); 

decoder.flush(); -
break; 

case SEEK: { 

} 

tell~osition = seekPosition; 
if (Msm) positionSlider.repaint(); 
if (playing) { 
decoder.flush(); 
if (Msm) player.play(speed, 

seekPosition, 
MsmPlayer.TIME MAXTIME, 
MsrnPlayer.TIME=CURRENT); 

} else { 
long duration = SEEKDURATION; 
long position = seekPosition-duration; 
if (position < OL) f 

duration += position; 
position -= position; 

} 
decoder.play(); 
decoder.flush(); 
if (Msm) player.play(MsrnPlayer.SPEED FORWARD, 

position, -

break; 

duration, 
MsrnPlayer.TIME_CURRENT); 

default: ( 
decoder.play(); 
decoder.flush(); 
if (Msrn) { 

speed = cmd; 
player.play(speed, 

MsmPlayer.TIME CURRENT, 
MsmPlayer.TIME-MAXTIME, 
MsmPlayer.TIME=CURRENT); 

18 
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playing = true; 

} 
} 
cmd = NOP; 

if (CC!=nulll 
if (CCo!=CCl) { 

cct.select(CCl-1); 
CCt.makeVisible(CCll; 

try wait(100); catch (InterruptedException e); 
} 

catch (Exception e) { 
report(e, "communicating with a Sun MediaCenter 

server"); _ ~ 

} finally { 
try { 

player") ; 

try decoder.stop(); catch (Exception e) 
report(e, "stopping a video decoder"); 
· if (Msm) { 

} 

if (player != null) { 
try player.delete(); catch (Exception e) 
report(e, "deleting a Sun MediaCenter 

player = null; 
} 

} finally { 
if (Msm) { 

if (session != null) { 
try session.close(); catch (Exception e) 
report(e, "closing a Sun MediaCenter 

connection"); 

} 
} 

/* 
* Callback from the PositionSlider. 
* Unsynchronized to avoid deadlock. 
* @return value between 0 and 1 indicating where in the file 

we are. 
*I 

public double tell() ( 
~ if (playDuration == OL) return O.OD; 

55 
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return (double)tellPosition I (double)playDuration; 
} 

/* 
* Callback from the PositionSlider. 
* Seek to a relative position in a file. 
* @pararn position Value between 0 and 1 
* indicating where in the file to go. 
*I 

public synchronized void seek(double position) 
if (playDuration == 0) return; 

} 

seekPosition = (long) (position*playDuration); 
crnd = SEEK; 
notify(); 

private String info() throws UnknownHostException ( 
String hostName = 

InetAddress.getLocalHost() .getHostName(); 

.. )"; 

String javaVersion = Systern.getProperty("java.version"); 
String javaVendor = System.getProperty("java.vendor"); 
String osArch = System.getProperty("os.arch"); 
String osName = System.getProperty("os.narne"); 
String osVersion = System.getProperty("os.version"); 
return hostNarne 

+ "Java "+ javaVersion + " (" + javaVendor + ")" 
+ " (" + osArch + " " + osNarne + " " + osVersion + 

private void addButton(int i) { 
buttons[i] =new Button(labels[i]); 
controlButtons.add(crnds(i], buttons[i)); 

} 

/** 
* Initialize for a title. 
* @param title The title to play. 
*I 

private void titleinit(MsmTitle title) throws IOException { 
controlButtons.removeAll(); 
buttons= new Button[labels.length]; 
for (int i = MsmPlayer.SPEED SLOWEST FORWARD; 

i <= MsmPlayer.SPEED SCENE FORWARD; 
i++) { - -

if (title.speedScale[i] != 0) { 
addButton(GOTO_START); 
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break; 
} 
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for (int i = MsmPlayer.SPEED SCENE REVERSE; 
i <= MsmPlayer.SPEED SLOWEST REVERSE; 
i++) { - -

if (title.speedScale[i] != 0) addButton(i); 
} 

addButton(PAUSE); 
for (int i = MsmPlayer.SPEED SLOWEST FORWARD; 

i <= MsmPlayer.SPEED SCENE FORWARD; 
i++) { - -

if (title.speedScale[i] != 0) addButton(i); 
} 
for (int i ~ ~mPlayer.SPEED SCENE REVERSE; 

i <= MsmPlayer.SPEED SLOWEST REVERSE; 
i++) { - -

if Ctitle.speedScale[i) !== O) ( 
addButton(GOTO END); 
break; -

} 
} 

I* recompute layout *I 
controlLine.invalidate(); 
invalidate(); 
validate () ; 
I* resize if we need to */ 
Component c = getParent(); 
while (c != null) { 

if (c instanceof Applet) 

} 
} 

Dimension ps = c.preferredSize(); 
Rectangle b = c.bounds(); 
if (ps.width != b.width II ps.height != b.height) 

II This wedges Netscape Navigator 2.0 
II c.resize(ps.width, ps.height); 

break; 
} 

private void report(Exception e, String doing) { 
ByteArrayOutputStream os =new ByteArrayOutputStrearn(); 
PrintStrearn ps =new PrintStream(os); 
ps.print("An error occurred while"); 
ps.print(doing); 
ps.println(":"); 
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e.printStackTrace(ps); 
if (reporter == null) { 

reporter= new TextArea(""); 
reporter.setEditable(false); 

} 
reporter.appendText(os.toString()); 
if (reporter.getParent() != this) ( 

} 
} 

add("North"l reporter); 
validate() ; 

private int parseCmd(String cmd) throws IOException 
for (int i = 0; i < cmds.length; i++) ( 

if (cmd •. equalsignoreCase (cmds [i))) return i; 
} 
throw new IOException("Not a valid Player command: "+cmd); 

} 

private static final long SEEKDURATION = 4000000000L; 

~ private static final int PAUSE = 16; 
private static final int GOTO START = 17; 
private static final int GOTO-END = 18; 
private static final int SEEK-= 19; 
private static final int NOP = 20; 

30 

35 
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private static 
"1<<<<"1 
"<<<<"I 
"<<<"I 
"<<", 
"<"I 
"I<", 
"I I<" I 
"II I<", 
II> I I I "I 
">I I" I 
">I", 
">", 
">>", 
">>>", 
">>>>", 
">>>>I", 
II I I II, 
"II<<<<", 
">>>>I I", 

final String[] labels = { 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED SCENE REVERSE 

II MsmPlayer.SPEED FASTEST REVERSE 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED-FASTER REVERSE 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED-FAST REVERSE 

II MsmPlayer.SPEED REVERSE -
II MsmPlayer.SPEED SLOW REVERSE 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED-SLOWER REVERSE 
II MsrnPlayer.SPEED-SLOWEST REVERSE 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED-SLOWEST-FORWARD 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED-SLOWER FORWARD 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED-SLOW FORWARD 

II MsmPlayer.SPEED FORWARD -
II MsmPlayer.SPEED FAST FORWARD 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED-FASTER FORWARD 
I! MsmPlayer.SPEED-FASTEST FORWARD 

II MsmPlayer.SPEED SCENE FORWARD 
II PAUSE - -

II GOTO START 
II GOTO-END 
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"" ' "" ' 
II SEEK 
II NOP 

} ; 

private static final 
"scene reverse", 
"fastest reverse", 
II faster reverse" 1 

"fast reverse" 1 

"reverse", 
"slow reverse", 
"slower reverse", 
"slowest reverse", 
"slowest-forward", 
"slower forwal(.d", 
"slow forward" 1 

"play", 
"fast forward" 1 

"faster forward" 1 

"fastest forward", 
"scene forward", 

String() crnds = { 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED SCENE REVERSE 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED-FASTEST REVERSE 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED-FASTER REVERSE 

II MsmPlayer.SPEED FAST REVERSE 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED REVERSE - . 

II MsmPlayer.SPEED SLOW REVERSE 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED SLOWER REVERSE 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED-SLOWEST REVERSE 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED-SLOWEST-FORWARD 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED-SLOWER FORWARD 

II MsmPlayer.SPEED SLOW FORWARD 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED FORWARD -

II MsmPlayer.SPEED FAST FORWARD 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED FASTER FORWARD 

II MsmPlayer.SPEED FASTEST FORWARD 
II MsmPlayer.SPEED SCENE FORWARD 

"pause", I I PAUSE - -
"goto start", 

"goto end", 
"seek", 
"nop", 

) ; 

II GOTO START 
/1 GOTO-END 

//-SEEK 
II NOP 
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P sitionSiider 

/* 
5 * @(#)Positionslider.java 

* 
* Copyright 1995 sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 

10 * author Christopher Lindblad 

15 

* 
*/ 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

import java. awt. *; .. 
import java.io.*; 

class PositionSlider extends Canvas { 
20 private Player player; 

private int hgap; 
private int vgap; 
private int wid; 

25 
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public PositionSlider(Player player) { 
this(player, 5, 5, 6); 

} 

public PositionSlider(Player player, int hgap, int vgap, int 
wid) { 

} 

this.player =player; 
this.hgap = hgap1 
this.vgap ~ vgap; 
this.wid = wid; 

public void update(Graphics g) { 
paint(g); 

} 

public synchronized void paint(Graphics g) { 
Rectangle r =bounds(); 
int position= (int) ((r.width-hgap*2)*player.tell())+hgap; 
g.setColor{getBackground()); 
g.fillRect(O, 0, r.width, vgap*2); 
g.fillRect(O, r.height-vgap*2, r.width, vgap*2); 
g.fillRect(O, vgap*2, r.width-hgap*2, r.height-vgap*2); 
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g.fillRect(r~width-hgap, vgap*2, r.width, r.height-vgap*2); 
g.fill3DRect(hgap, vgap*2, r.width-hgap*~, r.height-vgap*4, 

false); 
g.fill3DRect(position-2, vgap,·wid, r.height-vgap*2, true); 

} 

private synchronized void seek(int x) 
Rectangle r =bounds(); 
double position = ((double) (x-hgap)) I 

((double) (r.width-hgap*2)); 

} 

if (position < O.OD) position 0.00; 
if (position> l.OD) position= l.OD; 
player.seek(position); 

public boolean mouseDown(Event e, int x, int y) ( 
seek(x); 
return true; 

} 

public boolean mouseDrag(Event e, int x, int y) ( 
seek(x); 
return true; 

} 
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MsmPiayer 

/* 
* @(#)MsmPlayer.java 
* 
* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 
* author Christopher Lindblad 
* 
*I 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

import java.io.*;. ~ 

I** 
* Media Stream Manager Client API 
* 
* MSM allows for the creation cif "players". A player is a 

persistent entity 
* that provides for the scheduled delivery of isochronous data 

to a 
. * particular destination. To accomplish this task, a player 
maintains a 

• playlist of titles, the state of a "playhead" which traverses 
this 
* playlist, and an access list controlling who can perform 

various functions 
* on the player. 
* 
* MSM, when supplied with titles that have been prepared for 

presentation at 
~ * multiple presentation rates, manages the position index 

lookups and stream 
* switching necessary for "trick play". 
* 
* Associated with a player is a "playhead" that maintains a 

destination for 
* the isochronous data (possibly different than the controlling 

client) and a 
* "playPosition" which travels along the playlist at the 

selected 
~ * presentation rate and delivers isochronous data as scheduled 

to the 
* destination. The position, presentation rate, and 

50 

55 
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presentation direction 
• of the playhead can be controlled via play(), pause(), and 

resume(). The 
* initiation of play can be synchronized with "wall clock time" 

via play(); 
• presentation will then stay synchronized with wall-clock time 

as long as 
• presentation rate and direction are Normal-Rate, 

Forward-Direction . 
• 
• Latency from invocation of the play() request until actual 

start of stream 
• may be reduced by "pre-rolling" with a play() request that has 

zero 
* duration. This ~ay also be used to set a current playlist 

position without 
* actually starting play. 
* 
* MSM manages concurrent updates to a playlist by returning a 

modification 
* timestamp with playlist status. The modification timestamp 

indicates the 
* time of the last modification of the playlist. When a client 

wishes to 
* update a playlist, the client will first obtain status 

containing a 
* modification timestamp to understand the current state of the 

playlist. 
* Based on this status, the client then determines the 

appropriate updates 
* and passes those updates along with the modification timestamp 

of the 
*status on which the updates were. based to msm. If msm finds 

that the 
* modification timestamp has not changed, implying that the 

clients updates 
* are based on currently valid playlist state, the playlist 

update will 
* succeed. ·.If the modification timestamp indicates that the 

playlist has 
* been modified since this client obtained status, the update 

will ·be 
* rejected. In this case, the client should reobtain status, 

reaccess the 
* update, and then if appropriate re.submit the update with the 

modification 
* timestamp of the new status. There is a designated timestamp 
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that forces 
* playlist modifications, this may be used if some external 

method of 
5 * concurrency control is preferred. 

• MsmPlaylist may be edit while play is in progress. Normally, 
changes to the 
* playlist will not take effect until the current item in play 

10 completes. A 
* playlist modification can be forced to take effect immediately 

by calling · 
* resume(). resume() should be called with the speed argument 

being the 
15 * current (or desired new speed) and the startPosition argument 

being . ~ 
* TIME CURRENT. If the contents of the playlist at the current 

position of 
* the playhead have not been modified, this call will not 

20 disturb the 
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* outgoing data stream. 
* 
* MSM optionally maintains players persistently across server 

outages. When 
* this option is selected, a successful return from a player 

request 
* indicates that the player modifications have been made 

persistently. 
* Persistent players may optionally restart play on state 

recovery, play may 
* be restarted at the last played position or at the position 

that the 
* position that play would be add had no outage occurred. 
* 
* Access to read and modify players is controlled by access 

control lists 
* associated with the players. These may be modified by 
* msrnPlayerSetAccess(). 
* 
*Access rights are "Read", "Control", and "Admin". Read rights 

all state to 
* be seen. Control rights allow "trick-play" operations to be 

controlled. 
* Admin rights allow creation of players, and connection, 

access, and 
* persistence attributes of players to be set. Access rights 

are associated 
* with "agents" (eg users) appropriate for the authorization 
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mechanism 
* selected. The reserved agent name "*" represents ALL agents, 

those 
5 * granting a right to "*", grants the right to all agents. 

* 
*/ 

public class MsmPlayer I 
private MsmSession session; 

10 private byte[] handle; 

/** 
* Creates a player. The player is initialized 

non-persistent. 
15 * @param session A server session. 

null. 
* @param info~aved, but uninterpreted by server. May be 

* Used to describe the player for administrative purposes. 
* @param terminateDate Date at which player should be 

~ auto-deleted. 

25 
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* If TIME_MAXTIME, the player will never be auto-deleted, 
it must 

* be deleted via delete. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*/ 

public MsmPlayer(MsmSession session, String info, long 
terminateDate) 

throws IOException I 
this.session = session; 
XdrB1ock call= session.newCall(PLAYER CREATE); 
call.xdroutString(info); -
call.xdroutMsmTime(terminateDate); 
XdrBlock reply= session.rpc(call); 
handle= reply.xdrinBytes(HANDLELEN); 
reply. done() ; 

MsmPlayer(MsmSession session, XdrBlock xdr) ( 
this.session = session; 
handle= xdr.xdrinBytes(HANDLELEN); 

} 

void xdrout(XdrBlock xdr) { 
xdr.xdroutBytes(handle,HANDLELEN); 

} 

public MsrnSession getSession() { 
return session; 
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public byte[] getHandleCl 
return handle; 

} 

/** 
* Opens an existing player. 
* @param session A server session. 
* @param handle An opaque handle to the player. 
*I 

public MsmPlayer(MsrnSession session, byte[) handle) 
this.session = session; 
this.handle = handle; 

} - i< 

/** 
* Deletes the player. In progress play of the player is 

stopped. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*I 

public void delete() throws IOException { 
XdrBlock call= session.newCall(PLAYER DELETE); 
this.xdrout(call); -
session.rpc(call) .done(); 

} 

/** 
* Modifies access control list for player. 
* @param rights The access modifications. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*I 

public void setAccess(MsrnAccessRight[] rights) throws 
IOException { 

XdrBlock call= session.newCall(PLAYER SETACCESS); 
this.xdrout{call); -
call.xdrout!nt(rights.length); 
for (int i = 0; i < rights.length; i++) 

rights[i) .xdrout(call); 
session.rpc(call) .done(); 

} 

/** 
* Get access control list for player. 
* @return The access modifications. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*I 
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public MsmAccessRight[] getAccess() throws IOException 
XdrBlock call= session.newCall(PLAYER GETACCESS); 
this.xdrout(call); -
XdrBlock reply= session.rpc(call); 
MsmAccessRight[] result= new 

MsmAccessRight[reply.xdrinint()); 
for (int i = 0; i < result.length; i++) ( 

result(i] =new MsmAccessRight(reply); 
} 
reply.done(); 

·return result; 
} 

/** 
* Sets persis~ence for player. 
* @param prstp A MsmPersistence containing the persistence 

to be set: 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*/ 

public void setPersistence(MsmPersistence prst) throws 
IOException ( 

XdrBlock call= session.newCall(PLAYER SETPERSISTENCE); 
this.xdrout(call); -
prst.xdrout(call); 
session.rpc(call) .done(); 

} 

/** 
* Get persistence information for player. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*/ 

public MsmPersistence getPersistence() throws IOException 
XdrBlock call= session.newCall(PLAYER GETPERSISTENCE); 

} 

this.xdroutCcall); -· 
XdrBlock reply= session.rpc(call); 
MsmPersistence result= new MsmPersistence(reply); 
reply.done(); 
return result; 

/** 
* Replaces a portion of the playlist for this player. The 

portion to be 
* replaced and the new titles to inserted are indicated via 

MsmPlaylist 
* struct pointed to by playlistp. 
* @param playlist A MsmPlaylist that indicates the period on 
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the playlist 
* to be (re)scheduled and the new titles to place within 

that period. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*I 

public void setPlaylist(MsrnPlaylist playlist) throws 
IOException { 

} 

XdrBlock call= session.neWCall(PLAYER SETPLAYLIST); 
this.xdrout(call); -
playlist.xdrout(call); 
session.rpc(call) .done(); 

/** 
*Obtains a.pqJ;tion of the playlist for this player. 
* @pararn startPosition The position within the playlist at 

which to start 
* returning status. 
* @param playlistDuration The number of milliseseconds of 

the playlist for 
* which to return status. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*I 

public MsmPlaylist getPlaylist(long startPosition, long 
playlistDuration) 

throws IOException { 

. /** 

XdrBlock call= session.newCall(PLAYER GETPLAYLIST); 
this.xdrout(call}; - · 
call.xdroutMsmTime(startPosition); 
call.xdroutMsmTirne(playlistDuration); 
XdrBlock reply= session.rpc(call); 
MsmPlaylist result= new MsrnPlaylist(reply); 
reply.done(); 
return result; 

* Obtains the playlist for this player. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*/ 

public MsmPlaylist getPlaylist() throws IOException 
return getPlaylist(TIME ZERO, TIME MAXTIME); 

} - -

/** 
* MsmConnects a player to the specified destination address. 
* An error is return if play is in progress at the time of a 
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setconnect(). 
* @param connect A MsmConnect instance containing a 

transport-independent 
• address string for the destination of Media Server data 

controlled 
* by this player. A connectp of NULL disconnects the 

player from the 
* current destination. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*I 

public void setConnect(MsmConnect connect) throws IOException 

XdrBlock call= session.newCall(PLAYER SETCONNECT); 
this.xdrout(call); -
connect.xdrou~(call); 
session.rpc(call) .done(); 

} 

!•* 
* Get current connection for player. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*I 

public MsmConnect getConnect() throws IOException { 
XdrBlock call= session.newCall(PLAYER GETCONNECT); 

} 

this.xdrout(call); -
XdrBlock reply= session.rpc(call); 
MsmConnect result= new MsmConnect(reply); 
reply. done() ; 
return result; 

/** 
* Schedules play to commence at startDate. Play 
* will begin at playlist startPosition and continue for 

playDuration NPT 
* seconds or until paused. An error is returned if the 

player is not 
* connected. 
* Only one play() command can be pending, a second play() 

overrides any 
* pending play(). 
* @param speed The speed at which to play. 
* @param startPosition The position within the playlist at 

which to begin 
* play. TIME CURRENT means the current play position. 
* @param playDuration The duration of play. 
* TIME_MAXTIME indicates "forever". 
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* @param startDate The wall-clock time of day at which to 
begin play. 

* A value of TIME CURRENT means start play immediately. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*I 

public void play( 
int speed, long startPosition, long playDuration, long 

startDate) 
throws IOException { 

XdrBlock call= session.newCall(PLAYER PLAY); 
this.xdrout(call); -
call.xdroutlnt(speed); 
call.xdroutMsmTime(startPosition); 
call.xdroutMsmTime(playDuration); 
call.xdro~smTime(startDatel; 
session.rpc(call) .done(); 

/** 
* Pauses play on the player. 
* Only one pause() command can be pending, a second pause() 
*overrides •ny pending pause(). 
* @pararn pausePosition The position within the playlist at 

which to pause 
* playing. If current play position is later than 

pausePosition 
* (taking into account the direction of play), play pauses 

immediately. 
* · A value of TIME CURRENT means stop immediately. 
* @return The time at which play actually paused. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*I 

public long pause(long pausePosition) throws Exception 
·XdrBlock call= session.newCall(PLAYER PAUSE); 
this.xdrout(call); 

} 

call. xdroutMsrnTime (pausePosi tion)·; 
XdrBlock reply= session.rpc(call); 
long result= reply.xdrinMsrnTirne(}; 
reply. done () ; 
return result; 

/** 
* Resumes playing. Play will continue until paused 
* or the end of the playlist (looped playlists play 

forever) . 
* @param speed The speed at which to resume play. 
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• @pararn startPosition The position within the playlist at 
which to 

• resume play. TIME_CURRENT means the current play 
s position. 

• @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*I 

public void resume(int speed, long startPosition) throws 
IOException { 

10 XdrBlock call; session.newCall(PLAYER RESUME); 
this.xdrout(call); -
call.xdroutlnt(speed); 
call.xdroutMsmTime(startPosition); 
session.rpc(call) .done(); 

15 } 

-· " 
/** 

* Get play state for a player. 
* @return A MsmPlayStatus instance. 

~ * @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*I 

public MsmPlayStatus getPlayStatus() throws IOException 
XdrBlock call= session.newCall(PLAYER GETPLAYSTATUS); 
this.xdrout(call); -

u XdrBlock reply = session.rpc(call); 
MsmPlayStatus result= new MsmPlayStatus(reply); 
reply.done(); 

30 

35 

return result; 
} 

public String toString() ( 
return MsmToString.playerToString(this); 

} 

private static final int HANDLELEN = 12; 

public static final long TIME BADTIME = 
public static final long TIME-CURRENT = 
public static final long TIME-ZERO 

-11; 
-2L; 

01; 40 public static final long TIME-MAXTIME 21474836479999999991; 
ptiblic static final long TIME-MINTIME = 11; 

public static final int SPEED SCENE REVERSE = 0; 
45 public static final int SPEED-FASTEST REVERSE = 1; 

public static final int SPEED-FASTER REVERSE = 2; 
public static final int SPEED-FAST REVERSE 3; 
public static final int SPEED-REVERSE = 4; 
public static final int SPEEO=SLOW_REVERSE 5; 

50 
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public static final int SPEED SLOWER REVERSE = 6; 
public static final int SPEED-SLOWEST REVERSE = 7; 

5 public static final int SPEED-SLOWEST-FORWARD = 8; 
public static final int SPEED-SLOWER FORWARD = 9; 
public static final int SPEED-SLOW FORWARD = 10; 
public static final int SPEED-FORWARD = 11; 
public static final int SPEED-FAST FORWARD = 12; 

10 public static final int SPEED-FASTER FORWARD = 13; 
public static final int SPEED-FASTEST FORWARD = 14; 
public static final int SPEED-SCENE FORWARD :;; 15; -
private static final int PROG = Ox206d736d; 

15 private static final int VERS = 1; 

private static "'final int SERVER AUTHTYPE = 1; 
private static final int PLAYER CREATE = 2; 

20 
private static final int PLAYER-DELETE 3; 
private static final int PLAYER LIST = 4; 
private static final int PLAYER-SETACCESS 5; 
private static final int PLAYER-GETACCESS 6; 
private static final int PLAYER-SETPERSISTENCE 7; 

25 private static final int PLAYER-GETPERSISTENCE = 6; 
private static final int PLAYER-SETPLAYLIST = 9; 
private static final int PLAYER-GETPLAYLIST ;;;; 10; 
private static final int PLAYER-SETCONNECT 11; 
private static final int PLAYER GETCONNECT 12; 

30 private static final int PLAYER-PLAY 13; 
private static final int PLAYER-PAUSE 14; 
private static final int PLAYER-RESUME '- 15; 
private static final int PLAYER-GETPLAYSTATUS = 16; 
private static final int TITLE GETSTATUS = 17; 
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40 

45 

50 

55 
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MsmSession 

5 /* 
* @(#)MsmSession.java 
* 
*Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems,· Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 

10 * version 1 . 0 

15 

20 

25 

30 
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55 

* author Christopher Lindblad 
* 
*I 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

import java. io. * ;- "' 
import java.net.*; 
import java.util.*; 

/** 
* Media Stream Manager Client API 
* 
* The Media Stream Manager (msm) API provides an RPC interface 

for managing 
* the scheduling and play of isochronous media streams. 
*I 

public class MsmSession { 
private String serverHostName; 
private Socket socket; 
private InputStream is; 
private OutputStream os; 
private int prog; 
private int vers; 

/** 
* Create a RPC session for the named server. 
* @param serverHostName The host name of a MSM server. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*I 

public MsmSession(String serverHostName) throws IOException 
this.serverHostName = serverHostName; 

} 

socket= new Socket(serverHostName, pmapGetPort()); 
is new BufferedinputStream(socket.getinputstream()); 
os =new BufferedOutputStream(socket.getOutputStream() ); 

private int pmapGetPort() throws IOException { 
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PortMapper pmap = null; 
try { 

prnap =new PortMapper(serverHostNarne); 
int port; 
prog 100236; 
vers = 1; 
port= pmap.getPort(prog, vers, PortMapper.IPPROTO_TCP); 
if (port !; 0) return port; 
prog = Ox206d736d; 
vers = 1; 
port= pmap.getPort(prog, vers, PortMapper.IPPROTO_TCP); 
if (port != 0) return port; 

finally { 
if (prnap !=null) pmap.close(); 

- ... 
throw new MsrnException("no rnsrn server on "+serverHostName}; 

} 

/** 
* Closes a session with an MSM server. 
* @exception MsmException If an error has occurred. 
*I 

public void close(} throws IOException 
socket.close(); 

} 

/** 
* All players on this server. 
* @return an array of all players. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*/ 

public MsmPlayer[] players() throws IOException { 
XdrBlock reply= rpc(newCall(PLAYER LIST}); 
MsmPlayer[] result= new MsmPlayer[reply.xdrinint()]; 
for (int i = 0; i < result.length; i++) { 

} 

result[i] =new MsrnPlayer(this, reply); 
} 
reply.done(}; 
return result; 

/** 
* Obtains status about titles. 
* @param titleName The name of the title on which to obtain 

status. 
* @return the status of the title. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
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*I 
public MsmTitle getTitleStatus(String titleName) throws 

IOException { 

} 

XdrBlock call= newCall(TITLE GETSTATUS); 
call.xdroutString(titleName);-
XdrBlock reply= rpc(call); 

MsmTitle result= new MsmTitle(reply); 
reply.done(); 
return result; 

/** 
* Returns the server host name. 
*I 

public String qetserverHostName() 
return serverHostName; 

} 

XdrBlock newCall(int proc) 
return new XdrBlock(prog, vers, proc); 

} 

synchronized XdrBlock rpc(XdrBlock call) throws IOException { 
call. send (os); 
XdrBlock reply= new XdrBlock(is); 
try { 

reply.xdrinReplyHeader(call.callXid()); 
} catch (IOException e) ( 

throw new MsmException(call.callProc(), e.getMessage()); 
} 
int err= reply.xdrinint(); 
if (err != 0) throw new MsmException(call.callProc(), err); 
return reply; 

} 

public String toString() { 
return MsmToString.sessionToString(this); 

} 

private static final int SERVER AUTHTYPE 1; 
private static final int PLAYER-CREATE 2; 
private static final int PLAYER-DELETE = 3; 
private static final int PLAYER-LIST = 4; 
private static final int PLAYER-SETACCESS = 5; 
private static final int PLAYER-GETACCESS = 6; 
private stati'c final int PLAYER-SETPERSISTENCE :;:; 7; 
private static final int PLAYER-GETPERSISTENCE = 8; 
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private static final int PLAYER SETPLAYLIST = 9; 
private static final int PLAYER-GETPLAYLIST 10; 
private static final int PLAYER-SETCONNECT 11; 

5 private static final int PLAYER-GETCONNECT = 12; 
private static final int PLAYER-PLAY 13; 
private static final int PLAYER-PAUSE 14; 
private static final int PLAYER-RESUME = 15; 
private static final int PLAYER-GETPLAYSTATUS 16; 

10 private static final int TITLE GETSTATUS 17; 
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MsmAecessRight 

/* 
s • @~#)MsmAccess~ight.java 

* 
* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 

to * author Christopher Lindblad 

15 
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* 
*I 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

/** - ~ 
* Access types, operations on access lists, and rights and 
* lists of access rights. 
* Access types (read, admin, control) are the access catagories 
* defined.by the MSM server (see MSM doc for each request to 
* determine the access catagory of that request). Access op's 
* are the operations that can be made to alter access rights of 
* a particular user. An access right is the pairing of access 
* catagories with a particular user. An access list is a 

collection 
* of access rights for multiple users. 
*I 

public class MsmAccessRight 
public String name; 
public int access; 
public int op; 

public MsmAccessRight(String name, int access, int op) { 
this.name = name; 
this.access = access; 
this.op = op; 

} 

MsmAccessRight(XdrBlock xdr) 
name= xdr.xdrinString(); 
access= xdr.xdrinint(); 
op = xdr.xdrinint(); 

} 

void xdrout(XdrBlock xdr) 
xdr.xdroutString(name); 
xdr.xdroutint(access); 
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xdr.xdroutint(op); 
} 
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public String toString{) ( 
return MsmToString.accessRightToString{this); 

} 

public static final int ACCESS NONE = 0; 
public static final int ACCESS-ADMIN = 1; 
public static final int ACCESS-READ = 2; 
public static final int ACCESS-CONTROL = 4; 
public static final int ACCESS=ALL = 7; 

public static final int OP ADD = 0; 
public static ~nal int OP=REMOVE = 1; 
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MsmPersistence 

/* 
* @(#)MsrnPersistence.java 
* 
* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsysterns, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 
* author Christopher Lindblad 
* 
*I 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

/** - ~ 

* MsmPersistence information 
*I 

public class MsmPersistence { 
/** 
* Indicates the date at which the player should be 
* automatically deleted. On terrninateDate, play if in 

· progress, will 
* be stopped and the player deleted. A terrninateDate of 

MSMTIME MAXTIME 
* Indicates the player should never be automatically 

deleted. 
*I 

public long terrninateDate; 

public int type; 

public MsmPersistence(int type, long terminateDate) { 
this.type = type; 
this.terminateDate = terminateDate; 

} 

MsrnPersistence(XdrBlock xdr) { 
type= xdr.xdrinint(); 
terminateDate = xdr.xdrinMsrnTirne(); 

} 

void xdrout(XdrBlock xdr) { 
xdr.xdrout!nt(typel; 
xdr.xdroutMsmTirne(terrninateDate); 

} 
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public String toStrinq() ( 
return MsmToStrinq.persistenceToString(this); 

} 

/** 
* No persistence across server outage. 
*I 

public static final int TYPE NONE = 0; 
/** -

* Only public static state is preserved, play not is not 
restarted. 

*I 
public static final int TYPE_PLAYLIST = 1; 
/** 
* Play is res~arted after outage at last known playPosition. 
*I 

public static final int TYPE PLAYPOSITION = 2; 
/** -
* Play is restarted after outage as appropriate for current 

date. 
*I 

public static final int TYPE PLAYCURDATE ~ 3; 
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MsmPiaylist 

/* 

5 
* @(#)MsmPlaylist.java 
* 
* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 

10 * author Christopher Lindblad 
* 
*I 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 
15 

/** -
* MsmPlaylist positions are measured in seconds and nanoseconds, 

titles on a 
* playlist may be scheduled to start at any non-negative 

20 position. (In some 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

so 

55 

* cases it may be ~onvenient to base playlists positions at 0; 
in other 
* cases it may be better to base them with the OS representation 

of 
* time-of-day.) The playlist maintains a contiguous sequence of 

titles and 
* "dead air". A schedule may be edited by replacing any 

contiguous 
* sub-sequence of the schedule with another sequence. It is 

also possible 
* to change the starting position of the scheduled list of 

titles. Because 
* of mfs "admission delays", title start times may slip; msm 

opt·ionally 
* allows a title to be padded with dead air that can absorb the 

slip, or on 
* a slip the same title or a later title can be marked to be 

truncated or a 
* later title may be "joined-in-progress" to absorb the slip and 

maintain 
* schedule correspondence with clock time. 
*I 

public class MsmPlaylist { 
/** 
* On Get, the current modification status stamp. On Put, 

modstamp on 
* which mods are based, if modification status has changed. 
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Mods are 
* aborted unless modstamp -- MsmPlayer.TIME_CURRENT, in 

which case mods 
s * are always done. 

*I 

10 

15 

20 

public long modstamp; 

/** 
* On Get, the starting playlist position for the returned 

play list i terns 
* on Put, the playlist position where items are to be 

replaced. 
*I 

public long editStartPosition; 
. .. 

/** 
* on Get, the total duration of the items returned. on Put, 

the duration 
* of the existing playlist that is to be replaced with new 

items. 
* 
* NOTE: On Put, edit range specified by editStartPosition 

2s for length 
* editburation must lie entirely within existing playlist. 

Use 
* MsrnPlayer.getPlaylist() to get listStartPosition and 

listDuration to 
30 * determine playlist bounds. 

*/ 

35 

40 

public long editDuration; 

/** 
* On Get, the startPosition for the entire playlist. On 

Put, the new 
* startPosition for the playlist after edits. 
*/ 

public long listStartPosition; 

/** 
* On Get, the duration of the entire list. On Put, ignored. 
*I 

~ public long listDuration; 

public Msmltern[) items; 

/** 
~ * On Get, the current loop state of the playlist. On Put, 

55 
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if TRUE, the 
* playlist wraps from end->start, start-end. 
*I 

public boolean isLoop; 

public MsmPlaylist(long rnodstamp, boolean !sLoop, long 
editStartPosition, 

} 

long editDuration, Msrn!tern[J items, 
long listStartPosition, long listDuration) 

this.modstamp = modstarnp; 
this.isLoop = isLoop; 
this.editStartPosition = editStartPosition; 
this.editDuration = editDuration; 
this.items = items; 
this.listStar~osition = listStartPosition; 
this.listDuration. = listDuration; 

MsmPlaylist(XdrB!ock xdrl { 

} 

modstarnp = xdr.xdrinMsmTirne(); 
isLoop = xdr.xdrinBoolean(); 
editStartPosition = xdr.xdrinMsmTime(); 
editDuration = xdr.xdrinMsmTime(); 
items= new Msmitem[xdr.xdrinint()); 
for (int i = 0; i < items.length; i++) 

} 

int itemType = xdr.xdrinint(); 
switch (iternType) { 
case TITLE: 
items[i) =new MsmTitleitem(xdr); 
break; 

case DEADAIR: 

} 

items[i] =new MsmDeadAiritem(xdr); 
break; 

listStartPosition = xdr.xdrinMsmTime(}; 
listDuration = xdr.xdrinMsmTime(); 

void xdrout(XdrBlock xdr) { 
xdr.xdroutMsrnTime{rnodstamp); 
xdr.xdroutBoo!ean(isLoop); 
xdr.xdroutMsrnTime(editStartPosition); 
xdr.xdroutMsrnTime(editDuration); 
xdr.xdroutint(iterns.length); 
for (int i = 0; i < items.length; i++) { 

if (items[i] instanceof MsmTitleitem) 
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xdr.xdroutint(TITLE); 
((MsmTitleitem)items(i)).xdrout(xdr); 

} else { 
xdr.xdroutint(DEADAIR); 
"((MsmDeadAiritem)items(i)) .xdrout(xdr); 

} 
} 
xdr.xdroutMsmTime(listStartPosition); 
xdr.xdroutMsmTime(listDuration); 

public String toString() ( 
return MsmToStrinq.playlistToStrinq(this); 

} 

~ " 
private static final int TITLE 0; 
private static final int DEADAIR 1; 
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MsmConnect 

/* 
5 * @(#)MsrnConnect.java 

* 
* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 

10 * author Christopher Lindblad 
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* 
*I 

package COM.Sun.isg.srncjc; 

/** .. .::. 
* Connection paramaters. 
* These parameters are passed directly to mfs_str_open(). 
*I 

public class MsrnConnect 
/** 
* The transport independent address. 
**/ 

public String destTiAddr; 

/** 
* The packet encapsulation specifier (eg. MPEG Transport, * 

DSS, etc) . 
*I 

public String encap; 

/** 
* The bits/second network bandwidth to request. 
*I 

public int rate; 

public MsmConnect(String destTiAddr, String encap, int rate) 

} 

this.destTiAddr = destTiAddr; 
this.encap = encap; 
this.rate = rate; 

MsrnConnect(XdrBlock xdr) { 
destTiAddr = xdr.xdrinString(); 
encap = xdr.xdrinString(); 
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rate= xdr.xdrinint(); 
} 
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void xdrout(XdrBlock xdr) { 
xdr.xdroutString(destTiAddr); 
xdr.xdroutString(encap); 
xdr.xdroutlnt(rate); 

} 

public String toString() { 
return MsmToString.connectToString(this); 

} 
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MsmPiayStatus 

I* 
s * @(#)MsrnPlayStatus.java 
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* 
* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsysterns, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 
* author Christopher Lindblad 
* 
*I 

package COM.Sun.isg.srncjc; 

/** - .. 
* MsrnPlayStatus indicates the current state of the player. 
* STATE WAIT indicates that a play command has been given, but 
* that startDate has not arrived. 
*I 

public class MsmPlayStatus { 
public long pausePosition; 
public long currentDate; 
public long currentPosition; 
public String info; 
public int currentState; 
public int currentSpeed; 
public boolean pausePending; 

MsmPlayStatus(XdrBlock xdr) { 
info= xdr.xdrinString(); 
pausePending = xdr.xdrinBoolean(); 
pausePosition = xdr.xdrinMsrnTime(); 
currentState = xdr.xdrinint(); 
currentSpeed = xdr.xdrinlnt(); 
currentDate = xdr.xdrinMsrnTirne(); 
currentPosition = xdr.xdrinMsrnTime(); 

} 

public String toString() { 
return MsrnToString.playStatusToString(this); 

} 

public .static final int STATE STOP 0; 
public static final int STATE-WAIT = 1; 
public static final int STATE-PLAY = 2; 

} 
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MsmToString 

/* 
s * @(#)MsrnToString.java 

• 
* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsysterns, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 

10 * author Christopher Lindblad 
* 
*I 

15 
package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

import java.util .. *;-. 

class MsrnToString { 
~ static String sessionToString(MsrnSession se) { 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

return "MsrnSession" 
+ "[serverHostName=" + se.getServerHostName() 
+ "]"; 

static String playerToString(MsmPlayer pl) { 
byte{] h = pl.getHandle(); 
StringBuffer sb =new StringBuffer(h.length*2); 
for (int i = 0; i < h.length; i++) { 

byte b = h[i]; 
sb.append(Character.forDigit((b >> 4) & Oxf, 16)); 
sb.append(Character.forDigit( b & Oxf, 16)); 

return "MsmPlayer" 
+ "(serverHostNarne=" + 

pl.getSession() .getServerHostName() 
+ " handle=" + sb.toString() 
+ "]"; 

private static final String[] rights 
{"admin","read","control"}; 

private static final String() ops = ("add","remove"}; 

static String accessRightToString(MsrnAccessRight ar) ( 
StringBuffer sb =new StringBuffer(); 
for (int i = 0; i < rights.length; i++) { 
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} 
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if ( (ar.access & (l << i)) != 0) { 

} 

if (sb.length() > 0) sb.append("l"); 
sb.append(rights[i]); 

if (sb.length() == 0) sb.append("none"); 
String op; 
if (ar.op >~ 0 && ar.op < ops.length) op = ops[ar.op]; 
else op = String.valueOf(ar.op); 
return "MsmAccessRight" 

+"[name="+ ar.name 
+ " access=" + sb.toString() 
+ " op=" + op 

+ "]"; 

static String connectToString(MsmConnect co) { 
return "MsmConnect" 

+ "[destTiAddr=\'"' + co.destTiAddr +"\'"' 
+ " encap=\"" + co.encap +"\"" 

+ " rate=" + co.rate 
+ "]"; 

static String deadAiritemToString(MsmDeadAiritem dai) 
return "MsmDeadAiritem" 

+ "[itemDuration=" + dai.itemDuration 
+ " joininDuration=" + dai.joininDuration 

+ ") "; 

private static final String[] types = { 
"none","playlist","playposition","playcurdate"}; 

static String persistenceToString(MsmPersistence pe) 
String type; 
if (pe.type >= 0 && pe.type < types.length) type = 

types[pe.type]; 
else type= String.valueOf(pe.type); 
return "MsrnPersistence" 

+ "[type=" + type 
+ " 

terrninateDate=\""+dateToString(pe.terminateDate)+"\"" 
+ "]"; 

static String dateToString(long date) ( 
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if (date== MsmPlayer.TIME MAXTIME) return "never"; 
else return new Date(date/lOOOOOOL) .toString(); 

private static final String[) states 
{"stop","wait","play"}; 

private static final String[) speeds = ( 
"scene_reverse","fastest_reverse","faster_reverse","fast rev 

erse", 
"reverse","slow reverse","slower reverse","slowest reverse", 
"slowest forward","slower forward","slow forward","forward", 
"fast forward","faster forward","fastest-forward","scene for 

ward"}; - - - -

.. , .... 

static String playStatusToString(MsmPlayStatus ps) { 
String state; 
if (ps.currentState >= 0 && ps.currentState < states.length) 

state= states(ps.currentState]; 
else state= String.valueOf(ps.currentState); 

String speed; 
if (ps.currentSpeed >= 0 && ps.currentSpeed < speeds.length) 

speed= speeds[ps.currentSpeed); 
else speed= String.valueof(ps.currentSpeed); 

return "MsmPlayStatus" 
+"[info=\""+ ps.info +"\"" 

+ " pausePending=" + ps.pausePending 
+ " pausePosition=" + ps.pausePosition 
+ " currentState=" + state 
+ " currentSpeed=" + speed 
+ " currentDate=\"" + dateToString(ps.currentDate) + 

+ " currentPosition=" + ps.currentPosition 
+ n) rr i 

static String playlistToString(MsmPlaylist pl) ( 
StringBuffer sb =new StringBuffer(); 
if (pl.items !=null) { 

for (int i = 0; i < pl.items.length; i++) { 
if (i != 0) sb.append(", "); 
sb.append(pl.items(i].toString()); 

} 

return "MsmPlaylist" 
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+ "[mods tamp=\"" + dateToString (pl.modstamp) + "\ '"'. 
+ " isLoop=" + pl.isLoop 
+ " editStartPosition=" + pl.editStartPosition 
+ " editDuration=" + pl.editDuration 
+ " items=(" + sb.toString() + ")" 
+ " listStartPosition=" + pl.listStartPosition 
+ " listDuration=" + pl.listDuration 
+ "] .. ; 

static String titleToString(MsmTitle ti) 
StringBuffer sb =new StringBuffer(); 
if (ti.speedScale != null) { 

for (int i = 0; i < ti.speedScale.length; i++) ( 
if ( i !.= ,P) sb. append ( ", 11

) ; 

sb.append(ti.speedScale[i]); 
} 

return "MsmTitle 11 

+"(name=\'"'+ ti.name + "\ 11
" 

+ " speedScale=[" + sb.toString() + "]" 
+ " maxBitRate=" + ti.maxBitRate 
+ " totalPlayDuration=" + ti.totalPlayDuration 
+ " format=\'"' + ti.format + "\"" 
+ "]"; 

static String titleitemToString(MsrnTitleitern ti) { 
return "MsrnTitleitern" 

+ "[titleNarne=\'"' + ti.titleName + "\'"' 
+ " iternDuration=" + ti.itemDuration 
+ " startOffset=" + ti.startOffset 
+ " playDuration=" + ti.playDuration 
+ " joininDuration=" + ti.joininDuration 

+ II isTimeLocked= 11 + ti.isTirneLocked 
+ " playClosestSpeed=" + ti.playClosestSpeed 

+ 11 rnaxBitRate==" + ti.rnaxBitRate 
+ "]"; 
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Msmltem 

I* 
5 * @(#)Msmitem.java 

* 
* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 

10 
* version 1.0 
* author Christopher Lindblad 
* 
*I 

t5 package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

public abstract class Msmitem 
I** 
* The number of milliseconds allocated to this item. 

20 *I 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

public long itemDuration; 

I** 
* Time of initial play that may be sacrificed to absorb 

previous schedule 
* slips. Silently limited to itemDuration. If 

TIME CURRENT I 
-. iternDuration is used. 

*I 
public long joininDuration; 
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MsmTitleltem 

/* 
s * @(#)MsrnTitleitern.java 
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55 

* 
* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
+ 

* version 1.0 
* author Christopher Lindblad 
* 
*/ 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

/* - "' 
* A playlist title item. 
*I 

public class MsmTitleitem extends Msmitem { 
/** 
* The number of milliseconds into title where play should 

begin. It is 
* illegal for this to be greater than the total play time of 

the title. 
*I 

public long startOffset; 

/** 
* The number of milliseconds of title to play within this 

item. 
* Values less than itemDuration allow some pad for absorbing 

admission 
*delays (and the play truncation that would occur), but 

should admission 
* delay be zero, dead air would occur for the remainder of 

the item. It 
* is illegal for playDuration to be greater than 

itemDuration or for 
* playDuration + startOffset to be greater than the total 

play time of 
* the title. If TIME CURRENT, the min of itemDuration and 

total play time -
* minus startOffset is used. 
*/ 

public long playDuration; 

/** 
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• The file pathname for title. 
*I 

public String titleName; 

j•• 
* Ignored on MsmPlayer.setPlaylist. Returns max bit rate of 

title on 
* MsmPlayer.getPlaylist. 

10 *I 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 
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ss 

public int maxBitRate; 

/** 
* If true, terminate play after itemDuration seconds (even 

if admission 
*delays have~aused schedule to slip and title has not 

completed) . If 
* false, always play itemDuration seconds of title, allow 

schedule to 
* slip if necessary. 
*/ 

public boolean isTirneLocked; 

!•• 
• If true, plays closest available speed in same direction 

if requested 
* speed is not available. Search for closest is proceeds 

towards normal 
* presentation rate. Play is skipped if normal presentation 

rate in 
* direction is not available. If false, play of title is 

skipped if 
* appropriate speed is not available. 
*I 

public boolean playClosestSpeed; 

public MsmTitleitem(String titleName, long itemDuration, long 
startOffset, 

long playDuration, long joininDuration, 
boolean isTimeLocked, boolean playClosestSpeed, 
int maxBitRate) { 

this.titleName = titleName; 
this.itemDuration = itemDuration; 
this.startOffset = startOffset; 
this.playDuration = playDuration; 
this.joininDuration = joininDuration; 
this.isTimeLocked = isTimeLocked; 
this.playClo~estSpeed = playClosestSpeed; 
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this.maxBitRate = rnaxBitRate; 
} 

MsrnTitleitem(XdrBlock xdr) { 

} 

titleNarne = xdr.xdrinString(); 
itemDuration = xdr.xdrinMsrnT~me(); 
startOffset = xdr.xdrinMsmTirne(); 
playDuration = xdr.xdrinMsmTime(); 
joininDuration = xdr.xdrinMsmTime(); 
isTimeLocked = xdr.xdrinBoolean(); 
playClosestSpeed = xdr.xdrinBoolean(); 
maxBitRate = xdr.xdrinint(); 

void xdrout(XdrBlock xdr) ( 
xdr.xdroutString(titleName); 
xdr.xdroutMsmTirne(itemDuration); 
xdr.xdroutMsmTime(startOffset); 
xdr.xdroutMsmTime(playDuration); 
xdr.xdroutMsrnTime(joininDuration); 
xdr.xdroutBoolean(isTimeLocked); 
xdr.xdroutBoolean(playClosestSpeed); 
xdr.xdroutint(maxBitRate); 

} 

public string toString() ( 
return MsmToString.titleitemToString(this); 

} 
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MsmDeadAirltem 

/* 
5 * @(#)MsmDeadAiritem.java 
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* 
* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 
* author Christopher Lindblad 
* 
*I 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

public class MsmDeodAiritem extends Msmitem ( 
public MsmDeadAiritern(long iternDuration, long joininDuration) 

this.itemDuration = iternDuration; 
this.joininDuration = joininDuration; 

) 

MsrnDeadAiritem(XdrBlock xdr) ( 
itemDuration = xdr.xdrinMsmTime(); 
joininDuration = xdr.xdrinMsrnTime(); 

) 

.void xdrout(XdrBlock xdr) ( 
xdr.xdroutMsrnTirne(iternDuration); 
xdr.xdroutMsmTime(joininDuration); 

} 

public String toString() { 
return MsmToString.deadAirltemToString(this); 

} 
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MsmException 

/* 
5 * @(#)MsmException.java 

* 
* Copyright 1995 sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 

10 * author Christopher Lindblad 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

* 
*I 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

import java.io.*;· ~ 

/** 
* Signals that an Media Stream Manager exception has occurred. 
*I 

public class MsmException extends IOException ( 
/** 
* Constructs an MsrnException with no detail message. 
* A detail message is a String that describes this 

particular exception. 
*I 

MsmException {) 
super (); 

} 

/** 
* Constructs an MsrnException with the specified detail 

message. 
* A detail message is a String that describes this 

particular exception. 
* @param s the detail message 
*I 

MsrnException(String s) 
super(s); 

} 

MsrnException(int proc, String msg) 1 
~ super(((proc >: 0 && proc < procNames.length) ? 

procNames[proc) : Integer.toString(proc)) 
+ II; II + 
msg) ; 

50 

55 
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MsmException(int proc, int err) { 
super(((proc >= 0 && proc < procNames.length) ? 

procNames[proc] : Integer.toString(proc)) 
+ II: II + 
((err>= 0 && err< errNames.iength) ? 
errNames[err] : Integer.toString(err))); 

private static final String[] procNames = 
"null", 
"server authtype", 
"player create", · 
"player delete", 
"player list", 
"player acces~ set", 

·"player access get", 
"player persistence set", 
"player persistence get", 
"player playlist set", 
"player playlist get", 
"player connect set", 
"player connect get", 
"player play", 
"player pause", 
"player resume", 
"player play status", 
"title.status", 

} ; 

private static final 
"success", 

String[] errNames 
I* 0 */ 

"failed", 
"badarg", 
"no mem", 
"no netname", 
"des auth failed", 
"kerb auth failed", 
"no such player", 
"old modstamp", 
"item overlap", 
"bad speed", 
"bad start date", 
"not connected", 
"bad pause position", 
"play active", 

I* 1 *I 
/* 2 */ 
I* 3 *I 
I* 4 *I 
I* 5 *I 
I* 6 *I 
I* 7 *I 
/* B *I 
I* 9 *I 
I* 10 *I 
I* 11 *I 
I* 12 *I 
I* 13 *I 
I* 14 *I 

"bad file name", 
"bad mfs file", 

I* 15 *I 
I* 16 *I 
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"bad file type" 1 /* 17 *I 
"info too long" 1 /* 18 *I 

5 "auth failed", /* 19 */ 
"bad ·position", /* 20 *I 
"kerberos unsupported", I* 21 *I 
"bad credentials", /* 22 */ 
"insufficient authorization", /* 23 *I 

10 "bad access op", /* 24 *I 
"bad access type", I* 25 *I 
"bad persist type", I* 26 *I 
"bad time arg", /* 27 *I 
"bad start position", I* 28 *I 

15 "bad duration", /* 29 */ 
"bad start offset", /* 30 *I 
"bad edit sta~t pos", /* 31 *I 
"bad edit duration", /* 32 *I 

20 "bad list start pos", /* 33 *I 
"bad item duration", /* 34 *I 
"bad join in duration", /* 35 *I 
"bad play duration", /* 36 *I 
"bad item type", /* 37 */ 

25 "bad title type", /* 38 *I 
"no such file", I* 39 *I 
"bad lut file", /* 40 *I 
"bad mfs fs", /* 41 *I 

30 
"toe syntax", I* 42 *I 
"toe eof", I* 43 *I 
"toe bad char", /* 44 */ 
"no normal speed", /* 45 *I 
"dup speeds", /* 46 */ 

35 "bad file len", /* 47 '*/ 
"toe incomplete", /* 48 *I 
"toe can't map",. /* 49 *I 
"toe bad filesize", I* so *I 
"toe bad index", /* 51 *I 

40 "too low connect rate", /* 52 *I 
} ; 

45 

50 

55 
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XdrBiock 

/* 
s * @(#)XdrBlock.java 

* 
* copyright 1995 sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 

10 * author Christopher Lindblad 

15 

20 
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55 

* 
*I 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

import java. io. *; -... 
import java.net.*; 

/** 
* Used to manipulate ONC RPC calls and replies. 
*/ 

class XdrBlock { 
byte [ J buf; 
int ptr; 

I* 
* Create a new empty block. 
* @param size The size of the block. 
*I 

public XdrBlock(int size) 
buf =new byte[size]; 

} 

/* 
* Create a new empty block. 
*/ 

public XdrBlock() 
this(256); 

} 

/* 
* Create a new block and initialize it with a call header. 
* @param prog The RPC program number. 
* @param vers The RPC version number. 
* @param proc The RPC procedure number. 
* @return The xid generated. 
*I 
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public XdrBlock(int prog, int vers, int proc) ( 
this() ; 
xdroutCallHeader(prog, vers, proc); 

~ 

/** 
* Create a new block and receive it from an InputStream. 
* @param is The. InputStream from which to receive the block. 
* @exception IOException If an IO error has occurred. 
*I 

public XdrBlock(InputStream is) throws IOException { 
synchronized (is) { 

int hdr; 
do { 
hdr = .reJldByte (is) << 24; 
hdr I= readByte(is) << 16; 
hdr I= readByte(is) << 8; 
hdr I= readByte(is) 
int start; 
int count = hdr & Ox7fffffff; 
if (buf == null) { 

} 

start = 0; 
buf =new byte(count]; 

else { 
start = buf.length; 
byte[) tmp =new byte[start +count); 
System.arraycopy(buf, 0, tmp, 0, start); 
buf = tmp; 

while (count > 0) { 

} 

int done= is.read(buf, start, count); 
if (done< 0) throw new IOException("end of file"); 
start += done; 
count -= done; 

} while ((hdr & Ox80000000) 0); 
40 } 

} 

private int readByte(InputStream is) throws IOException 
int result= is.read(); 

G if (result < 0) throw new IOException("end of file"); 
return result; 

} 

/** 
50 * Send the block to an output stream. 

55 
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* @param is The outputStream ro which to send the block. 
* @exception IOException If an IO error has occurred. 
*I 

public synchronized void send(Outputstream os) throws 
IOException { 

int hdr = ptr I OxBOOOOOOO; 
synchronized (os) { 

os.write((hdr >> 24) & Oxff); 
os.write((hdr >> 16) & Oxff); 
os.write((hdr >> 8) & Oxff); 
os .write ( (hdr ) & Oxffl; 
os.write(buf, 0, ptr); 
if (os instanceof BufferedOutputStream) 

((BufferedOutputStream)os) .flush(); 
) - .. 

} 
) 

/** 
* Input a fixed-length array of bytes from the block. 
* @param len The lenght of the array. 
* @return The byte array. 
*I 

public synchronized byte[) xdrinBytes(int len) 
byte[] result= new byte[len]; 
Systern.arraycopy(buf, ptr, result, 0, len); 
ptr = (ptr + len + 3) & -4; 
return result; 

} 

/** 
* Input a variable-length array of bytes from the block. 
* @return The byte array. 
*/ 

public synchronized byte[] xdrinBytes() 
return xdrinBytes(xdrinint()); 

} 

/** 
* Input an int from the block. 
* @return The int. 
*I 

public synchronized int xdrinint() { 
int result; 
result (buf[ptr ) & Oxff) << 24; 
result 1~ (buf(ptr + 1) & Oxffl << 16; 
result I= (buf(ptr + 2] & Oxff) << 8; 
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result I= (buf[ptr + 3] & Oxff); 
ptr += 4; 
return result; 

} 

/** 
• Input an boolean from the block. 
* @return The boolean. 
*/ 

public boolean xdrinBoolean{) 
return xdrinint() != 0; 

} 

/** 
* Input a Str~g from the block. 
* @return The String. 
*/ 

public String xdrinString() { 
return new String(xdrinBytes(), 0); 

} 

/** 
* Input a Media Stream Manager Time value 
*I 

public synchronized long xdrinMsmTime() { 
long sec= xdrinint(); 

} 

long nsec = xdrinint(); 
if (sec == nsec && sec < 0) return sec; 
return sec*lOOOOOOOOOL + nsec; 

/** 
* Output a fixed-length array of bytes to the block. 
* @param val The array to output. 
* @param len The length of the array to output. 
*I 

public synchronized void xdroutBytes (byte [ J val, int len) . { 
int nxt = (ptr + len + 3) & -4; 
if (nxt > buf.length) grow(nxt); 
System.arraycopy(val, 0, buf, ptr, len); 
ptr = nxt; 

} 

/** 
* Output a variablellength array of bytes to the block. 
* @param val The array to output. 
*I 
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public synchronized void xdroutBytes(byte[] val) { 
int len = val.length; 
xdroutint(len); 

5 xdroutBytes(val, len); 
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} 

/** 
* Output an int to the block. 
* @param val The int to output. 
*I 

public synchronized void xdroutint(int val) ( 
int nxt = ptr + 4; 

} 

if (nxt > buf.length) grow(nxt); 
buf[ptr 1 = (byte) ((val >> 24) & Oxff); 
buf[ptr + 1). ;;. (byte) ((val >> 16) & Oxff); 
buf[ptr + 2) = (byte) ((val>> B) & Oxff); 
buf [ptr + 3) = (byte) ((val ) & Oxff); 
ptr = nxt; 

/** 
* output an boolean to the block. 
* @param val The boolean to output. 
*/ 

public void xdroutBoolean(boolean val) 
xdroutint(val? 1:0); 

} 

/** 
* Output a String to the block. 
* @param val The String to output. 
*I 

public void xdroutString(String val) 
int len= val.length(); 

} 

byte(] tmp =new byte(len]; 
val.getBytes(O, len, tmp, 0); 
xdroutBytes(tmp); 

/** 
* Output a Media Stream Manager Time value 
* @param val The time to output. 
*I 

public synchronized void xdroutMsmTime(long val) { 
if (val < 0) { 

xdroutint((int)val); 
xdroutint((int)val); 
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else { 
xdroutint ( (int) (val/lOOOOOOOOOL) ) ; 
xdroutlnt ( (int) (val%1000000000L)); 

} 
} 

private void grow(int needed) { 
int len = buf.length*2; 

} 

while (len < needed) len *= 2; 
byte[] tmp =new byte(len]; 
System.arraycopy(buf, 0, tmp, 0, buf.length); 
buf = tmp; 

I** . .:r 
* output a RPC Call header to the block. 
* @param prog The RPC program number. 
* @param vers The RPC version number. 
* @param proc The RPC procedure number. 
*I 

public synchronized void xdroutCallHeader(int prog, int vers, 
int proc) { 

xdroutint(genXid()); 
xdroutint(CALL); 
xdroutint(RPCVERS); 
xdroutint(prog); 
xdroutint(vers); 
xdroutint(proc); 
xdroutint(AUTH UNIX); 
xdroutBytes(cred()); 
xdroutint(AUTH NULL); 
xdroutBytes<verf()); 

} 

public synchronized int callXid() { 
int tmp = ptr; 

~ ptr = 0; 

45 

50 

55 

} 

int result= xdrinint(); 
ptr = tmp; 
return result; 

public synchronized int callProc() 
int tmp = ptr; 
ptr = 20; 
int result= xdrinint(); 
ptr = tmp; 
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return result; 
} 

private static int lastXid = O; 

private synchronized static int genXid() { 
if (lastXid != 0) lastXid += 1; 
else lastXid = (int) (Math.random() * 2147483649.00}; 
return lastXid; 

) . 

private static byte[] lastCred; 

private synchronized static byte[] cred(} { 
if (lastCred ~= null) { 

XdrBlock xdr =new XdrBlock(); 
xdr.xdroutlnt((int) (System.currentTirneMillis()/1000L)); 
String host; 
try host= InetAddress.getLocalHost() .getHostNarne(); 
catch (UnknownHostException e) host= "???"; 
xdr.xdroutString(host); 
int uid; 
try uid = 

Integer.parselnt(System.getProperty("user.uid")); 
catch (NumberForrnatException e} uid = O; 
xdr.xdroutint(uid); 
int gid; 
try gid = 

Integer.parseint(System.getProperty("user.gid")); 
catch (NurnberForrnatException e) gid = 0; 
xdr.xdroutint(gid); 
xdr.xdrout!nt(O); //no gids 
lastCred =new byte[xdr.ptr]; 
System.arraycopy(xdr.buf, 0, lastCred, 0, xdr.ptr); 

return lastCred; 
} 

private static byte[] lastVerf; 

private synchronized static byte[] verf() { 
if (lastVerf == null) { 

45 lastVerf =new byte[O]; 

50 

55 

return lastVerf; 
} 
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/** 
* Input a RPC reply header from the block. 
* @param xid The expected xid. 
* @exception IOException If an error has occurred. 
*I 

public synchronized void xdrinReplyHeader(int xid) throws 
IOException I 

int replyXid = xdrinint(); 
if (replyXid != xidl 1 

throw new IOException( 
"rpc xid mismatch: " + 
"expected"+ xid +"but got"+ replyXid); 

} 
int msgType = xdrinint(); 
if (msgType .. !~REPLY) { 

throw new IOException( 
"rpc msg type mismatch: " + 
"expected"+ REPLY+" but got"+ msgType); 

int replyStat = xdrinint(); 
switch (replyStat) { 
case MSG ACCEPTED: 

int verfType = xdrinlnt(); 
· byte [) verf = xdrinBytes () ; 
int acceptStat = xdrinlnt(); 
switch (acceptStat) I 

case SUCCESS: 
return; 

case PROG UNAVAIL: 
throw new IOException( 

"rpc accepted: " + 
"remote hasn't exported program"); 

case PROG MISMATCH: 
int low~ xdrinint(); 
int high= xdrinint(); 
throw new IOException( 

"rpc accepted: " + 
"version mismatch low="+ low+" high="+ high); 

case PROC UNAVAIL: 
throw new IOException( 

"rpc accepted: " + 
"program can't support procedure"); 

case GARBAGE ARGS: 
throw new IOException( 

"rpc accepted: " + 
"procedure can't decode pararns"); 

default: 
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throw new IOException( 
"rpc accepted: " + 
"unknown status: "+ acceptstat); 

case MSG DENIED: 
int rejectStat = xdrinint(); 
switch (rejectStat) { 
case RPC MISMATCH: 
int low-= xdrinint{); 
int high= xdrinlnt(); 
throw new IOException( 

"rpc rejected: " + 
"version mismatch low="+ low+ 11 high="+ high); 

case AUTH ERROR: 
int auth~tat; xdrin!nt(); 
switch (authStat) { 
case AUTH BADCRED: 

throw-new IOException{ 
"rpc rejected: " + 
"remote can't authenticate caller: " + 
"bad credentials (seal broken)"); 

case AUTH REJECTEDCRED: 
throw-new IOException{ 
"rpc rejected: n + 
"remote. can't authenticate caller: " + 
"client must begin new session"); 

case AUTH BADVERF: 
throw-new IOException( 

"rpc rejected: " + 
"remote can't authenticate caller: " + 
"bad verifier (seal broken)"); 

case AUTH REJECTEDVERF: 
throw-new IOException{ 

"rpc rejected: " + 
"remote can't authenticate caller: " + 
"verifier expired or replayed"); 

case AUTH TOOWEAK: 
throw-new IOException( 
"rpc rejected: " + 
"remote can't authenticate caller: "·+ 
"rejected for security reasons"); 

default: 
throw new IOException{ 
"rpc rejected: " + 
"remote can't authenticate caller: 11 + 
"unknown status: "+ authStat); 
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default: 
throw new IOException( 

"rpc rejected: " + 
"unknown status: "+ rejectStat); 

} 
default: 

throw new IOException("unknown rpc reply status: " + 
replyStat); 

I 
} 

/* 
* Blow up if ptr hasn't reached the end of the block. 
*/ 

public void do~e{) throws IOException { 
if (ptr != buf.length) ( 

throw new IOException{ 
(buf.length-ptr) + " extra bytes of data remaining in 

reply"); 
) 

} 

/* 
* Provisions for authentication of caller to service and 

vice-versa are 
* provided as a part of the RPC protocol. The call message 

has two 
* authentication· fields, the credentials and verifier. The 

reply 
* message has one authentication field, the response 

verifier. The RPC 
* protocol specification defines all three fields to be the 

following 
* opaque type (in the eXternal Data Representation (XDR) 

language ( 9 J l : 
*I 

private 
private 
private 
private 

I* 

static final int 
static final int 
static final int 
static final int 

* RPC Message protocol 
*I 

private static final int 
private static final int 
private static final int 

AUTH NULL 
AUTH-UNIX 
AUTH-SHORT 
AUTH-DES 

version 2 

RPCVERS 
CALL = 
REPLY = 

73 

2; 
0; 
1; 

== 0; 
1; 
2; 

= 3; 
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/* 
* A reply to a call message can take on two forms: The 

message was 

the 

* either accepted or rejected. 
*I 

private static final int MSG ACCEPTED 
private static final int MSG-DENIED 

/* 

0; 
1; 

* Given that a call message was accepted, 
status 

the 

* of an attempt to call a remote procedure. 
*I 

private static final int SUCCESS = 0; 
private static .;final int PROG UNAVAIL 1; 
private static final int PROG-MISMATCH 2; 
private static final int PROC-UNAVAIL = 3; 
private static final int GARBAGE ARGS 4; 

I* 
* Reasons why a call message was rejected: 
*I 

private static final int RPC MISMATCH = 0; 
private static final int AUTH_ERROR 1; 

/* 
* Why authentication failed: 
*I 

private static final int AUTH BADCRED 
private static final int AUTH-REJECTEDCRED 
private static final int AUTH-BADVERF 
private static final int AUTH-REJECTEDVERF 
private static final int AUTH-TOOWEAK 

74 
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PortMaoper 

,. 
• @(#}PortMapper.java 
• 
* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved . 
• 
• version 1.0 
• author Christopher Lindblad 
• 
*I , 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

import java.io.*; ~ 
import java.net.*; 

/** 
20 * Interface to the ONC port mapper. 

*I 
class PortMapper { 

private Socket socket; 
private InputStream is; 

~ private OutputStream os; 

/** 
* Create a port mapper client. 
* @param host The server for which we want to know the port 

30 mappings. 
· * @exception IOException If there is an error. 

*/ 
public PortMapper(String host) throws IOException 
socket= new Socket(host, PMAP PORT); 

~ is new BufferedinputStream(socket.getinputStream()); 

40 

45 

50 . 

55 

os =new BufferedOutputStream(socket.getOutputStream()); 
} 

/** 
* Get the port number for a particular ONC service. 
* @param prog The RPC program number. 
* @param vers The RPC version number. 
* @param prot Either IPPROTO_TCP or IPPROTO_UDP. 
* @return The port number for the service. 
* @exception IOException If there·is an error. 
*I 

public synchronized int getPort(int prog, int vers, int prot) 

75 
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throws IOException { 
XdrBlock call= new XdrBlock(); 
call.xdroutCallHeader(PMAP PROG, PMAP_VERS, 

PMAPPROC GETPORT); -

;•• 

-call.xdroutint(prog); 
call.xdroutint(vers); 
call.xdroutint(protl; 
call.xdroutint(O); 
call.send(os); 
XdrBlock reply= new XdrBlock(is); 
reply.xdrinReplyHeader(call.callXid()); 
int result= reply.xdrinint(); 
reply.done(); 
return result; 

• Closes the port mapper. 
*I 

public synchronized void close() throws IOException { 
socket.close(); 

} 

static final int IPPROTO TCP = 6; 
static final int IPPROTO-UDP 17; 

private static final int PMAP PROG 100000; 
private static final int PMAP-VERS 2; 
private static final int PMAP-PORT 111; 

private static final int PMAPPROC NULL 0; 
private static final int PMAPPROC-SET 1; 
private static final int PMAPPROC-UNSET 2; 
private static final int PMAPPROC-GETPORT 3; 
private static final int PMAPPROC-DUMP 4; 
private static final int PMAPPROC-CALLIT 5; 
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Decoder 

/* 
• @(#)Decoder.java 
• 
• Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved . 
• 
• version 1.0 
* author Christopher Lindblad 
• 
*I 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

import java.awt.*; • 
import java.io.•; 

public class Decoder extends Panel 
~ private Decoderimpl irnpl; 

25 

public Decoder() { 
setLayout(new BorderLayout()); 

} 

public synchronized void init(String format, Image img,String 
host,int port,String ATM) 

throws IOException { 
try { 

so Class implClass = Class.forNarne(implClassName(forrnat)); 
if (impl ==null 1 I impl.getClass() != irnplClass) 

removeAll () ; 
irnpl = (Decoderimpl)implClass.newinstance(); 

·add ("Center", imp!); 
35 } 

impl.init(forrnat, img, host, port,ATM); 
} catch (ClassNotFoundException e) ( 
throw new IOException(e.toString()); 

} catch (!llegalAccessException e) ( 
40 throw new IOException{e.toString()); 

45 

50 

55 

} catch (lnstantiationException e) ( 
throw new IOException(e.toString{)); 

} 

public synchronized void paint(Graphics g) ( 
if (impl !~null) super.paint(g); 

n 
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else { 
Rectangle b =bounds(); 
g.setColor(getBackground()); 
g.fill3DRect(O, O, b.width, b.height, true); 

} 
} 

public synchronized void stop() throws IOException { 
if (impl J; null) impl.stop(); 

} 

public synchronized void pause() throws IOException { 
if (impl !=null) impl.pause(); 

} 

public synchro;ized void play() throws IOException { 
if (impl !=null) impl.play(); 

} 

public synchronized void flush() throws IOException { 
if (impl !=null) impl.flush(); 

} 

public synchronized String destTiAddr() throws IOException { 
if (impl !=null) return impl.destTiAddr(); 
return ""; 

} 

public synchronized String encap() throws IOException { 
if (impl !=null) return impl.encap(); 
return ""; 

} 

/** 
* A hacky implementation factory 
*I 

40 private static String implClassName(String format) throws. 
IOException { 

String osArch = Systern.getProperty("os.arch", "?os.arch"); 
String osNarne = System.getProperty("os.name", "?os.narne 11

); 

String osVersion = System.getProperty( 11 os.version", 
~ "?os.version 11

); 

50 

55 

String spec = format + " " + osArch + 11 
" + osNarne + 11 11 + 

osVersion; 
if (format. equals ("MPEGlSYS")) { 

if (osNarne.equals("Solaris") 11 osName.equals("SunOS")) 

78 
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if (osArch.equals("sparc")) { 
return "COM.Sun.isg.smcjc.MpxDecoderimJ?l"; 

} 
5 } 

} 
throw new IOException("no decoder for"+ spec); 

} 

10 

Decoderlmpl 
75 

/* 
* @(#)Decoderlmpl.java 
* 

20 
* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 
* author Christopher Lindblad 
* 

25 *I 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

import java.awt.*; ~ 
30 import java. io. *; 

abstract class Decoderimpl extends Canvas { 
public abstract void init(String format, Image img, String 

host, int port,String ATM) throws IOException; 
~ public abstract void stop(} throws IOException; 

public abstract void pause() throws IOException; 
public abstract void play() throws IOException; 
public abstract void flush() throws IOException; 
public abstract String destTiAddr(} throws IOException; 

40 public abstract String encap() throws IOException; 

45 

50 

55 
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MpxDeeoderlmpl 

5 
/* 
* @(#)MpxDecoderimpl.java 

* copyright 1995 sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved . .. 
to * version 1.0 

* author Christopher Lindblad .. 
*I 

ts package COM. Sun. isg. smcj c; 

import java.applet;-*; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.awt.*; 

~ import java.net.*; 

25 
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class MpxDecoderimpl extends Decoder!rnpl implements Runnable { 
private String format; 
private String host; 
private int port; 
private int portO; 
private Image irng; 
private long fadeTimeMillis; 
private Datagramsocket ctrlSckt; 
private Thread thread; 
private DatagramPacket ctrlPckt; 
private File logFile; 
private float luminance = l.OF; 
private int dataPort; 
private int scale = 1; 
private int state=STOP; 
private boolean multi=false; 
private boolean ATM=false; 
private String ATMs=null; 

public MpxDecoderimpl ( l 
super(); 

} 

public synchronized void init(String format, Image img, 
String host, int port,String ATMs) 

throws IOException { 
this.format = format; 
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this.img = img; 
ATM=(ATMs!=null); 

this.port=port; 
this.host=host; 
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if ((port==-l)&&(!ATM)) { 
dataPort = genLocalPort(); 

}else( 

} 

dataPort = port; 
portO= genLocalPort(); 

multi=!ATM; 
if (ATM) this.ATMs = ATMs; 

ctrlPckt =new DatagrarnPacket( 
new 

byte[l28],12B,Ine~ddress.getLo~a1Host(),genLocalPort()); 
ctrlWord(O, OxOOOOOOOl); II sync 
ctrlWord(l, Ox00000002); II sync 
ctr1Word(2, Ox00000003); II sync 
ctr1Word(3, Ox00000004); II sync 
ctr1Word(4, OxaaaaOOOl); II version= 1 
ctrlWord(S, OxbbbbOOOl); II channel= 1 
ctr1Word(6, OxOOOOOOOO); II sequence: 0 
ctr1Word(7, OxccccOOOO); II flags= 0 
ctrlWord(B, OxddddOOOl); II type= 1 

public Dimension minimumSize() { 
return new Dimension(WIDTH, HEIGHT); 

} . 

public synchronized Dimension preferredSize() { 

} 

Dimension dim= new Dimension(WIDTH*scale, HEIGHT*scale); 
return dim; 

public synchronized void layout() { 
Rectangle b =bounds(); 
double xscale = (double)b.widthl(double)WIDTH; 
double yscale = (double)b.height/(double)HEIGHT; 
int scale= (int)((xscale + yscale) I 2.0 + 0.25); 
if (scale < 1) scale = 1; 
if (scale > 3) scale = 3; 
if (scale ! = this. scale) ( 

this.scale = scale; 
if (state== PAUSE I I state-- PLAY) updateVideoMode(); 

} 
} 
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public synchronized void paint(Graphics g) { 
Dimension ps = preferredSize(); 
g.setColor(getBackground()); 
g.fill3DRect(O, 0, ps.width, ps.height, true); 
if (img !=null) g.drawimage(img, 0, 0, ps.width, ps.height, 

this);-
} 

public synchronized void stop() throws IOException 
if (state == PAUSE I I state PLAY) { 

if (multiiiATM){ 
StringBuffer sc= new StringBuffer(); 
sc. aru>end ( 11 kloop u); 

System.out.println(sc.toString()); 
String() cmdarrayO= new String[3); 
cmdarrayO[Oj = "/bin/sh"; 
cmdarrayO(l) = "-c"; 
cmdarray0[2) = sc.toString(); 
try Runtime.getRuntime() .exec(cmdarrayO}; 
catch (SecurityException e) 

System.out.println("Exec="+exec(cmdarray0[2])); 

} 
} 

} 
ctr1Word(9, MCMD EXIT); 
ctrlSckt.send(ctrlPckt}; 
ctrlSckt.close(); 
ctrlSckt = null; 
state = STOP; 
try { 
if (logFile.length() == 0) logFile.delete(); 

} catch (SecurityException e) { 

} 

String cmd = "/bin/rm -f "+logFile.getPath(); 
try Runtime.getRuntime() .exec(crnd); 
catch CSecurityException f) exec(cmd); 

public synchronized void pause() throws IOException 
if (state == PLAY) { 

ctrlWord(9, MCMD PLAYCTR); //identifier 
ctrlWord(lO, PC PAUSE); // action 
ctrlWord(ll, Float.floatTointBits(l.OF)); //speed 
ctrlSckt.send(ctrlPckt); 
state = PAUSE; 
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public synchronized void play() throws IOException 
if (state == PAUSE) { 

ctr1Word(9, MCMD PLAYCTR); //identifier 
ctrlWord(lO, PC PLAY); // action 
ctrlWord(ll, Float.floatTointBits(l.OF)); //speed 
ctrlSckt.send(ctrlPckt); 
state = PLAY; 

else if (state == STOP) { 
StringBuffer sb: new StringBuffer(); 
sb.append("exec mpx"); 
if (!multi) { 

if ( !ATM) { 
.sQ.. append (" -fn udp, lp, "); 

sb.append(dataPort); 
}else{ 

sb.append(" -fn udp,lp,"); 
sb.append(portO); 

} 
}else{ 

sb. append (" -fn udp, lp, "); 
sb.append(portO); 
} 

sb. append (" -xn udp, lp, "l; 
sb.append(ctrlPckt.getPort()); 
sb.append(" -u 2"); 
sb.append(" -v "); 
int depth= getColorModel().getPixelSize(); 
if (depth == 1) { 
sb. append ( "mono") ; 

} else { 
sb.append("col"); 
sb.append(depth); 
if (depth= 24 && scale> 1) sb.append("B"l; 

} 
sb.append(","); 
sb.append(scale); 
sb. append (" -w " ) ; 
sb.append(window!d()); 
sb.append(" </dev/null"); 
sb.append(" >"); 

System.out.println(sb.toString()); 
logFile == new 

File ( "/tmp/mpx. "+System. currentTimeMillis ()) ; 
sb.append(logFile.getPath()); 
sb.append(" 2>&1"); 
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String[] cmdarray =new String[3]; 
cmdarray[O) = "/bin/sh"; 
cmdarray(l] = 11 -c"; 
cmdarray [ 21 = sb. toString () .i 
try Runtime.getRuntime().exec(cmdarray); 
catch (SecurityException e) exec(cmdarray[2J); 
ctrlSckt =new DatagrarnSocket(); 
state = PLAY; 

if (ATM) { 
StringSuffer sc= new StringBuffer(); 
sc.append("loop a"); 
sc.append(dataPort+" "); 
sc.append{portO+" >sas~ &"); 

System.out.println(sc.toString()); 
String[)~ cmdarrayO= new String[3); 
cmdarrayO[O) = "/bin/sh"; 
cmdarrayO(l] = "-c"; 
cmdarray0[2] = sc.toString(); 
try Runtime.getRuntime() .exec(cmdarrayO); 
catch (SecurityException e) · 

System.out.println("Exec="+exec(cmdarray0[2))); 
}else if (multi) ( 

StringBuffer sc= new StringBuffer(); 
sc.append("loop m "); 
sc.append(host+" "); 
sc.append(dataPort+" "); 
sc.append(portO+" &"); 

System.out.println(sc.toString()); 
String(] cmdarrayO= new String[3]; 
cmdarrayO[O] = "/bin/sh"; 
cmdarrayO[l] = "-c"; 
cmdarray0[2] = sc.toString(); 
try Runtime.getRuntime() .exec(cmdarrayO); 
catch (SecurityException e) 

System.out.println("Exec="+exec(cmdarray0[2))); 
} 

} 
} 

public synchronized void flush() 
if (thread == null) { 

} 

thread= new Thread(this); 
thread.start(); 

fadeTimeMillis = System.currentTimeMillis() + 4000; 
} 
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public synchronized String destTiAddr() throws 
UnknownHostException { 

String phost; 
//return "beO,"+phost+","+dataPort; 
if (ATM) { 

return "port=" + ATMs + ",vc=" + dataPort; 
}else { 

phost = InetAddress.getLocalHost() .getHostNarne(); 
return "host=" + phost + ",udpport=" + dataPort; 

public String encap() 
return "MPEGlSYS"; 

} . . 
private void ctrlWord(int idx, int val) { 
byte[] buf = ctrlPckt.getData(); 

} 

buf[idx*4 J = (byte) c (val >> 24) & Oxff); 
buf{idx*4 + 1) (byte) ((val >> 16) & Oxff); 
buf[idx*4 + 21 (byte) ((val >> 8) & Oxff); 
buf[idx*4 + 3] = (byte) ((val ) & Oxff); 

private void updateVideoMode() { 
ctr1Word(9, MCMD PRESCTR); //identifier 
ctrlWord(lO, PCTR-VMDIPCTR LUM); //which 
int depth= getcoiorModel().getPixelSize(); 
int col= (depth==l)? 0 : (depth==24&&scale>l) ? VDM COLB 

VDM COL; 
- ctrlWord(ll, (col<<8) !scale);// video mode 

ctr1Word(l2, OJ; II audio mode 
ctr1Word(l3, 0); II audio volume 
ctr1Word(l4, Float.floatTointBits(luminanceJ); //luminance 
ctr1Word(15, 0); //saturation 
ctr1Word(l6, 0); //gamma 
try ctrlSckt.send(ctrlPckt); catch (IOException e); 

} 

public synchronized void run() { 
Thread currentThread = Thread.currentThread(); 
try { 

while (currentThread==thread && (state==PAUSE I I 
state==PLAY)) { · 

long currentTimeMillis = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
float last = luminance; 
if (fadeTimeMillis < currentTimeMillis) { 
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if (luminance < l.OF) luminance += O.l25F; 
else { 

if (luminance > O.OF) luminance -= O.l25F; 
} 
if (luminance!= last) updateVideoMode{); 
if {luminance >= l.OFl return; 
try wait{l25); catch (InterruptedException e); 

} 
finally { 

if {thread == currentThread) th~ead = null; 
} 

} 

private int genLocalPort() throws IOException 
DatagramSocke~ sckt =new DatagramSocket(); 
int port= sckt.getLoca!Port(); 
sckt.close(); 
return port; 

} 

private native int windowid(); 

private native int exec(String cmd); 

protected void finalize() { 
try stop(); catch (IOException e) ; 

} 

private static final int WIDTH = 352; 
private static final int HEIGHT = 240; 

private static final int STOP = 0; 
private static final int PLAY = l; 
private static final int PAUSE = 2; 

I* command identifiers *I 
private static final int MCMD NULL 0; 
private static final int MCMD-EXIT = 1; 
private static final int MCMD-OPENSRC = 2; 
private static final int MCMD-CLOSESRC ;::: 3; 
private static final int MCMD-REENTER 4; 
private static final int MCMD-PLAYCTR = 5; 
private static final int MCMD-PRESCTR = 6; 
private static final int MCMD-STREAM = 7; 
private static final int MCMD-SENDSTAT = 8; 
private static final int MCMD-STATUS = 9; 
private static final int MCMD-ACK = 10; 
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I* command flags *I 
private static final int MCFL SNDACK 
private static final int MCFL=ORGMPX 

I* command parameter values: *I 

I* source type MCMD OPENSRC *I 
private static final int MSC FNAME 
private static final int MSC=FDSCP 

I* flags MCMD REENTER *I 
private static final-int MRE FOFS 
private static final int MRE-ASOPEN 
private static.final int MRE-STRMS 
private static final int MRE=SEEKVSEQ 

(1<<0); 
= (1<<2); 

= 1; 
= 4; 

= (1<<0) i 
(1<<2); 

= (1<<3) i 
= (1<<4); 

I* data type MCMD OPENSRC, MCMD REENTER *I 
private-static final int BSTRM 11172 - = (1<<0); 
private static final int BSTRM-VSEQ = (1<<1); 
private static final int"BSTRM=ASEQ = (1<<2); 

I* action MCMD PLAYCTR *I 
private static final int PC PLAY 
private static final int PC-FWDSPEED 
private static final int PC-FWDSTEP 
private static final int PC-PAUSE 

I* which MCMD PRESCTR 
private static final int PCTR VMD 
private static final int PCTR-AMD 
private static final int PCTR-AVOL 
private static final int PCTR-LUM 
private static final int PCTR-SAT 
private static final int PCTR-GAM 

/* video mode MCMD PRESCTR 
* oxvvzz 
* vv VDM COL, VDM COLB 
* zz : zoom [1-3] 
*I 

private static final int VDM COL 
private static final int VDM-COLB 

/* audio mode MCMD_PRESCTR 
* 
* cccqqq 

87 

*I 

(1<<0); 
= (1<<1) i 
= (1<<2); 
= (1<<3); 

(1<<0); 
::: (1<<1); 
= (1<<2); 
:;;:; (1<<3); 
= (1<<4); 
= (1<<5); 

= 1; 
2; 
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* ccc: channel listening selection 
* Sxx 1/0 -> Selection/ No Selection .. 
* 101 Left 
* 110 Right 
* 111 Left & Right 
* qqq: audio playback quality selection 
* Sxx·: 1/0 -> Selection/ No Selection 
* 100 High 
* 101 Medium 
* 110 Low 
*I 

/* stream MCMD_STREAM, MCMD_OPENSRC, MCMD REENTER 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

stream, 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

vvvvvvvv.aaaaaaaa 
aaaaaaaa: 

a7: 1-> ignore stream identifier part (bits aS-aO). 
a6: audio stream subscription 0/0N, 1/0FF 
aS: 1->auto subscribe to first encountered audio 

(a4-a0 = 00000). 
a4-a0: subscribe to a particular audio stream [0-31] 

vvvvvvvv: 
v7: 1-> ignore stream identifier part, bits vs-vo 
v6: video stream subscription 0/0N, 1/0FF 
vS: 1->auto subscribe to first encountered video 

so stream, 

35 
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* 
* 

(v4-v0 = 00000) . 
v4: 0 

* 
* 

v3-vO: subscribe to particular video stream [0-15] 

*I 

private static final int STRM IGNOREID 
private static final int STRM-SBCOFF 
private static final int STRM=AUTOSBC 

static { 

= Ox80; 
Ox40; 

= Ox20; 

try System.loadLibrary("javampx"); catch 
(UnsatisfiedLinkError e) 

System.load("/opt/SUNWsmcjc/lib/libjavampx.so"); 
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/* 
s * @(i)smcrm.java 

* Copyright 1995 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 

to * author Christopher Lindblad 
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* 
*I 

package COM.Sun.isg.smcjc; 

public class smcrm o:( 
private static byte(] parseHandle(String s) { 
int len ; s.length()/2; 
byte(] h =new byte[len]; 
for (inti= 0; i < len;-i++) { 

h[i] = (byte) Integer.parseint(s.substring(i*2, 
(i+l) *2) 1 16) i 

} 
return h; 

} 
public static void main (String args[]) throws Exception { 
MsmSession session ~ null; 
MsmPlayer player; 
if (args.length != 2) { 

System.err.println("usage: smcrm <serverName> 
<playerHandle>"); 

return; 
} 

. try 

} 
} 

session= new MsmSession(args(O)); 
player= new MsmPlayer(session, parseHandle(args[l])); 
player .delete(); 

catch (Exception e) { 
System.err.println("smcrm: " + e); 

finally ( 
if (session !~ null) { 
try session.close(); catch (Exception e) 

System.err.println("smcrm: "+e); 
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smc:stat 

I* 
5 • @(#lsmcstat.java . 

* 
• Copyright 1995 Sun Microsysterns, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* 
* version 1.0 

10 • author Christopher Lindblad 
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* 
*I 

package COM.Sun.isg.srncjc; 

public class srncst~t { 
public static void main (String args[]) throws Exception { 

MsrnSession session = null; 
MsmPlayer[) players; 
if (args.length != 1) { 

} 
try 

Systern.err.println("usage: srncstat <serverName>"); 
return; 

session= new MsmSession(args(O]); 
players= session.players(); 
Systern.out.println(session); 
for (int 1 = 0; i < players.length; i++) { 
MsmPlayer player= players(!]; 
MsmPersistence persistence= player.getPersistence(); 
MsmConnect connect= player.getConnect(); 
MsmPlayStatus status= player.getPlayStatus(); 
MsrnAccessRight[] rights= player.getAccess(); 
MsmPlaylist playlist = player.getPlaylist(); 
System.out.println(player); 
Systern.out.println(persistence); 
Systern.out.println(connect); 
System.out.println(status); 
for (int j = 0; j < rights.length; j++) { 

Systern.out.println(rights[j)); 
} 
System.out.println(playlist); 
for (int j = 0; j < playlist.items.length; j++) { 

if (playlist.items[j] instanceof MsmTitleitem) { 
MsmTitleitem ti = (MsmTitleitern)playlist.items[jJ; 
Systern.out.println( 

session.getTitleStatus(ti.titleName)); 
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} 
} 

} 
} 

EP 0 803 826 A2 

catch (Exception e) { 
System.err.println("smcstat: "+e); 

finally { 
if (session != null) ( 
try session.close(); catch (Exception e) 

System.err.println("smcstat: "+e); 
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LOOP 

/* 
s • @(#)loop.c 

* * Copyright 1996 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved . 

10 

• 
* version 
* author 
* 
*I 

1.0 
Stephane CACHAT 

~ #include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

#include <sys/types.h> 
#include <sys/socket.h> 
#include <netinet/in.h> 
#include <arpa/inet.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <netdb.h> 
#include <signal.h> 
#include <errno.h> 
#include <fcntl.h> 
#include <assert.h> 
#include <unistd.h> 
#include <sys/time.h> 
#include <sys/resource.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <thread.h> 
#include <sys/errno.h> 
#include <sys/stropts.h> 
#include <fcntl.h> 
#include <atrn/atrnioctl.h> 

#ifdef TRUE 
#undef TRUE 
#endif 

#ifdef FALSE 
#undef FALSE 
#endif 

#define FALSE 0 
#define TRUE 1 
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#define BUF 1024*8 

/************************************************* 
*** Global variables *** 
*************************************************/ 

/* Parameters */ 

char servername(256]; 
char * progName; 
char *opt; 
in·t port; 
int portO; 

/* Socket */ 

struct sockaddr in adds; 
int skt; -
struct sockaddr in addr; 
struct sockaddr-in addx; 
struct hostent * hp; 
int len; 

/* buffer */ 

char * buffer=NULL; 

/* Multicast */ 

struct ip mreq mreq; 
char * host; 

/* Thread */ 

thread t Tpump; 
int okdone=O; 
int flag=l; 

/* ATM */ 
int safd/ 
int ppa; 
char ctlbuf[OxlOO]; 

#define vc port 

/************************************************* 
*** Receive&transmit info Multicast *** 
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*************************************************/ 

void * pumpM(void * result) ( 
while (flag) { 

len=recvfrom(skt,buffer,BUF,O,NULL,O); 
if (len) ( 
sendto(skt,buffer,len,O, (struct sockaddr *) 

&(addx),sizeof(addx)); 
} 

} 
flag=l; 

/*main loop*/ 

/************************************************* 
*** Receive&traqpmit info ATM *** 
*************************************************/ 

void* pumpA(void *result)( 
struct strbuf ctl; 
struct strbuf data; 
int flags; 

fprintf(stderr,"pumpA\n"); 
ctl.buf = (char *) ctlbuf; 
ctl.maxlen ; OxlOO; 
ctl.len = 0; 
data.buf = (char *) buffer; 
data.maxlen = BUF; 
data.len = 0; 
flags = O; 
while (flag) ( /*main loop*/ 

if (getmsg (safd, &ctl, &data, &flags) < 0) { 
fprintf(stderr,"getmsg failed, errno=%d\n", errno); 
perror(""); 
return; 

} 

len=data.len; 
fprintf(stderr,"len=%d\n",len); 

if (len) { 
sendto(skt,buffer+4,len-4,0, (struct sockaddr *) 

&(addx),sizeof(addx)); 
} 

} 
flag=l; 

/************************************************* 
*** Collecting arguments *** 
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*************************************************/ 

void print usage and exit (char* a) { 
if (strlen(a}) fprintf{stderr,a); 
fprintf(stderr,"\n%s redirect multicast or atm data stream 

to loO\n",progName); 
fprintf(stderr,"Usage\n"); 
fprintf(stderr,"%s m <Multicast address> <in port> <out 

port>\n",progName); 

} . 

fprintf(stderr,"%s a <VC> <out port>\n",progName); 
(void)exit(O); 

static void collectArgs(int argc,char **argv) { 
int i; ~ 
int j=O; 
FILE * f; 
progName=*argv++; 
if (!*argv) print usage and exit(""); 
opt=*argv++; - - -
if (*opt=='a') { 

if (!*argv) print usage and exit(""); 
port=atoi(*argv++); - -
if (!*argv) print usage and exit(""); 
portO=atoi(*argv++); - -
if (port<=O) print usage and exit(""); 
if (*argv) print usage and exit(""); 
f=fopen("./loop.conf","r">i 
if (!f) { 

fprintf(stderr,"Can't open loop.conf"); 
exit(-1); 

} 

host= (char*) rnalloc(256); 
fscanf(f,"%s",host); 
fclose(f); 

}else if (*opt=='rn') { 
if (!*argv) print usage and exit(""); 
host=*arqv++; - - -
if (!*arqv) print usage and exit(""); 
port=atoi(*arqv++); - -
if (!*arqv) print usage and exit(""); 
portO=atoi(*arqv++); - -
if (port<=O) print usage and exit(""); 
if (*atqv) print usage and exit(""); 
else print usage-and exit("">; 

. - - -
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/************************************************* 
*** Getting server IP adress *** 
*************************************************/ 

void getaddr() ( 
int udpport; 
unsigned long inaddr; 
struct hostent * hp; 
char n(256]; 
int i; 

·if (gethostnarne(servername,256)==-l) 
print usage and exit("error while getting hostname"); 

if ((inaddr=inet addr(servernarne)) !=-1) { 
adds.sin_addr.~addr=inaddr; 

}else( 
hp=gethostbynarne(servername); 
if (hp!=NULL) { 

adds.sin addr.s addr=((struct in_addr*) 
hp->h addr)->s-addr; -

-adds.sin=port = htons(udpport); 

} 

if ((inaddr=inet addr(host)) !=-1) {/*hostname*/ 
mreg.imr multiaddr.s addr=inaddr; 

}else~ - -
hp=gethostbyname(host); 
if (hp!=NULL) { 

mreq.imr multiaddr~s addr=((struct in_addr*) 
hp->h addr)->s-addr; -

}else{ -
fprintf(stderr,"Multicast connect failed\n"); 

} 

/* mreq.imr interface.s addr=INADDR ANY; */ 
gethostname(n,256); 
hp=gethostbyname(n); 
if (hp! =NULL) { 

mreq.imr interface.s addr=((struct in addr*) 
hp->h addr)->s-addr; -

-addx.sin-addr.s addr=((struct in_addr*) 
hp->h addr)->s-addr; -

-addx.sin-port = htons(portO); 
}else{ - . 

fprintf(stderr,"Multicast connect failed\n"); 
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/************************************************* 
*** Socket setting Multicast *** 
*************************************************/ 

void goM(){ 
getaddr(); 
skt=socket(AF INET,SOCK DGRAM,O); 
if (skt==O) (-

} 

perror("Create socket"); 
exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 

addr.sin family = AF INET; 
addr.sin-addr.s addr-= INADDR ANY; 
addr.sin-port =-htons(port);
bind(skt;(void *)&addr,sizeof(addr)); 
if( setsockopt(s~t, IPPROTO IP, IP ADD MEMBERSHIP, (char*)&mreq, 

sizeof(struct ip mreq) ) == -I ) { - - · 
fprintf(stderr,"Can't join multicast membership"); 
exit(OJ; 

} 
if (fcntl(skt,F SETFL,O NDELAY)==-1) ( 

fprintf(stderr,"set socket options nb"); 
exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 

if (thr create(O,O,pumpM,O,O,&Tpump)) perror("Can't create 
Dispatcher" J; 
} 

/************************************************* 
*** ATM interface setting *** 
*************************************************/ 

void goA() { 
int udpport; 
unsigned long inaddr; 
struct hostent * hp; 
char n (256); · 

char interface[lOJ; 
memset(interface, 0, sizeof (interface)); 
strcpy(interface, host); 
ppa = interface[strlen(interface) - 1) - '0'; 
if ((safd =sa open(interface)) < 0) { 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"open failed, errno=%d\n", errno); 
perror ("open") ; 
exit (-1); 

fprintf(stderr,"ready to attach\n"); 
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sa attach(safd, ppa, -1); 
fprintf(stderr,"attached\n"); 

if (sa add vpci(safd, vc, NULL ENCAP, BIG BUF TYPE) < 0) { 
5 fprintf(stderr,"sa add vpci failed, errno=%d\n", errno); 

exit(-1); - -
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} 
sa_setraw(safd); 

gethostname(n,256); 
hp=gethostbyname(n); 
if (hp!=NULL) { 

addx.sin addr.s addr=((struct in_addr*) 
hp->h addr)->s-addr; -

-addx.sin-port = htons(portO); 
} else { - .. "' 

fprintf(stderr,"loO connect failed\n"); 
} 
skt=socket(AF INET,SOCK DGRAM,O); 
if (skt==O) {~ -

} 

perror("Create socket"); 
exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 

addr.sin family = AF !NET; 
addr.sin-addr.s addr-= INADDR ANY; 
addr.sin-port =-htons(portO);
bind(skt;(void *)&addr,sizeof(addr)); 
if (fcntl(skt,F SETFL,O NDELAY)==-1) { 

fprintf(stderr,"set socket options nb"); 
exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 

if (thr create(O,O,pumpA,O,O,&Tpump)) perror("Can't create 
Dispatcher"); 
} 

/************************************************* 
*** Cleaning ATM *** 
*************************************************/ 

void doneA{int arg) { 
fprintf(stderr,"loop killed by signal %d\n",arg); 
if (!okdone) {okdone=l; 

flag=O; 
while (!flag) { 
.sleep(l); 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"dispatcher killed\n"); 
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if (sa delete vPCi(safd, vc) < 0) { 
fprintf(stderr,"sa delete vpci failed, errno=%d\n", errno); 

}; - -
fprintf(stderr,"ready to detach\n 11

); 

sa detach(safd, -1); 
fprintf(stderr,"detached\n"); 

sa close(safd); 
close(skt); 
printf("socket closed\n"); 
if (buffer) free(buffer); 
printf("Buffer free\n"); 
exit(O); 

} } 

I**************.**.,********************** * * * * * * * * * * * 
*** Cleaning Multicast *** 
*************************************************/ 

void doneM (int arg) { . 
if (!okdone) {okdone=l; 
if (setsockopt(skt,IPPROTO IP, IP_DROP_MEMBERSHIP, (char *} 

&mreq,sizeof(mreq})==-1) { -

} } 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"Can't drop multicast membership"); 
exit(O); 

printf("Multicast membership dropped\n"); 

flag=O; 
while (!flag) 

sleep(l); 
} 
printf("dispatcher killed\n"); 

close(skt); 
printf("socket closed\n"); 
if (buffer) free(buffer); 
printf("Buffer free\n"); 
exit(O); 

/*************************************~*********** 
*** Main *** 
*************************************************/ 

int main(int argc, char** argv) 
{ 

int i; 
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buffer=(char*) malloc(BUF); 
collectArgs(argc,argv); 

if (*opt='m'){ 
printf("host=%s, port=%d, port0=%d\n",host,port,port0); 
signal(SIGQUIT,doneM); 
signal(SIGINT,doneM); 
signal(SIGUSRl,doneM); 
signal(SIGUSR2,doneM); 

printf("go M\n"); 
goM(); 

}else if (*opt=='a') { 
printf("interface=%s, vc=%d,port0=%d\n",host,vc,port0); 
signal(SIGQUIT,doneA); 
signal(SIGINT,~oneA); 
signal(SIGUSRl,doneA); 
signal(SIGUSR2,doneA); 

printf("go A\n"); 
goA(); 

printf("loop\n"); 

while(l) sleep(60); 
} 

Claims 

1. A method for processing in a computer which includes a memory a bit stream received from a bit stream server 
which is operatively coupled to the computer through a network, the method comprising: 

retrieving from a multimedia document stored in the memory a specification of a title; 
40 building from the specification of the title bit stream control signals which request a bit stream representing 

the title and which are in a form appropriate for processing by the bit stream server; 
transmitting the bit stream control signals to the bit stream server to thereby request from the bit stream server 
a bit stream representing the title; 
building from the specification of the title decoder control signals which direct a decoder to receive the bit 

45 stream from the bit stream server and which are in a form appropriate for processing by the decoder; and 
transmitting the decoder control signals to the decoder to thereby cause the decoder to receive and decode 
the bit stream. 

2. An apple!, capable of executing within a computer system, for requesting and controlling decoding of a bit stream 
so specified in a multimedia document stored in a memory of the computer system, the apple! comprising: 

an API module (i) which is configured to build from a specification of the bit stream in the multimedia document 
bit stream control signals which request transmission of the bit stream from a bit stream server and which are 
in a form appropriate for processing by the bit stream server and (ii) which is configured to transmit the bit 

55 stream control signals to the bit stream server to thereby request from the bit stream server a bit stream 
representing the title; and 
a decoder module (i) which is operatively coupled to the API module; (ii) which is configur d to build from the 
specification of the bit stream in the multimedia document decoder control signals which direct a decoder to 
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receiv the bit stream from th bit stream server and which are in a form appropriat for processing by the 
decoder; and (iii) which is configured to transmit the decoder control signals to the decoder to thereby cause 
the decoder to receive and decod the bit stream. 
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• 
AMENDED CLAIMS IN CLEAN FORM 

IN THE CLAIMS: 

1. (Once amended) A computer-implemen ed method for communication and cooperative task 

completion among a plurality of dis uted electronic agents, comprising the acts of: 

registering a description of each acti e client agent's functional capabilities as 

corresponding registered fun tional-eapabilities, using an expandable, platform-

) U ~ independent, inter-agent Ian age; 

V2 \ receiving a request for service as a ase goal in the inter-agent language, in the form of an 

~ arbitrarily complex goal e pression; 

dynamically interpreting the arbi arily complex goal expression, said act of interpreting 

further comprising: 

generating one or more ub-goals expressed in the inter-agent language; 

constructing a goal sati faction plan that includes said one or more sub-goals; and 

dispatching each of th sub-goals to a selected client agent for performance, based 

een the sub-goal being dispatched and the registered 

functional c abilities of the selected client agent. 

2. (Once amended) A compute -implemented method as recited in claim 1, further including 

the following acts of: 

or service as a base goal using the inter-agent language, in the 

form of anothe arbitrarily complex goal expression, from at least one of the 

selected clien agents in response to the sub-goal dispatched to said agent; and 

recursively applying he step of dynamically interpreting the arbitrarily complex goal 

expression · order to perform the new request for service. 

3. (Once amended) A omputer-irnplemented method as recited in claim 2 wherein the act of 

registering a spe ific agent further includes: 

invoking the s~ cific agent in order to activate the specific agent; 

instantiating ft instance of the specific agent; and 

59501-8016.US01 2 Serial No. 09/225,198 
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• 
transmitting the new agent pr le from the specific agent to a facilitator agent in response 

to the instantiation of e specific agent. 

48. (Once amended) An Interagen Communication Language (ICL) providing a basis for 

facilitated cooperative task ompletion within a distributed computing environment 

having a facilitator agent d a plurality of autonomous service-providing electronic s vb7agents, wherein: 
the ICL having o e or more features from a set of features comprising: 

Y) \ enabling gents to perform queries of other agents; 

enabling agents to exchange information with other agents; and 

enablin agents to_set triggers within other agents; and 

the ICL havin a syntax supporting compound goal expressions wherein said 

compo d goal expressions are such that goals within a single request 

provi ed according to the ICL syntax may be coupled by one or more 

oper ors from a set of operators comprising: 

a co ditional execution operator; and 

a p allel disjunctive operator that indicates that disjunct goals are to be 

performed by different agents. 

84. (Once amended) A omputer architecture as recited in claim 71 wherein a planning 

facilitating engine are distributed across at least two computer 

processes. 

85. (Once amended) computer architecture as recited in claim 71 wherein an execution 

component oft e facilitating engine is distributed across at least two computer processes. 

86. (Once amended) A data wave carrier providing a transport mechanis111: for information 

communicati in a distributed computing environment having at least one facilitator 

agent and at } ast one active client agent, wherein said at least one facilitator agent is 

operable t~Jonstruct a goal satisfaction plan for satisfying one or more requests for 

service frol said at least one active client agent, the data wave carrier comprising a signal 

59501-8016.US01 3 Serial No. 09/225,198 
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representation of an inter-ag t language description of an active client agent's functional 

capabilities. 

87. (Once amended) A data w e carrier as recited in claim 86, the data wave carrier further 

comprising a correspo ing signal representation of said one or·more requests for service 

in the inter-agent Ian age from a first agent to a second agent. 

88. (Once amended) A ta wave carrier as recited in claim 86, the data wave carrier further 

comprising a si al representation of a goal dispatched to an agent for performance from 

59501-8016.US01 4 Serial No. 09/225,198 
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REMARKS 

The Examiner is thanked for the performance of a thorough search. By this amendment, 

Claims 1-3, 48, and 84-88 have been amended. No claims have been cancelled or added. Hence, 

Claims 1-89 are pending in the Application. It is respectfully submitted that the amendments to 

the claims as indicated herein do not add any new matter to this Application. Furthermore, 

amendments made to the claims as indicated herein have been made to improve readability and 

clarity of the claims. 

SUMMARY OF REJECTIONS/OBJECTIONS 

In the Office Action, Claim 2 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, as 

being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which 

applicant regards as the invention. 

Claim 3 recites the limitation "from the specific agent to the facilitator agent" and is 

rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph for lacking sufficient antecedent basis for this 

limitation in the claim. 

Claims 84 and 85 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, as being 

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which 

applicant regards as the invention. 

Claims 87 and 88 recite the limitation "A data wave carrier as recited in claim 85" and are 

rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph for lacking sufficient antecedent basis for this 

limitation in the claim. 

Claims 1, 2, 5-11, 15-28, 48-89 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated 

by "Building Distributed Software Systems With The Open Agent Architecture" by Martin et al. 

Claims 1, 2, 5-11, and 15-25 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by 

"Development Tools for the Open Agent Architecture" by Martin et al. 
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Claims 3, 29-34, and 38-47 are rejected under 35 U.S. C. 103(a) as being unpatentable 

over "Building Distributed Software Systems with the Open Agent Architecture" by Martin. 

Claims 4, 12-14 and 35-37 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable 

over "Building Distributed Software Systems with the Open Agent Architecture" by Martin 1 in 

view of "Information Brokering in an Agent Architecture" by Martin 2. 

Claims 3, 29-34,38-47,61-71 and 84-89 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over "Developing Tools for the Open Agent Architecture" by Martin et al. 

Claims 4, 12-14, 26-28, 35-37,48-60, 72-83 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over "Development Tools for the Open Agent Architecture" by Martin 1 in view of 

"Information Brokering in an Agent Architecture" by Martin 2. 

REJECTIONS UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 112 

CLAIMS 2, 3, 84, 85, 87, and 88 

In the Office Action, Claims 2, 3, 84, 85, 87, and 88 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, 

second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the 

subject matter which applicant regards as the invention. 

Claims 2, 3, 84, 85, 87, and 88 are amended according to the suggestions of the 

Examiner. Thus, the amendments to the claims as indicated herein have been made in view of 

the Office Action's rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph and to improve clarity of 

the claims. 

AFFIDAVITS OF DAVID MARTIN AND ADAM CHEYER UNDER 37 CFR §1.132 

Submitted herewith is a declaration under 37 CFR §1.132 by David Martin. In his 

declaration, David Martin avers that: 1) David Martin, Adam Cheyer and Douglas Moran are the 

co-authors of the reference, "Building Distributed Software Systems with the Open Agent 
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Architecture", 2) David Martin and Adam Cheyer are the only inventors of the subject 

application, 3) the reference, "Building Distributed Software Systems with the Open Agent 

Architecture" was published in March 1988, which is less than one year from the filing date of 

January 5, 1999. 

Also, submitted herewith is a declaration under 37 CFR §1.132 by Adam Cheyer. In his 

declaration, Adam Cheyer avers that: 1) David Martin, Adam Cheyer and Douglas Moran are the 

co-authors of the reference, "Building Distributed Software Systems with the Open Agent 

Architecture", 2) David Martin and Adam Cheyer are the only inventors of the subject 

application, 3) the reference, "Building Distributed Software Systems with the Open Agent 

Architecture" was published in March 1988, which is less than one year from the filing date of 

January 5, 1999. 

In accordance with MPEP 716.10, David Martin's declaration and Adam Cheyer's 

declaration render the reference, "Building Distributed Software Systems with the Open Agent 

Architecture" as inapplicable prior art. 

REJECTIONS UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) and§ 103(a) 

CLAIM 1 

Claim 1, as amended, recites in part: 

"receiving a request for service as a base goal in the inter-agent language, in the form of 
an arbitrarily complex goal expression; 

dynamically interpreting the arbitrarily complex goal expression, said act of interpreting 
further comprising: 

generating one or more sub-goals expressed in the inter-agent language; 
constructing a goal satisfaction plan that includes said one or more sub-goals; 
dispatching each of the sub-goals to a selected client agent for performance, based on a 

match between the sub-goal being dispatched and the registered functional 
capabilities of the selected client agent." 
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The novel method recited in Claim 1 requires "constructing a goal satisfaction plan 

that includes said one or more sub-goals." None of the cited references disclose, suggest or 

render obvious the limitation of "constructing a goal satisfaction plan that includes said one or 

more sub-goals." For example, Claim 1 requires constructing a goal satisfaction plan that 

includes said one or more sub-goals whenever the sub-goals cannot be generated by a simple 

decomposition of the "arbitrarily complex goal expression" in Claim 1. In other words, "a goal 

satisfaction plan" is needed to satisfy the "arbitrarily complex goal expression" in Claim 1 

whenever there is no direct match between the components of arbitrarily complex goal 

expression and the "registered functional capabilities" of the client agents. 

Since, none of the cited references disclose, suggest or render obvious the limitations of 

Claim 1 including the limitation of"constructing a goal satisfaction plan that includes said one or 

more sub-goals", Claim 1 is allowable over the art of record. It is respectfully submitted that 

Claim 1 be held in condition for allowance. 

CLAIMS 2-28 

Claims 2-28 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon independent Claim 1, and 

include all the features of Claim 1. Therefore, Claims 2-28 are allowable for at least the reasons 

provided herein with respect to Claim 1. Furthermore, it is respectfully submitted that Claims 2-

28 recite additional features that independently render Claims 2-28 patentable over the art of 

record. Thus, it is respectfully submitted that Claims 2-28 be held in condition for allowance. 

CLAIMS 29, 61,71 and 86 

Claims 29, 61, 71 and 86, each contain the limitation requiring the "construction of a goal 

satisfaction plan". 
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Claim 29, recites i11 part, the limitations of: 

"constructing a base goal satisfaction plan including the sub-acts of: 
determining whether the requested service is available, 
determining sub-goals required in completing the base goal, 
selecting service-providing electronic agents from the agent registry suitable for 

performing the determined sub-goals;" 

Claim 61, recites in part, the limitations of: 

"the facilitating engine further operable to construct a goal satisfaction plan specifying 
the coordination of.a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests to complete the 
requested service satisfying both the local and global constraints and control 
parameters." 

Claim 71, recites in part, the limitations of: 

"the facilitating engine further operable to construct a goal satisfaction plan including 
the coordination of a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests to best complete the 
requested service." 

Claim 86, recites in part, the limitations of: 

''wherein said at least one facilitator agent is operable to construct a goal satisfaction 
plan for satisfying one or more requests for service from said at least one active 
client agent," 

Thus, Claims 29, 61, 71 and 86 contain limitations that are similar to those described 

herein with respect to Claim 1. 'f4erefore, based on the reasons stated herein, it is respectfully 

submitted that Claims 29, 61, 71 and 86, are allowable over the art of record for at least the 

reasons provided herein with respect to Claim 1. Furthermore, it is respectfully submitted that 

Claims 29, 61, 71 and 86 recite additional features that independently render Claims 29, 61,71 

and 86 patentable over the art of record. Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that Claims 29, 

61, 71 and 86 be held in condition for allowance. 

CLAIMS 30-47, 62~70, 72-85, 87-89 
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Claims 30-47, 62-70, 72-85, 87-89 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon 

independent Claims 29, 61, 71 and 86, respectively. Therefore, Claims 30-47, 62-70, 72-85, 87-

89 are allowable for at least the reasons provided herein with respect to Claims 29, 61, 71, 86 and 

1. Furthermore, it is respectfully submitted that Claims 30-47,62-70,72-85,87-89 recite 

additional features that independently render Claims 30-47, 62-70, 72-85, 87-89 patentable over 

the art of record. Thus, it is respectfully submitted that Claims 30-47,62-70,72-85, 87-89 be 

held in condition for allowance. 

CLAIM48 

Claim 48, as amended, recites in part: 

"the ICL having a syntax supporting compound goal expressions wherein said_compound 
goal expressions are such that goals within a single request provided according 
to the ICL syntax may be coupled by one or more operators from a set of 
operators comprising: 
a conjunctive operator; 
a conditional execution operator; and 
a parallel disjunctive operator that indicates that disjunct goals are to be 

performed by different agents." 

The novel method recited in Claim48 requires that "goals within a single request" are 

"coupled by one or more operators from a set of operators". In Claim 48, the set of operators 

comprise, a conjunctive operator, a conditional execution operator, and a parallel 

disjunctive operator. 

None of the cited references disclose, suggest or render obvious the requirement that the 

"goals within a single request" be "coupled by one or more operators from a set of operators", 
I 

such as a conjunctive operator, a conditional execution operator, and a parallel disjunctive 

operator. Claim 48 is allowable over the art of record. Thus, it is respectfully submitted that 

Claim 48 be held in condition for allowance. 
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CLAIMS 49-60 

Claims 49-60 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon independent Claim 48, and 

include all the features of Claim 48. Therefore, Claims 49-60 are allowable for at least the 

reasons provided herein with respect to Claim 48. Furthermore, it is respectfully submitted that 

Claims 49-60 recite additional features that independently render Claims 49-60 patentable over 

the art of record. Thus, it is respectfully submitted that Claims 49-60 be held in condition for 

allowance. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, it is respectfully submitted that all of the pending claims 

are now in condition for allowance. Therefore, the issuance of a formal Notice of Allowance is 

believed next in order, and that action is most earnestly solicited. 

If in the opinion of the Examiner a telephone conference would expedite the prosecution 

of the subject application, the Examiner is encouraged to call the undersigned at (650) 838-4311. 

The Commissioner is authorized to charge any fees due to Applicants' Deposit Account 

No. 50-2207. 

Date:~ If 1 200J... 

C~) 

Correspondence Address: 

Customer No. 22918 
Perkins Coie LLP 
P. 0. Box 2168 
Menlo Park, California 94026 
(650) 838-4300 

59501-8016.USOI 11 

Respectfully submitted, 
Perkins Coie LLP 

Carina M. Tan 
Registration No. 45,769 
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VERSION OF CLAIMS WITH MARKINGS TO SHOW CHANGES MADE 

1. (Once amended) A computer-implemented method for communication and cooperative 

task completion among a plurality of distributed electronic agents, comprising the acts 

of: 

registering a description of each active client agent's functional capabilities as 

corresponding registered functional capabilities, using an expandable, 

platform-independent, inter-agent language; 

receiving a request for service as a base goal in the inter-agent language, in the form 

of an arbitrarily complex goal expression; 

dynamically interpreting the arbitrarily complex goal expression, said act of 

interpreting further comprising: 

generating one or more sub-goals [using] expressed in the inter-agent 

language; [and] 

constructing a goal satisfaction plan that includes said one or more sub-goals; 

and 

dispatching each of the sub-goals to a selected client agent for performance, 

based on a match between the sub-goal being dispatched and the 

registered functional capabilities of the selected client agent. 

2. (Once amended) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1, further 

including the following acts of: 

receiving a new request for service as a base goal using the inter-agent language, in 

the form of another arbitrarily complex goal expression, from at least one of 

the selected client agents in response to the sub-goal dispatched to said agent; 

and 

recursively applying the [last] step of dynamically intemreting the arbitrarily complex 

goal expression [claim 1] in order to perform the new request for service. 
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3. (Once amended) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 2 wherein the act 

of registering a specific agent further includes: 

invoking the specific agent in order to activate the specific agent; 

instantiating an instance of the specific agent; and 

transmitting the new agent profile from the specific agent to [the] £! facilitator agent in 

response to the instantiation of the specific agent. 

48. (Once amended) An Interagent Communication Language (ICL) providing a basis for 

facilitated cooperative task completion within a distributed computing environment 

having a facilitator agent and a plurality of autonomous service-providing electronic 

agents, wherein: 

the ICL having one or more features from a set of features comprising: 

enabling agents to perform queries of other agents[,] ; 

enabling agents to exchange information with other agents[,] ; and 

enabling agents to set triggers within other agents[,] ; and 

[in] the ICL having a syntax supporting compound goal expressions wherein 

said compound goal expressions are such that goals within a single 

request provided according to the ICL syntax may be coupled by one 

or more operators from a set of operators comprising: 

a conjunctive operator[,] ; 

a conditional execution operator[,] ; and 

a parallel disjunctive operator [parallel disjunctive operator] that 

indicates that disjunct goals are to be performed by different 

agents. 

84. (Once amended) A computer architecture as recited in claim 71 wherein [the]£! 

planning component of the facilitating engine is distributed across at least two 

computer processes. 
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85. (Once amended) A computer architecture as recited in claim 71 wherein [the] an 

execution component of the facilitating engine is distributed across at least two 

computer processes. 

86. (Once amended) A data wave carrier providing a transport mechanism for information 

communication in a distributed computing environment having at least one facilitator 

agent and at least one active client agent, wherein said at least one facilitator agent is 

operable to construct a goal satisfaction plan for satisfying one or more requests for 

service from said at least one active client agent. the data wave carrier comprising a 

signal representation of an inter-agent language description of an active client agent's 

functional capabilities. 

87. (Once amended) A data wave carrier as recited in claim [85] 86, the data wave carrier 

further comprising a corresponding signal representation of [request] said one or more 

requests for service in the inter-agent language from a first agent to a second agent. 

88. (Once amended) A data wave carrier as recited in claim [85] 86, the data wave carrier 

further comprising a signal representation of a goal dispatched to an agent for 

performance from a facilitator agent. 
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Sir. 

I, David L. Martin, declare and aflinn as follows: 

1. I am a co-inventor. along with Adam J. Cheyer, of the subject m~ descnoed and claimed 

in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/225,198, filed January OS, 1999, eu~tled SonwARE-~ 

AROU1'EC11.JR.B :FOR COMMUNICAnON AND COOPUA1TON AMONG DTSTIUBtJT.E? ELECTR.~CS AGENTS. 

2. I am co-author of an article published ill March, 199.8, entitled "BUilding Distributed 

So:ftwa:re Systems with the Open Agent Architecture." The article included as co-authors, Adam J. 

Cheyer and Douglas B. Moran. Thus, the article was published less thaD one year .fi'om the filing date 

of the instant application. 

3. I and Adam J. Cheyer are 1he inventors of the subje~;t; matter, which is claimed in claims 1-
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86 in the instant application. 

4. Douglas B. Moran is not a co~inventor of the subject matter dcscnbed in the subject matter 

disclosed and clai.tned in the instant application. 

I declare that all statements made herein of my own kno.wledge are true and that all .mtements 

made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made 

with the knowledge that willfUl false statements and the like so made are punishable" by :fine or· 
"'*'"r. ~··•'· 

imprisonment. or bo1h, UJJder Section 1001 of Title 18 of the Unites States Code and '1:ha.t rucb: willful 

:6Use statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Ill ttJ.(Ub t... 
Date David L. MsrtiD 
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Assistant CommissiQtter for Patents 
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Sir: 

1~ Adam J Cheyer. declare. and. afl.iml as foJlows: 

1. I am. a co-inventor, along 'With David L. Martin, of the Sllbject matter dcscn""bed and claimed 

in U.S. Pa :<:nt Application Serial No. 09122S.l98~ filed Janua:cy OS) 1999, entitled So:FIWA!t.E-BAS:W 

A.RCHfiEC rORE FOR. COMMUN!CAUON AND CooPERAnON AMONG DISnUButED EUCI'RO:NICS ACi"£NiS. 

2. I am C<>-autb.or of an article published in March. 1998~ entitled "Bu.ilding Distributed 

Softwue S )/St(m1S V¥'irh the Op«~. Agent Architecture.M The article included as CO·aut~ David L. 

Martin an( Douglas B. Moran. Tbus. the article wa5 published less than one year from the filing date 

of the inst.e at application. 

3. :and Da.vid L. Martin are the invcmtors ofthe subjec:tma:tl'-'T,. which is claimed in claims I-
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4. Douglas B. Moran is not a co-inventor of the subject matter desen'bed in the subject matter 

disclose( and clain:led in the instant application. 

I d.ecla:re that aU statements made het:lririn of my own knowledge ate trUe and that all statements 

.made on in:lhmJ.ation and belief me believ¢d to be true; and tbrther that these staternents were made 

with the 1 ::thowledge that WJllful false statements and the like so made a:re punishable by fine or 

impr:j.sott. nem, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 oflbe U:nites States Code and that such willfUl 

false stat ments may jeopardize the validity of the application or auypaiCD.t issued thereon. 

Respectfully snbmitted. 

QQ=1-~ 
Adam J. Cheyer 
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Applicati n No. 

09/225,198 CHEYER ET AL. 

Offic Action Summary Examiner 

lewis A. Bullock, Jr. 2126 

communicati n appears n the cover sheet with the correspondenc address -
Period for Reply 

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE ;1. MONTH{S) FROM 
THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION. 
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed 

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
- If the period for reply specified above is Jess than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days will be considered timely. 

If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133). 
- Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any 

earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1. 704(b ). 

Status 

1)[8J Responsive to communication(s) filed on 25 November 2002. 

2a)0 This action is FINAL. 2b )[8J This action is non-final. 

3)0 Sihce this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is 
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C. D. 11, 453 O.G. 213. 

Disposition of Claims 

4 )[8J Claim(s) 1-89 is/are pending in the application. 

4a) Of the above claim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration. 

5)0 Claim(s) __ is/are allowed. 

6)[8J Claim(s) 1-89 is/are rejected. 

7)0 Claim(s) __ is/are objected to. 

8)0 Claim(s) __ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement. 
Application Papers 

9)0 The specification is objected to by the Examiner. 

10)0 The drawing(s) filed on __ is/are: a)O accepted or b)O objected to by the Examiner. 

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a). 

11 )0 The proposed drawing correction filed on __ is: a)O approved b )0 disapproved by the Examiner. 

If approved, corrected drawings are required in reply to this Office action. 

12)0 The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 119 and 120 

13)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S. C.§ 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

a)O All b)O Some* c)O None of: 

1.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3.0 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

*See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received. 

14)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) (to a provisional application). 

a) 0 The translation of the foreign language provisional application has been received. 
15)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and/or 121. 

Attachment(s) 

1) [8J Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 
2) 0 Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 
3) [8J lnfonnation Disdosure Statement(s) (PT0-1449) Paper No(s) 1.. 

4) 0 Interview Summary (PT0-413) Paper No(s). __ . 
5) 0 Notice of lnfonnal Patent Application (PT0-152) 
6) 0 Other: 

PT0-326 (Rev. 04-01) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No. 8 

y 
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Art Unit: 2126 

DETAILED ACTION 

Compact Disc Submission 

Page2 

1. The description portion of this application contains a computer program listing 

consisting of more than three hundred (300) lines. In accordance with 37 CFR 1.96(c), 

a computer program listing printout of more than three hundred lines must be submitted 

as a computer program listing appendix on compact disc conforming to the standards 

set forth in 37 CFR 1.96(c)(2) and must be appropriately referenced in the specification 

(see 37 CFR 1.77(b)(4)). Accordingly, applicant is required to cancel the computer 

program listing appearing in the specification on pages Appendix A. I, file a computer 

program listing appendix on compact disc in compliance with 37 CFR 1.96(c) and insert 

an appropriate reference to the newly added computer program listing appendix on 

compact disc at the beginning of the specification. 

Claim Rejections- 35 USC§ 103 

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set 
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and 
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the 
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. 
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. 

3. Claims 1-89 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

"Development Tools for the Open Agent Architecture" by MARTIN1 in view of 

"Information Brokering in an Agent Architecture" by MARTIN2. 
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As to claim 1, MARTIN1 teaches a computer-implemented method for 

Page3 

communication and cooperative task completion among a plurality of distributed agents 

(sub-agents I agents), comprising the acts of: registering a description of each client 

agent's functional capabilities, using a platform independent inter-agent language (pg. 

5, Each facilitator records the published capabilities of their subagents ... "); receiving a 

request as a base goal in the inter-agent language (ICL form), in the form of an 

arbitrarily complex goal expression (request) (pg. 5, " ... and when requests arrive .. "); 

and dynamically interpreting the complex goal expression (request) comprising: 

generating one or more sub-goals (sub-request) expressed in the inter-agent language 

(ICL) (pg. 5, ... the facilitator is responsible for breaking them down and for distributing 

subrequest.."); and dispatching each of the sub-goals (sub-request) to a selected client 

agent (agent) for performance ("pg. 5, " ... and when requests arrive (expressed in the 

Inter-agent Communication Language, described below), the facilitator is responsible for 

breaking them down and for distributing sub-requests to the appropriate agents; "For 

example, every agent can ... and request solutions for a set of goals, ... "). It would be 

inherent that since the functionalities of an agent are registered with the facilitator that 

they are stored registered functional capabilities of that agent and that the request is a 

complex goal since the facilitator can be requested to provide solutions for a set of 

goals (pg. 5). However, MARTIN1 does not teach the step of constructing a goal 

satisfaction plan. 

MARTIN2 teaches an agent architecture for request communication comprising 

the step of constructing a goal satisfaction plan (query execution plan) that includes one 
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or more sub-goals (sub-queries) and dispatching each sub-goal (sub-queries) to a 

selected agent (source) for performance based on a match between the capabilities of 

the agent and the sub-goal ("for each chunk, rewrite it as a disjunction of translated sub-

queries where each disjunct is the translation of the sub-query for one of the source s 

that can handle that chunk.") (pg. 11-12, Query Processing). Therefore, it would be 

obvious to one skilled in the art to combine the teachings of MARTIN1 with the 

teachings of MARTIN2 in order to facilitate query processing (pg. 11 ). 

As to claim 29, MARTIN1 teaches a method to facilitate cooperative task 

completion within a distributed computing environment supporting an Inter-agent 

Communication Language among a plurality of electronic agents (sub-agents I agents) 

comprising: providing an agent registry as disclosed (facilitator storage of published 

sub-agents capabilities); interpreting a service request in order to determine a base goal 

(via facilitator); determining whether the requested service is available, determining sub-

goals required in completing the base goal (determine solutions for a set of goals) 

selecting suitable service-providing electronic agents for performing the sub-goals, and 

ordering a delegation of sub-goal requests to complete the requested service (pg. 5, 

"The facilitator is responsible for breaking them down and for distributing sub-requests 

to the appropriate agents."). However, MARTIN1 does not explicitly mention that the 

method is operable in a computer program product or the sending of advice or 

constraints. It would be obvious that since an agent can request solutions for a goal to 

be satisfied under a variety of different control strategies (pg. 5) that the control 
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strategies are the advice and constraints. It would also be obvious to one skilled in the 

art to generate program code that would entail the method of MARTIN1 and thereby 

obvious that the method can be entailed in a computer program product. However, 

MARTIN1 does not teach the step of constructing a base goal satisfaction plan. 

MARTIN2 teaches an agent architecture for request communication comprising 

the step of constructing a goal satisfaction plan (query execution plan) comprising: 

determining whether the service is available (determine what set of sources provides 

solutions for that predicate), determining sub-goals required in completing the base goal 

(determine which are the largest sub-queries that can be treated as chunks and which 

sources can handle each chunk); selecting service-providing agents ("which sources 

can handle each chunk), and ordering a delegation of sub-gal request to best complete 

the requested service ("for each chunk, rewrite it as a disjunction of translated sub-

queries ... each translated subquery is labeled with the name of the source by which it is 

to be solved."); and implementing the base goal satisfaction plan ("The plan is then 

interpreted according to Prolog semantics.") (pg. 11-12, Query Processing). It would 

be obvious that since an agent can request solutions for a goal to be satisfied under a 

variety of different control strategies (pg. 5) that the control strategies are the advice 

and/or constraints. It would also be obvious to one skilled in the art to generate 

program code that would entail the method of MARTIN2 and thereby obvious that the 

method can be entailed in a computer program product. Refer to claim 1 for the 

motivation to combine. 
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As to claim 48, MARTIN1 teaches an Inter-agent Communication Language (ICL) 

providing a basis for facilitated cooperative task completion within a distributed 

computing environment having a facilitator agent (facilitator) and a plurality of electronic 

agents (sub-agents I agents), the ICL having a feature for allowing the enabling agents 

(client I agent) to perform queries of other agents (pg. 5, Agents share a common 

communication language ... and may run on any network linked platform."). However, 

MARTIN1 does not teach the ICL supporting compound goal expressions. 

MARTIN2 teaches the query is a base goal stored in as a compound goal having 

sub-goals (pg. 8, "Queries submitted to the Broker are expression ... and backtracking in 

expressing and processing queries.") and the ICL having expression which may be 

coupled by a conjunctive operator (pg. 10, "Although the body of the broker predicate 

rule is characterized as a conjunction of predicates."). It would be obvious that since 

the base goal (query) is broken down and distributed to as sub-requests to the 

appropriate agents or solutions are requested for a set of goals as disclosed in 

MARTIN1 that the base goal as a compound goal is broken down based on operators 

disclosing where it can be broken down. Refer to claim 1 for the motivation to combine. 

As to claim 61, MARTIN1 teaches a facilitator agent (facilitator) arranged to 

coordinate task completion (process coordination) within a distributed computing 

environment having a plurality of electronic agents (agents I clients), comprising: an 

agent registry (storage of records of published capabilities of their subagents) that 

declares capabilities of service-providing electronic agents (subagents) currently active 
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within the distributed computing environment and that request have constraints and 

parameters (control strategies) (pg. 5, The Open Agent Architecture). However, 

MARTIN1 does not teach the facilitating engine. 

MARTIN2 teaches a facilitator agent (facilitator) having a facilitating engine 

(broker agent) (pg. 7, " ... the Information Broker agent, working in close cooperation with 

the OAA facilitator.") operable to parse a service request in order to interpret a 

compound goal (pg. 7, "The Broker accepts request (queries) from ... "; "The Broker 

delegates, translates, and relays the appropriate sub-queries to the available source 

agents .. "; pg. 8, "Each query is syntactically the same as a Prolog goal, usually a 

compound goal."), the compound goal including constraints and parameters (built-in 

predicates) (pg. 11, " .. ICL built-in predicates (including arithmetic comparisons) are 

included with chuncks to be solved by sources."), the service request formed according 

to an ICL (pg. 11 ), the engine further operable to construct a goal satisfaction plan 

(query execution plan) specifying the coordination of a suitable delegation of sub-goal 

(sub-queries) requests to complete the requested service satisfying the constraints and 

parameters (pg. 11, Query Processing). Refer to claim 1 for the motivation to combine. 

As to claim 71, reference is made to an architecture that encompasses the agent 

of claim 61 above, and is therefore met by the rejection of claim 61 above. However 

claim 71, further details the facilitator agent in bi-directional communication with the 

electronic agents. MARTIN1 teaches the facilitator can distribute request to the agents 
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and the agents can request information via the facilitator (pg. 5), therefore it would be 

obvious that the facilitator and agents are in bi-directional communication. 

As to claim 86, MARTIN1 teaches a method for information communication in a 

distributed computing environment having at least one facilitator agent (facilitator) and 

at least one client agent (sub-agent I agents), comprising storing a representation of an 

inter-agent language description (ICL registration of capabilities) of a client agent's 

functional capabilities (pg. 5, "Each facilitator records the published capabilities of their 

subagents .. "). However, MARTIN1 does not explicitly mention that the method is 

operable in a data wave carrier. It would be obvious and well known in the art that one 

skilled in the art would generate program code on a data wave carrier that would entail 

the method of MARTIN1 and thereby obvious that the method can be entailed in a data 

wave carrier. However, MARTIN1 does not teach the facilitator agent is operable to 

construct a goal satisfaction plan. 

MARTIN2 teaches an agent system for information communication wherein a 

facilitation agent (broker agent) is operable to construct a goal satisfaction plan (query 

execution plan) for satisfying one or more request (query) for service from the at least 

one active client agent (source) (pg. 11-12, Query Processing). Refer to claim 1 for the 

motivation to combine. 

As to claim 2, MARTIN1 teaches receiving a new request for service as a base 

goal from at least one of the selected client agents in response to the sub-goal and 
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recursively applying the dynamically interpreting step (pg. 5, "An agent satisfying a 

request may require supporting information, and the OAA provides numerous means of 

requesting data from other agents or from the user."). 

As to claim 3, MARTIN1 teaches the act of registering and transmitting the new 

agent profile from the specific agent to the facilitator agent (pg. 5, "Every agent 

participating in an OAA-based system defines and publishes a set of capabilities 

specifications, expressed in the ICL, describing the services that it provides."). It would 

be obvious that an agent that is initially created is instantiated in memory before it is 

registered. 

As to claim 4, MARTIN2 teaches deactivating a client agent no longer available 

to provide services by deleting the registration (pg. 9, Source agents that need to go 

offline ... so that it can unregister the source and retract its schema mapping rules."). 

As to claims 5-10, MARTIN1 teaches providing an agent registry data structure 

that can comprise of symbolic names, data declarations, trigger declarations, and task 

and process characteristics (pg. 5, "For example, every agent can install local or remote 

triggers on data ... "). 
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distributed agents (pg. 5, ... the facilitator is responsible for breaking them down and for 

distributing sub-requests to the appropriate agent."). 

As to claims 12-14, MARTIN2 teaches receiving a request for service in a second 

language (source schema); selecting a registered agent capable of converting the 

second language into the inter-agent language (broker schema); and forwarding the 

request for service in a second language to the registered agent for conversion to be 

performed and the results returned (pg. 12-13, Queries Expressed in a Source 

Schema). 

As to claims 15-25, MARTIN1 teaches the base goal requires setting a trigger 

having conditional functionality and consequential functionality which can be stored on 

the facilitator agent and/or the service providing agent (pg. 5, "For example, every agent 

can install local or remote triggers on data ... "). 

As to claims 26-28, MARTIN2 teaches the base goal is a compound goal having 

sub-goals (pg. 8, "Queries submitted to the Broker are expression ... and backtracking in 

expressing and processing queries."). It would be obvious that since the base goal 

(query) is broken down and distributed to as sub-requests to the appropriate agents or 

solutions are requested for a set of goals as disclosed in MARTIN1 that the base goal 
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as a compound goal is broken down based on operators disclosing where it can be 

broken down. 

As to claims 30 and 31, MARTIN1 teaches registering a specific agent (agent) 

into the agent registry (list of agents capabilities) comprising: establishing a bi-

directional communications link between the specific agent and a facilitator agent 

controlling the agent registry; providing a new agent profile to the facilitator agent; and 

registering the specific agent with the profile thereby making the capabilities available to 

the facilitator agent (pg. 5, "Each facilitator records the published capabilities of their 

subagents ... "; "Every agent participating in an OAA-based system ... describing the 

services that it provides."). 

As to claim 32, refer to claim 3 for rejection. 

As to claim 33, refer to claim 5 for rejection. 

As to claim 34, refer to claim 11 for rejection. 

As to claims 35-37, refer to claims 12-14 for rejection. 

As to claims 38-44, refer to claims 15-25 for rejection. 
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As to claim 49 and 50, MARTIN1 teaches the ICL is platform and language 

independent (pg. 5, "The OAA's Inter-agent Communication Language ... they are 

programmed in."). 

As to claims 51-54, MARTIN1 teaches the ICL supports task completion 

constraints (triggers) within goal expressions (pg. 5). 

As to claims 55-60, MARTIN1 teaches each electronic agent defines and 

publishes a set of capability declarations or solvables that describe services and an 

interface to the electronic agent (pg. 5, "Every agent participating in an OM-based 

system defines and publishes ... we refer to these capabilities specifications as 

solvables."). 

As to claim 62, MARTIN2 teaches the facilitating engine (broker agent) is able to 

receive events such as online and offline agents (pg. 8-9, The Broker agent). It would 

be obvious that the plan is modified if a particular agent goes offline since that agent is 

no longer available. 

As to claim 63, refer to claim 5 for rejection. 
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As to claim 70, MARTIN1 teaches the agent registry (agent library I list of agent 

capabilities) is a database accessible to all electronic agents (pg. 5, A collection of 

agents satisfies requests from users, or other agents ... one or more facilitators."; "An 

agent satisfying a request may require supporting information ... requesting data from 

other agents or from the user."). 

As to claim 72, refer to claim 48 for rejection. 

As to claims 73 and 74, refer to claims 49 and 50 for rejection. 

As to claims 75-78, refer to claims 51-54 for rejection. 

As to claims 79-83, refer to claims 54-60 for rejection. 

As to claims 84 and 85, MARTIN2 teaches that facilitator engines (broker agents) 

are distributed across at least two computer processes (multiple broker agents in an 

architecture) (pg 7, pg. 16) wherein each stores a planning component (schema 

mapping rules) (pg. 8). It would be obvious that since the broker performs the 

delegation that it also has an execution component and therefore each broker agent has 

an execution component. 
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As to claim 87, MARTIN1 teaches a representation of a request for service in the 

inter-agent language from a first agent (client agent sending a query) to a second agent 

(facilitator) (pg. 5). It would be obvious and well known in the art that one skilled in the 

art would generate program code on a data wave carrier that would entail the method of 

MARTIN1 and thereby obvious that the method can be entailed in a data wave carrier. 

As to claim 88, MARTIN1 teaches a representation of a goal dispatched to an 

agent for performance from a facilitator agent (every agent can request solutions for a 

set of goals I facilitator is responsible for breaking them down and for distributing sub-

requests to the appropriate agent) (pg. 5). It would be obvious and well known in the art 

that one skilled in the art would generate program code on a data wave carrier that 

would entail the method of MARTIN1 and thereby obvious that the method can be 

entailed in a data wave carrier. 

As to claim 89, It is well known in the art to one skilled in the art that an agent 

can send back a response after processing the request. It would be obvious and well 

known in the art that one skilled in the art would generate program code on a data wave 

carrier that would entail the method of MARTIN1 and thereby obvious that the method 

can be entailed in a data wave carrier. 
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4. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-89 have been considered but are 

moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection. 

Conclusion 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Lewis A Bullock, Jr. whose telephone number is (703) 

305-0439. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday, 8:30 am - 5:00 

pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Alvin E. Oberley can be reached on (703) 305-9716. The fax phone 

numbers for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are (703) 

746-7239 for regular communications and (703) 746-7238 for After Final 

communications. 

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or 

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-

0286. 

lab 
February 21, 2003 

ALVIN OBERLEY 
SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER 

TEC11NOL06Y CENTER 2100 
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(! ~ • • Application N 

Interview Summary 
09/225,198 

Examiner 

Lewis A. Bullock, Jr. 

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel): 

(1) Lewis A. Bullock. Jr .. 

(2) Corina Tan. 

Date of Interview: 2129/03. 

(3) __ . 

(4) __ . 

Type: a)[gl Telephonic b)D Video Conference 
c)D Personal [copy given to: 1 )0 applicant 2)0 applicant's representative] 

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d}0 Yes 
If Yes, brief description: __ . 

Claim(s) discussed: Claim 1. 

Identification of prior art discussed: Martin. 

e)IZJ No. 

Applicant(s) 

CHEYER ET AL. 

Art Unit 

2126 

Agreement with respect to the claims f)D was reached. g)[gl was not reached. h}D N/A. 

Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was 
reached, or any other comments: See Continuation Sheet. 

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims 
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims 
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.) 

THE FORMAL WRITIEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE 
INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, APPLICANT IS 
GIVEN ONE MONTH FROM THIS INTERVIEW DATE TO FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE 
INTERVIEW. See Summary of Record of Interview requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet. 

Examiner Note: You must sign this form unless it is an 
Attachment to a signed Office action. 

U.S. Patent and Tradetmt1<. Office 
PT0-413 (Rev. 04..03) Interview Summary Paper No. 10. 
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements 

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP}, Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record 
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-tc:Hace, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the 
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview. 

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.1331ntervlews 
Paragraph (b) 

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as 
warranting favorable action must be filed by the applicant An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in§§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132) 

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing. 
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and 
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to 
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt. 

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself 
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews. 

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless 
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies 
which bear directly on the question of patentability. 

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the 
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction 
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing 
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the 
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required. 

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the 
"Contents" section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the 
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address 
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other 
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication. 

The Form provides for recordation of the following information: 
- Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number) 

Name of applicant 
Name of examiner 
Date of interview 
Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal) 
Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.) 
An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted 
An identification of the specific prior art discussed 
An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by 
attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does 
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary. 
The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action) 

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It 
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview 
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the 
substance of the interview. 

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items: 
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted, 
2) an identification of the claims discussed, 
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed, 
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the 

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner, 
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner, 

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not 
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the 
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully 
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.) 

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and 
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by 

the examiner. 

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and 
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record. 

Examiner t Check for Accuracy 

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner's version of the 
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, "Interview Record OK" on the 
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner's initials. 
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Continuati n She t (PT0-413) Application N . 09/225,198 

Continuation of Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an 
agreement was reached, or any other comments: Applicant proposed amending the claims such that the goal 
satisfaction plan entails the facilitating engine using "reasoning that includes one or more of domain-independent 
coordination strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and application-specific reasoning comprising rules and learning 
algorithms. Applicant argues this is quite different then the query execution plan as detailed in Martin. The examiner 
will consider the amendments in view of the prior art of record in responding in the subsequent action. The interview 
concluded. 
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Attorney D~~~t No. 59501-8016.US01 {' 7) _ /l..t!J/1 

~~L--------------------------------------------------------------1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING (37 CFR 1.8(a)) I 

ereby certify that this paper (along with any referred to as being attached or enclosed) is being deposited with the U.S. Postal Serv1ce 
as first class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, AI xandria, VA 22313-1 0. 

Date: June 3 2003 

Applicants: CHEYER et al. 
Application No.: 09/225,198 

Filed: January 5, 1999 JUN 1 6 Z003 
Examiner: L. A. Bullock, Jr. 

Group Art Unit 2151 Technology Center 2100 
For: SOFTWARE-BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR 

COMMUNICATION AND COOPERATION 
AMONG DISTRIBUTED ELECTRONIC AGENTS 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Sir: 

TRANSMITTAL FOR AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE AND 

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING APPENDIX SUBMITTED ON COMPACT DISC 

1. Transmitted herewith are the following: 

2. 

3. 

~ Amendment and Response 
~ Copy 1 and Copy 2 of Compact Disc both containing the identical contents of 

Appendix A as filed with the patent application on January 5, 1999. 
~ Amended first page of Specification 
~ IDS, 1449 and 3 references 

Machine format is IS0-9660 file system: 

File Name Size Creation Date Last Date 

oaa.pl 159,613 bytes 1996/10/08 1998/12/23 

fac.pl 52,733 bytes 1997/04/24 1998/05/06 

compound.pl 42,937 bytes 1996/12/11 1998/04/10 

com_tcp.pl 18,0'10 bytes 1998/02/10 1998/05/06 

Fee Authorization 

Applicants believe that there is no fee due, however, the Commissioner is authorized to 
charge any underpayment of fees to Deposit Account No. 50-2207. This paper is 
submitted in duplicate. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Perkins Coie LLP 

Date: June 3. 2003 ~~~ 

59501-8018.US01 1 

Carina M. Tan 
Registration No. 45,769 
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Correspondence Address: 
Customer No. 22918 
Perkins Coie LLP 
P. 0. Box 2168 
Menlo Park, California 94026-2168 
(650) 838-4300 

59501-8018.US01 

Attorney D~~~t No. 59501-8016.US01 

2 
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Please forward to Group Art Unit cl2J 5f 

Amended Compact Discs 

EXAMINER NOTE: THIS PAPER IS AN INTERNAL WORKSHEET ONLY. DO NOT ENCLOSE 
WITH ANY COMMUNICATION TO THE APPLICANT. ITS PURPOSE IS ONLY THAT OF AN 
AID IN HIGHLIGHTING A PARTICULAR PROBLEM IN A COMPACT DISC. 

THE ATIACHED CD (COPY 1) HAS BEEN REVIEWED BY OIPE FOR 

COMPLIANCE WITH 37 CFR 1.52(E). Please match this CD with 
the application listed below. 

Date: 
Serial No./Control No.f'L()!/c22519K' 
Reviewed By: yu)lJit.afVJ Phone: --=ao~·-=5~~=-=:2=-~7'--. __ 

~compact discs are readable and acceptable. 

0_ Copy 1 and Copy 2 of the compact discs are not the same. 

D The compact discs are unreadable. 

D The files on the compact discs are not in ASCII. 

D The compact discs contain at least one virus. 

D Other 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal 
Service as first class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, 
P.O. Bo• 1450, Al,.ondrio, VA 22313~ /), 

oo Jooo 3, 2003 by¥ ;1{;)'1f2~ 
/ Sharyl Brown 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re application of: Atty Dkt. No. 59501-8016.US01 

CHEYER et al. Group Art Unit No.: 2151 

Serial No.: 09/225,198 Examiner: L. A. Bullock, Jr. 

Filed on: January 5, 1999 

For: SOFTWARE-BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR COMMUNICATION AND 
COOPERATION AMONG DISTRIBUTED ELECTRONIC AGENTS 

Commissioner of Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE 

This is in response to the Office Action mailed March 3, 2003, the shortened statutory 

period for which runs until June 3, 2003. 

IN THE SPECIFICATION 

. ~e._ Enclosed is substitute Page 1 of the specification which has been amended to identify the 

Y() compact disk and lists the file names, size, and creation date of each file. 

59501-8016.US01 1 Serial No. 09/225,198 
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•• 
IN THE CLAIMS 

Please amend Claims 1, 29, 61, 71 and 86. The claim amendments are submitted in 

"revised amendment format" as described in AMENDMENTS IN A REVISED FORMAT NOW 

PERMITTED, signed January 31,2003, and published in Official Gazette on February 25,2003. 
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• 
CLAIM AMENDMENTS 

1. (Currently Amended) A computer-implemented method for communication and 

cooperative task completion among a plurality of distributed electronic agents, comprising the 

acts of: 

registering a description of each active client agent's functional capabilities as corresponding 

registered functional capabilities, using an expandable, platform-independent, inter-agent 

language; 

receiving a request for service as a base goal in the inter-agent language, in the form of an 

arbitrarily complex goal expression; and 

dynamically interpreting the arbitrarily complex goal expression, said act of interpreting further 

comprising: 

generating one or more sub-goals expressed in the inter-agent language; 

constructing a goal satisfaction plan that iBeludes said oBe or more sl:lB goals; asd , wherein the 

goal satisfaction plan includes: 

a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests to best complete the requested 

service request-by using reasoning that includes one or more of 

domain-independent coordination strategies, domain-specific 

reasoning. and application-specific reasoning comprising rules and 

learning algorithms; and 

dispatching each of the sub-goals to a selected client agent for performance, based on a match 

between the sub-goal being dispatched and the registered functional capabilities of the selected 

client agent. 

2. (Previously Amended) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1, further 

including the following acts of: 

receiving a new request for service as a base goal using the inter-agent language, in the form of 

another arbitrarily complex goal expression, from at least one of the selected client agents in 

response to the sub-goal dispatched to said agent; and 

recursively applying the step of dynamically interpreting the arbitrarily complex goal expression 

in order to perform the new request for service. 

59501-8016.US01 3 Serial No. 09/225,198 
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3. (Previously Amended) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 2 wherein the 

act of registering a specific agent further includes: 

invoking the specific agent in order to activate the specific agent; 

instantiating an instance of the specific agent; and 

transmitting the new agent profile from the specific agent to a facilitator agent in response to the 

instantiation of the specific agent. 

4. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further including the act of 

deactivating a specific client agent no longer available to provide services by deleting the 

registration ofthe specific client agent. 

5. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the act of 

providing an agent registry data structure. 

6. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent registry data 

structure includes at least one symbolic name for each active agent. 

7. A computer-implemented method of recited in claim 5 wherein the agent registry data 

structure includes at least one data declaration for each active agent. 

8. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent registry data 

structure includes at least one trigger declaration for one active agent. 

9. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent registry data 

structure includes at least one task declaration, and process characteristics for each active agent. 

10. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent registry data 

structure includes at least one process characteristic for each active agent. 

59501-8016.US01 4 Serial No. 09/225,198 
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11. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the act of 

establishing communication between the plurality of distributed agents. 

12. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the acts of: 

receiving a request for service in a second language differing from the inter-agent language; 

selecting a registered agent capable of converting the second language into the inter-agent 

language; and 

forwarding the request for service in a second language to the registered agent capable of 

converting the second language into the inter-agent language, implicitly requesting that such a 

conversion be performed and the results returned. 

13. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 12 wherein the request includes a 

natural language query, and the registered agent capable of converting the second language into 

the inter-agent language service is a natural language agent. 

14. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 13 wherein the natural language 

query was generated by a user interface agent. 

15. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1, wherein the base goal requires 

setting a trigger having conditional functionality and consequential functionality. 

16. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the trigger is an 

outgoing communications trigger, the computer implemented method further including the acts 

of: 

monitoring all outgoing communication events in order to determine whether a specific outgoing 

communication event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of the specific outgoing communication event, performing the 

particular action defmed by the trigger. 

59501-8016.US01 5 Serial No. 09/225,198 
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17. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the trigger is an 

incoming communications trigger, the computer implemented method further including the acts 

of: 

monitoring all incoming communication events in order to determine whether a specific 

incoming communication event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of a specific incoming communication event satisfying the trigger 

conditional functionality, performing the particular consequential functionality defined by the 

trigger. 

18. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the trigger is a data 

trigger, the computer implemented method further including the acts of: 

monitoring a state of a data repository; and 

in response to a particular state event satisfying the trigger conditional functionality, performing 

the particular consequential functionality defined by the trigger. 

19. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the trigger is a time 

trigger, the computer implemented method further including the acts of: 

monitoring for the occurrence of a particular time condition; and 

in response to the occurrence of a particular time condition satisfying the trigger conditional 

functionality, performing the particular consequential functionality defined by the trigger. 

20. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the trigger is installed 

and executed within the facilitator agent. 

21. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the trigger is installed 

and executed within a first service-providing agent. 

22. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the conditional 

functionality of the trigger is installed on a facilitator agent. 

59501-8016.US01 6 Serial No. 09/225,198 
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23. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 22 wherein the consequential 

functionality is installed on a specific service-providing agent other than a facilitator agent. 

24. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the conditional 

functionality of the trigger is installed on specific service-providing agent other than a facilitator 

agent. 

25. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the consequential 

functionality of the trigger is installed on a facilitator agent. 

26. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 wherein the base goal is a 

compound goal having sub-goals separated by operators. 

27. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 26 wherein the type of available 

operators includes a conjunction operator, a disjunction operator, and a conditional execution 

operator. 

28. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 27 wherein the type of available 

operators further includes a parallel disjunction operator that indicates that disjunct goals are to 

be performed by different agents. 

29. (Currently Amended) A computer program stored on a computer readable medium, the 

computer program executable to facilitate cooperative task completion within a distributed 

computing environment, the distributed computing environment including a plurality of 

autonomous electronic agents, the distributed computing environment supporting an Interagent 

Communication Language, the computer program comprising computer executable instructions 

for: 

providing an agent registry that declares capabilities of service-providing electronic agents 

currently active within the distributed computing environment; 
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interpreting a service request in order to determine a base goal that may be a compound, 

arbitrarily complex base goal, the service request adhering to an Interagent Communication 

Language (ICL), the act of interpreting including the sub-acts of: 

determining any task completion advice provided by the base goal, and 

determining any task completion constraints provided by the base goal; 

constructing a base goal satisfaction plan including the sub-acts of: 

determining whether the requested service is available, 

determining sub-goals required in completing the base goal by using reasoning 

that includes one or more of domain-independent coordination strategies. domain-specific 

reasoning. and application-specific reasoning comprising rules and learning algorithms, 

selecting service-providing electronic agents from the agent registry suitable for 

performing the determined sub-goals, and 

ordering a delegation of sub-goal requests to best complete the requested service; 

and 

implementing the base goal satisfaction plan. 

30. A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the computer executable instruction 

for providing an agent registry includes the following computer executable instructions for 

registering a specific service-providing electronic agent into the agent registry: 

establishing a bi-directional communications link between the specific agent and a facilitator 

agent controlling the agent registry; 

providing a new agent profile to the facilitator· agent, the new agent profile defining publicly 

available capabilities of the specific agent; and 

registering the specific agent together with the new agent profile within the agent registry, 

thereby making available to the facilitator agent the capabilities of the specific agent. 

31. A computer program as recited in claim 30 wherein the computer executable instruction 

for registering a specific agent further includes: 

invoking the specific agent in order to activate the specific agent; 

instantiating an instance of the specific agent; and 
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transmitting the new agent profile from the specific agent to the facilitator agent in response to 

the instantiation of the specific agent. 

32. A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the computer executable instruction 

for providing an agent registry includes a computer executable instruction for removing a specific 

service-providing electronic agent from the registry upon determining that the specific agent is no 

longer available to provide services. 

33. A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the provided agent registry includes a 

symbolic name, a unique address, data declarations, trigger declarations, task declarations, and 

process characteristics for each active agent. 

34. Computer program as recited in claim 29 further including computer executable 

instructions for receiving the service request via a communications link established with a client. 

35. A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the computer executable instruction 

for providing a service request includes instructions for: 

receiving a non-ICL format service request;· 

selecting an active agent capable of converting the non-ICL formal service request into an ICL 

format service request; 

forwarding the non-ICL format service request to the active agent capable of converting the non

ICL format service request, together with a request that such conversion be performed; and 

receiving an ICL format service request corresponding to the non-ICL format service request. 

36. A computer program as recited in claim 35 wherein the non-ICL format service request 

includes a natural language query, and the active agent capable of converting the non-ICL formal 

service request into an ICL format service request is a natural language agent. 

37. A computer program as recited in claim 36 wherein the natural language query is 

generated by a user interface agent. 
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38. A computer program as recited in claim 29, the computer program further including 

computer executable instructions for implementing a base goal that requires setting a trigger 

having conditional and consequential functionality. 

39. A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is an outgoing 

communications trigger, the computer program further including computer executable 

instructions for: 

monitoring all outgoing communication events in order to determine whether a specific outgoing 

communication event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of the specific outgoing communication event, performing the 

particular action defined by the trigger. 

40. A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is an incoming 

communications trigger, the computer program further including computer executable 

instructions for: 

monitoring all incoming communication events in order to determine whether a specific 

incoming communication event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of the specific incoming communication event, performing the 

particular action defined by the trigger. 

41. A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is a data trigger, the 

computer program further including computer executable instructions for: 

monitoring a state of a data repository; and 

in response to a particular state event, performing the particular action defined by the trigger. 

42. A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is a time trigger, the 

computer program further including computer executable instructions for: 

monitoring for the occurrence of a particular time condition; and 

in response to the occurrence of the particular time condition, performing the particular action 

defined by the trigger. 
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43. A computer program as recited in claim 38 further including computer executable 

instructions for installing and executing the trigger within the facilitator agent. 

44. A computer program as recited in claim 38 further including computer executable 

instructions for installing and executing the trigger within a first service-providing agent. 

45. A computer program as recited in claim 29 further including computer executable 

instructions for interpreting compound goals having sub-goals separated by operators. 

46. A computer program as recited in claim 45 wherein the type of available operators 

includes a conjunction operator, a disjunction operator, and a conditional execution operator. 

4 7. A computer program as recited in claim 46 wherein the type of available operators further 

includes parallel disjunction operator that indicates that distinct goals are to be performed by 

different agents. 

48. (Currently Amended) An Interagent Communication Language (ICL) providing a basis 

for facilitated cooperative task completion within a distributed computing environment having a 

facilitator agent and a plurality of autonomous service-providing electronic agents, wherein: 

the ICL having one or more features from a set of features comprising: 

enabling agents to perform queries of other agents; 

enabling agents to exchange information with other agents; and 

enabling agents to set triggers within other agents; and 

the ICL having a syntax supporting compound goal expressions wherein said compound 

goal expressions are such that goals within a single request provided accor~ing to 

the ICL syntax may be coupled by one or more operators from a set of operators 

comprising: 

a eeBjl:HletiYe ef)el'flter; 

a conditional execution operator; and 

a parallel disjunctive operation that indicates that disjunct goals are to be 

performed by different agents. 
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49. An ICL as recited in claim 48, wherein the ICL is computer platform independent. 

50. An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL is independent of computer programming 

languages which the plurality of agents are programmed in. 

51. An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit task completion 

constraints include use of specific agent constraints and response time constraints. 

52. An ICL as recited in claim 51, wherein possible types of task completion constraints 

include use of specific agent constraints and response time constraints. 

53. An ICL as recited in claim 51 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit task completion 

advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

54. An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit task completion 

advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

55. An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein each autonomous service-providing electronic 

agent defines and publishes a set of capability declarations or solvables, expressed in ICL, that 

describes services provided by such electronic agent. 

56. An ICL as recited in claim 55 wherein an electronic agent's solvables define·an interface 

for the electronic agent. 

57. An ICL as recited in claim 56 wherein the facilitator agent maintains an agent registry 

making available a plurality of electronic agent interfaces. 

58. An ICL as recited in claim 57 wherein the possible types of solvables includes procedure 

solvables, a procedure solvable operable to implement a procedure such as a test or an action. 
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59. An ICL as recited in claim 58 wherein the possible types of solvables further includes 

data solvables, a data solvable operable to provide access to a collection of data. 

60. An ICL as recited in claim 58 wherein the possible types of solvables includes data 

solvables, a data solvable operable to provide access to a collection of data. 

61. (Currently Amended) A facilitator agent arranged to coordinate cooperative task 

completion within a distributed computing environment having a plurality of autonomous 

service-providing electronic agents, the facilitator agent comprising: 

an agent registry that declares capabilities of service-providing electronic agents currently active 

within the distributed computing environment; and 

a facilitating engine operable to parse a service request in order to interpret a compound goal set 

forth therein, the compound goal including both local and global constraints and control 

parameters, the service request formed according to an Interagent Communication Language 

{ICL), the facilitating engine further operable to construct a goal satisfaction plan by using 

reasoning that includes one or more of domain-independent coordination strategies, domain

specific reasoning. and application-specific reasoning comprising rules and learning algorithms 

SJ')eeifYiag the eeefaiflatiea ef a saitable delegati en ef sl:lb geal feEJ:aests te eeffi:Plete the 

.· .' feEJ:l:lestea serviee satisfYing beth the leeal aaa glebal eeastfaiats ana eeH:tfel J'lBfam:etefs. 

62. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61, wherein the facilitating engine is capable of 

modifying the goal satisfaction plan during execution, the modifying initiated by events such as 

new agent declarations within the agent registry, decisions made by remote agents, and 

information provided to the facilitating engine by remote agents. 

63. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61 wherein the agent registry includes a symbolic 

name, a unique address, data declarations, trigger declarations, task declarations, and process 

characteristics for each active agent. 
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64. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61 wherein the facilitating engine is operable to 

install a trigger mechanism requesting that a certain action be taken when a certain set of 

conditions are met. 

65. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 wherein the trigger mechanism is a 

communication trigger that monitors communication events and performs the certain action 

when a certain communication event occurs. 

66. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 wherein the trigger mechanism is a data trigger 

that monitors a state of a data repository and performs the certain action when a certain data state 

is obtained. 

67. . A facilitator agent as recited in claim 66 wherein the data repository is local to the 

facilitator agent. 

68 .. · A facilitator agent as recited in claim 66 wherein the data repository is remote from the 

facilitator agent. 

69: _ A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 wherein the trigger mechanism is a task trigger 

having a set of conditions. 

70.. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61, the facilitator agent further including a global 

database accessible to at least one of the service-providing electronic agents. 

71. (Currently Amended) A software-based, flexible computer architecture for 

communication and cooperation among distributed electronic agents, the architecture 

contemplating a distributed computing system comprising: 

a plurality of service-providing electronic agents; and 

a facilitator agent in bi-directional communications with the plurality of service-providing 

electronic agents, the facilitator agent including: 
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an agent registry that declares capabilities of service-providing electronic agents 

currently active within the distributed computing environment; 

a facilitating engine operable to parse a service request in order to interpret an 

arbitrarily complex goal set forth therein, the facilitating engine further operable to construct a 

goal satisfaction plan including the coordination of a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests to 

best complete the requested service by using reasoning that includes one or more of domain

independent coordination strategies. domain-specific reasoning, and application-specific 

reasoning comprising rules and learning algorithms. 

72. A computer architecture as recited in claim 71, wherein the basis for the computer 

architect is an Interagent Communication Language (ICL) enabling agents to perform queries of 

other agents, exchange information with other agents, and set triggers within other agents, the 

ICL further defined by an ICL syntax supporting compound goal expressions such that goals 

within a single request provided according to the ICL syntax may be coupled by a conjunctive 

operator, a disjunctive operator, a conditional execution operator, and a parallel disjunctive 

operator parallel disjunctive operator that indicates that disjunct goals are to be performed by 

different agents. 

73. A computer architecture as recited in claim 72, wherein the ICL is computer platform 

independent. 

74. A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein the ICL is independent of 

computer programming languages in which the plurality of agents are programmed. 

75. A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit 

task completion constraints within goal expressions. 

76. A computer architecture as recited in claim 75 wherein possible types oftask completion 

constraints include use of specific agent constraints and response time constraints. 
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77. A computer architecture as recited in claim 75 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit 

task completion advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

78. A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit 

task completion advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

79. A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein each autonomous service-

providing electronic agent defines and publishes a set of capability declarations or solvables, 

expressed in ICL, that describes services provided by such electronic agent. 

80. A computer architecture as recited in claim 79 wherein an electronic agent's solvables 

define an interface for the electronic agent. 

81. A computer architecture as recited in claim 80 wherein the possible types of solvables 

includes procedure solvables, a procedure solvable operable to implement a procedure such as a 

test or an action. • 

82. A computer architecture as recited in claim 81 wherein the possible types of solvables 

further includes data solvables, a data solvable operable to provide access to a collection of data. 

83. A computer architecture as recited in claim 82 wherein the possible types of solvables 

includes a data solvable operable to provide access to modify a collection of data. 

84. (Previously Amended) A computer architecture as recited in claim 71 wherein a planning 

component of the facilitating engine are distributed across at least two computer processes. 

85. (Previously Amended) A computer architecture as recited in claim 71 wherein an 

execution component of the facilitating engine is distributed across at least two computer 

processes. 
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86. (Currently Amended) A data wave carrier providing a transport mechanism for 

information communication in a distributed computing environment having at least one 

facilitator agent and at least one active client agent, wherein said at least one facilitator agent is 

operable to construct a goal satisfaction plan by using reasoning that includes one or more of 

domain-independent coordination strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and application-specific 

reasoning comprising rules and learning algorithms for satisfying one or more requests for 

service from said at least one active client agent, the data wave carrier comprising a signal 

representation of an inter-agent language description of an active client agent's functional 

capabilities. 

87. (Previously Amended) A data wave carrier as recited in claim 86, the data wave carrier 

further comprising a corresponding signal representation of said one or more requests for service 

in the inter-agent language from a first agent to a second agent. 

88. (Previously Amended) A data wave carrier as recited in claim 86, the data wave carrier 

further comprising a signal representation of a goal dispatched to an agent for performance from 

a facilitator agent. 

89. A data wave carrier as recited in claim 88 wherein a later state of the data wave carrier 

comprises a signal representation of a response to the dispatched goal including results and/or a 

status report from the agent for performance to the facilitator agent. 
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REMARKS 

The Examiner is thanked for the performance of a thorough search. By this amendment, 

Claims 1, 29, 61, 71 and 86 have been amended. No claims have been cancelled or added. 

Hence, Claims 1-89 are pending in the Application. It is respectfully submitted that the 

amendments to the claims as indicated herein do not add any new matter to this Application. 

Furthermore, amendments made to the claims as indicated herein have been made to improve 

readability and clarity of the claims. Applicants enclose a CD-ROM labeled as Copy 1 and an 

identical copy of the CD-ROM labeled as Copy 2 containing the identical contents of Appendix 

~as filed with the patent application on January 5, 1999. Also enclosed is substitut~ Page 1 of 

the specification which has been amended to identify the compact disc and list the file names, 

size, and creation date of each file. 

SUMMARY OF REJECTIONS/OBJECTIONS 

In the Office Action, Claims 1-89 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over "Developing Tools for the Open Agent Architecture" by Martini in view of 

"Information Brokering in an Agent Architecture" by Martin2. 

REJECTIONS UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) 

CLAIMS 1. 29. 61. 71 and 86 

Claim 1 recites, in part, the features: 

"constructing a goal satisfaction plan, wherein the goal satisfaction plan includes: 

59501~8016.US01 

a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests to best complete the requested service 

request by using reasoning that includes one or more of domain

independent coordination strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and 

application-specific reasoning comprising rules and learning 

algorithms;" 
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• 
Claim 1 has been amended to clarify that the facilitating engine uses sophisticated 

reasoning when delegating sub-goal requests to best complete the requested service request. The 

facilitating engine's use of reasoning is supported by the specification on page 10, lines 15- 18. 

Amended Claim 1 requires that the facilitating engine use "reasoning that includes one or more 

of domain-independent coordination strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and application-

specific reasoning comprising rules and learning algorithms. 

For purposes of explanation, assume that the facilitator receives a request such as, "Make 

Coffee". The facilitator's facilitating engine uses reasoning to generate the following goal 

satisfaction plan: 

Sub-goal request A: Roast coffee beans 
Sub-goal request B: Grind coffee beans 
Sub-goal request C: Boil water, etc. 

The facilitating engine is able to use reasoning to generate a plan to accomplish the base 

goal, "Make Coffee". The reasoning includes "one or more of domain-independent coordination 

strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and application-specific reasoning comprising rules and 

learning algorithms." For example, the facilitating engine uses its domain-specific reasoning 

based on domain-specific knowledge of symbols and axioms of the domain. In the above 

example, the facilitating engine uses its knowledge about domain symbols and axioms such as 

"coffee", "roast", and "beans" in order to generate a goal satisfaction plan by reasoning that 

making coffee entails roasting coffee beans, grinding coffee beans and boiling water, etc. Also, 

the coffee beans need to be roasted before the coffee beans can be ground and that only after the 

coffee beans are ground should water be boiled. 

Further, the facilitating engine is able to use reasoning to delegate the sub-goals to service 

providing agents in such a way as "to best complete the requested service request." For example, 

assume that several agents are able to roast coffee. The facilitating engine is able to use 
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reasoning to delegate the sub-goal task of roasting coffee to the service-providing agent that can 

roast beans in the least amount of time because the facilitating engine has reasoned that the least 

amount of time taken to make coffee is the best way to accomplish the base goal of making 

coffee. 

Similarly, to use an example taken directly from the specification (see page 21, starting 

at line 29 to page 22, line 1-4}, the facilitating engine accomplished the request ''Remind Bob 

about lunch" by reasoning that all available message transfer agents (e.g., fax, phone, mail, 

pager) are to be enabled to compete for the opportunity to carry out the request. In other words, 

the base goal is carried out not by merely parsing the request into sub-goals based on the syntax 

of the request. Rather, the facilitating engine used reasoning to decide upon using competing 

message transfer agents to reminding Bob of lunch, in lieu of delegating the task to just one 

message transfer agent. 

In contrast, Martin's "Development Tools for the Open Agent Architecture" (Martini) 

and Martin 's "Information Brokering in An Agent Architecture" fail to teach the goal satisfaction 

plan that entails the type of reasoning described above as performed by the facilitator agent. As 

mentioned by the Examiner in the Office Action, Martin's "Development Tools for the Open 

Agent Architecture" does not teach the act of constructing a goal satisfaction plan. 

As for Martin 's "Information Brokering in An Agent Architecture" (Martin2), it merely 

discloses query processing and a query execution plan which is NOT the same as a goal 

execution plan. Thus, Martin2 is merely describing a method for information retrieval rather 

than fulfillment of a service request. Moreover, query execution plans are well-known in 

database systems. In database systems, query statements are made in query languages such as 

SQL. SQL statements are fulfilled according to a query execution plan based on the manner in 

which information is stored in the database. In contrast, the goal satisfaction plan is a plan that 
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entails reasoning in its construction, rather than being based on the manner in which information 

is stored in a database. 

Further, Martin2 merely teaches that the queries are systematically broken based on 

syntax of the queries without any kind of reasoning for forming a goal satisfaction plan such as 

that of the "Make Coffee" example above. In Martin2, on page 11, Martin2 teaches the 

construction of a query execution plan by analysis of"each predicate in the query" and the 

rewriting of the query for dispatch to information sources based on "a disjunction of translated 

subqueries. Therefore in Martin2, each request made of information sources must have 

appeared syntactically (albeit with language translation) in the original query. 

Neither Martini nor Martin2, either alone or in combination, disclose, teach, suggest or 

make obvious the novel features of claim 1. Thus, Claim 1 is allowable. 

Claims 29, 61, 71 and 86, each cont~n similar features regarding the use "reasoning that 

includes one or more of domain-independent coordination strategies, domain-specific reasoning, 

and application-specific reasoning comprising rules and learning algorithms. Thus, Claims 26, 

61, 71 and 86 are allowable for at least the reasons provided herein in respect to Claim 1. 

CLAIMS 2-28,30-47, 62-70. 72-85 and 87-89 

Claims 2-28 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 1 and include all the 

limitations of Claim 1 and therefore are allowable for at least the reasons provided herein in 

respect to Claim 1. 

Claims 30-4 7 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 29 and include all the 

limitations of Claim 29 and therefore are allowable for at least the reasons provided herein in 

respect to Claim 29. 
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Claims 62-70 are either directly or ind~rectly dependent upon Claim 61 and include all the 

limitations of Claim 61 and therefore are allowable for at least the reasons provided herein in 

respect to Claim 61. 

Claims 72-85 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 71 and include all the 

limitations of Claim 71 and therefore are allowable for at least the reasons provided herein in 

respect to Claim 71 

Claims 87-89 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 86 and include all the . 

limitations of Claim 86 and therefore are allowable for at least the reasons provided herein in 

respect to Claim 86. 

CLAIM48 

Claim 48 as amended, recites in part: 

"the ICL having a syntax supporting compoimd goal expressions wherein said_compound 
goal expressions are such that goals within a single request provided according 
to the ICL syntax may be coupled by one or more operators from a set of 
operators comprising: 
a conditional execution operator; and 
a parallel disjunctive operator that indicates that disjunct goals are to be 

performed by different agents." 

The novel method recited in Claim 48 as amended requires that "goals within a single 

request" are "coupled by one or more operators from a set of operators". In amended Claim 

48, the set of operators comprise, a conditional execution operator, and a parallel disjunctive 

operator. 

In the Office Action, the Examiner states that "the ICL having expression which may be 

coupled by a conjunctive operator". The claim has therefore been amended to clarify the 

applicant's invention. It is to be noted that Martin2 does not suggest or mention conditional 

execution operator, and a parallel disjunctive operators. 
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••• 
None of the cited references disclose, suggest or render obvious the requirement that the 

"goals within a single request" be "coupled by one or more operators from a set of operators", 

such as a conditional execution operator (such as "if' and "when", allowing for particular 

actions to be predicated on the state, or outcomes of earlier actions), and a parallel disjunctive 

operator (allowing for alternative actions to be performed at the same time, if resources allow, 

and a first-to-respond strategy may be used in their competition to perform the goal at hand). 

Claim 48 is allowable.over the art of record. Thus, it is respectfully submitted that Claim 48 be 

held in condition for allowance. 

CLAIMS 49-60 

Claims 49-60 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon independent Claim 48, and 

include all the features of Claim 48. Therefore, Claims 49-60 are allowable for at least the 

reasons provided herein with respect to Claim 48. Furthermore, it is respectfully submitted that 

Claims 49-60 recite additional features that independently render Claims 49-60 patentable over 

the art of record. Thus, it is respectfully submitted that Claims 49-60 be held in condition for 

allowance. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, it is respectfully submitted that all of the pending claims 

are now in condition for allowance. Therefore, the issuance of a formal Notice of Allowance is 

believed next in order, and that action is most earnestly solicited. 

If in the opinion of the Examiner a telephone conference would expedite the prosecution 

of the subject application, the Examiner is encouraged to call the undersigned at (650) 838-4311. 

The Commissioner is authorized to charge any fees due to Applicants' Deposit Account 

No. 50-2207. 
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Date: June 3. 2003 

Correspondence Address: 

Customer No. 22918 
Perkins Coie LLP 
P. 0. Box 2168 
Menlo Park, California 94026 
(650) 838-4300 
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Respectfully submitted, 
Perkins Coie LLP 

Carina M. Tan 
Registration No. 45,769 
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Marked-up version 

Software-Based Architecture for Communication and Cooperation Among 
Distributed Electronic Agents 

By: 
Adam J. Cheyer and David L. Martin 

A compact disk containing a computer program listing has been provided in duplicate 
(copy 1 and copy 2 of the compact disk are identical). The computer program listing in the 
compact disk is incorporated by reference herein. The compact disk contains files with their 
names, size and date of creation as follow: 

File Name Size Creation Date Last Date 

oaa.pl 159.613 bytes 1996110/08 1998/12/23 

fac.pl 52.733 bytes 1997/04/24 1998/05/06 

compound.pl 42.937 bytes 1996/12/11 1998/04/10 

com tcp.pl 18.010 bytes 1998/02/10 1998/05/06 

AECErVED 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION JUN 1 6 2003 
Field of the Invention 

Technology Center 21 00 
The present invention is related to distributed computing environments and the 

completion of tasks within such environments. In particular, the present invention teaches a 
variety of software-based architectures for communication and cooperation among distributed 
electronic agents. Certain embodiments teach interagent communication languages enabling 
client agents to make requests in the form of arbitrarily complex goal expressions that are solved 
through facilitation by a facilitator agent. 

Context and Motivation for Distributed Software Systems 

The evolution of models for the design and construction of distributed software systems 
is being driven forward by several closely interrelated trends: the adoption of a networked 
computing model, rapidly rising expectations for smarter, longer-lived, more autonomous 
software applications and an ever increasing demand for more accessible and intuitive user 
interfaces. 

Prior Art Figure 1 illustrates a networked computing model 100 having a plurality of 
client and server computer systems 120 and 122 coupled together over a physical transport 
mechanism 140. The adoption of the networked computing model 100 has lead to a greatly 
increased reliance on distributed sites for both data and processing resources. Systems such as 
the networked computing model 100 are based upon at least one physical transport mechanism 
140 coupling the multiple computer systems 120 and 122 to support the transfer of information 
between these computers. Some of these computers basically support using the network and are 
known as client 
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PATENT 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

IN REAPPLICATION OF: 

Cheyer et a/. 

APPLICATION No.: 09/225,198 

FILED: January 5, 1999 

FOR: SOFTWARE-BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR 
COMMUNICATION AND CoOPERATION 
AMONG DISTRIBUTED ELECTRONIC 
AGENTS 

EXAMINER: 

ART UNIT: 

l. A. BULLOCK, JR. 

2151 

RECE\VED 
JUN 0 9 2003 

Techno\OQV Center 2100 

Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement After First Office Action but 
Before Final Action or Notice of Allowance- 37 CFR 1.97(c) 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Sir: 

1. Timing of Submission 

The information transmitted herewith is being filed after three months of the filing date 
of this application or after the mailing date of the first Office action on the merits, 
whichever occurred last, but before the mailing date of either a final action under 37 
CFR 1.113 or a Notice of Allowance under 37 CFR 1.311, whichever occurs first. The 
references listed on the enclosed Form PTO/SB/08A may be material to the 
examination of this application; the Examiner is requested to make them of record in 
the application. 

2. Cited Information 

I2J Copies of the following references are enclosed: 

I2J All cited references 
0 References marked by asterisks 
0 The following: 

3. Effect of Information Disclosure Statement (37 CFR 1.97(h)) 

This Information Disclosure Statement is not to be construed as a representation that: 
(i) a search has been made; (ii) additional information material to the examination of 
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this application does not exist; (iii) the information, protocols, results and the like 
reported by third parties are accurate or enabling; or (iv) the cited information is, or is 
considered to be, material to patentability. In addition, applicant does not admit that 
any enclosed item of information constitutes prior art to the subject invention and 
specifically reserves the right to demonstrate that any such reference is not prior art. 

4. Fee Payment (37 CFR 1.97(c)) or Certification (37 CFR 1.97(e)) 

~ Applicant submits that no fee is due in light of the following certification under 
37 CFR 1.97(e) (check only one): 

D In accordance with 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1), the undersigned hereby states 
that each item of information submitted herewith was cited in a 
communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign 
application not more than three months prior to this filing of this 
statement; or 

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2), the undersigned hereby states 
that no item of information submitted herewith was cited in a 
communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign 
application, or, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification 
after making reasonable inquiry, was known to any individual designated 
in 37 CFR 1.56(c), more than three months prior to the filing of this 
statement. 

Please charge any underpayment for timely filing of this paper to Deposit 
Account No. 50-2207. 

5. Patent Term Adjustment (37 CFR 1.704(d)} 

D The undersigned states that each item of information submitted herewith was 
cited in a communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart 
application and that this communication was not received by any individual 
designated in 37 C.F.R. §1.56(c) more than thirty days prior to the filing of this 
statement. 37 C.F.R. §1.704(d). 

Date: __ , +j_.:S-/-/_0_3 __ 

I I 
Correspondence Address: 
Customer No. 22918 
Perkins Coie LLP 
P.O. Box 2168 
Menlo Park, California 94026 
(65.0) 838-4300 

BY031540.014 2 

Respectfully submitted, 
Perkins Coie LLP 

~~-:z__ 
Carina M. Tan 
Registration No. 45,769 
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Software-Based Architecture for Communication and Cooperation Amon~ECEIVED 

Distributed Electronic Agents 
By: JUN 1 6 2003 

Adam J. Cheyer and David L. Martin 
Technology Center 21 00 

A compact disk containing a computer program listing has been provided in duplicate 
(copy 1 and copy 2 of the compact disk are identical). The computer program listing in the 
compact disk is incorporated by reference herein. The compact disk contains files with their 
names, size and date of creation as follow: 

File Name Size Creation Date Last Date 

oaa.pl 159,613 bytes 1996110/08 1998/12/23 

fac.pl 52,733 bytes 1997/04/24 1998/05/06 

compound. pi 42,937 bytes 1996/12/11 1998/04/10 

com_tcp.pl 18,010 bytes 1998/02110 1998/05/06 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Field of the Invention 

The present invention is related to distributed computing environments and the completion 
of tasks within such environments. In particular, the present invention teaches a variety of 
software-based architectures for communication and cooperation among distributed electronic 
agents. Certain embodiments teach interagent communication languages enabling client agents to 
make requests in the form of arbitrarily complex goal expressions that are solved through 
facilitation by a facilitator agent. 

Context and Motivation for Distributed Software Systems 

The evolution of models for the design and construction of distributed software systems is 
being driven forward by several closely interrelated trends: the adoption of a networked 
computing model, rapidly rising expectations for smarter, longer-lived, more autonomous 
software applications and an ever increasing demand for more accessible and intuitive user 
interfaces. 

Prior Art Figure 1 illustrates a networked computing model 100 having a plurality of client 
and server computer systems 120 and 122 coupled together over a physical transport mechanism 
140. The adoption ofthe networked computing mode/100 has lead to a greatly increased reliance 
on distributed sites for both data and processing resources. Systems such as the networked 
computing model 100 are based upon at least one physical transport mechanism 140 coupling the 
multiple computer systems 120 and 122 to support the transfer of information between these 
computers. Some of these computers basically support using the network and are known as cliem 
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Offic Action Summary Examin r 
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2126 

-- The appears on the cover with th correspondence address -
Period for Reply 

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE J MONTH(S} FROM 
THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION. 
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed 

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
- If the period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimum of thirty {30) days will be considered timely. . . 
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this commumcation. 
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133). 
- Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any 

eamed patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). 

Status 

1 }[8] Responsive to communication(s} filed on 03 June 2003. 

2a}[8] This action is FINAL. 2b)0 This action is non-final. 

3}0 Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is 
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parle Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11,453 O.G. 213. 

Disposition of Claims 

4)[8] Claim(s) 1-86 is/are pending in the application. 

4a) Of the above claim(s} __ is/are withdrawn from consideration. 

5)0 Claim(s} __ is/are allowed. 

6)[8] Claim(s) 1-86 is/are rejected. 

7)0 Claim(s) __ is/are objected to. 

8)0 Claim(s) __ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement. 

Application Papers 

9}0 The specification is objected to by the Examiner. 

10}0 The drawing(s} filed on __ is/are: a}O accepted or b}O objected to by the Examiner. 

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a). 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d). 

11 }0 The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PT0-152. 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 119 and 120 

12}0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S. C.§ 119(a}-(d} or (f). 
a}O All b}O Some* c)O None of: 

1. 0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 
2.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 
3.0 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)}. 
*See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received. 

13}0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) (to a provisional application) 
since a specific reference was included in the first sentence of the specification or in an Application Data Sheet. 
37 CFR 1.78. 
a) 0 The translation of the foreign language provisional application has been received. 

14}0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and/or 121 since a specific 
reference was included in the first sentence of the specification or in an Application Data Sheet. 37 CFR 1.78. 

Attachment(s) 

1) [8] Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 

2) 0 Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 

3) [8llnformation Disdosure Statement(s) (PT0-1449) Paper No(s) 11. 

4) 0 Interview Summary (PT0-413) Paper No(s). __ . 

5) 0 Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTQ-152) 

6) 0 Other: 

PTOL-326 (Rev. 11-03) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No. 13 
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DETAILED ACTION 

Compact Disc Submission 

1. The description portion of this application contains a computer program listing 

consisting of more than three hundred (300) lines. In accordance with 37 CFR 1.96(c), 

a computer program listing printout of more than three hundred lines must be submitted 

as a computer program listing appendix on compact disc conforming to the standards 

set forth in 37 CFR 1.96(c)(2) and must be appropriately referenced in the specification 

(see 37 CFR 1.77(b)(4)). Accordingly, applicant is required to cancel the computer 

program listing appearing in the specification on pages Appendix, file a computer 

program listing appendix on compact disc in compliance with 37 CFR 1.96(c) and insert 

an appropriate reference to the newly added computer program listing appendix on 

compact disc at the beginning of the specification. Applicant must include the Appendix 

A.V, source code file named translations.pl. with the other appendices on a compact 

disc. 

* Applicant is also requested to delete the Brief Description of the Appendices on 

page 8, line 23 - page 9, line 3, since the amendment to page 1 is made. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 103 

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set 
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and 
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the 
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. 
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. 
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3. Claims 1-3, 5-11, 15-25, 29-34, 38-44, 61-71, and 86-89 are rejected under 35 

U.S. C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over "Development Tools for the Open Agent 

Architecture" by MARTIN1 in view of KISS (US 6,484,155). 

As to claim 1, MARTIN1 teaches a computer-implemented method for 

communication and cooperative task completion among a plurality of distributed agents 

(sub-agents I agents), comprising the acts of: registering a description of each client 

agent's functional capabilities, using a platform independent inter-agent language (pg. 

5, Each facilitator records the published capabilities of their subagents ... "); receiving a 

request as a base goal in the inter-agent language (ICL form), in the form of an 

arbitrarily complex goal expression (request) (pg. 5, " ... and when requests arrive .. "); 

and dynamically interpreting the complex goal expression (request) comprising: 

generating one or more sub-goals (sub-request) expressed in the inter-agent language 

(ICL) (pg. 5, ... the facilitator is responsible for breaking them down and for distributing 

subrequest.."); and dispatching each of the sub-goals (sub-request) to a selected client 

agent (agent) for performance ("pg. 5, " ... and when requests arrive (expressed in the 

Inter-agent Communication Language, described below), the facilitator is responsible for 

breaking them down and for distributing sub-requests to the appropriate agents; "For 

example, every agent can ... and request solutions for a set of goals, ... "). It would be 

inherent that since the functionalities of an agent are registered with the facilitator that 

they are stored registered functional capabilities of that agent and that the request is a 

complex goal since the facilitator can be requested to provide solutions for a set of 
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KISS teaches an agent architecture for communicating and cooperation among 

distributed electronic agents (user agents I meta agents I and knowledge agents), 

wherein a facilitator agent (meta agent) is operable for generating I constructing a goal 

satisfaction plan (dynamic "solution plan") associated with the base goal (query) 

wherein the goal satisfaction plan includes a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests 

(sub-plans I tasks) to best complete the requested service request-by using domain-

independent or domain -specific reasoning (col. 5, lines 14-45; col. 8, lines 21 -col. 9, 

line 26; col. 10, lines 1 0-38; col. 2, lines 50-67). Therefore, it would be obvious to 

combine the teachings of MARTIN1 with the teachings of KISS in order that inference 

be distributed and cooperative over a distributed environment (col. 3, lines 47- col. 4, 

line 17). 

As to claim 29, MARTIN1 teaches a method to facilitate cooperative task 

completion within a distributed computing environment supporting an Inter-agent 

Communication Language among a plurality of electronic agents (sub-agents I agents) 

comprising: providing an agent registry as disclosed (facilitator storage of published 

sub-agents capabilities); interpreting a service request in order to determine a base goal 

(via facilitator); determining whether the requested service is available, determining sub-

goals required in completing the base goal (determine solutions for a set of goals) 

selecting suitable service-providing electronic agents for performing the sub-goals, and 
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ordering a delegation of sub-goal requests to complete the requested service (pg. 5, 

"The facilitator is responsible for breaking them down and for distributing sub-requests 

to the appropriate agents."). It would be inherent that since an agent can request 

solutions for a goal to be satisfied under a variety of different control strategies (pg. 5) 

that the control strategies are the advice and constraints determined for the base goal. 

It would also be obvious to one skilled in the art to generate program code that would 

entail the method of MARTIN1 and thereby obvious that the method can be entailed in a 

computer program product. However, MARTIN1 does not teach the step of constructing 

a base goal satisfaction plan. 

KISS teaches an agent architecture for communicating and cooperation among 

distributed electronic agents (user agents I meta agents I and knowledge agents), 

wherein a facilitator agent (meta agent) is operable for generating I constructing a goal 

satisfaction plan (dynamic "solution plan") associated with the base goal (query) 

wherein the goal satisfaction plan includes a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests 

(sub-plans I tasks) to best complete the requested service request-by using domain-

independent or domain -specific reasoning (col. 5, lines 14-45; col. 8, lines 21 -col. 9, 

line 26; col. 10, lines 1 0-38; col. 2, lines 50-67). Therefore, it would be obvious to 

combine the teachings of MARTIN1 with the teachings of KISS in order that inference 

be distributed and cooperative over a distributed environment (col. 3, lines 47- col. 4, 

line 17). 
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As to claim 61, MARTIN1 teaches a facilitator agent (facilitator) arranged to 

coordinate task completion (process coordination) within a distributed computing 

environment having a plurality of electronic agents (agents I clients) according to an 

Interagent Communication language, comprising: an agent registry (storage of records 

of published capabilities of their subagents) that declares capabilities of service-

providing electronic agents (subagents) currently active within the distributed computing 

environment and that request have constraints and parameters (control strategies) (pg. 

5, The Open Agent Architecture). However, MARTIN1 does not teach the facilitating 

engine constructs a goal satisfaction plan. 

KISS teaches an agent architecture for communicating and cooperation among 

distributed electronic agents (user agents I meta agents I and knowledge agents), 

wherein a facilitator agent (meta agent) has a facilitating engine operable to parse a 

service request (query) in order to interpret a compound goal (goal statement), wherein 

the compound goal includes local and global constraints and parameters (col. 5, lines 

33- 64; col. 8, line 32 - col. 9, line 37) and the engine further operable for generating I 

constructing a goal satisfaction plan (dynamic "solution plan") associated with the base 

goal (query) wherein the goal satisfaction plan includes a suitable delegation of sub-

goal requests (sub-plans I tasks) to best complete the requested service request-by 

using domain-independent or domain -specific reasoning (col. 5, lines 14-45; col. 8, 

lines 21- col. 9, line 26; col. 10, lines 10-38; col. 2, lines 50-67). Therefore, it would be 

obvious to combine the teachings of MARTIN1 with the teachings of KISS in order that 
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inference be distributed and cooperative over a distributed environment (col. 3, lines 47 

- col. 4, line 17). 

As to claim 71, reference is made to an architecture that encompasses the agent 

of claim 61 above, and is therefore met by the rejection of claim 61 above. However 

claim 71, further details the facilitator agent in bi-directional communication with the 

electronic agents. MARTIN1 teaches the facilitator can distribute request to the agents 

and the agents can request information via the facilitator (pg. 5), therefore it would be 

obvious that the facilitator and agents are in bi-directional communication. 

As to claim 86, MARTIN1 teaches a method for information communication in a 

distributed computing environment having at least one facilitator agent (facilitator) and 

at least one client agent (sub-agent I agents), comprising storing a representation of an 

inter-agent language description (ICL registration of capabilities) of a client agent's 

functional capabilities (pg. 5, "Each facilitator records the published capabilities of their 

subagents .. "). However, MARTIN1 does not explicitly mention that the method is 

operable in a data wave carrier. It would be obvious and well known in the art that one 

skilled in the art would generate program code on a data wave carrier that would entail 

the method of MARTIN1 and thereby obvious that the method can be entailed in a data 

wave carrier. However, MARTIN1 does not teach the facilitator agent is operable to 

construct a goal satisfaction plan. 
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KISS teaches an agent architecture for communicating and cooperation among 

distributed electronic agents (user agents I meta agents I and knowledge agents), 

wherein a facilitator agent (meta agent) is operable for generating I constructing a goal 

satisfaction plan (dynamic "solution plan") associated with the base goal (query) 

wherein the goal satisfaction plan includes a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests 

(sub-plans I tasks) to best complete the requested service request-by using domain-

independent or domain -specific reasoning (col. 5, lines 14-45; col. 8, lines 21 -col. 9, 

line 26; col. 10, lines 1 0-38; col. 2, lines 50-67). Therefore, it would be obvious to 

combine the teachings of MARTIN1 with the teachings of KISS in order that inference 

be distributed and cooperative over a distributed environment (col. 3, lines 47- col. 4, 

line 17). 

As to claim 2, MARTIN1 teaches receiving a new request for service as a base 

goal from at least one of the selected client agents in response to the sub-goal and 

recursively applying the dynamically interpreting step (pg. 5, "An agent satisfying a 

request may require supporting information, and the OAA provides numerous means of 

requesting data from other agents or from the user."). 

As to claim 3, MARTIN1 teaches the act of registering and transmitting the new 

agent profile from the specific agent to the facilitator agent (pg. 5, "Every agent 

participating in an OAA-based system defines and publishes a set of capabilities 

specifications, expressed in the ICL, describing the services that it provides."). It would 
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be obvious that an agent that is initially created is instantiated in memory before it is 

registered. 

As to claims 5-10, MARTIN1 teaches providing an agent registry data structure 

that can comprise of symbolic names, data declarations, trigger declarations, and task 

and process characteristics (pg. 5, "For example, every agent can install local or remote 

triggers on data ... "). 

As to claim 11, MARTIN1 teaches establishing communication between 

distributed agents (pg. 5, ... the facilitator is responsible for breaking them down and for 

distributing sub-requests to the appropriate agent."). 

As to claims 15-25, MARTIN1 teaches the base goal requires setting a trigger 

having conditional functionality and consequential functionality which can be stored on 

the facilitator agent and/or the service providing agent (pg. 5, "For example, every agent 

can install local or remote triggers on data ... "). 

As to claims 30 and 31, MARTIN1 teaches registering a specific agent (agent) 

into the agent registry (list of agents capabilities) comprising: establishing a bi-

directional communications link between the specific agent and a facilitator agent 

controlling the agent registry; providing a new agent profile to the facilitator agent; and 

registering the specific agent with the profile thereby making the capabilities available to 
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the facilitator agent (pg. 5, "Each facilitator records the published capabilities of their 

subagents ... "; "Every agent participating in an OAA-based system ... describing the 

services that it provides."). 

As to claim 32, refer to claim 3 for rejection. 

As to claim 33, refer to claim 5 for rejection. 

As to claim 34, refer to claim 11 for rejection. 

As to claims 38-44, refer to claims 15-25 for rejection. 

As to claim 62, KISS teaches the facilitating engine is capable of modifying the 

goal satisfaction plan during execution, the modifying initiated by events such as new 

agent declarations within the agent registry, decisions made by remote agents, and 

information provided to the facilitating engine by remote agents (col. 5, line 20-64). 

As to claim 63, refer to claim 5 for rejection. 

As to claim 64-69, refer to claims 15-25 for rejection. 
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As to claim 70, MARTIN1 teaches the agent registry (agent library /list of agent 

capabilities) is a database accessible to all electronic agents (pg. 5, A collection of 

agents satisfies requests from users, or other agents ... one or more facilitators."; "An 

agent satisfying a request may require supporting information ... requesting data from 

other agents or from the user."). 

As to claim 87, MARTIN1 teaches a representation of a request for service in the 

inter-agent language from a first agent (client agent sending a query) to a second agent 

(facilitator) (pg. 5). It would be obvious and well known in the art that one skilled in the 

art would generate program code on a data wave carrier that would entail the method of 

MARTIN1 and KISS and thereby obvious that the method can be entailed in a data 

wave carrier. 

As to claim 88, MARTIN1 teaches a representation of a goal dispatched to an 

agent for performance from a facilitator agent (every agent can request solutions for a 

. 
set of goals I facilitator is responsible for breaking them down and for distributing sub-

requests to the appropriate agent) (pg. 5). It would be obvious and well known in the art 

that one skilled in the art would generate program code on a data wave carrier that 

would entail the method of MARTIN1 and KISS and thereby obvious that the method 

can be entailed in a data wave carrier. 
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As to claim 89, KISS teaches a response to the dispatched goal including results 

from the agent for performance to the facilitator agent (col. 5, line 65- col. 6, line 28). It 

would be obvious and well known in the art that one skilled in the art would generate 

program code on a data wave carrier that would entail the method of MARTIN1 and 

KISS and thereby obvious that the method can be entailed in a data wave carrier. 

4. Claims 4, 12-14, 26-28, 35-37, 45-47, and 72-85 are rejected under 35 

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over MARTIN1 in view of KISS as applied to claim 

1 above, and further in view of "Information Brokering in an Agent Architecture" by 

MARTIN2. 

As to claim 4, MARTIN1 and KISS substantially disclose the invention. However, 

neither reference teaches the cited deactivating. MARTIN2 teaches deactivating a 

client agent no longer available to provide services by deleting the registration (pg. 9, 

Source agents that need to go offline ... so that it can unregister the source and retract 

its schema mapping rules."). Therefore, it would be obvious to combine the teachings 

of MARTIN1 with the teachings of KISS and MARTIN2 in order to facilitate the 

transparent delegation, translation, and relaying of the appropriate subqueries to the 

available source agents (pg. 7-8; pg. 1 ). 

As to claims 12-14, MARTIN1 and KISS substantially disclose the invention. 

However, neither reference teaches the cited receiving. MARTIN2 teaches receiving a 

request for service in a second language (source schema); selecting a registered agent 
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capable of converting the second language into the inter-agent language (broker 

schema); and forwarding the request for service in a second language to the registered 

agent for conversion to be performed and the results returned (pg. 12-13, Queries 

Expressed in a Source Schema). Refer to claim 4 for the motivation to combine. 

As to claims 26-28, MARTIN1 teaches the base goal or request is expressed in 

the Interagent Communication Language and is broken down such that subrequests are 

distributed to the appropriate agents (pg. 5). However, combination does not teach that 

operators including a conjunction operator or a parallel disjunction operator separate the 

base goal. 

MARTIN2 teaches the query is a base goal stored in as a compound goal having 

sub-goals (pg. 8, "Queries submitted to the Broker are expression ... and backtracking in 

expressing and processing queries.") and the ICL having expression which may be 

coupled by a conjunctive operator and disjunction operator (pg. 10, "Although the body 

of the broker predicate rule is characterized as a conjunction of 

predicates .... Disjunction, negation ... "). It would be obvious that since the base goal 

(query) is broken down and distributed to as sub-requests to the appropriate agents or 

solutions are requested for a set of goals as disclosed in MARTIN1 that the base goal is 

a compound goal and is broken down based on operators disclosing where it can be 

broken down. Refer to claim 4 for the motivation to combine. 

As to claims 35-37, refer to claims 12-14 for rejection. 
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As to claim 72, MARTIN1 teaches an Inter-agent Communication Language (ICL) 

providing a basis for facilitated cooperative task completion within a distributed 

computing environment having a facilitator agent (facilitator) and a plurality of electronic 

agents (sub-agents I agents), the ICL having a feature for allowing the enabling agents 

(client I agent) to perform queries, exchange information, and set triggers with other 

agents (pg. 5, Agents share a common communication language ... and may run on any 

network linked platform."; pg. 5, "The Open Agent Architecture"). It is inherent that 

since triggers are used in order for a message to be sent to an agent, that the trigger is 

a conditional execution operator. However, neither MARTIN1 nor KISS teach the ICL 

supporting compound goal expressions from a disjunction operation. 

MARTIN2 teaches the query is a base goal stored in as a compound goal having 

sub-goals (pg. 8, "Queries submitted to the Broker are expression ... and backtracking in 

expressing and processing queries.") and the ICL having expression which may be 

coupled by a parallel disjunctive operation or conditional execution operation or 

conjunctive operator (pg. 10, "Disjunction, negation (that is, Prolog-style negation as 

failure), and a few other control operators are also allowed."). It would be obvious that 

since the base goal (query) is broken down and distributed to as sub-requests to the 

appropriate agents or solutions are requested for a set of goals as disclosed in 
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MARTIN1 that the base goal as a compound goal is broken down based on operators 

disclosing where it can be broken down. Refer to claim 4 for the motivation to combine. 

As to claim 73 and 74, MARTIN1 teaches the ICL is platform and language 

independent (pg. 5, "The OAA's Inter-agent Communication Language ... they are 

programmed in."). 

As to claims 75-78, MARTIN1 teaches the ICL supports task completion 

constraints (triggers) within goal expressions (pg. 5). 

As to claims 79-83, MARTIN1 teaches each electronic agent defines and 

publishes a set of capability declarations or solvables that describe services and an 

interface to the electronic agent to be stored by the facilitator agent in a registry (pg. 5, 

"Every agent participating in an OAA-based system defines and publishes ... we refer to 

these capabilities specifications as solvables."). 

As to claims 84 and 85, MARTIN1 and KISS substantially disclose the invention. 

However, neither reference teaches the cited distribution. MARTIN2 teaches that 

facilitator engines (broker agents) are distributed across at least two computer 

processes (multiple broker agents in an architecture) (pg 7, pg. 16) wherein each stores 

a planning component {schema mapping rules) {pg. 8). It would be obvious that since 

the broker performs the delegation that it also has an execution component and 
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therefore each broker agent has an execution component. Refer to claim 4 for the 

motivation to combine. 

5. Claims 48-60 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

"Development Tools for the Open Agent Architecture" by MARTIN1 in view of 

"Information Brokering in an Agent Architecture" by MARTIN2. 

As to claim 48, MARTIN1 teaches an Inter-agent Communication Language (ICL) 

providing a basis for facilitated cooperative task completion within a distributed 

computing environment having a facilitator agent (facilitator) and a plurality of electronic 

agents (sub-agents I a9ents), the ICL having a feature for allowing the enabling agents 

(client I agent) to perform queries, exchange information, and set triggers with other 

agents (pg. 5, Agents share a common communication language ... and may run on any 

network linked platform."; pg. 5, "The Open Agent Architecture"). It is inherent that 

since triggers are used in order for a message to be sent to an agent, that the trigger is 

a conditional execution operator. However, MARTIN1 does not teach the ICL 

supporting compound goal expressions from a disjunction operation. 

MARTIN2 teaches the query is a base goal stored in as a compound goal having 

sub-goals (pg. 8, "Queries submitted to the Broker are expression ... and backtracking in 

expressing and processing queries.") and the ICL having expression which may be 

coupled by a parallel disjunctive operation or conditional execution operation (pg. 10, 

"Disjunction, negation (that is, Prolog-style negation as failure), and a few other control 

operators are also allowed."). It would be obvious that since the base goal (query) is 
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broken down and distributed to as sub-requests to the appropriate agents or solutions 

are requested for a set of goals as disclosed in MARTIN1 that the base goal as a 

compound goal is broken down based on operators disclosing where it can be broken 

down. Refer to claim 1 for the motivation to combine. 

As to claim 49 and 50, MARTIN1 teaches the ICL is platform and language 

independent (pg. 5, "The OAA's Inter-agent Communication Language ... they are 

programmed in."). 

As to claims 51-54, MARTIN1 teaches the ICL supports task completion 

constraints (triggers) within goal expressions (pg. 5). 

As to claims 55-60, MARTIN 1 teaches each electronic agent defines and 

publishes a set of capability declarations or solvables that describe services and an 

interface to the electronic agent to be stored by the facilitator agent in a registry (pg. 5, 

"Every agent participating in an OAA-based system defines and publishes ... we refer to 

these capabilities specifications as solvables."). 

Response to Arguments 

6. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-86 have been considered but are 

moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection. 
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Conclusion 

7. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in 

this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP 

§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 

CFR 1.136(a). 

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE 

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within 

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not 

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the 

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any 

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of 

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later 

than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final action. 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Lewis A. Bullock, Jr. whose telephone number is (703) 

305-0439. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday, 8:30 am - 5:00 

pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, John A Follansbee can be reached on (703) 305-8498. The fax phone 

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is (703) 

746-7239. 
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Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or 

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-

0286. 

lab 
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Interview Summary 

Appl 

09/225,198 

n r 

Lewis A. Bullock, Jr. 

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel): 

(1) Lewis A. Bullock. Jr .. 

(2) Corina Tan. 

Date of Interview: 11 March 2004. 

Type: a)[8] Telephonic b)O Video Conference 

(3)David Stringer-Calberl. 

(4) __ . 

c)O Personal [copy given to: 1 )0 applicant 2)0 applicant's representative] 

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)O Yes 
If Yes, brief description: __ . 

Claim(s) discussed: 1-89. 

e)[8] No. 

Identification of prior art discussed: Kiss and Inventors publications. 

2126 

Agreement with respect to the claims f)[8] was reached. g)O was not reached. h}0 N/A. 

it 

Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was 
reached, or any other comments: See Continuation Sheet. 

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims 
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims 
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.) 

THE FORMAL WRITTEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE 
INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section 713.04}. If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, APPLICANT IS 
GIVEN ONE MONTH FROM THIS INTERVIEW DATE, OR THE MAILING DATE OF THIS INTERVIEW SUMMARY 
FORM, WHICHEVER IS LATER, TO FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. See 
Summary of Record of Interview requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet. 

Examiner Note: You must sign this form unless it is an 
Attachment to a signed Office action. 
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements 

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record 
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the 
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview. 

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.1331nterviews 
Paragraph (b) 

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as 
warranting favorable action must be filed by the applicant An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in§§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132) 

37 CFR §1.2 Business to be transacted in writing. 
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and 
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to 
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt. 

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself 
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews. 

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless 
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies 
which bear directly on the question of patentability. 
· Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the 
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction 
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing 
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the 
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required. 

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the 
"Contents" section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the 
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address 
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other 
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication. 

The Form provides for recordation of the following information: 
Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number) 

- Name of applicant 
Name of examiner 

- Date of interview 
- Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal) 
- Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.) 
- An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted 
- An identification of the specific prior art discussed 
- An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by 

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does 
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary. 

- The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action) 

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It 
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview 
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the 
substance of the interview. 

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items: 
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted, 
2) an identification of the claims discussed, 
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed, 
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the 

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner, 
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner, 

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not 
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the 
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully 
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.) 

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and 
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by 

the examiner. 

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and 
accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record. 

Examiner to Check for Accuracy 

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner's version of the 
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, "Interview Record OK" on the 
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner's initials. 
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-413) Application No. 09/225,198 

Continuation of Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an 
agreement was reached, or any other comments: Applicants argued that the prior art teachings of Kiss did not 
accomplish the inventors goal of the faciliatator agent using the goal satisfaction plan that stored the intelligence of the 
order of the sub-goals since Kiss teaches that the solution plan can be dynamically modifed. The examiner alluded 
that the claims make no mention that the solution plan cannot be modified and that Kiss's solution plan accomplishes 
the limitations of the claims as disclosed. The examiner pointed out that all the rejections regarding this application 
were made with publications written by the Applicants. The examiner pointed out that there are limitations in the 
specification regarding the Interagent Communication Language that were not disclosed in any of the inventors 
publications that can distinguish the claims from the prior art of record. In particular, the examiner pointed to page 17, 
lines 7-11 which describe the ICL as including a layer of conversational protocol and a content layer that distinguish the 
claims from any teaching disclosed in the publications. The examiner also pointed out that this teaching distinguishes 
the Applicant's interagent communication language from the well known communication language KQML. Applicants 
will submit a response amending the claims to the examiners suggestions. The interview concluded .. 
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EXPRESS MAIL LABEL NO. EV 099152888 US 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

" . 

In reapplication of: Atty Dkt. No. 59501-8016.US01 

CHEYER et al. Group Art Unit No.: 2126 

Serial No.: 09/225,198 Examiner: L. A. Bullock, Jr. 

Filed on: January 5, 1999 

For: SOFTWARE-BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR COMMUNICATION AND 
COOPERATION AMONG DISTRIBUTED ELECTRONIC AGENTS 

Mail Stop AF 
Commissioner of Patents 
P. 0. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Sir: 

AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE 

RECEIVED 
JUN 0 8 2004 

Technology Center 2100 

This is in response to the Final Office Action mailed November 28, 2003, the 

shortened statutory period for which runs until February 28, 2004. 
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IN THE CLAIMS 

1. (Currently amended) A computer-implemented method for communication and 

cooperative task completion among a plurality of distributed electronic agents, 

comprising the acts of: 

registering a description of each active client agent's functional capabilities as 

corresponding registered functional capabilities, using an expandable, platform

independent, inter-agent language. wherein the inter-agent language includes: 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and parameter lists 

associated with one or more of the events: and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals. triggers and data elements 

associated with the events; 

receiving a request for service as a base goal in the inter-agent language, in the form of 

an arbitrarily complex goal expression; and 

dynamically interpreting the arbitrarily complex goal expression, said act of interpreting 

further comprising: 

generating one or more sub-goals expressed in the inter-agent language; 

constructing a goal satisfaction plan wherein the goal satisfaction plan includes: 

a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests to best complete the 

requested service request-by using reasoning that includes 

one or more of domain-independent coordination strategies, 

domain-specific reasoning, and application-specific 

reasoning comprising rules and learning algorithms; and 

dispatching each of the sub-goals to a selected client agent for performance, based on 

a match between the sub-goal being dispatched and the registered functional 

capabilities of the selected client agent. 

2. (Previously presented) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1, 

further including the following acts of: 

59501-8016.USOI 2 Serial No. 09/225,198 
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receiving a new request for service as a base goal using the inter-agent language, in 

the form of another arbitrarily complex goal expression, from at least one of the 

selected client agents in response to the sub-goal dispatched to said agent; and 

recursively applying the step of dynamically interpreting the arbitrarily complex goal 

expression in order to perform the new request for service. 

3. (Previously presented) . A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 2 

wherein the act of registering a specific agent further includes: 

invoking the specific agent in order to activate the specific agent; 

instantiating an instance of the specific agent; and 

transmitting the new agent profile from the specific agent to a facilitator agent in 

response to the instantiation of the specific agent. 

4. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further including the 

act of deactivating a specific client agent no longer available to provide services by 

deleting the registration of the specific client agent. 

5. original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further comprising 

the act of providing an agent registry data structure. 

6. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 

registry data structure includes at least one symbolic name for each active agent. 

7. (original) A computer-implemented method of recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 

registry data structure includes at least one data declaration for each active agent. 

8. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 

registry data structure includes at least one trigger declaration for one active agent. 

9. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 

registry data structure includes at least one task declaration, and process 

characteristics for each active agent. 
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10. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 

registry data structure includes at least one process characteristic for each active agent. 

11. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further comprising 

the act of establishing communication between the plurality of distributed agents. 

12. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further comprising 

the acts of: 

receiving a request for service in a second language differing from the inter-agent 

language; 

selecting a registered agent capable of converting the second language into the inter

agent language; and 

forwarding the request for service in a second language to the registered agent capable 

of converting the second language into the inter-agent language, implicitly requesting 

that such a conversion be performed and the results returned. 

13. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 12 wherein the 

request includes a natural language query, and the registered agent capable of 

converting the second language into the inter-agent language service is a natural 

language agent. 

14. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 13 wherein the 

natural language query was generated by a user interface agent. 

15. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1, wherein the base 

goal requires setting a trigger having conditional functionality and consequential 

functionality. 

16. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is an outgoing communications trigger, the computer implemented method 

further including the acts of: 
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monitoring all outgoing communication events in order to determine whether a specific 

outgoing communication event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of the specific outgoing communication event, performing 

the particular action defined by the trigger. 

17. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is an incoming communications trigger, the computer implemented method 

further including the acts of: 

monitoring all incoming communication events in order to determine whether a specific 

incoming communication event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of a specific incoming communication event satisfying 

the trigger conditional functionality, performing the particular consequential functionality 

defined by the trigger. 

18. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is a data trigger, the computer implemented method further including the acts of: 

monitoring a state of a data repository; and 

in response to a particular state event satisfying the trigger conditional functionality, 

performing the particular consequential functionality defined by the trigger. 

19. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is a time trigger, the computer implemented method further including the acts of: 

monitoring for the occurrence of a particular time condition; and 

in response to the occurrence of a particular time condition satisfying the trigger 

conditional functionality, performing the particular consequential functionality defined by 

the trigger. 

20. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is installed and executed within the facilitator agent. 

21. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is installed and executed within a first service-providing agent. 
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22. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

conditional functionality of the trigger is installed on a facilitator agent. 

23. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 22 wherein the 

consequential functionality is installed on a specific service-providing agent other than a 

facilitator agent. 

24. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

conditional functionality of the trigger is installed on specific service-providing agent 

other than a facilitator agent. 

25. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

consequential functionality of the trigger is installed on a facilitator agent. 

26. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 wherein the base 

goal is a compound goal having sub-goals separated by operators. 

27. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 26 wherein the type 

of available operators includes a conjunction operator, a disjunction operator, and a 

conditional execution operator. 

28. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 27 wherein the type 

of available operators further includes a parallel disjunction operator that indicates that 

disjunct goals are to be performed by different agents. 

29. (Currently amended) A computer program stored on a computer readable 

medium, the computer program executable to facilitate cooperative task completion 

within a distributed computing environment, the distributed computing environment 

including a plurality of autonomous electronic agents, the distributed computing 

environment supporting an Interagent Communication Language, the computer 

program comprising computer executable instructions for: 
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providing an agent registry that declares capabilities of service-providing electronic 

agents currently active within the distributed computing environment; 

interpreting a service request in order to determine a base goal that may be a 

compound, arbitrarily complex base goal, the service request adhering to an Interagent 

Communication Language (ICL), wherein the ICL includes: 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and parameter lists 

associated with one or more of the events; and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals. triggers and data elements 

associated with the events; 

the act of interpreting including the sub-acts of: 

determining any task completion advice provided by the base goal, and 

determining any task completion constraints provided by the base goal; 

constructing a base goal satisfaction plan including the sub-acts of: 

determining whether the requested service is available, 

determining sub-goals required in completing the base goal by using 

reasoning that includes one or more of domain-independent coordination strategies, 

domain-specific reasoning, and application-specific reasoning comprising rules and 

learning algorithms, 

selecting service-providing electronic agents from the agent registry 

suitable for performing the determined sub-goals, and 

ordering a delegation of sub-goal requests to best complete the requested 

service; and 

implementing the base goal satisfaction plan. 

30. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the computer 

executable instruction for providing an agent registry includes the following computer 

executable instructions for registering a specific service-providing electronic agent into 

the agent registry: 

establishing a bi-directional communications link between the specific agent and a 

facilitator agent controlling the agent registry; 

providing a new agent profile to the facilitator agent, the new agent profile defining 

publicly available capabilities of the specific agent; and 
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registering the specific agent together .with the new agent profile within the agent 

registry, thereby making available to the facilitator agent the capabilities of the specific 

agent. 

31. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 30 wherein the computer 

executable instruction for registering a specific agent further includes: 

invoking the specific agent in order to activate the specific agent; 

instantiating an instance of the specific agent; and 

transmitting the new agent profile from the specific agent to the facilitator agent in 

response to the instantiation of the specific agent. 

32. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the computer 

executable instruction for providing an agent registry includes a computer executable 

instruction for removing a specific service-providing electronic agent from the registry 

upon determining that the specific agent is no longer available to provide services. 

33. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the provided agent 

registry includes a symbolic name, a unique address, data declarations, trigger 

declarations, task declarations, and process characteristics for each active agent. 

34. (original) Computer program as recited in claim 29 further including computer 

executable instructions for receiving the service request via a communications link 

established with a client. 

35. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the computer 

executable instruction for providing a service request includes instructions for: 

receiving a non-ICL format service request; 

selecting an active agent capable of converting the non-ICL formal service request into 

an ICL format service request; 

forwarding the non-ICL format service request to the active agent capable of converting 

the non-ICL format service request, together with a request that such conversion be 

performed; and 
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receiving an ICL format service request corresponding to the non-ICL format service 

request. 

36. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 35 wherein the non-ICL format 

service request includes a natural language query, and the active agent capable of 

converting the non-ICL formal service request into an ICL format service request is a 

natural language agent. 

37. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 36 wherein the natural language 

query is generated by a user interface agent. 

38. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 29, the computer program further 

including computer executable instructions for implementing a base goal that requires 

setting a trigger having conditional and consequential functionality. 

39. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is an 

outgoing communications trigger, the computer program further including computer 

executable instructions for: 

monitoring all outgoing communication events in order to determine whether a specific 

outgoing communication event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of the specific outgoing communication event, performing 

the particular action defined by the trigger. 

40. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is an 

incoming communications trigger, the computer program further including computer 

executable instructions for: 

monitoring all incoming communication events in order to determine whether a specific 

incoming communication event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of the specific incoming communication event, 

performing the particular action defined by the trigger. 
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41. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is a data 

trigger, the computer program further including computer executable instructions for: 

monitoring a state of a data repository; and 

in response to a particular state event, performing the particular action defined by the 

trigger. 

42. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is a time 

trigger, the computer program further including computer executable instructions for: 

monitoring for the occurrence of a particular time condition; and 

in response to the occurrence of the particular time condition, performing the particular 

action defined by the trigger. 

43. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 38 further including computer 

executable instructions for installing and executing the trigger within the facilitator 

agent. 

44. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 38 further including computer 

executable instructions for installing and executing the trigger within a first service

providing agent. 

45. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 29 further including computer 

executable instructions for interpreting compound goals having sub-goals separated by 

operators. 

46. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 45 wherein the type of available 

operators includes a conjunction operator, a disjunction operator, and a conditional 

execution operator. 

47. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 46 wherein the type of available 

operators further includes parallel disjunction operator that indicates that distinct goals 

are to be performed by different agents. 
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48. (Currently amended) An Interagent Communication Language (ICL) providing a 

basis for facilitated cooperative task completion within a distributed computing 

environment having a facilitator agent and a plurality of autonomous service-providing 

electronic agents, wherein: 

the ICL having one or more of: 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and parameter lists 

associated with one or more of the events: and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals. triggers and data elements 

associated with the events; 

the ICL having one or more features from a set of features comprising: 

enabling agents to perform queries of other agents; 

enabling agents to exchange information with other agents; and 

enabling agents to set triggers within other agents; and 

the ICL having a syntax supporting compound goal expressions wherein said 

compound goal expressions are such that goals within a single request provided 

according to the ICL syntax may be coupled by one or more operators from a set· 

of operators comprising: 

a conditional execution operator; and 

a parallel disjunctive operation that indicates that disjunct goals are to be 

performed by different agents. 

49. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 48, wherein the ICL is computer platform 

independent. 

50. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL is independent of computer 

programming languages which the plurality of agents are programmed in. 

51. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit task 

completion constraints include use of specific agent constraints and response time 

constraints. 
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52. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 51, wherein possible types of task completion 

constraints include use of specific agent constraints and response time constraints. 

53. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 51 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit task 

completion advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

54. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit task 

completion advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

55. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein each autonomous service-providing 

electronic agent defines and publishes a set of capability declarations or solvables, 

expressed in ICL, that describes services provided by such electronic agent. 

56. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 55 wherein an electronic agent's solvables 

define an interface for the electronic agent. 

57. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 56 wherein the facilitator agent maintains an 

agent registry making available a plurality of electronic agent interfaces. 

58. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 57 wherein the possible types of solvables 

includes procedure solvables, a procedure solvable operable to implement a procedure 

such as a test or an action. 

59. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 58 wherein the possible types of solvables 

further includes data solvables, a data solvable operable to provide access to a 

collection of data. 

60. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 58 wherein the possible types of solvables 

includes data solvables, a data solvable operable to provide access to a collection of 

data. 
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61. (Currently amended) A facilitator agent arranged to coordinate cooperative task 

completion within a distributed computing environment having a plurality of 

autonomous service-providing electronic agents, the facilitator agent comprising: 

an agent registry that declares capabilities of service-providing electronic agents 

currently active within the distributed computing environment; and 

a facilitating engine operable to parse a service request in order to interpret a 

compound goal set forth therein, the compound goal including both local and global 

constraints and control parameters, the service request formed according to an 

Interagent Communication Language (ICL), wherein the ICL includes: 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and parameter 

lists associated with one or more of the events: and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals. triggers and data 

elements associated with the events: 

the facilitating engine further operable to construct a goal satisfaction plan by using 

reasoning that includes one or more of domain-independent coordination 

strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and application-specific reasoning 

comprising rules and learning algorithms. 

62. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61, wherein the facilitating engine is 

capable of modifyi'ng the goal satisfaction plan during execution, the modifying initiated 

by events such as new agent declarations within the agent registry, decisions made by 

remote agents, and information provided to the facilitating engine by remote agents. 

63. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61 wherein the agent registry 

includes a symbolic name, a unique address, data declarations, trigger declarations, 

task declarations, and process characteristics for each active agent. 

64. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61 wherein the facilitating engine is 

operable to install a trigger mechanism requesting that a certain action be taken when a 

certain set of conditions are met. 
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65. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 wherein the trigger mechanism is 

a communication trigger that monitors communication events and performs the certain 

action when a certain communication event occurs. 

66. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 wherein the trigger mechanism is 

a data trigger that monitors a state of a data repository and performs the certain action 

when a certain data state is obtained. 

67. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 66 wherein the data repository is 

local to the facilitator agent. 

68. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 66 wherein the data repository is 

remote from the facilitator agent. 

69. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 wherein the trigger mechanism is 

a task trigger having a set of conditions. 

70. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61, the facilitator agent further 

including a global database accessible to at least one of the service-providing electronic 

agents. 

71. (Currently amended) A software-based, flexible computer architecture for 

communication and cooperation among distributed electronic agents, the architecture 

contemplating a distributed computing system comprising: 

a plurality of service-providing electronic agents; aH4 

an Interagent Communication Language (ICL), wherein the inter-agent language 

includes: 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and parameter lists 

associated with one or more of the events: and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals. triggers and data elements 

associated with the events: and 
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a facilitator agent in bi-directional communications with the plurality of service-providing 

electronic agents, the facilitator agent including: 

an agent registry that declares capabilities of service-providing electronic agents 

currently active within the distributed computing environment; 

a facilitating engine operable to parse a service request in order to interpret an 

arbitrarily complex goal set forth therein, the facilitating engine further 

operable to construct a goal satisfaction plan including the coordination of 

a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests to best complete the requested 

service by using reasoning that includes one or more of domain

independent coordination strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and 

application-specific reasoning comprising rules and learning algorithms. 

72. (Currently amended) A computer architecture as recited in claim 71, wherein the 

basis for the compt:~ter architect is an Interagent Communication Language (ICL) is for 

enabling agents to perform queries of other agents, exchange information with other 

agents, and set triggers within other agents, the ICL further defined by an ICL syntax 

supporting compound goal expressions such that goals within a single request provided 

according to the ICL syntax may be coupled by a conjunctive operator, a disjunctive 

operator, a conditional execution operator, and a parallel disjunctive operator parallel 

disjunctive operator that indicates that disjunct goals are to be performed by different 

agents. 

73. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 72, wherein the ICL is 

computer platform independent. 

74. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein the ICL is 

independent of computer programming languages in which the plurality of agents are 

programmed. 

75. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein the ICL syntax 

supports explicit task completion constraints within goal expressions. 
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76. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 75 wherein possible types of 

task completion constraints include use of specific agent constraints and response time 

constraints. 

77. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 75 wherein the ICL syntax 

supports explicit task completion advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

78. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein the ICL syntax 

supports explicit task completion advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

79. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein each autonomous 

service-providing electronic agent defines and publishes a set of capability declarations 

or solvables, expressed in ICL, that describes services provided by such electronic 

agent. 

80. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 79 wherein an electronic 

agent's solvables define an interface for the electronic agent. 

81. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 80 wherein the possible types 

of solvables includes procedure solvables, a procedure solvable operable to implement 

a procedure such as a test or an action. 

82. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 81 wherein the possible types 

of solvables further includes data solvables, a data solvable operable to provide access 

to a collection of data. 

83. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 82 wherein the possible types 

of solvables includes a data solvable operable to provide access to modify a collection 

of data. 
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84. (Previously presented) A computer architecture as recited in claim 71 wherein a 

planning component of the facilitating engine are distributed across at least two 

computer processes. 

85. (Previously presented) A computer architecture as recited in claim 71 wherein an 

execution component of the facilitating engine is distributed across at least two 

computer processes. 

86. (Currently amended) A data wave carrier providing a transport mechanism for 

information communication in a distributed computing environment having at least one 

facilitator agent and at least one active client agent, and an Interagent Communication 

Language (ICL). wherein the ICL includes: 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and parameter lists 

associated with one or more of the events; and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals. triggers and data elements 

associated with the events; 

wherein said at least one facilitator agent is operable to construct a goal satisfaction 

plan by using reasoning that includes one or more of domain-independent coordination 

strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and application-specific reasoning comprising 

rules and learning algorithms for satisfying one or more requests for service from said 

at least one active client agent, the data wave carrier comprising a signal representation 

of an inter-agent language description of an active client agent's functional capabilities. 

87. (Previously presented) A data wave carrier as recited in claim 86, the data wave 

carrier further comprising a corresponding signal representation of said one or more 

requests for service in the inter-agent language from a first agent to a second agent. 

88. (Previously presented) A data wave carrier as recited in claim 86, the data wave 

carrier further comprising a signal representation of a goal dispatched to an agent for 

performance from a facilitator agent. 
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89. (original) A data wave carrier as recited in claim 88 wherein a later state of the data 

wave carrier comprises a signal representation of a response to the dispatched goal 

including results and/or a status report from the agent for performance to the facilitator 

agent. 
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REMARKS 

INTERVIEW: 

A telephonic interview was conducted on March 11, 2004. The participants were 

Examiner Lewis A. Bullock, Jr., David Stringer-Calvert and Carina M. Tan. During the 

interview, an agreement with respect to all the claims were reached. Applicants argued 

that the prior art teachings of KISS did not disclose any intelligent reasoning when 

formulating a goal satisfaction plan. Applicants argued that KISS merely discloses a 

method of information retrieval from information repositories such as databases. The 

examiner disagreed. However, the examiner pointed out that certain features in 

Applicant's specification regarding ICL are novel. The Examiner indicated that the ICL 

features: 1) a conversational protocol layer, and 2) a content layer, would distinguish 

applicants' claims over the prior art. It was agreed that applicants would submit a 

response amending the claims to include the above novel ICL features. 

The Examiner is thanked for the performance of a thorough search. By this 

response, claims 1, 29, 48, 61, 71, 72 and 86 have been amended. No claims have 

been cancelled or added. Hence, Claims 1-89 are pending in the Application. 

IN THE SPECIFICATION 

Compact Disc Containing Appendices 

Applicants cancel the computer program listing appearing in the specification in 

Appendices A, B, C, D, and E. In compliance with 37 CFR 1.96(c), Applicants enclose 

a CD-ROM labeled as Copy 1 and an identical copy of the CD-ROM labeled as Copy 2 

containing the identical contents of Appendices A, B, C, D and E as filed with the patent 

application on January 5, 1999. 
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Substitute Pages Of Specification 

Enclosed are substitute Pages 1, 8 and 9. Substitute Page 1 of the specification 

has been amended to identify the compact disc and list the file names, size, and 

creation date of each file, and substitute Page 8 and Page 9 which have been amended 

to delete the "Brief Description of the Appendices." Also enclosed is a substitute 

ABSTRACT containing less than 150 words. The ABSTRACT as originally filed 

contained more than 150 words. 

SUMMARY OF REJECTIONS/OBJECTIONS 

In the Office Action, Claims 1-3, 5-11, 15-25, 29-34, 38-44, and 61-71 are 

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over "Developing Tools for the 

Open Agent Architecture" by Martin1 in view of U.S. Patent No. 6,484,155 issued to 

Kiss. 

Claims 4, 12-14, 26-28, 35-37, 45-47, and 72-85 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 

103(a) as being unpatentable over Martin1 in view of Kiss, and further in vie of 

"Information Brokering in an Agent Architecture" by Martin2. . 

Claims 48-60 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over 

"Development Tools for the Open Agent Architecture" by Martin1 in view of "Information 

Brokering in an Agent Architecture" by Martin2. 

REJECTIONS UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) 

CLAIMS 1 I 291 61 I 71 and 86 

Claim 1, as amended, recites in part, the features: 

"registering a description of each active client agent's functional capabilities as 

corresponding registered functional capabilities, using an expandable, 
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platform-independent, inter-agent language, wherein the inter-agent 

language includes: 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and 

parameter lists associated with one or more of the events; and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals, triggers and data 

elements associated with the events; 

constructing a goal satisfaction plan, wherein the goal satisfaction plan includes: 

a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests to best complete the requested 

service request by using reasoning that includes one or more of 

domain-independent coordination strategies, domain-specific 

reasoning, and application-specific reasoning comprising rules and 

learning algorithms;" 

Claim 1 includes the limitation of a inter-agent language~ wherein the inter-agent 

language includes 1) a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and 

parameter lists associated with one or more of the events, and 2) a content layer 

comprising one or more of goals, triggers and data elements associated with the 

events. The cited references do not disclose or suggest such a conversational protocol 

and content layer. 

Further, the Office Action states that the "dynamic solution plan" in KISS is the 

equivalent of the "goal satisfaction plan" of applicants' Claim 1 above. The Office 

Action points to col. 5, lines 14-45; col. 8, line 21 -col. 9, line 26; and col. 10, lines 10-

38, and col. 2, lines 50-67 for support. 

The method for forming the "dynamic solution plan" in KISS is irrelevant to the 

method of forming the goal satisfaction plan in Applicants' Claim 1. It is respectfully 

submitted that KISS is irrelevant because KISS is an invention involving accessing 

knowledge repositories. Such knowledge repositories are represented by "knowledge 

agents." The Abstract of KISS states that "the invention solicits accessible knowledge 

repositories, represented by knowledge agents, for relevant knowledge ... " 
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In other words, KISS is merely a method of information retrieval from information 

repositories or data sources. For example, the meta agent can ask questions involving 

facts or data and the agents attempt to retrieve the facts or data from the corresponding 

data repository. In contrast, the goal satisfaction plan of Claim 1 involves asking 

service providing agents to perform actions such as boil water, roast coffee beans, 

grind the roasted coffee beans as opposed to merely asking the agents to retrieve 

information from an information repository. 

To further explain why KISS is irrelevant and completely different from the 

method of Claim 1, see col. 5 lines 39-43 where "[t]he meta agent 119 is configured to 

begin executing the solution plan even before the plan is complete." This underscores 

the fact that the solution plan in KISS merely involves information retrieval rather than 

asking the agent to perform intelligent actions such as roast coffee beans. In KISS, it is 

not fatal to begin executing the solution plan even before the plan is complete because 

no real harm is done if the meta agent begins by asking the wrong questions. To 

explain, KISS teaches "the meta agent 119 is capable of backtracking or replanning to 

permit escape from a dead-end." In other words, it is not fatal if the search for data is 

proceeding down an incorrect search path, as explained in KISS. In ,contrast, the 

facilitator of Claim 1 cannot begin execution of the goal satisfaction plan before the goal 

satisfaction plan is complete. For example, it would be fatal for the facilitator to ask a 

service-providing agent to boil the coffee beans instead of requesting that the coffee 

beans be first roasted and then ground. Such an action of boiling the coffee beans 

would be irreversible and would produce soggy beans. In other words, the service

providing agents of Claim 1 perform actions and are not merely sources of information. 

Further, KISS does not use reasoning for "formulating the dynamic solution 
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plan." In other words, KISS does not use the inferencing schemes as described in 

column 7 for generating the solution plan. In fact, KISS teaches away from using 

reasoning or inferencing for generating the solution plan. Column 8, lines 58-61 of 

KISS states that "[a)fter the solution plan is formulated, the meta agent 119 implements 

a distributed inference process to perform the search and execution phases of solving 

the problem, while maintaining control of the process" (emphasis added). Thus, the 

inference process is what the solution plan in KISS accomplishes and is not what is 

used to generate the solution plan. 

In contrast, Claim 1 shows that the facilitating engine uses sophisticated 

reasoning when delegating sub-goal requests to best complete the requested service 

request. The facilitating engine's use of reasoning is supported by the specification on 

page 13, lines 342-34 7. 

Assume that the facilitator agent of Claim 1 receives a request such as, "Make 

Coffee". The facilitator agent's facilitating engine uses reasoning to generate the 

following goal satisfaction plan: 

Sub-goal request A: Please perform the act of roasting coffee beans 
Sub-goal request B: Please perform the act of grinding coffee beans 
Sub-goal request C: Please perform the act of boiling water, etc. 

The facilitating engine is able to use reasoning to accomplish the base goal, 

"Make Coffee" by asking an appropriate agents to first roast the coffee beans before 

asking the agent to grind the beans, etc. 

Neither Cohen nor KISS, either alone or in combination, disclose, teach, suggest 

or make obvious the novel features of claim 1. Thus, Claim 1 is allowable. 

Claims 29, 61, 71 and 86, each contain similar features regarding "using 

reasoning to determine sub-goal requests based on non-syntactic decomposition of the 
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base goal and using said reasoning to co-ordinate and schedule efforts by the service

providing electronic agents for fulfilling the sub-goal requests in a cooperative 

completion of the base goal." Thus, Claims 29, 61, 71 and 86 are allowable for at least 

the reasons provided herein in respect to Claim 1. 

CLAIMS 2-28. 30-47. 62-70, 72-85 and 87-89 

Claims 2-28 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 1 and include 

all the limitations of Claim 1 and therefore are allowable for at least the reasons 

provided herein in respect to Claim 1. 

Claims 30-47 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 29 and 

include all the limitations of Claim 29 and therefore are allowable for at least the 

reasons provided herein in respect to Claim 29. 

Claims 62-70 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 61 and 

include all the limitations of Claim 61 and therefore are allowable for at least the 

reasons provided herein in respect to Claim 61. 

Claims 72-85 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 71 and 

include all the limitations of Claim 71 and therefore are allowable for at least the 

reasons provided herein in respect to Claim 71 

Claims 87-89 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 86 and 

include all the limitations of Claim 86 and therefore are allowable for at least the 

reasons provided herein in respect to Claim 86. 

CLAIM 48 

Claim 48 as amended, recites in part: 

"the ICL having one or more of: 
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a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and 
parameter lists associated with one or more of the events; and 
a content layer comprising one or more of goals, triggers and data 
elements associated with the events; 

the ICL having a syntax supporting compound goal expressions wherein said 
compound goal expressions are such that goals within a single request provided 
according to the ICL syntax may be coupled by one or more operators from a set 
of operators comprising: 

a conditional execution operator; and 
a parallel disjunctive operator that indicates that disjunct goals are to be 

performed by different agents." 

The novel method recited in Claim 48 as amended requires that the inter-agent 

language include 1) a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and 

parameter lists associated with one or more of the events, and 2) a content layer 

comprising one or more of goals, triggers and data elements associated with the 

events. The cited references do not disclose or suggest such a conversational protocol 

and content layer. 

Further, the novel method recited in Claim 48 as amended requires that "goals 

within a single request" are "coupled by one or more operators from a set of operators". 

In amended Claim 48, the set of operators comprise, a conditional execution operator, 

and a parallel disjunctive operator. 

In the Office Action, the Examiner states that triggers are conditional operators. 

It is respectfully submitted that triggers are not conditional operators in the sense of an 

being a syntactical operator in an expression. 

Further, the Office Action states that page 10 of Martin2 discloses parallel 

disjunctive operators. Martin2 does NOT disclose parallel disjunctive operators. The 

"disjunction" in Martin2 is the run-of-the-mill Prolog style disjunction. The expression, 

"Do task A OR Do Task B," is an example of a Martin2 type disjunction. In contrast, a 
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"parallel disjunctive operator is an operator that indicates that disjunct goals are to be 

performed by different agents. An example of a parallel disjunctive operator 

expression is "Ask agent Bob to do task A OR Ask agent Fred to do task B 

concurrently. 

None of the cited references disclose, suggest or render obvious the requirement 

that the "goals within a single request" be "coupled by one or more operators from a 

set of operators", such as a conditional execution operator (such as "if' and "when", 

allowing for particular actions to be predicated on the state, or outcomes of earlier 

actions), and a parallel disjunctive operator (allowing for alternative actions to be 

performed at the same time, if resources allow, and a first-to-respond strategy may be 

used in their competition to perform the goal at hand). Claim 48 is allowable over the 

art of record. Thus, it is respectfully submitted that Claim 48 be held in condition for 

allowance. 

CLAIMS 49-60 

Claims 49-60 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon independent Claim 

48, and include all the features of Claim 48. Therefore, Claims 49-60 are allowable for 

at least the reasons provided herein with respect to Claim 48. Furthermore, it is 

respectfully submitted that Claims 49-60 recite additional features that independently 

render Claims 49-60 patentable over the art of record. Thus, it is respectfully submitted 

that Claims 49-60 be held in condition for allowance. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, it is respectfully submitted that all of the pending 

claims are now in condition for allowance. Therefore, the issuance of a formal Notice of 

Allowance is believed next in order, and that action is most earnestly solicited. 

If in the opinion of the Examiner a telephone conference would expedite the 

prosecution of the subject application, the Examiner is encouraged to call the 

undersigned at (650) 838-4311. 

The Commissioner is authorized to charge any fees due to Applicants' Deposit 

Account No. 50-2207. 

Date: March ;2.~ • 2004 

Correspondence Address: 

Customer No. 22918 
Perkins Coie LLP 
P. 0. Box 2168 
Menlo Park, California 94026 
(650) 838-4300 

5950 l-80 16. uso l 27 

Respectfully submitted, 
Perkins Coie LLP 

(~~~ 
Carina M. Tan 
Registration No. 45,769 
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Software-Based Architecture for Communication and Cooperation Among 
Distributed Electronic Agents 

By: 
Adam J. Cheyer and David L. Martin 

A compact disk containing a computer program listing has been provided in duplicate 
(copy 1 and copy 2 of the compact disk are identical). The computer program listing in the 
compact disk is incorporated by reference herein. The compact disk contains files with their 
names, size and date of creation as follow: 

File Name 
oaa.pl 159,613 bytes 

fac.pl 52,733 bytes 

compound. pi 42,937 bytes 

com_tcp.pl 18,010 bytes 

translations. pi 19,583 bytes 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Field of the Invention 

Creation Date 
1996110/08 

1997/04/24 

1996/12/11 

1998/02110 

1998/01129 

Last Date 
1998/12/23 

1998/05/06 

1998/04/10 

1998/05/06 

1998/12/23 

RECEIVED 
JUN 0 8 2004 

Technology Center 2100 
The present invention is related to distributed computing environments and the 

completion of tasks within such environments. In particular, the present invention teaches a 
variety of software-based architectures for communication and cooperation among distributed 
electronic agents. Certain embodiments teach interagent communication languages enabling 
client agents to make requests in the form of arbitrarily complex goal expressions that are solved 
through facilitation by a facilitator agent. 

Context and Motivation for Distributed Software Systems 

The evolution of models for the design and construction of distributed software systems 
is being driven forward by several closely interrelated trends: the adoption of a networked 
computing model, rapidly rising expectations for smarter, longer-lived, more autonomous 
software applications and an ever increasing demand for more accessible and intuitive user 
interfaces. 

Prior Art Figure 1 illustrates a networked computing model I 00 having a plurality of 
client and server computer systems 120 and 122 coupled together over a physical transport 
mechanism 140. The adoption of the networked computing mode/100 has lead to a greatly 
increased reliance on distributed sites for both data and processing resources. Systems such as 
the networked computing model 100 are based upon at least one physical transport mechanism 
140 coupling the multiple computer systems 120 and 122 to support the transfer of information 
between these computers. 

Some of these computers basically support using the nern:ork and are known as client 
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FIGURE 9 depicts operations involved in a client agent initiating a service 

request and receiving the response to that service request in accordance with a certain 

preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGURE 10 depicts operations involved in a client agent responding to a 

5 service request in accordanc~ with another preferable embodiment of the present 

invention; 

FIGURE 11 depicts operations involved in a facilitator agent response to. a 

service request in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

· FIGURE 12 depicts an Open Agent Architecture™ based system of agents 

10 implementing a unified messaging application in accordance with a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention; 

15 

FIGURE 13 depicts a map oriented graphical user interface display as might 

be displayed by a multi-modal map application in accordance with a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGURE 14 depicts a peer to peer multiple facilitator based agent system 

· supporting distributed agents in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention; 

FIGURE 15 depicts a multiple facilitator agent system supporting at least a 

limited form of a hierarchy of facilitators in accordance with a preferred embodiment 

20 of the present invention; and 

- •. FIGURE 16 depicts a replicated facilitator architecture in accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention. 
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·~. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

5 Figure 3 illustrates a distributed agent system 300 in accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention. The agent system 300 includes a facilitator 

agent 310 and a plurality of agents 320. The illustration of Figure 3 provides a high 

level view of one simple system structure contemplated by the present invention. The 

facilitator agent 310 is in essence the "parent" facilitator for its "children" agents 320. 

10 The agents 320 forward service requests to the facilitator agent 310. The facilitator 

agent 310 interprets these requests, organizing a set of goals which are then delegated 

to appropriate agents for task completion. 

The system 300 of Figure 3 can be expanded upon and modified in a variety of 

ways consistent with the present invention. For example, the agent system 300 can be 

15 distributed across a computer network such as that illustrated in Figure 1. The 

facilitator agent 310 may itself have its functionality distributed across several 

different computing platforms. The agents 320 may engage in interagent 

communication (also called peer to peer communications). Several different systems 

300 may be coupled together for enhanced performance. These and a variety of other 

20. structural C()nfigurations are described below in greater detail. 

Figure 4 presents the structure typical of a small system 400 in one 

embodiment of the present invention, showing user interface agents 408, several 

application agents 404 and meta-agents 406, the system 400 organized as a 

community of peers by their common relationship to a facilitator agent 402. As will 

25 be appreciated, Figure 4 places more structure upon the system 400 than shown in 

Figure 3, but both are valid representations of structures of the present invention. The 

facilitator 402 is a specialized server agent that is responsible for coordinating agent 

communications and cooperative problem-solving. The facilitator 402 may also 

provide a global data store for its client agents, allowing them to adopt a blackboard 

30 style of interaction. Note that certain advantages are found in utilizing two or more 

facilitator agents within the system 400. For example, larger systems can be 

assembled from multiple facilitator/client groups, each having the sort of structure 
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ABSTRACT 

A highly flexible, software-based architecture is disclosed for constructing distributed 

systems. The architecture supports cooperative task completion by flexible and autonomous 

electronic agents. One or more facilitators are used to broker communication and 

cooperation among the agents. The architecture provides for the construction of arbitrarily 

complex goals by users and service-requesting agents. Additional features include agent

based provision of multi-modal interfaces, including natural language. 
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Amended Compact Discs 

EXAMINER NOTE: THIS PAPER IS AN INTERNAL WORKSHEET ONLY. DO NOT ENCLOSE 
WITH ANY COMMUNICA 'TION TO THE APPLICANT. ITS PURPOSE IS ONLY THAT OF AN 
AID IN HIGHLIGHTING A PARTICULAR PROBLEM IN A COMPACT DISC. 

THE AITACHED CD (COPY 1) HAS BEEN REVIEWED BY OIPE FOR 

COMPLIANCE WITH 37 CFR 1.52(E). Please match this CD with 
the application listed below. 

Date: 
Serial No./Control No. 
Reviewed By: 

~ompact discs are readable and acceptable. 

0 Copy 1 and Copy 2 of the compact discs are not the same . 

• :~~1·~ 0 The compact discs are unreadable. 

0 The files on the compact discs are not in ASCII. 

D The compact discs contain at least one virus. 

D Other 
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Filed: 
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CHEYER et al. 
09/225,198 
January 5, 1999 
L. A. Bullock, Jr. 
2151 
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Group Art Unit 
For: SOFTWARE-BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR 

COMMUNICATION AND COOPERATION 
AMONG DISTRIBUTED ELECTRONIC AGENTS 

~:· Mail Stop AF 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 

RECEIVED 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 JUN 0 8 2004 

Technology Center 2100 

Sir: 

TRANSMITTAL FOR AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE AND 

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING APPENDIX SUBMITTED ON COMPACT DISC 

This is in response to the Final Office Action mail by the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office on November 28, 2003. Applicants request a one month extension of time, thus allowing 
Applicants until March 28, 2004 to respond. 

1. Transmitted herewith are the following: 

2. 

~ Check No. 2195 in the amount of $55.00 
~ Amendment and Response 
~ Copy 1 and Copy 2 of Compact Disc both containing the identical contents 

of Appendices A, B, C, D, and E as filed with the patent application on 
January 5, 1999. 

Machine format is IS0-9660 file system: 

File Name Size Creation Date Last Date 

oaa.pl 159,613 bytes 1996/10/08 1998/12/23 

fac.pl 52,733 bytes 1997/04/24 1998/05/06 

compound.pl 42,937 bytes 1996/12/11 1998/04/10 

com_tcp.pl 18,010 bytes 1998/02/10 1998/05/06 

translations.pl 19,583 bytes 1998/01/29 1998/12/23 
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3. Fee Authorization 

Check No. 2195 in the amount of $55.00 is enclosed for the required fees for one month 
extension of time, however, the Commissioner is authorized to charge any 
underpayment of fees to Deposit Account No. 50-2207. This paper is submitted in 
duplicate. 

Date: March c:l1 . 2004 

Correspondence Address: 
Customer No. 22918 
Perkins Coie LLP 
P. 0. Box 2168 
Menlo Park, California 94026-2168 
(650) 838-4300 

59501-8016.US01 2 

Respectfully submitted, 
Perkins Coie LLP 

Carina M. Tan 
Registration No. 45,769 
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JW~ 0 8 200~ 
EXPRESS MAIL LABEL NO. EV 099152888 US 

Off~C~Al 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re application of: Atty Dkl:. No. 59501-8016.US01 

CHEYER et al. Group Art Unit No.: 2126 

Serial No.: 09/225,198 Examiner: L.A. Bullock, Jr. 

Filed on: January 5, 1999 

For: SOFTWARE~BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR COMMUNICATION AND 
COOPERATION AMONG DISTRIBUTED ELECTRONIC AGENTS 

Mail StopAF 
Commissioner of Patents 
P. 0. Box 1450 
Alexandria. VA 22313-1450 

Sir: 

AMENDMENT AND RESPQNSE 

This is in response to the Final Office Action mailed November 28, 2003, the 

shortened statutory period for which runs until February 28, 2004. 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
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This Page Is Inserted by IFW Operations 
and is not a part of the Official Record 

BEST AVAILABLE IMAGES 

Defective images within this document are accurate representations of 
the original documents submitted by the applicant. 

Defects in the images may include (but are not limited to): 

• BLACK BORDERS 

• TEXT CUT OFF AT TOP, BOTTOM OR SIDES 

• FADED TEXT 

• ILLEGIBLE TEXT 

• SKEWED/SLANTED IMAGES 

o COLORED PHOTOS 

• BLACK OR VERY BLACK AND WHITE DARK PHOTOS 

• GRAY SCALE DOCUMENTS 

IMAGES ARE BEST AVAILABLE COPY. 

As rescanning documents will not correct images, 
please do not report the images to the 

Image Problem Mailbox. 
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lN THE CLAIMS 

1 

! 

PERKINS COlE LLP --·----

·-· 

1- (Currently amended) A computer-implemented method for communication and 

cooperative task completion among a plurality of distributed electronic agents, 

comprising the acts of: 
registering a description of each active client agent's functional capabilities as 

corresponding registered functional capabilities, using an ~~xpandable, platform

independent, inter-agent language. wherein the inter-agenj: language includes: 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and parameter lists 

associated with one or more of the events; and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals. trl£1gers and data elements 

associated with the events: 

~007 

receiving a request for service as a base goal in the inter-.:Jgent language, in the form of 

an arbitrarily complex goal expression; and 

dynamically interpreting the arbitrarily complex goal expression, said act of interpreting 

further comprising: 

generating one or more sub-goals expressed in the inter-agent language; 

constructing a goal satisfaction plan wherein the goal satisfaction plan includes: 

a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests to best complete the 

requested service request-by UiSing reasoning that includes 

one or more of domain-indepe~ndent coordination strategies, 

domain-specific reasoning, and application-specific 

reasoning comprising rules and learning algorithms; and 

dispatching each of the ~ub-goals to a selected client agent for performance, based on 

a match between the sub~goal being dispatched and the registered functional 

capabilities of the selected client agent. 

2. (Previously presented) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1. 

further including the following acts of: 
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receiving a new request for seNice as a base goal using th9 inter-agent language, in 

the form of another arbitrarily complex goal expression, frorn at least one of the 

selected client agents in response to the sub-goal dispatched to said agent; and 

recursively applying the step of dynamically interpreting thE~ arbitrarily complex goal 

expression in order to pertorm the new request for service. 

3. (Previously presented) . A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 2 

wherein the act of register.ing a specific agent further includes: 

invoking the specific agent in order to activate the specific ;agent; 

instantiating an instance of the specific agent; and 

transmitting the new agent profile from the specific agent 1•) a facilitator agent in 

response to the instantiation of the specific agent. 

4. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further including the 

act of deactivating a specific client agent no longer available to provide services by 

deleting the registration of the specific client agent. 

5_ original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further comprising 

the act of providing an agent registry data structure. 

6. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 

registry data structure includes at least one symbolic name for each active agent. 

7. (original) A computer-implemented method of recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 

registry data structure in~ludes at least one data declaration for each active agent. 

8. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 

registry data structure includes at least one trigger declaration for one active agent. 

9" (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 

registry data structure includes at least one task declaration, and process 

characteristics for each active agent 
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10. (original) A computer~implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 

registry data structure includes at least one process characteristic for each active agent. 

11. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further comprising 

the act of establishing communication between the plurali1y of distributed agents. 

12. (original) A computer:-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further comprising 

the acts of: i 
receiving a request for service in a second language differing from the inter-agent 

language; 
selecting a registered agent capable of converting the seGond language into the inter-

agent language; and 
forwarding the request fdr service in a second language to the registered agent capable 

of converting the second language into the inter-agent language, impliCitly requesting 

that such a conversion be performed and the results returned. 

13. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 12 wherein the 

request includes a natural language query, and the regisiered agent capable of 

converting the second language into the inter-agent langiJiage service is a natural 

language agent. 

14. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 13 wherein the 

natural language query was generated by a user interface agent. 

15. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1, wherein the base 

goal requires setting a trigger having conditional functionality and consequential 

functionality. 

16. (original) A computE;Jr-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is an outgoing cqmmunications trigger, the computer implemented method 
I 

further including the acts of: 
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monitoring all outgoing communication events in order to determine whether a specific 

outgoing communication ~vent has occurred; and 

in· response to the occurrence of the specific outgoing communication event, performing 

the particular action defined by the trigger. 

17. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is an incoming communications trigger, the compute~r implemented method 

further including the acts of: 
I 

monitoring all incoming communication events in order to determine whether a specific 

incoming communication event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of a specific incoming communication event satisfying 

the trigger conditional functionality, performing the particular consequential functionality 

defined by the trigger. 

18. (original) A computer-implemented method as recitecl in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is a data trigger, the computer implemented rnethoj further including the acts of: 

monitoring a state of a data repository; and 

in response to a particular state event satisfying the trigger conditional functionality, 

performing the particular consequential functionality defined by the trigger_ 

19. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is a time trigger, the computer implemented method further including the acts of: 

monitoring for the occurrence of a particular time conditio:n; and 

in response to the occurrence of a particular time condition satisfying the trigger 

conditional functionality, performing the particular consequential functionality defined by 

the trigger. 

20. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is installed and executed within the facilitator age111t. 

21. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is installed and executed within a first service-providing agent. 
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22. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

conditional functionality of the trigger is installed on a facilitator agent. 

~011 

23. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited i.n claim 22 wherein the 

consequential functionality is installed on a specific servico-providing agent other than a 

facilitator agent. 

24. (original) A cornpute~-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

conditional functionality of the trigger is installed on specific service-providing agent 

other than a facilitator agent. 

25. (original) A computer-implemented method as recitecl in claim 15 wherein the 

consequential functionality of the trigger is installed on a facilitator agent. 

26. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 wherein the base 

goal is a compound goal having sub-goals separated by operators. 

27. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 26 wherein the type 

of available operators includes a conjunction operator, a ·disjunction operator, and a 

conditional execution operator. 

28. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 27 wherein the type 

of available operators further includes a parallel disjunction operator that indicates that 

disjunct goals are to be performed by different agents. 

29. (Currently amended) A computer program stored or, a computer readable 

medium, the computer program executable to facilitate cooperative task completion 

within a distributed computing environment, the distributed computing environment 

including a plurality of autonomous electronic agents. th~~ distributed computing 

environment supporting,an Interagent Communication li~1nguage, the computer 

program comprising computer executable instructions for: 
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providing an agent registrY that declares capabilities of ser-.rice-providing electronic 

agents currently active within the distributed computing environment: 

interpreting a service request in order to determine a base goal that may be a 

compound, arbitrarily complex base goal, the service requ1~st adhering to an Interagent 

Communication Languag~ (ICL). wherein the ICL includes; 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and parameter lists 

associated with one or more of the events; and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals. tri~Jgers and data elements 

associated with the events: 

t~e act of interpreting including the sub-acts of: 

determining any task completion advice provided by the base goal, and 

determining any task completion constraints provided by the base goal; 

constructing a base goal satisfaction plan including the sub-acts of: 

determining whether the requested service is available, 

determining sub-goals required in completin!J the base goal by using 

reasoning that includes one or more of domain-independ1:~nt coordination strategies, 

domain-specific reasoning, and application-specific reasoliling comprising rules and 

learning algorithms, 
selecting service-providing electronic agent::. from the agent registry 

suitable for performing the determined sub-goals, and 

ordering a delegation of sub-goal requests l:o best complete the requested 

service; and 

implementing the base goal satisfaction plan. 

30. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the computer 

executable instruction for providing an agent registry includes the following computer 

executable instructions for registering a specific service-providing electronic agent into 

the agent registry: 
establishing a bi-directional communications link between the specific agent and a 

facilitator agent controlling the agent registry; 

providing a new agent profile to the facilitator agent, the new agent profile defining 

pubiiciy available capabilities of the specific agent: and 
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registering the specific agent together with the new agent profiie within the agent 

registry, thereby making available to the facilitator agent the capabilities of the specific 

agent. 

31. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 30 wlnerein the computer 

executable instruction for registering a specific agent furth13r includes: 

invoking the specific agent in order to activate the specific :agent; 

instantiating an instance of the specific agent; and 

transmitting the new agent profile from the specific agent io the facilitator agent in 

response to the instantiation of the specific agent. 

32. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 29 \tvherein the computer 

executable instruction for providing an agent registry includes a computer executable 

instruction for removing a specific service-providing electronic agent from the registry 

upon determining that the specific agent is no longer available to provide services. 

33. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the provided agent 

registry includes a symbolic name, a unique address. data declarations, trigger 

declarations, task declarations, and process characteristics for each active agent. 

34. (original) Computer program as recited in claim 29 further including computer 

executable instructions for receiving the service request via a communications link 

established with a client. 

35. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the computer 

executable instruction for providing a service request includes instructions for: 

receiving a non-JCL format service request; 

selecting an active agent capable of converting the non-IGL formal service request into 

an ICL format service request; 
forwarding the non-ICL format service request to the active agent capable of converting 

·the non-ICL format service request, together with a reqw:rst that such conversion be 

performed; and 
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receiving an ICL format se.vice request corresponding to tlue non-ICL format service 

request. 

36. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 35 wherein the non-ICL format 

service request includes a natural language query, and th~~ active agent capable of 

converting the non-ICL formal service request into an ICL f'ormat service request is a 

natural language agent. 

37. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 36 wherein the natural language 

query is generated by a user interface agent. 

38. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 29, the computer program further 

including computer executable instructions for implementing a base goal that requires 

setting a trigger having conditional and consequential funo:::tionality. 

39. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is an 

outgoing· communications trigger, the computer program lfurther including computer 

executable instructions for: 
monitoring all outgoing communication events in order to determine whether a specific 

outgoing communication event has occurred; and 

in response to the occurrence of the specific outgoing communication event, performing 

the particular action defined by the trigger. 

40. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is an 

incoming communications trigger, the computer program further including computer 

executable instructions 'or: 
! 

monitoring all incoming communication events in order to determine whether a specific 

incoming communication event has occurred; and 

in response to the occur;rence of the specific incoming communication event, 

performing the particular action defined by the trigger. 
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41. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is a data 

trigger, the computer program further including computer executable instructions for: 

monitoring a state of a data repository; and 

in response to a particular state event, performing the particular action defined by the 

trigger. 

42. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is a time 

trigger. the computer program further including computer f::xecutable instructions for: 

monitoring for the occurrJnce of a particular time condition; and 

@015 

in response to the occurrence of the particular time condition, pertorming the particular 

action defined by the trigger. 

43. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 38 further including computer 

executable instructions for installing and executing the tri~mer within the facilitator 

agent. 

44. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 38 further including computer 

executable instructions for installing and executing the triqger within a first service-

providing agent. 

45. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 29 further including computer 

executable instructions for interpreting compound goals having sub-goals separated by 

operators. 

46. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 45· wherein the type of available 

operators includes a conjunction operator, a disjunction operator, and a conditional 

execution operator. 

47. (original) A computer program as recited in claim 46 wherein the type of available 

operators further includes parallel disjunction operator that indicates that distinct goals 

are to be perionned by different agents. 
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48. (Currently amended) :An Interagent Communication L;:mguage (ICL) providing a 

basis for facilitated cooperative task completion within a di!:;tributed computing 

environment having a facilitator agent and a plurality of autonomous service-providing 

electronic agents. wherein: 

the ICL having one or more of: 
a layer of conversational protocol defined by event l~ypes and parameter lists 

associated with one or more of the events: and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals. triqgers and data elements 

associated with the events; 

the ICL having one or more features from a set of features comprising: 

enabling agents to perform queries of other agents; 

enabling ~gents to exchange information with other agents; and 

enabling agents to set triggers within other agents; and 

141016 

the ICL having a syntax supporting compound goal expressions wherein said 

compound goal expressions are such that goals within a single request provided 

according to the ICL syntax may be coupled by one or more operators from a set 

of operators comprising: 

a conditional execution operator; and 

a parallel disjunctive operation that indicates that disjunct goals are to be 

performed by different agents. 

49. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 48, wherein the bCL is computer pl~tform 

independent. 

50. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL is independent of computer 

programming languages which the plurality of agents are, programmed in. 

51. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit task 

completion constraints include use of specific agent com;traints and response time 

constraints_ 
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52. (original) An ICL as reCited in claim 51, wherein possible types of task completion 

constraints include use of specific agent constraints and response time constraints. 

141 017 

53. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 51 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit task 

completion advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

54. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit task 

completion advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

55. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein each '~utonomous service~providing 
electronic agent defines and publishes a set of capability declarations or solvables, 

expressed in ICL, that describes services provided by such electronic agent. 

56. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 55 wherein an eiE!ctronic agent's solvables 

define an interface for the electronic agent. 

57. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 56 wherein the fa•~ilitator agent maintains an 

agent registry making available a plurality of electronic agent interfaces. 

58. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 57 wherein the possible types of solvables 

includes procedure solvables, a procedure solvable opewble to implement a procedure 

such as a test or an action. 

59. (original) An ICL as recited in claim 58 wherein the possible types of solvables 

further includes data solvables, a data solvable operable to provide access to a 

collection of data. 

60. (original) An JCL as recited in claim 58 wherein the possible types of solvables 

includes data solvables,.a data solvable operable to provide access to a collection of 

data. 
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61. (Currently amended) A facilitator agent arranged to coordinate cooperative task 

completion within a distributed computing environment having a plurality of 

autonomous service-providing electronic agents, thtOl facilitator agent comprising: 

an agent registry that declares capabilities of service-providing electronic agents 

corrently active within the distributed computing environment; and 

a facilitating engine operable to parse a service request in order to interpret a 

compound goal set forth therein, the compound goal including both local and global 

constraints and control p~rameters, the service request formed according to an 

Interagent Communication Langoage (ICL), wherein the ICL includes: 

a laver of conversational protocol defined bv event tvpes and parameter 

lists associated with one or more of the events: and 

a content layer comprising one or more of q;?als, triggers and data 

elements associated with the events; 

the facilitating engine further operable to construct a goal satisfaction plan by using 

reasoning that includes one or more of domain-independent coordination 

strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and application-specific reasoning 

comprising rules and learning algorithms. 

62. {original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61, wherein the facilitating engine is 

capable of modifying the goal satisfaction plan during ex~~cution, the modifying initiated 

by events such as new agent declarations within the agent registry, decisions made by 

remote agents, and information provided to the facilitatin!~ engine by remote agents_ 

63. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61 wherein the agent registry 

includes a symbolic name, a unique address, data declarations, trigger declarations, 

task declarations, and process characteristics for each a~::tive agent. 

64. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61 wh•9rein the facilitating engine is 

operable to install a trigger mechanism requesting that a certain action be taken when a 

certain set of conditions are met. 
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65. (original) A facilitator ~gent as recited in claim 64 when=.in the trigger mechanism is 

a communication trigger that monitors communication eve111ts and performs the certain 

action when a certain communication event occurs. 

66. {original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 wherein the trigger mechanism is 

a data trigger that monitors a state of a data repository an1~ performs the certain action 

when a certain data state is obtained. 

67. (original) A facilitator 1agent as recited in claim 66 wherein the data repository is 

local to the facilitator agent. 

68. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 66 wherein the data repository is 

remote from the facilitator agent. 

69. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 whnrein the trigger mechanism is 

a task trigger having a set of conditions. 

70. (original) A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61, the~ facilitator agent further 

including a global database accessible to at least one of tine service-providing electronic 

agents_ 

71. (Currently amended) A software-based, flexible computer architecture for 

communication and cooperation among distributed ele~tr<)nic agents, the architecture 

contemplating a distributed computing system comprisin~J: 

a plurality of service-providing electronic agents; aru! 

an Interagent Communication Language OCU. wherein the inter-agent language 

includes: 
a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and parameter lists 

associated with one or more of the events: and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals. t~iggers and data elements 

associated with the events: and 
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a facilitator agent in bi-directional communications with the plurality of service-providing 

electronic agents, the facilitator agent including: 

an agent registry that declares capabilities of servic,s-providing electronic agents 

currently active within the distributed computing environment; 

a facilitating engine operable to parse a service request in order to interpret an 

arbitrarily complex goal set forth therein, the facilitating engine further 

operable to construct a goal satisfaction plan including the coordination of 

a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests to best complete the requested 

service by using reasoning that includes one1 or more of domain

independent coordination strategies, domain-specific reasoning, an~ 

application-specific reasoning comprising rul·es and leaming algorithms. 

72. (Currently amended) A computer architecture as reciit·ed in claim 71, wherein the 

Basi-s for the oomJ:'}blter arehitect is an Interagent Communication Language (ICL) is for 

enabling agents to perform queries of other agents, exch131nge information with other 

agents. and set triggers within other agents, the ICL further defined by an ICL syntax 

supporting compound goal expressions such that goals w~thin a single request provided 

according to the ICL syntax may be coupled by a conjunctive operator, a disjunctive 

operator, a conditional execution operator, and a parallel disjunctive operator parallel 

disjunctive operator that indicates that disjunct goals are to be performed by different 

agents" 

73. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 72, wherein the ICL is 

computer platform independent. 

74. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein the ICL is 

independent of computer programming languages in which the plurality of agents are 

programmed. 

75_ (original) A computer architecture as recited in clairr'l 73 wherein the ICL syntax 

supports explicit task completion constraints within goal expressions. 
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76. (original) A wmputer architecture as recited in claim 7'5 wherein possible types of 

task completion constraints include use of specific agent constraints and response time 

constraints. 

77. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim "/5 wherein the ICL syntax 

supports explicit task completion advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

78. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 13 wherein the ICL syntax 

supports explicit task completion advisory suggestions wiihin goal expressions. 

79. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein each autonomous 

service-providing electronic agent defines and publishes :::1 set of capability declarations 

or solvables, expressed in ICL, that describes services provided by such electronic 

agent. 

80. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 79 wherein an electronic 

agent's solvables define an interface for the electronic ag.Hnt 

81. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 80 wherein the possible types 

of solvables includes procedure solvables, a procedure solvable operable to implement 

a procedure such as a test or an action. 

82. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 81 wherein the possible types 

of solvables further includes data solvables, a data solvable operable to provide access 

to a collection of data. 

83. (original) A computer architecture as recited in claim 82 wherein the possible types 

of solvables includes a data solvable operable to providt:~ access to modify a collection 

of data. 
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84- (Previously presented}. A computer architecture as recil:1ed in claim 71 wherein a 

planning component of the facilitating engine are distributed across at least two 

computer processes. 

85. (Previously presented) A computer architecture as recited in claim 71 wherein an 

execl,ltion component of .the facilitating engine is distributed acros~ at least two 

computer processes. 

141022 

86. (Currently amended) A data wave carrier providing a transport mechanism for 

information communication in a distributed computing environment having at least one 

facilitator agent and at least one active client agent. and 8!1 Interagent Communication 

Language (ICL), wherein the ICL includes: 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event j:ypes and parameter lists 

associated with one or more of the events: and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals, trh;mers and data elements 

associated with the events; 

wherein said at least one facilitator agent is operable to construct a goal satisfaction 

plan by using reasoning that includes one or more of domain-independent coordination 

strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and application-sp,~cific reasoning comprising 

rules and learning algorithms for satisfying one or more requests for service from said 

at least one active client agent. the data wave carrier comprising a signal representation 

of an inter-agent language description of an active client agent's functional capabilities. 

87. (Previously presented) A data wave carrier as recited in claim 86, the data wave 

carrier further comprising a corresponding signal representation of said one or more 

requests for service in the inter-agent language from a first agent to a second agent. 

88. (Previously presented) A data wave carrier as recited in claim 86, the data wave 

carrier further comprising a signal representation of a go;O!I dispatched to an agent for 

performance from a facilitator agent. 
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69. (original) A data wave carrier as recited in claim 88 wh•~rein a later state of the data 

wave carrier comprises a signal representation of a response to the dispatched goal 

including results and/or a status report from the agent for performance to the facilitator 

agent. 
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REMARKS 

INTERVIEW: 

A telephonic interview was conducted on March 11 ,. 2004. The participants were 

Examiner Lewis A. Bullock, Jr., David Stringer-Calvert and Carina M. Tan. During the 

interview, an agreement with respect to all the claims wem reached. Applicants argued 

that the prior art teachings of KISS did not disclose any intelligent reasoning when 

formulating a goal satisfaction plan. Applicants argued that KISS merely discloses a 

method of information retrieval from information repositori1::s such as databases. The 

examiner disagreed. However, the examiner pointed out that certain features in 

Applicant's specification regarding ICL are novel. The Ex~:.miner indicated that the ICL 

features: 1) a conversational protocol layer, and 2) a con1ent layer, would distinguish 

applicants' claims over the prior art. It was agreed that applicants would submit a 

response amending the claims to include the above nove:l ICL features. 

The Examiner is thanked for the performance of a thorough search. By this 

response, claims 1, 29, 48, 61, 71, 72 and 86 have been amended. No claims have 

been cancelled or added. Hence, Claims 1-89 are pending in the Application. 

IN THE SPECIFICATION 

Compact Disc Containing Appendices 

Applicants cancel the computer program listing appearing in the specification in 

Appendices A, B. C, D, and E. In compliance with 37 CFR 1.96(c), Applicants enclose 
I 

a CD-ROM labeled as Copy 1 and an identical copy of the CD-ROM labeled as Copy 2 

containing the identical ~ontents of Appendices A, B, C, D and E as filed with the patent 

' 
application on January ~· 1999. 
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Substitute Pages Of Specification 

141025 

Enclosed are substitute Pages 1, 8 and 9. Substitute Page 1 of the specification 

has been amended to identify the compact disc and list tht?. file names, size, and 

creation date of each file, and substitute Page 8 and Page· 9 which have been amended 

to delete the PBrief Description of the Appendices.'' Also e·nclosed is a substitute 

ABSTRACT containing less than 150 words- The ABSTRACT as originally filed 

contained more than 150 :words_ 
I 

SUMMARY OF REJECTIONS/OBJECTIONS 

In the Office Action, Claims 1-3, 5-11, 15-25, 29-3Ll-, 38-44, and 61-71 are 

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over "Developing Tools for the 

Open Agent Architecture" by Martin1 in view of U_S. Patent No. 6,484,155 issued to 

Kiss_ 

Claims 4, 12-14,26-28,35-37,45-47, and 72-85 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 

1 03(a) as being unpatentable over Martin1 in view of Kiss, and further in vie of 

"Information Brokering in an Agent Architecture" by Martin2. 

Claims 48-60 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over 

"Development Tools for the Open Agent Architecture" by Martin1 in view of 
1
'1nformation 

Brokering in an Agent Architecture" by Martin2. 

REJECTIONS UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) 

CLAIMS 1. 29, 61. 71 and 86 

Claim 1, as amended, recites in part, the features: 

"registering a description of each active client agent's functional capabilities as 

corresponding registered functional capabil~ties, using an expandable, 
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platform-indE?pendent, inter-agent language, wherein the inter~agent 

language includes: 

a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and 

parameter lists associated with one or mcJre of the events; and 

a content layer comprising one or more of goals, triggers and data 

elements associated with the events; 

141026 

constructing a goa~ satisfaction plan, wherein the goal satisfaction plan includes: 

a suitable d~legation of sub-goal requests to best complete the requested 

service request by using reasoning that includes one or rnore of 

domain-independent coordination stmtegies, domain-specific 

reasoning, and application-specific re-asoning comprising rules and 

learning algorithms:" 

Claim 1 includes the limitation of a inter-agent lang1uage~ wherein the inter-agent 

language includes 1) a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and 

parameter lists associated with one or more of the events, and 2) a content layer 

comprising one or more of goals, triggers and data elem€~nts associated with the 

events. The cited references do not disclose or suggest such a conversational protocol 

and content layer. 

Further, the Office Action states that the "dynamic solution plan" in KISS is the 

equivalent of the "goal satisfaction plan" of applicants' Claim 1 above. The Office 

Action points to col. 5, lines 14-45; coL 8, line 21 -col. 9, line 26; and col. 10, lines 10-

38, and col. 2, lines 50-67 for support. 

The method for forming the "dynamic solution plan!" in KISS is irrelevant to the 

method of forming the goal satisfaction plan in Applicants' Claim 1. It is respectfully 
I 
I 

submitted that KISS is irrelevant because KISS is an inv,Emtion involving accessing 

knowledge repositories.' Such knowledge repositories ans represented by "knowledge 

agents." The Abstract of KISS states that "the invention solicits accessible knowledge 

repositories, represented by knowledge agents, for reiev;::mt knowiedge ... " 
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1 

In other words, K/S:S is merely a method of informal:i1on retrieval from information 

repositories or data sources. For example, the meta agent can ask questions involving 

facts or data and the agents attempt to retrieve the facts or data from the corresponding 

data repository. In contrast, the goal satisfaction plan of Claim 1 involves asking 

service providing agents to perform actions such as boil water, roast coffee beans, 

grind the roasted coffee beans as opposed to merely asking the agents to retrieve 

information from an information repository. 

To further explain why KISS is irrelevant and completely different from the 

method of Claim 1, see col. 5 lines 39-43 where "[t]he meta agent 119 is configured to 

begin executing the solution plan even before the plan is complete." This underscores 

the fact that the solution plan in KISS merely involves information retrieval rather than 

asking the agent to perfonn intelligent actions such as ro;31st coffee beans. In KISS, it is 

not fatal to begin executing the solution plan even before the plan is complete because 

no real harm is done if the meta agent begins by asking the wrong questions. To 

explain, KISS teaches "the meta agent 119 is capable of !backtracking or replanning to 

permit escape from a dead-end." In other words, it is not fatal if the search for data is 

proceeding down an incorrect search path, as explained in KISS. In contrast, the 

facilitator of Claim 1 cannot begin execution of the goal satisfaction plan before the goal 

satisfaction plan is complete. For example, it would be f.!ltal for the facilitator to ask a 

service-providing agent to boil the coffee beans instead of requesting that the coffee 

beans be first roasted and then ground. Such an action of boiling the coffee beans 

would be i .. reversible ard would produce soggy beans. In other words. the service

providing agents of Claim 1 periorm actions and are not merely sources of information. 

Further, KISS does not use reasoning for "formuiating the dynamic soiution 
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plan.n In other words, KISS does not use the inferencing schemes as described in 

column 7 for generating the solution plan. In fact, KISS te~3ches away from using 

reasoning or inferencing for generating the solution plan. Column 8, lines 58-61 of 

~028 

KISS states that "[a]fter the solution plan is formulated, th::! meta agent 119 implements 

a distributed inference process to perform the search and execution phases of solving 

the problem, while maintaining control of the process" (emphasis added). Thus, the 

inference process is what the solution plan in KISS accomplishes and is not what is 

used to generate the solution plan. 

In contrast, Claim 1 shows that the facilitating engine uses sophisticated 

reasoning when delegating sub-goal requests to best complete the requested service 

request. The facilitating engine's use of reasoning is supported by the specification on 

page 13, lines 342-34 7. 

Assume that the facilitator agent of Claim 1 receivHs a request such as, "Make 

Coffee". The facilitator agent's facilitating engine uses reasoning to generate the 
I 

following goal satisfaction plan: 

Sub-goal request A: Please perform the act of roasting coffee beans 
Sub-goal request B: Please perform the act of grir1ding coffee beans 
Sub-goal request C: Please perform the act of boHing water, etc. 

The facilitating engine is able to use reasoning to accomplish the base goal, 

"Make Coffee" by asking an appropriate agents to first roast the coffee beans before 

asking the agent to grind the beans, etc_ 

Neither Cohen nor KISS, either alone or in combination, disclose, teach, suggest 

or make obvious the no~el features of claim 1. Thus, Claim 1 is allowable. 

Claims 29, 61, 71 and 86, each contain similar fe;:J~tures regarding "using 

reasoning to determine sub-goai requests based on non-syntactic decomposition of the 
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base goal and using said reasoning to co-ordinate and schedule efforts by the service-

providing electronic agents for fulfilling the sub-goal reque~;ts in a cooperative 

completion of the base goal." Thus, Claims 29, 61, 71 ancl 86 are allowable for at least 

the reasons provided herein in respect to Claim 1. 

CLAIMS 2-26. 30-47. 62-70. 72-85 and 87-89 

Claims 2-28 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 1 and include 

all the limitations of Claim 1 and therefore are allowable fc.r at least the reasons 

provided herein in respect to Claim 1. 

Claims 30-47 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 29 and 

include all the limitations of Claim 29 and therefore are allowable for at least the 

reasons provided herein in respect to Claim 29. 

Claims 62-70 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 61 and 

include all the limitations of Claim 61 and therefore are allowable for at least the 

reasons provided herein in respect to Claim 61. 

Claims 72-85 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 71 and 

include all the limitations of Claim 71 and therefore are a'lllowable for at least the 

reasons provided herein in respect to Claim 71 

Claims 87-89 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon Claim 86 and 

include all the limitations of Claim 86 and therefore are allowable for at least the 

reasons provided herein in respect to Claim 86. 

CLAIM 48 

Claim 48 as amended, recites in part: 

"the ICL having one or more of: 
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a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and 
parameter lists associated with one or mc•re of the events; and 
a content layer comprising one or more ojf goals, triggers and data 

[g) 030 

elements associated with the events; 
the ICL having a syntax supporting compound goal t9xpressions wherein said 
compound goal expressions are such that goals within a single request provided 
according to the ICL syntax may be coupled by one· or more operators from a set 

of operators comprising: 
a conditional execution operator; and 
a parallel disjunctive operator that indicates that disjunct goals are to be 

performed by different agents." 

The novel method ·recited in Claim 48 as amended requires that the inter-agent 

language include 1) a layer of conversational protocol defined by event types and 

parameter lists associated with one or more of the events, and 2) a content layer 

comprising one or more of goals, triggers and data elements associated with the 

events. The cited references do not disclose or suggest such a conversational protocol 

and content layer. 

Further, the novel method recited in Claim 48 as amended requires that "goals 

within a single request" are ''coupled by one or more operators from a set of operators". 

In amended Claim 48, the set of operators comprise, a conditional execution operator, 

and a parallel disjunctive operator. 

In the Office Action, the Examiner states that trigg11~Ts are conditional operators. 

It is respectfully submitted that triggers are not conditional operators in the sense of an 

being a syntactical operator in an expression. 

Further, the Office Action states that page 1 o of j\11artin2 discloses parallel 

disjunctive operators.' Martin2 does NOT disclose parallel disjunctive operators. The 

"disjunction" in Martin2 ~s the run-of-the-mill Prolog style disjunction. The expression, 

"Do task A OR Do Task 8," is an exampie of a Mat1in21)'pe disjunction. !n contrast, a 
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"parallel disjunctive operator is an operator that indicates that disjunct goals are to be 

performed by different agents. An example of a parallel disjunctive operator 

expression is "Ask agent Bob to do task A OR Ask agent Fred to do task B 

concurrently. 

None of the cited references disclose, suggest or rE!nder obvious the requirement 

that the "goals within a S'iogle request" be "coupled by one or more operators from a 

set of operators", such as a conditional execution operat'tor (such as "il and "when", 

allowing for particular actions to be predicated on the stat<~. or outcomes of earlier 

actions), and a parallet disjunctive operator (allowing for alternative actions to be 

performed at the same time, if resources allow, and a first--to-respond strategy may be 

used in their competition to perform the goal at hand). Claim 48 is allowable over the 

art of record. Thus. it is respectfully submitted that Claim 48 be held in condition for 

allowance. 

CLAIMS 49-60 

Claims 49-60 are either directly or indirectly dependent upon independent Claim 

48, and include all the features of Claim 48. Therefore, Claims 49-60 are allowable for 

at least the reasons provided herein with respect to Clai11n 48. Furthermore, it is 

respectfully submitted that Claims 49-60 recite additional features that independently 

render Claims 49-60 patentable over the art of record. Thus, it is respectfully submitted 

I 

that Claims 49-60 be heid in condition for allowance. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, it is respectfully submitted that all of the pending 

claims are now in condition for allowance. Therefore, the issuance of a formal Notice of 

Allowance is believed next in order, and that action is most earnestly solicited. 

If in the opinion of the Examiner a telephone conference would expedite the 

prosecution of the subject application, the Examiner is encouraged to call the 

undersigned at (650) 838-4311. 

The Commissioner is authorized to charge any fee:~ due to Applicants' Deposit 

Account No. 50-2207. 

Date: March ,;;_'I • 2004 

Correspondence Address: 

Customer No. 22918 
Perkins Coie LLP 
P. 0. Box 2168 
Menlo Park, California 9~026 
(650) 838-4300 

Respectfully submitted, 
Perkins Coie LLP 

(~~~~~ 
Carina rvL Tan 
Registration No. 45,769 
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Software-Based Architecture for Communication and Cooperation Among 
Djstributed Electronic Agents 

By: 
Adam J. Cheyer and David L. Martin 

A compact disk containing a computer program listing h~~ been prov:ided in duplicate 
(copy 1 and copy 2 of the compact disk are identical). The com:p1llter program listing in the 
compact disk is -incorporated by reference herein. The compact disk contains files wjth their 

names, size and date of creation as follow: 

File Name Size 

oaa.pl 159,613 bytes 

fac.pl 52,733 bytes 

con1pound.pl 42,937 bytes 

com_tcp.pl 18,010 bytes 

translations.pl 19,583 bytes 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Field of the Jnvention 

Creation Date 
1996/10/08 

1997/04/24 

1996/12111 

1998/02/10 

1998/01/29 

Last Date 
1998/12/23 

1998/05/06 

1998/04/10 

1998/05/06 

1998/12/23 

141033 

The present invention is related to distributed computing environments and the 
completion of tasks within such environments. In particular, th•~ present invention teaches a 
variety of software-based architectures for communication and cooperation among distributed 
electronic agents. Certain ymbodiments teach interagent communication languages enabling 
client agents to make requests in the form of arbitrarily compleK goal expressions that are solved 

through facilitation by a facilitator agent. 

Context and Motivation for Distdbuted Software Systems 

The evolution of models for the design and construction of distributed software systems 
is being driven forward by several closely interrelated trends: the adoption of a networked 
computing model, rapjdly rising expectations for smarter, longer-lived, more autonomous 
software applications and an ever increasing demand for more accessible and intuitive user 

interfaces. 

Prior Art Figure l il1ustrates a networked computing mode/100 having a plurality of 
client and server computer systems 120 and 122 coupled together over a physical tTansporL 
mechanism 140. The adoption ofthe ner:worked computing m·~dell 00 has lead to a greatly 
increased reliance on distributed sites for both data and processing resources. Systems such as 
the networked computing !model 100 are based upon at least o·ne physical transport mechani~m 
140 coupl-ing the multiple; computer systems 120 and 122 to support the transfer of information 

between these computers. 

Some of these computers basically support using the nt~twork and are known as client 

Page 1 of59 
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FIGURE 9 depicts operations involved in a c1icnt agent initiating a service 

request and receiving t~e response to that service request in accordance w}th a certain 

preferred embodiment "of the present invention; 

FIGURE 10 depicts operations involved in a client agent responding to a 

5 service request in accordance wjth another preferable embodiment of the present 

invention; 

FIGURE 11 depicts operations involved in a facilitator agent response to a 

service request in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention: 

· FIGURE 12 depicts an Open Agent ArchitectureTI"t based system of agents 

10 implementing a unified messaging application in accordar1ce with a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention; 

15 

FIGURE 13 depicts a. map oriented graphical user interface display as might 

be displayed by a multi-modal map application in accordance with a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention;· 

HGURE 14 depicts a peer to peer multiple facilit:ltor based agent system 

supporting distributed agents in accordance with a prefened embodiment of the 

present invention; 

FIGURE 15 depkts a multiple facilitator agent s~rstern supporting at least a 

limited form of a hierarchy of facilitators in accordance with a p:rcferred embodiment 

20 of the present invention; and 

ltl034 

FIGURE 16 depicts a replicated facHitato:r architecture in accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention. 
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~. 

DE! AR.ED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

5 Figure 3 illustrates a distributed agent system 300 ;m accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention. The agent system 300 includes a facilitator 

agent 310 and a plurality of agents 320. The jllustration oYFigure 3 provides a high 

level view of one simple system structure contemplated by the present invention. The 

facilitator agent 310 is in essence the "parent" facilitator for its "children" agents 320. 

10 The agents 320 forward service requests to the facilitator agent 310. The faci,litator 

agent 310 interprets these requests. organizing a set of gottls which are then delegated 

to appropriate agents for task completion. 

The system 300 of Figure 3 can be expanded upon and modified in a variety of 

ways consistent with the present invention. For example, the agent system 300 can be 

15 distributed across a computer network such as that illustrated in Figure I. The 

facilitator agent 3 J 0 may itself have its functionality dislributed across several 

different computing platfonns. The agents 320 may engage in interagent 

communication (also called peer to pee-r communication!>). Several different systems 

300 may be coupled together for enhanced performance. ·These and a variety of other 

20 structural configurations are described below in greater detail. 

Figure 4 presents the structure typical .of a small system 400 in one 

embodiment of the present invention, showing user int€;J,face agents 408, several 

application agents 404 and meta-agents 406, the system 400 organized as a 

community of peers by their common relationship to a facilitator agent 402. As will 

25 be appreciated, Figure 4 places more structure upon th'~ system 400 than shown in 

Figure 3, but both are valid representations of structure:::; of the present invention. The 

facilitator 402 is a specialized server agent that is responsible for coordinating agent 

communications a~d cooperative problem-so1ving. The facilirator 402 rnay also 

provide a global data store for its client agents, allowing them to adopt a blackboard 

30 style of interaction. Note that certain advantages are found in utilizing two or more 

facilitator agents withln the sysiem 400. For example,larger systems can be 

assembled from multiple facilitator/client groups, each having the sort of structure 
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ABSTRACT 

A highly flexible, software-based architecture is disclo:3ed for constructing distributed 

systems. The architecture supports cooperative taslc completiC~n by flexible and autonomous: 

electronic agents. One or more facilitators are used to broker ·conununication and 

cooperation among lhe agents. The architecture provides for the construction of arbitrarily 

complex goals by users and service-requesting agents. Additi•)nal features include agent-

based provision of multi-modal interfaces, including natural language. 
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Examiner LA. Bullock. USPT01 Group Art Unit 2126 (703) :~05~0439 (103)81~.+""!!306 
Jr. 

RE: Serial No. 091225,198 
Atty. Dkt. No. 59501~8016.US01 

Dear Examiner Bullock: 

Pursuant to your request. attached hereto is a copy of th•i! Amendment and Response which 
was filed on March 29, 2994, including the return postcard stamped by the USPTO. 

We would appreciate receiving status of the Notice of Allc>wance at your earliest 
convenience. ! 

If you have any questions or comments1 please contact Carina Tan, Reg. No. 45,769 at 
(650) 838-4311. 

Sincere(~'· 
PERKIN$ COlE LLP 

v1;jdi.~Hf_ ~tJcU~ 
f::ry, ,:rV:,;;,; 
Secreta1:y to Carina M. Tan 
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Attorney Do et No.: [lot~ M;lil~d: 
\'" EJq:>ress Mail No. 

EV 099152888 US '2004 

January 5, 1999 

~002 .. 
. .:ll-

.. t ... 
-~ 

~- .: 
. ------

Filing Date: 
Title: SOFTWARE-BASED ARCHITECTURE ~OR COMMUNICATION 
AND COOPERATION AMONG DISTRIBUTED ELECTRONIC 

AGENTS 
Pap..:rs Enclose<;! 

00 Check No. 2195 in the amount of $55.00 
liD Transmittal for Arhendment and Response ... 
00 Amendment and Response . 
0 Copy 1 and Copy 2 of Compact Disc both 
containing the identical contents of Appendices A, B, C, 
D. and E as f1led with the patent application on 

January 5, 1999 
GMT 

. -- ·- . ··- . ---- . -· . 
. " 

f!eceived by the U.S. Paten\ and 

·-: .. :- .·I .. 
~ . : . . . . . -

.I 
. I 

. ·. ·I .. 
~. It 
. . ]i 

. !: 

.. ,., 

• • ;, I. . . .. : . 

1 .. 

•i' · . 

I 

... ..l. 
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AttornS'voocket No_ 59501-8016.U$01 

EXPRESS MAIL lABEL NO. EV 099152888 US 

Applicants: CHEYER et al. 
Application No.: 09/225,198 

Filed: JanuaiY 5, 1999 
Examiner: L. A. Bullock, Jr. 

Group Art Unit 2151 
For: SOFlWARE·BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR 

COMMUNICATION AND COOPERATION 
AMONG DISTRIBUTED ELECTRONIC AGENTS 

Mail StopAF 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria. VA 22313-1450 

Sir: 

TRANSMITTAL FOR AMENDMENT AND RE~SPONSE AND 

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING APPENDIX SUBMITliED ON COMPACT DISC 

This is in response to the Final Office Action mail by thE~ U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office on November 28, 2003- Applicants request a one month extension of time, thus allowing 
Applicants until March 28. 2004 to respond. 

1. Transmitted herewith are the following: 

2. 

18] Check No. 2195 in the amount of $55_00 
r8] Amendment and Response 
l8'l Copy 1 and Copy 2 of Compact Disc both containing the identical contents 

of Appendices A, B. C. 0, and E as filed with the patent application on 
January 5, 1999. 

Machine format is IS0-9660 file system; 

File Name Size Creation C~ate Last Date 

oaa_pl 159,613 bytes 1996/1 0/0:~. 1998/12/23 

fac.pl 52,733 bytes 1997/04/24 1998/05/06 

compound. pi 42,937 bytes 1996/12/11 1998/04/10 

com_tcp.pl 18,010 bytes 1998/02/10 1998/05/06 

translations.pl 19,583 bytes 1998/01/29 1998/12123 
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Attol'l"l~yr-Oocket No. 59501--8016.US01 

3. Fee Authorization 
Check No. 2195 in the amount of $55.00 is enclosed for the required fees for one month 
extension of time, however, the Commissioner i~• authorized to charge any 
underpayment of fees to Deposit Account No. 50-2207. This paper is submitted in 

duplicate. 

Date: March 02.1 . 2004 

Correspondence Address: 
Customer No. 22918 
Perkins Coie LLP 
P.o. Box 2168 
Menlo Park, California 94026-2168 
(650) 838-4300 

59501-8016.US01 I 2 

Respectfully submitted, 
Perkins Cole LLP 

Carina M. Tan 
Registration No. 45,769 
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APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

09/225,198 01/0511999 

22918 7590 07/12/2004 

PERKINS COlE LLP 
P.O. BOX 2168 
MENLO PARK, CA 94026 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

ADAM J. CHEYER 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

SRIIPOI6 2756 

EXAMINER 

BULLOCK JR; LEWIS ALEXANDER 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2126 

DATE MAILED: 07112/2004 

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding. 
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Application No. 

Advisory Action 091225,198 

Examiner 

Lewis A. Bullock, Jr. 

Applicant(s) 

CHEYER ET AL. 

Art Unit 

2126 

··The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address •• 

THE REPLY FILED 08 June 2004 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE. 
Therefore, further action by the applicant is required to avoid abandonment of this application. A proper reply to a 
final rejection under 37 CFR 1.113 may only be either: ( 1) a timely filed amendment which places the application in 
condition for allowance; (2) a timely filed Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee); or (3) a timely filed Request for Continued 
Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114. 

PERIOD FOR REPLY [check either a) or b)] 

a) [8J The period for reply expires J_months from the mailing date of the final rejection. 
b) 0 The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action, or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whichever is later. In 

no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection. 
ONLY CHECK THIS BOX WHEN THE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHS OF THE FINAL REJECTION. See MPEP 
706.07(f). 

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(a). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a) and the appropriate extension 
.. fee.IJayEi!.bEten filed)s the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The appropriate extension 

fee under 37 CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Office action; or 
(2) as set forth in (b) above, if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the final rejection, even if 
timely filed, may reduce any earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1. 704(b ). 

1.0 A Notice of Appeal was filed on __ . Appellant's Brief must be filed within the period set forth in 
37 CFR 1.192(a), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 1.191 (d)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal. 

2.[8] The proposed amendment(s) will not be entered because: 

(a) [8J they raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below); 

{b) 0 they raise the issue of new matter (see Note below); 

(c) 0 they are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the 
issues for appeal; and/or 

(d) 0 they present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims. 

NOTE: See Continuation Sheet. 

3.[8] Applicant's reply has overcome the following rejection(s): CD Requirements and Abstract objections. 

4.0 Newly proposed or amended claim(s) __ would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment 
canceling the non-allowable claim(s). 

5.[8J The a)O affidavit, b)O exhibit, or c)[8J request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the 
application in condition for allowance because: See Continuation Sheet. 

's.tJ The affidavit or exhibit will NOT be considered because it is not directed SOLELY to issues which were newly 
raised by the Examiner in the final rejection. 

7.0 For purposes of Appeal, the proposed amendment(s) a)[8J will not be entered or b)O will be entered and an 
explanation of how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended. 

The status of the claim(s) is (or will be) as follows: 

Claim(s) allowed: __ . 

Claim(s) objected to: __ . 

Claim(s) rejected: 1-89. 

Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration: __ . 
BEST AVAilABlE COPY 

8.0 

9.0 

10.0 

The drawing correction filed on __ is a)O approved or b)O disapproved by the Examiner. 

Note the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s)( PT0-1449) Paper No(s). __ . 

Other: __ 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
PTOL-303 (Rev. 11-03) Advisory Action Part of Paper No. 20040706 
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• Continuation Sheet (PTOL-303) Application No. 009/225,198 

, Continuation of 2. NOTE: Applicant amended the claims to language that overcomes the prior art references, however, the examiner has 
) been able to find references that meets the new claim limitations. 

Continuation of 5. does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because: Applicant's arguments are unpersuasive. 
Applicants amendment of the agent language including a conversational protocol layer and a content layer would overcome the applied 
prior art references, however, the examiner has now found references that teach KQML having a a layer of conversational protocol defined 
by event types, i.e. a type of ask (ask one or ask_all primitive) along with parameters associated with the event types and a content layer 
comprising data elements associated with the event as disclosed in all independent claims. Also regarding claim 48, prior art references 
published by some of the Applicants detailed that ICL has either one of the layers, in particular the content layer, as disclosed in that claim 
however, the references do not allude to the ICL having both layers. Page 17, lines 12-30 attempts to illustrate that the events are 
different from the communication acts of KQML, however, the Examiner has not been able to ascertain how they are different from this 
portion of the specification or any other parts of the specification. It would seem that KQML's ask primitives are events that contain 
parameter information. Applicant would have to amend the claims or explain how the primitives of KQML would not represent events in 
order for the Examiner to not equate a layer of KQML primitives having parameter data to Applicant's conversational protocol layer 
defining events. In regards to claims 1-47 and 61-89, Applicant argues that the applied references, in particular Kiss, teaches the 
knowledge repository are represented by knowledge agents and merely ask the agents to retrieve information and is irrevelevant to 
Applicants method of forming the goal satisfaction plan in order to perform actions. The examiner disagrees. The examiner cannot find 
any language within the claims that details that the service is not a data retrieval service. Therefore, the plan generated to retrieve 
inforrilation is a satisfaction plan to perform actions, i.e. to retrieve the data. In addition, Applicant's example of actions such as boil water, 
roast coffee beans, and grind the roasted coffee beans are illustrated actions that the invention could perform when solving a goal. It is 
equally.seen from the claim language that the actions can also be the tasks distributed by the meta agent when processing its solution 
plan to accomplish its overall goal. Applicant argues that the meta agent is capable of backtracking and replanning is another illustrations 
that Kiss does not teach the invention. In response, the Examiner cannot find any limitations that the plan can not be reevaluated or 
modified while being implemented. Therefore, the teachings of Kiss just adds another benefit, but still meets the limitations of the claims 
as disclosed. Applicant then argues that Kiss does not teach using reasoning to formulate the dynamic solution plan. The examiner 
disagrees. Column 5, lines 25-27 detail that the meta agent contains knowledge of problem solving methodologies and distributed 
inferencing procedures. Column 5, lines 30-32, detail that the meta agent may maintain the domain-specific knowledge necessary to 
answer the query itself. Column 5, lines 33-39 detail that meta agent formulates a solution plan and formulates sub-plans in order to 
perform iterative and recursive procedures. Therefore, the solution plan is generated by the planning component of the meta agent based 
on domain independent coordination strategies or domain specific reasoning. The cited paragraph Applicant refers to refute the teachings 
of Kiss refers to how the plan is replanned and backtracked. Applicant then argues that in regards to claim 48, the combination, i.e. 
Martin1 and Martin2, do not teach a single request are coupled by one or more operators from a set of operators comprising a conditional 
execution operator or a parallel disjunctive operator. The examiner disagrees. First, it is pointed out that only one operator has to be 
shown in order for the limitation to be met. Applicant discloses that a conditional execution operator is represented by an arrow (pg. 23, 
lines 2-5). Page 10, details a mapping rule (request) submitted in ICL format by an information agent which denotes an arrow as well as 
other control operators that affect the interpretation of a rule. Therefore, the cited reference teaches conditional execution operators and 
meets the claim language as disclosed. 
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SU,PPLEMENTAL AMENDMENT AI.JD RESPONSE 
I 

Sir: 

! 

! 

This Is a supplemrntal amendment to the Final Office Action mailed November 

28, 2003, the shortened ;statutory period for which runs until February 28, 2004. A fi~st 

amendment and respon~e to Final Office Action mailed Nlovember 28, 2003 was filed 
I 

on March 291 2004. 
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IN THE CLAIMS 

1. (Currently amended) A computer-implemented method for communication and 

cooperative task completion among a plurality of di!:!itributed electronic agents, 

comprising the act~ of: 

registering a description bt each active client agent's functional capabilities as 
! 

141005 
I 

i 
I 

corresponding registered functional capabilities, using an expandable, platform-

independent, interragent language, wherein the inll:tr-agent language includes: 

a layer of convers~tional protocol defined by event types and parameter lists 

associated With one or more of the events~rherein the parameter lists 
I 

further refine the one or more events; 
I 

a content layer COfprising one or more of goals, triggers and data elements 

associated rith the events; 

receiving a request for s~rvice as a base goal in the inter--agent language, in the form 
I 

of an arbitrarily complex goal expression; and 

dynamically interpreting the arbitrarily complex goal expre1ssion, said act of interpreting 

further comprising: 
I 

generating one or more sub-goals expressed in the inter-;3gent language; 
I 

constructing a goal satis!action plan wherein the goal satisfaction plan includes: 

a suitable delegation of tub-goal requests to best complete the requested service 

request-by using ~easoning that includes one or rn1Jre of domain-independent 

coordination strategies, domain-specific reasoning, and application-specific 
I 

reasoning comprising rules and learning algorithms; and 

dispatching each of the ~ub-goals to a selected client ag~mt for performance, based on 

a match between ~he sub-goal being dispatched and the registered functional· 

capabilities of the selected client agent. 

2. (Previously presented) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1, 

further including the following acts of: 
I 

' I 
I 59501-8016.USOI 2 Serial No. 09/225,198 
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I 

; 

receiving a new request fcor service as a base goal using ti,e inter-agent language, in i 
the form of anothe~ arbitrarily complex goal expression, from at least one of the 

selected client ag~nts in response to the sub-goal dispatched to said agent; an~ 
I I 

recursively applying the ~ep of dynamically interpreting the arbitrarily complex goal ; 
! . 

expression in order to perform the new request for ~3ervice. 
i 
I 

3. (Previously presented)! A computer-irnple~ented method as recited in claim 2 
I 

wherein the act of !registering a specific agent furth•:~r includes: 

invoking the specific agent in order to activate the specific: agent; 

instantiating an instance bt the specific agent; and 

transmitting the new agent profile from the specific agent to a facilitator agent in 

response to the inr~mtiation of the specific agent. 

I 
4. (original) A computer1implemented method as recited in claim 1 further including the 

act of deactivating a specific client agent no longer available to provide services 

by deleting the re~istration of the specific client ag,ent. 
I 

I 
5. original) A computer-~mplemented method as recited in claim 1 further comprising 

I 
the act of providing an agent registry data structurE~. 

I 
6. (original) A computer~implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 

I 

registry data stru~ure includes at least one symbol·ic name for each active 

agent. I 

7. (original) A computer-implemented method of recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 

registry data stru ure includes at least one data declaration for each active 

agent. 

8. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agerit 

registry data stru~ure includes at least one trigger declaration for one active ~ 
agent. 
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I 

i 
9. (original} A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 

registry data struc~re includes at least one task declaration, and process 

characteristics for each active agent. 
I 
I 

\41007 
I 
i 
t 
i 
i 

i 

i • 

1 o. (original) A compute~-lmplemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the agent 
I 

registry data structure includes at least one proces::; characteristic for each 

active agent. 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

. i .. 
11. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further comprising 

the act of establis~ing communication between the plurality of distributed agents. 

I . . 
12. (original) A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1 further comprising 

the acts of: I 

receiving a request for service in a second language diTfer.ing from the inter-agent 

language; ! 
I 

selecting a registered a~ent capable of converting the se1:and language into the inter-
1 

age~ language; and 

forwarding the request fdr service in a second language to the registered agent 
I ' 

capable of conve~ing the second language into th1~ inter-agent language, 

implicitly requestir· g that such a conversion be performed and the results 

returned. 

I 

13. (original) A comput~r-implemented method as recited in claim 12 wherein the 

request includes ~ natural language query, and thl9 registered agent capable of 

converting the se ond language into the inter-age1"1t language service is a 

natural language gent. 

14. (original) A computer-implemented method as recitecl in claim 13 wherein the 

natural language query was generated by a user interface agent. 
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15. (original) A computer1implemented method as recited in claim 1, wherein the base 

goal requires settir:1g a trigger having conditional fUI1Ctionality and consequential 

functionality. 

16. (original) A compute~-implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is an outgoing communications trigger, the c:omputer implemented 
I 

method further Including the acts of: 
! . 

monitoring all outgoing communication ev~r;ts in order to determine whether a specific 
j I • 

outgoing communication event has occurred; and ! 

in response to the occur~ence of the specific outgoing communication event, performing 
I 

the particular acticbn defined by the trigger. 

I : : 
17. (original) A computer-implemented method as recitecl in claim 15 wherein the 

I • 

trigger is an incolljling communicatior;~s trigger, the ¢omputer implemented 
I .. 

method further in9luding the acts of: ·1 . 

monitoring all incoming 9ommunication eve,nts in order to determine whether a specific 

incoming commu~ication event has Jccurred; and · 
I I . 

in response to the occurrence of a specific ,incoming communication event satisfying 

the trigger conditlp1 nal functionality, ~erforming the !particular consequential 
. . I 

functionality defird Py the trigger. · 

18. (original) A computer-implemented method as recite~~ in claim 15 wherein the 
! . I 

trigger is a data trigger, the computer implemented method further including the 

acts of: . . I 
monitoring a state of a pta repository; and 

in response to a particu ~r state event sati~fying the trig~ler conditional functionality,: 

performing the pricuiar consequetiai functionality defined I>Y tha trigger. ' 

19. (original) A computer-implemented mdthod as recitea in claim 15 wherein the 
I 

trigger is a time t igger, the comput~r implemented method further including the 

acts of: 
1: . 
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, II' 

monitoring for the occurr nee of a particu'lar time conditior1; and 
I , 

in response to the occurrence of a particular time conditio1i satisfying the trigger 

conditional functiofality, performing the particular consequential functionality 

defined by the trigrr. · 

20. (original) A compute;-implemente~,.~~thod as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

trigger is installed ~nd executed w,i~hin the facilitato·~ agent. 

· 21. (original) A computeLmplemented ~Lod as recited in claim 15 wherein the 
I I ' 

trigger is installed land executec;l.w.ithin a first servic:~-providing agent. 
: Ill ·:1 

22. (original) A compute~-implementedi mlthod as recited iin claim 15 wherein the 

conditional functi9nality of th_e tr!ggbr is installed or~ a facilitator agent. 

I 
: il ' 

•I 

23. (original) A computer' -implemente:d m~thod as recitedl•in claim 22 wherein the 
·I I ' 

consequential functionality is i~stalled on a specifid service-providing agent 
I I ,, ' 

other than a facilitator agent. ! 1 :! , 
I . I : 

. I. . . 
24. (original) A comput~r-implemente~ nifthod as recited! in claim 15 wherein the 

conditional functidnality of the trigger is installed o·~ specific service-providing 

agent other than~ facilitator ag~J1tl 
I II I . 
I i: :! : 

25. (original) .A compute!r-implemente1_ ~ethod as recitec~ in claim 15 wherein the 

~009 
! 

consequential fu~ctionality of ~~r rigger is installed on a facilitator agent. 

26. (original) A computj~r-implemental:jethod as reciteci In claim 1 wherein 'the ba~ ' II, il I I 

goal is a compourd goal having·'SlJb-goals separa't~d by operators. I 

II .:1 -

27. (original) A computer-implement~ ~ethod as recitec~·in claim 26 wherein the tyb,e 

of available oper tors includes !b ·yonjunction oper~tor, a disjunction operator,: 
II 't I -• o I I I • 

and a cond1bona execut1on opera or. 
!I I : 

0 

I 
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'!j ' . II 

: ·11: h 
!: I 

~010 
I 

1 
i 
! 
i 

28. (original) A compute~-implementedlh~~hod as recited 
1
n claim 27 wherein the typ~ 

of available operaiors further indl_ydes a parallel dis1·unction operator that · 
· II. : ;.. . 

indicates that disj~nct goals are to; .br performed by ,different agents. 

I ,,. 'I'·'· I ~ . · i I . ·~i ! 
29. (Currently amended)·, A computer f.if~ram stored~~ a computer r~adable 

medium, the co,~ter program p~outable to fae~h1bte cooperatove task 

completion within p distributed +~~uting environrn~nt, the distributed 

computing environment includin@ a plurality of autc1
1 

omous electronic agents, . 

the distributed co~puting envirojn~~nt supporting ~ n Interagent Communicati~n 
Language, the co~puter prograr

1 ;~·!Tlprising camp ter executable instructions 

for: : II ·: 
W ''I . 

providing an agent registry that declar~· papabilities of sE.. ice-providing electronic , 

agents currently ~ctive within th~6i~tributed comp1~ting environment; 
I JJ • .. . 

interpreting a service reruest in order t'~' petermine a bas'* goal that may be a 

compound, arbitr~rily complex ~~~e goal, the servir request adhering to an 

Interagent Comm~nication Lan~I.:J~~e (IGL), whereip the ICL includes: 

a layer of conversational protocol; ttefined by event types and parameter lists 

associat~dl. with one or mlJ~ :of the events ..... herein the arameter lists 
. ~,,,. 

further refjrne the one or miore events; and l 
a content layer cdmprising one ~~~~ore of goals, trjggers and data elements 

assoclate1 with the eve1.~1 i·. j 

the act of interpreting in~luding the su~-~cts of: : 
I ~. , I 
· 1r' 'I ·· 

determining any t sk completiot ~dvice provided t~y the base goal, and 

determining any sk completior· rMnstraints provi<~fd by the base goal; 

constructing a base goa satisfaction ~~;rr~ncluding the srb-acts of: i 
determining whet: er the requeite~1 service is available, : ' i I r. 
determining subi.oals required .i~ dompleting the 11ase goal by using reasoni~g 

that includ~s one or mo(~ pt;domain-indep~~rdent coordination strategies, 

domain-s9ecific reasoni~:~.! ~nd application~pecific reasoning compris!ng 

rules and learning algorilt1rn~. ,. ; 
I I .. I 

i 1 r· I ! 
I l I I· 
I I ! ·· 
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I 

.. 
. ::: I' ! 

selecting service-P,roviding electr~~i~ agents from ·tl ~ agent registry suitable fo~ 
performing ,he determined,sub-goals, and : 

ordering a delegat!on of sub-goal:!~ guests to best c 
1 
mplete the requested · ··t·· service· and j : · : 

I I . • I 
I : . I ! 

implementing the base gfal satisfaction.'~

1
.1a_n. 

30. (original) A computai program as r4teid in claim 29' herein the computer 

· executable instru~ion for providihb an agent regist includes the following 

computer executable instruction~. IH; registering a~;. ecifi~ service-providing 
I . I I 

electronic agent i~to the agent riJ: · 1stry: ! 

facilitator agent c~ntrolling the ag. nt. registry; 
1 

providing a new agent prlfile to the fac~~i~ .. tor agent, the n :w agent profile defining 

publicly available ~pabilities of m _specific agent; nd 

registering the specific agent together v:/ ·h·~he new agent · rofile within the agent 
. ~j ' 

registry, thereby laking availabl/ ~j the facilitator ,gent" the capabilities of the 

specific agent. . ':! :· 
·.· 

•' I 

31. (original) A comput~r progra~ as r::+fiit~d in claim 30 · 'herein the computer 

executable instruction for regist~'qng a specific agE t further includes: 

invoking the specific ag~nt in order to ~fi~~te the specifi· .iagent; 

instantiating an_instancej of the specifi~~· ~nt; and 

transmitting the new ag~nt profile from.:t] e·.specific agent ? the facilitator agent in 
I . ·! ~ , . 

response to the irtantiation of:~; :~pacific agenl ' . 

32. (original) A computer program as . : · ited in claim 29 ere in the computer 

executable instrubion for provi~h : :~n agent regis ~ includes a computer ; 

. executable instru~.tion for remo~i . ·:a specific serv1
1 

-providing electronic ag~nt 
from the registry tpon determin,i: · t~at the speclfil ·agent is no longer availab'e 

to provide servicJs. · :.:: :: J : 

I 

;: . i 
M I 

j L,:•.:~:,: , ' 

'··: ·~! ii 
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33. (original) A compute program as r~; 
I 

ed in claim 29 v. erein the provided agent l 

registry includes a,symbolic nam~ 
declarations, task declarations, ~:~j process charac. eristics for each active 

agent. I ~~~I 
I'! 

I 
·~· l . 
t 

· 34. (original) Computer ~rogram as re <. din claim 29 fu1 her including computer 

executable instructions for recei~i~ :·~he service re( est via a communications 

link established wi~h a client. i"tl' ':[. 
f•' ', 
~~ < 
~l! ~ ' 

35. (original) A computet program as r:k,ted in claim 29' herein the computer 

unique addres. , data declarations, trigge~ 

executable instru~ion for providl~' a service requE! t includes instructions for: 

receiving a non-ICL formtat service req~:· t,;: 

selecting an activ~ agen~ capable of ccW erting the non-1( L formal service request into 

an ICL format ser.J.ice request; I:! · 
forwarding the non-ICL 4rmat service ~(1 ~est to the activ agent capable of converting 

C 
. i:m 1 • h the non-1 L format serv1ce requ~ , together wath 21 request that sue conversipn 

be performed; anq 111! :: 
receiving an ICL format service reque~li · · rrespanding to he non-ICL format service 

request. i ~J!:I 
I :,JJ· · 

36. (original) A compu~r program as'~1 ;ted in claim 35 · herein the non-ICL format; 
' . 1 I d t ~J!1 1' d h t· t ,;.] serv1ce request 1~c u es a na u~, · anguage query, an t e ac 1ve agen capa~ e 

of converting the ron-ICL form~:~~ 1l . rvice request in o an ICL format service 
I ~,~ 

request is a naturl language a !Iiiii :t. 
37. (original) A comput!~r program as·.~~ted in claim 36 herein the natural language 

query is generat by a user intes ace agent. . : 
jill ' 

38. (original) A comput r program as'' .ited In claim 29, the computer program furt~er 
including cornput~r executabl~ J(il 1ructions for imp ementing a base goal that : 

requires setting j trigger havi~~!:·· 'riditional and Ct nsequential functionality. , 

l :iJil : ' 
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39. (original) A computer, program as r' b te~ in claim 38 v erein the trigger is an 

outgoing communtfa 1ons tngge~ :
11 

e compu er pro ram u er 1nc u 1ng 

computer executaible instruction :l r:: 

·' t· · ~l;llh· !' t f rth - I d' 

I 'I ~tl : 
monitoring all outgoing cmmmunicatior\ : ~~llts in order to ' etermine whether a specific 

I ... 'I ' I ' 

outgoing communipation event H ' : dccurred; and 
I JF I' I 

in response to the occurrkmce of the s ; I !ific outgoing con munication event~ performing 

th rf I cf I d f d b J~ II' t ;_ e pa 1cu ar a 1~n e 1ne y jl tli ~1gger. 

40. (original) A compute~ program as ~J:ted in claim 38 1 herein the trigger is an 
I 'IFill I. 

incoming commu~ications triggel~;· th~ computer pm ram further including 
· -Iii' ·1 : 

computer executaple instructio~fi.' 1ar~ 
monitoring all incoming communicationll-

1

· ents in order to etermine whether a specific 
· II; ! i 

incoming commu~ication event~~: s ~ccurred; and 
· t h ot h I ·If ·t· · - - t· 1n response o t e occurrence t e sp Cl 1c 1ncom1ng co1. mumca 10n event, 

rf · th rt
1 

• 1 ct· 'rt1 11 fi ~ d b th t -pe omung e paltcu ar a JonfillrjlB y e ng1 er. · 

41. (original} A comput~ program as ~--~·it~ in claim 38 · herein the trigger is a data 

trigger, the computer program f~' er including cor puter executable instructio'ns 
! ,1; II ' 

for: i '1.' : I 

monitoring a state of a dbta repository~: nd 

in response to a particul~r state eventJ ~~- rforming the pa1 icular action defined by the 
. . ',I : 

tngger. I' (! I, ; 

; :r ll! , 
42. (original} A comput<!r program asi~; ;aed in claim 38 herein the trigger is a tlm.i 

~:~ger, the compl~ter prog,am ~i~i .hr including cot puler executable instructi~ns 
monitoring for the occur enc:e of a pa -~-~~li l~r time-conditio ; and · 

I -r·l' I 

in response to the occu renee of the ·t- ·icular time condi ion, performing the particular 
I :II 

action defined by the trigger. ', ~ ', 
, : I 

: i 
:' i.l 

; .: 1: : 
•' ~ I : 

~t: II . 
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43. (original) A compute11 program as r~ ··ted in claim 38 n rther including computer 

I ·HI' · 
executable instructions for lnstat [' ·lg and executind he trigger within the 

f -1-t t t : ' ~ ; I ac1 1 a or agen . 1 · ~ ! . 
I . ~ . 
I : ~ 

44. (original} A computer program as_rr it~d in claim 38 r rther including computer 

executable instruclions for instaJ: -~g ~nd executing he trigger within a first 
~ . . 

service-providing agent. 

. j. : : 

45. (original) A computer program as.ri .. Jted in claim 29 'i' rther including computer 

executable instru+ions for inter:: i :! ti~g compound :~ oals having sub-goals 

separated by opertors. : i j ' . 

~014 

! 

46. (original) A computJ,r program as ~ · it~d in claim 45 ·• erein the type of available 

operators include? a conjunctio: . ~ p$rator, a disju~ ion operator, and a 

conditional execution operator~ j :
1

1 : I . . . 
' ~ . . j ; 

I ' ' 

47. (original) A comput1r program a~! ~fit~d in claim 46: herein the type of available 

operators further !ncludes para\ ~~ d~sjunction oper tor that indicates that distinct 

goals are to be performed by d(. rent agents_ 
I I I ' ' 

48. (CurrenUy amendedj'l An lnterag! j dommunication anguage (ICL) providing a 

basis for facilitat~d cooperativ~ 1 s~ completion wi. hin a distributed computing 

environment having a facilitate! ~~e,nt and a plural ty of autonomous service- · 
"d' I t I. t H. I I . ' prov1 mg e ec roj1c agen s, w en-;~: · . . I 

the ICL having: 1 : 1 • ! · 
I : . : 

a layer of convej· ational prot~: · . d~fined _by even types and parameter lists . 

associate with one or t: ~e·:of the events,._ ere in the arameter lists 
/ I : . : 

further re me the one or!. ore events; and · ; 
I I ul I : ; 

a content layer comprising one 'r more of goals. t iggers and data elements ' 
· t l· · h th . ! I I assocra ew: w1t e eve : 1 

I . 1 I i . 
the ICL having one or more features·~ ~~ ~ set of featur:~ s comprising: 

~I . : l~~ 1.: Serial No. 09/225,198 
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:I I :, 
enabling agents to perform queri of other agents; 

~015 

enabling agents t9 exchange iritJ, ~tion with other gents; and 

enabling agents tiset triggers i i~ other.,gents! nd . . , 
the ICL having a syntax upportlng co . ourd goal expre::; IOns wherein Said i 

compound goal e ressions arJ c~ that 'goals wit in a single request provid~d 
I J I • .' ' 

according to the IGL syntax maY!! : e ~up led by on~! or more operators from a s:et 

of operators comprising: : : I ~ 
a conditional exec~tion operat~~~ and · . l 

a parallel disjunctive operation that ind\ tJs that disjunct oals are to be performed by 

different agents. j '~f · , 
. ~. I 

, i 1·: l . . 

49. (original) An ICL as recited in cia~.: 8) vfherein the 1 .. 1 Lis computer platform 

independent. I .i I ! I ' ; : 

l I : 
I 1:1- i I I 

50. (original) An ICL as recited in cla;i l· 8ivl,her~in the Jb is independent of computer 

programming lan9uages which; r p;lu~alitY; of agerl s are programmed in. 

I i:l I l ' 
51. (original) An ICL as recited in cia:;. sJterein the IC'L syntax supports explicit 

task completion c?nstraints in91:: ~e ws
1

e of specifi~ gent constraints and 

response time cojstraints. ;n j ~~ : ; ; 

I .I, : ; . ; 

52. (original) An ICL as recited in cla\ 11 51~ wherein pass ble types of task completion 
I ']' I •, 

constraints include use of sped;_ a~dnt constrain!: and response time 
I :J·i: I I 

constraints. 1 :: :!:. 
I ·i: i : 

:JI t I 

··[ i ! ! 

53. (original) An ICL as recited in cl~l~ 511 wherein the I( L syntax supports explicit 

task completion a 'visory sug~.~: io~.'slwith __ in goal f. .. ' pressions. 
•!:f. 
:;',;. I I . 
i· ~ i . : 

54. {original) An ICL as recited in cl~i~ 48 ~erein the I~ L syntax supports explicit · 

task completion visory sugd:,~.l: io~siwith~n ~oal ~ pressions. : 
i I 

·!1[: ': I '!:I 
• I 

j· 

'! l 
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~·: ~ ), 

i. f:· ,. •. 
8 wherei~ each f, utonomous service-55. (original) An ICL as r~cited in clai'] 

. providing electroni~ agent defin ;·: 

or solvables, expressed in ICL, f 

~ ' 

and publishes at et of capability declarations 

t describes serv;i es provided by such 

electronic agent. I ;;: 
: ~I 

I ;i! 
~:I 

56. (original) An ICL as 1ecited in.clai ;!: 

define an interface for the electr 
I : 

1 

5 wherein an elh tronic agent's solvables 
- . t ! 1c agen .. i 

57: (original) An ICL as );,cited In clai :, 
I ;• 

agent registry ma~ing available:. 

I 

! 
6 wherein the fa ilitator agent maintains an 

I . 
I 

plurality of electr'i1 nic agent interfaces. 

58. (original) An ICL as [ecited in clai ,' 7 ~herein the ~' ssible types of solvables 

includes procedur~ solvables, a;, · rocedure· solvabl· operable to implement a 
I ... 

procedure such as a test or an :· · ion. · i 
I ;· 
I ~ : 

I ~.. . : 
59. (original) An ICL as recited In clai ~ 58 wherein the ~· ssible types of solvables 

further includes dkta solvables,; 
I ;. 

i 
data solvable op rable to provide access to a 

, I " 
collection of data.i · 

i '• 
I .., 

60. (original) An ICL asf'recited in clar. ,I 

. includes data sol ables, a data; 

collection of data ::· 

I 
i; 

I :: 

. ' 
: i 

58 wher~in the p ssible types of solvables 

lvable operable! provide access to a 

j. 
! 

nt arrang.ed to c ordinate cooperative task 
I 

mputing environr ent having a plurality of 
61. (Currently amended! A facilitator 4 

completion within a distributed ·:. 

autonomous serv~ce-providing ~:· ctronic agents, t 'e facilitator agent comprisirg: 

an agent registry that declares capabll es qf service-pr~ iding electronic agents 

currently active Jithin the distr{ 

a facilitating engine op~able to pars~:: 
I ,r 

compound goal 
1 

t forth the rei:: 
... 

t: 

ted computing el vironment: aM 

service request: i order to interpret a 
• ' i 

the compound g( I including both local and 

I

I ? 
/ 
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I 
I 

•I 

~017 

! 
! 

:i' 
~~~ 
il I I • 

I ' I : 

meters, t~e serJ,i e request formed accordi~g 
• I • 

~, 

global constraints rnd control p~ 
nguage ~ICL), w erein the ICL includes: · 

a layer of conversational protocq efined b~ even~ ypes and parameter lists 

associated Lith one or m :.'t.· of the eventsJ ere in the arameter lists 

to an Interagent Communication;i 
! :· 

r :' 1 

!!fu~rt~h..!.:e~r~r.!:::e~fi:!..!n!::::::~..!t!.l.h.~e~. o~n:.:::ec..;O:::.~r~;;5!-:re:..:::e..:..~e::::n~t~s;~ and I 

a content layer coqnpns1ng one q more of goals, trji 
I . ' .o I 

associated ~ith the even1; and . 1 

the facilitating engine further operablei
1 

construct: a goa\ atisfaction plan by using 

reasoning that incjudes one or :: re of domain-indt pendent coordination 

strategies, domain-specific rea~( ing, and applicall: on-specific reasoning 
. I ·' I 

comprising rules and learning ai
1 

rithms. I 
I ;, I 

I \j I 

S2. (original) A facilitate~ agent as re ;~ d in. cia~~: 61, w~ rein the facilitating engine is 

capable of modifying the goal S:: sfaction plan durt~ g execution, the modifying 

initiated by event~ such as new!: ent decl~rationJ ithin the agent registry, 

decisions made by remote age~ , and infoimatio~ provided to the facilitating 
· I ,f) · 

engine by remote ,agents. ' , , ! 

63. (original) A tacilitatal agent as rae;! din cl~i~ 61 wJ rein the agent registry 

includes a symbojic name, a u~1 
• e addre~,s, dat, . eclarations, trigger 

declarations, task! declarationsj d process chara eristics for each active 

agent. I rl: ' I 
'! , I 

I· :J : i I 

64. (original) A facilitat~r agent as re~ din clai~ 61 w1 rein the facilitating engine'is 

operable to install a trigger me~ nism requestinQ hat a certain action be taken 

when a certain ~~ of conditi_onf I 
I :1 • , 

65. (original) A facilitat 1r agent as red din clai~ 64 w~ rein the trigger mechanism is 

a communication trigger that m:: itors co:m.munic~t on events and performs th~ 
• I 

certain action wh n a certain c · .; 
municati~n eve~ occurs. 

• I 

I 

,l' I 

59SOI-8Dl6.US01 .. 4 I Serial No. 09/225,198 
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66. (original) A facilitate agent as rae~.~ in elai~ 64 whj: ein the trigger mechanism :is 

a data trigger that onitors a st~ of a data reposi~1 : ry and performs the certai~ 
I . }I I 

action when a certjin' data state.:_
1 

obt~ined. i 

·I I 

67. (original) A facilitate~ agent as rec{
1 

in clai~ 66 whfl ein the data repository is 

local to the facilitaf· or agent. ; rl' 1· 

~~ 
I :1 . l 

68. (original) A facilitate~ agent as reci d in claim 66 wh ein the data repository is 
I • i 

remote from the f~cilitator agen~ 1 

I 'i: I 

69. (original) A tacilitato; agent as rec) din clai,;, 64 whf rein the trigger mechanism: is 

a task trigger having a set of co: itions. ' ~ I 1 

'I :!: ' I ' 
i;J •. 

70. (original) A facilitator agent as red· d in claim 61, th~ facilitator agent further 
: ,I ' I 

including a globalidatabase a :~ sible to at least ( e of the service-providing, 

electronic agents. I 

i 
' I 

71. (Currently amended~ A software:;. sed, fle~ble co11 uter architecture for 

communication ai.d cooperatio: ;: mong distributee! electronic agents, the 

architecture contE:rmplating a di.:l ibuted ~-mputin~l system comprising: 

I II f 
. I'd' I t ll: . t I ; i a p ura ty o serv1ce-proy1 1ng e ec r9 i: agen s; · f 

an Interagent Communidation Langu~· . (ICL), w~erein t~ inter-agent language 

includes: I !i! ' : ! i 
a layer of conversational proto~ .defined by everl· types and parameter lists 

1 

associat, with one or* e of th~ E!ventsJ herein the arameter lists. 

f.:;u~rt..!:!h~e""r..:.r.=:efi~m~e:;:...!!th.:.:e=-o~nw.:e~o~r.r~~re:..::e:.:.v~en~t~s; and I . 
a content layer ~1 mprising oni: ·more ~f~goals, ~~ ggers and data elements i 

associate with the eveh ; and i 
a facilitator agent in bi lirectional ~o* unicati~~s with~ e plurality of service-providing 

electronic agents the facilitato~ gent including: ! ·,, ,,. 
i~· 
•..:. 
i~l 
; ~i. ' 
1
1 ' I 
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I' [ ... l 11 I 
an agent registry ttat declar~ ·: ·abilities ?t servif' providing electronic age~s 

currently active within th~ ·· stributedi·compu~ ng environment; : 

a facilitating engin~ operable tal! rse a seo/ice re~1 est in order to interpret a~ 
arbitrarily c?mplex goals; ~orth the~ein, th4 acilitating engine further 

operable to!construct a J~ I satisfac~ion plar including the coordination of 

a suitable d;elegation of~: ;-goal requests t~~ best complete the requested 

service by ~sing reasoni~ · that incJJdes on~~ or more of domain- ' 
I' , , 

independel"!t coordination rategies: domaih specific reasoning, and ! 

applicatiOnjspecific reas~ ~9 comp(.ising rJI sand learning algorithms! 

I I~ ! I 
72. (Previously presented) A computeL rchitectL1fe as re: ited in claim 71, wherein the 

Interagent Comm~nication Lan~ :ge (ICL):is for e\1 abling agents to perform ; 

queries of other agents, excha~ , . informa~i.on wit~ ther agents, and set triggers 

within other agen$, the ICL furf r defined: by an ~~ L syntax supporting 

compound goal e~pressions sJ that goal~ withi~ single request provided 

according to the ttl syntax m~~ .e couple~ by a$ njunctive operator, a 

disjunctive operatpr. a conditio~ :.executi~n oper~ r, and a parallel disjunctive 

operator parallel disjunctive· op:r .tor that irdicatef• that disjunct goals are to be 

performed by different agents. i · I 
I : i 

73. (original} A computJr architecturef: , recited ln claij 2, wherein the ICL is 
I 1: I 

computer platforl independen~. I 

I. ' . I 
74. (original) A computer architecture: recited in claim 3 wherein the ICL is 

I' it I i I 
independent of computer progf~ ming lan·guages n which the plurality of 

. I II 
agents are programmed. li· 

75. (original) A comput1 archltectu~ 
supports explicit ~ask completi~ 

I p 

'• ,, 
I 

i . I' I 

, recited ~n clai, 

eonstrai~ts withi 
\ 

3 wherein the ICL syntax 

goal expressions. 

!· 59501-8016.US01 , . 6 Serial No. 09/225,198 
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~020 

I . 

76. (original) A compute .architecture as: recited ii-1 claim i wherein possible types of 

task completion cd~straints inciJJe use of ~pecific i gent constraints and ! 
: t I ! . 

response time cottraints. I !. . : , 

77. (original) A computej architecture~ recited i~ claim":· wherein the ICL syntax · 

supports explicit tJsk completio~ idvisory ~uggestil ns within goal expressions. 
I· ~ I . 

78 (original) A ,;mputef architecture ~1re~ted i~ claim· 3 wherein the ICL syntax . 

supports expltcJt task complet1or ~~dv1sory ~uggest ns w1th1n goal express1onsr 

I ~ ·lf: ! . ,~ 

79. (original) A computet architecture ~a·~ recited in claim 3 wherein each autonomous 

service-providing ~lectronic age~ defines and pub~ shes a set of capability ; 

declarations or solvables, exprJJ· ed in ICl, that d cribes services provided by 
' ' I• ' 

such electronic ad~nt. ~ ~~ : 
1 

I 1 : 
80. (original) A compute!~ archilecturaiJ recited in claim 9 wherein an electronic · I jill , 

agent's solvables efine an interface for the electr ic agent. 
I ;~I ; ' i!•; : ,, 
I i:\ 

81. (original) A compute:r architecture a:s recited ~n claim o wherein the possible types 
. -~- !I!~ ' 

of solvables tncludes procedur~ ~olvables, a proce:· ure solvable operable to 

implement a proc~dure such as~ J] test or an actio~. 
I . , -~~ : j 

82. (original) A computJr architecture~~ reqited in clai . 1 wherein the possible types 

of solvables furth~r includes ddtal solvables, a dat~• solvable operable to provide 
I I ~~ · 

access to a colledtion of data. ; ~i I , 
83. (original) A comput r architectur~ ~s recited 

1

in clai~ 2 wherein the possible types 

of solvables inclu es a data soiJ~ble operable to ~ ovide access to modify a 

collection of data ~~ 
'~ ·!fi 

~~I! t I; 

r 
I~ 

~~ 
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• I 'j 

84. (Previously presente ) 'A com .. uter ar~tectu~ . s recited in claim 71 ! 
wherein a planning: compohent of ~~he facilit~ting el

11 
ine are distributed across ~t 

I 
I . . , 

east two computel proces~es. : ! , 

I ' ' : • I 
85. (Previously presenteJ) A computer chitectur~ as re~i ed in claim 71 wherein an : 

I I . 'j 
execution compon~nt of the facilitating engine is d1: ributed across at least twq 
co~puter process~s. 111 : ; · i 

I ~ : 

86. (Currently amended) iii A data wav~~rrier p~vidingi~ )ransport mechanism for 

information comm~nication in a d['stributed ·,compu~i g environment having at 
I i ·· I 

least one facilitat~r agent and a~ ast one rctive : i. nt agent, and an Interagent 

Communication Language (ICL)\ ~ere in the ICL j} ludes: 

a layer of conversrtional protoc~~~~efined ~y eve~t ypes and parameter lists 

associated jWith one or m?~e of the eventsj erein the arameter lists 

further refine the or:'le 'or m0re events; and 1 • 

. L . I~~ . ': 
a content layer co~ uprising ~ne ?~more of goals, t ·i gers and data elements 

associated 1with the even~sl :. : :: 

wherein said at least on~ facilitator. ag+it is operable to ~: nstruct a goal satisfaction ; 

plan by using rearming that incil~des one ~r mar~' f domain-independent . 

coordination stratfgies, domainf~pecific reBsonin~. 'and application-<>pecific · 

reasoning comprifing rul~s ~ndll~arning al.~orith~: .. for satisfying one or more; 
' ,. ' . .1. . ' 

requests for servife from said a~ least one active~ ent agent. the data wave 

carrier comprising.,a signal reprJentation of an i~\: r-agent language descript~on 
of an active clien ·~gent's:functi~hal capa~ilities. :1· . 

carrier further co prising, a :co,,~pondingl~ignal :} ·presentation of said one o~ 
more requests to servi~ in the ~hter-agent lang~el e from a first agent to a j 

second agent. 

.. 
,' 

'' I . 
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! 
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~ . , I I: f ·. . 

88. (Previously presente .) A dat~ ~~ve ~rrier :as ~cited; i claim 86, the data wave 
' ,. 

carrier further com rising a signal represen~tion o : a goal dispatched to an 
I 1 : I ' 

agent for performfce from a facilitator ag~·nt. : . 

data wave carrier mprises a signal repre$entati<?l ;of a response to the 

dispatched goal influding results. and/or a, ~~atus r_~_. :ort from the agent for 

performance to the facilitator agent. ; 

., 

I 

j' 

I 
1: 
~' 

I· 
t. 
I 

j' 
~ 
L 
I 
!: 
; 
f ~ 
I, 

I. 
l 
I· 
I 
I 

[: 
' 1: 
I 

[: 
I ,. 
L r 
I 
I 

I 

i l 

: ' 
I 

I: • 

' I' 

: i 
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This Page is Inserted by IFW Indexing and Scanning 
Operations and is not part of the Official Record 

BEST AVAILABLE IMAGES . 

Defective images within this document are accurate representations of the original 
documents submitted by the applicant. 

Defects in the images include but are not limited to the items checked: 

0 BLACK BORDERS 

0 IMAGE CUT OFF AT TOP, BOTTOM OR SIDES 

0 FADED TEXT OR DRAWING 

0 BLURRED OR ILLEGffiLE TEXT OR DRAWING 

0 SKEWED/SLANTED IMAGES 

0 COLOR OR BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS 

~ r;~y SCALE ItOCUMENTS 

rb{INES OR MARKS ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT 

' 
0 REFERENCE(S) OR EXHffiiT(S) SUBMITTED ARE POOR QUALITY 

DOTHER: ________________________________________ __ 

IMAGES ARE BEST A V AlLABLE COPY. 
As rescanning these documents will not correct the image 
problems checked, please do not report these problems to 
the IFW Image Problem Mailbox. 
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! I ; • 

:: 
I ' I' 

; Jt~M~si: 
l I. 

INTERVIEW: · !!~ 
i ·h 

A telephonic interJiew was conducted on ~~gust 1 (l 2004. The participants 

I : : il: 
were Examiner Lewis A. ~ullock, .Jr., a1~ Carina ~· Tan. uring the interview, an 

1 
! 

I I: If; 
agreement with respect t<l> all the claims·~as reacf;led. AP. licants distinguished KQML · 

' q I 
I ~ I : 

II· 
from ICL. . ;1· 

· I: !11 : 
The. Examiner is t~anked for.the!1erforma;~e of a': . orough search. By this 

response, claims 1, 29, 18, 61, 71, an~ ~6 have ~~en ~ nded. No claims have beer 
I I ,. 11 'I 

cancelled or added. Hence, Claims 1-89 are pen.~ing in t!· e Application. 

I 
l i!; '' 

I 

;~: . ' 
~ i ; 

! : l ~ . . 
il; 
:Ji 

I• 
I! 

I 
:ji 

! 
II; 

: .t: 
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:li I 
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I !: 
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. :· 
.J, :r 
!I! ' ~ 
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:'i! 
!t 
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. :· ~. 
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08/25/2004 12:05 FAX 6508384350 ---. il' 
~--: .-.. : ~-: 

CONCLUSION 

'• •I 

PERKINS COlE LLP 
·: It! 

I ' Ill 
:l! 
:~! 
1: 
'I 

1! 
r! 

' 'I 

~ 

' . I 

~024 

' ~ 
It is respectfully s bmitted that allll'of the pe~ding cl\ 'ims are now in condition for 

I : : I~~ . II ; 
allowance. Therefore, the issuance· of aiformal Nptice of 'llowance is believed next ih 

d h t t
. · I t · tl i: ~- ·t d ·~';: :: ' or er, and t a ac 10n 1s mos eame.s y so ICI e . 1. : · 

. I' !f. . i 
' li I~; I 

If in the opinion of the Examiner J: telepho.nb confe: nee would expedite the ,. If . 
prosecution of the subje1:; application, t~~ Exami~~r is en' uraged to call the 

undersigned at (650) 83 ~311. li I ir , 1 

. I ll· I I 

The Commissione~ is authorized l,o charg~l~ny fe~~ ~ due to Applicants' Deposi~ 
I I' '1:, ,. 

Account No. 50-2207. 1 i [.: ~ 
1 

I, I j. . 

Date: August 25. 2004 

Correspondence Addjss: 
i 

Customer No. 22918 
Perkins Coie LLP 
P. 0. Box 2168 
Menlo Park, Califomia 
(650) 838-4300 

I 

I 
026 

i· 1:. : 
.: ~ 11 j ~ • 

I
! ~,espe~~ lly subm•tted, 

1 I~f~L~-~-
1, ~arina ~ Tan 

,i. ~~gistra~i n No. 45,769 

I 
, .. 

! 11-

J: li: 
I
! " 

I r~ 
II I 

'

1

• ~ 1 1 i 
·~: 

1: li! 
I! ~t. 
'• tl, 
+ I· ~;· 
,. !1, 

. i: !tl 
t• li: 
I. ! ~· 

.i! i~~ 
1

: li~ 
i~~ 

l

i H 

! . :1: 
1: . ~ 

,j 
·I 
·I 
,'I 
~ ' 

. I! ,. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERC 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Addtess: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Bo• 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE 

22918 7590 

PERKINS COIE LLP 
P.O. BOX 2168 
MENLO PARK, CA 94026 

09/10/2004 EXAMINER 

BULLOCK JR, LEWIS ALEXANDER 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2126 

DATE MAILED: 09/10/2004 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

09/225,198 01/05/1999 ADAM J. CHEYER SRIIP0!6 2756 

TITLE OF INVENTION: SOFTWARE-BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR COMMUNICATION AND COOPERATION AMONG DISTRIBUTED ELECTRONIC AGENTS 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE PUBLICATION FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

nonprovisiona1 NO $1330 $0 $1330 12/10/2004 

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT. 
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. 
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON 
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308. 

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE 
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS 
STA'I]JTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE 
REFLECTS A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE APPLIED IN THIS APPLICATION: THEPTOL~85B (OR 
AN EQUIVALENT) MUST BE RETURNED WITHIN THIS PERIOD EVEN IF NO FEE IS DUE OR THE 1\PPLICATION WILL 
BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED . 

... I!OWTO REPLY TO TJI!~ NOTICE: 

·'-'~~~~-~~-Keviewthe~SMALLENTITY sta1his"shown=ah.r;ve===-=----==-:--··==--::---:-:-:-~-=~~,~-,= 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current 
SMALL ENTITY status: 

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown 
above. 

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B -
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) 
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above, or 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO: 

A Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or 

B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now 
claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check box 5a on Part B- Fee(s) 
Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) and 112 
the ISSUE FEE shown above. 

II. PART B- FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL should be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) with 
your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Even if the fee(s) have already been paid, Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be 
completed and returned. If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be 
completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. 

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to 
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary. 

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of 
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due. 
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I 

PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL 

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Sto)J ISSUE FEE 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 

or Fax (703) 746-4000 
INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks I through 5 should be completed where 
appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as 
ind!cated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifYing a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for 
mamtenance fee notificatiOns. 

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block I for any change of addtess) 

22918 7590 

PERKINS COlE LLP 
P.O. BOX 2168 

09/J0/2004 

MENLO PARK, CA 94026 

APPLICATION NO. I FILING DATE 

09/225,198 01/05/1999 

I 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the 
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying 
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must 
have its own certificate of mailing or transmissiOn. 

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission 
I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United 
States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelor.e 
addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile 
transmitted to the USPTO (703) 746-4000 on the date indicated below 

' 
(Depositors name) 

(Signature) 

(Date) 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR I ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. I CONFIRMATION NO. 

ADAM J. CHEYER SRIIPOI6 2756 

TITLE OF INVENTION: SOFTWARE· BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR COMMUNICATION AND COOPERA TJON AMONG DISTRIBUTED ELECTRONIC AGENTS 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE 

nonprovisional NO $1330 

BULLOCK JR, LEWIS ALEXANDER 2126 

I. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 
CFR 1.363). 

PUBLICATION FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE 

$0 

709-310000 

2. For printing on the patent front page, list 

(I) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys 
or agents OR, alternatively, 

$1330 

DATE DUE 

12/10/2004 

0 Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence 
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 

(2) the name of a single firm (having as a member a 
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to 
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 
listed, no name will be printed. 

2. ______________________ __ 

0 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form 
- ---PTO/SB/47;-Rev-03-02-or-more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 

Number is required. 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type) 

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for 
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment. 

'CC·.·.c..'=~(A).NAME.OF.ASSIGNEE .. (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY) 

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : 0 Individual 0 Corporation or other private group entity 0 Government 

4a. The following fee(s) are enclosed: 4b. Payment ofFee(s): 

0 Issue Fee 0 A check in the amount of the fee(s) is enclosed. 

0 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 0 Payment by credit card. Fonn PT0-2038 is attached. 

0 Advance Order- #of Copies ·------ 0 The Director is hereby authorized by charge the required fee(s), or credit any overpayment, to 
Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of tlus form). 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above) 

0 a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. 0 b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 3 7 CFR I .27(g)(2). 

The Director of the USPTO is r~qu!-'sted to apply t~e Jssu~ Fee and Publication Fee (if any) or to re-apply any previously paid issue fee to the application i~entified above. . 
!'!OTE: The Issue Fee and PubhcatJon Fee. (tfreqmred) w11l not be accepted from anyone other than the apphcant; a registered attorney or agent; or the ass1gnee or other party m 
mterest as shown by the records of the Umted States Patent and Trademark Office. 

Authorized Signature---~----------------- Date--------------------··----

Typed or printed name--------------------- Registration No.--------------

This co!lcction of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to {lrocess) 
an apphcatmn. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, prepanng, and 
subm1ttmg the completed applicatmn form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you reguire to complete 
thts form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chieflnformation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. 
Box 1450, A. lexandna, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patenl~, P.O. Box 1450, 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

09/225,198 

22918 7590 

PERKINS COlE LLP 
P.O. BOX 2168 

0110511999 

09/10/2004 

MENLO PARK, CA 94026 

ADAM J. CHEYER 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

SRIIPOI6 

EXAMINER 

2756 

BULLOCK JR, LEWIS ALEXANDER 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2126 

DATE MAILED: 09/J0/2004 

Determination of Patent Term Extension under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(application filed after June 7, 1995 but prior to May 29, 2000) 

The Patent Term Extension is 0 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will include an 
indication of the 0 day extension on the front page. 

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that 
determines Patent Term Extension is the filing date of the most recent CPA. 

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval 
--{PAIR-)-WEB-site (http://pair ,uspto. gov ). 

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of 
Patent Legal Administration at (703) 305-1383. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be 

-~~~-:-~2it~~!~~:o~the ~p~~~~r_~ervice <;~nter ofthe Office of Patent Publication at (703) ~-""'~-!,)~~~~~~~~~~==~~ 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. 

09/225,198 

22918 7590 

PERKINS COlE LLP 
P.O. BOX 2168 

FILING DATE 

01/05/1999 

09/10/2004 

MENLO PARK, CA 94026 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

ADAM J. CHEYER 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www .uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

SRII P016 2756 

EXAMINER 

BULLOCK JR, LEWIS ALEXANDER 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2126 

DATE MAILED: 09/10/2004 

Notice of Fee Increase on October 1, 2004 

If a reply to a "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" is filed in the Office on or after October 1, 2004, tlien the 
amount due will be liigher than that set forth in the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" because some fees will 
increase effective October 1, 2004. See Revision of Patent Fees for Fiscal Year 2005; Final Rule, 69 Fed. Reg. 52604, 
52606 (May 10, 2004). 

The current fee schedule is accessible from WEB site (http://www.uspto.gov/main/howtofees.htm). 

If the fee paid is the amount shown on the "Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" but not the correct amount in view 
of the fee increase, a "Notice of Pay Balance of Issue Fee" will be mailed to applicant. In order to avoid processing 
delays associated with mailing of a "Notice of Pay Balance oflssue Fee," if the response to the Notice of Allowance 
is to be filed on or after October 1, 2004 (or mailed with a certificate of mailing on or after October 1, 2004), the 
issue fee paid should be the fee that is required at the time the fee is paid. See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure 
(MPEP), Section 1306 (Eighth Edition, Rev. 2, May 2004). If the issue fee was previously paid, and the response to 

--the-"Notice_of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" includes a request to apply a previously-paid issue fee to the issue fee 
now due, then the difference between the issue fee amount at the time the response is filed-arid~tlie pteViously-pai<J __ _ 
issue fee should be paid. See MPEP Section 1308.01. 

.. __ CE::ff~~tive.October 1, 2004, 37 CFR 1.18 is amended by revising paragraphs (a) through (c) to read as set forth below . 

. ~= - ~;fectiOn rt 8 PatenCpostallowance(incluaing-issueffees~-- =, 

(a) Issue fee for issuing each original or reissue patent, 
except a design or plant patent: 

By a small entity (Sec. 1.27(a)) ...................... $685.00 
By other than a small entity ......................... $1,370.00 

(b) Issue fee for issuing a design patent: 
By a small entity (Sec. 1.27(a)) ...................... $245.00 
By other than a small entity ............................ $490.00 

(c) Issue fee for issuing a plant patent: 
By a small entity (Sec. 1.27(a)) ...................... $330.00 
By other than a small entity ............................ $660.00 

Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be directed to the Customer Service Center of the 
Office of Patent Publication at (703) 305-8283. 
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Application No. 

09/225,198 
Notice of Allowability Examiner 

Lewis A. Bullock, Jr. 

Applicant(s) 

CHEYER ET AL. 
Art Unit 

2126 

-· The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address-· 
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included 

I 

herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS 
NOTICE OF ALLOW ABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative 
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308. 

1 . [8J This communication is responsive to 8/25/04. 

2. [8J The alloWed claim(s) is/are 1-89. 

3. [8J The drawings filed on 05 January 1999 are accepted by the Examiner. 

4. 0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S. C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

a) 0 All b) 0 Some* c) 0 None of the: 

1. 0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2. 0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. 

3. 0 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the 

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

* Certified copies not received: __ . 

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements 
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. 
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE. 

5. 0 A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF 
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PT0-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient. 

~ _6._0_CORRECTEJ)_DRA__WI_N__c:3~ (_as "r~pla~ement ~heets") must be submitted. 

(a) 0 including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review ( PT0-948)attached 

1) 0 hereto or 2) 0 to Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

(b) including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment I Comment or in the Office action of 
-~ ---- - Paper •• -" n::.tA- __ ~-- _ _ _ --~ __ ___ _ __ __ 

•" -: -"~lctentityihg-;riciitia ·such as ·the'applic'ationritimber (see-3H;;FR-=-1~84( c)) should:be=written=on ttle:drawings j(l=ttie.:.::trollt(~cftllli;l b~ck).il __ --=---~:~~--=-
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d). 

7. 0 DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the 
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL. 

Attachment(s) / 
1. ~ Notice of References Cited (PT0-892)/ / 

2. 0 Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 

3. 0 Information Disclosure Statements (PT0-1449 or PTO/SB/08), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ 

4. 0 Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 

of Biological Material 

5. 0 Notice of Informal Patent Application (PT0-152) 

6. [gjlnterview Summary (PT0-413), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

7. [gl Examiner's Amendment/Comment 

8. [gl Examiner's Statem.ee_n ntt o ouf R -o· ns for Allowance 

9.00ther_. ~·~~ 

!PRIMARY EXAMINER 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
PTOL-37 (Rev. 1-04) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20040903 
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Art Unit: 2126 

EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT 

Page 2 

1. An examiner's amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes 

and/or additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided 

by 37 CFR 1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be 

submitted no later than the payment of the issue fee. 

Authorization for this examiner's amendment was given in a telephone interview 

with Carina Tan on September 3, 2004. 

The application has been amended as follows: 

• The claims are amended as listed in the Attachment. 

The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance:AILofthe _ 

claims are allowable for at least the following reasons: All of the claims detail the inter-

~~--=---=~~~~~~ ~:-_~CI_g~nt langy~g~lncJudLng: 13 lay~r of conversation_&p_rotocol defined by eventtypescand:-- · -:-- :c==-'=---
~ ~·-"" ~- '·~- ~-·- "". . . .. . ~~~~·~· "··-·· -- ~--...::::::::::--:---~·--- -~~~-~~""·~~-·--~-·-· -~.' :-;.-~~:..__~·~·· 

parameter lists associated with one or more of the events, wherein the parameters lists 

further refine the one or more events; and a content layer comprising one or more 

goals, triggers and data elements associated with the events. The cited prior art of 

record do not teach the inter-agent language having the cited layers as disclosed. Prior 

Art article entitled, "Building Distributed Software Systems with the Open Agent 

Architecture", published by some of the inventors teaches the cited layers however, the 

reference has been disqualified by the 1.132 Affidavit filed on 11/25/02. In addition, 

prior art article "Software Agent Technologies" published by Nwana et al. teach an 
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agent communication language (KQML) that comprises three layers: a content layer, a 

message layer, and a communication layer. The content layer specifies the actual 

content of the message for which KQML standard itself has nothing to say about its 

structure (pg. 4 ). The message layer provides the performative that specifies the 

protocol for delivering the message that subsumes the content, i.e. the rules that agents 

must use when initiating and maintaining an exchange (pg. 5). The communication 

layer encodes low level communication parameters, such as the identities of the sender 

and the recipient, and unique identifiers for the particular speech act (pg. 5). The 

disclosed agent communication language does not read upon the cited agent language 

because the layer does not define an event type as well as the parameter lists that 

further refines the event. Nwana's language at best has separate layers for the event 

and the parameters associated with the event. By Applicant providing these parameters 

in the same layer as the event such that they further refine the event, a standard set of 

record. 

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later 

than the payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably 

accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled "Comments on 

Statement of Reasons for Allowance." 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Lewis A. Bullock, Jr. whose telephone number is (703) 
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305-0439. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday, 8:30 am - 5:00 

pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Meng An can be reached on (703) 305-9678. The fax phone number for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). 
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Application No. Applicant(s) 

CHEYER ET AL. 09/225,198 
Examiner-Initiated Interview Summary 

Examiner Art Unit 

All Participants: 

(1) Lewis A. Bullock. Jr .. 

(2) Carina Tan. 

Date of Interview: 2 September 2004 

Type of Interview: 
[gJ Telephonic 
D Video Conference 
D Personal (Copy given to: 0 Applicant 

Exhibit Shown or Demonstrated: D Yes 
If Yes, provide a brief description: 

Part I. 

Rejection(s) discussed: 
All 

Claims discussed: 

All 

Prior art documents discussed: 

-~Parru.--"-- --- -"-

Lewis A. Bullock, Jr. 2126 

Status of Application: Allowed 

(3) __ . 

(4) __ . 

Time: __ 

0 Applicant's representative) 

[gJ No 

SUBSTANCE OF INTERVIEW DESCRIBING THE GENERAL NATURE OF WHAT WAS DISCUSSED: 

See Continuation Sheet 

~ D;:..;t "' ~ --- "-- - - .. .. - - " - ' -_ -- - - " .. - -
• • •.. • " "-•- -c-"--- ---- -- -1---" 

!:8J It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of the interview, since the interview 
directly resulted in the allowance of the application. The examiner will provide a written summary of the substance 
of the interview in the Notice of Allowability. 

0 It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of the interview, since the interview 
did not result in resolution of all issues. A brief summary by the examiner appears in Part II above. 

?{Examiner/SPE Signature) U (Applicant/Applicant's Representative Signature- if appropriate) 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
PTOL-413B (04-03) Examiner Initiated Interview Summary PaperNo.20040903 
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-4138) Application No. 09/225,198 

. Continu~tion ?f Substance ~f lntervie~ incl~ding ~~scriptio~ of the ~enera!~atu:e of what was disc~ssed: In an 
1nformal1nterv1ew, the exam1ner explained h1s pos1t1on as disclosed 1n the1after f1nal response. Applicant and the 
examiner agreed upon more language in the claims with the prior language that would place the application in 
condition for allowance as disclosed in the Reasons for allowance. The examiner also explained to Applicant that the 
after final response is non-compliant in that it is not readable in later pages, and the all new language is not underlined. 
The examiner will correct this defect by Examiner's Amendment.. 
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under 

09/225,198 
Reexamination 
CHEYER ET AL. 

Notice of References Cited Examiner Art Unit 

Lewis A. Bullock, Jr. 2126 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

* 
Document Number Date 

Name Country Code-Number-Kind Code MM-YYYY 

A US-2003/016724 7 09-2003 Masuoka, Ryusuke 

B US-2001/0039562 11-2001 SATO,AKIRA 

c US-

D US-

E US-

F US-

G US-

H US-

I US-

J US-

K US-

L US-

M US-

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS 

* 
Document Number Date 

Country Name Country Code-Number-Kind Code MM-YYYY 

N 
-····-··-

0 

p 

Q 
- --~ --- - ----~- - ~- _=-

R - -

s 

T 

NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS 

* Include as applicable: Author, Title Date, Publisher, Edition or Volume, Pertinent Pages) 

u Nwana, Hyacinth et al. "Software Agent Technologies". BT Technology Journal. 1996. 

v Busetta, Paolo et al. "The BDIM Agent Toolkit Design." 1997. 

w Mayfield, James et al. "Desiderata for Agent Communication Languages." March 27-29,1995. 

X Khedro, Taha et al. "Concurrent Endineering through Interoperable Software Agents. August 1994. 

. A copy of th1s reference IS not bemg furnished w1th th1s Office act1on. (See MPEP § 707.05(a).) 
Dates in MM-YYYY format are publication dates. Classifications may be US or foreign_ 

Page 1 of 1 

Classification 

706/46 

709/202 

Classification 

--

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
PT0-892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 20040903 

1~-
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08/25/2004 11:59 FAX 6508384350 PERKINS COlE LLP ~004 ··-;·.-- · -- --r-·- -- r 
CERTIFitATE OF FACSIMIL[; TRANSMISSION (3'7 CFR 1.8a) ~ 

1 hereby certify that this corresponden~-~ being tnuu1mllted ID the United Sta Patent & Trudemartc office, Central Fax Se~ 
Center viB fllcslmlle number {7W) 872·,~ on Aum!Gt 25 2004. Jh: l 

Date: August 25. 2004 By: ~It) /It_, 
iharyl Brown RECEIVED 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
' ' 

CENTRAL FAX CENTER 

A~G t!J .... ,." 
I 
j 

,. 

Atty Dfc.t. No. 59501-8016.US01 In re application of: 

CHEYER et al. Group Art Unit No.: 2126 

Serial No.: 09/225,198 Examiner: L.A. Bullock, Jr. 

Filed on: January 5, 19~9 
For: SOFTWARE-BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR COMMUNICATION AND 

COOPERATION AMONG DISTRIBUTED ELECTRONIC AGENTS 

Mail StopAF 
Commissioner of Patents 
P.O.Box1450 ~ : 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1:450 

~·--~=-~-~-_ ---~~ _-- -. --. - -~~J~-P~EMENTAL AMENDMENT AI:Dc:.~E~ONSE-. -----·_. _-. ---~-~- --~------_---
I 

Sir: . 

. ~. i: ~~f..c.~c . > Tt.;; Is a SupPTemfntal·amendmennOthe F;ilaf'Officl.:CACtiorr .;,ailed NoVember =c~ccc .•. "'•"c. •• c. ~0 
5{'1f ~ (L.- I e::. u-"' 28, 2003, the shortened 

1

statutory period for which runs until February 28, 2004. A fi~st 
J -v; I . I 

amendment and response to Final Office Action mailed November 28, 2003 was filed 

on M<:1rch 29, 2004. 
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Application No. Applicant(s) 

Issue Classification 
09/225,198 CHEYER ET AL. 

II II II Ill IIIII IIIII 
Examiner Art Unit 

Lewis A. Bullock, Jr. 2126 

.. ISSUE GLASSIFICATION ·.· 

ORIGINAL 
.. 

CROS.S REFERENCE(S) .·•, ... ·. 
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. . . 

' ·•··I . .·. 

·. . .. 

.. 
•• 

.. .. · I ·· r 
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---------- ..... ·· ........................ : ~~ a . > ~t 
.·· .•... ~ ~ .•.. 

.(Assistant Examiner) (Date! ~ . .. . ·•··· · . . . ·· 
Lewis A Bullock, Jr. 9/03/04 

Total Claims Allowed: 89 

O.G. O.G. 
Print Cl<:~im(s) Print Fig. 

4• 
(Legal Instruments Examiner) (Date) ..... (Primary Examiner) (Date) 

0 Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant D CPA OT.D. 0R.1.47 
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PART B- FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL 

Complete and se with applicable fee(s), to: M.!ill Mail Stop ISSUE FEE 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 

J) Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
or Fax (703) 746-4000 

INSTRUCTIONS: This for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks I through 5 should be completed where 
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Software-Based Architecture for Communication and Cooperation Among 

Distributed Electronic Agents 

By: 

Adam J. Cheyer and David L. Martin 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1 o Field of the Invention 

The present invention is related to distributed computing environments and the 

completion of tasks within such environments. In particular, the present invention 

teaches a variety of software-based architectures for communication and cooperation 

among distributed electronic agents. Certain embodiments teach interagent 

15 communication languages enabling client agents to make requests in the form of 

arbitrarily complex goal expressions that are solved through facilitation by a 

facilitator agent. 

20 

25 

Context and Motivation for Distributed Software Systems 

The evolution of models for the design and construction of distributed 

software systems is being driven forward by several closely interrelated trends: the 

adoption of a networked computing model, rapidly rising expectations for smarter, 

longer-lived, more autonomous software applications and an ever increasing demand 

for more accessible and intuitive user interfaces. 

Prior Art Figure 1 illustrates a networked computing modellOO having a 

plurality of client and server computer systems 120 and 122 coupled together over a 

physical transport mechanism 140. The adoption ofthe networked computing model 

100 has lead to a greatly increased reliance on distributed sites for both data and 

processing resources. Systems such as the networked computing modellOO are based 

30 upon at least one physical transport mechanism 140 coupling the multiple computer 

systems 120 and 122 to support the transfer of information between these computers. 

Some of these computers basically support using the network and are known as client 
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computers (clients). Some of these computers provide resources to other computers 

and are known as server computers (servers). The servers 122 can vary greatly in the 

resources they possess, access they provide and services made available to other 

computers across a network. Servers may service other servers as well as clients. 

The Internet is a computing system based upon this network computing model. 

The Internet is continually growing, stimulating a paradigm shift for computing away 

from requiring all relevant data and programs to reside on the user's desktop machine. 

The data now routinely accessed from computers spread around the world has become 

increasingly rich in format, comprising multimedia documents, and audio and video 

10 streams. With the popularization of programming languages such as JAVA, data 

transported between local and remote machines may also include programs that can 

be downloaded and executed on the local machine. There is an ever increasing 

reliance on networked computing, necessitating software design approaches that allow 

for flexible composition of distributed processing elements in a dynamically changing 

15 and relatively unstable environment. 

In an increasing variety of domains, application designers and users are 

coming to expect the deployment of smarter, longer-lived, more autonomous, 

software applications. Push technology, persistent monitoring of information sources, 

and the maintenance of user models, allowing for personalized responses and sharing 

20 of preferences, are examples of the simplest manifestations of this trend. Commercial 

enterprises are introducing significantly more advanced approaches, in many cases 

employing recent research results from artificial intelligence, data mining, machine 

learning, and other fields. 

More than ever before, the increasing complexity of systems, the development 

25 of new technologies, and the availability of multimedia material and environments are 

creating a demand for more accessible and intuitive user interfaces. Autonomous, 

distributed, multi-component systems providing sophisticated services will no longer 

lend themselves to the familiar "direct manipulation" model of interaction, in which 

an individual user masters a fixed selection of commands provided by a single 

30 application. Ubiquitous computing, in networked environments, has brought about a 

situation in which the typical user of many software services is likely to be a non

expert, who may access a given service infrequently or only a few times. 
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Accommodating such usage patterns calls for new approaches. Fortunately, input 

modalities now becoming widely available, such as speech recognition and pen-based 

handwriting/gesture recognition, and the ability to manage the presentation of 

systems' responses by using multiple media provide an opportunity to fashion a style 

5 of human-computer interaction that draws much more heavily on our experience with 

human-human interactions. 

PRIOR RELATED ART 

Existing approaches and technologies for distributed computing include 

10 distributed objects, mobile objects, blackboard-style architectures, and agent-based 

software engineering. 

15 

The Distributed Object Approach 

Object-oriented languages, such as C++ or JAVA, provide significant 

advances over standard procedural languages with respect to the reusability and 

modularity of code: encapsulation, inheritance and polymorhpism. Encapsulation 

encourages the creation of library interfaces that minimize dependencies on 

underlying algorithms or data structures. Changes to programming internals can be 

made at a later date with requiring modifications to the code that uses the library. 

Inheritance permits the extension and modification of a library of routines and data 

20 without requiring source code to the original library. Polymorphism allows one body 

of code to work on an arbitrary number of data types. For the sake of simplicity 

traditional objects may be seen to contain both methods and data. Methods provide 

the mechanisms by which the internal state of an object may be modified or by which 

communication may occur with another object or by which the instantiation or 

25 removal of objects may be directed. 

With reference to Figure 2, a distributed object technology based around an 

Object Request Broker will now be described. Whereas "standard" object-oriented 

programming (OOP) languages can be used to build monolithic programs out of many 

object building blocks, distributed object technologies (DOOP) allow the creation of 

30 programs whose components may be spread across multiple machines. As shown in 

Figure 2, an object system 200 includes client objects 210 and server objects 220. To 

implement a client-server relationship between objects, the distributed object system 
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200 uses a registry mechanism (COREA's registry is called an Object Request Broker, 

or ORB) 230 to store the interface descriptions of available objects. Through the 

services of the ORB 230, a client can transparently invoke a method on a remote 

server object. The ORB 230 is then responsible for finding the object 220 that can 

5 implement the request, passing it the parameters, invoking its method, and returning 

the results. In the most sophisticated systems, the client 210 does not have to be aware 

of where the object is located, its programming language, its operating system, or any 

other system aspects that are not part of the server object's interface. 

Although distributed objects offer a powerful paradigm for creating networked 

10 applications, certain aspects of the approach are not perfectly tailored to the 

constantly changing environment of the Internet. A major restriction of the DOOP 

approach is that the interactions among objects are fixed through explicitly coded 

instructions by the application developer. It is often difficult to reuse an object in a 

new application without bringing along all its inherent dependencies on other objects 

15 (embedded interface definitions and explicit method calls). Another restriction of the 

DOOP approach is the result of its reliance on a remote procedure call (RPC) style of 

communication. Although easy to debug, this single thread of execution model does 

not facilitate programming to exploit the potential for parallel computation that one 

would expect in a distributed environment. In addition, RPC uses a blocking 

20 (synchronous) scheme that does not scale well for high-volume transactions. 

Mobile Objects 

Mobile objects, sometimes called mobile agents, are bits of code that can 

move to another execution site (presumably on a different machine) under their own 

programmatic control, where they can then interact with the local environment. For 

25 certain types of problems, the mobile object paradigm offers advantages over more 

traditional distributed object approaches. These advantages include network 

bandwidth and parallelism. Network bandwidth advantages exist for some database 

queries or electronic commerce applications, where it is more efficient to perform 

tests on data by bringing the tests to the data than by bringing large amounts of data to 

30 the testing program. Parallelism advantages include situations in which mobile agents 

can be spawned in parallel to accomplish many tasks at once. 
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Some of the disadvantages and inconveniences of the mobile agent approach 

include the programmatic specificity of the agent interactions, lack of coordination 

support between participant agents and execution environment irregularities regarding 

specific programming languages supported by host processors upon which agents 

5 reside. In a fashion similar to that of DOOP programming, an agent developer must 

programmatically specify where to go and how to interact with the target 

environment. There is generally little coordination support to encourage interactions 

among multiple (mobile) participants. Agents must be written in the programming 

language supported by the execution environment, whereas many other distributed 

10 technologies support heterogeneous communities of components, written in diverse 

programming languages. 

Blackboard Architectures 

Blackboard architectures typically allow multiple processes to communicate 

by reading and writing tuples from a global data store. Each process can watch for 

15 items of interest, perform computations based on the state of the blackboard, and then 

add partial results or queries that other processes can consider. Blackboard 

architectures provide a flexible framework for problem solving by a dynamic 

community of distributed processes. A blackboard architecture provides one solution 

to eliminating the tightly bound interaction links that some of the other distributed 

20 

25 

technologies require during interprocess communication. This advantage can also be a 

disadvantage: although a programmer does not need to refer to a specific process 

during computation, the framework does not provide programmatic control for doing 

so in cases where this would be practical. 

Agent-based Software Engineering 

Several research communities have approached distributed computing by 

casting it as a problem of modeling communication and cooperation among 

autonomous entities, or agents. Effective communication among independent agents 

requires four components: ( 1) a transport mechanism carrying messages in an 

asynchronous fashion, (2) an interaction protocol defining various types of 

30 communication interchange and their social implications (for instance, a response is 

expected of a question), (3) a content language permitting the expression and 

interpretation of utterances, and (4) an agreed-upon set of shared vocabulary and 
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meaning for concepts (often called an ontology). Such mechanisms permit a much 

richer style of interaction among participants than can be expressed using a distributed 

object's RPC model or a blackboard architecture's centralized exchange approach. 

Agent-based systems have shown much promise for flexible, fault-tolerant, 

5 distributed problem solving. Several agent-based projects have helped to evolve the 

notion of facilitation. However, existing agent-based technologies and architectures 

are typically very limited in the extent to which agents can specify complex goals or 

influence the strategies used by the facilitator. Further, such prior systems are not 

sufficiently attuned to the importance of integrating human agents (i.e., users) through 

10 natural language and other human-oriented user interface technologies. 

The initial version of SRI International's Open Agent Architecture ™ 

("OAA @")technology provided only a very limited mechanism for dealing with 

compound goals. Fixed formats were available for specifying a flat list of either 

conjoined (AND) sub-goals or disjoined (OR) sub-goals; in both cases, parallel goal 

15 solving was hard-wired in, and only a single set of parameters for the entire list could 

be specified. More complex goal expressions involving (for example) combinations 

of different boolean connectors, nested expressions, or conditionally interdependent 

("IF .. THEN") goals were not supported. Further, system scalability was not 

adequately addressed in this prior work. 

20 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

A first embodiment of the present invention discloses a highly flexible, 

software-based architecture for constructing distributed systems. The architecture 

25 supports cooperative task completion by flexible, dynamic configurations of 

autonomous electronic agents. Communication and cooperation between agents are 

brokered by one or more facilitators, which are responsible for matching requests, 

from users and agents, with descriptions of the capabilities of other agents. It is not 

generally required that a user or agent know the identities, locations, or number of 

30 other agents involved in satisfying a request, and relatively minimal effort is involved 

in incorporating new agents and "wrapping" legacy applications. Extreme flexibility 

is achieved through an architecture organized around the declaration of capabilities by 
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service-providing agents, the construction of arbitrarily complex goals by users and 

service-requesting agents, and the role of facilitators in delegating and coordinating 

the satisfaction of these goals, subject to advice and constraints that may accompany 

them. Additional mechanisms and features include facilities for creating and 

5 maintaining shared repositories of data; the use of triggers to instantiate commitments 

within and between agents; agent-based provision of multi-modal user interfaces, 

including natural language; and built-in support for including the user as a privileged 

member of the agent community. Specific embodiments providing enhanced 

scalability are also described. 

10 

15 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Prior Art 

Prior Art FIGURE 1 depicts a networked computing model; 

Prior Art FIGURE 2 depicts a distributed object technology based around an 

Object Resource Broker; 

Examples of the Invention 

FIGURE 3 depicts a distributed agent system based around a facilitator agent; 

FIGURE 4 presents a structure typical of one small system of the present 

20 invention; 

FIGURE 5 depicts an Automated Office system implemented in accordance 

with an example embodiment of the present invention supporting a mobile user with a 

laptop computer and a telephone; 

FIGURE 6 schematically depicts an Automated Office system implemented as 

25 a network of agents in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 

invention; 

FIGURE 7 schematically shows data structures internal to a facilitator in 

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGURE 8 depicts operations involved in instantiating a client agent with its 

30 parent facilitator in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 
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FIGURE 9 depicts operations involved in a client agent initiating a service 

request and receiving the response to that service request in accordance with a certain 

preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGURE 10 depicts operations involved in a client agent responding to a 

5 service request in accordance with another preferable embodiment of the present 

invention; 

FIGURE 11 depicts operations involved in a facilitator agent response to a 

service request in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGURE 12 depicts an Open Agent Architecture TM based system of agents 

IO implementing a unified messaging application in accordance with a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention; 

15 

FIGURE 13 depicts a map oriented graphical user interface display as might 

be displayed by a multi-modal map application in accordance with a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGURE 14 depicts a peer to peer multiple facilitator based agent system 

supporting distributed agents in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention; 

FIGURE 15 depicts a multiple facilitator agent system supporting at least a 

limited form of a hierarchy of facilitators in accordance with a preferred embodiment 

20 of the present invention; and 

25 

FIGURE 16 depicts a replicated facilitator architecture in accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE APPENDICES 

The Appendices provide source code for an embodiment of the present 

invention written in the PROLOG programming language. 

APPENDIX A: Source code file named compound. pl. 

APPENDIX B: Source code file named fac.pl. 

APPENDIX C: Source code file named libcom_tcp.pl. 
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APPENDIX D: Source code file named liboaa.pl. 

APPENDIX E: Source code file named translations.pl. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Figure 3 illustrates a distributed agent system 300 in accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention. The agent system 300 includes a facilitator 

agent 310 and a plurality of agents 320. The illustration of Figure 3 provides a high 

level view of one simple system structure contemplated by the present invention. The 

facilitator agent 310 is in essence the "parent" facilitator for its "children" agents 320. 

10 The agents 320 forward service requests to the facilitator agent 310. The facilitator 

agent 310 interprets these requests, organizing a set of goals which are then delegated 

to appropriate agents for task completion. 

The system 300 of Figure 3 can be expanded upon and modified in a variety of 

ways consistent with the present invention. For example, the agent system 300 can be 

IS distributed across a computer network such as that illustrated in Figure 1. The 

facilitator agent 310 may itself have its functionality distributed across several 

different computing platforms. The agents 320 may engage in interagent 

communication (also called peer to peer communications). Several different systems 

300 may be coupled together for enhanced performance. These and a variety of other 

20 structural configurations are described below in greater detail. 

Figure 4 presents the structure typical of a small system 400 in one 

embodiment of the present invention, showing user interface agents 408, several 

application agents 404 and meta-agents 406, the system 400 organized as a 

community of peers by their common relationship to a facilitator agent 402. As will 

25 be appreciated, Figure 4 places more structure upon the system 400 than shown in 

Figure 3, but both are valid representations of structures of the present invention. The 

facilitator 402 is a specialized server agent that is responsible for coordinating agent 

communications and cooperative problem-solving. The facilitator 402 may also 

provide a global data store for its client agents, allowing them to adopt a blackboard 

30 style of interaction. Note that certain advantages are found in utilizing two or more 

facilitator agents within the system 400. For example, larger systems can be 

assembled from multiple facilitator/client groups, each having the sort of structure 
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shown in Figure 4. All agents that are not facilitators are referred to herein 

generically as client agents-- so called because each acts (in some respects) as a client 

of some facilitator, which provides communication and other essential services for the 

client. 

The variety of possible client agents is essentially unlimited. Some typical 

categories of client agents would include application agents 404, meta-agents 406, 

and user interface agents 408, as depicted in Figure 4. Application agents 404 denote 

specialists that provide a collection of services of a particular sort. These services 

could be domain-independent technologies (such as speech recognition, natural 

10 language processing 410, email, and some forms of data retrieval and data mining) or 

user-specific or domain-specific (such as a travel planning and reservations agent). 

Application agents may be based on legacy applications or libraries, in which case the 

agent may be little more than a wrapper that calls a pre-existing API 412, for 

example. Meta-agents 406 are agents whose role is to assist the facilitator agent 402 

15 in coordinating the activities of other agents. While the facilitator 402 possesses 

domain-independent coordination strategies, meta-agents 406 can augment these by 

using domain- and application-specific knowledge or reasoning (including but not 

limited to rules, learning algorithms and planning). 

With further reference to Figure 4, user interface agents 408 can play an 

20 extremely important and interesting role in certain embodiments of the present 

invention. By way of explanation, in some systems, a user interface agent can be 

implemented as a collection of "micro-agents", each monitoring a different input 

modality (point-and-click, handwriting, pen gestures, speech), and collaborating to 

produce the best interpretation of the current inputs. These micro-agents are depicted 

25 in Figure 4, for example, as Modality Agents 414. While describing such 

subcategories of client agents is useful for purposes of illustration and understanding, 

they need not be formally distinguished within the system in preferred 

implementations of the present invention. 

The operation of one preferred embodiment of the present invention will be 

30 discussed in greater detail below, but may be briefly outlined as follows. When 

invoked, a client agent makes a connection to a facilitator, which is known as its 

parent facilitator. These connections are depicted as a double headed arrow between 
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the client agent and the facilitator agent in Figure 3 and 4, for example. Upon 

connection, an agent registers with its parent facilitator a specification of the 

capabilities and services it can provide. For example, a natural language agent may 

register the characteristics of its available natural language vocabulary. (For more 

5 details regarding client agent connections, see the discussion of Figure 8 below.) 

Later during task completion, when a facilitator determines that the registered services 

416 of one of its client agents will help satisfy a goal, the facilitator sends that client a 

request expressed in the Interagent Communication Language (ICL) 418. (See Figure 

11 below for a more detailed discussion of the facilitator operations involved.) The 

10 agent parses this request, processes it, and returns answers or status reports to the 

facilitator. In processing a request, the client agent can make use of a variety of 

infrastructure capabilities provided in the preferred embodiment. For example, the 

client agent can use ICL 418 to request services of other agents, set triggers, and read 

or write shared data on the facilitator or other client agents that maintain shared data. 

15 (See the discussion of Figures 9-11 below for a more detailed discussion of request 

processing.) 

The functionality of each client agent are made available to the agent 

community through registration of the client agent's capabilities with a facilitator 402. 

A software "wrapper" essentially surrounds the underlying application program 

20 performing the services offered by each client. The common infrastructure for 

constructing agents is preferably supplied by an agent library. The agent library is 

preferably accessible in the runtime environment of several different programming 

languages. The agent library preferably minimizes the effort required to construct a 

new system and maximizes the ease with which legacy systems can be "wrapped" and 

25 made compatible with the agent-based architecture of the present invention. 

By way of further illustration, a representative application is now briefly 

presented with reference to Figures 5 and 6. In the Automated Office system depicted 

in Figure 5, a mobile user with a telephone and a laptop computer can access and task 

commercial applications such as calendars, databases, and email systems running 

30 back at the office. A user interface (UI) agent 408, shown in Figure 6, runs on the 

user's local laptop and is responsible for accepting user input, sending requests to the 

facilitator 402 for delegation to appropriate agents, and displaying the results of the 
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distributed computation. The user may interact directly with a specific remote 

application by clicking on active areas in the interface, calling up a form or window 

for that application, and making queries with standard interface dialog mechanisms. 

Conversely, a user may express a task to be executed by using typed, handwritten, or 

5 spoken (over the telephone) English sentences, without explicitly specifying which 

agent or agents should perform the task. 

For instance, if the question "What is my schedule?" is written 420 in the user 

interface 408, this request will be sent 422 by the UI 408 to the facilitator 402, which 

in tum will ask 424 a natural language (NL) agent 426 to translate the query into ICL 

10 18. To accomplish this task, the NL agent 426 may itself need to make requests of the 

agent community to resolve unknown words such as "me" 428 (the UI agent 408 can 

respond 430 with the name of the current user) or "schedule" 432 (the calendar agent 

434 defines this word 436). The resulting ICL expression is then routed by the 

facilitator 402 to appropriate agents (in this case, the calendar agent 434) to execute 

15 the request. Results are sent back 438 to the UI agent 408 for display. 

The spoken request "When mail arrives for me about security, notify me 

immediately." produces a slightly more complex example involving communication 

among all agents in the system. After translation into ICL as described above, the 

facilitator installs a trigger 440 on the mail agent 442 to look for new messages about 

20 security. When one such message does arrive in its mail spool, the trigger fires, and 

the facilitator matches the action part of the trigger to capabilities published by the 

notification agent 446. The notification agent 446 is a meta-agent, as it makes use of 

rules concerning the optimal use of different output modalities (email, fax, speech 

generation over the telephone) plus information about an individual user's preferences 

25 448 to determine the best way of relaying a message through available media transfer 

application agents. After some competitive parallelism to locate the user (the 

calendar agent 434 and database agent 450 may have different guesses as to where to 

find the user) and some cooperative parallelism to produce required information 

(telephone number of location, user password, and an audio file containing a text-to-

30 speech representation of the email message), a telephone agent 452 calls the user, 

verifying its identity through touchtones, and then play the message. 
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The above example illustrates a number of inventive features. As new agents 

connect to the facilitator, registering capability specifications and natural language 

vocabulary, what the user can say and do dynamically changes; in other words, the 

ICL is dynamically expandable. For example, adding a calendar agent to the system 

5 in the previous example and registering its capabilities enables users to ask natural 

language questions about their "schedule" without any need to revise code for the 

facilitator, the natural language agents, or any other client agents. In addition, the 

interpretation and execution of a task is a distributed process, with no single agent 

defining the set of possible inputs to the system. Further, a single request can produce 

10 cooperation and flexible communication among many agents, written in different 

programming languages and spread across multiple machines. 

Design Philosophy and Considerations 

One preferred embodiment provides an integration mechanism for 

15 heterogeneous applications in a distributed infrastructure, incorporating some of the 

dynamism and extensibility of blackboard approaches, the efficiency associated with 

.mobile objects, plus the rich and complex interactions of communicating agents. 

Design goals for preferred embodiments of the present invention may be categorized 

under the general headings of interoperation and cooperation, user interfaces, and 

20 software engineering. These design goals are not absolute requirements, nor will they 

,)j necessarily be satisfied by all embodiments of the present invention, but rather simply 

reflect the inventor's currently preferred design philosophy. 

Versatile mechanisms of interoperation and cooperation 

/nteroperation refers to the ability of distributed software components - agents 

25 -to communicate meaningfully. While every system-building framework must 

provide mechanisms of interoperation at some level of granularity, agent-based 

frameworks face important new challenges in this area. This is true primarily because 

autonomy, the hallmark of individual agents, necessitates greater flexibility in 

interactions within communities of agents. Coordination refers to the mechanisms by 

30 which a community of agents is able to work together productively on some task. In 

these areas, the goals for our framework are to provide flexibility in assembling 
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communities of autonomous service providers, provide flexibility in structuring 

cooperative interactions, impose the right amount of structure, as well as include 

legacy and "owned-elsewhere" applications. 

Provide flexibility in assembling communities of autonomous service providers 

5 -- both at development time and at runtime. Agents that conform to the linguistic and 

ontological requirements for effective communication should be able to participate in 

an agent community, in various combinations, with minimal or near minimal 

prerequisite knowledge of the characteristics of the other players. Agents with 

duplicate and overlapping capabilities should be able to coexist within the same 

10 community, with the system making optimal or near optimal use of the redundancy. 

Provide flexibility in structuring cooperative interactions among the members 

of a community of agents. A framework preferably provides an economical 

mechanism for setting up a variety of interaction patterns among agents, without 

requiring an inordinate amount of complexity or infrastructure within the individual 

15 agents. The provision of a service should be independent or minimally dependent 

upon a particular configuration of agents. 

Impose the right amount of structure on individual agents. Different 

approaches to the construction of multi-agent systems impose different requirements 

on the individual agents. For example, because KQML is neutral as to the content of 

20 messages, it imposes minimal structural requirements on individual agents. On the 

other hand, the BDI paradigm tends to impose much more demanding requirements, 

by making assumptions about the nature of the programming elements that are 

meaningful to individual agents. Preferred embodiments of the present invention 

should fall somewhere between the two, providing a rich set of interoperation and 

25 coordination capabilities, without precluding any of the software engineering goals 

defined below. 

Include legacy and "owned-elsewhere" applications. Whereas legacy usually 

implies reuse of an established system fully controlled by the agent-based system 

developer, owned-elsewhere refers to applications to which the developer has partial 

30 access, but no control. Examples of owned-elsewhere applications include data 

sources and services available on the World Wide Web, via simple form-based 
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interfaces, and applications used cooperatively within a virtual enterprise, which 

remain the properties of separate corporate entities. Both classes of application must 

preferably be able to interoperate, more or less as full-fledged members of the agent 

community, without requiring an overwhelming integration effort. 

5 Human-ori~nted user interfaces 

Systems composed of multiple distributed components, and possibly dynamic 

configurations of components, require the crafting of intuitive user interfaces to 

provide conceptually natural interaction mechanisms, treat users as privileged 

members of the agent community and support collaboration. 

10 Provide conceptually natural interaction mechanisms with multiple 

distributed components. When there are numerous disparate agents, and/or complex 

tasks implemented by the system, the user should be able to express requests without 

having detailed knowledge of the individual agents. With speech recognition, 

handwriting recognition, and natural language technologies becoming more mature, 

15 agent architectures should preferably support these forms of input playing increased 

roles in the tasking of agent communities. 

Preferably treat users as privileged members of the agent community by 

providing an appropriate level of task specification within software agents, and 

reusable translation mechanisms between this level and the level of human requests, 

20 supporting constructs that seamlessly incorporate interactions between both human

interface and software types of agents. 

25 

Preferably support collaboration (simultaneous work over shared data and 

processing resources) between users and agents. 

Realistic software engineering requirements 

System-building frameworks should preferably address the practical concerns 

of real-world applications by the specification of requirements which preferably 

include: Minimize the effort required to create new agents, and to wrap existing 

applications. Encourage reuse, both of domain-independent and domain-specific 

components. The concept of agent orientation, like that of object orientation, provides 

30 a natural conceptual framework for reuse, so long as mechanisms for encapsulation 
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and interaction are structured appropriately. Support lightweight, mobile platforms. 

Such platforms should be able to serve as hosts for agents, without requiring the 

installation of a massive environment. It should also be possible to construct 

individual agents that are relatively small and modest in their processing 

5 requirements. Minimize platform and language barriers. Creation of new agents, as 

well as wrapping of existing applications, should not require the adoption of a new 

language or environment. 

Mechanisms of Cooperation 

Cooperation among agents in accordance with the present invention is 

10 preferably achieved via messages expressed in a common language, ICL. 

Cooperation among agent is further preferably structured around a three-part 

approach: providers of services register capabilities specifications with a facilitator, 

requesters of services construct goals and relay them to a facilitator, and facilitators 

coordinate the efforts of the appropriate service providers in satisfying these goals. 

15 The Interagent Communication Language (ICL) 

Interagent Communication Language ("ICL") 418 refers to an interface, 

communication, and task coordination language preferably shared by all agents, 

regardless of what platform they run on or what computer language they are 

programmed in. ICL may be used by an agent to task itself or some subset of the 

20 agent community. Preferably, ICL allows agents to specify explicit control 

parameters while simultaneously supporting expression of goals in an underspecified, 

loosely constrained manner. In a further preferred embodiment, agents employ ICL to 

perform queries, execute actions, exchange information, set triggers, and manipulate 

data in the agent community. 

25 In a further preferred embodiment, a program element expressed in ICL is the 

event. The activities of every agent, as well as communications between agents, are 

preferably structured around the transmission and handling of events. In 

communications, events preferably serve as messages between agents; in regulating 

the activities of individual agents, they may preferably be thought of as goals to be 

30 satisfied. Each event preferably has a type, a set of parameters, and content. For 

example, the agent library procedure oaa_Solve can be used by an agent to request 
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services of other agents. A call to oaa_Solve, within the code of agent A, results in an 

event having the form 

ev _post_solve(Goal, Params) 

going from A to the facilitator, where ev_post_solve is the type, Goal is the content, 

5 and Params is a list of parameters. The allowable content and parameters preferably 

vary according to the type of the event. 

The ICL preferably includes a layer of conversational protocol and a content 

layer. The conversational layer of ICL is defined by the event types, together with the 

parameter lists associated with certain of these event types. The content layer consists 

10 of the specific goals, triggers, and data elements that may be embedded within various 

events. 

The ICL conversational protocol is preferably specified using an orthogonal, 

parameterized approach, where the conversational aspects of each element of an 

interagent conversation are represented by a selection of an event type and a selection 

15 of values from at least one orthogonal set of parameters. This approach offers greater 

expressiveness than an approach based solely on a fixed selection of speech acts, such 

as embodied in KQML. For example, in KQML, a request to satisfy a query can 

employ either of the performatives ask_all or ask_one. In ICL, on the other hand, this 

type of request preferably is expressed by the event type ev _post_solve, together with 

20 the solution_limit(N) parameter- where N can be any positive integer. (A request for 

all solutions is indicated by the omission of the solution_limit parameter.) The request 

can also be accompanied by other parameters, which combine to further refine its 

semantics. In KQML, then, this example forces one to choose between two possible 

conversational options, neither of which may be precisely what is desired. In either 

25 case, the performative chosen is a single value that must capture the entire 

conversational characterization of the communication. This requirement raises a 

difficult challenge for the language designer, to select a set of performatives that 

provides the desired functionality without becoming unmanageably large. 

Consequently, the debate over the right set of performatives has consumed much 

30 discussion within the KQML community. 

The content layer of the ICL preferably supports unification and other features 

found in logic programming language environments such as PROLOG. In some 
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embodiments, the content layer of the ICL is simply an extension of at least one 

programming language. For example, the Applicants have found that PROLOG is 

suitable for implementing and extending into the content layer of the ICL. The agent 

libraries preferably provide support for constructing, parsing, and manipulating ICL 

s expressions. It is possible to embed content expressed in other languages within an 

ICL event. However, expressing content in ICL simplifies the facilitator's access to 

the content, as well as the conversational layer, in delegating requests. This gives the 

facilitator more information about the nature of a request and helps the facilitator 

decompose compound requests and delegate the sub-requests. 

10 Further, ICL expressions preferably include, in addition to events, at least one 

of the following: capabilities declarations, requests for services, responses to requests, 

trigger specifications, and shared data elements. A further preferred embodiment of 

the present invention incorporates ICL expressions including at least all of the 

following: events, capabilities declarations, requests for services, responses to 

15 requests, trigger specifications, and shared data elements. 

Providing Services: Specifying .. Solvables" 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, every participating agent 

defines and publishes a set of capability declarations, expressed in ICL, describing the 

services that it provides. These declarations establish a high-level interface to the 

20 agent. This interface is used by a facilitator in communicating with the agent, and, 

most important, in delegating service requests (or parts of requests) to the agent. 

Partly due to the use of PROLOG as a preferred basis for ICL, these capability 

declarations are referred as solvables. The agent library preferably provides a set of 

procedures allowing an agent to add, remove, and modify its solvables, which it may 

25 preferably do at any time after connecting to its facilitator. 

There are preferably at least two major types of solvables: procedure solvables 

and data solvables. Intuitively, a procedure solvable performs a test or action, 

whereas a data solvable provides access to a collection of data. For example, in 

creating an agent for a mail system, procedure solvables might be defined for sending 

30 a message to a person, testing whether a message about a particular subject has 

arrived in the mail queue, or displaying a particular message onscreen. For a database 
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wrapper agent, one might define a distinct data solvable corresponding to each of the 

relations present in the database. Often, a data solvable is used to provide a shared 

data store, which may be not only queried, but also updated, by various agents having 

the required pennissions. 

There are several primary technical differences between these two types of 

solvables. First, each procedure solvable must have a handler declared and defined 

for it, whereas this is preferably not necessary for a data solvable. The handling of 

requests for a data solvable is preferably provided transparently by the agent library. 

Second, data solvables are preferably associated with a dynamic collection of facts (or 

10 clauses), which may be further preferably modified at runtime, both by the agent 

providing the solvable, and by other agents (provided they have the required 

permissions). Third, special features, available for use with data solvables, preferably 

facilitate maintaining the associated facts. In spite of these differences, it should be 

noted that the mechanism of use by which an agent requests a service is the same for 

15 the two types of solvables. 

In one embodiment, a request for one of an agent's services normally arrives in 

the form of an event from the agent's facilitator. The appropriate handler then deals 

with this event. The handler may be coded in whatever fashion is most appropriate, 

depending on the nature of the task, and the availability of task -specific libraries or 

20 legacy code, if any. The only hard requirement is that the handler return an 

appropriate response to the request, expressed in ICL. Depending on the nature of the 

request, this response could be an indication of success or failure, or a list of solutions 

(when the request is a data query). 

A solvable preferably has three parts: a goal, a list of parameters, and a list of 

25 permissions, which are declared using the format: 

solvable(Goal, Parameters, Pennissions) 

The goal of a solvable, which syntactically takes the preferable form of an ICL 

structure, is a logical representation of the service provided by the solvable. (An ICL 

structure consists of a junctor with 0 or more arguments. For example, in the structure 

30 a(b,c), 'a' is the functor, and 'b' and 'c' the arguments.) As with a PROLOG structure, 

the goal's arguments themselves may preferably be structures. 
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Various options can be included in the parameter list, to refine the semantics 

associated with the solvable. The type parameter is preferably used to say whether the 

solvable is data or procedure. When the type is procedure, another parameter may be 

used to indicate the handler to be associated with the solvable. Some of the 

5 parameters appropriate for a data solvable are mentioned elsewhere in this 

application. In either case (procedure or data solvable), the private parameter may be 

preferably used to restrict the use of a solvable to the declaring agent when the agent 

intends the solvable to be solely for its internal use but wishes to take advantage of the 

mechanisms in accordance with the present invention to access it, or when the agent 

10 wants the solvable to be available to outside agents only at selected times. In support 

of the latter case, it is preferable for the agent to change the status of a solvable from 

private to non-private at any time. 

The permissions of a solvable provide mechanisms by which an agent may 

preferably control access to its services allowing the agent to restrict calling and 

15 writing of a solvable to itself and/or other selected agents. (Calling means requesting 

the service encapsulated by a solvable, whereas writing means modifying the 

collection of facts associated with a data solvable.) The default permission for every 

solvable in a further preferred embodiment of the present invention is to be callable 

by anyone, and for data solvables to be writable by anyone. A solvable's permissions 

20 can preferably be changed at any time, by the agent providing the solvable. 

25 

30 

Msg) 1 

For example, the solvables of a simple email agent might include: 

solvable(send_message(email, +ToPerson, +Params), 
[type(procedure), callback(send_mail)], 

[ ] ) 
solvable(last_message(email, -Messageid), 

[type(data), single_value(true)], 
[write(true)]) 1 

solvable(get_message(email, +Messageid, -

[type(procedure), callback(get_mail}], 
[]) 

The symbols'+' and'-', indicating input and output arguments, are at present 

used only for purposes of documentation. Most parameters and permissions have 

default values, and specifications of default values may be omitted from the 

35 parameters and permissions lists. 
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Defining an agent's capabilities in terms of solvable declarations effectively 

creates a vocabulary with which other agents can communicate with the new agent. 

Ensuring that agents will speak the same language and share a common, unambiguous 

semantics of the vocabulary involves ontology. Agent development tools and services 

5 (automatic translations of solvables by the facilitator) help address this issue; 

additionally, a preferred embodiment of the present invention will typically rely on 

vocabulary from either formally engineered ontologies for specific domains or from 

ontologies constructed during the incremental development of a body of agents for 

several applications or from both specific domain ontologies and incrementally 

10 developed ontologies. Several example tools and services are described in Cheyer et 

al.'s paper entitled "Development Tools for the Open Agent Architecture," as 

presented at the Practical Application of Intelligent Agents and Multi-Agent 

Technology (PAAM 96), London, April1996. 

Although the present invention imposes no hard restrictions on the form of 

15 solvable declarations, two common usage conventions illustrate some of the utility 

associated with solvables. 

Classes of services are often preferably tagged by a particular type. For 

instance, in the example above, the "last_message" and "get_message" solvables are 

specialized for email, not by modifying the names of the services, but rather by the 

20 use of the 'email' parameter, which serves during the execution of an ICL request to 

select (or not) a specific type of message. 

Actions are generally written using an imperative verb as the functor of the 

solvable in a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the direct object (or item 

class) as the first argument of the predicate, required arguments following, and then 

25 an extensible parameter list as the last argument. The parameter list can hold optional 

information usable by the function. The ICL expression generated by a natural 

language parser often makes use of this parameter list to store prepositional phrases 

and adjectives. 

As an illustration of the above two points, "Send mail to Bob about lunch" will 

30 be translated into an ICL request send_message(email, 'Bob Jones', [subject(lunch)]), 

whereas "Remind Bob about lunch" would leave the transport unspecified 
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(send_message(KIND, 'Bob Jones', [subject(lunch)])), enabling all available message 

transfer agents (e.g., fax, phone, mail, pager) to compete for the opportunity to carry 

out the request. 

Requesting SeNices 

An agent preferably requests services of the community of agent by delegating 

tasks or goals to its facilitator. Each request preferably contains calls to one or more 

agent solvables, and optionally specifies parameters containing advice to help the 

facilitator detennine how to execute the task. Calling a solvable preferably does not 

require that the agent specify (or even know of) a particular agent or agents to handle 

10 the call. While it is possible to specify one or more agents using an address parameter 

(and there are situations in which this is desirable), in general it is advantageous to 

leave this delegation to the facilitator. This greatly reduces the hard-coded 

component dependencies often found in other distributed frameworks. The agent 

libraries of a preferred embodiment of the present invention provide an agent with a 

15 single, unified point of entry for requesting services of other agents: the library 

procedure oaa_Solve. In the style of logic programming, oaa_Solve may preferably 

be used both to retrieve data and to initiate actions, so that calling a data solvable 

looks the same as calling a procedure solvable. 

Complex Goal Expressions 

20 A powerful feature provided by preferred embodiments of the present 

invention is the ability of a client agent (or a user) to submit compound goals of an 

arbitrarily complex nature to a facilitator. A compound goal is a single goal 

expression that specifies multiple sub-goals to be performed. In speaking of a 

"complex goal expression" we mean that a single goal expression that expresses 

25 multiple sub-goals can potentially include more than one type of logical connector 

(e.g., AND, OR, NOT), and/or more than one level oflogical nesting (e.g., use of 

parentheses), or the substantive equivalent. By way of further clarification, we note 

that when speaking of an "arbitrarily complex goal expression" we mean that goals 

are expressed in a language or syntax that allows expression of such complex goals 

30 when appropriate or when desired, not that every goal is itself necessarily complex. 
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It is contemplated that this ability is provided through an interagent 

communication language having the necessary syntax and semantics. In one example, 

the goals may take the form of compound goal expressions composed using operators 

similar to those employed by PROLOG, that is, the comma for conjunction, the 

5 semicolon for disjunction, the arrow for conditional execution, etc. The present 

invention also contemplates significant extensions to PROLOG syntax and semantics. 

For example, one embodiment incorporates a "parallel disjunction" operator 

indicating that the disjuncts are to be executed by different agents concurrently. A 

further embodiment supports the specification of whether a given sub-goal is to be 

10 executed breadth-first or depth-first. 

A further embodiment supports each sub-goal of a compound goal optionally 

having an address and/or a set of parameters attached to it. Thus, each sub-goal takes 

the form 

Address:Goal::Parameters 

15 where both Address and Parameters are optional. 

An address, if present, preferably specifies one or more agents to handle the 

given goal, and may employ several different types of referring expression: unique 

names, symbolic names, and shorthand names. Every agent has preferably a unique 

name, assigned by its facilitator, which relies upon network addressing schemes to 

20 ensure its global uniqueness. Preferably, agents also have self-selected symbolic 

names (for example, "mail"), which are not guaranteed to be unique. When an 

address includes a symbolic name, the facilitator preferably takes this to mean that all 

agents having that name should be called upon. Shorthand names include 'self and 

'parent' (which refers to the agent's facilitator). The address associated with a goal or 

25 sub-goal is preferably always optional. When an address is not present, it is the 

facilitator's job to supply an appropriate address. 

The distributed execution of compound goals becomes particularly powerful 

when used in conjunction with natural language or speech-enabled interfaces, as the 

query itself may specify how functionality from distinct agents will be combined. As 

30 a simple example, the spoken utterance "Fax it to Bill Smith's manager." can be 

translated into the following compound ICL request: 

oaa_Solve((manager('Bill Smith', M), fax(it,M,[])), (strategy(action)]) 
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Note that in this ICL request there are two sub-goals, "manager('Bill 

Smith' ,M)" and "fax(it,M,[])," and a single global parameter "strategy( action)." 

According to the present invention, the facilitator is capable of mapping global 

parameters in order to apply the constraints or advice across the separate sub-goals in 

5 a meaningful way. In this instance, the global parameter strategy( action) implies a 

parallel constraint upon the first sub-goal; i.e., when there are multiple agents that 

can respond to the manager sub-goal, each agent should receive a request for service. 

In contrast, for the second sub-goal, parallelism should not be inferred from the global 

parameter strategy( action) because such an inference would possibly result in the 

1 o transmission of duplicate facsimiles. 

Refining Service Requests 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, parameters associated 

with a goal (or sub-goal) can draw on useful features to refine the request's meaning. 

For example, it is frequently preferred to be able to specify whether or not solutions 

15 are to be returned synchronously; this is done using the reply parameter, which can 

take any of the values synchronous, asynchronous, or none. As another example, 

when the goal is a non-compound query of a data solvable, the cache parameter may 

preferably be used to request local caching of the facts associated with that solvable. 

Many of the remaining parameters fall into two categories: feedback and advice. 

20 Feedback parameters allow a service requester to receive information from 

the facilitator about how a goal was handled. This feedback can include such things as 

the identities of the agents involved in satisfying the goal, and the amount of time 

expended in the satisfaction of the goal. 

Advice parameters preferably give constraints or guidance to the facilitator in 

25 completing and interpreting the goal. For example, a solution_limit parameter 

preferably allows the requester to say how many solutions it is interested in; the 

facilitator and/or service providers are free to use this information in optimizing their 

efforts. Similarly, a time_limit is preferably used to say how long the requester is 

willing to wait for solutions to its request, and, in a multiple facilitator system, a 

30 level_limit may preferably be used to say how remote the facilitators may be that are 

consulted in the search for solutions. A priority parameter is preferably used to 
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indicate that a request is more urgent than previous requests that have not yet been 

satisfied. Other preferred advice parameters include but are not limited to parameters 

used to tell the facilitator whether parallel satisfaction of the parts of a goal is 

appropriate, how to combine and filter results arriving from multiple solver agents, 

5 and whether the requester itself may be considered a candidate solver of the sub-goals 

of a request. 

Advice parameters preferably provide an extensible set of low-level, 

orthogonal parameters capable of combining with the /CL goal language to fully 

express how information should flow among participants. In certain preferred 

10 embodiments of the present invention, multiple parameters can be grouped together 

and given a group name. The resulting high-level advice parameters can preferably 

be used to express concepts analogous to KQML's performatives, as well as define 

classifications of problem types. For instance, KQML's "ask_all" and "ask_one" 

performatives would be represented as combinations of values given to the parameters 

15 reply, parallel_ok, and solution_limit. As an example of a higher-level problem type, 

the strategy "rnath_problem" might preferably send the query to all appropriate math 

solvers in parallel, collect their responses, and signal a conflict if different answers are 

returned. The strategy "essay_question" might preferably send the request to all 

appropriate participants, and signal a problem (i.e., cheating) if any of the returned 

20 answers are identical. 

Facilitation 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, when a facilitator receives 

a compound goal, its job is to construct a goal satisfaction plan and oversee its 

satisfaction in an optimal or near optimal manner that is consistent with the specified 

25 advice. The facilitator of the present invention maintains a knowledge base that 

records the capabilities of a collection of agents, and uses that knowledge to assist 

requesters and providers of services in making contact. 

Figure 7 schematically shows data structures 700 internal to a facilitator in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. Consider the function of a 

30 Agent Registry 702 in the present invention. Each registered agent may be seen as 

associated with a collection of fields found within its parent facilitator such as shown 

in the figure. Each registered agent may optionally possess a Symbolic Name which 
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would be entered into field 704. As mentioned elsewhere, Symbolic Names need not 

be unique to each instance of an agent. Note that an agent may in certain preferred 

embodiments of the present invention possess more than one Symbolic Name. Such 

Symbolic Names would each be found through their associations in the Agent 

5 Registry entries. Each agent, when registered, must possess a Unique Address, which 

is entered into the Unique Address field 706. 

With further reference to Figure 7, each registered agent may be optionally 

associated with one or more capabilities, which have associated Capability 

Declaration fields 708 in the parent facilitator Agent Registry 702. These capabilities 

10 may define not just functionality, but may further provide a utility parameter 

indicating, in some manner (e.g., speed, accuracy, etc), how effective the agent is at 

providing the declared capability. Each registered agent may be optionally associated 

with one or more data components, which have associated Data Declaration fields 710 

in the parent facilitator Agent Registry 702. Each registered agent may be optionally 

15 associated with one or more triggers, which preferably could be referenced through 

their associated Trigger Declaration fields 712 in the parent facilitator Agent Registry 

702. Each registered agent may be optionally associated with one or more tasks, 

which preferably could be referenced through their associated Task Declaration fields 

714 in the parent facilitator Agent Registry 702. Each registered agent may be 

20 optionally associated with one or more Process Characteristics, which preferably 

could be referenced through their associated Process Characteristics Declaration fields 

716 in the parent facilitator Agent Registry 702. Note that these characteristics in 

certain preferred embodiments of the present invention may include one or more of 

the following: Machine Type (specifying what type of computer may run the agent), 

25 Language (both computer and human interface). 

A facilitator agent in certain preferred embodiments of the present invention 

further includes a Global Persistent Database 720. The database 720 is composed of 

data elements which do not rely upon the invocation or instantiation of client agents 

for those data elements to persist. Examples of data elements which might be present 

30 in such a database include but are not limited to the network address of the facilitator 

agent's server, facilitator agent's server accessible network port list, firewalls, user 
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lists, and security options regarding the access of server resources accessible to the 

facilitator agent. 

A simplified walk through of operations involved in creating a client agent, a 

client agent initiating a service request, a client agent responding to a service request 

5 and a facilitator agent responding to a service request are including hereafter by way 

of illustrating the use of such a system. These figures and their accompanying 

discussion are provided by way of illustration of one preferred embodiment of the 

present invention and are not intended to limit the scope of the present invention. 

Figure 8 depicts operations involved in instantiating a client agent with its 

10 parent facilitator in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

15 

20 

The operations begin with starting the Agent Registration in a step 800. In a next step 

802, the Installer, such as a client or facilitator agent, invokes a new client agent. It 

will be appreciated that any computer entity is capable of invoking a new agent. The 

system then instantiates the new client agent in a step 804. This operation may 

involve resource allocations somewhere in the network on a local computer system 

for the client agent, which will often include memory as well as placement of 

references to the newly instantiated client agent in internal system lists of agents 

within that local computing system. Once instantiated, the new client and its parent 

facilitator establish a communications link in a step 806. In certain preferred 

embodiments, this communications link involves selection of one or more physical 

transport mechanisms for this communication. Once established, the client agent 

transmits it profile to the parent facilitator in a step 808. When received, the parent 

facilitator registers the client agent in a step 810. Then, at a step 812, a client agent 

has been instantiated in accordance with one preferred embodiment of the present 

25 invention. 

Figure 9 depicts operations involved in a client agent initiating a service 

request and receiving the response to that service request in accordance with a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention. The method of Figure 9 begins in a 

step 900, wherein any initialization or other such procedures may be performed. 

30 Then, in a step 902, the client agent determines a goal to be achieved (or solved). 

This goal is then translated in a step 904 into JCL, if it is not already formulated in it. 

The goal, now stated in ICL, is then transmitted to the client agent's parent facilitator 
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in a step 906. The parent facilitator responds to this service request and at a later 

time, the client agent receives the results of the request in a step 908, operations of 

Figure 9 being complete in a done step 910. 

FIGURE 10 depicts operations involved in a client agent responding to a 

5 service request in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

Once started in a step 1000, the client agent receives the service request in a step 

1002. In a next step 1004, the client agent parses the received request from ICL. The 

client agent then determines if the service is available in a step 1006. If it is not, the 

client agent returns a status report to that effect in a step 1008. If the service is 

10 available, control is passed to a step 1010 where the client performs the requested 

service. Note that in completing step 1010 the client may form complex goal 

expressions, requesting results for these solvables from the facilitator agent. For 

example, a fax agent might fax a document to a certain person only after requesting 

and receiving a fax number for that person. Subsequently, the client agent either 

15 returns the results of the service and/or a status report in a step 1012. The operations 

of Figure 10 are complete in a done step 1014. 

20 

FIGURE 11 depicts operations involved in a facilitator agent response to a 

service request in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

The start of such operations in step 1100 leads to the reception of a goal request in a 

step 1102 by the facilitator. This request is then parsed and interpreted by the 

facilitator in a step 1104. The facilitator then proceeds to construct a goal satisfaction 

plan in a next step 1106. In steps 1108 and 1110, respectively, the facilitator 

determines the required sub-goals and then selects agents suitable for performing the 

required sub-goals. The facilitator then transmits the sub-goal requests to the selected 

25 agents in a step 1112 and receives the results of these transmitted requests in a step 

1114. It should be noted that the actual implementation of steps 1112 and 1114 are 

dependent upon the specific goal satisfaction plan. For instance, certain sub-goals 

may be sent to separate agents in parallel, while transmission of other sub-goals may 

be postponed until receipt of particular answers. Further, certain requests may 

30 generate multiple responses that generate additional sub-goals. Once the responses 

have been received, the facilitator determines whether the original requested goal has 

been completed in a step 1118. If the original requested goal has not been completed, 
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the facilitator recursively repeats the operations 1106 through 1116. Once the original 

requested goal is completed, the facilitator returns the results to the requesting agent 

1118 and the operations are done at 1120. 

A further preferred embodiment of the present invention incorporates 

5 transparent delegation, which means that a requesting agent can generate a request, 

and a facilitator can manage the satisfaction of that request, without the requester 

needing to have any knowledge of the identities or locations of the satisfying agents. 

In some cases, such as when the request is a data query, the requesting agent may also 

be oblivious to the number of agents involved in satisfying a request. Transparent 

IO delegation is possible because agents' capabilities (solvables) are treated as an abstract 

description of a service, rather than as an entry point into a library or body of code. 

15 

A further preferred embodiment of the present invention incorporates 

facilitator handling of compound goals, preferably involving three types of 

processing: delegation, optimization and interpretation. 

Delegation processing preferably supports facilitator determination of which 

specific agents will execute a compound goal and how such a compound goal's sub

goals will be combined and the sub-goal results routed. Delegation involves selective 

application of global and local constraint and advice parameters onto the specific sub

goals. Delegation results in a goal that is unambiguous as to its meaning and as to the 

20 agents that will participate in satisfying it. 

Optimization processing of the completed goal preferably includes the 

facilitator using sub-goal parallelization where appropriate. Optimization results in a 

goal whose interpretation will require as few exchanges as possible, between the 

facilitator and the satisfying agents, and can exploit parallel efforts of the satisfying 

25 agents, wherever this does not affect the goal's meaning. 

Interpretation processing of the optimized goal. Completing the addressing of 

a goal involves the selection of one or more agents to handle each of its sub-goals 

(that is, each sub-goal for which this selection has not been specified by the 

requester). In doing this, the facilitator uses its knowledge of the capabilities of its 

30 client agents (and possibly of other facilitators, in a multi-facilitator system). It may 

also use strategies or advice specified by the requester, as explained below. The 
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interpretation of a goal involves the coordination of requests to the satisfying agents, 

and assembling their responses into a coherent whole, for return to the requester. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention extends facilitation so the 

facilitator can employ strategies and advice given by the requesting agent, resulting in 

5 a variety of interaction patterns that may be instantiated in the satisfaction of a 

request. 

10 

15 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention handles the distribution 

of both data update requests and requests for installation of triggers, preferably using 

some of the same strategies that are employed in the delegation of service requests. 

Note that the reliance on facilitation is not absolute; that is, there is no hard 

requirement that requests and services be matched up by the facilitator, or that 

interagent communications go through the facilitator. There is preferably support in 

the agent library for explicit addressing of requests. However, a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention encourages employment the paradigm of agent 

communities, minimizing their development effort, by taking advantage of the 

facilitator's provision of transparent delegation and handling of compound goals. 

A facilitator is preferably viewed as a coordinator, not a controller, of 

cooperative task completion. A facilitator preferably never initiates an activity. A 

facilitator preferably responds to requests to manage the satisfaction of some goal, the 

20 update of some data repository, or the installation of a trigger by the appropriate agent 

or agents. All agents can preferably take advantage of the facilitator's expertise in 

delegation, and its up-to-date knowledge about the current membership of a dynamic 

community. The facilitator's coordination services often allows the developer to 

lessen the complexity of individual agents, resulting in a more manageable software 

25 development process, and enabling the creation of lightweight agents. 

Maintaining Data Repositories 

The agent library supports the creation, maintenance, and use of databases, in 

the form of data solvables. Creation of a data solvable requires only that it be 

declared. Querying a data solvable, as with access to any solvable, is done using 

30 oaa_Solve. 
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A data solvable is conceptually similar to a relation in a relational database. 

The facts associated with each solvable are maintained by the agent library, which 

also handles incoming messages containing queries of data solvables. The default 

behavior of an agent library in managing these facts may preferably be refined, using 

5 parameters specified with the solvable's declaration. For example, the parameter 

single_value preferably indicates that the solvable should only contain a single fact at 

any given point in time. The parameter unique_ values preferably indicates that no 

duplicate values should be stored. 

Other parameters preferably allow data solvables use of the concepts of 

10 ownership and persistence. For implementing shared repositories, it is often 

preferable to maintain a record of which agent created each fact of a data solvable 

with the creating agent being preferably considered the fact's owner. In many 

applications, it is preferable to remove an agent's facts when that agent goes offline 

(for instance, when the agent is no longer participating in the agent community, 

15 whether by deliberate termination or by malfunction). When a data solvable is 

declared to be non-persistent, its facts are automatically maintained in this way, 

whereas a persistent data solvable preferably retains its facts until they are explicitly 

removed. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention supports an agent library 

20 through procedures by which agents can update (add, remove, and replace) facts 

belonging to data solvables, either locally or on other agents, given that they have 

preferably the required permissions. These procedures may preferably be refined 

using many of the same parameters that apply to service requests. For example, the 

address parameter preferably specifies one or more·particular agents to which the 

25 update request applies. In its absence, just as with service requests, the update request 

preferably goes to all agents providing the relevant data solvable. This default 

behavior can be used to maintain coordinated "mirror" copies of a data set within 

multiple agents, and can be useful in support of distributed, collaborative activities. 

Similarly, the feedback parameters, described in connection with oaa_Solve, 

30 are preferably available for use with data maintenance requests. 
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A further preferred embodiment of present invention supports ability to 

provide data solvables not just to client agents, but also to facilitator agents. Data 

solvables can preferably created, maintained and used by a facilitator. The facilitator 

preferably can, at the request of a client of the facilitator, create, maintain and share 

5 the use of data solvables with all the facilitator's clients. This can be useful with 

relatively stable collections of agents, where the facilitator's workload is predictable. 

Using a Blackboard Style of Communication 

In a further preferred embodiment of present invention, when a data solvable 

10 is publicly readable and writable, it acts essentially as a global data repository and can 

be used cooperatively by a group of agents. In combination with the use of triggers, 

this allows the agents to organize their efforts around a "blackboard" style of 

communication. 

As an example, the "DCG-NL" agent (one of several existing natural language 

15 processing agents), provides natural language processing services for a variety of its 

peer agents, expects those other agents to record, on the facilitator, the vocabulary to 

which they are prepared to respond, with an indication of each word's part of speech, 

and of the logical form (ICL sub-goal) that should result from the use of that word. In 

a further preferred embodiment of present invention, the NL agent, preferably when it 

20 comes online, preferably installs a data solvable for each basic part of speech on its 

facilitator. For instance, one such solvable would be: 

25 

solvable(noun(Meaning, Syntax),[],[]) 

Note that the empty lists for the solvable's permissions and parameters are acceptable 

here, since the default permissions and parameters provide appropriate functionality. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention incorporating an Office 

Assistant system as discussed herein or similar to the discussion here supports several 

agents making use of these or similar services. For instance, the database agent uses 

the following call, to library procedure oaa_AddData, to post the noun 'boss', and to 

indicate that the "meaning" of boss is the concept 'manager': 

30 oaa_AddData(noun(manager, atom(boss)), [address(parent)]) 
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Autonomous Monitoring with Triggers 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention includes support for 

triggers, providing a general mechanism for requesting some action be taken when a 

set of conditions is met. Each agent can preferably install triggers either locally, for 

5 itself, or remotely, on its facilitator or peer agents. There are preferably at least four 

types of triggers: communication, data, task, and time. In addition to a type, each 

trigger preferably specifies at least a condition and an action, both preferably 

expressed in ICL. The condition indicates under what circumstances the trigger should 

fire, and the action indicates what should happen when it fires. In addition, each 

10 trigger can be set to fire either an unlimited number of times, or a specified number of 

times, which can be any positive integer. 

Triggers can be used in a variety of ways within .preferred embodiments of the 

present invention. For example, triggers can be used for monitoring external sensors 

in the execution environment, tracking the progress of complex tasks, or coordinating 

15 communications between agents that are essential for the synchronization of related 

tasks. The installation of a trigger within an agent can be thought of as a 

representation of that agent's commitment to carry out the specified action, whenever 

the specified condition holds true. 

Communication triggers preferably allow any incoming or outgoing event 

20 (message) to be monitored. For instance, a simple communication trigger may say 

something like: "Whenever a solution to a goal is returned from the facilitator, send 

the result to the presentation manager to be displayed to the user." 

Data triggers preferably monitor the state of a data repository (which can be 

maintained on a facilitator or a client agent). Data triggers' conditions may be tested 

25 upon the addition, removal, or replacement of a fact belonging to a data solvable. An 

example data trigger is: "When 15 users are simultaneously logged on to a machine, 

send an alert message to the system administrator." 

Task triggers preferably contain conditions that are tested after the processing 

of each incoming event and whenever a timeout occurs in the event polling. These 

30 conditions may specify any goal executable by the local /CL interpreter, and most 

often are used to test when some solvable becomes satisfiable. Task triggers are 
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useful in checking for task-specific internal conditions. Although in many cases such 

conditions are captured by solvables, in other cases they may not be. For example, a 

mail agent might watch for new incoming mail, or an airline database agent may 

monitor which flights will arrive later than scheduled. An example task trigger is: 

5 "When mail arrives for me about security, notify me immediately." 

Time triggers preferably monitor time conditions. For instance, an alarm 

trigger can be set to fire at a single fixed point in time (e.g., "On December 23rd at 

3pm"), or on a recurring basis (e.g., "Every three minutes from now until noon"). 

Triggers are preferably implemented as data solvables, declared implicitly for 

10 every agent. When requesting that a trigger be installed, an agent may use many of the 

same parameters that apply to service and data maintenance requests. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention incorporates semantic 

support, in contrast with most programming methodologies, of the agent on which the 

trigger is installed only having to know how to evaluate the conditional part of the 

15 trigger, not the consequence. When the trigger fires, the action is delegated to the 

facilitator for execution. Whereas many commercial mail programs allow rules of the 

form "When mail arrives about XXX, [forward it, delete it, archive it]", the possible 

actions are hard-coded and the user must select from a fixed set. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention, the consequence of a 

20 trigger may be any compound goal executable by the dynamic community of agents. 

25 

Since new agents preferably define both functionality and vocabulary, when an 

unanticipated agent (for example, a fax agent) joins the community, no modifications 

to existing code is required for a user to make use of it- "When mail arrives, fax it to 

Bill Smith." 

The Agent Library 

In a preferred embodiment of present invention, the agent library provides the 

infrastructure for constructing an agent-based system. The essential elements of 

protocol (involving the details of the messages that encapsulate a service request and 

30 its response) are preferably made transparent to simplify the programming 

applications. This enables the developer to focus functionality, rather than message 
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construction details and communication details. For example, to request a service of 

another agent, an agent preferably calls the library procedure oaa_Solve. This call 

results in a message to a facilitator, which will exchange messages with one or more 

service providers, and then send a message containing the desired results to the 

5 requesting agent. These results are returned via one of the arguments of oaa_Solve. 

None of the messages involved in this scenario is explicitly constructed by the agent 

developer. Note that this describes the synchronous use of oaa_Solve. 

In another preferred embodiment of present invention, an agent library 

provides both intraagent and interagent infrastructure; that is, mechanisms supporting 

10 the internal structure of individual agents, on the one hand, and mechanisms of 

cooperative interoperation between agents, on the other. Note that most of the 

infrastructure cuts across this boundary with many of the same mechanisms 

supporting both agent internals and agent interactions in an integrated fashion. For 

example, services provided by an agent preferably can be accessed by that agent 

15 through the same procedure (oaa_Solve) that it would employ to request a service of 

another agent (the only difference being in the address parameter accompanying the 

request). This helps the developer to reuse code and avoid redundant entry points into 

the same functionality. 

Both of the preferred characteristics described above (transparent construction 

20 of messages and integration of intraagent with interagent mechanisms) apply to most 

other library functionality as well, including but not limited to data management and 

temporal control mechanisms. 

Source Code Appendix 

Source code for version 2.0 of theOAA software product is included as an 

25 appendix hereto, and is incorporated herein by reference. The code includes an agent 

library, which provides infrastructure for constructing an agent-based system. The 

library's several families of procedures provide the functionalities discussed above, as 

well as others that have not been discussed here but that will be sufficiently clear to 

the interested practitioner. For example, declarations of an agent's solvables, and their 

30 registration with a facilitator, are managed using procedures such as oaa_Declare, 

oaa_Undeclare, and oaa_Redeclare. Updates to data solvables can be accomplished 

with a family of procedures including oaa_AddData, oaa_RemoveData, and 
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oaa_ReplaceData. Similarly, triggers are maintained using procedures such as 

oaa_AddTrigger, oaa_RemoveTrigger, and oaa_ReplaceTrigger. The provided 

source code also includes source code for an OAA Facilitator Agent. 

The source code appendix is offered solely as a means of further helping 

5 practitioners to construct a preferred embodiment of the invention. By no means is 

the source code intended to limit the scope of the present invention. 

Illustrative Applications 

To further illustrate the technology of the preferred embodiment, we will next 

present and discuss two sample applications of the present inventions. 

10 Unified Messaging 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention incorporates a Unified 

Messaging application extending the Automated Office application presented 

previously herein with an emphasis on ubiquitous access and dynamic presentation of 

the information and services supported by the agent community. The agents used in 

15 this application are depicted in Figure 12. 

A hypothetical example of realistic dialog using a preferred embodiment of 

the present invention can provide insight into how systems may preferably be built 

using the present invention. In this scenario. the user, with only a telephone as an 

interface, is planning a trip to Boston where he will soon give a presentation. 

20 Capitalized sentences are phrases spoken by the user into the telephone and processed 

by a phone agent 452. 

Responses, unless otherwise indicated, are spoken by the system using text-to

speech generation agent 454. 

25 1.1 Welcome to SRI International. Please enter your 
user ID and password. 

<User enters touchtone ID and password> 

Good to see you again Adam Cheyer. I am 

listening to you. 

30 Every user interface agent 408, including the telephone agent 452, should 

know the identify of its user. This information is used in resolving anaphoric 
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references such as "me" and "I", and allows multiple user interfaces operated by the 

same user to work together. 

1.2 WHAT IS TODAY'S SCHEDULE? 
Here is today's schedule for Adam Cheyer: 

5 At lOam for 1 hour, meeting with Dave. 
At 3pm for 1 hour, presentation about software 

agents. 

End of schedule. 

If the user is operating both a graphical user interface and a telephone, as 

10 described in conjunction with the Automated Office application, the result of this 

spoken request is to display a calendar window containing the current schedule. In 

this case, with no graphical display available, the GEN_NL agent 1202 is tasked to 

produce a spoken response that can be played over the phone. GEN_NL shares the 

same dynamic vocabulary and phrasal rules as the natural language parser DCG_NL 

15 426, and contains strategies for producing responses to queries using either simple or 

list-based multimedia utterances. 

1.3 FIND FRIDAY'S WEATHER IN BOSTON. 
The weather in Boston for Friday is as follows: 

Sunny in the morning. Partly cloudy in the 
20 afternoon with a 20 

percent chance of thunderstorms late. Highs in the 
mid 70s. 

In addition to data accessible from legacy applications, content may be 

retrieved by web-reading agents which provide wrappers around useful websites. 

25 1.4 FIND ALL NEW MAIL MESSAGES. 
There are 2 messages available. 
Message 1, from Mark Tierny, entitled "OAA meeting." 

1.5 NEXT MESSAGE 
Message 2, from Jennifer Schwefler, entitled 

30 "Presentation Summary. " 
1. 6 PLAY IT. 

This message is a multipart MIME-encoded message. 
There are two parts. 

Part 1. (Voicemail message, not text-to speech): 
35 Thanks for taking part as a speaker in our 

conference. 
The schedule will be posted soon on our homepage. 

1.7 NEXT PART 
Part 2. (read using text-to-speech): 

40 The presentation home page is http://www .... 
1.8 PRINT MESSAGE 

Command executed. 
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Mail messages are no longer just simple text documents, but often consist of 

multiple subparts containing audio files, pictures, webpages, attachments and so forth. 

When a user asks to play a complex email message over the telephone, many different 

agents may be implicated in the translation process, which would be quite different 

5 given the request "print it." The challenge is to develop a system which will enable 

agents to cooperate in an extensible, flexible manner that alleviates explicit coding of 

agent interactions for every possible input/output combination. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, each agent concentrates 

only on what it can do and on what it knows, and leaves other work to be delegated to 

10 the agent community. For instance, a printer agent 1204, defining the solvable 

print(Object,Parameters), can be defined by the following pseudo-code, which 

basically says, "If someone can get me a document, in either POSTSCRIPT or text 

form, I can print it.''. 

15 print(Object, Parameters) { 
' If Object is reference to "it", find an appropriate 

document 
if (Object= "ref(it)") 

oaa_Solve(resolve_reference(the, document, Params, 
20 Object),[]); 

' Given a reference to some document, ask for the 
document in POSTSCRIPT 

if (Object = "id(Pointer) ") 
oaa_Solve(resolve_id_as(id(Pointer), postscript, 

25 [] , Object) , [] ) ; 
' If Object is of type text or POSTSCRIPT, we can 

print it. 
if ((Object is of type Text) or (Object is of type 

Postscript) ) 
30 do_print (Object); 

} 

In the above example, since an email message is the salient document, the 

mail agent 442 will receive a request to produce the message as POSTSCRIPT. 

Whereas the mail agent 442 may know how to save a text message as POSTSCRIPT, 

35 it will not know what to do with a webpage or voicemail message. For these parts of 

the message, it will simply send oaa_Solve requests to see if another agent knows 

how to accomplish the task. 
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Until now, the user has been using only a telephone as user interface. Now, he 

moves to his desktop, starts a web browser 436, and accesses the URL referenced by 

the mail message. 

1.9 RECORD MESSAGE 
5 Recording voice message. Start speaking now. 

1.10 THIS IS THE UPDATED WEB PAGE CONTAINING THE 
PRESENTATION SCHEDULE. 

Message one recorded. 
1.11 IF THIS WEB PAGE CHANGES, GET IT TO ME WITH NOTE 

lO ONE. 
Trigger added as requested. 

In this example, a local agent 436 which interfaces with the web browser can 

return the current page as a solution to the request "oaa_Solve(resolve_reference(this, 

web_page, [],Ret),[])", sent by the NL agent 426. A trigger is installed on a web 

15 agent 436 to monitor changes to the page, and when the page is updated, the notify 

agent 446 can find the user and transmit the webpage and voicemail message using 

the most appropriate media transfer mechanism. 

This example based on the Unified Messaging application is intended to show 

how concepts in accordance with the present invention can be used to produce a 

20 simple yet extensible solution to a multi-agent problem that would be difficult to 

implement using a more rigid framework. The application supports adaptable 

presentation for queries across dynamically changing, complex information; shared 

context and reference resolution among applications; and flexible translation of 

multimedia data. In the next section, we will present an application which highlights 

25 the use of parallel competition and cooperation among agents during multi-modal 

fusion. 

Multimodal Map 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention incorporates the 

Multimodal Map application. This application demonstrates natural ways of 

30 communicating with a community of agents, providing an interactive interface on 

which the user may draw, write or speak. In a travel-planning domain illustrated by 

Figure 13, available information includes hotel, restaurant, and tourist-site data 

retrieved by distributed software agents from commercial Internet sites. Some 

preferred types of user interactions and multimoda1 issues handled by the application 
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are illustrated by a brief scenario featuring working examples taken from the current 

system. 

Sara is planning a business trip to San Francisco, but would like to schedule 

some activities for the weekend while she is there. She turns on her laptop PC, 

5 executes a map application, and selects San Francisco. 

2.1 [Speaking] Where is downtown? 
Map scrolls to appropriate area. 

2.2 [Speaking and drawing region] Show me all hotels 
near here. 

10 Icons representing hotels appear. 
2.3 [Writes on a hotel] Info? 

A textual description (price, attributes, etc.) 
appears. 
2.4 [Speaking) I only want hotels with a pool. 

15 Some hotels disappear. 
2.5 [Draws a crosscut on a hotel that is too close to a 
highway] 

Hotel disappears 
2.6 [Speaking and circling] Show me a photo of this 

20 hotel. 
Photo appears. 

2.7 [Points to another hotel] 
Photo appears. 

2.8 [Speaking] Price of the other hotel? 
25 Price appears for previous hotel. 

2.9 [Speaking and drawing an arrow) Scroll down. 
Display adjusted. 

2.10 [Speaking and drawing an arrow toward a hotel] 
What is the distance from this hotel to Fisherman's 

30 Wharf? 
Distance displayed. 

2.11 [Pointing to another place and speaking] And the 
distance to here? 

Distance displayed. 

35 Sara decides she could use some human advice. She picks up the phone, calls 

40 

45 

Bob, her travel agent, and writes Start collaboration to synchronize his display with 

hers. At this point, both are presented with identical maps, and the input and actions 

of one will be remotely seen by the other. 

3.1 

Any 
3.2 

walk 

[Sara speaks and circles two hotels] 
Bob, I'm trying to choose between these two hotels. 

opinions? 
[Bob draws an arrow, speaks, and points] 
Well, this area is really nice to visit. You can 

there from 
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5 

3.3 
3.4 

3.5 

this hotel. 
Map scrolls to indicated area. Hotel selected. 
[Sara speaks] Do you think I should visit Alcatraz? 
[Bob speaks] Map, show video of Alcatraz. 
Video appears. 

[Bob speaks] Yes, Alcatraz is a lot of fun. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention generates the most 

appropriate interpretation for the incoming streams of multimodal input. Besides 

providing a user interface to a dynamic set of distributed agents, the application is 

10 preferably built using an agent framework. The present invention also contemplates 

aiding the coordinate competition and cooperation among information sources, which 

in turn works in parallel to resolve the ambiguities arising at every level of the 

interpretation process: low-level processing of the data stream, anaphora resolution, 

cross-modality influences and addressee. 

15 Low-level processing of the data stream: Pen input may be preferably 

interpreted as a gesture (e.g., 2.5: cross-out) by one algorithm, or as handwriting by a 

separate recognition process (e.g., 2.3: "info?"). Multiple hypotheses may preferably 

be returned by a modality recognition component. 

Anaphora resolution: When resolving anaphoric references, separate 

20 information sources may contribute to resolving the reference: context by object type, 

deictic, visual context, database queries, discourse analysis. An example of 

information provided through context by object type is found in interpreting an 

utterance such as "show photo of the hotel", where the natural language component 

can return a list of the last hotels talked about. Deictic information in combination 

25 with a spoken utterance like "show photo of this hotel" may preferably include 

pointing, circling, or arrow gestures which might indicate the desired object (e.g., 

2.7). Deictic references may preferably occur before, during, or after an 

accompanying verbal command. Information provided in a visual context, given for 

the request "display photo of the hotel" may preferably include the user interface 

30 agent might determine that only one hotel is currently visible on the map, and 

therefore this might be the desired reference object. Database queries preferably 

involving information from a database agent combined with results from other 

resolution strategies. Examples are "show me a photo of the hotel in Menlo Park" and 
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2.2. Discourse analysis preferably provides a source of information for phrases such 

as "No, the other one" (or 2.8). 

The above list of preferred anaphora resolution mechanisms is not exhaustive. 

Examples of other preferred resolution methods include but are not limited to spatial 

5 reasoning ("the hotel between Fisherman's Wharf and Lombard Street") and user 

preferences ("near my favorite restaurant"). 

Cross-modality influences: When multiple modalities are used together, one 

modality may preferably reinforce or remove or diminish ambiguity from the 

interpretation of another. For instance, the interpretation of an arrow gesture may vary 

10 when accompanied by different verbal commands (e.g., "scroll left" vs. "show info 

about this hotel"). In the latter example, the system must take into account how 

accurately and unambiguously an arrow selects a single hotel. 

Addressee: With the addition of collaboration technology, humans and 

automated agents all share the same workspace. A pen doodle or a spoken utterance 

15 may be meant for either another human, the system (3.1), or both (3.2). 

The implementation of the Multimodal Map application illustrates and 

exploits several preferred features of the present invention: ·reference resolution and 

task delegation by parallel parameters of oaa_Solve, basic multi-user collaboration 

handled through built-in data management services, additional functionality readily 

20 achieved by adding new agents to the community, domain-specific code cleanly 

separated from other agents. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention provides reference 

resolution and task delegation handled in a distributed fashion by the parallel 

parameters of oaa_Solve, with meta-agents encoding rules to help the facilitator make 

25 context- or user-specific decisions about priorities among knowledge sources. 

A further preferred embodiment of present invention provides basic multi-user 

collaboration handled through at least one built-in data management service. The 

map user interface preferably publishes data solvables for elements such as icons, 

screen position, and viewers, and preferably defines these elements to have the 

30 attribute "shareable". For every update to this public data, the changes are preferably 
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automatically replicated to all members of the collaborative session, with associated 

callbacks producing the visible effect of the data change (e.g., adding or removing an 

icon). 

Functionality for recording and playback of a session is preferably 

5 implemented by adding agents as members of the collaborative community. These 

agents either record the data changes to disk, or read a log file and replicate the 

changes in the shared environment. 

The domain-specific code for interpreting travel planning dialog is preferably 

separated from the speech, natural language, pen recognition, database and map user 

lO interface agents. These components were preferably reused without modification to 

add multimodal map capabilities to other applications for activities such as crisis 

management, multi-robot control, and the MVIEWS tools for the video analyst. 

Improved Scalability and Fault Tolerance 

Implementations of a preferred embodiment of present invention which rely 

15 upon simple, single facilitator architectures may face certain limitations with respect 

to scalability, because the single facilitator may become a communications bottleneck 

and may also represent a single, critical point for system failure. 

Multiple facilitator systems as disclosed in the preferred embodiments to this 

point can be used to construct peer-to-peer agent networks as illustrated in Figure 14. 

20 While such embodiments are scalable, they do possess the potential for 

communication bottlenecks as discussed in the previous paragraph and they further 

possess the potential for reliability problems as central, critical points of vulnerability 

to systems failure. 

A further embodiment of present invention supports a facilitator implemented 

25 as an agent like any other, whereby multiple facilitator network topologies can be 

readily constructed. One example configuration (but not the only possibility) is a 

hierarchical topology as depicted in Figure 15, where a top level Facilitator manages 

collections of both client agents 1508 and other Facilitators, 1504 and 1506. 

Facilitator agents could be installed for individual users, for a group of users, or as 

30 appropriate for the task. 
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Note further, that network work topologies of facilitators can be seen as 

graphs where each node corresponds to an instance of a facilitator and each edge 

connecting two or more nodes corresponds to a transmission path across one or more 

physical transport mechanisms. Some nodes may represent facilitators and some 

5 nodes may represent clients. Each node can be further annotated with attributes 

corresponding to include triggers, data, capabilities but not limited to these attributes. 

A further embodiment of present invention provides enhanced scalability and 

robustness by separating the planning and execution components of the facilitator. In 

contrast with the centralized facilitation schemes described above, the facilitator 

10 system 1600 of Figure 16 separates the registry/planning component from the 

execution component. As a result, no single facilitator agent must carry all 

communications nor does the failure of a single facilitator agent shut down the entire 

system. 

Turning directly to Figure 16, the facilitator system 1600 includes a 

15 registry/planner 1602 and a plurality of client agents 1612~1616. The registry/planner 

1604 is typically replicated in one or more locations accessible by the client agents. 

Thus if the registry/planner 1604 becomes unavailable, the client agents can access 

the replicated registry/planner(s). 

This system operates, for example, as follows. An agent transmits a goal 1610 

20 to the registry planner 1602. The registry/planner 1604 translates the goal into an 

unambiguous execution plan detailing how to accomplish any sub-goals developed 

from the compound goal, as well as specifying the agents selected for performing the 

sub-goals. This execution plan is provided to the requesting agent which in turn 

initiates peer-to-peer interactions 1618 in order to implement the detailed execution 

25 plan, routing and combining information as specified within the execution plan. 

Communication is distributed thus decreasing sensitivity of the system to bandwidth 

limitations of a single facilitator agent. Execution state is likewise distributed thus 

enabling system operation even when a facilitator agent fails. 

Further embodiments of present invention incorporate into the facilitator 

30 functionality such as load-balancing, resource management, and dynamic 

configuration of agent locations and numbers, using (for example) any of the 

topologies discussed. Other embodiments incorporate into a facilitator the ability to 

aid agents in establishing peer-to-peer communications. That is, for tasks requiring a 
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sequence of exchanges between two agents, the facilitator assist the agents in finding 

one another and establishing communication, stepping out of the way while the agents 

communicate peer-to-peer over a direct, perhaps dedicated channel. 

Further preferred embodiments of the present invention incorporate 

5 mechanisms for basic transaction management, such as periodically saving the state of 

agents (both facilitator and client) and rolling back to the latest saved state in the 

event of the failure of an agent. 
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IN THE CLAIMS: 

1. 

2 

A computer-implemented method for communication and cooperative task 

completion among a plurality of distributed electronic agents, comprising the 

3 acts of: 

4 registering a description of each active client agent's functional capabilities, using an 

5 expandable, platform-independent, inter-agent language; 

6 receiving a request for service as a base goal in the inter-agent language, in the form 

7 of an arbitrarily complex goal expression; and 

8 dynamically interpreting the goal expression, said act of interpreting further 

9 comprising: 

10 generating one or more sub-goals using the inter-agent language; and 

11 dispatching each of the sub-goals to a selected client agent for performance, 

12 based on a match between the sub-goal being dispatched and the 

13 registered functional capabilities of the selected client agent. 

2. A computer-implemented method as recited in claim 1, further including the 

2 following acts of: 

3 receiving a new request for service as a base goal using the inter-agent language, in 

4 the form of another arbitrarily complex goal expression, from at least one of 

5 the selected client agents in response to the sub-goal dispatched to said agent; 

6 and 

7 recursively applying the last step of claim 1 in order to perform the new request for 

8 service. 

3. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 2 wherein the act 

2 of registering a specific agent further includes: 

3 invoking the specific agent in order to activate the specific agent; 

4 instantiating an instance of the specific agent; and 

5 transmitting the new agent profile from the specific agent to the facilitator 

6 agent in response to the instantiation of the specific agent. 

4. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 1 further 

2 including the act of deactivating a specific client agent no longer available to provide 

3 services by deleting the registration of the specific client agent. 

5. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 1 further 

2 comprising the act of providing an agent registry data structure. 
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6. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the 

2 agent registry data structure includes at least one symbolic name for each active agent. 

7. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the 

2 agent registry data structure includes at least one data declaration for each active 

3 agent. 

8. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the 

2 agent registry data structure includes at least one trigger declaration for one active 

3 agent. 

9. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the 

2 agent registry data structure includes at least one task declaration, and process 

3 characteristics for each active agent. 

10. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 5 wherein the 

2 agent registry data structure includes at least one process characteristic for each active 

3 agent. 

11. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 1 further 

2 comprising the act of establishing communication between the plurality of distributed 

3 agents. 

12. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 1 further 

2 comprising the acts of: 

3 receiving a request for service in a second language differing from the inter-

4 agentlanguage; 

5 selecting a registered agent capable of converting the second language into the 

6 inter-agent language; and 

7 forwarding the request for service in a second language to the registered agent 

8 capable of converting the second language into the inter-agent language, implicitly 

9 requesting that such a conversion be performed and the results returned. 

13. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 12 wherein the 

2 request includes a natural language query, and the registered agent capable of 

3 converting the second language into the inter-agent language service is a natural 

4 language agent. 

14. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 13 wherein the 

2 natural language query was generated by a user interface agent. 
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15. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 1, wherein the 

2 base goal requires setting a trigger having conditional functionality and consequential 

3 functionality. 

16. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

2 trigger is an outgoing communications trigger, the computer implemented method 

3 further including the acts of: 

4 monitoring all outgoing communication events in order to determine whether a 

5 specific outgoing communication event has occurred; and 

6 in response to the occurrence of the specific outgoing communication event, 

7 performing the particular action defined by the trigger. 

17. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

2 trigger is an incoming communications trigger, the computer implemented method 

3 further including the acts of: 

4 monitoring all incoming communication events in order to determine whether 

5 a specific incoming communication event has occurred; and 

6 in response to the occurrence of a specific incoming communication event 

7 satisfying the trigger conditional functionality, performing the particular 

8 consequential functionality defined by the trigger. 

18. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

2 trigger is a data trigger, the computer implemented method further including the acts 

3 of: 

4 monitoring a state of a data repository; and 

5 in response to a particular state event satisfying the trigger conditional 

6 functionality, performing the particular consequential functionality defined by the 

7 trigger. 

19. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

2 trigger is a time trigger, the computer implemented method further including the acts 

3 of: 

4 monitoring for the occurrence of a particular time condition; and 

5 in response to the occurrence of a particular time condition satisfying the 

6 trigger conditional functionality, performing the particular consequential functionality 

7 defined by the trigger. 

20. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

2 trigger is installed and executed within the facilitator agent. 
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21. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

2 trigger is installed and executed within a first service-providing agent. 

22. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

2 conditional functionality of the trigger is installed on a facilitator agent. 

23. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 22 wherein the 

2 consequential functionality is installed on a specific service-providing agent other 

3 than a facilitator agent. 

24. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

2 conditional functionality of the trigger is installed on a specific service-providing 

3 agent other than a facilitator agent. 

25. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 15 wherein the 

2 consequential functionality of the trigger is installed on a facilitator agent. 

26. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 1 wherein the 

2 base goal is a compound goal having sub-goals separated by operators. 

27. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 26 wherein the 

2 type of available operators includes a conjunction operator, a disjunction operator, 

3 and a conditional execution operator. 
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28. A computer implemented method as recited in claim 27 wherein the type 

2 of available operators further includes a parallel disjunction operator that indicates that 

3 disjunct goals are to be performed by different agents. 
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29. A computer program stored on a computer readable medium, the 

2 computer program executable to facilitate cooperative task completion within a 

3 distributed computing environment, the distributed computing environment including 

4 a plurality of autonomous electronic agents, the distributed computing environment 

5 supporting an Interagent Communication Language,· the computer program 

6 comprising computer executable instructions for: 

7 providing an agent registry that declares capabilities of service-providing 

8 electronic agents currently active within the distributed computing environment; 

9 interpreting a service request in order to determine a base goal that may be a 

10 compound, arbitrarily complex base goal, the service request adhering to an 

11 Interagent Communication Language (ICL), the act of interpreting including the sub-

12 acts of: 

13 determining any task completion advice provided by the base goal, and 

14 detennining any task completion constraints provided by the base goal; 

15 constructing a base goal satisfaction plan including the sub-acts of: 

16 determining whether the requested service is available, 

17 detennining sub-goals required in completing the base goal, 

18 selecting service-providing electronic agents from the agent registry 

19 suitable for performing the determined sub-goals, and 

20 ordering a delegation of sub-goal requests to best complete the 

21 requested service; and 

22 implementing the base goal satisfaction plan. 

30. A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the computer 

2 executable instruction for providing an agent registry includes the following computer 

3 executable instructions for registering a specific service-providing electronic agent 

4 into the agent registry: 

5 establishing a bi-directional communications link between the specific agent 

6 and a facilitator agent controlling the agent registry; 

7 providing a new agent profile to the facilitator agent, the new agent profile 

8 defining publicly available capabilities of the specific agent; and 

9 registering the specific agent together with the new agent profile within the 

10 agent registry, thereby making available to the facilitator agent the capabilities of the 

11 specific agent. 
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31. A computer program as recited in claim 30 wherein the computer 

2 executable instruction for registering a specific agent further includes: 

3 invoking the specific agent in order to activate the specific agent; 

4 instantiating an instance of the specific agent; and 

5 transmitting the new agent profile from the specific agent to the facilitator 

6 agent in response to the instantiation of the specific agent. 

32. A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the computer 

2 executable instruction for providing an agent registry includes a computer executable 

3 instruction for removing a specific service-providing electronic agent from the 

4 registry upon determining that the specific agent is no longer available to provide 

5 services. 

33. A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the provided agent 

2 registry includes a symbolic name, a unique address, data declarations, trigger 

3 declarations, task declarations, and process characteristics for each active agent. 

34. A computer program as recited in claim 29 further including computer 

2 executable instructions for receiving the service request via a communications link 

3 established with a client. 

35. A computer program as recited in claim 29 wherein the computer 

2 executable instruction for providing a service request includes instructions for: 

3 receiving a non-ICL format service request; 

4 selecting an active agent capable of converting the non-ICL formal service 

5 request into an ICL fonnat service request; 

6 forwarding the non-ICL format service request to the active agent capable of 

7 converting the non-ICL fonnat service request, together with a request that such 

8 conversion be performed; and 

9 receiving an ICL format service request corresponding to the non-ICL format 

10 service request. 

36. A computer program as recited in claim 35 wherein the non-ICL 

2 format service request includes a natural language query, and the active agent capable 

3 of converting the non-ICL formal service request into an ICL format service request is 

4 a natural language agent. 

37. A computer program as recited in claim 36 wherein the natural 

2 language query is generated by a user interface agent. 
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38. A computer program as recited in claim 29, the computer program 

2 further including computer executable instructions for implementing a base goal that 

3 requires setting a trigger having conditional and consequential functionality. 

39. A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is an 

2 outgoing communications trigger, the computer program further including computer 

3 executable instructions for: 

4 monitoring all outgoing communication events in order to determine whether a 

5 specific outgoing communication event has occurred; and 

6 in response to the occurrence of the specific outgoing communication event, 

7 performing the particular action defined by the trigger. ' 

40. A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is an 

2 incoming communications trigger, the computer program further including computer 

3 executable instructions for: 

4 monitoring all incoming communication events in order to determine whether 

5 a specific incoming communication event has occurred; and 

6 in response to the occurrence of the specific incoming communication event, 

7 performing the particular action defined by the trigger. 

41. A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is a data 

"' 2 trigger, the computer program further including computer executable instructions for: 

3 monitoring a state of a data repository; and 

4 in response to a particular state event, performing the particular action defined 

5 by the trigger. 

42. A computer program as recited in claim 38 wherein the trigger is a 

2 time trigger, the computer program further including computer executable instructions 

3 for: 

4 monitoring for the occurrence of a particular time condition; and 

5 in response to the occurrence of the particular time condition, performing the 

6 particular action defined by the trigger. 

43. A computer program as recited in claim 38 further including computer 

2 executable instructions for installing and executing the trigger within the facilitator 

3 agent. 

44. A computer program as recited in claim 38 further including computer 

2 executable instructions for installing and executing the trigger within a first service-

3 providing agent. 
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45. A computer program as recited in claim 29 further including computer 

2 executable instructions for interpreting compound goals having sub-goals separated 

3 by operators. 

46. A computer program as recited in claim 45 wherein the type of 

2 available operators includes a conjunction operator, a disjunction operator, and a 

3 conditional execution operator. 

47. A computer program as recited in claim 46 wherein the type of 

2 available operators further includes a parallel disjunction operator that indicates that 

3 disjunct goals are to be performed by different agents. 

48. An Interagent Communication Language (ICL) providing a basis for 

2 facilitated cooperative task completion within a distributed computing environment 

3 having a facilitator agent and a plurality of autonomous service-providing electronic 

4 agents, the ICL enabling agents to perform queries of other agents, exchange 

5 information with other agents, set triggers within other agents, an ICL syntax 

6 supporting compound goal expressions such that goals within a single request 

7 provided according to the ICL syntax may be coupled by a conjunctive operator, a 

8 disjunctive operator, a conditional execution operator, and a parallel disjunctive 

9 operator parallel disjunctive operator that indicates that disjunct goals are to be 

10 performed by different agents. 

49. An ICL as recited in claim 48, wherein the ICL is computer platform 

2 independent. 

50. An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL is independent of 

2 computer programming languages which the plurality of agents are programmed in. 

51. An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit 

2 task completion constraints within goal expressions. 

52. An ICL as recited in claim 51 wherein possible types of task 

2 completion constraints include use of specific agent constraints and response time 

3 constraints. 

53. An ICL as recited in claim 51 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit 

2 task completion advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

54. An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein the ICL syntax supports explicit 

2 task completion advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 
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55. An ICL as recited in claim 48 wherein each autonomous service-

2 providing electronic agent defines and publishes a set of capability declarations or 

3 solvables, expressed in ICL, that describes services provided by such electronic agent. 

56. An ICL as recited in claim 55 wherein an electronic agent's solvables 

2 define an interface for the electronic agent. 

57. An ICL as recited in claim 56 wherein the facilitator agent maintains 

2 an agent registry making available a plurality of electronic agent interfaces. 

58. An ICL as recited in claim 57 wherein the possible types of solvables 

2 includes procedure solvables, a procedure solvable operable to implement a procedure 

3 such as a test or an action. 

59. An ICL as recited in claim 58 wherein the possible types of solvables 

2 further includes data solvables, a data solvable operable to provide access to a 

3 collection of data. 

60. An ICL as recited in claim 58 wherein the possible types of solvables 

2 includes data solvables, a data solvable operable to provide access to a collection of 

3 data. 

61. A facilitator agent arranged to coordinate cooperative task completion 

2 within a distributed computing environment having a plurality of autonomous service-

3 providing electronic agents, the facilitator agent comprising: 

4 an agent registry that declares capabilities of service-providing electronic 

5 agents currently active within the distributed computing environment; and 

6 a facilitating engine operable to parse a service request in order to interpret a 

7 compound goal set forth therein, the compound goal including both local and global 

8 constraints and control parameters, the service request formed according to an 

9 Interagent Communication Language (ICL), the facilitating engine further operable to 

1 o construct a goal satisfaction plan specifying the coordination of a suitable delegation 

11 of sub-goal requests to complete the requested service satisfying both the local and 

12 global constraints and control parameters. 

62. A facilitator agent as recited m claim 61, wherein the facilitating 

2 engine is capable of modifying the goal satisfaction plan during execution, the 

3 modifying initiated by events such as new agent declarations within the agent registry, 

4 decisions made by remote agents, and information provided to the facilitating engine 

5 by remote agents. 
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63. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61 wherein the agent registry 

2 includes a symbolic name, a unique address, data declarations, trigger declarations, 

3 task declarations, and process characteristics for each active agent. 

64. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61 wherein the facilitating engine 

2 is operable to install a trigger mechanism requesting that a certain action be taken 

3 when a certain set of conditions are met. 

65. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 wherein the trigger 

2 mechanism is a communication trigger that monitors communication events and 

3 performs the certain action when a certain communication event occurs. 

66. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 wherein the trigger 

2 mechanism is a data trigger that monitors a state of a data repository and performs the 

3 certain action when a certain data state is obtained. 

67. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 66 wherein the data repository is 

2 local to the facilitator agent. 

68. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 66 wherein the data repository is 

2 remote from the facilitator agent. 

69. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 64 wherein the trigger 

2 mechanism is a task trigger having a set of conditions. 

70. A facilitator agent as recited in claim 61, the facilitator agent further 

2 including a global database accessible to at least one of the service-providing 

3 electronic agents. 

71. A software-based, flexible computer architecture for communication 

2 and cooperation among distributed electronic agents, the architecture contemplating a 

3 distributed computing system comprising: 

4 a plurality of service-providing electronic agents; and 

5 a facilitator agent in bi-directional communications with the plurality of 

6 service-providing electronic agents, the facilitator agent including: 

7 an agent registry that declares capabilities of service-providing 

8 electronic agents currently active within the distributed computing 

9 environment; 

1 o a facilitating engine operable to parse a service request in order 

11 to interpret an arbitrarily complex goal set forth therein, the facilitating 

12 engine further operable to construct a goal satisfaction plan including 
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I 3 the coordination of a suitable delegation of sub-goal requests to best 

14 complete the requested service. 

72. A computer architecture as recited in claim 71, wherein the basis for 

2 the computer architect is an Interagent Communication Language (ICL) enabling 

3 agents to perform queries of other agents, exchange information with other agents, 

4 and set triggers within other agents, the ICL further defined by an ICL syntax 

5 supporting compound goal expressions such that goals within a single request 

6 provided according to the ICL syntax may be coupled by a conjunctive operator, a 

7 disjunctive operator, a conditional execution operator, and a parallel disjunctive 

8 operator parallel disjunctive operator that indicates that disjunct goals are to be 

9 performed by different agents. 

73. A computer architecture as recited in claim 72, wherein the ICL is 

2 computer platform independent. 

74. A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein the ICL is 

2 independent of computer programming languages in which the plurality of agents are 

3 programmed. 

75. A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein the ICL syntax 

2 supports explicit task completion constraints within goal expressions. 

,, 76. A computer architecture as recited in claim 75 wherein possible types 

2 of task completion constraints include use of specific agent constraints and response 

3 time constraints. 

77. A computer architecture as recited in claim 75 wherein the ICL syntax 

2 supports explicit task completion advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

78. A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein the ICL syntax 

2 supports explicit task completion advisory suggestions within goal expressions. 

79. A computer architecture as recited in claim 73 wherein each 

2 autonomous service-providing electronic agent defines and publishes a set of 

3 capability declarations or solvables, expressed in ICL, that describes services 

4 provided by such electronic agent. 

80. A computer architecture as recited in claim 79 wherein an electronic 

2 agent's solvables define an interface for the electronic agent. 

81. A computer architecture as recited in claim 80 wherein the possible 

2 types of solvables includes procedure solvables, a procedure solvable operable to 

3 implement a procedure such as a test or an action. 
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82. A computer architecture as recited in claim 81 wherein the possible 

2 types of solvables further includes data solvables, a data solvable operable to provide 

3 access to a collection of data. 

83. A computer architecture as recited in claim 82 wherein the possible 

2 types of solvables includes a data solvable operable to provide access 

3 to modify a collection of data. 

84.. A computer architecture as recited in claim 71 wherein the planning 

2 component of the facilitating engine are distributed across at least two 

3 computer processes. 

85. A computer architecture as recited in claim 71 wherein the execution 

component of the facilitating engine is distributed across at least two 

computer processes. 

86. A data wave carrier providing a transport mechanism for information 

communication in a distributed computing environment having at least one facilitator 

agent and at least one active client agent, the data wave carrier comprising a signal 

representation of an inter-agent language description of an active client agent's 

functional capabilities. 

87. A data wave carrier as recited in claim 85, the data wave carrier further 

2 comprising a signal representation of a request for service in the inter-agent language 

3 from a first agent to a second agent. 

88. A data wave carrier as recited in claim 85, the data wave carrier further 

2 comprising a signal representation of a goal dispatched to an agent for performance 

3 from a facilitator agent. 

89. A data wave carrier as recited in claim 88 wherein a later state of the 

2 data wave carrier comprises a signal representation of a response to the dispatched 

3 goal including results and/or a status report from the agent for performance to the 

4 facilitator agent. 
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5 

Software-Based Architecture for Communication and Cooperation Among 

Distributed Electronic Agents 

ABSTRACT 

A highly flexible, software-based architecture is disclosed for constructing 

distributed systems. The architecture supports cooperative task completion by 

flexible, dynamic configurations of autonomous electronic agents. Communication 

and cooperation between agents are brokered by one or more facilitators, which are 

responsible for matching requests, from users and agents, with descriptions of the 

10 capabilities of other agents. It is not generally required that a user or agent know the 

identities, locations, or number of other agents involved in satisfying a request, and 

relatively minimal effort is involved in incorporating new agents and "wrapping" 

legacy applications. Extreme flexibility is achieved through an architecture organized 

around the declaration of capabilities by service-providing agents, the construction of 

15 arbitrarily complex goals by users and service-requesting agents, and the role of 

facilitators in delegating and coordinating the satisfaction of these goals, subject to 

advice and constraints that may accompany them. Additional mechanisms and 

features include facilities for creating and maintaining shared repositories of data; the 

use of triggers to instantiate commitments within and between agents; agent-based 

20 provision of multi-modal user interfaces, including natural language; and built-in 

support for including the user as a privileged member of the agent community. 

Specialized embodiments providing enhanced scalability are also described. 
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Software-Based Architecture for Communication and Cooperation Among 

Distributed Electronic Agents 

By: 

Adam J. Cheyer and David L. Martin 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

10 Field of the Invention 

The present invention is related to distributed computing environments and the 

completion of tasks within such environments. In particular, the present invention 

teaches a variety of software-based architectures for communication and cooperation 

among distributed electronic agents. Certain embodiments teach interagent 

15 communication languages enabling client agents to make requests in the form of 

arbitrarily complex goal expressions that are solved through facilitation by a 

facilitator agent. 

20 

Context and Motivation for Distributed Software Systems 

The evolution of models for the design and construction of distributed 

software systems is being driven forward by several closely interrelated trends: the 

adoption of a networked computing model, rapidly rising expectations for smarter, 

longer-lived, more autonomous software applications and an ever increasing demand 

for more accessible and intuitive user inteifaces. 

25 Prior Art Figure 1 illustrates a networked computing model 100 having a 

plurality of client and server computer systems 120 and 122 coupled together over a 

physical transport mechanism 140. The adoption of the networked computing model 

100 has lead to a greatly increased reliance on distributed sites for both data and 

processing resources. Systems such as the networked computing modellOO are based 

30 upon at least one physical transport mechanism 140 coupling the multiple computer 

systems 120 and 122 to support the transfer of information between these computers. 

Some of these comp,uters basically support using the network and are known as client 
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computers (clients) . • e of these computers provide resouro- other computers 

and are known as server computers (servers). The servers 122 can vary greatly in the 

resources they possess, access they provide and services made available to other 

computers across a network. Servers may service other servers as well as clients. 

The Internet is a computing system based upon this network computing model. 

The Internet is continually growing, stimulating a paradigm shift for computing away 

from requiring all relevant data and programs to reside on the user's desktop machine. 

The data now routinely accessed from computers spread around the world has become 

increasingly rich in format, comprising multimedia documents, and audio and video 

10 streams. With the popularization of programming languages such as JAVA, data 

transported between local and remote machines may also include programs that can 

be downloaded and executed on the local machine. There is an ever increasing 

reliance on networked computing, necessitating software design approaches that allow 

for flexible composition of distributed processing elements in a dynamically changing 

ru 15 and relatively unstable environment. 

20 

In an increasing variety of domains, application designers and users are 

coming to expect the deployment of smarter, longer-lived, more autonomous, 

software applications. Push technology, persistent monitoring of information sources, 

and the maintenance of user models, allowing for personalized responses and sharing 

of preferences, are examples of the simplest manifestations of this trend. Commercial 

enterprises are introducing significantly more advanced approaches, in many cases 

employing recent research results from artificial intelligence, data mining, machine 

learning, and other fields. 

More than ever before, the increasing complexity of systems, the development 

25 of new technologies, and the availability of multimedia material and environments are 

creating a demand for more accessible and intuitive user inteifaces. Autonomous, 

distributed, multi-component systems providing sophisticated services will no longer 

lend themselves to the familiar "direct manipulation" model of interaction, in which 

an individual user masters a fixed selection of commands provided by a single 

30 application. Ubiquitous computing, in networked environments, has brought about a 

situation in which the typical user of many software services is likely to be a non

expert, who may access a given service infrequently or only a few times. 
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Accommodating suc .. ge patterns calls for new approaches.rtunately. input 

modalities now becoming widely available, such as speech recognition and pen-based 

handwriting/gesture recognition, and the ability to manage the presentation of 

systems' responses by using multiple media provide an opportunity to fashion a style 

5 of human-computer interaction that draws much more heavily on our experience with 

human-human interactions. 

PRIOR RELATED ART 

Existing approaches and technologies for distributed computing include 

10 distributed objects, mobile objects, blackboard-style architectures, and agent-based 

software engineering. 

15 

The Distributed Object Approach 

Object-oriented languages, such as C++ or JAVA, provide significant 

advances over standard procedural languages with respect to the reusability and 

modularity of code: encapsulation, inheritance and polymorhpism. Encapsulation 

encourages the creation of library interfaces that minimize dependencies on 

underlying algorithms or data structures. Changes to programming internals can be 

made at a later date with requiring modifications to the code that uses the library. 

Inheritance permits the extension and modification of a library of routines and data 

~! 20 without requiring source code to the original library. Polymorphism allows one body 

of code to work on an arbitrary number of data types. For the sake of simplicity 

traditional objects may be seen to contain both methods and data. Methods provide 

the mechanisms by which the internal state of an object may be modified or by which 

communication may occur with another object or by which the instantiation or 

25 removal of objects may be directed. 

With reference to Figure 2, a distributed object technology based around an 

Object Request Broker will now be described. Whereas "standard" object-oriented 

programming (OOP) languages can be used to build monolithic programs out of many 

object building blocks, distributed object technologies (DOOP) allow the creation of 

30 programs whose components may be spread across multiple machines. As shown in 

Figure 2, an object system 200 includes client objects 210 and server objects 220. To 

implement a client-server relationship between objects, the distributed object system 
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200 uses a registry .. anism (CORBA's registry is called an.ect Request Broker, 

or ORB) 230 to store the interface descriptions of available objects. Through the 

services of the ORB 230, a client can transparently invoke a method on a remote 

server object. The ORB 230 is then responsible for finding the object 220 that can 

5 implement the request, passing it the parameters, invoking its method, and returning 

the results. In the most sophisticated systems, the client 210 does not have to be aware 

of where the object is located, its programming language, its operating system, or any 

other system aspects that are not part of the server object's interface. 

Although distributed objects offer a powerful paradigm for creating networked 

10 applications, certain aspects of the approach are not perfectly tailored to the 

constantly changing environment of the Internet. A major restriction of the DOOP 

approach is that the interactions among objects are fixed through explicitly coded 

instructions by the application developer. It is often difficult to reuse an object in a 

new application without bringing along all its inherent dependencies on other objects 

15 (embedded interface definitions and explicit method calls). Another restriction of the 

DOOP approach is the result of its reliance on a remote procedure call (RPC) style of 

communication. Although easy to debug, this single thread of execution model does 

not facilitate programming to exploit the potential for parallel computation that one 

would expect in a distributed environment. In addition, RPC uses a blocking 

20 (synchronous) scheme that does not scale well for high-volume transactions. 

Mobile Objects 

Mobile objects, sometimes called mobile agents, are bits of code that can 

move to another execution site (presumably on a different machine) under their own 

programmatic control, where they can then interact with the local environment. For 

25 certain types of problems, the mobile object paradigm offers advantages over more 

traditional distributed object approaches. These advantages include network 

bandwidth and parallelism. Network bandwidth advantages exist for some database 

queries or electronic commerce applications, where it is more efficient to perform 

tests on data by bringing the tests to the data than by bringing large amounts of data to 

30 the testing program. Parallelism advantages include situations in which mobile agents 

can be spawned in parallel to accomplish many tasks at once. 
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Some of the .vantages and inconveniences of the .le agent approach 

include the programmatic specificity of the agent interactions, lack of coordination 

support between participant agents and execution environment irregularities regarding 

specific programming languages supported by host processors upon which agents 

5 reside. In a fashion similar to that of DOOP programming, an agent developer must 

programmatically specify where to go and how to interact with the target 

environment. There is generally little coordination support to encourage interactions 

among multiple (mobile) participants. Agents must be written in the programming 

language supported by the execution environment, whereas many other distributed 

10 technologies support heterogeneous communities of components, written in diverse 

programming languages. 

Blackboard Architectures 

Blackboard architectures typically allow multiple processes to communicate 

by reading and writing tuples from a global data store. Each process can watch for 

15 items of interest, perform computations based on the state of the blackboard, and then 

add partial results or queries that other processes can consider. Blackboard 

architectures provide a flexible framework for problem solving by a dynamic 

community of distributed processes. A blackboard architecture provides one solution 

to eliminating the tightly bound interaction links that some of the other distributed 

20 technologies require during interprocess communication. This advantage can also be a 

disadvantage: although a programmer does not need to refer to a specific process 

during computation, the framework does not provide programmatic control for doing 

so in cases where this would be practical. 

25 

Agent-based Software Engineering 

Several research communities have approached distributed computing by 

casting it as a problem of modeling communication and cooperation among 

autonomous entities, or agents. Effective communication among independent agents 

requires four components: (1) a transport mechanism carrying messages in an 

asynchronous fashion, (2) an interaction protocol defining various types of 

30 communication interchange and their social implications (for instance, a response is 

expected of a question), (3) a content language permitting the expression and 

interpretation of utterances, and (4) an agreed-upon set of shared vocabulary and 
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meaning for concept-en called an ontology). Such mechan. pennit a much 

richer style of interaction among participants than can be expressed using a distributed 

object's RPC model or a blackboard architecture's centralized exchange approach. 

Agent-based systems have shown much promise for flexible, fault-tolerant, 

5 distributed problem solving. Several agent-based projects have helped to evolve the 

notion of facilitation. However, existing agent-based technologies and architectures 

are typically very limited in the extent to which agents can specify complex goals or 

influence the strategies used by the facilitator. Further, such prior systems are not 

sufficiently attuned to the importance of integrating human agents (i.e., users) through 

10 natural language and other human-oriented user interface technologies. 

The initial version of SRI International's Open Agent Architecture™ 

("OAA @")technology provided only a very limited mechanism for dealing with 

compound goals. Fixed formats were available for specifying a flat list of either 

conjoined (AND) sub-goals or disjoined (OR) sub-goals; in both cases, parallel goal 

15 solving was hard-wired in, and only a single set of parameters for the entire list could 

be specified. More complex goal expressions involving (for example) combinations 

of different boolean connectors, nested expressions, or conditionally interdependent 

("IF .. THEN") goals were not supported. Further, system scalability was not 

adequately addressed in this prior work. 

20 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

A first embodiment of the present invention discloses a highly flexible, 

software-based architecture for constructing distributed systems. The architecture 

25 supports cooperative task completion by flexible, dynamic configurations of 

autonomous electronic agents. Communication and cooperation between agents are 

brokered by one or more facilitators, which are responsible for matching requests, 

from users and agents, with descriptions of the capabilities of other agents. It is not 

generally required that a user or agent know the identities, locations, or number of 

30 other agents involved in satisfying a request, and relatively minimal effort is involved 

in incorporating new agents and "wrapping" legacy applications. Extreme flexibility 

is achieved through an architecture organized around the declaration of capabilities by 
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service-providing .Jilt. the construction of arbitrarily comp.oals by users and 

service-requesting agents, and the role of facilitators in delegating and coordinating 

the satisfaction of these goals, subject to advice and constraints that may accompany 

them. Additional mechanisms and features include facilities for creating and 

5 maintaining shared repositories of data; the use of triggers to instantiate commitments 

within and between agents; agent-based provision of multi-modal user interfaces, 

including natural language; and built-in support for including the user as a privileged 

member of the agent community. Specific embodiments providing enhanced 

scalability are also described. 

10 

15 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Prior Art 

Prior Art FIGURE 1 depicts a networked computing model; 

Prior Art FIGURE 2 depicts a distributed object technology based around an 

Object Resource Broker; 

Examples of the Invention 

FIGURE 3 depicts a distributed agent system based around a facilitator agent; 

FIGURE 4 presents a structure typical of one small system of the present 

20 invention; 

FIGURE 5 depicts an Automated Office system implemented in accordance 

with an example embodiment of the present invention supporting a mobile user with a 

laptop computer and a telephone; 

FIGURE 6 schematically depicts an Automated Office system implemented as 

25 a network of agents in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 

invention; 

FIGURE 7 schematically shows data structures internal to a facilitator in 

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGURE 8 depicts operations involved in instantiating a client agent with its 

30 parent facilitator in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 
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FIGURE 9 dis operations involved in a client agen.iating a service 

request and receiving the response to that service request in accordance with a certain 

preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGURE 10 depicts operations involved in a client agent responding to a 

5 service request in accordance with another preferable embodiment of the present 

invention; 

FIGURE 11 depicts operations involved in a facilitator agent response to a 

service request in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGURE 12 depicts an Open Agent ArchitectureTM based system of agents 

10 implementing a unified messaging application in accordance with a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention; 

15 

FIGURE 13 depicts a map oriented graphical user interface display as might 

be displayed by a multi-modal map application in accordance with a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGURE 14 depicts a peer to peer multiple facilitator based agent system 

supporting distributed agents in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention; 

FIGURE 15 depicts a multiple facilitator agent system supporting at least a 

limited form of a hierarchy of facilitators in accordance with a preferred embodiment 

20 of the present invention; and 

25 

FIGURE 16 depicts a replicated facilitator architecture in accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE APPENDICES 

The Appendices provide source code for an embodiment of the present 

invention written in the PROLOG programming language. 

APPENDIX A: Source code file named compound. pl. 

APPENDIX B: Source code file named fac.pl. 

APPENDIX C: Source code file named libcom_tcp.pl. 
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APP.IX D: Source code file named libo;,.f 

APPENDIX E: Source code file named translations.pl. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Figure 3 illustrates a distributed agent system 300 in accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention. The agent system 300 includes a facilitator 

agent 310 and a plurality of agents 320. The illustration of Figure 3 provides a high 

level view of one simple system structure contemplated by the present invention. The 

facilitator agent 310 is in essence the "parent" facilitator for its "children" agents 320. 

10 The agents 320 forward service requests to the facilitator agent 310. The facilitator 

15 

20 

agent 310 interprets these requests, organizing a set of goals which are then delegated 

to appropriate agents for task completion. 

The system 300 of Figure 3 can be expanded upon and modified in a variety of 

ways consistent with the present invention. For example, the agent system 300 can be 

distributed across a computer network such as that illustrated in Figure 1. The 

facilitator agent 310 may itself have its functionality distributed across several 

different computing platforms. The agents 320 may engage in interagent 

communication (also called peer to peer communications). Several different systems 

300 may be coupled together for enhanced performance. These and a variety of other 

structural configurations are described below in greater detail. 

Figure 4 presents the structure typical of a small system 400 in one 

embodiment of the present invention, showing user interface agents 408, several 

application agents 404 and meta-agents 406, the system 400 organized as a 

community of peers by their common relationship to a facilitator agent 402. As will 

25 be appreciated, Figure 4 places more structure upon the system 400 than shown in 

Figure 3, but both are valid representations of structures of the present invention. The 

facilitator 402 is a specialized server agent that is responsible for coordinating agent 

communications and cooperative problem-solving. The facilitator 402 may also 

provide a global data store for its client agents, allowing them to adopt a blackboard 

30 style of interaction. Note that certain advantages are found in utilizing two or more 

facilitator agents within the system 400. For example, larger systems can be 

assembled from multiple facilitator/client groups, each having the sort of structure 
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shown in Figure 4 .• gents that are not facilitators are refe.to herein 

generically as client agents-- so called because each acts (in some respects) as a client 

of some facilitator, which provides communication and other essential services for the 

client. 

The variety of possible client agents is essentially unlimited. Some typical 

categories of client agents would include application agents 404, meta-agents 406, 

and user interface agents 408, as depicted in Figure 4. Application agents 404 denote 

specialists that provide a collection of services of a particular sort. These services 

could be domain-independent technologies (such as speech recognition, natural 

10 language processing 410, email, and some forms of data retrieval and data mining) or 

user-specific or domain-specific (such as a travel planning and reservations agent). 

Application agents may be based on legacy applications or libraries, in which case the 

agent may be little more than a wrapper that calls a pre-existing API 412, for 

example. Meta-agents 406 are agents whose role is to assist the facilitator agent 402 

15 in coordinating the activities of other agents. While the facilitator 402 possesses 

domain-independent coordination strategies, meta-agents 406 can augment these by 

using domain- and application-specific knowledge or reasoning (including but not 

limited to rules, learning algorithms and planning). 

With further reference to Figure 4, user interface agents 408 can play an 

20 extremely important and interesting role in certain embodiments of the present 

invention. By way of explanation, in some systems, a user interface agent can be 

implemented as a collection of "micro-agents", each monitoring a different input 

modality (point-and-click, handwriting, pen gestures, speech), and collaborating to 

produce the best interpretation of the current inputs. These micro-agents are depicted 

25 in Figure 4, for example, as Modality Agents 414. While describing such 

subcategories of client agents is useful for purposes of illustration and understanding, 

they need not be formally distinguished within the system in preferred 

implementations of the present invention. 

The operation of one preferred embodiment of the present invention will be 

30 discussed in greater detail below, but may be briefly outlined as follows. When 

invoked, a client agent makes a connection to a facilitator, which is known as its 

parent facilitator. These connections are depicted as a double headed arrow between 
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the client agent and t.cilitator agent in Figure 3 and 4, for .ple. Upon 

connection, an agent registers with its parent facilitator a specification of the 

capabilities and services it can provide. For example, a natural language agent may 

register the characteristics of its available natural language vocabulary. (For more 

5 details regarding client agent connections, see the discussion of Figure 8 below.) 

Later during task completion, when a facilitator determines that the registered services 

416 of one of its client agents will help satisfy a goal, the facilitator sends that client a 

request expressed in the Interagent Communication Language (ICL) 418. (See Figure 

11 below for a more detailed discussion of the facilitator operations involved.) The 

10 agent parses this request, processes it, and returns answers or status reports to the 

facilitator. In processing a request, the client agent can make use of a variety of 

infrastructure capabilities provided in the preferred embodiment. For example, the 

client agent can use ICL 418 to request services of other agents, set triggers, and read 

or write shared data on the facilitator or other client agents that maintain shared data. 

15 (See the discussion of Figures 9-11 below for a more detailed discussion of request 

ru processing.) 

The functionality of each client agent are made available to the agent 

community through registration of the client agent's capabilities with a facilitator 402. 

A software "wrapper" essentially surrounds the underlying application program 

20 performing the services offered by each client. The common infrastructure for 

constructing agents is preferably supplied by an agent library. The agent library is 

preferably accessible in the runtime environment of several different programming 

languages. The agent library preferably minimizes the effort required to construct a 

new system and maximizes the ease with which legacy systems can be "wrapped" and 

25 made compatible with the agent-based architecture of the present invention. 

By way of further illustration, a representative application is now briefly 

presented with reference to Figures 5 and 6. In the Automated Office system depicted 

in Figure 5, a mobile user. with a telephone and a laptop computer can access and task 

commercial applications such as calendars, databases, and email systems running 

30 back at the office. A user interface (UI) agent 408, shown in Figure 6, runs on the 

user's local laptop and is responsible for accepting user input, sending requests to the 

facilitator 402 for delegation to appropriate agents, and displaying the results of the 
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distributed computa. The user may interact directly with a .ific remote 

application by clicking on active areas in the interface, calling up a form or window 

for that application, and making queries with standard interface dialog mechanisms. 

Conversely, a user may express a task to be executed by using typed, handwritten, or 

5 spoken (over the telephone) English sentences, without explicitly specifying which 

agent or agents should perform the task. 

For instance, if the question "What is my schedule?" is written 420 in the user 

interface 408, this request will be sent 422 by the UI 408 to the facilitator 402, which 

in tum will ask 424 a natural language (NL) agent 426 to translate the query into ICL 

10 18. To accomplish this task, the NL agent 426 may itself need to make requests of the 

agent community to resolve unknown words such as "me" 428 (the UI agent 408 can 

respond 430 with the name of the current user) or "schedule" 432 (the calendar agent 

434 defines this word 436). The resulting ICL expression is then routed by the 

facilitator 402 to appropriate agents (in this case, the calendar agent 434) to execute 

15 the request. Results are sent back 438 to the UI agent 408 for display. 

The spoken request "When mail arrives for me about security, notify me 

immediately." produces a slightly more complex example involving communication 

among all agents in the system. After translation into ICL as described above, the 

facilitator installs a trigger 440 on the mail agent 442 to look for new messages about 

20 security. When one such message does arrive in its mail spool, the trigger fires, and 

the facilitator matches the action part of the trigger to capabilities published by the 

notification agent 446. The notification agent 446 is a meta-agent, as it makes use of 

rules concerning the optimal use of different output modalities (email, fax, speech 

generation over the telephone) plus information about an individual user's preferences 

25 448 to determine the best way of relaying a message through available media transfer 

application agents. After some competitive parallelism to locate the user (the 

calendar agent 434 and database agent 450 may have different guesses as to where to 

find the user) and some cooperative parallelism to produce required information 

(telephone number of location, user password, and an audio file containing a text-to-

30 speech representation of the email message), a telephone agent 452 calls the user, 

verifying its identity through touchtones, and then play the message. 
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The above elle illustrates a number of inventive f.s. As new agents 

connect to the facilitator, registering capability specifications and natural language 

vocabulary, what the user can say and do dynamically changes; in other words, the 

lCL is dynamically expandable. For example, adding a calendar agent to the system 

5 in the previous example and registering its capabilities enables users to ask.natural 

language questions about their "schedule" without any need to revise code for the 

facilitator, the natural language agents, or any other client agents. In addition, the 

interpretation and execution of a task is a distributed process, with no single agent 

defining the set of possible inputs to the system. Further, a single request can produce 

10 cooperation and flexible communication among many agents, written in different 

programming languages and spread across multiple machines. 

15 

20 

Design Philosophy and Considerations 

One preferred embodiment provides an integration mechanism for 

heterogeneous applications in a distributed infrastructure, incorporating some of the 

dynamism and extensibility of blackboard approaches, the efficiency associated with 

.mobile objects, plus the rich and complex interactions of communicating agents. 

Design goals for preferred embodiments of the present invention may be categorized 

under the general headings of interoperation and cooperation, user interfaces, and 

software engineering. These design goals are not absolute requirements, nor will they 

necessarily be satisfied by all embodiments of the present invention, but rather simply 

reflect the inventor's currently preferred design philosophy. 

Versatile mechanisms of interoperation and cooperation 

lnteroperation refers to the ability of distributed software components - agents 

25 -to communicate meaningfully. While every system-building framework must 

provide mechanisms of interoperation at some level of granularity, agent-based 

frameworks face important new challenges in this area. This is true primarily because 

autonomy, the hallmark of individual agents, necessitates greater flexibility in 

interactions within communities of agents. Coordination refers to the mechanisms by 

30 which a community of agents is able to work together productively on some task. In 

these areas, the goals for our framework are to provide flexibility in assembling 
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communities of auto-us service providers, provide flexibil- structuring 

cooperative interactions, impose the right amount of structure, as well as include 

legacy and "owned-elsewhere" applications. 

Provide flexibility in assembling communities of autonomous service providers 

5 -- both at development time and at runtime. Agents that conform to the linguistic and 

ontological requirements for effective communication should be able to participate in 

an agent community, in various combinations, with minimal or near minimal 

prerequisite knowledge of the characteristics of the other players. Agents with 

duplicate and overlapping capabilities should be able to coexist within the same 

10 community, with the system making optimal or near optimal use of the redundancy. 

15 

20 

Provide flexibility in structuring cooperative interactions among the members 

of a community of agents. A framework preferably provides an economical 

mechanism for setting up a variety of interaction patterns among agents, without 

requiring an inordinate amount of complexity or infrastructure within the individual 

agents. The provision of a service should be independent or minimally dependent 

upon a particular configuration of agents. 

Impose the right amount of structure on individual agents. Different 

approaches to the construction of multi-agent systems impose different requirements 

on the individual agents. For example, because KQML is neutral as to the content of 

messages, it imposes minimal structural requirements on individual agents. On the 

other hand, the BDI paradigm tends to impose much more demanding requirements, 

by making assumptions about the nature of the programming elements that are 

meaningful to individual agents. Preferred embodiments of the present invention 

should fall somewhere between the two, providing a rich set of interoperation and 

25 coordination capabilities, without precluding any of the software engineering goals 

defined below. 

Include legacy and "owned-elsewhere" applications. Whereas legacy usually 

implies reuse of an established system fully controlled J:>y the agent-based system 

developer, owned-elsewhere refers to applications to which the developer has partial 

30 access, but no control. Examples of owned-elsewhere applications include data 

sources and services available on the World Wide Web, via simple form-based 
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interfaces, and appli.ns used cooperatively within a virtual41rprise, which 

remain the properties of separate corporate entities. Both classes of application must 

preferably be able to intemperate, more or less as full-fledged members of the agent 

community, without requiring an overwhelming integration effort. 

5 Human-oriented user interfaces 

10 

Systems composed of multiple distributed components, and possibly dynamic 

configurations of components, require the crafting of intuitive user interfaces to 

provide conceptually natural interaction mechanisms, treat users as privileged 

members of the agent community and support collaboration. 

Provide conceptually natural interaction mechanisms with multiple 

distributed components. When there are numerous disparate agents, and/or complex 

tasks implemented by the system, the user should be able to express requests without 

having detailed knowledge of the individual agents. With speech recognition, 

handwriting recognition, and natural language technologies becoming more mature, 

15 agent architectures should preferably support these forms of input playing increased 

roles in the tasking of agent communities. 

Preferably treat users as privileged members of the agent community by 

providing an appropriate level of task specification within software agents, and 

reusable translation mechanisms between this level and the level of human requests, 

20 supporting constructs that searnlessly incorporate interactions between both human

interface and software types. of agents. 

25 

Preferably support collaboration (sim';lltaneous work over shared data and 

processing resources) between users and agents. 

Realistic software engineering requirements 

System-building frameworks should preferably address the practical concerns 

of real-world applications by the specification of requirements which preferably 

include: Minimize the effort required to create new agents, and to wrap existing 

applications. Encourage reuse, both of domain-independent and domain-specific 

components. The concept of agent orientation, like that of object orientation, provides 

30 a natural conceptual framework for reuse, so long as mechanisms for encapsulation 
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and interaction are s.ured appropriately. Support lighnvei,obi/e platforms. 

Such platforms should be able to serve as hosts for agents, without requiring the 

installation of a massive environment. It should also be possible to construct 

individual agents that are relatively small and modest in their processing 

5 requirements. Minimize platform and language barriers. Creation of new agents, as 

well as wrapping of existing applications, should not require the adoption of a new 

language or environment. 

Mechanisms of Cooperation 

Cooperation among agents in accordance with the present invention is 

10 preferably achieved via messages expressed in a common language, ICL. 

15 

20 

25 

Cooperation among agent is further preferably structured around a three-part 

approach: providers of services register capabilities specifications with a facilitator, 

requesters of services construct goals and relay them to a facilitator, and facilitators 

coordinate the efforts of the appropriate service providers in satisfying these goals. 

The Interagent Communication Language (JCL) 

Interagent Communication Language ("/CL") 418 refers to an interface, 

communication, and task coordination language preferably shared by all agents, 

regardless of what platform they run on or what computer language they are 

programmed in. ICL may be used by an agent to task itself or some subset of the 

agent community. Preferably, ICL allows agents to specify explicit control 

parameters while simultaneously supporting expression of goals in an underspecified, 

loosely constrained manner. In a further preferred embodiment, agents employ /CL to 

perform queries, execute actions, exchange information, set triggers, and manipulate 
I 

data in the agent community. 

In a further preferred embodiment, a program element expressed in ICL is the 

event. The activities of every agent, as well as communications between agents, are 

preferably structured around the transmission and handling of events. In 

communications, events preferably serve as messages between agents; in regulating 

the activities of individual agents, they may preferably be thought of as goals to be 

30 satisfied. Each event preferably has a type, a set of parameters, and content. For 

example, the agent library procedure oaa_Solve can be used by an agent to request 
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services of other age~A Call to oaa_So/ve, within the code o.nt A, results in an 

event having the form 

ev_post_solve(Goal, Params) 

going from A to the facilitator, where ev _post_solve is the type, Goal is the content, 

5 and Params is a list of parameters. The allowable content and parameters preferably 

vary according to the type of the event. 

The ICL preferably includes a layer of conversational protocol and a content 

layer. The conversational layer of ICL is defined by the event types, together with the 

parameter lists associated with certain of these event types. The content layer consists 

10 of the specific goals, triggers, and data elements that may be embedded within various 

15 

20 

events. 

The ICL conversational protocol is preferably specified using an orthogonal, 

parameterized approach, where the conversational aspects of each element of an 

interagent conversation are represented by a selection of an event type and a selection 

of values from at least one orthogonal set of parameters. This approach offers greater 

expressiveness than an approach based solely on a fixed selection of speech acts, such 

as embodied in KQML. For example, in KQML, a request to satisfy a query can 

employ either of the performatives ask_all or ask_one. In ICL, on the other hand, this 

type of request preferably is expressed by the event type ev_post_solve, together with 

the solution_limit(N) parameter- where N can be any positive integer. (A request for 

all solutions is indicated by the omission of the solution_limit parameter.) The request 

can also be accompanied by other parameters, which combine to further refine its 

semantics. In KQML, then, this example forces one to choose between two possible 

conversational options, neither of which may be precisely what is desired. In either 

25 case, the perfonnative chosen is a single value that must capture the entire 

conversational characterization of the communication. This requirement raises a 

difficult challenge for the language designer, to select a set of performatives that 

provides the desired functionality without becoming unmanageably large. 

Consequently, the debate over the right set of perfonnatives has consumed much 

30 discussion within the KQML community. 

The content layer of the ICL preferably supports unification and other features 

found in logic programming language environments such as PROLOG. In some 
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embodiments, the content layer of the JCL is simply an extens.f at least one 

programming language. For example;the Applicants have found that PROLOG is 

suitable for implementing and extending into the content layer of the ICL. The agent 

libraries preferably provide support for constructing, parsing, and manipulating ICL 

5 expressions. It is possible to embed content expressed in other languages within an 

ICL event. However, expressing content in ICL simplifies the facilitator's access to 

the content, as well as the conversational layer, in delegating requests. This gives the 

facilitator more information about the nature of a request and helps the facilitator 

decompose compound requests and delegate the sub-requests. 

10 Further, ICL expressions preferably include, in addition to events, at least one 

of the following: capabilities declarations, requests for services, responses to requests, 

trigger specifications, and shared data elements. A further preferred embodiment of 

the present invention incorporates /CL expressions including at least all of the 

following: events, capabilities declarations, requests for services, responses to 

15 requests, trigger specifications, and shared data elements. 

Providing Services: Specifying "Solvables" 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, every participating agent 

defines and publishes a set of capability declarations, expressed in ICL, describing the 

services that it provides. These declarations establish a high-level interface to the 

20 agent. This interface is used by a facilitator in communicating with the agent, and, 

most important, in delegating service requests (or parts of requests) to the agent. 

Partly due to the use of PROLOG as a preferred basis for ICL, these capability 

declarations are referred as solvables. The agent library preferably provides a set of 

procedures allowing an agent to add, remove, and modify its solvables, which it may 

'25 preferably do at any time after connecting to its facilitator. 

There are preferably at least two major types of solvables: procedure solvables 

and data solvables. Intuitively, a procedure solvable performs a test or action, 

whereas a data solvable provides access to a collection of data. For example, in 

creating an agent for a mail system, procedure solvables might be defined for sending 

30 a message to a person, testing whether a message about a particular subject has 

arrived in the mail queue, or displaying a particular message onscreen. For a database 
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wrapper agent, one It define a distinct data solvable corre.ding to each of the 

relations present in the database. Often, a data solvable is used to provide a shared 

data store, which may be not only queried, but also updated, by various agents having 

the required permissions. 

There are several primary technical differences between these two types of 

solvables. First, each procedure solvable must have a handler declared and defined 

for it, whereas this is preferably not necessary for a data solvable. The handling of 

requests for a data solvable is preferably provided transparently by the agent library. 

Second, data solvables are preferably associated with a dynamic collection of facts (or 

10 clauses), which may be further preferably modified at runtime, both by the agent 

providing the solvable, and by other agents (provided they have the required 

permissions). Third, special features, available for use with data solvables, preferably 

facilitate maintaining the associated facts. In spite of these differences, it should be 

noted that the mechanism of use by which an agent requests a service is the same for 

15 the two types of solvables. 

In one embodiment, a request for one of an agent's services normally arrives in 

the form of an event from the agent's facilitator. The appropriate handler then deals 

with this event. The handler may be coded in whatever fashion is most appropriate, 

depending on the nature of the task, and the availability of task-specific libraries or 

20 legacy code, if any. The only hard requirement is that the handler return an 

appropriate response to the request, expressed in /CL. Depending on the nature of the 

request, this response could be an indication of success or failure, or a list of solutions 

(when the request is a data query). 

A solvable preferably has three parts: a goal, a list of parameters, and a list of 

25 pennissions, which are declared using the format: 

solvable(Goal, Parameters, Permissions) 

The goal of a solvable, which syntactically takes the preferable form of an ICL 

structure, is a logical representation of the service provided by the solvable. (An ICL 

structure consists of a functor with 0 or more arguments. For example, in the structure 

30 a(b,c), 'a' is the functor, and 'b' and 'c' the arguments.) As with a PROLOG structure, 

the goal's arguments themselves may preferably be structures. 
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Various opti.an be included in the parameter list, .fine the semantics 

associated with the solvable. The type parameter is preferably used to say whether the 

solvable is data or procedure. When the type is procedure, another parameter may be 

used to indicate the handler to be associated with the solvable. Some of the 

5 parameters appropriate for a data solvable are mentioned elsewhere in this 

application. In either case (procedure or data solvable), the private parameter may be 

preferably used to restrict the use of a solvable to the declaring agent when the agent 

intends the solvable to be solely for its internal use but wishes to take advantage of the 

mechanisms in accordance with the present invention to access it, or when the agent 

10 wants the solvable to be available to outside agents only at selected times. In support 

of the latter case, it is preferable for the agent to change the status of a solvable from 

private to non-private at any time. 

15 

20 

25 

30 

The permissions of a solvable provide mechanisms by which an agent may 

preferably control access to its services allowing the agent to restrict calling and 

writing of a solvable to itself and/or other selected agents. (Calling means requesting 

the service encapsulated by a solvable, whereas writing means modifying the 

collection of facts associated with a data solvable.) The default permission for every 

solvable in a further preferred embodiment of the present invention is to be callable 

by anyone, and for data solvables to be writable by anyone. A solvable's permissions 

can preferably be changed at any time, by the agent providing the solvable. 

Msg) 1 

For example, the solvables of a simple email agent might include: 

solvable(send_message(emaill +ToPersonl +Params) 1 

[type(procedure)l callback(send_mail)] 1 

[ ] ) 

solvable(last_message(emaill -Messageid) 1 

[type(data)~ single_value(true)] 1 

[write(true)]) 1 

solvable(get_message(email 1 +Messageid 1 -

[type(procedure)l callback(get_mail)] 1 

[]) 

The symbols'+' and'-', indicating input and output arguments, are at present 

used only for purposes of documentation. Most parameters and permissions have 

default values, and specifications of default values may be omitted from the 

35 parameters and permissions lists. 
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Defining an ··s capabilities in terms of solvable de.tions effectively 

creates a vocabulary with which other agents can communicate with the new agent. 

Ensuring that agents will speak the same language and share a common, unambiguous 

semantics of the vocabulary involves ontology. Agent development tools and services 

5 (automatic translations of solvables by the facilitator) help address this issue; 

additionally, a preferred embodiment of the present invention will typically rely on 

vocabulary from either formally engineered ontologies for specific domains or from 

ontologies constructed during the incremental development of a body of agents for 

several applications or from both specific domain ontologies and incrementally 

10 developed ontologies. Several example tools and services are described in Cheyer et 

al.'s paper entitled "Development Tools for the Open Agent Architecture," as 

presented at the Practical Application of Intelligent Agents and Multi-Agent 

Technology (PAAM 96), London, April 1996. 

Although the present invention imposes no hard restrictions on the form of 

ru 15 solvable declarations, two common usage conventions illustrate some of the utility 

associated with solvables. 

Classes of services are often preferably tagged by a particular type. For 

instance, in the example above, the "last_message" and "get_message" solvables are 

specialized for email, not by modifying the names of the services, but rather by the 

~~ 20 use of the 'email' parameter, which serves during the execution of an ICL request to .. 
r,.bi select (or not) a specific type of message. 

Actions are generally written using an imperative verb as the functor of the 

solvable in a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the direct object (or item 

class) as the first argument of the predicate, required arguments following, and then 

25 an extensible parameter list as the last argument. The parameter list can hold optional 

information usable by the function. The ICL expression generated by a natural 

language parser often makes use of this parameter list to store prepositional phrases 

and adjectives. 

As an illustration of the above two points, "Send mail to Bob about lunch" will 

30 be translated into an ICL request send_message(email, 'Bob Jones', [subject(lunch)]), 

whereas "Remind Bob about lunch" would leave the transport unspecified 
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(send_message(KIN.ob Jones', [subject(lunch}]}), enablin. available message 

transfer agents (e.g., fax, phone, mail, pager) to compete for the opportunity to carry 

out the request. 

Requesting Services 

An agent preferably requests services of the community of agent by delegating 

tasks or goals to its facilitator. Each request preferably contains calls to one or more 

agent solvables, and optionally specifies parameters containing advice to help the 

facilitator determine how to execute the task. Calling a solvable preferably does not 

require that the agent specify (or even know of) a particular agent or agents to handle 

10 . the call. While it is possible to specify one or more agents using an address parameter 

(and there are situations in which this is desirable), in general it is advantageous to 

leave this delegation to the facilitator. This greatly reduces the hard-coded 

component dependencies often found in other distributed frameworks. The agent 

nJ libraries of a preferred embodiment of the present invention provide an agent with a 

15 single, unified point of entry for requesting services of other agents: the library 

procedure oaa_Solve. In the style of logic programming, oaa_Solve may preferably 

be used both to retrieve data and to initiate actions, so that calling a data solvable 

looks the same as calling a procedure solvable. 

20 

Complex Goal Expressions 

A powerful feature provided by preferred embodiments of the present 

invention is the ability of a client agent (or a user) to submit compound goals of an 

arbitrarily complex nature to a facilitator. A compound goal is a single goal 

expression that specifies multiple sub-goals to be performed. In speaking of a 

"complex goal expression" we mean that a single goal expression that expresses 

25 multiple sub-goals can potentially include more than one type of logical connector 

(e.g., AND, OR, NOT), and/or more than one level of logical nesting (e.g., use of 

parentheses), or the substantive equivalent. By way of further clarification, we note 

that when speaking of an "arbitrarily complex goal expression" we mean that goals 

are expressed in a language or syntax that allows expression of such complex goals 

30 when appropriate or when desired, not that every goal is itself necessarily complex. 
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It is contem.d that this ability is provided through .teragent 

communication language having the necessary syntax and semantics. In one example, 

the goals may take the form of compound goal expressions composed using operators 

similar to those employed by PROLOG, that is, the comma for conjunction, the 

5 semicolon for disjunction, the arrow for conditional execution, etc. The present 

invention also contemplates significant extensions to PROLOG syntax and semantics. 

For example, one embodiment incorporates a "parallel disjunction" operator 

indicating that the disjuncts are to be executed by different agents concurrently. A 

further embodiment supports the specification of whether a given sub-goal is to be 

10 executed breadth-first or depth-first. 

A further embodiment supports each sub-goal of a compound goal optionally 

having an address and/or a set of parameters attached to it. Thus, each sub-goal takes 

the form 

Address:Goal::Parameters 

r~ 15 where both Address and Parameters are optional. 

20 

An address, if present, preferably specifies one or more agents to handle the. 

given goal, and may employ several different types of referring expression: unique 

names, symbolic names, and shorthand names. Every agent has preferably a unique 

name, assigned by its facilitator, which relies upon network addressing schemes to 

ensure its global uniqueness. Preferably, agents also have self-selected symbolic 

names (for example, "mail"), which are not guaranteed to be unique. When an 

address includes a symbolic name, the facilitator preferably takes this to mean that all 

agents having that name should be called upon. Shorthand names include 'self and 

'parent' (which refers to the agent's facilitator). The address associated with a goal or 

25 sub-goal is preferably always optional. When an address is not present, it is the 

facilitator's job to supply an appropriate address. 

The distributed execution of compound goals becomes particularly powerful 

when used in conjunction with natural language or speech-enabled interfaces, as the 

query itself may specify how functionality from distinct agents will be combined. As 

30 a simple example, the spoken utterance "Fax it to Bill Smith's manager." can be 

translated into the following compound ICL request: 

oaa_Solve((manager('Bill Smith', M), fax(it,M,[])), [strategy(action)]) 
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Note that in t~CL request there are two sub-goals, ... ger('Bill 

Smith' ,M)" and "fax(it,M,[])," and a single global parameter "strategy( action)." 

According to the present invention, the facilitator is capable of mapping global 

parameters in order to apply the constraints or advice across the separate sub-goals in 

5 a meaningful way. In this instance, the global parameter strategy( action) implies a 

parallel constraint upon the first sub-goal; i.e., when there are multiple agents that 

can respond to the manager sub-goal, each agent should receive a request for service. 

In contrast, for the second sub-goal, parallelism should not be inferred from the global 

parameter strategy(action) because such an inference would possibly result in the 

10 transmission of duplicate facsimiles. 

Refining Service Requests 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, parameters associated 

with a goal (or sub-goal) can draw on useful features to refine the request's meaning. 

For example, it is frequently preferred to be able to specify whether or not solutions 

15 are to be returned synchronously; this is done using the reply parameter, which can 

take any of the values synchronous, asynchronous, or none. As another example, 

when the goal is a non-compound query of a data solvable, the cache parameter may 

preferably be used to request local caching of the facts associated with that solvable. 

Many of the remaining parameters fall into two categories: feedback and advice. 

20 Feedback parameters allow a service requester to receive information from 

the facilitator about how a goal was handled. This feedback can include such things as 

the identities of the agents involved in satisfying the goal, and the amount of time 

expended in the satisfaction of the goal. 

Advice parameters preferably give constraints or guidance to the facilitator in 

25 completing and interpreting the goal. For example, a solution_limit parameter 

preferably allows the requester to say how many solutions it is interested in; the 

facilitator and/or service providers are free to use this information in optimizing their 

efforts. Similarly, a time_limit is preferably used to say how long the requester is 

willing to wait for solutions to its request, and, in a multiple facilitator system, a 

30 /evel_limit may preferably be used to say how remote the facilitators may be that are 

consulted in the search for solutions. A priority parameter is preferably used to 
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indicate that a reque. more urgent than previous requests t.ave not yet been 

satisfied. Other preferred advice parameters include but are not limited to parameters 

used to tell the facilitator whether parallel satisfaction of the parts of a goal is 

appropriate, how to combine and filter results arriving from multiple solver agents, 

s and whether the requester itself may be considered a candidate solver of the sub-goals 

of a request. 

Advice parameters preferably provide an extensible set of low-level, 

orthogonal parameters capable of combining with the ICL goal language to fully 

express how information should flow among participants. In certain preferred 

10 embodiments of the present invention, multiple parameters can be grouped together 

and given a group name. The resulting high-level advice parameters can preferably 

be used to express concepts analogous to KQML's performatives, as well as define 

classifications of problem types. For instance, KQML's "ask_all" and "ask_ one" 

performatives would be represented as combinations of values given to the parameters 

15 reply, parallel_ok, and solution_limit. As an example of a higher-level problem type, 

the strategy "math_problem" might preferably send the query to all appropriate math 

solvers in parallel, collect their responses, and signal a conflict if different answers are 

returned. The strategy "essay_question" might preferably send the request to all 

appropriate participants, and signal a problem (i.e., cheating) if any of the returned 

20 answers are identical. 

Facilitation 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, when a facilitator receives 

a compound goal, its job is to construct a goal satisfaction plan and oversee its 

satisfaction in an optimal or near optimal manner that is consistent with the specified 

25 advice. The facilitator of the present invention maintains a knowledge base that 

records the capabilities of a collection of agents, and uses that knowledge to assist 

requesters and providers of services in making contact. 

Figure 7 schematically shows data structures 700 internal to a facilitator in 

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. Consider the function of a 

30 Agent Registry 702 in the present invention. Each registered agent may be seen as 

associated with a collection of fields found within its parent facilitator such as shown 

in the figure. Each registered agent may optionally possess a Symbolic Name which· 
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would be entered in.eld 704. As mentioned elsewhere, Sy.lic Names need not 

be unique to each instance of an agent. Note that an agent may in certain preferred 

embodiments of the present invention possess more than one Symbolic Name. Such 

Symbolic Names would each be found through their associations in the Agent 

5 Registry entries. Each agent, when registered, must possess a Unique Address, which 

is entered into the Unique Address field 706. 

With further reference to Figure 7, each registered agent may be optionally 

associated with one or more capabilities, which have associated Capability 

Declaration fields 708 in the parent facilitator Agent Registry 702. These capabilities 

10 may define not just functionality, but may further provide a utility parameter 

indicating, in some manner (e.g., speed, accuracy, etc), how effective the agent is at 

providing the declared capability. Each registered agent may be optionally associated 

with one or more data components, which have associated Data Declaration fields 710 

in the parent facilitator Agent Registry 702. Each registered agent may be optionally 

15 associated with one or more triggers, which preferably could be referenced through 

their associated Trigger Declaration fields 712 in the parent facilitator Agent Registry 

702. Each registered agent may be optionally associated with one or more tasks, 

which preferably could be referenced through their associated Task Declaration fields 

714 in the parent facilitator Agent Registry 702. Each registered agent may be 

.t: 20 optionally associated with one or more Process Characteristics, which preferably 

could be referenced through their associated Process Characteristics Declaration fields 

716 in the parent facilitator Agent Registry 702. Note that these characteristics in 

certain preferred embodiments of the present invention may include one or more of 

the following: Machine Type (specifying what type of computer may run the agent), 

25 Language (both computer and human interface). 

A facilitator agent in certain preferred embodiments of the present invention 

further includes a Global Persistent Database 720. The database 720 is composed of 

data elements which do not rely upon the invocation or instantiation of client agents 

for those data elements to persist. Examples of data elements which might be present 

30 in such a database include but are not limited to the network address of the facilitator 

agent's server, facilitator agent's server accessible network port list, firewalls, user 
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lists, and security o.s regarding the access of server resou. accessible to the 

facilitator agent. 

A simplified walk through of operations involved in creating a client agent, a 

client agent initiating a service request, a client agent responding to a service request 

5 and a facilitator agent responding to a service request are including hereafter by way 

of illustrating the use of such a system. These figures and their accompanying 

discussion are provided by way of illustration of one preferred embodiment of the 

present invention and are not intended to limit the scope of the present invention. 

Figure 8 depicts operations involved in instantiating a client agent with its 

10 parent facilitator in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

The operations begin with starting the Agent Registration in a step 800. In a next step 

802, the Installer, such as a client or facilitator agent, invokes a new client agent. It 

will be appreciated that any computer entity is capable of invoking a new agent. The 

system then instantiates the new client agent in a step 804. This operation may 

15 involve resource allocations somewhere in the network on a local computer system 

for the client agent, which will often include memory as well as placement of 

references to the newly instantiated client agent in internal system lists of agents 

within that local computing system. Once instantiated, the new client and its parent 

facilitator establish a communications link in a step 806. In certain preferred 

20 embodiments, this communications link involves selection of one or more physical 

transport mechanisms for this communication. Once established, the client agent 

transmits it profile to the parent facilitator in a step 808. When received, the parent 

facilitator registers the client agent in a step 810. Then, at a step 812, a client agent 

has been instantiated in accordance with one preferred embodiment of the present 

25 invention. 

Figure 9 depicts operations involved in a client agent initiating a service 

request and receiving the response to that service request in accordance with a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention. The method of Figure 9 begins in a 

step 900, wherein any initialization or other such procedures may be performed. 

30 Then, in a step 902, the client agent determines a goal to be achieved (or solved). 

This goal is then translated in a step 904 into ICL, if it is not already formulated in it. 

The goal, now stated in ICL, is then transmitted to the client agent's parent facilitator 
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